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for participating in the evaluation process.

The European Branch of ICMC is held every year from the year of 2000 in different European Countries, while the Asian Branch of ICMC is held since 2012 in the Asian region. Due to the pandemic situation, the European and the Asian conferences were organized as one joint, online-only conference in 2020. ICMC 2021 is intended to be a special event honoring the 10th anniversary of the Asian conference series ACMC, while also bringing together researchers from all over the world working in Membrane Computing and related areas by providing the possibility of online participation enhancing communication and cooperation in the virtual place of an electronic conference.
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Abstracts of Invited Talks
Bogdan Aman graduated Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iasi (Faculty of Mathematics) in 2007 and completed his Ph.D. thesis in 2009 under the supervision of Prof. Gabriel Ciobanu at the Romanian Academy (Iasi branch). He received a public recognition for his research with the 2013 Grigore Moisil Award of the Romanian Academy of Sciences and 2019 International Membrane Computer Society (IMCS) Prize for the Theoretical Result of the Year. His main research fields are membrane computing, natural computing, process algebra, type systems, and other theoretical aspects of computer science.

**Talk: Evolution strategies in membrane computing**

**Abstract:** Membrane systems consist of a set of rewriting rules over (multi)sets of objects, together with an initial (multi)set of objects; membrane systems are used to describe the dynamics of systems which involve parallel access to resources. The evolution of a membrane system consists of applying rules over available resources (objects) using various strategies. We give a survey of the computation power and efficiency of membrane systems using various evolution strategies.
Xiyu Liu, Full professor, business school, Shandong normal university, China, received Ph.D. degrees in Fundamental Mathematics from Shandong university, in 1990. He works in Shandong Normal University and currently serves as the Dean of the Academy of Management Science. He was selected as the “Taishan Scholar” Distinguished Professor, the Young and Middle-aged Experts with Outstanding Contribution in Shandong Province, and the Outstanding Postgraduate Tutor in Shandong Province. At present, he has presided over more than 10 national and provincial projects, including 3 projects of National Natural Science Foundation of China, and published more than 150 academic papers. He is mainly engaged in the research of biological computing, computing intelligent and nonlinear analysis.

**Talk:** Complex topological membrane systems and application in medical image processing

**Abstract:** Membrane computation (also called a membrane system or P system) is a novel paradigm that has gained popularity in the past few years because it offers promising features such as the data encapsulation, simple information representation, and especially, parallelism. However, for computation purposes, the traditional membrane systems simplify real membrane structures and do not use the complex membrane structures to solve problems with complicated structures in the field of ecology, optimization and so on. Therefore, making use of the complex structures of membranes may improve the performance of membrane systems in real applications.

Based on the above consideration, the main motivation of this work is to use membrane systems to develop a learning framework for medical image processing. We propose a membrane system with hybrid structures, where the hybrid structures combine the advantages of classical membrane structures, such as tissue-like, cell-like and neural-like P systems.
Hong Peng, Full professor, School of Mathematics and Computer Science, Xihua University, China, received the Ph.D. degree in signal and information processing from the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chengdu, China, in 2010. He has been a Professor with the School of Computer and Software Engineering, since 2005. He was a Visiting Scholar with the Research Group of Natural Computing, University of Seville, Spain, from 2011 to 2012. He has published over 100 scientific articles in international journals. His research interests include membrane computing, machine learning, image processing, and computer vision.

Talk: Computer: Some variants of spiking neural P systems and application in image fusion

Abstract: Spiking neural P systems are a class of neural-like membrane computing models, inspired from the spiking mechanism of biological neurons. In the past years, some biological mechanisms have been introduced to propose many variants of spiking neural P systems. We first introduce several models recently proposed by our group, and then give the results of their computational completeness.

Image fusion is a basic task of image processing, especially multi-modal image fusion, including multi-focus images, multi-modality medical images, and optical and infrared images. We introduce application of two variants in multi-modal image fusion, including dynamic threshold neural P systems and coupled neural P systems.
Talk: Membrane systems breaking cryptosystems

Abstract: Cryptography is a scientific discipline that concerns information security in presence of possible intruders, as well as authentication and identification, providing privacy and integrity. The first ever published public key cryptosystem, named RSA, was developed by R. Rivest, A. Shamir and L. Adleman in 1978. The security that resides in this system is based on the apparent computational hardness of the integer factorization problem. More precisely, the semiprime factorization problem (given a natural number product of two prime numbers, find its decomposition) is used.

In this talk, the cited problem, among others, is studied from the Membrane Computing perspective, and a new kind of membrane systems with the ability to compute partial functions among natural numbers, are presented. This provides a new approach to attack RSA cryptosystems.
Bosheng Song, Professor, Department of Computer Science, School of Information Science and Engineering, Hunan University, China. He received the Ph.D. degree in control science and engineering from Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan, China, in 2015. He spent eighteen months working in the Research Group on Natural Computing, University of Seville, Seville, Spain, from November, 2013 to May, 2015. He was worked as a post-doctoral researcher with the School of Artificial Intelligence and Automation, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan, China, from March, 2016 to February, 2019. He is currently an Associate Professor with the College of Information Science and Engineering, Hunan University, Changsha, China. His current research interests include membrane computing and bioinformatics.

Talk: Some variants of P systems and their computational properties

Abstract: Membrane computing is an unconventional computing area that aims to abstract computing ideas (e.g., computing models, data structures, data operations) from the structure and functioning of living cells, as well as from more complex biological entities, like tissues, organs and populations of cells. The computational models that are part of this paradigm are generically called P systems, which are distributed and parallel computing devices. In this talk, inspired by different biological facts, some variants of P systems are introduced and the obtained results of these P systems are presented; besides, some open problems are given.
Petr Sosik, Professor, Department of Computer Science, School of Philosophy and Science, Silesian University, Opava. He is a head of research unit and a guarantee of several study programs. His research covers the area of bio-inspired computing (DNA computing, membrane computing, morphogenetic systems) and lately also machine learning applications. He has (co-)authored over 100 book chapters, journal and refereed conference publications. He supervises the work of several PhD students. Several times he was awarded the Best Paper Award or Research Result of the Year.

Talk: Simulations of Bacteria with Morphogenetic Systems
Joint work with Martin Pavlíček

Abstract: Morphogenetic (M) systems is a computational model inspired by morphogenesis of living cells. Mathematically, it is based partly on the concept of P systems with proteins on membranes providing abstract metabolic processes, and partly on the algorithmic self-assembly of tiles. An M system, however, generalizes both concepts into a unique framework. It allows to self-assemble 1D or 2D primitives of arbitrary pre-defined shapes into 2D or 3D forms, while the process is controlled by flow of atomic objects due to P-system-like rules. It was shown that M systems are computationally universal, error-prone, with strong self-healing properties, and able to solve NP-hard problems in a polynomial time.

Here we show that M systems are also able to simulate key processes in bacteria on a high level of granularity, while following important qualitative and quantitative macro-properties of the simulated cells. Initial experiments simulating growth of cytoskeleton inside cells were extended to cell fission processes under changing environmental conditions and to resistance of cells (e.g., E.Coli) to antibiotic agents. We show that, in spite of relative simplicity of the designed models of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, their results faithfully correspond to published biological observations.
Sergey Verlan, Full professor, Department of Computer Science, School of Science and Technology, University of Paris, France. He received his PhD in Computer Science at the University of Metz, France (2004). He obtained a habilitation in Computer Science (2010). Currently he is an associated professor (maître de conferences) at the University of Paris Est Créteil (France). His research interests belong to the area of theoretical computer science and natural computing. He has expertise in the area of formal language theory, DNA computing, membrane computing, modeling of biological systems and hardware design. He is particularly interested in the universality problem and provided several universal constructions which are the smallest known for the corresponding classes. He also introduced the formal framework for P systems that allows to explain, compare and extend different variants of P systems. He has more than 100 articles published in scientific journals and international conference proceedings. He edited 6 special journal issues and contributed to 12 book chapters.

Talk: A formal look at spiking neural P systems

Abstract: In this talk we will consider the model of spiking neural P systems (SNP) from the formal perspective. Based on the formal framework for P systems we decompose the model and its semantics in distinct bricks and then show how different existing variants of SNP can be constructed from them. This allows to compare different variants of SNP systems, to extend them and to provide bisimulations.

We will also discuss the vector notation for the description of SNP systems and the relations (bisimulations) to other variants of P systems and related models (like Petri nets).
Jin Xu, Full professor, Department of Computer Science and Technology, School of Electronics Engineering and Computer Science, Peking University, China, received Ph.D. degrees both in science and engineering. He has published more than 300 academic papers, including more than 200 SCI indexed articles as the first author or correspondent; 5 monographs and 1 translation manuscripts. He has presided over more than 10 national projects consists of the National Natural Science Foundation Key Project, International Cooperation Project, Instrument R&D Project, 973 Project, 863 Project, National Key R&D Program, National Defense Pre-research Project and so on. In 2013, he won the second prize of National Natural Science as the first complete person. In addition, he won 2 first prizes in Natural Science of the Ministry of Education both as the first person to be completed. In academic terms, he was the first, second, fourth, fifth, seventh, eighth International Biomedical Conference chairman, editor in several journals, expert of Military Commission of Science and Technology Committee, the vice chairman of China Circuit and System Society, the chairman of Biometrics and Bioprocessing Professional Committee of China, and the member of the Ministry of Education Cyberspace Security Advisory Committee. His main research areas are graph theory and combinatorial optimization, novel computing models, biological computing, information security, etc.

Talk: Computer: Past-Present-Future

Abstract: This report reviews a brief history of computing tools and gives a new definition of computer from the perspective of decomposability; points out the reasons why electronic computers cannot effectively deal with the combinatorial explosion problems, which leads to the current computer science in the "Warring States Era"; and gives the basic principles and research progress of DNA computing, in particular, inspired by DNA computing, the reporter discovered a kind of fully parallel mathematical computing model from the bottom—the Probe Machine, and gave two types of probe computers based on biological materials and electronic materials. Finally, the report points out the possible development trend of computer in the future is: the mathematical computing model of the computer is a series/parallel structure type, and its realization materials are mainly protein materials.
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Variants of Simple P Systems with One Catalyst Being Computationally Complete
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Abstract. Catalytic P systems are among the first variants of membrane systems ever considered in this area. This variant of systems also features some prominent computational complexity questions, and in particular the problem of using only one catalyst: is one catalyst enough to allow for generating all recursively enumerable sets of multisets? Several additional ingredients have been shown to be sufficient for obtaining even computational completeness with only one catalyst. Last year we could show that the derivation mode \( \text{max objects} \), where we only take those multisets of rules which affect the maximal number of objects in the underlying configuration one catalyst is sufficient for obtaining computational completeness without any other ingredients. In this paper we follow this way of research and show that one catalyst is also sufficient for obtaining computational completeness when using specific variants of derivation modes based on non-extendable multisets of rules: we only take those non-extendable multisets whose application yields the maximal number of generated objects or else those non-extendable multisets whose application yields the maximal difference in the number of objects between the newly generated configuration and the current configuration.

1 Introduction

Two decades ago, membrane systems were introduced in [30] as a multiset-rewriting model of computing inspired by the structure and the functioning of the living cell. The development of this fascinating area of biologically motivated computing models is documented in two textbooks, see [31] and [32].
information see the P systems webpage [34] and the issues of the Bulletin of the International Membrane Computing Society and of the Journal of Membrane Computing.

One basic feature of P systems already presented in [30] is the maximally parallel derivation mode, i.e., using non-extendable multisets of rules in every derivation step. The result of a computation can be extracted when the system halts, i.e., when no rule is applicable any more. Catalysts are special symbols which allow only one object to evolve in its context (in contrast to promoters) and in their basic variant never evolve themselves, i.e., a catalytic rule is of the form $ca \rightarrow cv$, where $c$ is a catalyst, $a$ is a single object and $v$ is a multiset of objects. In contrast, non-catalytic rules in catalytic P systems are non-cooperative rules of the form $a \rightarrow v$.

From the beginning, the question how many catalysts are needed for obtaining computational completeness has been one of the most intriguing challenges regarding (catalytic) P systems. In [19] it has already been shown that two catalysts are enough for generating any recursively enumerable set of multisets, without any additional ingredients like a priority relation on the rules as used in the original definition. As already known from the beginning, without catalysts only regular (semi-linear) sets can be generated when using the standard maximal derivation mode and the standard halting mode, i.e., a result is extracted when the system halts with no rule being applicable any more. As shown, for example, in [22], using various additional ingredients, i.e., additional control mechanisms, one catalyst can be sufficient: in P systems with label selection, only rules from one set of a finite number of sets of rules in each computation step are used; in time-varying P systems, the available sets of rules change periodically with time. For many other variants of P systems using specific control mechanism for the application of rules the interested reader is referred to the list of references, for example, see [1–9, 12, 10, 11, 13, 17, 16, 18, 21–24, 27, 28].

On the other hand, for such catalytic P systems with only one catalyst and using the standard maximally parallel derivation mode and the standard halting mode, a lower bound has been established in [25]: P systems with one catalyst can simulate partially blind register machines, i.e., they can generate more than just semi-linear sets.

In [6], we returned to the idea of using a priority relation on the rules, but took only a very weak form of such a priority relation: we only required that overall in the system catalytic rules have weak priority over non-catalytic rules. This means that the catalyst $c$ must not stay idle if the current configuration contains an object $a$ with which it may cooperate in a rule $ca \rightarrow cv$; all remaining objects evolve in the maximally parallel way with non-cooperative rules. On the other hand, if the current configuration does not contain an object $a$ with which the catalyst $c$ may cooperate in a rule $ca \rightarrow cv$, $c$ may stay idle and all objects evolve in the maximally parallel way with non-cooperative rules. Even without using more than this weak priority of catalytic rules over the non-catalytic (non-cooperative) rules, we could establish computational completeness for catalytic P systems with only one catalyst. Moreover, starting from a result established
in [6], an even stronger result using a similar construction as in [6] has been established in [9] where we show computational completeness for catalytic P systems with only one catalyst using the derivation mode $\text{max}_\text{objects}$, i.e., we only take those multisets of rules which affect the maximal number of objects in the underlying configuration.

In this paper we now continue the research started in [9] and investigate several variants of derivation modes based on non-extendable multisets of rules and taking only those for which the difference of objects between the underlying configuration and the configuration after the application of the multisets of rules is maximal. We also consider the variants where the number of symbols generated by the application of a multiset of rules is maximal.

Finally, for the variants with maximal number of objects we can also take these multisets of rules without requesting them to fulfill the condition of the multisets to be non-extendable.

2 Definitions

For an alphabet $V$, by $V^*$ we denote the free monoid generated by $V$ under the operation of concatenation, i.e., containing all possible strings over $V$. The empty string is denoted by $\lambda$. A multiset $M$ with underlying set $A$ is a pair $(A, f)$ where $f : A \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ is a mapping. If $M = (A, f)$ is a multiset then its support is defined as $\text{supp}(M) = \{x \in A \mid f(x) > 0\}$. A multiset is empty (respectively finite) if its support is the empty set (respectively a finite set). If $M = (A, f)$ is a finite multiset over $A$ and $\text{supp}(M) = \{a_1, \ldots, a_k\}$, then it can also be represented by the string $a_1^{f(a_1)} \ldots a_k^{f(a_k)}$ over the alphabet $\{a_1, \ldots, a_k\}$, and, moreover, all permutations of this string precisely identify the same multiset $M$. The set of all multisets over $V$ is denoted by $V^\circ$. The cardinality of a set or multiset $M$ is denoted by $|M|$. For further notions and results in formal language theory we refer to textbooks like [15] and [33].

2.1 Register Machines

Register machines are well-known universal devices for computing (or generating or accepting) sets of vectors of natural numbers. The following definitions and propositions are given as in [9].

**Definition 1.** A register machine is a construct

$$M = (m, B, l_0, l_h, P)$$

where

- $m$ is the number of registers,
- $P$ is the set of instructions bijectively labeled by elements of $B$,
- $l_0 \in B$ is the initial label, and
- $l_h \in B$ is the final label.
The instructions of $M$ can be of the following forms:

- $p : (\text{ADD}(r), q, s)$, with $p \in B \setminus \{l_h\}$, $q, s \in B$, $1 \leq r \leq m$.  
  Increase the value of register $r$ by one, and non-deterministically jump to instruction $q$ or $s$.

- $p : (\text{SUB}(r), q, s)$, with $p \in B \setminus \{l_h\}$, $q, s \in B$, $1 \leq r \leq m$.  
  If the value of register $r$ is not zero then decrease the value of register $r$ by one (decrement case) and jump to instruction $q$, otherwise jump to instruction $s$ (zero-test case).

- $l_h : \text{HALT}$.  
  Stop the execution of the register machine.

A configuration of a register machine is described by the contents of each register and by the value of the current label, which indicates the next instruction to be executed. $M$ is called deterministic if the ADD-instructions all are of the form $p : (\text{ADD}(r), q)$.

In the accepting case, a computation starts with the input of an $l$-vector of natural numbers in its first $l$ registers and by executing the first instruction of $P$ (labeled with $l_0$); it terminates with reaching the \text{HALT}-instruction. Without loss of generality, we may assume all registers to be empty at the end of the computation.

In the generating case, a computation starts with all registers being empty and by executing the first instruction of $P$ (labeled with $l_0$); it terminates with reaching the \text{HALT}-instruction and the output of a $k$-vector of natural numbers in its last $k$ registers. Without loss of generality, we may assume all registers except the last $k$ output registers to be empty at the end of the computation.

In the computing case, a computation starts with the input of an $l$-vector of natural numbers in its first $l$ registers and by executing the first instruction of $P$ (labeled with $l_0$); it terminates with reaching the \text{HALT}-instruction and the output of a $k$-vector of natural numbers in its last $k$ registers. Without loss of generality, we may assume all registers except the last $k$ output registers to be empty at the end of the computation.

For useful results on the computational power of register machines, we refer to [29]; for example, to prove our main theorem, we need the following formulation of results for register machines generating or accepting recursively enumerable sets of vectors of natural numbers with $k$ components or computing partial recursive relations on vectors of natural numbers:

**Proposition 1.** Deterministic register machines can accept any recursively enumerable set of vectors of natural numbers with $l$ components using precisely $l + 2$ registers. Without loss of generality, we may assume that at the end of an accepting computation all registers are empty.

**Proposition 2.** Register machines can generate any recursively enumerable set of vectors of natural numbers with $k$ components using precisely $k + 2$ registers.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that at the end of a generating computation the first two registers are empty, and, moreover, on the output registers, i.e., the last \( k \) registers, no \textsc{sub}-instruction is ever used.

**Proposition 3.** Register machines can compute any partial recursive relation on vectors of natural numbers with \( l \) components as input and vectors of natural numbers with \( k \) components as output using precisely \( l + 2 + k \) registers, where without loss of generality, we may assume that at the end of a successful computation the first \( l + 2 \) registers are empty, and, moreover, on the output registers, i.e., the last \( k \) registers, no \textsc{sub}-instruction is ever used.

In all cases it is essential that the output registers never need to be decremented.

**Remark 1.** For any register machine, without loss of generality we may assume that the first instruction is an \textsc{add}-instruction: in fact, given a register machine \( M = (m, B, l_0, l_h, P) \) with having a \textsc{sub}-instruction as its first instruction, we can immediately construct an equivalent register machine \( M' \) by starting with an increment immediately followed by a decrement of the first register:

\[
M' = (m, B', l'_0, l_h, P'),
\]
\[
B' = B \cup \{l'_0, l''_0\},
\]
\[
P' = P \cup \{l'_0 : (\textsc{add}(1), l''_0, l''_0), l''_0 : (\textsc{sub}(1), l_0, l_0)\}.
\]

### 2.2 Simple Catalytic P Systems

Taking into account the well-known flattening process, e.g., see [20], in this paper we only consider simple catalytic P systems, i.e., with the simplest membrane structure of only one membrane, and with only one catalyst:

**Definition 2.** A simple catalytic P system with only one catalyst is a construct

\[
\Pi = (V, \{c\}, T, w, R)
\]

where

- \( V \) is the alphabet of objects;
- \( c \in V \) is the single catalyst;
- \( T \subseteq (V \setminus \{c\}) \);
- \( w \in V^\ast \) is the multiset of objects initially present in the membrane region;
- \( R \) is a finite set of evolution rules over \( V \); these evolution rules are of the forms \( ca \rightarrow cv \) or \( a \rightarrow v \), where \( c \) is a catalyst, \( a \) is an object from \( V \setminus \{c\} \), and \( v \) is a multiset over \( V \setminus \{c\} \).

The multiset in the single membrane region of \( \Pi \) constitutes a configuration of the P system; the initial configuration is given by the initial multiset \( w \). A transition between configurations is governed by the application of the evolution rules, which is done in a given derivation mode. The application of a rule \( u \rightarrow v \) to a multiset \( M \) results in subtracting from \( M \) the multiset identified by \( u \), and then in adding the multiset identified by \( v \).
2.3 Variants of Derivation Modes

The definitions and the corresponding notions used in this subsection follow the definitions and notions elaborated in [26] and extend them for the purposes of this paper.

Given a P system $\Pi$, the set of multisets of rules applicable to a configuration $C$ is denoted by $\text{Appl}(\Pi, C)$; this set also equals the set $\text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{asyn})$ of multisets of rules applicable in the *asynchronous derivation mode* (abbreviated *asyn*).

Given a multiset $R$ of rules in $\text{Appl}(\Pi, C)$, we write $C \xrightarrow{R} C'$ if $C'$ is the result of applying $R$ to $C$. The number of symbols affected by applying $R$ to $C$ is denoted by $\text{Aff}(C, R)$. The number of symbols generated in $C'$ by the right-hand sides of the rules applied to $C$ with the multiset of rules $R$ is denoted by $\text{Gen}(C, R)$. The difference between the number of objects in $C'$ and $C$ is denoted by $\Delta_{\text{obj}}(C, R)$. In all cases, the catalysts are taken into account, too.

The set $\text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{sequ})$ denotes the set of multisets of rules applicable in the *sequential derivation mode* (abbreviated *sequ*), where in each derivation step exactly one rule is applied.

The standard parallel derivation mode used in P systems is the *maximally parallel derivation mode* (*max* for short). In the maximally parallel derivation mode, in any computation step of $\Pi$ we choose a multiset of rules from $\mathcal{R}$ in such a way that no further rule can be added to it so that the obtained multiset would still be applicable to the existing objects in the configuration, i.e., in simple P systems we only take applicable multisets of rules which cannot be extended by further rules and are to be applied to the objects in the single membrane region:

$$\text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max}) = \{ R \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C) \mid \text{there is no } R' \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C) \text{ such that } |R'| > |R| \}.$$ 

As already introduced for multisets of rules in [14], we now consider the variant where the maximal number of rules is chosen. In the derivation mode $\text{max}_{\text{rules}}\text{max}$ only a maximal multiset of rules is allowed to be applied. But it can also be seen as the variant of the basic mode *max* where we just take a multiset of applicable rules with the maximal number of rules in it, hence, we will also call it the $\text{max}_{\text{rules}}$ derivation mode. Formally we have:

$$\text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max}_{\text{rules}}) = \{ R \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{asyn}) \mid \text{there is no } R' \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{asyn}) \text{ such that } |R'| > |R| \}.$$ 

We also consider the derivation mode $\text{max}_{\text{objects}}\text{max}$ where from the multisets of rules in $\text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max})$ only those are taken which affect the maximal number of objects. As with affecting the maximal number of objects, such multisets of rules are non-extendable anyway, we will also use the notation $\text{max}_{\text{objects}}$. Formally we may write:
Appl(Π, C, max\textsubscript{objects, max}) = \{ R \in Appl(Π, C, max) | \\
there is no R' \in Appl(Π, C, max) \\
such that Aff(C, R) < Aff(C, R') \}

and

Appl(Π, C, max\textsubscript{objects}) = \{ R \in Appl(Π, C, asyn) | \\
there is no R' \in Appl(Π, C, asyn) \\
such that Aff(C, R) < Aff(C, R') \}.

As already mentioned, both definitions yield the same multiset of rules.

In addition to these well-known derivation modes, in this paper we also consider several new variants of derivation modes.

**Remark 2.** The inherent possibility of mimicking the weak priority of catalytic rules over non-catalytic rules taken from the set of applicable non-extendable multisets of rules in simple catalytic P systems using the derivation mode max\textsubscript{objects} allowed us to show that simple catalytic P systems with only one catalyst are computationally complete when using the derivation mode max\textsubscript{objects}, see [9].

We now define new derivation modes starting from the non-extendable multisets of rules applicable to the current configuration C as for the derivation mode max, which instead of looking at the number of affected symbols take into account the number of generated symbols and the difference of symbols between the derived configuration and the current configuration, respectively.

\text{max\textsubscript{GEN objects, max}} \text{ a non-extendable multiset of rules R applicable to the current configuration C is only taken if the number of objects generated by the application of the rules in R to the configuration C is maximal with respect to the number of objects generated by the application of the rules in any other non-extendable multiset of rules R' to the configuration C:} \]

\text{Appl}(Π, C, max\textsubscript{GEN objects, max}) = \{ R \in Appl(Π, C, max) | \\
there is no R' \in Appl(Π, C, max) \\
such that Gen(C, R) < Gen(C, R') \}.

\text{max\textsubscript{\Delta objects, max}} \text{ a non-extendable multiset of rules R applicable to the current configuration C is only taken if the difference } ∆C = |C'| - |C| \text{ between the number of objects in the configuration C' obtained by the application of R and the number of objects in the underlying configuration C is maximal with respect to the differences in the number of objects obtained by applying any other non-extendable multisets of rules:} \]

\text{Appl}(Π, C, max\textsubscript{\Delta objects, max}) = \{ R \in Appl(Π, C, max) | \\
there is no R' \in Appl(Π, C, max) such that ∆obj(C, R) < ∆obj(C, R') \}.  
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We illustrate the difference between these new derivation modes in the following example:

**Example 1.** To illustrate the derivation modes \( \max \text{GENobjects} \) as well as \( \max \Delta \text{objects} \), consider a simple P system with the initial configuration \( \text{caa} \) and the following rules:

1. \( a \rightarrow b \)
2. \( ca \rightarrow cd \)

In case of the derivation mode \( \max \text{GENobjects} \), only the multiset of rules \( \{ ca \rightarrow cd, a \rightarrow b \} \) can be applied, as \( \text{Gen}(\text{caa}, \{ ca \rightarrow cd \}) = 2 \) and \( \text{Gen}(\text{cab}, \{ a \rightarrow b \}) = 1 \) and therefore \( \text{Gen}(\text{caa}, \{ ca \rightarrow cd, a \rightarrow b \}) = 3 \), whereas \( \text{Gen}(\text{caa}, \{ a \rightarrow b, a \rightarrow b \}) = 2 \). Hence, the only possible derivation with the derivation mode \( \max \text{GENobjects} \) is \( \text{caa} \rightarrow \text{cdb} \). In this special case,

\[
\text{App}(\Pi, \text{caa}, \max \text{GENobjects}) = \text{App}(\Pi, \text{caa}, \max \text{objects}).
\]

On the other hand, with the derivation mode \( \max \Delta \text{objects} \) both rules yield the same difference of 0, i.e.,

\[
\Delta \text{obj}(\text{caa}, \{ ca \rightarrow cd \}) = \Delta \text{obj}(\text{caa}, \{ a \rightarrow b \}) = 0,
\]

which yields all two non-extendable multisets of rules \( \{ ca \rightarrow cd, a \rightarrow b \} \) and \( \{ a \rightarrow b, a \rightarrow b \} \) to be applicable to the underlying configuration \( \text{caa} \), i.e.,

\[
\text{App}(\Pi, \text{caa}, \max \Delta \text{objects}) = \text{App}(\Pi, \text{caa}, \max \text{objects}).
\]

Now let us take a slightly different set of rules:

1. \( a \rightarrow bb \)
2. \( ca \rightarrow cd \)

Observing that \( \text{Gen}(\text{caa}, \{ a \rightarrow bb \}) = 2 \) and \( \Delta \text{obj}(\text{caa}, \{ a \rightarrow bb \}) = 1 \), we obtain the following sets of applicable multisets of rules in the two derivation modes considered here in this example:

\[
\text{App}(\Pi, \text{caa}, \max \text{GENobjects}) = \{ \{ a \rightarrow bb, a \rightarrow bb \}, \{ a \rightarrow bb, ca \rightarrow cd \} \},
\]

\[
\text{App}(\Pi, \text{caa}, \max \Delta \text{objects}) = \{ \{ a \rightarrow bb, a \rightarrow bb \} \}.
\]

Finally, let us take the following set of rules:

1. \( a \rightarrow \lambda \)
2. \( ca \rightarrow cd \)

Observing that \( \text{Gen}(\text{caa}, \{ a \rightarrow \lambda \}) = 0 \) and \( \Delta \text{obj}(\text{caa}, \{ a \rightarrow \lambda \}) = -1 \), we obtain the following sets of applicable multisets of rules in the two derivation modes considered here in this example:

\[
\text{App}(\Pi, \text{caa}, \max \text{GENobjects}) = \{ \{ a \rightarrow \lambda, ca \rightarrow cd \} \},
\]

\[
\text{App}(\Pi, \text{caa}, \max \Delta \text{objects}) = \{ \{ a \rightarrow \lambda, ca \rightarrow cd \} \}.
\]
2.4 Computations in a P System

The P system continues with applying multisets of rules according to the derivation mode until there remain no applicable rules in the single region of $II$, i.e., as usual, with all these variants of derivation modes as defined above, we consider halting computations.

We may generate or accept or even compute functions or relations. The inputs/outputs may be multisets or strings, defined in the well-known way. When the system halts, in case of computing with multisets we consider the number of objects from $T$ contained in the membrane region at the moment when the system halts as the result of the underlying computation of $II$.

We would like to emphasize that as results we only take the objects from the terminal alphabet $T$, especially the catalyst is not counted to the result of a computation. On the other hand, with all the proofs given in this paper, except for the single catalyst no other garbage remains in the membrane region at the end of a halting computation.

As already mentioned earlier, the following result was shown in [25], establishing a lower bound for the computational power of catalytic P systems with only one catalyst:

**Proposition 4.** Catalytic P systems with only one catalyst working in the derivation mode $\max$ have at least the computational power of partially blind register machines.

**Example 2.** In [25] it was shown that the vector set

$$S = \{(n,m) \mid 0 \leq n, n \leq m \leq 2^n\}$$

(which is not semi-linear) can be generated by a P system working in the derivation mode $\max$ with only one catalyst and 19 rules.

3 Computational Completeness for Simple P Systems Working in the Derivation Modes $\max_{GEN objects}$ and $\max_{\Delta objects}$

As already mentioned earlier, in [9] we have already shown that we can obtain computational completeness with simple P systems and only one catalyst when using the derivation mode $\max_{objects}$ instead of $\max$.

In this section we now study simple P systems with only one catalyst using the derivation modes $\max_{GEN objects}$ and $\max_{\Delta objects}$, respectively.

**Theorem 1.** For any register machine with at least two decrementable registers we can construct a simple catalytic P system with only one catalyst, working in the derivation mode $\max_{\Delta objects}$ or in the derivation mode $\max_{GEN objects}$, which can simulate every step of the register machine in $n$ steps where $n$ is the number of decrementable registers.
Proof. Given an arbitrary register machine $M = (m, B, l_0, l_h, P)$ we will construct a corresponding catalytic P system with one membrane and one catalyst $\Pi = (V, \{c\}, T, w, R)$ simulating $M$. Without loss of generality, we may assume that, depending on its use as an accepting or generating or computing device, the register machine $M$, as stated in Proposition 1, Proposition 2, and Proposition 3, fulfills the condition that on the output registers we never apply any $\text{SUB}$-instruction.

The following proof is given for the most general case of a register machine computing any partial recursive relation on vectors of natural numbers with $l$ components as input and vectors of natural numbers with $k$ components as output using precisely $l + 2 + k$ registers, where without loss of generality, we may assume that at the end of a successful computation the first $l + 2$ registers are empty, and, moreover, on the output registers, i.e., the last $k$ registers, no $\text{SUB}$-instruction is ever used. In fact, the proof works for any number $n \geq 2$ of decrementable registers, no matter how many of them are the $l$ input registers and the working registers, respectively.

The main idea behind our construction is that all the symbols except the catalyst $c$ and the output symbols (representing the contents of the output registers) go through a cycle of length $n$ where $n$ is the number of decrementable registers of the simulated register machine. When the symbols are traversing the $r$-th section of the $n$ sections, they “know” that they are to probably simulate a $\text{SUB}$-instruction on register $r$ of the register machine $M$.

As in our construction the simulation of a $\text{SUB}$-instruction takes two steps, the second simulation step in the case of a $\text{SUB}$-instruction on register $n$ is shifted to the first step of the next cycle. Yet in this case we have to guarantee that after a $\text{SUB}$-instruction on register $n$ the next instruction to be simulated is not a $\text{SUB}$-instruction on register 1. Hence, we use a similar trick as already elaborated in Remark 1: we not only do not start with a $\text{SUB}$-instruction, but we also change the register machine program in such a way that after a $\text{SUB}$-instruction on register $n$ two intermediate instructions are introduced, i.e., as in Remark 1, we use an $\text{ADD}$-instruction on register 1 immediately followed by a $\text{SUB}$-instruction on register 1, whose simulation will end at most in step $n$, as we have assumed $n \geq 2$.

The following construction is elaborated in such a way that it works both for the derivation mode $\text{max}_{\Delta \text{objects}} \text{max}$ and the derivation mode $\text{max}_{\text{GEN \text{objects}}} \text{max}$.

We now simulate the resulting register machine fulfilling these additional constraints $M = (m, B, l_0, l_h, P)$ by a corresponding simple P system with one catalyst $\Pi = (V, \{c\}, T, c(l_0, 1), R)$. 
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\[ V = \{ a_r \mid n + 1 \leq r \leq m \} \]
\[ \cup \{ (a_r, i) \mid 1 \leq r \leq n, 1 \leq i \leq n \} \]
\[ \cup \{ (p, i) \mid p \in B_{ADD}, 1 \leq i \leq n \} \]
\[ \cup \{ (p, i) \mid p \in B_{SUB(r)}, 1 \leq i \leq r + 1 \} \]
\[ \cup \{ (p, i)^{-}, (p, i)^{0} \mid p \in B_{SUB(r)}, r + 2 \leq i \leq n \} \]
\[ \cup \{ c, e, d \} \].

The construction includes the dummy symbol \( d \) which is erased by the rule \( d \rightarrow \lambda \). The effect of applying these rules due to the requirement of the chosen multisets of rules to be non-extendable will be ignored in the following calculations for \( \Delta_{obj}(C, R) \) and \( \text{Gen}(C, R) \).

The symbols \( a_r, n + 1 \leq r \leq m \), represent the output registers. For the decrementable registers, we use the symbols \( (a_r, i), 1 \leq r \leq n, 1 \leq i \leq n \), which go through a loop of \( n \) steps. The main idea now is that the only case when such a symbol can be used to decrement register \( r \) is when \( n = r \), i.e., in the \( r \)-th step of the simulation cycle.

\[(a_r, i) \rightarrow (a_r, i + 1), 1 \leq r < n; \quad (a_r, n) \rightarrow (a_r, 1). \quad (1)\]

In the same way as the register symbols \( a_r \), the program symbols \( (p, i) \) representing the label \( p \) from \( B \) undergo the same cycle of length \( n \).

For simulating \( ADD \)-instructions we need the following rules:

Increment \( p \) : \( (ADD(r), q, s) \):
\[ c(p, i) \rightarrow c(p, i + 1)d, \quad 1 \leq i < n. \quad (2)\]

The catalyst has to be used with the program symbol which otherwise would stay idle when the catalyst is used with a register symbol, and the difference of objects \( \Delta_{obj}(C, R') \) for this other non-extendable multiset of rules \( R' \) would be 0 whereas when using the program symbol for the catalyst, we obtain \( \Delta_{obj}(C, R) = 1 \) because of the additional dummy symbol \( d \).

In a similar way we can argue that in the case of the derivation mode \( \max_{\text{GEN objects}} \max \) the number of generated symbols is maximal when using the catalyst together with the program symbol; in fact, if \( N \) is the total number of register symbols for decrementable registers in the underlying configuration \( C \), then with applying the set of rules \( R \) described so far we get \( \text{Gen}(C, R) = N + 3 \) in contrast to \( \text{Gen}(C, R') = N - 1 + 3 = N + 2 \) where using the catalyst with the rule \( c(a_r, r) \rightarrow ced \), as described below for the simulation of the \( SUB \)-Instruction, results in the multiset of rules \( R' \).

If \( r \) is a decrementable register, we end the simulation using one of the following rules:
\[ c(p, n) \rightarrow c(q, 1)(a_r, 1), \quad c(p, n) \rightarrow c(s, 1)(a_r, 1). \quad (3)\]
If \( r \) is an output register, we end the simulation using one of the following rules introducing output symbols not to be changed any more:

\[
    c(p, n) \rightarrow c(q, 1)_{a_r},
    \quad
    c(p, n) \rightarrow c(s, 1)_{a_r}.
\]

As in both cases, together with the program symbol a new register symbol is generated, we again have \( \Delta obj(C, R) = 1 \), thus guaranteeing that the catalyst must take \((p, n)\) and cannot take \((a_n, n)\) instead.

A similar argument again holds in the case of the derivation mode \( \text{max GEN}\text{objects} \), as the number of generated symbols is only maximal when using the catalyst together with the program symbol; again we have \( \text{Gen}(C, R) = N + 3 \) with this multiset of rules \( R \) in contrast to \( \text{Gen}(C, R') = N - 1 + 3 = N + 2 \) when using the catalyst with the rule \( c(a_r, r) \rightarrow ced \) results in the multiset of rules \( R' \).

For simulating \( \text{SUB} \)-instructions we need the following rules:

*Decrement and zero-test p : (\( \text{SUB}(r), q, s \)):

\[
    c(p, i) \rightarrow c(p, i + 1)d, \quad 1 \leq i < r.
\]

For \( 1 \leq i < r \), we again use the dummy symbol \( d \) to obtain \( \Delta C = 1 \) and thus also having one more symbol generated, to enforce the catalyst to take the program symbol.

\[
    (p, r) \rightarrow (p, r + 1), \quad c(a_r, r) \rightarrow ced.
\]

In case that register \( r \) is empty, i.e., there is no object \((a_r, r)\), then the catalyst will stay idle as in this step there is no other object with which it could react. In case that register \( r \) is not empty, i.e., there is at least one object \((a_r, r)\), then one of these objects \((a_r, r)\) must be used with the catalyst \( c \) as the rule \( c(a_r, r) \rightarrow ced \) implies \( \Delta obj(C, R) = 1 \), whereas otherwise, if all register symbols are used with the rule \((a_r, r) \rightarrow (a_r, r + 1)\), then \( \Delta obj(C, R) = 0 \).

In the same way we argue that with using the rule \( c(a_r, r) \rightarrow ced \) we get one symbol generated more than if we use the rule \((a_r, r) \rightarrow (a_r, r + 1)\) for that symbol \((a_r, r)\), i.e., \( \text{Gen}(C, R) = N - 1 + 3 = N + 2 \) in contrast to \( \text{Gen}(C, R') = N \).

If \( r < n \):

\[
    ce \rightarrow cdddd, \quad (p, r + 1) \rightarrow (p, r + 2)^-; \quad c(p, r + 1) \rightarrow c(p, r + 2)^0dd.
\]

If in the first step of the simulation phase the catalyst did manage to decrement the register, it produced \( e \). Thus, in the second simulation step, the catalyst has three choices:
1. the catalyst \( c \) correctly “erases” \( e \) using the rule \( ce \rightarrow cdddd \), and to the program symbol \( (p, r + 1) \) the rule \( (p, r + 1) \rightarrow (p, r + 2) \) must be applied due to the fact that both derivation modes \( \text{max}_{\text{objects}} \) and \( \text{max}_{\text{GEN objects}} \) only allow for non-extendable multisets of rules; all register symbols evolve in the usual way; in total we get \( \Delta_{\text{obj}}(C,R) = 3 \) and \( \text{Gen}(C,R) = N + 6 \);

2. the catalyst \( c \) takes the program symbol \( (p, r + 1) \) using the rule \( c(p,r+1) \rightarrow c(p,r+2)dd \), and all register symbols evolve in the usual way; in total we get \( \Delta_{\text{obj}}(C,R) = 2 \) and \( \text{Gen}(C,R) = N + 4 \);

3. the catalyst \( c \) takes a register object, the program symbol \( (p, r + 1) \) evolves with the rule \( (p, r + 1) \rightarrow (p, r + 2) \), and all other register objects evolve in the usual way; in total we get \( \Delta_{\text{obj}}(C,R) = 1 \) and \( \text{Gen}(C,R) = (N - 1 + 3) + 1 = N + 3 \).

In total, only variant 1 fulfills the condition given by the derivation mode \( \text{max}_{\text{objects}} \) that \( \Delta_{\text{obj}}(C,R) \) is maximal, and therefore is the only possible continuation of the computation if register \( r \) is not empty.

A similar argument holds for the derivation mode \( \text{max}_{\text{GEN objects}} \) with respect to the number of generated symbols \( \Delta_{\text{obj}}(C,R) \).

On the other hand, if register \( r \) is empty, no object \( e \) is generated, and the catalyst \( c \) has only two choices:

1. the catalyst \( c \) takes the program symbol \( (p, r + 1) \) using the rule \( c(p,r+1) \rightarrow c(p,r+2)dd \), and all register symbols evolve in the usual way; in total we get \( \Delta_{\text{obj}}(C,R) = 2 \) and \( \text{Gen}(C,R) = N + 4 \);

2. the catalyst \( c \) takes a register object \( (a_{r+1}, r + 1) \) thereby generating \( ed \), the program symbol \( (p, r + 1) \) evolves with the rule \( (p, r + 1) \rightarrow (p, r + 2) \), and all other register objects evolve in the usual way; this variant leads to \( \Delta_{\text{obj}}(C,R) = 1 \) and \( \text{Gen}(C,R) = (N - 1 + 3) + 1 = N + 3 \).

In total, variant 1 is the only possible continuation of the computation if register \( r \) is empty.

\[
\begin{align*}
  c(p,i)^- &\rightarrow c(p,i+1)^-d, \quad r + 2 \leq i < n, \\
  c(p, n)^- &\rightarrow c(q,1)d, \\
  c(p, i)^0 &\rightarrow c(p, i+1)^0d, \quad r + 2 \leq i < n, \\
  c(p, n)^0 &\rightarrow c(s,1)d.
\end{align*}
\]  

Again the catalyst has to be used with the program symbol to get \( \Delta_{\text{obj}}(C,R) = 1 \) and \( \text{Gen}(C,R) = N + 3 \), which otherwise would stay idle when the catalyst is used with a register symbol, and the multiset of rules applied in this way would only yield \( \Delta_{\text{obj}}(C,R) = 0 \) and \( \text{Gen}(C,R') = N - 1 + 3 = N + 2 \).

If \( r = n \):

\[
\begin{align*}
  ce &\rightarrow cdddd, \\
  (p, n + 1) &\rightarrow (q, 2), \quad c(p, n + 1) \rightarrow c(s, 2)dd.
\end{align*}
\]
In this case, the second step of the simulation is already the first step of the next cycle, which means that in this case of \( r = n \) the next instruction to be simulated is an ADD-instruction on register 1.

To complete the proof we have to implement the final \( HALT \)-instruction \( l_h : HALT \). In an easy way, we can do this by introducing \( d \) instead of \((l_h,1)\) or \((l_h,2)\) as done for other labels. In this way, finally no program symbol is present any more in the configuration. As we have assumed all decrementable registers to be empty when the register machine halts, this means the constructed simple P system will also halt after having erased the dummy symbols \( d \) in the next step.

We finally observe that the proof construction given above is even deterministic if the underlying register machine to be simulated is deterministic.

As the number of decrementable registers in generating register machines needed for generating any recursively enumerable set of (vectors of) natural numbers is only two, from the theorem above we obtain the following result:

**Corollary 1.** For any generating register machine with two decrementable registers we can construct a simple P system with only one catalyst and working in the derivation mode \( \max \Delta_{\text{objects}} \text{max} \) or in the derivation mode \( \max \text{GEN}_{\text{objects}} \text{max} \) which can simulate every step of the register machine in 2 steps, and therefore such catalytic P systems with only one catalyst and working in the derivation mode \( \max \Delta_{\text{objects}} \text{max} \) or in the derivation mode \( \max \text{GEN}_{\text{objects}} \text{max} \) can generate any recursively enumerable set of (vectors of) natural numbers.

For accepting register machines, in addition to the two working registers, we have at least one input register and therefore immediately infer the following result:

**Corollary 2.** For any recursively enumerable set of \( d \)-vectors of natural numbers given by a register machine with \( d + 2 \) decrementable registers we can construct an accepting simple P system with only one catalyst and working in the derivation mode \( \max \Delta_{\text{objects}} \text{max} \) or in the derivation mode \( \max \text{GEN}_{\text{objects}} \text{max} \) which can simulate every step of the register machine in \( d + 2 \) steps, and therefore such catalytic P systems with only one catalyst and working in the derivation mode \( \max \Delta_{\text{objects}} \text{max} \) or in the derivation mode \( \max \text{GEN}_{\text{objects}} \text{max} \) can accept any recursively enumerable set of (vectors of) natural numbers.

In a similar way, assuming at least one input register to be present, we also infer a similar result for register machines computing partial recursive relations on natural numbers and therefore computational completeness in its widest sense:

**Corollary 3.** For any partial recursive relation \( f : \mathbb{N}^d \rightarrow \mathbb{N}^k \) on vectors of natural numbers (i.e., with \( d \) components as input and \( k \) components as output) given by a register machine with \( d + 2 \) decrementable registers we can construct a simple P system with only one catalyst and working in the derivation
mode $\max\Delta\text{objects} \max$ or in the derivation mode $\max\text{GEN}\text{objects} \max$ which can simulate every step of the register machine in $d + 2$ steps, and therefore such catalytic P systems with only one catalyst and working in the derivation mode $\max\Delta\text{objects} \max$ or in the derivation mode $\max\text{GEN}\text{objects} \max$ can compute any partial recursive relation $f : \mathbb{N}^d \rightarrow \mathbb{N}^k$ on vectors of natural numbers.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have continued our research on revisiting a classic problem of computational complexity in membrane computing: can catalytic P systems with only one catalyst already generate all recursively enumerable sets of multisets? This problem has been standing tall for many years, and nobody has yet managed to give it a positive or a negative answer. Already in [6] and in [9] we could show that adding the ingredient of weak priority of catalytic rules over non-catalytic rules or only taking the derivation mode $\max\text{objects}$ we can obtain computational completeness with only one catalyst.

In this paper, we have added some similar results how to obtain computational completeness with only one catalyst when using one of the newly defined derivation modes $\max\Delta\text{objects} \max$ and $\max\text{GEN}\text{objects} \max$.

The results obtained in this paper can also be extended to P systems dealing with strings, following the definitions and notions used in [25], thus showing computational completeness for computing with strings.
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Abstract. Catalytic P systems and purely catalytic P systems are among the first variants of membrane systems ever considered in this area. These variants of systems also feature some prominent computational complexity questions, and in particular the problem if only one catalyst in catalytic P systems and two catalysts in purely catalytic P systems are enough to allow for generating all recursively enumerable sets of multisets? Several additional ingredients have been shown to be sufficient for obtaining such results.

Last year we could show that using the derivation mode $\text{max}\,\text{objects}$, where we only take those multisets of rules which affect the maximal number of objects in the underlying configuration, one catalyst is sufficient for obtaining computational completeness without any other ingredients in catalytic P systems. In this paper we investigate the question whether we can obtain a similar result for purely catalytic P systems, i.e., we show that two catalysts in purely catalytic P systems are enough to allow for generating all recursively enumerable sets of multisets when using specific variants of the maximally parallel derivation mode: we take only those applicable multisets of rules which (i) generate the maximal number of objects, or (ii) yield the maximal difference in the number of objects between the newly generated configuration and the current configuration.

1 Introduction

Membrane systems were introduced more than two decades ago, see [34], as a multiset-rewriting model of computing inspired by the structure and the functioning of the living cell. The development of this fascinating area of biologically motivated computing models is documented in two textbooks, see [35] and [36]. For actual information see the P systems webpage [38] and the issues of the
One basic feature of P systems already presented in [34] is the maximally parallel derivation mode, i.e., using non-extendable multisets of rules in every derivation step. The result of a computation can be extracted when the system halts, i.e., when no rule is applicable any more. Catalysts are special objects which allow only one object to evolve in its context (in contrast to promoters) and in their basic variant never evolve themselves, i.e., a catalytic rule is of the form $ca \rightarrow cv$, where $c$ is a catalyst, $a$ is a single object and $v$ is a multiset of objects. On the other hand, non-catalytic rules in catalytic P systems are non-cooperative rules of the form $a \rightarrow v$. In this paper, we focus on purely catalytic P systems, which use catalytic rules only.

From the beginning (see [34] and [35]), the question how many catalysts are needed for obtaining computational completeness has been one of the most intriguing challenges regarding catalytic and purely catalytic P systems. In [21] it has already been shown that for (purely) catalytic P systems two (three) catalysts are enough for generating any recursively enumerable set of multisets, without any additional ingredients like a priority relation on the rules as used in the original definition.

As already known from the beginning (see [35]), without catalysts only regular (semi-linear) sets can be generated when using the standard maximal derivation mode and the standard halting mode, i.e., a result is extracted when the system halts with no rule being applicable any more. As shown, for example, in [25], using various additional ingredients, i.e., additional control mechanisms, one (two) catalysts can be sufficient for (purely) catalytic P systems: In P systems with label selection, only rules from one set of a finite number of sets of rules in each computation step are used; in time-varying P systems, the available sets of rules change periodically with time. For many other variants of P systems using specific control mechanism for the application of rules the interested reader is referred to the list of references, for example, see [1–8, 10–15, 17–20, 23–28, 31, 32].

In this paper we now continue the research started for catalytic P systems in [9] and investigate the following variants of the maximally parallel derivation mode: we take only those applicable multisets of rules which

1. generate the maximal number of objects, or
2. yield the maximal difference in the number of objects between the newly generated configuration and the current configuration.

For the variants with the maximal number of objects we can take those multisets of rules from the applicable multisets of rules which are non-extendable, but we can also take those sets with the maximal number of generated or maximal difference of objects without requesting the multisets of rules to fulfill the condition to be non-extendable.
2 Definitions

For an alphabet $V$, by $V^*$ we denote the free monoid generated by $V$ under the operation of concatenation, i.e., containing all possible strings over $V$. The empty string is denoted by $\lambda$. A multiset $M$ with underlying set $A$ is a pair $(A, f)$ where $f : A \to \mathbb{N}$ is a mapping. If $M = (A, f)$ is a multiset then its support is defined as $\text{supp}(M) = \{x \in A \mid f(x) > 0\}$. A multiset is empty (respectively finite) if its support is the empty set (respectively a finite set). If $M = (A, f)$ is a finite multiset over $A$ and $\text{supp}(M) = \{a_1, \ldots, a_k\}$, then it can also be represented by the string $a_1^{f(a_1)} \ldots a_k^{f(a_k)}$ over the alphabet $\{a_1, \ldots, a_k\}$, and, moreover, all permutations of this string precisely identify the same multiset $M$. The set of all multisets over $V$ is denoted by $V^\circ$. The cardinality of a set or multiset $M$ is denoted by $|M|$. For further notions and results in formal language theory we refer to textbooks like [16] and [37].

2.1 Register Machines

Register machines are well-known universal devices for computing on (or generating or accepting) sets of vectors of natural numbers. In this paper we only consider the generating case. The following definitions and propositions are given as in [10].

Definition 1. A register machine is a construct

$$M = (m, B, l_0, l_h, P)$$

where

- $m$ is the number of registers,
- $P$ is the set of instructions bijectively labeled by elements of $B$,
- $l_0 \in B$ is the initial label, and
- $l_h \in B$ is the final label.

The instructions of $M$ can be of the following forms:

- $p : (\text{ADD}(r), q, s)$, with $p \in B \setminus \{l_h\}, q, s \in B, 1 \leq r \leq m$.  
  Increase the value of register $r$ by one, and non-deterministically jump to instruction $q$ or $s$.

- $p : (\text{SUB}(r), q, s)$, with $p \in B \setminus \{l_h\}, q, s \in B, 1 \leq r \leq m$.  
  If the value of register $r$ is not zero then decrease the value of register $r$ by one (decrement case) and jump to instruction $q$, otherwise jump to instruction $s$ (zero-test case).

- $l_h : \text{HALT}$.  
  Stop the execution of the register machine.

A configuration of a register machine is described by the contents of each register and by the value of the current label, which indicates the next instruction to be executed. $M$ is called deterministic if the ADD-instructions all are of the form $p : (\text{ADD}(r), q)$. 
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Throughout the paper, $B_{\text{ADD}}$ denotes the set of labels of ADD-instructions $p : (\text{ADD}(r), q, s)$ of arbitrary registers $r$, and $B_{\text{SUB}(r)}$ denotes the set of labels of all SUB-instructions $p : (\text{SUB}(r), q, s)$ of a decrementable register $r$. Moreover, for any $p \in B \setminus \{l_h\}$, $\text{Reg}(p)$ denotes the register affected by the ADD- or SUB-instruction labeled by $p$.

In the generating case, a computation starts with all registers being empty and by executing the first instruction of $P$ (labeled with $l_0$); it terminates with reaching the HALT-instruction and the output of a $k$-vector of natural numbers in its last $k$ registers. Without loss of generality, we may assume all registers except the last $k$ output registers to be empty at the end of the computation.

For useful results on the computational power of register machines, we refer to [33]; for example, to prove our main theorem, we need the following formulation of results for register machines generating recursively enumerable sets of vectors of natural numbers with $k$ components:

**Proposition 1.** Register machines can generate any recursively enumerable set of vectors of natural numbers with $k$ components using precisely $k + 2$ registers. Without loss of generality, we may assume that at the end of a generating computation the first two registers are empty, and, moreover, on the output registers, i.e., the last $k$ registers, no SUB-instruction is ever used.

**Remark 1.** For any register machine, without loss of generality we may assume that the first instruction is an ADD-instruction on register 1: in fact, given a register machine $M = (m, B, l_0, l_h, P)$ with having another instruction as its first instruction, we can immediately construct an equivalent register machine $M'$ which starts with an increment immediately followed by a decrement of the first register:

$$
M' = (m, B', l_0', l_h', P'),
$$

$$
B' = B \cup \{l_0', l_0''\},
$$

$$
P' = P \cup \{l_0' : (\text{ADD}(1), l_0'', l_0''), \; l_0'' : (\text{SUB}(1), l_0, l_0)\}.
$$

### 2.2 Simple Purely Catalytic P Systems

Taking into account the well-known flattening process, which means that computations in a P system with an arbitrary membrane structure can be simulated in a P system with only one membrane, e.g., see [22], in this paper we only consider simple purely catalytic P systems, i.e., with the simplest membrane structure of only one membrane:

**Definition 2.** A simple purely catalytic P system is a construct

$$
H = (V, C, T, w, \mathcal{R})
$$

where

- $V$ is the alphabet of objects;
- $C \subset V$ is the set of catalysts;
- \( T \subseteq (V \setminus C) \) is the alphabet of terminal objects;
- \( w \in V^{\circ} \) is the multiset of objects initially present in the membrane region;
- \( \mathcal{R} \) is a finite set of evolution rules over \( V \); these evolution rules are catalytic rules of the forms \( ca \rightarrow cv \), where \( c \in C \) is a catalyst, \( a \) is an object from \( V \setminus C \), and \( v \) is a multiset over \( V \setminus C \).

The multiset in the single membrane region of \( \Pi \) constitutes a configuration of the P system. The initial configuration is given by the initial multiset \( w \); in case of accepting or computing P systems the input multiset \( w_0 \) is assumed to be added to \( w \), i.e., the initial configuration then is \( ww_0 \).

A transition between configurations is governed by the application of the evolution rules, which is done in a given derivation mode. The application of a rule \( u \rightarrow v \) to a multiset \( M \) results in subtracting from \( M \) the multiset identified by \( u \), and then in adding the multiset identified by \( v \).

2.3 Variants of Derivation Modes

The definitions and the corresponding notions used in this subsection follow the definitions and notions elaborated in [30] and extend them for the purposes of this paper.

Given a P system \( \Pi = (V,C,T,w,\mathcal{R}) \), the set of multisets of rules applicable to a configuration \( C \) is denoted by \( \text{Appl}(\Pi,C) \); this set also equals the set \( \text{Appl}(\Pi,C,\text{asyn}) \) of multisets of rules applicable in the asynchronous derivation mode (abbreviated asyn).

Given a multiset \( R \) of rules in \( \text{Appl}(\Pi,C) \), we write \( C \xrightarrow{R} C' \) if \( C' \) is the result of applying \( R \) to \( C \). The number of objects affected by applying \( R \) to \( C \) is denoted by \( \text{Aff}(C,R) \). The number of objects generated in \( C' \) by the right-hand sides of the rules applied to \( C \) with the multiset of rules \( R \) is denoted by \( \text{Gen}(C,R) \). The difference between the number of objects in \( C' \) and \( C \) is denoted by \( \Delta_{\text{obj}}(C,R) \).

The set \( \text{Appl}(\Pi,C,\text{sequ}) \) denotes the set of multisets of rules applicable in the sequential derivation mode (abbreviated sequ), where in each derivation step exactly one rule is applied.

The standard parallel derivation mode used in P systems is the maximally parallel derivation mode (\( \text{max} \) for short). In the maximally parallel derivation mode, in any computation step of \( \Pi \) we choose a multiset of rules from \( \mathcal{R} \) in such a way that no further rule can be added to it so that the obtained multiset would still be applicable to the existing objects in the configuration, i.e., in simple P systems we only take applicable multisets of rules which cannot be extended by further (copies of) rules and are to be applied to the objects in the single membrane region:

\[
\text{Appl}(\Pi,C,\text{max}) = \{ R \in \text{Appl}(\Pi,C) \mid \text{there is no } R' \in \text{Appl}(\Pi,C) \text{ such that } R' \supset R \}.
\]
We first consider the derivation mode $\text{max}_{\text{objects}}$ where from the multisets of rules in $\text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max})$ only those are taken which affect the maximal number of objects. As with affecting the maximal number of objects, such multisets of rules are non-extendable anyway, we will also use the notation $\text{max}_{\text{objects}}$. Formally we may write:

$$\text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max}_{\text{objects}}) = \{ R \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max}) \mid \text{there is no } R' \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max}) \text{ such that Aff}(C, R) < \text{Aff}(C, R') \}$$

and

$$\text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max}_{\text{objects}}) = \{ R \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{asyn}) \mid \text{there is no } R' \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{asyn}) \text{ such that Aff}(C, R) < \text{Aff}(C, R') \}. $$

As already mentioned, both definitions yield the same multiset of rules.

In addition to these well-known derivation modes, in this paper we also consider several new variants of derivation modes as already introduced in [9], where instead of looking at the number of affected objects we take into account the number of generated objects and the difference of objects between the derived configuration and the current configuration, respectively.

$max_{\text{GEN objects}}$ a non-extendable multiset of rules $R$ applicable to the current configuration $C$ is only taken if the number of objects generated by the application of the rules in $R$ to the configuration $C$ is maximal with respect to the number of objects generated by the application of the rules in any other non-extendable multiset of rules $R'$ to the configuration $C$:

$$\text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max}_{\text{GEN objects}}) = \{ R \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max}) \mid \text{there is no } R' \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max}) \text{ such that Gen}(C, R) < \text{Gen}(C, R') \}. $$

$max_{\text{∆ objects}}$ a non-extendable multiset of rules $R$ applicable to the current configuration $C$ is only taken if the difference $\Delta C = |C'| - |C|$ between the number of objects in the configuration $C'$ obtained by the application of $R$ and the number of objects in the underlying configuration $C$ is maximal with respect to the differences in the number of objects obtained by applying any other non-extendable multiset of rules:

$$\text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max}_{\text{∆ objects}}) = \{ R \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max}) \mid \text{there is no } R' \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max}) \text{ such that } \Delta \text{obj}(C, R) < \Delta \text{obj}(C, R') \}. $$
As in purely catalytic P system we only have catalytic rules, which on the left-hand side of the rule have exactly two objects, in both cases we only have to consider the right-hand sides of the rules when comparing rules.

Like for \( \text{max}_{\text{objects}} \) in comparison with \( \text{max}_{\text{objects}} \) we now can also consider the variants of the other maximal derivation modes where we do not start with imposing the restriction of being non-extendable on the applicable multisets:

\( \text{max}_{\text{GEN objects}} \) a multiset of rules \( R \) applicable to the current configuration \( C \) is only taken if the number of objects generated by the application of the rules in \( R \) to the configuration \( C \) is maximal with respect to the number of objects generated by the application of the rules in any other multiset of rules \( R’ \) to the configuration \( C \):

\[
\text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max}_{\text{GEN objects}}) = \{ R \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{asyn}) | \text{there is no } R’ \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{asyn}) \text{ such that } \text{Gen}(C, R) < \text{Gen}(C, R’) \}.
\]

\( \text{max}_{\Delta \text{objects}} \) a multiset of rules \( R \) applicable to the current configuration \( C \) is only taken if the difference \( \Delta C = |C’| - |C| \) between the number of objects in the configuration \( C’ \) obtained by the application of \( R \) and the number of objects in the underlying configuration \( C \) is maximal with respect to the differences in the number of objects obtained by applying any other multisets of rules:

\[
\text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{max}_{\Delta \text{objects}}) = \{ R \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{asyn}) | \text{there is no } R’ \in \text{Appl}(\Pi, C, \text{asyn}) \text{ such that } \Delta \text{obj}(C, R) < \Delta \text{obj}(C, R’) \}.
\]

We illustrate the difference between these new derivation modes in the following example:

**Example 1.** Consider a simple purely catalytic P system with the initial configuration \( c_1c_2aa \) and the following rules:

1. \( c_1a \to c_1 \)
2. \( c_2a \to c_2b \)
3. \( c_2a \to c_2bb \)

We immediately observe the following:

1. \( \text{Gen}(c_1c_2aa, \{c_1a \to c_1\}) = 1 \),
2. \( \text{Gen}(c_1c_2aa, \{c_2a \to c_2b\}) = 2 \),
3. \( \text{Gen}(c_1c_2aa, \{c_2a \to c_2bb\}) = 3 \).

In case of the derivation mode \( \text{max}_{\text{GEN objects}} \), the multiset of rules \( \{c_1a \to c_1, c_2a \to c_2bb\} \) has to be applied. Hence, the only possible derivation with the derivation mode \( \text{max}_{\text{GEN objects}} \) is \( c_1c_2aa \xrightarrow{\{c_1a \to c_1, c_2a \to c_2bb\}} c_1c_2bb \).
In this special case,

\[ \text{Appl}(\Pi, c_1c_2aa, \text{max} \text{GEN objects} \text{max}) = \text{Appl}(\Pi, c_1c_2aa, \text{max} \text{objects}). \]

If we do not start from non-extendable multisets of rules, we obtain the same results, i.e., in the derivation mode \( \text{max} \text{GEN objects} \text{max} \), the multiset of rules \( \{c_1a \rightarrow c_1, c_2a \rightarrow c_2bb\} \) has to be applied, and the only possible derivation with the derivation mode \( \text{max} \text{GEN objects} \text{max} \) is \( c_1c_2aa \xrightarrow{\{c_1a \rightarrow c_1, c_2a \rightarrow c_2bb\}} c_1c_2bb \).

In the same way, for the difference of generated and consumed objects we obtain:

1. \( \Delta \text{obj}(c_1c_2aa, \{c_1a \rightarrow c_1\}) = -1 \),
2. \( \Delta \text{obj}(c_1c_2aa, \{c_2a \rightarrow c_2b\}) = 0 \),
3. \( \Delta \text{obj}(c_1c_2aa, \{c_2a \rightarrow c_2bb\}) = 1 \).

As for the derivation mode \( \text{max} \Delta \text{objects} \text{max} \), also for the derivation mode \( \text{max} \text{GEN objects} \text{max} \) we obtain that the multiset of rules \( \{c_1a \rightarrow c_1, c_2a \rightarrow c_2bb\} \) has to be applied and that the only possible derivation with the derivation mode \( \text{max} \Delta \text{objects} \text{max} \) is \( c_1c_2aa \xrightarrow{\{c_1a \rightarrow c_1, c_2a \rightarrow c_2bb\}} c_1c_2bb \).

On the other hand, if we do not start from non-extendable multisets of rules, now the rule \( c_1a \rightarrow c_1 \) must not be applied because it would decrease the number of objects, i.e., in the derivation mode \( \text{max} \Delta \text{objects} \text{max} \) we obtain that the - not non-extendable - multiset of rules \( \{c_2a \rightarrow c_2bb\} \) has to be applied, and the only possible derivation with the derivation mode \( \text{max} \Delta \text{objects} \text{max} \) is \( c_1c_2aa \xrightarrow{c_2a \rightarrow c_2bb} c_1c_2abb \).

### 2.4 Computations in a P System

The P system continues with applying multisets of rules according to the derivation mode until there remain no applicable rules in the single region of \( \Pi \), i.e., as usual, with all these variants of derivation modes as defined above, we consider halting computations.

When the system halts, we consider the number of objects from \( T \) contained at that moment in the single membrane region as the result of the underlying computation of \( \Pi \).

We would like to emphasize that as results we only take the objects from the terminal alphabet \( T \), especially the catalysts are not counted to the result of a computation. On the other hand, with all the proofs given in this paper, except for the catalysts no other “garbage” remains in the membrane region at the end of a halting computation, i.e., we could even omit \( T \).
3 Simple Purely Catalytic P Systems Working in the Derivation Modes \( \max \Delta \text{objects} \), \( \max \text{GENobjects} \), \( \max \Delta \text{objects} \), or \( \max \text{GENobjects} \)

In this section we show how the new derivation modes allow for simulating register machines by purely catalytic P systems with one catalyst less than in the original proofs given in [21], which are the first results obtained for purely catalytic P systems of that kind when using specific variants of derivation modes themselves without in addition using specific control mechanisms as, for example, in [25].

**Theorem 1.** For any register machine with two decrementable registers we can construct a simple purely catalytic P system with only two catalysts, working in one of the derivation modes \( \max \Delta \text{objects} \), \( \max \text{GENobjects} \), \( \max \Delta \text{objects} \), or \( \max \text{GENobjects} \), which can simulate any computation of the register machine.

**Proof.** As in purely catalytic P systems we only have a bounded number of rules – bounded by the number of catalysts – which can be executed in one derivation step, we cannot apply the proof idea used in the proofs elaborated in [9], where in some sense the weak priority of catalytic rules over non-catalytic rules taken from the set of applicable non-extendable multisets of rules in simple catalytic P systems was mimicked when using the derivation mode \( \max \text{objects} \), see [10].

Instead, we have to go back to the original construction as elaborated in [21], yet we also take into consideration ideas related to energy-controlled P systems as described in [4], using dummy objects like energy to control the correct application of rules. Now having the new variants of derivation modes, we can avoid the trap rules and even more, instead of three catalysts, we only need two catalysts to obtain the desired completeness result.

Given an arbitrary register machine \( M = (m, B, l_0, l_h, P) \) with two decrementable registers we will construct a corresponding simple purely catalytic P system with two catalysts

\[
\Pi = (V, \{c_1, c_2\}, T, c_1 c_2 l_0 l_0', R)
\]

simulating \( M \). Without loss of generality, we may assume that, depending on its use as an accepting or generating or computing device, the register machine \( M \), as stated in Proposition ??, Proposition 1, and Proposition ??, fulfills the condition that on the output registers we never apply any SUB-instruction. Moreover, according to Remark 1 we may assume that the first instruction is an ADD-instruction on the first register. Finally, we assume the \( n \) decrementable registers to be the first ones.

The following proof is elaborated for all the derivation modes \( \max \Delta \text{objects} \), \( \max \text{GENobjects} \), \( \max \Delta \text{objects} \), and \( \max \text{GENobjects} \); only a few subtle technical details have to be mentioned additionally.

The main part of the proof is to show how to simulate the instructions of \( M \) in \( \Pi \); in all cases we have to take care that both catalysts are kept busy to...
guarantee that the simulation is executed in a correct way. The extensive use of
the dummy object \( d \) guarantees that one of the rules using the catalysts \( c_1 \) and
\( c_2 \) must be used if possible, i.e., a catalyst can only stay idle if the underlying
configuration does not contain any object which can evolve together with the
catalyst. On the other hand, the priority between different rules for a catalyst
is guarded by the number of objects on the right-hand side of the rules, which
argument applies for all the derivation modes under consideration, as every rule
in a purely catalytic P system has exactly two objects on its left-hand side.

The only special detail which arises is that in the derivation mode
\( \max \Delta \text{objects} \), where, as in Example 1, the rules
\[ c_1 d \rightarrow c_1 \quad \text{and} \quad c_2 d \rightarrow c_2 \]
erasing the “energy” object \( d \) can only be used at the end of a computation when
no other rules can be applied any more.

Before giving the whole construction of the simple purely catalytic P system,
we mention that the main basis for choosing the right number of the objects \( d \)
on the right-hand side of the rules is based on the importance and rôle of the
rules
\[ c_1 a_1 \rightarrow c_1 \hat{a}_1 dd \quad \text{and} \quad c_2 a_2 \rightarrow c_2 \hat{a}_2 dd \]
which should only be applicable in the first step of the simulation of a decre-
ment instruction on register 1 and register 2, respectively. As usually done in
corresponding proofs, the number of objects \( a_r \) in a configuration represents the
number stored in register \( r \) at that moment of the computation. Objects \( a_r \) for
\( r > 2 \) are never changed again, as they represent output registers.

\begin{align*}
V &= \{ a_r \mid 1 \leq r \leq m \} \cup \{ \hat{a}_r \mid 1 \leq r \leq 2 \} \\
&\quad \cup \{ p, p' \mid p \in B_{ADD} \cup \{ l_h \} \} \\
&\quad \cup \{ p, p', \hat{p}, \hat{p}' \mid p \in B_{SUB(r)} \}, 1 \leq r \leq 2 \} \\
&\quad \cup \{ c_1, c_2, d \}, \\
T &= \{ a_r \mid 3 \leq r \leq m \}.
\end{align*}

\( B_{ADD} \) and \( B_{SUB(r)} \) denote the set of labels of ADD- and SUB-instructions
of the register machine \( M \).

The set \( \mathcal{R} \) of catalytic rules can be captured from the description of how
the simulation of the register machine instructions works as described in the
following:

- \( p : (ADD(r), q, s), \) with \( p \in B_{ADD}, q, s \in B, 1 \leq r \leq m \).

An ADD-instruction can be simulated in one step by letting every catalyst
make one evolution step:

\[ c_1 p \rightarrow c_1 qq'a_r d \quad \text{or} \quad c_1 p \rightarrow c_1 ss'a_r d, \]
\[ c_2 p' \rightarrow c_2 d^4. \]
The dummy objects $d$ are used to guarantee that the rules given above, with in sum 5 objects on their right-hand sides, have priority over the rules $c_1a_1 \to c_1\hat{a}_1d^2$ and $c_2a_2 \to c_2\hat{a}_2d^2$, respectively, with in sum only 4 objects on their right-hand sides.

$- \ p : (\text{SUB}(r), q, s)$, with $p \in B_{\text{SUB}}$, $q, s \in B$, $1 \leq r \leq 2$.

**decrement case:**

If the value of register $r$ (denoted by $|\text{reg}(r)|$) is not zero then the number of register objects $a_r$ is decreased by one using the corresponding rule $c_r a_r \to c_r\hat{a}_r d^2$ in the first step of the simulation. In sum three steps are needed for the simulation, see table below.

**zero-test case:**

If the value of register $r$ is zero, then the corresponding catalyst is already free for eliminating the label object $p$ so that already in the second step of the simulation the simulation of the next instruction $s$ can be initiated. In sum only two steps are needed for the simulation of this case, see Table 1.

The following table summarizes the rules to be used for the simulation of the SUB-instruction on register $r$, $r \in \{1, 2\}$, i.e., we use the following rules, resulting in different sets of objects depending on the value of $|\text{reg}(r)|$, thereby neglecting the objects $d$; we emphasize that the simulation is deterministic.

| step  | $|\text{reg}(r)|$ | rule for $c_r$ | rule for $c_{3-r}$ | resulting objects |
|-------|------------------|----------------|--------------------|-------------------|
| first | $> 0$            | $c_r a_r \to c_r\hat{a}_rd^2$ | $c_{3-r}p' \to c_{3-r}\bar{p}d^1$ | $p, \hat{a}_r$    |
|       | $= 0$            | $c_r p \to c_r d^2$           | $c_{3-r}p' \to c_{3-r}\bar{p}d^1$ | $\bar{p}$         |
| second| $> 0$            | $c_r p \to c_r p'd$           | $c_{3-r}p \to c_{3-r}d'$        | $a_r, \bar{p}$    |
|       | $= 0$            | $c_r d \to c_r$ (*)           | $c_{3-r}\bar{p} \to c_{3-r}ss'd^6$ | $s, s'$           |
| third | $> 0$            | $c_r p \to c_r q q' d''$      | $c_{3-r}\hat{a}_r \to c_{3-r}d'$ | $q, q'$           |

The rule $c_r d \to c_r$ marked with (*) is only applied in the derivation modes $\max_{\Delta \text{objects}}$, $\max_\text{GEN objects}$ as well as $\max_\text{GEN objects}$, whereas in the derivation mode $\max_{\Delta \text{objects}}$ it will not be applied as it would decrease the difference between generated and consumed objects.

$- \ l_h : \text{HALT}$.

When a computation of the register machine $M$ ends with reaching the HALT-instruction, the simulating P system $\Pi$ uses the following rules:

$$c_1 l_h \to c_1 d d \quad \text{and} \quad c_2 l'_h \to c_2 d d.$$
After the register machine has halted (with the first two registers being empty), which is simulated by the rules above, finally all dummy objects generated during the simulation steps before are deleted by using the rules
\[ c_1d \rightarrow c_1 \quad \text{and} \quad c_2d \rightarrow c_2. \]

Whereas in the derivation modes \( \max_{\Delta\text{objects}} \max \) and \( \max_{\text{GENobjects}} \max \) as well as \( \max_{\text{GENobjects}} \) some of these objects \( d \) can already be erased during the simulation of SUB-instructions, see above, in the derivation mode \( \max_{\Delta\text{objects}} \), these erasing rules are only executed at the end of the computation.

The construction has been chosen in such a way that it works for all these derivation modes. Yet for the derivation mode \( \max_{\Delta\text{objects}} \) it is essential that the right-hand side contains at least three objects to enforce the application of all rules except the deletion rules \( c_1d \rightarrow c_1 \) and \( c_2d \rightarrow c_2 \). Otherwise the given construction of rules would not work correctly because of the missing condition for the multisets to be applied of being non-extendable. On the other hand, for the other derivation modes, i.e., \( \max_{\Delta\text{objects}} \max \) and \( \max_{\text{GENobjects}} \max \) as well as \( \max_{\text{GENobjects}} \), the construction would still work correctly if on the right-hand side of all rules, obviously again except the deletion rules \( c_1d \rightarrow c_1 \) and \( c_2d \rightarrow c_2 \), one dummy object \( d \) less is used.

These observations complete the proof.

Corollary 1. Any recursively enumerable set of (vectors of) natural numbers can be generated by a simple purely catalytic P system working in one of the derivation modes \( \max_{\Delta\text{objects}} \max \), \( \max_{\text{GENobjects}} \max \), \( \max_{\Delta\text{objects}} \), or \( \max_{\text{GENobjects}} \).

The results elaborated in this section can be generalized to the case of \( k \geq 2 \) decrementable registers, yet we leave the challenging technical details, following the ideas in [21], to the interested reader.

In sum, we then obtain the following result:

Proposition 2. Purely catalytic P systems working in any of the derivation modes \( \max_{\Delta\text{objects}} \max \), \( \max_{\text{GENobjects}} \max \), \( \max_{\Delta\text{objects}} \), or \( \max_{\text{GENobjects}} \) are computationally complete, i.e., they can compute any partial recursive relation on natural numbers.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have continued our investigation of the new derivation modes \( \max_{\text{GENobjects}} \max \), \( \max_{\Delta\text{objects}} \max \), \( \max_{\text{GENobjects}} \), and \( \max_{\Delta\text{objects}} \) as introduced in [9], now applied in simple purely catalytic P systems. In contrast to the proof technique used there for catalytic P systems, we here had to go back to the original construction as elaborated in [21], yet also using ideas related to energy-controlled P systems as described in [4] in order to be able to show that two catalysts are enough for generating all recursively enumerable sets of multisets. The results obtained in this paper can also be extended to P systems dealing with strings, following the definitions and notions as, for example, used in [29], thus showing computational completeness for computing with strings.
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Abstract. P systems with active membranes allow the creation of an exponential amount of resources in a polynomial number of computation steps, by dividing existing membranes. The resources can then be used in parallel to attack computationally hard problems. Time and space complexity classes for active membrane systems have been introduced, to characterize classes of problems that can be solved by different membrane systems making use of different resources.

Initially, space complexity classes were introduced assuming that every single object or membrane requires some constant physical space, corresponding to store information in a unary notation. A different definition, based on the use binary numbers, was also considered having in mind possible implementation of P systems in silico. In both cases, the elements contributing to the definition of the space required by a system (namely, the total number of membranes, the total number of objects, the types of different membranes, and the types of different objects) was considered as a whole. In this paper, we consider a different definition for space complexity classes in the framework of P systems, where each of the previous elements is considered independently. We review the principal results related to the solution of different computationally hard problems presented in the literature, highlighting the requirement of every single resource in each solution. A short discussion concerning possible alternative solutions requiring different resources is presented.
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1 Introduction

P systems with active membranes have been introduced in [28], considering the idea of generating new membranes through division of existing ones. The
exponential amount of resources that can be obtained in this way, in a polynomial
number of computation steps, naturally leads to the definition of new complexity
classes to be compared with the standard ones.

Initially, the research activity focused on the investigation of time complexity.
It was proved that, in order to go beyond the complexity class $P$, the creation
of new membranes is a necessary feature to gain enough computation efficiency
[43], unless non-confluent systems are used [36]. In [37] it was proved that $P$
systems with active membranes can solve all problems in the class $PSPACE$ in
polynomial time, a result which is valid also for uniform systems, as proved in
[7]. Relations with the classes $EXP$ and $EXPSPACE$ were investigated in [35].

A series of works then defined various complexity classes characterized by
P systems that make use of different features. For instance, the works [13,14]
focused on the crucial role of membrane dissolution; polarizationless systems
have been investigated in [5,6,15,12]; constraints on membrane division [23]
or on depth of membrane structure [17] have been the subjects of other papers, while
[39,40] focused on the role of cooperation.

More recently, other aspects have also been studied. In [1,26] a different kind
of membrane division, called separation (since objects are separated between new
membranes, rather than duplicated) is considered in the framework of P systems
with active membranes; in [25] such kind of rules are applied in a different
variant of P systems, having proteins on membranes. In [8,11] solutions for SAT
are proposed which use different strategies than previously proposed solutions.
Systems of a shallow depth are the subject of [18,19,20]. A recent survey on
different strategies to approach computationally hard problems by P systems
with active membranes can be found in [38].

A natural research topic that has been approached after the first works on time
complexity concerns space complexity, a notion introduced for the first time in the
framework of P systems in [30]. The definition was based on a hypothetical real
implementation by means of biochemical materials such as cellular membranes
and chemical molecules. Under this assumption, it was assumed that every single
object or membrane requires some constant physical space, and this is equivalent
to using a unary encoding to represent multiplicities. The relations between
standard computational complexity classes and the space complexity classes
defined in these terms have been studied, both when at least a linear amount
of space is used [31,32], as well as when only sublinear [34] or even constant
amount of space [16] is available. A recent survey concerning results obtained by
considering different bounds on space can be found in [42].

A different approach to define space complexity for P systems was considered
in [2], focusing the definition of space on the simulative point of view. In fact,
by considering an implementation of P systems in silico (like the ones in, e.g.,
[9,10]), it is not strictly necessary to store information concerning every single
object: the multiplicity of each object in each membrane can be stored using
binary numbers, thus reducing the amount of needed space.

In both cases, the definition of the space required by a system was considered
as a unique total measure obtained by considering all the elements contributing
to it: the total number of membranes, the total number of objects, the types of
different membranes, and the types of different objects.

In this paper, we introduce a different definition for space complexity classes
in the framework of P systems, where each of the previous elements is considered
independently. This allows to consider the amount of each element separately,
thus highlighting the requirement of each of them in every solution considered.
We review the principal results present in the literature and we discuss possible
alternative solutions, requiring different resources balances.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some definitions
concerning P systems with active membranes and space requirements in P systems
computations. In Section 3, we introduce a definition of space to measure the
contribution by each component, namely the total number of membranes, the
total number of objects, the types of different membranes, and the types of
different objects. Moreover, we survey some main result concerning complexity in
the framework of P systems, highlighting the use of each single resource. Section 4
presents some conclusions and future research topics.

2 Basic definitions

In this section, we shortly recall some definitions that will be useful while reading
the rest of the paper. For a complete introduction to P systems, we refer the
reader to The Oxford Handbook of Membrane Computing [29].

Definition 1. A P system with active membranes having initial degree \( d \geq 1 \) is
a tuple \( \Pi = (\Gamma, \Lambda, \mu, w_{h_1}, \ldots, w_{h_d}, R) \), where:

- \( \Gamma \) is an alphabet, i.e., a finite non-empty set of symbols, usually called objects;
in the following, we assume \( \Gamma = \{O_1, O_2, \ldots, O_n\} \);

- \( \Lambda \) is a finite set of labels for the membranes;

- \( \mu \) is a membrane structure (i.e., a rooted unordered tree, usually represented
by nested brackets) consisting of \( d \) membranes, labelled by elements of \( \Lambda \), defin-
ing regions (the space between a membrane and all membranes immediately
inside it, if any);

- \( w_{h_1}, \ldots, w_{h_d} \), with \( h_1, \ldots, h_d \in \Lambda \), are strings over \( \Gamma \) describing the initial
multisets of objects placed in the \( d \) regions of \( \mu \);

- \( R \) is a finite set of rules over \( \Gamma \).

Membranes are polarized, that is, they have an attribute called electrical charge,
which can be neutral (0), positive (+) or negative (−).

A P system can make a computation step by applying its rules to modify the
membrane structure and/or the membrane content. The following types of rules
can be used during the computation:

- Object evolution rules, of the form \([a \rightarrow w]_h^\alpha \).
They can be applied inside a membrane labelled by \( h \), having charge \( \alpha \) and
containing at least an occurrence of the object \( a \); the copy of the object \( a \) to
which the rule is applied is rewritten into the multiset \( w \) (i.e., \( a \) is removed
from the multiset in \( h \) and replaced by the objects in \( w \)).
– Send-in communication rules, of the form $a \alpha_h \rightarrow [b] \beta_h$
They can be applied to a membrane labelled by $h$, having charge $\alpha$ and such that the external region contains at least an occurrence of the object $a$; the copy of the object $a$ to which the rule is applied is sent into $h$ becoming $b$ and, simultaneously, the charge of $h$ is changed to $\beta$.

– Send-out communication rules, of the form $[a] \alpha_h \rightarrow [b] \beta_h$
They can be applied to a membrane labelled by $h$, having charge $\alpha$ and containing at least an occurrence of the object $a$; the copy of the object $a$ to which the rule is applied is sent out from $h$ to the outside region becoming $b$ and, simultaneously, the charge of $h$ is changed to $\beta$.

– Dissolution rules, of the form $[a] \alpha_h \rightarrow b$
They can be applied to a membrane labelled by $h$, having charge $\alpha$ and containing at least an occurrence of the object $a$; the copy of the object $a$ to which the rule is applied is replaced by $b$, the membrane $h$ is dissolved and its contents are left in the surrounding region.

– Elementary division rules, of the form $[a] \alpha_h \rightarrow [b] \beta_h [c] \gamma_h$
They can be applied to a membrane labelled by $h$, having charge $\alpha$, containing at least an occurrence of the object $a$ but having no other membrane inside (in this case the membrane is said to be elementary); the membrane is divided into two membranes having both label $h$ and charges $\beta$ and $\gamma$, respectively; the copy of the object $a$ to which the rule is applied is replaced, respectively, by $b$ and $c$ in the two new membranes, while the other objects in the initial multiset are copied to both membranes.

– (Weak) Non-elementary division rules, of the form $[a] \alpha_h \rightarrow [b] \beta_h [c] \gamma_h$
These rules operate just like division for elementary membranes, but they can be applied to non–elementary membranes, containing membrane substructures and having a label $h$. Like the objects, the substructures inside the dividing membrane are replicated in the two new copies of it.

A configuration of a P system with active membranes is described by the current membrane structure (including the electrical charge of each membrane) and the multisets located in the corresponding regions. A computation step changes the current configuration according to the following set of principles:

– Each object and membrane can be subject to at most one rule per step, except for object evolution rules; this means that inside each membrane several evolution rules can be applied simultaneously, but each membrane can be involved only in a single communication, dissolution, or division rule per step.

– The application of rules is maximally parallel: each object appearing on the left-hand side of evolution, communication, dissolution or division rules must be subject to exactly one of them (unless the current charge of the membrane prohibits it, and according to the fact that a membrane can be involved in a single communication, dissolution, or division rule per step). The same principle applies to each membrane that can be involved in communication, dissolution, or division rules. In other words, the only objects and membranes
that do not evolve are those associated with no rule, or only to rules that are not applicable due to the electrical charges.

- When several conflicting rules can be applied at the same time, a nondeterministic choice is performed; this implies that, in general, multiple possible configurations can be reached as a result of a computation step.

- In each computation step, all the chosen rules are applied simultaneously (in an atomic way). However, in order to clarify the operational semantics, each computation step is conventionally described as a sequence of micro-steps as follows. First, all evolution rules are applied inside the elementary membranes, followed by all communication, dissolution and division rules involving the membranes themselves; this process is then repeated on the membranes containing them, and so on towards the root (outermost membrane). In other words, the membranes evolve only after their internal configuration has been updated. For instance, before a membrane division occurs, all chosen object evolution rules must be applied inside it; in this way, the objects that are duplicated during the division are already the final ones.

- The outermost membrane cannot be divided or dissolved, and any object sent out from it cannot re-enter the system again.

A halting computation of the P system $\Pi$ is a finite sequence of configurations $C = (C_0, \ldots, C_k)$, where $C_0$ is the initial configuration, every $C_{i+1}$ is reachable from $C_i$ via a single computation step, and no rules of $\Pi$ are applicable in $C_k$. If this last condition is never reached (that is, in each configuration of the sequence there is at least one applicable rule), then a non-halting computation $C = (C_i : i \in \mathbb{N})$ is obtained, that consists of infinitely many configurations, again starting from the initial one and generated by successive computation steps.

P systems can be used as language recognizers by employing two distinguished objects yes and no; exactly one of these must be sent out from the outermost membrane, and only in the last step of each computation, in order to signal acceptance or rejection, respectively; we also assume that all computations are halting.

In order to solve decision problems (i.e., recognize languages over an alphabet $\Sigma$), we use families of recognizer P systems $\Pi = \{\Pi_x : x \in \Sigma^*\}$. Each input $x$ is associated with a P system $\Pi_x$ in the family $\Pi$ that decides the membership of $x$ in the language $L \subseteq \Sigma^*$ by accepting or rejecting. The mapping $x \mapsto \Pi_x$ must be efficiently computable for each input length [24].

These families of recognizer P systems can be used to solve decision problems as follows.

**Definition 2.** Let $\Pi$ be a P system whose alphabet contains two distinct objects yes and no, such that every computation of $\Pi$ is halting and during each computation exactly one of the objects yes, no is sent out from the skin to signal acceptance or rejection. If all the computations of $\Pi$ agree on the result, then $\Pi$ is said to be confluent; if this is not necessarily the case, then it is said to be non-confluent and the global result is acceptance if and only if there exists at least an accepting computation.
Definition 3. Let $L \subseteq \Sigma^*$ be a language, $\mathcal{D}$ a class of P systems (i.e. a set of P systems using a specific subset of features) and let $\text{II} = \{\Pi_x \mid x \in \Sigma^*\} \subseteq \mathcal{D}$ be a family of P systems, either confluent or non-confluent. We say that II decides $L$ when, for each $x \in \Sigma^*$, $x \in L$ if and only if $\Pi_x$ accepts.

Complexity classes for P systems are defined by imposing a uniformity condition on II and restricting the amount of time or space available for deciding a language.

Definition 4. Consider a language $L \subseteq \Sigma^*$, a class of recognizer P systems $\mathcal{D}$, and let $f: \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ be a proper complexity function (i.e. a ‘reasonable’ one, that can be computed by a Turing machine using a limited amount of resources. See [27, Definition 7.1], page 140). We say that $L$ belongs to the complexity class $\text{MC}_{\mathcal{D}}^\star(f)$ if and only if there exists a family of confluent P systems $\text{II} = \{\Pi_x \mid x \in \Sigma^*\} \subseteq \mathcal{D}$ deciding $L$ such that:

- $\text{II}$ is semi-uniform, i.e. there exists a deterministic Turing machine which, for each input $x \in \Sigma^*$, constructs the P system $\Pi_x$ in polynomial time with respect to $|x|$;
- $\text{II}$ operates in time $f$, i.e. for each $x \in \Sigma^*$, every computation of $\Pi_x$ halts within $f(|x|)$ steps.

In particular, we say that a language $L \subseteq \Sigma^*$ belongs to the complexity class $\text{PMC}_{\mathcal{D}}^\star(f)$ if and only if there exists a semi-uniform family of confluent P systems $\text{II} = \{\Pi_x \mid x \in \Sigma^*\} \subseteq \mathcal{D}$ deciding $L$ in polynomial time. Otherwise stated, $\text{PMC}_{\mathcal{D}}^\star(f) = \bigcup_{k \in \mathbb{N}} \text{MC}_{\mathcal{D}}(n^k)$.

The analogous complexity classes for non-confluent P systems are denoted by $\text{NMC}_{\mathcal{D}}^\star(f)$ and $\text{NPMC}_{\mathcal{D}}^\star(f)$.

Another set of complexity classes is defined in terms of uniform families of recognizer P systems:

Definition 5. Consider a language $L \subseteq \Sigma^*$, a class of recognizer P systems $\mathcal{D}$, and let $f: \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ be a proper complexity function. We say that $L$ belongs to the complexity class $\text{MC}_{\mathcal{D}}(f)$ if and only if there exists a family of confluent P systems $\text{II} = \{\Pi_x \mid x \in \Sigma^*\} \subseteq \mathcal{D}$ deciding $L$ such that:

- $\text{II}$ is uniform, i.e. for each $x \in \Sigma^*$ deciding whether $x \in L$ is performed as follows: first, a polynomial-time deterministic Turing machine, given the length $n = |x|$ as a unary integer, constructs a P system $\Pi_n$ with a distinguished input membrane; then, another polynomial-time deterministic Turing machine computes an encoding of the string $x$ as a multiset $w_x$, which is finally added to the input membrane of $\Pi_n$, thus obtaining a P system $\Pi_x$ that accepts if and only if $x \in L$.
- $\text{II}$ operates in time $f$, i.e. for each $x \in \Sigma^*$, every computation of $\Pi_x$ halts within $f(|x|)$ steps.
In particular, a language \( L \subseteq \Sigma^* \) belongs to the complexity class \( \text{PMC}_D \) if and only if there exists a uniform family of confluent P systems \( \Pi = \{ \Pi_x | x \in \Sigma^* \} \subseteq D \) deciding \( L \) in polynomial time.

The analogous complexity classes for non-confluent P systems are denoted by \( \text{NMC}_D(f) \) and \( \text{NPMC}_D \).

As stated in the Introduction, the first definition of space complexity for P systems introduced in [30] considered a possible real implementation with biochemical materials, thus assuming that every single object and membrane requires some constant physical space. Such a definition (in the improved version from [21], taking into account also the space required by the labels for membranes and the alphabet of symbols) is the following (we stress the fact that the number of membranes in a computation step can be smaller, equal, or greater than the initial number of membranes, due to dissolution and duplication of membranes; we also stress the fact that we do not need to store unique IDs for membranes having the same label as we can, for example, indicate multisets of objects inside a string-like bracketed expression):

**Definition 6.** Considering a configuration \( \mathcal{C} \) of a P system \( \Pi \), its size \( |\mathcal{C}| \) is the number of membranes in the current membrane structure multiplied by \( \log |\Lambda| \), plus the total number of objects from \( \Gamma \) they contain multiplied by \( \log |\Gamma| \). If \( \mathcal{C} = (\mathcal{C}_0, \ldots, \mathcal{C}_k) \) is a computation of \( \Pi \), then the space required by \( \mathcal{C} \) is defined as

\[
|\mathcal{C}| = \max\{|\mathcal{C}_0|, \ldots, |\mathcal{C}_k|\}.
\]

The space required by \( \Pi \) itself is defined as the supremum of the space required by all computations of \( \Pi \):

\[
|\Pi| = \sup\{|\mathcal{C}| : \mathcal{C} \text{ is a computation of } \Pi\}.
\]

Finally, let \( \Pi = \{ \Pi_x : x \in \Sigma^* \} \) be a family of recognizer P systems, and let \( s : \mathbb{N} \to \mathbb{N} \). We say that \( \Pi \) operates within space bound \( s \) if and only if \( |\Pi_x| \leq s(|x|) \) for each \( x \in \Sigma^* \).

Following what has been done for time complexity classes, we can define space complexity classes. By \( \text{MCSPACE}_D(f(n)) \) (resp. \( \text{MCSPACE}_D^S(f(n)) \)) we denote the class of languages which can be decided by uniform (resp. semi-uniform) families, \( \Pi \), of confluent P systems of type \( D \), where each \( \Pi_x \in \Pi \) operates within space bound \( f(|x|) \). In the following, we will consider P systems with active membranes using both types of division for elementary and non-elementary membranes (and we denote this by setting \( D = \text{AM} \)), using only division for elementary membranes (\( D = \text{EAM} \)), and not using division of membranes (\( D = \text{NAM} \)).

In particular, the class of problems solvable in a polynomial space by uniform confluent systems is denoted by \( \text{PMCSpace}_D \), and the class of problems solvable in an exponential space by uniform confluent systems is denoted by \( \text{EXPMCSpace}_D \) (adding a star in case of semi-uniform classes).
The corresponding classes for non-confluent systems are \( \text{NPMCSPACE}_D \) and \( \text{NEXPMCSPACE}_D \).

A different approach to define space complexity for P systems was introduced in [2], considering the information stored in the objects of the systems, and not the single objects themselves. Binary notation, instead of unary, was used to store the amount of objects in each region, with the following definition of binary space:

**Definition 7.** Consider a configuration \( C \) of a P system \( \Pi \). Let us denote by \( h_1, h_2, \ldots, h_z \) the membranes of the current membrane structure, and by \( |O_{i,j}| \) the multiplicity of object \( i \) within region \( j \). The binary size \( |C|_B \) of a configuration \( C \) is defined as:

\[
|C|_B = z \cdot \log |\Lambda| + \sum_{j=1}^{z} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \lceil \log (|O_{i,j}| + 1) \rceil + \log |\Gamma| \right)
\]

that is the number of membranes in the current membrane structure multiplied by \( \log |\Lambda| \), plus the number of bits required to store the description of the multiset in each region.

If \( C = (C_0, \ldots, C_k) \) is a computation of \( \Pi \), then the binary space required by \( C \) is defined as

\[
|C|_B = \max\{|C_0|_B, \ldots, |C_k|_B\}.
\]

The binary space required by \( \Pi \) itself is then obtained by computing the binary space required by all computations of \( \Pi \) and taking the supremum:

\[
|\Pi|_B = \sup\{|C|_B : C \text{ is a computation of } \Pi\}.
\]

Finally, let \( \Pi = \{\Pi_x : x \in \Sigma^*\} \) be a family of recognizer P systems, and let \( s : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \). We say that \( \Pi \) operates within binary space bound \( s \) if and only if \( |\Pi_x|_B \leq s(|x|) \) for each \( x \in \Sigma^* \).

Corresponding space complexity classes, that concern this different size measure, can be introduced.

### 3 Considering separate feature contributions to space definition

In both cases of space definition described in the previous Section, the amount of space required by a system was a single total measure obtained, in different ways, by considering all the elements contributing to it: the total number of membranes, the total number of objects, the types of different membranes, and the types of different objects.

We introduce now a different definition of space in the framework of P systems, where each of the previous elements is considered independently, thus allowing to consider the contribution given by each element separately, and highlighting
the requirement of each of them in every solution to complex computational problems considered in the literature.

The new measure is a vector refinement of previously defined scalar measurements. Refinements of this type have been considered in many different areas to exploit the advantages they offer. For example, in the framework of distributed systems, the partial order of event defined by a vector clock \([22]\) (a vector of \(N\) logical clocks, one per each process of the system) allows to detect concurrency issues, that cannot be detected by using linear Lamport timestamps.

**Definition 8.** Consider a \(P\) system \(\Pi\) with active membranes, and a computation \(\mathcal{C} = (C_0, \ldots, C_k)\) of \(\Pi\). Let us denote the set of membrane labels of \(\Pi\) by \(\Lambda\), and the alphabet of objects by \(\Gamma\). Moreover, let us denote by \(\text{MaxMe}\) the maximum number of membranes present at the same time in \(\Pi\) during some steps of \(\mathcal{C}\), and by \(\text{MaxOb}\) the maximum number of objects present at the same time in \(\Pi\) during some steps of \(\mathcal{C}\).

We say that the computation \(\mathcal{C}\) of \(\Pi\) is bounded by \(\text{Space}(me, ob, met, obt)\) if and only if \(\text{MaxMe} \leq me, \text{MaxOb} \leq ob, |\Lambda| \leq met, \text{and } |\Gamma| \leq obt, \) where \(me, ob, met,\) and \(obt\) are some positive integers.

The space required by \(\Pi\) itself is then obtained by computing the corresponding space required by all computations of \(\Pi\) and taking the supremum.

Finally, let \(\Pi = \{\Pi_x : x \in \Sigma^*\}\) be a family of recognizer \(P\) systems, and let \(s : \mathbb{N} \to \mathbb{N}\). We say that \(\Pi\) operates within \(\text{Space}(me, ob, met, obt)\) if and only if each member \(\Pi_x\) of the family operates within the same space.

Of course, complexity classes corresponding to this definition of space can be defined in a similar way as already done in the previous Section; as an example, by \(\text{MCSPACE}_D(me, ob, met, obt)\) we denote the class of problems solved by \(P\) systems with active membranes of type \(D\) having features limited according to \(me, ob, met,\) and \(obt\).

Having defined the contribution of each element to the space requirements, we are ready to survey some main results present in the literature, to analyze the requirements in terms of single feature required by each proposed solution.

The first results we analyze are from \([30]\).

**Proposition 1.** \(P \subseteq \text{MCSPACE}^{NAM}_D(O(1)), \) and \(P \subseteq \text{MCSPACE}^{NAM}_E(O(1)).\)

In this solution, it is proved that semi-uniform systems with active membranes that do not use membrane division can solve all problems in \(P\) in constant time. In fact, all the work is done by the deterministic Turing machine used to build the system (a deterministic polynomial time uniformity condition is considered). The obtained system simply sends out a \(yes\) or \(no\) answer, in one step. Similar considerations remain valid also for the uniform case. As a consequence, in both cases we have \(me = ob = met = obt = O(1)\).

**Proposition 2.** \(NP \cup coNP \subseteq \text{EXPSpace}^{EAM}_E.\)

This proposition considers the results from \([43]\), in particular concerning the problems \(SAT\) and \(Hamiltonian Path.\)
In the first case, considering an instance with $n$ variables and $m$ clauses, $2^n$ membranes are generated, each containing one possible truth assignment to be checked. We have: $me = O(2^n)$, $ob = O((n * m) * (2^n))$, $met = 2$, and $obt = 4n + 2m + 4$.

The solution for the Hamiltonian Path problem tries all possible paths, to check if at least one of them satisfies the required conditions. In this case, we have $me = O(n^n)$, $ob = O(n * me) = O(n^{n+1})$, $met = 2$, $obt = 6n + 4$.

In the paper [37], it was shown how to exploit membrane division to solve the PSPACE-complete problem Satisfiability of Quantified Boolean Formulas (QBF), using semi-uniform P systems with active membranes:

**Proposition 3.** $\text{PSPACE} \subseteq \text{EXPSPACE}^{\ast AM}$.

The solution makes use of an exponential number of membranes and objects: $me = O(2^n)$, $ob = O(2^n)$, $met = m + n + 2$, and $obt = 5n + m + 4$.

In [4] the same result was proved for uniform systems.

**Proposition 4.** $\text{PSPACE} \subseteq \text{EXPSPACE}^{AM}$. 

An analysis of resources used for this solution shows that $me = O(2^{2n}) = O(4^n)$, $ob = O(2^{2n}) = O(4^n)$, $met = O(m + n)$, and $obt = O(m + n)$.

In [33], systems with limited power were considered; in particular, division rules for non-elementary membranes and dissolution rules were avoided. It was proved that such systems can solve in polynomial time all problems in the complexity class $\text{PP}$ (the class of languages decided by polynomial time probabilistic Turing machines with error probability strictly less than 1/2). In fact, a solution for the $\text{PP}$-complete problem $\text{SQRT-3SAT}$ was proposed.

**Proposition 5.** $\text{PP} \subseteq \text{PMC}_{AM}^{−d, −n}$.

The features of that solution are the following: $me = O(2^n)$, $ob = O(2^n)$, $met = 3$, and $obt = O(n)$.

In the paper [41], it was shown that a deterministic Turing machine working in polynomial space, with respect to the input length, can be efficiently simulated (both in terms of time and space) by a semi-uniform family of P systems with active membranes, using only communication rules.

**Proposition 6.** A deterministic Turing machine $M$ working in space $s(n)$ and time $t(n)$ can be simulated by semiuniform P systems in space $O(s(n))$ and time $O(t(n))$.

The main idea to prove this result, was to store information bits by using polarizations associated to membranes, instead of objects inside them. As a consequence, the required amount of resources needed is very low: $me = s(n) + 2$, $ob = O(n)$ initially, then 1, $met = 3$, $obt = 5 + 3 * |Q|$, where $Q$ is the set of states of the Turing machine $M$.

In the paper [3], similar results for uniform families of P systems with active membranes were proved, showing that a cubic slowdown and a quadratic space overheads are required:
Proposition 7. A DTM $M$ working in space $s(n)$ and time $t(n)$ can be simulated by uniform confluent or non-confluent $P$ systems within polynomial bounds for space and time.

In both cases we have the following: $me = O(s(n))$, $ob = O(s(n)^2)$, $met = 7$, and $obt = 3$.

We conclude this analysis by recalling a result from [32]. In this work, it was proved that recognizer $P$ systems with active membranes that use polynomial space characterize the complexity class $PSPACE$. In particular, the result holds for both confluent and nonconfluent systems, and independently of the use of membrane division rules.

This generic result, allows to relate the number of computation steps to the maximum number of objects and the maximum number of membranes that can be obtained after those steps. In particular, let us consider a non confluent $P$ system $\Pi$ with active membranes, having a description of length $m$. After $t$ steps of computation we have the following: $me = O(2^{t+m}+m+log(m))$, and $ob = O(2^{t+m}+log(m))$.

4 Conclusions

We introduced a definition for space complexity classes in the framework of $P$ systems, where each element contributing to the definition of space used by the system (that is, the total number of membranes, the total number of objects, the types of different membranes, and the types of different objects) is considered independently. In this way, the contribution of each element in defining the total space required by the system to execute a computation can be highlighted independently.

We conclude the Section by pointing out that many different constructions by various authors have been presented in the literature. After presenting here some of them, we think it will be interesting to check if some of them open the possibility to propose alternate solutions where the considered parameters are different (i.e., of a different asymptotic order) with respect to those already published. As an example, would it be possible to find solutions similar to those of Proposition 3 and 4 by using a constant amount of object types or of membrane types?

Moreover, we want to stress the fact that, under the usual uniformity condition considered, a polynomial time precomputing by a deterministic Turing machine is allowed and, in this case, membrane types and object types are forced to be at most polynomial. However, different uniformity conditions can also be considered, to highlight their impact on these features. For instance, how to factor the input for sublinear space complexity classes if we would like to have more object types with respect to those allowed by the input size (maybe not all of them present since the beginning of the computation), but the uniformity condition forbids that?
It would also be useful to clarify how to proceed when the size of the problem instance is given by a few numbers like, e.g., the number of clauses and variables for SAT.
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Abstract. We consider synchronized membrane systems extended with communication and division rules, using the maximal parallelism evolution strategy together with synchronization between non-cooperating rewriting rules of length at most three. We prove that in this framework we can obtain in polynomial time solutions to the NP-complete problems SAT, Threshold-SAT and Unique-SAT.

1 Introduction

Membrane systems (also often mentioned as P systems) are parallel distributed systems able to model the behaviour and organization of living cells [21]. Graphically, a membrane system can be depicted as a structure formed of non-intersecting regions (membranes) in which multisets of objects and rules are placed. In what follows we will use synchronized P systems [9] in which the evolution is done by using several types of rules (evolution, communication and division) that are applied using maximal parallelism [21] and respecting the synchronization relation imposed for some sets of rules [9].

The maximal parallel manner of applying the rules ensures that in each computational step the multiset of rules to be used is chosen non-deterministically and cannot be contained in another multiset of applicable rules. This way of applying the rules turned out to be an essential feature when checking if a class of membrane systems is computational complete. Over the years the way of choosing the maximal applicable multiset of rules was extended with additional restrictions (e.g., synchronization among rules ensuring that a non-empty set of rules is applicable if each rule from the set of rules is applicable at least once [9]) or value-based criteria (e.g., guards used in kernel P systems [16] and adaptive P systems [8]). Several classes of membrane systems, defined for theoretical or practical purposes, appeared in several books during the last decade [5, 14, 22, 29].

The research done in membrane computing usually concerns one of the following aspects: modelling power [3, 12], computational completeness for various amounts and types of resources [4], and efficiency in solving NP complete problems (strong [7] or weak [6]) by proposing algorithms that trade time for space, namely by creating an exponential working space that is useful to generate a polynomial time solution. In this paper we show that, for synchronized P systems extended with communication and division rules, the synchronization is
powerful enough such that only by using rules of length at most three polynomial time solutions are provided for the NP-complete problems SAT, Threshold-SAT and Unique-SAT.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces some notions of the synchronized P systems. Section 3 represents the substantial and original part of our approach; we show that there exists synchronized P systems that solve, in polynomial number of steps, the NP-complete problems SAT, Threshold-SAT and Unique-SAT. The paper ends with conclusion and references.

2 Synchronized P Systems

Let \( O = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\} \) be a finite alphabet. A multiset is a mapping \( u : O \to \mathbb{N} \) from the set \( O \) to the set of non-negative integers \( \mathbb{N} \). The multiset \( \lambda \), defined such that for all \( a \in O \) it holds that \( \lambda(a) = 0 \), is called the empty multiset. Using strings to represent multisets is a common practice in the membrane computing community; all the permutation of a string can be used to represent the same multiset. As an example, the multiset defined as \( u(a_1) = 4, u(a_2) = 1 \) and \( u(a_3) = 1 \) can be represented by any permutation of the string \( a_1a_1a_1a_1a_2a_3 \). The set \( O^+ \) contains all multisets over \( O \), while \( O^+ = O^+ - \{\lambda\} \) contains all non-empty multisets over \( O \). For two multisets \( u \) and \( v \) their union and difference are defined for all \( a \in O \) as \((u + v)(a) = u(a) + v(a)\) and \((u - v)(a) = \max\{0, u(a) - v(a)\}\), respectively. Also, the multiset inclusion is defined if for all \( a \in O \) it holds that \( u(a) \leq v(a) \). More details are available in [27].

Till now, the concept of synchronization was used in different ways in membrane computing:

(i) synchronization between membranes in which the maximal parallel strategy of applying the rules is used [23];
(ii) synchronization of computations among various membranes [1, 13];
(iii) synchronization of rules having unknown evolution time by using additional mechanisms to control the evolution (e.g., bi-stable catalysts, promoters) [10];
(iv) synchronization between the rules of a membrane by allowing a set of synchronized rules to be applicable if each of its rules is applicable at least once [9, 28].

On the other hand, the maximal parallel strategy of selecting the applicable rules was controlled by using additional restrictions (e.g., prioritizing some rules) or some criteria based on existing resources (e.g., adaptive P systems [8] and kernel P systems [16] using guarded rules).

Next we define synchronized P systems [9] extended with communication and division rules.

**Definition 1.** A synchronized P system of degree \( n + 1 \) is a tuple
\[
\Pi = (O, H, \mu, w_0, \ldots, w_n, (R_0, \rho_0), \ldots, (R_n, \rho_n)),
\]
where
• $O$ is a finite non-empty set of objects;
• $H$ is a finite non-empty set of labels for membranes;
• $\mu$ is a membrane structure given as a hierarchical arrangement of membranes, all of them placed in a main membrane 0, called the skin membrane, that delimits the system from its environment;
• $w_i \in O^*$, with $0 \leq i \leq n$, is a multiset of objects initially placed in the membrane $i$;
• $R_i$, with $0 \leq i \leq n$, is a finite set of rules placed in membrane $i$ and having rules of the following forms, where $u \in O^+$ and $v, u', v' \in O^*$:
  * $u \rightarrow v$ (object evolution rules)
    A multiset of objects $u$ is replaced by a multiset of objects $v$; the multiset $v$ can also be the empty multiset $\lambda$. Graphically this can be depicted as:
    \[
    \begin{array}{c}
    i \quad u \\
    \end{array} \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
    i' \quad v \\
    \end{array}
    \]
  * $[u]_i \rightarrow [ ]_i u$ (communication rules)
    A multiset of objects $u$ is sent out of membrane $i$ and placed in the parent membrane, or in the environment if the rule is used for the skin membrane. Graphically this can be depicted as:
    \[
    \begin{array}{c}
    i \quad u \\
    \end{array} \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
    i' \quad u \\
    \end{array}
    \]
  * $[u]_i \rightarrow [u']_i[v']_i$ (division rules)
    A multiset of objects $u$ is used to divide membrane $i$, and is replaced in the two new instances of membrane $i$ by the multisets of objects $u'$ and $v'$; the multisets $u'$ and $v'$ can also be the empty multiset $\lambda$. The other objects placed inside membrane $i$ are duplicated and placed in the new instances of membrane $i$. Note that the division rules cannot be used for the skin membrane. Graphically this can be depicted as:
    \[
    \begin{array}{c}
    i \quad u \\
    \end{array} \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
    i' \quad u' \\
    i' \quad v' \\
    \end{array}
    \]
• $\rho_i$, with $0 \leq i \leq n$, is the synchronization relation over the rules of $R_i$ and is defined as a partial relation.

Synchronization means that if there exists $r_1 \otimes \ldots \otimes r_n \in \rho_i$, the rules from the set $\{r_1, \ldots, r_n\}$ can be applied in a computational step only if each rule $r_i$, with $1 \leq i \leq n$, is used at least once.

Example 1. Consider a synchronized P system

\[ \Pi = (O, \{0\}, [0], w_0, (R_0, \rho_0)) \]

where $R_0$ contains the object evolution rules $r_1 : u_1 \rightarrow v_1$, $r_2 : u_2 \rightarrow v_2$ and $r_3 : u_1 \rightarrow v_3$, while $\rho_0 = \{r_1 \otimes r_2\}$ is a synchronization relation. Depending on the multiset of objects $w_1$ there exist different applicable multisets of rules:

* if $u_1^+ \leq w_1$ and $u_1^+ u_2^2 \not\leq w_1$, then the multiset of rules $r_1^+ r_2^2$ is applicable; this is due to the fact that there does not exist the multiset $u_2$ for rule $r_2$ to be applicable, and also $r_1 \otimes r_2 \in \rho_0$ implies that the applicability of rule $r_1$ is conditioned by the applicability of rule $r_2$;
if \( u_1 + u_2 \leq w_1 \) and \( u_1 + u_2 \neq w_1 \), then no rule is applicable also due to the synchronization relation \( \rho_0 \);

* if \( u_1 u_2^+ \leq w_1 \) and \( u_1^2 u_2^+ \neq w_1 \), then the applicable multisets of rules are \( r_1 r_2 \) and \( r_3 \);

* if \( u_1^2 u_2^+ \leq w_1 \), then the applicable multisets of rules are \( r_1^+ r_2 \) and \( r_1^+ r_2 r_3^+ \).

## 3 Efficiency of Synchronized P Systems

Depending on the size of their input the NP-complete problems can be classified into two categories: weak (e.g., Partition, Knapsack, Subset Sum) and strong (e.g., SAT, Common Algorithmic Problem, Clique, Bin Packing) [15]. A survey of several solutions obtained in P systems with active membranes that also use membrane electrical charges, membrane creation and division rules in given in [25].

A solution to an NP-complete problem can be obtained if the constructed membrane system satisfies the following requirements:

(i) a halting configuration is reached after all computations;

(ii) in order to mark the response given by the membrane system two fresh objects \textit{yes} and \textit{no} are used beside those from the working alphabet;

(iii) in the halting configuration only one of these two objects must be present in the environment: a successful computation is indicated by the availability of object \textit{yes}, while an unsuccessful computation is indicated by the availability of object \textit{no}.

The SAT problem is an NP-complete problem that asks about the satisfiability of a propositional logic formula \( \varphi = C_1 \land C_2 \land \cdots \land C_m \) given in conjunctive normal form, where \( C_i = y_1 \lor y_2 \lor \cdots \lor y_r \), for \( 1 \leq i \leq m \) and \( 1 \leq r \leq n \), and either \( y_i = x_k \) or \( y_i = \neg x_k \), for the set of propositional variables \( X = \{ x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \} \).

The next theorem illustrates how to solve the SAT problem by means of a synchronized P systems using the maximal parallelism evolution strategy equipped with a synchronization between non-cooperating rewriting rules of length at most three. The synchronization is powerful enough to get the satisfiability answer without the need for additional parameters (cooperation, catalysts, promoters, inhibitors, etc.).

**Theorem 1.** There exists a synchronized P systems that solves SAT in polynomial number of steps.

**Proof.** We present the steps for constructing a synchronized P system \( \Pi \), that uses the maximal parallelism evolution strategy and a synchronization between non-cooperating rewriting rules of length at most three, and that is able to provide an answer to the satisfiability of formula \( \varphi \) from the SAT problem. The membrane system \( \Pi \) is defined as

\[(O, H, \mu, w_0, w_1, (R_0, \rho_0), (R_1, \rho_1))\]

where the components are defined as:
\( O = \{ a_i, t_i, f_i \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \} \cup \{ \text{yes, yes}', \text{no, no}' \} \)
\( \cup \{ x_{i,j} \mid x_i \in C_j, 1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq j \leq m \} \)
\( \cup \{ \overline{x_{i,j}} \mid \overline{x_{i}} \in C_j, 1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq j \leq m \} \)
\( \cup \{ d_i \mid 0 \leq i \leq n + m + 1 \} \cup \{ e_i \mid 0 \leq i \leq n + m + 2 \} \)
\( \cup \{ g_i \mid 0 \leq i \leq n + m + 4 \} \cup \{ h_i \mid 0 \leq i \leq n + m + 3 \} \);
\( H = \{ 0, 1 \} \);
\( \mu = [ \_ \_ ]_0 \);
\( w_0 = g_0 h_0 \), and \( w_1 \) contains the following objects:
\* \( \{ a_i \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \} \) - used for generating all possible truth assignments of the \( n \) variable of \( \varphi \);
\* \( \{ x_{i,j} \mid x_i \in C_j, 1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq j \leq m \} \) - used to indicate that variable \( x_i \) is used in clause \( C_j \);
\* \( \{ \overline{x_{i,j}} \mid \overline{x_{i}} \in C_j, 1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq j \leq m \} \) - used to indicate that variable \( \overline{x_i} \) is used in clause \( C_j \);
\* \( d_0, e_0 \) - counters.

The set of rules \( R_1 \) and the synchronization relation \( \rho_1 \) are as follows:

(i) \( [a_i], t_i \rightarrow [t_i], [f_i], 1 \leq i \leq n \)
These rules create all the possible \( 2^n \) truth assignments over the propositional variables \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \).

(ii) \( d_i \rightarrow d_{i+1}, 0 \leq i \leq n + m \)
\( e_i \rightarrow e_{i+1}, 0 \leq i \leq n + m + 1 \)
These rules increment the counter objects of membrane 1 and are used at certain times during evolution to generate \( \text{yes}' \) or \( \text{no}' \) objects for all \( 2^n \) assignments.

(iii) \( t_i \rightarrow t_i, c_{i,j} \otimes x_{i,j} \rightarrow c_j \)
\( f_i \rightarrow f_i, c_{i,j} \otimes \overline{x_{i,j}} \rightarrow c_i \), for \( 1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq j \leq m \)
These rules perform the satisfiability check of all \( m \) conjunctions.

(iv) \( c_i \rightarrow \lambda \otimes \ldots \otimes c_m \rightarrow \lambda \otimes d_{n+m+1} \rightarrow \text{yes}' \)
\( c_{n+m+2} \rightarrow \lambda \otimes d_{n+m+1} \rightarrow \text{no}' \)
These rules perform the satisfiability check of the formula \( \varphi \). If the formula is satisfied then the object \( \text{yes}' \) is created; otherwise the object \( \text{no}' \) is created.

(v) \( [\text{yes'}]_1 \rightarrow [\_ ]_1 \text{yes}' \)
This rule is used to send, if exists, the \( \text{yes}' \) objects out of membrane 1.

The set of rules \( R_0 \) and the synchronization relation \( \rho_0 \) are as follows:

(vi) \( g_i \rightarrow g_{i+1}, 0 \leq i \leq n + m + 3 \)
\( h_i \rightarrow h_{i+1}, 0 \leq i \leq n + m + 2 \)
These rules increment the counter objects of membrane 0 and are used at certain times during evolution to generate the final unique \( \text{yes} \) or \( \text{no} \) object.

(vii) \( \text{yes}' \rightarrow \lambda \otimes h_{n+m+3} \rightarrow \text{yes} \)
\( h_{n+m+3} \rightarrow \lambda \otimes g_{n+m+4} \rightarrow \text{no} \)
These rules are used to generate in membrane 0 the unique \( \text{yes} \) or \( \text{no} \) answer.
Overview of the computation. We detail how the synchronized P systems perform the satisfiability check of the formula $\varphi$. The initial configuration is $[w_0[w_1]]_0$.

The generation phase happens in $n$ steps. The purpose of the rules (i) is to generate all possible truth assignments over the propositional variables $\{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}$. In parallel the rules (ii) are used to increase the counters $d$ and $e$, while the rules (vi) are used to increase the counters $g$ and $h$. Thus after $n$ steps inside each membrane 1 are placed the counters $d_n$ and $e_n$, while in membrane 0 are placed the counters $g_n$ and $h_n$.

The checking phase happens in $m + 2$ steps. The purpose of the rules (iii) is to check which of the clauses in each assignment are satisfied. If all $m$ clauses $c_j$, with $1 \leq j \leq m$, are satisfied by the current truth assignment placed inside a membrane 1, then the first of the rules (iv) generates an object $yes'$ while consuming the counter $d_{n+m+1}$. Otherwise if one of the clauses is not satisfied the corresponding $c_j$ object is not created and thus the first of the rules (iv) is not applicable. This means that in the next step, the objects $e_{n+m+2}$ and $d_{n+m+1}$ can be consumed by the second of the rules (iv) in order to generate an object $no'$. Also, in parallel the counters $g$ and $h$ are incremented by the rules (vi). This phase ends with the rules (v) that are used to send the $yes'$ objects out of the membranes labelled by 1.

After performing the generation and checking phases, the rules (vii) can be applied in membrane 1 in order to create the unique answer to the problem: a $yes$ or $no$ object. Depending on how many $yes'$ objects were created after the checking phase, there are two possibilities: (1) if there exist $yes'$ objects, then the answer is generated by consuming all $yes'$ objects and the $h_{n+m+3}$ object, while creating an unique object $yes$; (2) if there are no $yes'$ objects then only the counter $g$ is incremented and then used to generate an unique $no$ object. The computation stops after using the rules (viii) to send into the environment the unique object $yes$ or $no$ obtained in the previous step.

Thus, in the worst case scenario, it takes $n + m + 6$ steps to generate the unique $yes$ or $no$ answer and send it to the environment.

Example 2. We illustrate how the constructed synchronized P system looks and evolves, by considering a simple example from [20]. Consider a propositional formula with two variables and two clauses:

$\varphi = (x_1 \lor x_2) \land (\neg x_1 \lor \neg x_2)$

Note that the formula $\varphi$ is satisfiable by two assignments: $x_1 = true, x_2 = false$ and $x_1 = false, x_2 = true$.

Thus $n = m = 2$ and the initial configuration can be depicted as:
The computation proceeds as follows where we depict the configuration after each step:

Step 0. The initial configuration is:

Step 1. In the first step the process of division is started. After applying rule (i) on object $a_1$ we obtain the configuration:

Step 2. After $n = 2$ steps all possible $2^n = 4$ assignments are created. In parallel, we start the checking phase and see which clauses are satisfied in each membrane 1 for truth values $t_1$ and $f_1$, respectively.

Step 3. In this step we continue the checking phase and see which clauses are satisfied in each membrane 1 for truth values $t_2$ and $f_2$, respectively.

Step 4. As each variable appears only once in all clauses, in this step only the counters are incremented.
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Step 5. If there are assignments that satisfy \( \varphi \), then yes’ objects are generated for those assignments.

Step 6. If there are assignments that do not satisfy \( \varphi \), then no’ objects are generated for those assignments, while at the same time the yes’ objects from membranes 1 are communicated to membrane 0.

Step 7. In this step only the counters \( f \) anf \( g \) are incremented.

Step 8. As there exist yes’ objects in membrane 0, then the unique yes answer is generated inside membrane 0 after \( n + m + 4 = 8 \) steps.
Step 9. As there exist an unique yes object in membrane 0, then it will be sent to the environment and the computation stops after $n + m + 5 = 9$ steps.

In [26] the decision problem called Threshold-SAT is considered: given a Boolean formula $\phi$ with $n$ variables and $m$ clauses, exist more than $k$ assignments, with $0 < k < 2^m$, satisfying it?

The next result illustrates how to solve the Threshold-SAT problem by means of a synchronized P systems using the maximal parallelism evolution strategy equipped with a synchronization between non-cooperating rewriting rules of length at most three. The synchronization allows to obtain the satisfiability answer without the need for additional parameters (cooperation, catalysts, promoters, inhibitors, etc.).

**Corollary 1.** There exists a synchronized P systems that solves Threshold-SAT in polynomial number of steps.

**Proof.** The proof proceeds in a similar manner as for Theorem 1, except that for membrane 0 the set of rules and the synchronization relation differ. The set of rules $R_0$ and the synchronization relation $\rho_0$ used in the current proof are as follows:

1. \( (vii') \) yes$'$ $\rightarrow$ $\lambda$ $\otimes$ ... ($k$ times) ... $\otimes$ yes$'$ $\rightarrow$ $\lambda$ $\otimes$ $h_{n+m+3} \rightarrow$ yes
   
   \( h_{n+m+3} \rightarrow$ $\lambda$ $\otimes$ $g_{n+m+4} \rightarrow$ no
   
   These rules are used to generate in membrane 0 the unique yes or no answer.

2. \( (viii) \) $[yes]_0 \rightarrow [\ ]_0$ yes
   
   $[no]_0 \rightarrow [\ ]_0$ no
   
   These rules are used to send out of membrane 0 and into environment the unique yes or no answer. The computation stops after performing these rules.
Overview of the computation. We detail how the synchronized P systems perform
the satisfiability check of the formula $\varphi$. The generation and checking phases are
done in $n + m + 2$ steps as in the proof of Theorem 1.

After performing the generation and checking phases, the rules (vii') can be
applied in membrane 1 in order to create the unique answer to the problem:
a yes or no object. Depending on how many yes' objects were created after
the checking phase, there are two possibilities: (1) if there exist at least $k$ yes' objects,
then the answer is generated by consuming all yes' objects and the $h_{n+m+3}$ object, while creating an unique object yes; (2) if there are less than $k$
yes' objects then only the counter $g$ is incremented and then used to generate
an unique no object. The computation stops after using the rules (viii) to send
into the environment the unique object yes or no obtained in the previous step.

Thus, in the worst case scenario, it takes $n + m + 6$ steps to generate the
unique yes or no answer and send it to the environment.

Example 3. Consider the propositional formula $\varphi$ from Example 2. Depending
on the value of the threshold we have two possible evolutions:

1. If $0 < k \leq 2$. Then the system behaves in a similar manner as in Example 2,
except that in the last step are applied the rules (vii') instead of the rules
(vii). Note that for $k = 1$ the SAT problem is in fact an instance of the
Threshold-SAT problem.
2. If $2 < k \leq 2^n$.

Step 8'. As there exist yes' objects in membrane 0, but their number is less
than $k$ then the unique yes answer cannot be generated, so only
the counter $g$ is incremented in this step.

Step 9'. As the objects $h_7$ and $g_8$ exist in membrane 0, then the unique no
answer is generated after $n + m + 5 = 9$ steps.

Step 10'. As there exist an unique no object in membrane 0, then it will be
sent to the environment and the computation stops after $n + m + 6 = 10$ steps.
In [18] the decision problem called Unique-SAT is considered: given a Boolean formula $\varphi$ with $n$ variables and $m$ clauses, exactly one assignment (out of $2^n$) satisfies it?

The next result illustrates how to solve the Unique-SAT problem by means of a synchronized P systems working in the maximal parallelism evolution strategy equipped with a synchronization between non-cooperating rewriting rules of length at most three. The synchronization allows to obtain the satisfiability answer without the need for additional parameters (cooperation, catalysts, promoters, inhibitors, etc.).

**Corollary 2.** There exists a synchronized P systems that solves Unique-SAT in polynomial number of steps.

**Proof.** The proof proceeds in a similar manner as for Theorem 1, except for the set of rules and the synchronization relation of membrane 0. The set of rules $R_0$ and the synchronization relation $\rho_0$ used in the current proof are as follows:

(vi”) $g_i \rightarrow g_{i+1}$, for $0 \leq i \leq n + m + 3$

$h_i \rightarrow h_{i+1}$, for $0 \leq i \leq n + m + 2$

$l_i \rightarrow l_{i+1}$, for $0 \leq i \leq n + m + 4$

These rules increment the counter objects of membrane 0 and are used at certain times during evolution to generate the unique yes or no object. Note that a new counter $l$ is needed when an exact number of solutions is needed.

(vii”) $yes' \rightarrow \lambda \otimes yes' \rightarrow \lambda \otimes h_{n+m+3} \rightarrow no$

$yes' \rightarrow \lambda \otimes g_{n+m+4} \rightarrow yes$

$l_{n+m+5} \rightarrow \lambda \otimes h_{n+m+3} \rightarrow \lambda \otimes g_{n+m+4} \rightarrow no$

These rules are used to generate in membrane 0 the unique yes or no answer.

(viii) $[yes]_0 \rightarrow [[]_0 yes$

$[no]_0 \rightarrow [[]_0 no$

These rules are used to send out of membrane 0 and into environment the unique yes or no answer. The computation stops after performing these rules.
Overview of the computation. We detail how the synchronized P systems perform the satisfiability check of the formula $\varphi$. The generation and checking phases are performed in $n + m + 2$ steps in a similar manner as in the proof of Theorem 1. Also, in parallel the counter $l$ is incremented.

After performing the generation and checking phases, the rules \((vii')\) can be applied in membrane 1 in order to create the unique answer to the problem: a yes or no object. Depending on how many $yes'$ objects were created after the checking phase there are three possibilities: (1) if there exist at least two $yes'$ objects, then the answer is generated by consuming all $yes'$ objects and the $h_{n+m+3}$ object, while creating an unique object no; (2) if there exists an unique $yes'$ object, then only the counter $g$ is incremented and then is used to generate an unique yes object; (3) if there exists no $yes'$ objects, then only the counters $g$ and $l$ are incremented and used to generate a unique no answer. The computation stops after using the rules \((viii)\) to send into the environment the unique object yes or no obtained in the previous step.

Thus, in the worst case scenario, it takes $n + m + 7$ steps to generate the unique yes or no answer and send it to the environment.

Example 4. Consider the propositional formula $\varphi$ from Example 2. Then the system behaves in the first seven steps in a similar manner as in Example 2, except that also the counter $l$ is indexed alongside counters $g$ and $h$ in membrane 0.

Step 8''. As there exist more than one $yes'$ objects in the previous step, then the unique no answer is generated. Note that in this step is applied the first of the rules \((vii'')\).

Step 9''. In this step the counter $l$ is incremented, the unique object no is sent to the environment and the computation stops after $n + m + 5 = 9$ steps.
4 Conclusion

We showed that synchronized P systems, extended with communication and division rules, can solve the SAT, Threshold-SAT and Unique-SAT NP-complete problems in polynomial time by using synchronization between non-cooperating rewriting rules of length at most three. This represents an improvement regarding the number and types of resources, because over the years it was shown that beside division and communication rules the SAT problem can be solved by using also: (i) membrane polarizations [11, 20, 24]; (ii) label changing [2]. Other results avoid membrane division rules by using instead: (i) membrane creation rules [17]; (ii) membrane separation rules [19].
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Abstract. Spiking Neural P systems (SNP systems) are biologically inspired models of computation based on the firing behavior of neurons. Variations of these systems have been proposed to solve more specific problems. A more recent variation called the Numerical Spiking Neural SNP systems (NSNP systems) combines concepts from SNP systems and Numerical P systems to create a new model of computation. This model allows continuous production functions and in effect, allows for faster production. In this work, we propose a matrix representation and a corresponding simulation algorithm for NSNP systems. Having a matrix representation and a simulation algorithm allows for testing of solutions in silico. We also present an NSNP system that solves the subset sum problem, and use the matrix representation and simulation algorithm to obtain the solution.
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1 Introduction

Computers have evolved from being simple machines that can solve small problems to complex systems that make our society today more productive than ever. Even with the great strides of improvements of algorithms and hardware throughout the years, a large class of problems still remains difficult for traditional computers to solve. It is of great interest to find new ways to solve problems. In this pursuit the field of Natural Computing was developed. Some sub-fields include DNA computing, Quantum Computing and Membrane Computing introduced in [10]. These sub-fields of Natural Computing all investigate computational models and techniques derived from various natural processes. Membrane Computing in particular introduced the concept of SNP systems which are models of computation which are based on the structure of biological cells wherein computations represent the interaction of chemical across cell membranes. Much like its ancestors various sub-fields of Membrane Computing emerged one of which was the Spiking Neural P (SNP) systems introduced in [7]. SNP systems are a model of computation heavily influenced by the biological
neurons as it mimics the behavior of neurons which send electrical impulses (spikes) along axons to other neurons. Introduced in [11] is another class of P systems called Numerical P system (N P system) wherein numerical variables evolve by means of polynomial production functions and repartition protocols. It focuses on a hierarchical structure and is deterministic in nature.

Even though SNP systems have already been used to solve NP-complete problems (such as in [9]) and were used for image processing as in [13], optimization of such systems is important so that we can use it to solve more complex problems. Development of simulation algorithms for these systems allow us to further investigate the potential and limitations of these systems. To aid with the development of simulation algorithms matrix representation for these systems was first introduced in [16]. Matrix representations represented configurations and related information of given SNP systems so that transition from one state to another can be simplified as a sequence of matrix operations. These matrix representations will then be used by the simulation algorithms which focuses on creating the computation tree to account for the nondeterminism in these systems whether be it a CPU or GPU algorithm. A few works on simulation algorithms for some variants of SNP systems include [4], [6], [8], and [5]. In order to optimize the runtime of previously mentioned work [1] and [3] presented ideas and proof of concepts on how to use GPUs to improve runtime of these simulators.

While SNP systems have been proven to be equivalent to Turing Machines and there are works in applications of SNP systems some changes can be made to how it works so that it can potentially solve a larger instances of some problems.

To deal with some of the limitations posed by the previously mentioned P system, a new class of SNP systems was introduced called Numerical Spiking Neural P (NSNP) systems. NSNP systems combine some features of SNP systems and Numerical P systems. NSNP systems follow the network style architecture of SNP systems and use variables rather than the singleton alphabet used by SNP systems. It uses numerical variables to encode information and continuous production functions to process information [14]. Proved to be equivalent to Turing Machines, NSNP systems can also have non-deterministic computations by multiple production functions in one neuron. Execution of production functions are not controlled by virtue of regular expressions which alleviates the problem of solving an NP-Complete problem to check the applicability of rules. Its numerical nature paired with the threshold control strategy for neurons with multiple rules make it so that it is an interesting choice to solve real world applications that require quantitative modeling and a deterministic mechanism [14]. Lastly because of the continuous nature of the production functions, developing learning algorithms can be easier when compared to the discrete integrate-and-fire behavior of neurons in SNP systems [14].

In this work, a matrix representation for NSNP systems is introduced together with a simulation algorithm so that the advantages presented by the [14] can be verified through simulations of NSNP systems that are equivalent to those currently in literature. The study also has the same constraints as [14] thus we
only consider NSNP systems without delay and without constant values for the production functions. Lastly, a NSNP solution to Subset sum was introduced and use the matrix representation and simulation algorithm to obtain the solution.

2 Background

2.1 Spiking Neural P Systems (SNP systems)

An SNP system $\Pi$ is a construct of form $\Pi = (O, \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, syn, in, out)$ where:

1. $O = \{a\}$ is a singleton alphabet containing a single symbol (spike).
2. $\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots$ are the neurons with the form of $\sigma_i = (n_i, R_i)$, $1 \leq i \leq m$, where
   (a) $n_i \geq 0$ is the initial number of spikes in $\sigma_i$
   (b) $R_i$ is a finite set of rules of two forms:
      i. Spiking Rule $E/a^c \rightarrow a^p; d$ where $E$ is a regular expression over $O$ and $c \geq p \geq 0$, $d \geq 0$
      ii. Forgetting Rule $a^s \rightarrow \lambda$, for $s \geq 1$ with for each spiking rule in $R_i$
            $a^s/\in L(E)$;
3. $syn \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \times \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}$ with $i \neq j$ for all $(i, j) \in syn, 1 \leq i, j \leq m$
4. $in, out \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}$ are the input and output neurons respectively if any.

Consider the spiking rules, if a neuron $\sigma_i$ has a spiking rule in $R_i$ and contains $k$ spikes, where $k \geq c$ and $a^k \in L(E)$ this means that $E/a^c \rightarrow a^p; d$ can be applied. Remove $c$ spikes from neuron $\sigma_i$ resulting in the number of spikes in $\sigma_i$ after application of a rule be equal to $k - c$. If $d = 0$ spikes are fired instantly otherwise spikes are fired after step $t + d$ where $t$ is the current time step in the computation. Between steps $t$ and $t + d$ the neuron will not fire the spikes to connected neurons and is closed, this means that $\sigma_i$ cannot accept spikes from other neurons connected to it consequently rules cannot be applied during this period. At step $t + d + 1$ spikes are fired and $\sigma_i$ is now open meaning that rules can be applied and that it can accept spikes from other neurons. Now consider forgetting rules, if a neuron $\sigma_i$ has a forgetting rule in $R_i$ and contains exactly $s$ spikes, then the rule $a^s \rightarrow \lambda$ can be applied. All $s$ spikes are removed from $\sigma_i$. Lastly, spiking rules where $E = a^c$ can be written as $a^c \rightarrow a^p; d$.

If at a given step in the computation, a neuron has 2 rules that can be applied, only one rule can be applied and is non-deterministically chosen. The configuration of an SNP system $\Pi$ at step $t$ is denoted as $C_t = \langle r_1/k_1, \ldots, r_m/k_m\rangle$, where $1 \leq i \leq m$ and $\sigma_i$ contains $r_i$ spikes and remains closed for $k_i$ more steps.

A computation of an SNP system is a finite or infinite sequence of configurations. A computation halts if it reaches a configurations wherein no more rules can be applied. Outputs of SNP systems are commonly obtained by measuring the interval between the first two spikes that the output neuron $\sigma_{out}$ sent to the environment.
2.2 Numerical Spiking Neural P Systems

We use the conventions presented in [14] to define Numerical Spiking Neural P systems (NSNP systems).

An NSNP system containing \( m \geq 1 \) neurons is represented by a tuple \( \Pi \) where:

\[
\Pi = (\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_m, \text{syn}, \text{in}, \text{out})
\]

where:

1. \( \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_m \) are the neurons with the form of

\[
\sigma_i = (\text{Var}_i, \text{Prf}_i, \text{Var}_i(0)) \quad |1 \leq i \leq m|
\]

   where each element of \( \sigma_i \) is defined by the following:

   a. \( \text{Var}_i = \{x_{q,i} | 1 \leq q \leq k_i\} \) refers to the variables in neuron \( \sigma_i \)
   b. \( \text{Var}_i(0) = \{x_{q,i}(0) | x_{q,i}(0) \in \mathbb{R}, 1 \leq q \leq k_i\} \) refers to the initial values assigned to the corresponding variables \( x_{q,i} \) from \( \text{Var}_i \) and \( k_i \) represents the number of production functions inside \( \sigma_i \)
   c. \( \text{Prf}_i \) is the set of production functions inside \( \sigma_i \) and are of the two following forms.
      i. \( \text{Nonthreshold Form} \): \( f(x_{1,i}, \ldots, x_{k_i,i}) \)
      ii. \( \text{Threshold Form} \): \( f(x_{1,i}, \ldots, x_{k_i,i}) \mid T_L \) where \( T_L \in \mathbb{Z} \) indicates the threshold of the corresponding production function
   d. \( \text{syn} \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \times \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \) refers to the set synapses, for each \( (i,j) \in \text{syn}, 1 \leq i, j \leq m, \text{ and } i \neq j \)
   e. \( \text{in, out} \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \) are the input and output neurons respectively if any.

The production functions in a given NSNP system are applied. The function could be any mathematical function using the variables present inside it but for this application we will only be using polynomials specifically with degree 1 because it already is equivalent to Turing Machines even with this constraint as shown in [14]. Steps in the application of production function could be separated into 2 stages called the production stage and distribution stage with the following behavior:

1. **Production Stage**: Computes or evaluates the value of the production function using \( x_{1,i}(t), \ldots, x_{k_i,i}(t) \) or simply the current values in the variables present in the neuron where the production function resides. Call this value \( \text{prv}_{i,l}(t) = f_{i,l}(x_{1,i}(t), \ldots, x_{k_i,i}(t)) \).
2. **Distribution Stage**: The computed production value \( \text{prv}_{i,l} \) from the production stage is transmitted to the post synaptic neurons \( \sigma_j \) such that \( (i,j) \in \text{syn} \).

Consider a variable \( x_{q,i} \) included in the computation of \( \text{prv}_{i,l} \), after computing the production value \( \text{prv}_{i,l} \), the value inside \( x_{q,i} \) will be reset to 0 but if it is a presynaptic neuron it will receive values from relevant production values. If it will receive multiple production values at the same time all these values will be added to \( x_{q,i} \) during the distribution stage.
3 Matrix Representation of Numerical Spiking Neural P Systems

Matrix representations for SNP systems without delays was first introduced in [16] which was recently revisited in [2]. We only consider the case with no delays as these were proven to be already equivalent to Turing Machines. We use the example at Figure 1 to illustrate the matrix representations. Consider an NSNP system \( \Pi \) with \( m \) variables, \( g \) neurons and \( n \) production functions. The following definitions is the proposed possible matrix representation for NSNP systems.

![Sample NSNP system](image)

**Fig. 1.** Sample NSNP system

**Definition 1:** The Configuration Vector \( C^{(k)} = (c^{(k)}_1, \ldots, c^{(k)}_m) \), where \( c^{(k)}_i \) is the value of variable \( x_i \) at time step \( k \). Similarly a Configuration Matrix \( CM^{(k)} \) is a matrix containing rows of configuration vectors. Consider a Configuration Matrix with \( q \) Configuration Vectors,

\[
CM^{(k)} = \begin{bmatrix} c^{(k)}_{i,j} \end{bmatrix}_{q \times m}
\]

where \( c^{(k)}_{i,j} \) is the value of the variable \( x_j \) on instance \( i \) at time step \( k \) and an "instance" is one of the possible resulting configurations for time step \( k \) obtained from the previous configuration at time step \( k-1 \) where \( k > 0 \).

Consider the SNP system in Figure 1, the initial Configuration Matrix is

\[
C^0 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 2 \end{bmatrix}
\]

The initial Configuration Matrix of any NSNP system will only have 1 row since we are only dealing with 1 configuration, rows of this matrix can increase for the succeeding computation steps.

**Definition 2:** The Function Matrix \( F \) is the matrix that represents the production functions in the system. Let \( b_i \) be the coefficient of the variable \( x_i \) in the production functions. The \( i \)th row of \( F \) is the vector representation for the production function \( f_i \).

\[
F = \begin{bmatrix} f_{i,j} \end{bmatrix}_{n \times m}
\]
where \( n \) is the number of production functions in the systems and \( v \) is the number of variables.

\[
f_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
  b_j; & \text{if variable } x_j \text{ is present in } f_i \\
  0; & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(3)

For the example in Figure 1 we have the Function Matrix as follows:

\[
F = \begin{bmatrix}
  1 & 1 & 0 \\
  0.5 & 0.5 & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & 1 \\
  0 & 0 & 0.5
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The first row represents the function \( f(x_1, x_2) = (1)x_1 + (1)x_2 \) while the second row represents the function \( f(x_1, x_2) = (0.5)x_1 + (0.5)x_2 \).

**Definition 3**: The **Function Location Matrix** \( L \) is the matrix that indicates in what neuron a given production function is located.

\[
L = [l_{ij}]_{n \times g}
\]

(4)

\[
l_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
  1; & \text{if production function } f_i \text{ is present in } \sigma_j \\
  0; & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(5)

For the example in Figure 1 we have the Function Location Matrix as follows:

\[
L = \begin{bmatrix}
  1 & 0 \\
  1 & 0 \\
  0 & 1 \\
  0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

**Definition 4**: The **Spiking Matrix** \( S \) of an NSNP system II is a collection of Spiking Vectors, where a Spiking Vector is a valid combination of production functions that activates during a given time step

\[
S^{(k)} = [s^{(k)}_{ij}]_{q \times n}
\]

(6)

Where:

\[
s^{(k)}_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
  1; & \text{if there is no threshold or the threshold is satisfied for } \text{function } f_j \text{ and is applied in spiking vector } i \\
  0; & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(7)

and any \( S^{(k)} \) is a matrix where \( q \) is the number of valid spiking vectors for a given \( C^{(k)} \) and \( n \) is the number of production functions.
For the example in Figure 1, we have the Spiking Matrix as follows:

\[ S^0 = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \]

Rows represent the 2 following configurations that can result from \( C^{(k)} \) since both rules in neuron 1 can be fired during the first time step. The first row \( \langle 1, 0, 1, 0 \rangle \) represent the activation of the first production function in both of the neurons while the second row \( \langle 0, 1, 1, 0 \rangle \) represent the activation of the second production function in neuron 1 and also the first production function from neuron 2.

**Definition 5**: Rows in the **Production Matrix** \( PM \) of an SNP system \( \Pi \) represent the new values of variables obtained from the current configuration and the production functions associated with the row. It is generated using the Function Matrix and a single Configuration Vector. Consider the \( r \)th row in the configuration matrix which is also the vector representation for the \( r \)th possible instance,

\[
PM^{(k)} = \left[ pm^{(k)}_{ij} \right]_{n \times v}
\]  
(8)

Where:

\[
pm_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{p=1}^{u} f_{ip} c_{rp} & \text{if function } f_i \text{ is in neuron } \sigma_s, \\
0 & \text{ otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  
(9)

For the example in Figure 1, the Production Matrix is as follows:

\[
PM^{(0)} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 2 \\
0 & 0 & 1 \\
2 & 2 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The first row \( \langle 0, 0, 2 \rangle \) represents the activation of the first production function which results in a value of 2 sent to the variables inside neuron 2. In this case the value is only sent to the third variable. The last row represents the non-activation of the last production function because the threshold is not satisfied.

**Definition 6**: The rows of the **Net Gain matrix** \( NG \) represent the possible outcomes from the application of the valid production functions. Since we are considering non-determinism multiple configurations may ensue. It is equal to:

\[
NG^{(k)} = S_{q \times n}^{(k)} \times PM^{(k)}_{n \times v}
\]  
(10)

For the example in Figure 1 we have the Net Gain Matrix as follows

\[
NG^{(0)} = S_{q \times n}^{(0)} \times PM_{n \times v}^{(0)} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \times \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 2 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \\ 2 & 2 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 2 & 2 & 2 \\ 2 & 2 & 1 \end{bmatrix}
\]
Definition 7: The values inside variables are reset to zero when it is included in a function that is applied during a computation step but remains to be equal to its previous value when it is not used. With this we introduce the Variable matrix, having the same dimensions as the Net Gain Matrix it represents the base value to be added with the Net Gain Matrix to obtain the next configuration. Like the generation of the Production matrix we consider the $r$th configuration vector from the configuration matrix. It is defined as follows:

$$V^{(k)} = \begin{bmatrix} v_{ij}^{(k)} \end{bmatrix}_{q \times v}$$

(11)

Where,

$$v_{ij} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if variable } j \text{ is in any of the used functions in } \sigma_i \\ c_{rj} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(12)

For the given example there are no unused variables the Variable Matrix is,

$$V^{(0)} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}$$

The configuration matrix for the next step $CM^{(k+1)}$ will be equal to the following.

$$CM^{(k+1)} = V^{(k)} + NG^{(k)}$$

(13)

Finally we have $CM^{(1)}$ to be:

$$CM^{(1)} = V^{(0)} + NG^{(0)} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} 2 & 2 & 2 \\ 2 & 2 & 1 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 2 & 2 & 2 \\ 2 & 2 & 1 \end{bmatrix}$$

To show a case where there are 2 configuration vectors in the configuration matrix we also show $CM^{(2)}$. Details of $F$ and $L$ can be omitted as those matrices are static and not dependent on the current configuration of the system.

Consider the first configuration vector in $CM^{(1)}$ which in this case is $\langle 2, 2, 2 \rangle$ we call this $CM_{0}^{(1)}$. The Spiking Matrix and Production Matrix are as follows:

$$S_{0}^{(1)} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix}$$

$$PM_{0}^{(1)} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 4 \\ 0 & 0 & 2 \\ 2 & 2 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}$$

With this the Net Gain matrix can be computed as follows:

$$NG_{0}^{(1)} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \times \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 4 \\ 0 & 0 & 2 \\ 2 & 2 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 2 & 2 & 4 \\ 2 & 2 & 2 \end{bmatrix}$$

The variable matrix for all configurations in $CM^{(1)}$ is,
Lastly we can compute for the configuration matrix $CM_0^{(2)}$ from $CM^{(1)}$,

$$CM_0^{(2)}_{(q \times v)} = V_0^{(1)} + NG_0^{(1)} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} 2 & 2 & 4 \\ 2 & 2 & 2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 2 & 2 & 4 \\ 2 & 2 & 2 \end{bmatrix}$$

Now consider the second configuration vector in $CM^{(1)}$ which is $CM_1^{(1)} = \langle 2, 2, 1 \rangle$, the corresponding Spiking and Production matrix are,

$$S_1^{(1)} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \quad PM_1^{(1)} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 4 \\ 0 & 0 & 2 \\ 1 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}$$

With this the Net Gain matrix can be computed as follows:

$$NG_1^{(1)} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \times \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 4 \\ 0 & 0 & 2 \\ 1 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 4 \\ 1 & 1 & 2 \end{bmatrix}$$

Finally the configuration matrix $CM_1^{(2)}$ from $CM^{(1)}$ can be obtained,

$$CM_1^{(2)}_{(q \times v)} = V_1^{(1)} + NG_1^{(1)} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 4 \\ 0 & 0 & 2 \\ 1 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 4 \\ 1 & 1 & 2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 4 \\ 1 & 1 & 2 \end{bmatrix}$$

Combine configurations vector from $CM_0^{(2)}$ and $CM_1^{(2)}$ to obtain the next configuration from $CM^{(2)}$,

$$CM^{(2)} = \begin{bmatrix} 2 & 2 & 4 \\ 2 & 2 & 2 \\ 1 & 1 & 4 \\ 1 & 1 & 2 \end{bmatrix}$$

4 Simulation Algorithm

Algorithm 1 generates the computation tree from a given initial configuration using a breadth first search methodology. The algorithm ends after the specified depth is reached. The algorithm also checks all currently known states to avoid redundancy in the generation of configurations. The computationHistory tree object in line 4 of algorithm 1 represents the computation tree of a given NSNP system. Algorithms 2 and 3 handle the generation of the spiking and production matrix respectively.
Algorithm 1: General algorithm for NSNPS without delay

Require: $C^0, F, FL, syn, maxDepth$

Ensure: $ExploredStates$ /* Resulting computation tree */

1: $F, FL, T, syn$ are Global Constants
2: $UnexploredStates \leftarrow \{C^0\}$; 
3: $ExploredStates \leftarrow \{\}$; 
4: Create $computationHistory$ tree; 
5: $computationHistory.setRoot(C^0)$; 
6: $depth = 0$; 
7: while $depth < maxDepth$ do 
8: \quad $nextstates \leftarrow \{}$; 
9: \quad $for$ each configuration $\in UnexploredStates$ $do$ 
10: \quad \quad $S \leftarrow generateSM(configuration)$; /* shown in algorithm 2 */ 
11: \quad \quad $PM \leftarrow generatePM(configuration)$; /* shown in algorithm 3 */ 
12: \quad $V \leftarrow checkActiveVars(S)$; 
13: \quad $NG \leftarrow S \times PM$; 
14: \quad $C_{next} \leftarrow V + NG$; 
15: \quad $for$ each $C_w \in C_{next}$ $do$ 
16: \quad \quad if $C_w \notin ExploredStates$ $then$ 
17: \quad \quad \quad Add $C_w$ to the $nextstates$ list; 
18: \quad \quad \quad Add $createNode(C_w, configuration)$ to $ComputationHistory$; 
19: \quad \quad $end if$ 
20: \quad $end for$ 
21: \quad $Remove configuration$ to $ExploredStates$ list; 
22: \quad $nextstates$ to $UnexploredStates$ list; 
23: $end for$ 
24: Add elements of $nextstates$ to $UnexploredStates$ list; 
25: $depth \leftarrow depth + 1$; 
26: $end while$
Algorithm 2: generateSM(configuration)

Require: C, F, FL, syn, T
Ensure: SM → /* Spiking Matrix */

1: Active ← FL;
2: for each column j in FL do
3:   count ← 0;
4:   for each row i do
5:     if checkThreshold(C, i) then
6:       count ← count + 1;
7:       Active_ij ← 1;
8:     else
9:       Active_ij ← 0;
10:   end if
11: end for
12: n_j ← count;
13: end for
14: q ← 1;
15: for each n_j do
16:   if n_j ≠ 0 then
17:     q ← q * n_j;
18:   end if
19: end for
20: Initialize a matrix S_{q \times n} with each s_{ij} be equal to 0
21: for each neurom m do
22:   function ← getFunctions(m, Active);
23:   if n_m == 0 then
24:     for each element of function say j do
25:       for each row i in S do
26:         s_{ij} = 0;
27:       end for
28:     end for
29:   else
30:     i ← 1;
31:     p ← q/n_m;
32:     for each j in function do
33:       k ← 1;
34:       while k ≤ p do
35:         s_{ij} = 1;
36:         k ← k + 1;
37:       end while
38:     end for
39:   end if
40: end for
41: q = q/n_m;
42: end for
43: return(S);
Algorithm 3: \texttt{generatePM}(configuration)

\begin{algorithm}
\SetKwInOut{Require}{Require} \SetKwInOut{Ensure}{Ensure}
\Require{C,F,FL,syn,T}
\Ensure{PM $\rightarrow$ /* Production Matrix */}
1: Initialize a matrix $PM_{n \times v}$ with each $pm_{ij}$ be equal to 0
2: \For{each row $i$ in $F$}{
3: \hspace{1em} $sum \leftarrow 0$
4: \hspace{1em} \For{column $j$ in $F$}{
5: \hspace{2em} $sum \leftarrow sum + f_{ij} \times c_j$}
6: \hspace{1em} end for
7: \hspace{1em} $m \leftarrow \text{getNeuronFromFunction}(i)\$
8: \hspace{1em} \For{each variable $j$}{
9: \hspace{2em} \If{($m,j$) $\in$ syn}{}
10: \hspace{2em} $pm_{ij} \leftarrow sum$}
11: \hspace{1em} end for
12: end for
13: return ($PM$)
\end{algorithm}

Specifics of the implementations of the helper functions in algorithms 3 and 2 will not be discussed but a brief explanation of their use will be given. The \texttt{getNeuronFromFunction} function from line 7 in algorithm 3 takes as input the index of a given function and returns the index of the neuron where the function is located. The \texttt{checkThreshold} function checks whether or not the given function has satisfied the associated threshold value. The \texttt{getFunctions} takes as input a given neuron $m$ and the Function Location matrix and returns a list of the index of functions that is present in neuron $m$. Lastly, \texttt{checkActiveVars} functions takes as input the obtained spiking matrix $S$ and then creates a matrix with the same dimensions as the net gain matrix and outputs the variable matrix which identifies which variables have been used or not.

5 Simulations of universality modules

To demonstrate the matrix representation and simulation algorithm we presented, we simulate the example NSNP system in [14] as shown in Figure 2 using a Python implementation of the above mentioned algorithm to produce a computation tree from the required input of the algorithm. We also simulate the various NSNP modules in [14] that were created to show the Turing completeness of the NSNP model. The generated computation trees are shown in Figures 4 to 6, and cross validate the generated computation trees from computations trees presented in [14]. The computation tree for the example NSNP system was incomplete as shown in Figure 3 but [14] specified the halting configuration. For our implementation, we are able to generate a configuration tree from the sample configuration specifying a \texttt{max_depth} of 5. Notice the self looping configurations, for self looping states that have no children it can be said that those
configurations are already halting configurations since no other configurations other than the configuration itself can be produced.

**Fig. 2.** NSNP system provided in [14]

**Fig. 3.** Computation tree of NSNP system provided in [14]

**Fig. 4.** Configuration tree generated using Algorithm 1
Fig. 5. Configuration tree of the ADD module presented in [14] generated using Algorithm 1

Fig. 6. Configuration tree of the SUB module presented in [14] generated using Algorithm 1

Fig. 7. Configuration tree of the FIN module presented in [14] generated using Algorithm 1
Figures 5 to 7 represent the configuration trees of modules presented in [14] used to show the correctness of the NSNP system model. A limitation of the simulator is that it can only generate computation trees from NSNP systems with actual values for the different variables whereas the computation trees presented in [14] was able to represent some computation trees with arbitrary inputs.

6 Non-deterministic Solution to the Subset Sum Problem

In order to further realize the potential of the constructions we have defined for simulating NSNP systems, an NSNP system was developed to solve the NP-Complete Subset Sum problem. The Subset sum problem has 2 inputs, a sum $S$ and a multiset $V = \{v_0, v_1, \ldots, v_n\}$ with $S, v_i \in \mathbb{N}$ and $0 \leq i \leq n$. The subset sum problems asks if there exists a subset $V' \subseteq V$ such that $\sum_{v' \in V'} v' = S$.

SNP systems and its variants have been already used to solve this problem as shown in [9] and [5]. Among solutions presented it can be seen that there are two types namely uniform and non-uniform, a non-uniform solution has variable number of neurons dependent on the values in the multiset $V$ while a uniform solution has a fixed amount of neurons regardless of the values in the multiset $V$. Non-uniformity of SNP systems presented in [9] and [5] come from the fact that they are required to use multiple neurons to represent the integer values because of the singleton alphabet limitation of such systems. From literature it would seem that searching for a non-uniform solution be the first step to solving this problem but considering the semantics of NSNP systems, an existence of a non-uniform solution would result in a trivial manipulation to convert such a non-uniform solution to a uniform solution.

Consider a family $\Pi$ of nondeterministic and uniform NSNP systems to solve Subset sum. Each $\Pi(q) \in \Pi$, for $q \in I(V)$, has a certain structure solely dependent on the number of elements in $V$ while initial values of the variables in each neurons are dependent on values in $V$ and the sum $S$. This structure is represented in Figure 8.

Variables $v_0$ to $v_{n-1}$ in neurons $a_0$ to $a_{n-1}$ represent the values inside $V$. The two production functions for each of the $a$ neurons simulate the nondeterministic choice of using or not a given $v_i \in V$ with this all possible configurations will be checked. Both of these rules can be activated during the first step, the second set of neurons (ones labeled with $b$) are in charge of only letting positive values pass through. Let $B$ be the sum of the values entering $s_2$ from the $b$ neurons. Neuron $s_o$ stores the target sum $S + 1$ but since we are only considering NSNP systems without delays an auxiliary neuron $s_1$ was introduced to represent the delay so that values from the $a$ neurons will arrive at $s_2$ at the same time step. In NSNP systems there is no natural way to test for equality with just using one neuron. Neurons $s_2$ and $s_3$ together simulate the test for equality of $S$ and $B$. The computation in $s_2$ only proceeds when the sum of $-(S + 1)$ and $B$ is greater than or equal to $1$, this is the case when $B \geq S$. The computation in $s_3$ proceeds when the value obtained from $s_2$ is greater than or equal to $1$, this is the case when $B \leq S$. Satisfying these 2 conditions means that $B$ and $S$ are
equal and that there exists a subset \( V' \subseteq V \) such that \( \sum_{v' \in V'} v' = S \). Consequently, not satisfying these conditions means such a set does not exist which results in the inactivity of neuron \( s_3 \) for the duration of the computation.

We generate 2 instances of the subset sum problem to show results for an NSNP system with and without a solution. Figure 9 represent the case \( A \) where \( V = \{1, 2\} \) and \( S = 3 \) and Figure 10 represent the case \( B \) where \( V = \{1, 2\} \) and \( S = 4 \). Notice that for case \( A \) in Figure 9 there is a branch in the computation with an extra step, this indicates a subset \( V' \subseteq V \) exists such that when the elements of \( V' \) are added together is equal to \( S \) which means a solution to the subset sum instance exists. For case \( B \) in Figure 10 wherein there is no branch with an extra step, no \( V' \subseteq V \) exists such that the sum of the elements of \( V' \) is equal to \( S \) meaning no solution to the subset sum instance exists.
7 Final Remarks

The presented implementation of the production matrix could be improved such that the variable matrix would be unnecessary. For the current implementation, the stopping criterion is dictated by the desired depth of the computation tree. An improvement could be made by stopping the computation of deeper states when a halting configuration is reached or a state previously computed is encountered. Example computations shown in Section 3 failed to show some cases in the activation of productions functions, making the example configuration be able to show all cases would provide less confusion for the reader. The implementation of the production functions did not include any constant values, only variables were included as was presented in [14]. The presented matrix representation also be extended such that it can accommodate for semantics of emerging works the general topic of NSNP systems like in [15]. While there is already work for demonstrating possible learning behavior for SNP systems like in [12] the learning capabilities of NSNP systems can also be investigated and show whether there is an advantage of using the production function and variable semantics for learning purposes. For future work, we are currently extending our simulation and solutions to include the following: implementation with constant values and a deterministic solution to the subset sum problem. Lastly we are also currently working on a parallel GPU simulator to speed up simulations even further.
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Abstract. Rewriting array P systems for generation of rectangular picture arrays have been considered with the rules in membranes and the application of the rules as in a pure 2D context-free grammar ($P_{2DCFG}$) and its variants. Here we introduce in $P_{2DCFG}$, a different mode of rewriting of an array, which we call as independent mode. We then consider rewriting array P systems involving $P_{2DCFG}$ type of rules but with the independent mode of rewriting. We show that the array generative power is increased in the framework of P systems. This framework also allows for the treatment of the so-called “extended” array grammars.

Keywords: Two dimensional languages · Pure context-free grammars · P systems.

1 Introduction

Based on pure context-free grammars [10] which have been extensively investigated for their language generating power, a simple but effective non-isometric 2D grammar model, called pure 2D context-free grammar ($P_{2DCFG}$) was introduced in [23, 24] in the area of two-dimensional picture languages [8, 14, 15, 27], to generate rectangular picture array languages. In a $P_{2DCFG}$, all symbols in any column or any row of the rectangular array are rewritten at a time by equal length strings, thus maintaining the array to be rectangular. Several properties [1, 2] and variants [9, 25] of $P_{2DCFG}$ have been studied.

On the other hand, in the area of membrane computing [12, 13], a computing model based on the membrane structure and the functioning of living cells,
was introduced by Păun in [11] and is now referred to as P system. This area of membrane computing has seen a vast growth both in terms of theoretical results [13] and application studies [28].

Formal language theory [16, 17], which is a classical area of theoretical computer science, has close connections with membrane computing. The two areas of membrane computing and two-dimensional picture array grammars were linked in [3] by developing an array P system for dealing with the problem of generation of two dimensional (2D) objects or picture arrays based on Chomsky type array grammars of the isometric variety. Several models of array P systems (see, for example, [4, 22, 26]) have been subsequently introduced and studied in the area of two-dimensional picture languages.

Here we consider pure 2D context-free grammars, which belong to the non-isometric variety of array grammars, with a variation in the mode of rewriting of a picture array, which we call as independent mode. The resulting class of picture languages is shown to be incomparable with the family of picture languages generated by $P_{2DCFG}$. We then consider an array P system with objects in the regions of this P system as rectangular picture arrays and rules to generate picture arrays as $P_{2DCFG}$ kind of rules but with an independent mode of rewriting. We show that the use of two membranes gives more picture array generative power. We also provide an application of this array P system in generating certain floor designs, referred to as “kolam” patterns.

2 Preliminaries

Let $T$ be a finite alphabet. A word or a string $w = w_1 w_2 \cdots w_n, (n \geq 1)$ over $T$ is a finite sequence of symbols from $T$. We denote by $|w|$, the length of the word $w$. The set of all words over $T$, including the empty word $\lambda$ with no symbols, is denoted by $T^*$. We call words of $T^*$ also as row words. For any word $w = a_1 a_2 \cdots a_n$, we denote by $w^t$ the word $w$ written vertically as follows and call $w^t$ as a column word:

\[
\begin{align*}
  a_1 \\
  a_2 \\
  \vdots \\
  a_n
\end{align*}
\]

Since the transpose of a row is a column and vice versa, we have $(w^t)^t = w$.

A rectangular $m \times n$ array $M$ over $T$, called picture array, is of the form

\[
M = \begin{pmatrix}
  p_{11} & \cdots & p_{1n} \\
  \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  p_{m1} & \cdots & p_{mn}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where each $p_{ij} \in T, 1 \leq i \leq m, 1 \leq j \leq n$. The set of all picture arrays over $T$ is denoted by $T^{**}$, which includes the empty array $\lambda$. We write $T^{**+} = T^{**} - \{\lambda\}$. 
We refer to [16, 17] for concepts related to formal languages and to [14, 15] for array grammars. For notions related to P Systems we refer to [11, 12]. We now recall a pure 2D context-free grammar introduced in [23, 24].

**Definition 1.** A pure 2D context-free grammar (P2DCFG) is a 4-tuple $G = (T, P_1, P_2, I)$ where

i) $T$ is a finite set of symbols;

ii) $P_1$ is a finite set of column tables $c$, where $c$ is a finite set of context-free rules of the form $a \rightarrow \alpha, a \in T, \alpha \in T^*$ satisfying the property that for any two rules $a \rightarrow \alpha, b \rightarrow \beta$ in $c$, we have $|\alpha| = |\beta|$ i.e. the words $\alpha$ and $\beta$ have equal length;

iii) $P_2$ is a finite set of row tables $r$, where $r$ is a finite set of rules of the form $d \rightarrow \gamma^t, d \in T, \gamma \in T^*$ such that for any two rules $d \rightarrow \gamma^t, e \rightarrow \delta^t$ in $r$, we have $|\gamma| = |\delta|$;

iv) $I \subseteq T^{**} - \{\lambda\}$ is a finite set of initial (axiom) arrays.

A derivation in a P2DCFG $G$ is defined as follows: For $p, q \in T^{**}$, $q$ is derived in $G$ from a picture $p$, written $p \Rightarrow q$, either (i) by rewriting in parallel all the symbols in a column of $p$, rewriting each symbol by a rule in some column table or (ii) by rewriting in parallel all the symbols in a row of $p$, rewriting each symbol by a rule in some row table. All the rules used to rewrite a column (or a row) of symbols should belong to the same table. The reflexive, transitive closure of $\Rightarrow$ is denoted by $\Rightarrow^*$.

The picture language generated by $G$ is the set of picture arrays $L(G) = \{M \in T^{**} \mid M_0 \Rightarrow^* M \text{ for some } M_0 \in I\}$. The family of picture languages generated by P2DCFGs is denoted by P2DCFL.

**Example 1.** Consider the P2DCFG $G_1 = (T, P_1, P_2, \{M_0\})$ where $T = \{a, b, d, e\}$, $P_1 = \{c_1, c_2\}, P_2 = \{r\}$, where $c_1 = \{a \rightarrow ab, d \rightarrow da\}$, $c_2 = \{a \rightarrow a, d \rightarrow e\}$, 

$$r = \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
\vdots \\
\vdots \\
da \rightarrow a
\end{array}
\bigg| \\
\begin{array}{c}
ab \rightarrow b \\
\vdots \\
d \rightarrow d
\end{array}
\right\}$$

and $M_0 = \begin{array}{c}a \ b \ b \\
a \ d \ a \ a \end{array}$. 

$G_1$ generates a picture language $L_1$ consisting of picture arrays $p$ of size $(m, n)$, 

$m, n \geq 3$ with $p(i, 1) = p(m, j) = a$, for $1 \leq i \leq m - 1, 2 \leq j \leq n; p(m, 1) = d$ or $p(m, l) = e; p(i, j) = b$, otherwise. We note that a derivation in $G_1$, starting from the axiom array $M_0$, generates picture arrays of the forms

$$\begin{array}{c}
a \ b \ b \ \ b \ a \ b \ b \\
\vdots \ \vdots \ \vdots \ \vdots \ \vdots \\
a \ b \ b \ \ b \ a \ b \ b \\
d \ a \ \ a \ a \ e \ a \ a \ a
\end{array}$$

since the column table $c_1$ is applicable to only the leftmost column $(a \cdot \cdot \cdot a)$, rewriting in parallel all the symbols $a$ and $d$ in that column, thereby adding the symbol $b$ to the immediate right of each $a$ while adding the symbol $a$ to
the immediate right of \( d \). Likewise, the row table \( r \) is applicable to only the bottommost row and adds a row of the form \( ab \cdots b \) just above it. Likewise the column table \( c_2 \) is applicable to only the leftmost column \( (a \cdots ad)^t \), rewriting in parallel all the symbols \( a \) as \( a \) itself but changing \( d \) in that column as \( e \), and after this no table of rules is applicable.

3 Pure 2D context-free grammar in independent mode

We now introduce a different mode of rewriting in a pure 2D context-free grammar, which we call as independent mode, based on a corresponding notion in the study of two-dimensional insertion systems considered in [7].

Definition 2. A pure 2D context-free grammar in independent mode (\( \text{IP}2\text{DCFG} \)) \( G = (\mathcal{T}, P_1, P_2, I) \) has its components \( \mathcal{T}, P_1, P_2, I \) as in the \( \text{P}2\text{DCFG} \) in Definition 1, with a difference in the mode of rewriting of a picture array, which we call as independent mode, and which is done as given below:

A direct derivation of a picture array \( M_2 \) from an \( m \times n \) picture array \( M_1 \), written as \( M_1 \Rightarrow_i M_2 \), is done in the following manner: In applying the rules of a row (resp. column) table \( r \) (resp. \( c \)) to the \( m \times n \) picture array \( M_1 \), only one symbol in each of the \( m \) rows (resp. \( n \) columns) is rewritten at a time and it can be any symbol in that row (resp. column). All the symbols (chosen for rewriting) should have rules in the row table \( r \) (resp. column table \( c \)). Otherwise, the table of rules is not applicable. If a picture array \( Y \) is obtained from a picture array \( X \) using a \( \text{IP}2\text{DCFG} \), through a sequence of direct derivation steps, we write \( X \Rightarrow^*_i Y \).

Note that the lengths of the right sides of all the rules in a column table or a row table, are the same and so the derived array is also a rectangular array.

The picture language generated by a \( \text{IP}2\text{DCFG} \) \( G \) is the set of picture arrays \( L(G) = \{ M \in \mathcal{T}^* \mid M_0 \Rightarrow^*_i M \text{ for some } M_0 \in I \} \). The family of picture languages generated by \( \text{IP}2\text{DCFGs} \) is denoted by \( \text{IP}2\text{DCFL} \).

We illustrate with an example.

Example 2. Consider the \( \text{IP}2\text{DCFG} \) \( G_2 = (\mathcal{T}, P_1, P_2, \{M_0\}) \) where \( T = \{a,b,d,e,x\} \), \( P_1 = \{c_1, c_2\} \), \( P_2 = \{r\} \), where \( c_1 = \{a \to ab, x \to xx, d \to bd\} \), \( c_2 = \{a \to a, x \to x, d \to e\} \), \( r = \{a \to a, x \to x, d \to e\} \), and

\[
\begin{align*}
M_0 &= b \ b \ b \\
& \\
& b \ b \ d
\end{align*}
\]

\( G_2 \) generates a picture language \( L_2 \) consisting of picture arrays \( p \) of size \( m \times n \), \( m, n \geq 3 \) with \( p(1,1) = a, p(i,j) = p(i,1) = b \), for \( 2 \leq j \leq n \) and \( 2 \leq i \leq m \), \( p(m,j) = p(i,n) = b \), for \( 2 \leq j \leq n-1 \) and \( 2 \leq i \leq m-1 \), \( p(m,n) = d \) or \( e \),
p(i, j) = x, otherwise. We note that a derivation in $G_2$, starting from the axiom array $M_0$, generates picture arrays of the forms

$$
\begin{align*}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{a b b} \\
\text{b x b} \\
\text{b b d}
\end{array}
\Rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
\text{a b b b} \\
\text{b x x b} \\
\text{b b b d}
\end{array}
\Rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
\text{a b b b} \\
\text{b x x b} \\
\text{b x x b} \\
\text{b b b d}
\end{array}
\Rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
\text{a b b b} \\
\text{b x x b} \\
\text{b x x b} \\
\text{b b b d}
\end{array}
\Rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
\text{a b b b} \\
\text{b x x b} \\
\text{b x x b} \\
\text{b b b d}
\end{array}
\Rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
\text{a b b b} \\
\text{b x x b} \\
\text{b x x b} \\
\text{b b b d}
\end{array}
\Rightarrow
\begin{array}{c}
\text{a b b b} \\
\text{b x x b} \\
\text{b x x b} \\
\text{b b b d}
\end{array}
= M
\end{align*}
$$

Fig. 1. Derivation $M_0 \Rightarrow^* M$

A sample derivation $M_0 \Rightarrow^* M$ using the tables $c_1, r, r, c_2$ in this order in independent mode is shown in Fig. 1. We have indicated the symbols rewritten by enclosing these in rectangular boxes. Note that when a column table of rules is used, a symbol in each row (not necessarily in the same column) is rewritten while a symbol in each column (not necessarily in the same row) is rewritten when a row table of rules is used.

**Theorem 1.** The families of $P2DCFL$ and $IP2DCFL$ are incomparable but not disjoint.

**Proof** That the families are not disjoint can be seen from the picture language consisting of $m \times n$ ($m, n \geq 2$) picture arrays $p$ over $\{a\}$ where $p(i, j) = a$, for all $1 \leq i \leq m, 1 \leq j \leq n$, which is generated by a $P2DCFG$ as well as a $IP2DCFG$ with a column table of rules $c = \{a \rightarrow aa\}$, a row table of rules $\{a \rightarrow a\}$ and axiom array $\begin{array}{c}a \\ a a\end{array}$.

The incomparability can be seen as follows: Consider the picture language $L$ consisting of $3 \times n, n \geq 3$ picture arrays $p_1, p_2$ such that (i) $p_1(1, 1) = p_1(2, 1) = a$, $p_1(3, 1) = d$, $p_1(3, j) = a, 2 \leq j \leq n$ and $p_1(i, j) = b$, otherwise and (ii) $p_2(1, 1) = p_2(2, 1) = b$, $p_2(3, 1) = d$, $p_2(3, j) = b, 2 \leq j \leq n$ and $p_2(i, j) = a$, otherwise. $L$ is in $P2DCFL$ generated by a $P2DCFG$ with two column tables of rules, $c_1 = \{a \rightarrow ab, d \rightarrow da\}$, $c_2 = \{b \rightarrow ba, d \rightarrow db\}$ and axiom arrays

$$
\begin{align*}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{a b b} \\
\text{a b b} \\
\text{d a a}
\end{array}
\end{align*}
$$
and

\[
\begin{array}{c}
b a a \\
b a a. \\
d b b
\end{array}
\]

But it can be seen that this picture language \( L \) cannot be generated by any \( IP2DCFG \). In fact arrays of the form \( p_1 \) can be generated in the independent mode only by a column table of rules \( c = \{ b \rightarrow bb, d \rightarrow da \} \), since rules for rewriting \( a \) cannot be included in such a table as it will result in picture arrays not in the language. But then the column table \( c \) could be applied to a picture array of the form \( p_2 \) in the independent mode, again resulting in picture arrays not in the language. Similar reasoning can be done for picture arrays \( p_2 \).

On the other hand, consider the picture language \( L' \) consisting of \( 2 \times n, n \geq 3 \) picture arrays \( q \) such that \( q(1,1) = q(2,2) = a, q(i,j) = b, \) otherwise. \( L' \) is in \( IP2DCFL \) generated by a \( IP2DCFG \) with an axiom array \( a b b a \) and a column table \( c = \{ a \rightarrow ab \} \). It cannot be generated by any \( P2DCFG \) as we need to include a rule for the symbol \( b \) in forming a column table of rules due to the requirement that in a \( P2DCFG \), all symbols in a single column should be rewritten at a time. But inclusion of a rule for \( b \) will allow rewriting of the first \( b \) in the second row (irrespective of which symbol is rewritten in the first row), thus generating picture arrays not in the language.

4 Array P system based on \( IP2DCFG \)

We consider now an array P system model with the membranes of the P system containing picture array objects and column or row tables of rules as in \( IP2DCFG \) in the sense that the rewriting is in independent mode.

**Definition 3.** An array P system (of degree \( m \geq 1 \)) with \( IP2DCFG \) kind of rules is a construct

\[
\Pi = (T, \mu, A_1, \cdots, A_m, R_1, \cdots, R_m, i_o),
\]

where \( T \) is the alphabet consisting of terminal symbols, \( \mu \) is a membrane structure with \( m \) membranes labelled in a one-to-one manner with \( 1, 2, \cdots, m; A_1, \cdots, A_m \) are finite sets (can be empty) of rectangular picture arrays over \( T \) with \( A_i \) in the membrane or region labelled \( i \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq m \); \( R_1, \cdots, R_m \) are finite sets of column tables or row tables of context-free rules over \( T \) (as in a \( IP2DCFG \)) with \( R_i \) in the membrane or region labelled \( i \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq m \). A region can contain both column tables of rules and row tables of rules. The application of a column or row table is as done in a \( IP2DCFG \). The tables have attached targets here, out, in, in\(_{ij} \) (in general, here is omitted) and \( i_o \) is the label of the output membrane which is an elementary membrane of \( \mu \).

A computation in \( \Pi \) is done as in an array-rewriting P system \([3]\) with the
successful computations being the halting ones; each rectangular picture array in each region of the system, which can be rewritten by a column table of rules or a row table of rules, associated with that region, should be rewritten. This means that a region can contain column table of rules and/or row table of rules but one table (column or row) of rules is applied at a time to a picture array and the rewriting is done as in a $IP2DCFG$. The picture array obtained by rewriting is retained in the same region if the target associated with the table used is here or sent to an immediate outer region (resp. directly inner region, nondeterministically chosen), if the target is out (resp. in). If the target is in, then the array is immediately sent to a directly inner membrane with label $j$. If no internal membrane exists, then a table with the target indication in cannot be used. A computation is successful only if it stops, that is, a configuration is reached where no table of rules can be applied to the existing arrays in the regions.

The result of a halting computation consists of rectangular picture arrays over $T$ collected in the output membrane with label $i_o$ in the halting configuration. Note that all the picture arrays that stay at the output membrane in the halting configuration will belong to the picture language since there are only one kind of symbols, namely terminal symbols.

The set of all picture arrays generated by such a system $\Pi$ is denoted by $IAL(\Pi)$. The family of all array languages $IAL(\Pi)$ generated by such systems $\Pi$ as above, with at most $m$ membranes, is denoted by $IAP_m(IP2DCFG)$.

Example 3. Consider the picture language $L_{sq}$ consisting of square sized $n \times n$, $n \geq 3$, picture arrays $p$ with $p(1, 1) = a$, $p(1, j) = p(i, 1) = b$, for $2 \leq j \leq n$ and $2 \leq i \leq n$, $p(n, j) = p(i, n) = b$, for $2 \leq j \leq n - 1$ and $2 \leq i \leq n - 1$, $p(n, n) = c$, $p(i, j) = x$, otherwise. We construct an array $P$ system $\Pi_{sq}$ with only one membrane and with the only region containing tables having $IP2DCFG$ kind of rules applied in independent mode. $\Pi_{sq}$ is given by

$$\Pi = (T, \mu, A_1, R_1, 1),$$

where

i) $T = \{a, b, d_1, d_2, e, x\}$

ii) $\mu = \begin{bmatrix} \vdots \\
1 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}$

$$a \ b \ b \ b$$

iii) $A_1 = \{ b \ x \ b \}$,

$$b \ b \ d_1$$

iv) $R_1$ consists of a row table $r$ and two column tables $c_1$ and $c_2$, each with target here. The tables of rules are given as follows: $c_1 = \{a \rightarrow ab, d_1 \rightarrow bd_2, x \rightarrow xx\}$, $c_2 = \{a \rightarrow a, d_1 \rightarrow c, x \rightarrow x\}$, $r = \{a \rightarrow a, x \rightarrow x, d_2 \rightarrow b, d_1 \rightarrow d_1\}$. 
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In the array P system $\Pi_{sq}$, the only membrane or region labelled 1 which is also
the output membrane, initially, contains the array

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  a & b & b \\
  b & x & b \\
  b & b & d_1 \\
\end{array}
\]

If the column table $c_2$ is applied, then the array generated is

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  a & b & b \\
  b & x & b \\
  b & b & b \\
\end{array}
\]

which is collected in the language as membrane 1 is the output membrane and
no table of rules is applicable in the region at this moment with the computation
coming to a halt. If the column table $c_1$ is applied to the axiom array in region
1, then the array generated is

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  a & b & b \\
  b & x & b \\
  b & b & b \\
  b & b & d_2 \\
\end{array}
\]

The row table $r$ can be applied now which generates the array

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  a & b & b \\
  b & x & b \\
  b & x & b \\
  b & b & b \\
  b & b & d_1 \\
\end{array}
\]

and the process can be repeated. If the column table $c_2$ is applied during the
process instead of $c_1$ in region 1, the array

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  a & b & b \\
  b & x & b \\
  b & x & b \\
  b & b & b \\
  b & b & b \\
\end{array}
\]

is generated changing the symbol $d_1$ to $e$ in the array. The computation comes
to a halt and the array is collected in the language generated by $\Pi_{sq}$. Note that
the generated array at the halting configuration will have an equal number of
rows and columns and will be an element of $L_{sq}$. Thus the system $\Pi_{sq}$ generates
the language $L_{sq}$.

We now examine the generative power of the array-rewriting P system with
$IP_2DCFG$ kind of rules in independent mode of derivation.

**Theorem 2.** $IP_2DCFL \subseteq IAP_1(IP_2DCFG) \subseteq IAP_2(IP_2DCFG)$.

**Proof.** The inclusion $IP_2DCFL \subseteq IAP_1(IP_2DCFG)$ can be seen as fol-
lows: Let $L \in IP_2DCFL$ and $G_I = (T, P_1, P_2, I)$ be an $IP_2DCFG$ generating
L. We construct an array P system of degree 1 with \(1P2DCFG\) kind of rules, 
\(\Pi = (T \cup T', \{1\}, A, R, 1)\) where \(T = \{a \mid a \in T\}\). In other words the alphabet of \(\Pi\) contains all the symbols of the alphabet \(T\) of \(G_1\) and in addition contains the “barred” version of every symbol of \(T\); \(A\) contains all the picture arrays of \(I\) but every symbol in each picture array of \(I\) is replaced by its barred version. Like wise \(R\) contains all the column tables of \(P_1\) and all the row tables of \(P_2\) but each symbol in the right and left sides of every rule in the tables, is replaced by the corresponding barred symbol. In addition \(R\) contains a new column table 
\(c = \{\pi \rightarrow a \mid a \in T\}\). We denote by \(\overline{M}\) the array obtained from the array \(M\) by replacing each symbol of \(M\) by the corresponding barred symbol. It can be seen that for every direct derivation \(M_1 \Rightarrow M_2\) in \(G_1\), there is a computation in \(\Pi\) with the array \(\overline{M}_1\) generating \(\overline{M}_2\) which then generates \(M_2\) by the application of the rules of the column table \(c\) and the computation halts. Hence every picture array in \(L\) generated in \(G_1\) from an axiom array in \(I\) is also computed by \(\Pi\). Thus \(L \in IAP_1(1P2DCFG)\).

The proper inclusion follows from the picture array language \(L_{sq}\) in Example 3 which shows that \(L_{sq} \notin IAP_1(1P2DCFG)\). On the other hand this picture language cannot be generated by any \(1P2DCFG\) since we need to have some control on the application of column table of rules and row table of rules to maintain square shape of the picture arrays generated by a \(1P2DCFG\). We can use some “intermediate” symbols in order to alternate the application of the column and row tables of rules but then this will result in picture arrays not in the language.

The inclusion \(IAP_1(1P2DCFG) \subseteq IAP_2(1P2DCFG)\) in statement (i) follows from the definition of the family \(IAP_m(1P2DCFG)\). For the proper inclusion we consider the language \(L_{ab}\) consisting of picture arrays \(p\) of size \(m \times (4n + 2)\), \(m \geq 2, n \geq 1\), where \(p\) is such that every row of \(p\) is of the form \(xa^nbya^nby\) (\(n \geq 1\)) over the terminal symbols \(\{x, y, a, b\}\). The language \(L_{ab}\) belongs to \(IAP_2(1P2DCFG)\) generated by the P system with two membranes having the membrane structure \([1 \mid 2 \mid 1]\) and the only axiom array

\[
\begin{align*}
  x & \rightarrow d \\
  d & \rightarrow e \\
  e & \rightarrow y
\end{align*}
\]

in membrane 1 initially. Membrane 1 has a row table \(r\) with target \(here\) and two column tables \(c_1, c_2\) with target \(in\). Membrane 2, which is the output membrane, has a column table \(c_3\) with target \(out\) and another column table \(c_4\) with target \(here\).

The tables of rules are given below:

\[
r = \{x \rightarrow x, a \rightarrow a, b \rightarrow b, y \rightarrow y\},
\]

\[
c_1 = \{d \rightarrow adb\},
\]

\[
c_2 = \{e \rightarrow ab\},
\]

\[
c_3 = \{c \rightarrow aeb\},
\]

\[
c_4 = \{d \rightarrow ab\}.
\]

Application of the rules of the row table \(r\) will add the row \(xa^nbya^nby\) to the array which will remain in membrane 1. This row table can be applied any number of times. A computation starts with an application of the rules of the column table \(c_1\) or \(c_2\) in membrane 1 to the axiom array. If the rules of the column
table \( c_1 \) in membrane 1 are applied to the axiom array, then the generated array
\[
\begin{align*}
x a d b c y \\
x a d b c y
\end{align*}
\]
will be sent to membrane 2 and if the rules of the column table \( c_3 \) are applied, then the generated array is
\[
\begin{align*}
x a d b a c b y \\
x a d b a c b y
\end{align*}
\]
which is sent back to membrane 1. This process can repeat. If the rules of the column table \( c_2 \) are applied to the axiom array in membrane 1 (instead of \( c_1 \)), the generated array
\[
\begin{align*}
x d a b y \\
x d a b y
\end{align*}
\]
is sent to membrane 2. Here only the column table \( c_4 \) is applicable generating the array
\[
\begin{align*}
xa b a b y \\
xa b a b y
\end{align*}
\]
which is collected in the language as the computation halts. On the other hand, if in membrane 1, the rules of the column table \( c_1 \) are applied, then the generated array is sent to the inner membrane 2 and if the rules of the column table \( c_4 \) are applied which replaces the symbol \( d \) by \( ab \) in the rows, then the array remains there but the computation does not halt as the rules of the column table \( c_3 \) are applicable generating and sending the resulting array to membrane 1. Here the rules of the column table \( c_2 \) are only applicable with the resulting array sent to the region 2 and the computation halts. Here again it is collected in the language.

Note that no other sequence of application of the rules of the tables will be a correct sequence. Thus the picture language \( L_{ab} \) is generated and hence belongs to \( IAP_2(IP2DCFG) \). This picture language cannot belong to \( IAP_1(IP2DCFG) \) as there is only one membrane and so the technique of alternately generating the first “block” of \( a^n db^n \) and the second “block” of \( a^n eb^n \) using “intermediate” symbols, cannot be managed for ever as the number of rows can keep increasing.

**Remark :** Analogous to the statement in Theorem 2, in the case of \( P2DCFL \) [23, 24], we have \( P2DCFL \subseteq AP_1(P2DCFG) \subseteq AP_2(P2DCFG) \), which corrects the erroneous statements in [26, Theorem 1, Page 1905]. The proof of this statement is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.

5 Array P Systems and Extended 2D Grammars

An earliest two-dimensional picture array generating model introduced by the Siromoney group [19], originally called matrix grammar [20] and subsequently referred to as \( 2DCFG \) in [16], involves two phases of rewriting. The first phase generates strings over “intermediate” symbols using context-free string grammar rules and in the second phase, these strings are rewritten by groups of normal
form regular grammar rules such as a group of nonterminal rules of the form \( A \rightarrow aB \) or a group of terminal rules of the form \( A \rightarrow a \) in the vertical direction to produce the columns of a rectangular picture array over a set of terminal symbols. The “intermediate” symbols of the first phase will be the start nonterminal symbols in the second phase. This model has been extensively used in 2D grammar studies. An extension of this 2D grammar was introduced in [21]. We do not give here the formal definition of this extended 2D grammars but informally mention the details in the extended model. The first phase is similar to the Siromoney matrix grammar [20] but in the second phase different sets of regular nonterminal rules or sets of regular terminal rules, called tables of rules are allowed and applied in the rewriting. We will call the extended 2D grammar model as \( T2DCFG \) or \( T2DCSG \) depending on whether the first phase involves a \( CFG \) or a \( CSG \). The corresponding families of picture languages are denoted by \( T2DCFL \) and \( T2DCSL \), following the notation used in [16]. We now compare the array P system considered here with these extended 2D grammars.

**Theorem 3.** (i) \( IAP_2(IP2DCFG) \cap T2DCSL \neq \emptyset \).

(ii) \( IAP_2(IP2DCFG) \setminus T2DCFL \neq \emptyset \).

**Proof** We consider the picture language \( L \) consisting of \( m \times (4n + 2) \), \((m \geq 4, n \geq 1)\) picture arrays \( p \) such that the first row of \( p \) is of the form \( xa^nb^n a^nb^n y \) \((n \geq 1)\) and the next few rows are of the form \( xz^{4n}y \) \((n \geq 1)\) followed by a row of the form \( qz^{4n}r(n \geq 1)\) and the remaining rows are of the form \( sz^{4n}t \) \((n \geq 1)\) over the terminal symbols \( \{x, y, q, r, s, t, z, a, b\} \). This picture language is in \( T2DCSL \) but is not in \( T2DCFL \) since the first row is a strictly context-sensitive language. In fact the corresponding \( T2DCSG \) will generate in the first phase the CSL \( \{XA^nB^nA^nB^nY \mid n \geq 1\} \) where \( X, Y, A, B \) are “intermediate” symbols which will serve as the start symbols for the second phase. The tables of rules in the second phase are \( t_1 = \{X \rightarrow xX, A \rightarrow aZ, B \rightarrow bZ, Y \rightarrow yY\} \), \( t_2 = \{X \rightarrow xX, Z \rightarrow zZ, Y \rightarrow yY\} \), \( t_3 = \{X \rightarrow qU, Z \rightarrow zZ, Y \rightarrow rV\} \), \( t_4 = \{U \rightarrow sU, Z \rightarrow zZ, V \rightarrow tV\} \), and \( t_5 = \{U \rightarrow s, Z \rightarrow z, V \rightarrow t\} \). Application of the rules of the table \( t_1 \) will generate the first row \( xa^nb^n a^nb^n y \) of the array \( p \). This can be followed by the application of the rules of the table \( t_2 \) yielding the rows of the form \( xz^{4n}y \) till the rules of the table \( t_3 \) are applied. This will yield the row \( qz^{4n}r \). Likewise using the table \( t_4 \) the rows of the form \( sz^{4n}t \) are generated and the derivation ends when the table \( t_5 \) is used generating the required array.

The language \( L \) belongs to \( IAP_2(IP2DCFG) \) generated by the P system with two membranes having the membrane structure \([1 \ 2]_2\] and the only axiom array

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
 x & d & e & y \\
 x & z & z & y \\
 q & z & z & r \\
 s & z & z & t \\
\end{array}
\]

in membrane 1 initially. Membrane 1 has two row tables \( r_1, r_2 \) with target *here* and two column tables \( c_1, c_3 \) with target *in*. Membrane 2 has a column table
c2 with target out and another column table c4 with target here. The output membrane is 2.

The tables of rules are given below:

\( r_1 = \{ x \rightarrow x, z \rightarrow z, y \rightarrow y \} \), \( r_2 = \{ s \rightarrow s, z \rightarrow z, t \rightarrow t \} \), \( c_1 = \{ d \rightarrow adb, z \rightarrow z z z \} \), \( c_2 = \{ e \rightarrow acb, z \rightarrow z z z \} \), \( c_3 = \{ e \rightarrow ab, z \rightarrow z z \} \), \( c_4 = \{ d \rightarrow ab, z \rightarrow z z \} \).

Application of the rules of the row tables \( r_1, r_2 \) will add the rows \( xz \) and \( sz \) independently any number of times above and below the row \( qz \) with the array remaining in membrane 1. A computation starts with an application of the rules of the column table \( c_1 \) in membrane 1 to the axiom array, sending the generated array

\[
\begin{align*}
x & a d b e y \\
x & z z z z z y \\
q & z z z z z r \\
se & z z z z z t
\end{align*}
\]

to membrane 2. If the rules of the column table \( c_2 \) in membrane 2, are applied, then the generated array

\[
\begin{align*}
x & a d b a e b y \\
x & z z z z z y \\
q & z z z z z z r \\
s & z z z z z z t
\end{align*}
\]

will be sent back to membrane 1. This process can repeat. If in membrane 1, the rules of the column table \( c_3 \) (instead of \( c_1 \)) are applied, then the generated array is sent to the inner membrane 2 where the rules of the column table \( c_4 \) are applied which replaces the symbol \( d \) by \( ab \) in the first row and replaces one symbol \( z \) in each of the remaining rows by \( z z \). The resulting array is in the form of the picture array \( p \), which remains in the output region 2 and the computation halts. Here it is collected in the language. Thus the picture language \( L \) is generated. Note that no other correct sequence of applications of the tables of rules is possible.

6 Generation of floor designs

As an application of the array P System model considered in Section 4, we use a well-known technique [18] developed to generate certain interesting classes of floor designs, called “kolam patterns” [18, 20]. The idea is that with each symbol

\[
\begin{align*}
a & a q q q y \\
s & d d d d t \\
s & d d d d t \\
s & d d d d t \\
x & r r r r e
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 2. A picture array of \( L_{kolam} \)
Fig. 3. A kolam pattern

a of a rectangular picture array which is considered to occupy a unit square in the rectangular grid, a primitive picture pattern \( i(a) \) of the “kolam pattern” is associated. The picture array is then interpreted as a “kolam pattern” replacing the symbols in the picture array generated by the array \( P \) system, by the corresponding primitive picture patterns, to yield the required “kolam pattern”.

We illustrate this by considering the picture language \( L_{kolam} \) consisting of \( n \times n, n \geq 3 \) picture arrays \( p \) such that \( p(1,1) = a, p(1,n) = y, p(n,1) = x, p(n,n) = e, p(1,j) = q, p(n,j) = r, \) for \( 2 \leq j \leq n-1, p(i,1) = s, p(i,n) = t, \) for \( 2 \leq i \leq n-1, p(i,j) = d, \) otherwise. A picture array of \( L_{kolam} \) is shown in Fig. 2 and the corresponding “kolam pattern” with the “kolam” primitives used, is shown in Fig. 3. \( L_{kolam} \) is generated by an array \( P \) system as in Definition 2 with membrane structure \([1 \ 2 \ 1 2]\), two column tables \( c_1, c_2 \) in region 1 and a row table \( r \) in region 2 given by \( c_1 = \{a \rightarrow aq, d \rightarrow dd, b \rightarrow rb\} \), \( c_2 = \{a \rightarrow a, d \rightarrow d, b \rightarrow e\} \), \( r = \{a \rightarrow a, d \rightarrow d, b \rightarrow t\} \) with \( c_1, c_2 \) having target \textit{in} and \( r \) having target \textit{out}. The only initial axiom array in membrane 1, is

\[
\begin{align*}
M_0 &= \begin{bmatrix}
a & q & y \\
 s & d & t \\
x & r & b 
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

The primitive picture patterns associated with \( q, r, s, t, d \) are shown in Fig. 3 and \( i(a) = i(e) = i(x) = i(y) = \text{blank} \).
7 Conclusions and Open problems

We have introduced here a new rewriting mode in pure 2D context-free grammars, called independent mode, for the generation of certain picture array languages, inspired from two-dimensional insertion systems with independent mode considered in [7]. We have shown the incomparability of the two classes of array languages, namely $P2DCFL$ [23, 24] and $IP2DCFL$, introduced here. Using P systems as a control mechanism for array rewriting, we have generated square pictures of a certain type (Example 3) using only one membrane and target agreement for rules. We also sketch an application of this formalism of $P2DCFG$ with independent mode to the generation of certain simple floor designs, known as “kolam” patterns. It will be of interest to compare the array models considered here with the Chomsky type of array grammars [3, 5, 6].
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**Double Fusion of multiple graphs for Multi-view Clustering based on tissue-like P System**
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**Abstract.** Multi-view clustering has recently been studied by many scholars because it is generally better than single-view clustering in clustering performance. Multi-view subspace clustering and multi-view graph clustering show good clustering performance, but there is a lack of research on the integration of the two types of clustering methods. In order to more effectively reduce the analysis of noise and outliers and improve the clustering performance, we propose a new idea, that is, to perform multi-view clustering in a double fusion manner. Therefore, this paper proposes a novel multi-view clustering method, called Double Fusion of multiple graphs for Multi-view Clustering based on tissue-like P System (DFGMC-P). In the first fusion process, DFGMC-P treats each data point as a linear combination of other data, and constructs the affinity matrices in a self-representation way. In the second fusion process, the optimized affinity matrices obtained in the first fusion process is fused for the second time using a graph-based method. In addition, in this paper, we combine the model of this paper with the Tissue-like P system, so that the computational parallelism of the tissue-like P system can improve the computational efficiency of the algorithm. We conducted a comparative experiment on the single-view clustering method and the multi-view clustering method on three data sets, and the clustering performance of DFGMC-P algorithm is relatively good.

**Keywords:** Multi-view clustering, multi-view subspace clustering, multi-view graph clustering, Tissue-like P system.

**1 Introduction**

Membrane computing is also called P system[1], which is a branch of natural computing. It was originally proposed by PG[2], a member of the European Academy of Sciences and a member of the Romanian Academy of Sciences, in 1998. Membrane computing is established by the inspiration of the structure and function of biological cells, and has been widely concerned and researched. At present, there are roughly three types of membrane computing models: cell-like membrane system, tissue-like membrane system and neuro-like membrane system. The membrane system mainly includes membrane structure, objects and evolutionary rules. In the calculation process, the evolution rules are selected indeterministically and synchronously to move the objects[3].

* Xiyu Liu.
Membrane computing has the advantage of parallel computing. Therefore, the membrane computing can be combined with other algorithms to improve the efficiency of other algorithms. For example, the algorithm SCBK-CP[4], which combines membrane computing and spectral clustering by Liu et al., effectively improves the efficiency of the original algorithm and reduces the complexity of the algorithm.

Clustering is a basic technique of machine learning and data mining. Many clustering algorithms have been proposed and studied so far, such as k-means algorithm[5], spectral clustering[6-8], graph clustering[9], subspace clustering[10], etc. These are single-view clustering algorithms. With the development of science and technology, there is more and more multi-view data. More and more scholars have joined the trend of studying multi-view clustering[11, 12]. Due to the good clustering performance, multi-view subspace clustering[13, 14] and multi-view graph clustering[15, 16] have been extensively studied. Multi-view subspace clustering shows good clustering performance in processing high-dimensional data. It can map high-dimensional data to low-dimensional subspace and reconstruct data in the subspace to achieve better clustering performance. Graph-based multi-view clustering method is also one of the most popular multi-view clustering methods. The graph-based multi-view clustering method first constructs the affinity matrix of each view, then merges each view into a unified matrix, and finally applies additional clustering algorithms or other methods to the unified matrix to obtain the clustering results[12]. Whether it is multi-view subspace clustering or multi-view graph clustering, only one fusion operation for data. In this way, the presence of noisy data will lead to poor clustering performance. At the same time, for multi-view subspace clustering, the clustering results need to be obtained separately. Therefore, in this paper, we propose Double Fusion of multiple graphs for Multi-view Clustering based on tissue-like P System (DFGMC-P). DFGMC-P integrates the multi-view subspace clustering method and the multi-view graph clustering method to achieve two fusion operations. And the model of this paper is combined with the tissue-like P system to effectively improve the calculation efficiency. Figure 1 shows the membrane structure of DFGMC-P. The contributions of our work are listed as follows.

- In order to assign weights to each view more reasonably, we propose the Double Fusion of multiple graphs for Multi-view Clustering based on tissue-like P System (DFGMC-P) method. Two self-weighting fusion processes are carried out for each view. Each process assigns appropriate weights to each view. After the two fusion processes, the weight distribution of each view will be more reasonable.

- The parallel computing feature of the tissue-like P system can significantly improve the computational efficiency of the algorithm, so we combine the multi-view clustering method proposed in this paper with the tissue-like P system to improve the computational efficiency of the DFGMC-P algorithm.
2 Related work

2.1 Multi-view subspace clustering

Multi-view subspace clustering is a multi-view clustering method for processing high-dimensional data. The self-representation method is often used for subspace clustering, which treats data points as a linear combination of the data itself. Liu et al. [17] applied the self-representation method to multi-view subspace clustering and showed good clustering performance. Liu et al. [18] proposed the GFSC method, whose objective function is

$$\min_{S_v, U_1, F_{U_1}} \sum_{v=1}^{m} \| X^v - X^v S^v \|_F^2 + \alpha \| S^v \|_F^2 + \beta w_v \| S^v - U_1 \|_F^2 + \gamma \text{Tr}(F_{U_1}^T L_{U_1} F_{U_1})$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

subject to

$$S^v \geq 0, F_{U_1}^T F_{U_1} = I$$

where

$$w_v = \frac{1}{2 \| S^v - U_1 \|_F}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $X^v$ is the original data matrix of the $v$-th view. $S^v$ is the affinity matrix of the $v$-th view. $U_1$ is the unified matrix after fusion. $L_{U_1}$ is the Laplacian matrix of $U_1$, $F_{U_1}$ is the spectral embedding matrix, which is composed of eigenvectors corresponding to the first $k$ smallest eigenvalues of $L_{U_1}$. $\alpha, \beta, \gamma$ are regularization parameters. $w_v$ is the weight of the $v$th view.

2.2 Multi-view graph clustering

The graph-based multi-view clustering method first constructs the affinity matrix of each view, then merges each view into a unified matrix, and finally applies additional
clustering algorithms or other methods to the unified matrix to obtain the clustering results. The SwMC method proposed by Nie et al.\cite{Nie2019} removes hyperparameters and has good clustering performance. The objective function is

$$\min_{U^2, F_{U^2}} \sum_{v=1}^{m} \alpha_v \left\| U^2 - S^{(v)} \right\|_F^2 + 2\lambda \text{Tr}(F_{U^2}^T L_{U^2} F_{U^2})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

s.t. \(u_{2ij} \geq 0, u_i 1_n = 1, F_{U^2} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times c}, F_{U^2}^T F_{U^2} = I\)

where \(\alpha_v\) is the weight of the \(v\)-th view. \(U^2\) is the unified matrix after fusion. \(L_{U^2}\) is the Laplacian matrix of the unified matrix \(U^2\). \(F_{U^2}\) is composed of eigenvectors corresponding to the first \(k\) eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix of the unified matrix \(U^2\). It is obvious that the model removes the hyperparameters that need to be set in advance.

### 2.3 The tissue-like P system

The tissue-like P system is related to the graph structure. The nodes of the graph correspond to the cells and the environment in the tissue membrane system, and the edges of the graph represent the communication channels between cells. The tissue-like P system performs calculations in each cell, and transmits objects between cells and between cells and the environment. We define the tissue-like P system of this paper as follows

$$\prod = (O, K, \omega_1, \ldots, \omega_m, E, ch, (s_{(i,j)}),(i,j) \in ch, (R_{(i,j)})_{(i,j) \in ch, i_0})$$

\(O\) represents a finite set of objects; \(K\) represents the states of the alphabet; \(\omega_i, 1 \leq i \leq m\) represents the finite multiset of objects in the initial state of cells; \(E \subseteq O\) represents a copy of any number of symbolic objects in the environment; \(ch \subseteq \{(i,j)|i,j \in \{0,1, \ldots, m\}, i \neq j\}\) represents the communication channel between cells and cells and between cells and the environment; \(s_{(i,j)}\) is the initial state of the channel \((i,j)\); \(R_{(i,j)}\) is a finite co/inverse transportation rule of the form \((s, x/y, s')\), where \(s, s' \in K\), \(x, y \in O^*\); \(i_0 \in \{1, \ldots, m\}\) is the output cell.

### 3 DFGMC-P

Our DFGMC-P method integrates multi-view subspace clustering and multi-view subspace clustering, and performs two fusion operations. We will solve problem (1) and problem (2) to obtain the optimized \(S^v\), and then use the optimized \(S^v\) as the input to problem (3). First, we optimize the problem (1) and problem (3).
3.1 Optimization of problem (1)

Reference [18] shows the detailed optimization process. Updating $S^v$ when $F_{U_1}$ and $U_1$ are fixed. After removing the extraneous variables, we derive the derivative of $S^v$ in equation (1), and set the derivative to zero, then the expression for updating $S^v$ is

$$S^v = ((X^v)^T X^v + \alpha I + \beta w_v I)^{-1}(\beta w_v U_1 + (X^v)^T X^v)$$

(5)

Where $I$ is the identity matrix. Updating $U_1$ when $F_{U_1}$ and $S^v$ are fixed. After deriving, we can obtain

$$U_1(:, i) = \frac{\sum w_v S^v(:, i) - \gamma v}{\sum w_v}$$

(6)

where $q_i \in R^{n \times 1}$ with the $j$-th entry $q_{ij} = ||F_{U_1, i} - F_{U_1, j}||^2$. Updating $F_{U_1}$ when $S^v$ and $U_1$ are fixed. The objective function becomes

$$\min_{F_{U_1}} Tr(F_{U_1}^T L_{U_1} F_{U_1})$$

(7)

subject to $F_{U_1}^T F_{U_1} = I$

This is an iterative optimization operation. We stop when the number of iterations is greater than 200 or the relative change of $U_1$ is less than 0.001.

3.2 Optimization of problem (3)

So far we can get the optimized $S^v$ of the first fusion. In the next step, we use the optimized $S^v$ as the input of equation (3). Updating $F_{U_2}$ when $U_2$, $\alpha^{(v)}$ is fixed. The objective function becomes

$$\min_{F_{U_2} \in R^{n \times c}, F_{U_2}^T F_{U_2} = I} Tr(F_{U_2}^T L_{U_2} F_{U_2})$$

(8)

Updating $U_2$ when $F_{U_2}$, $\alpha^{(v)}$ is fixed. equation (3) becomes

$$\min_{u_{2ij} \geq 0, u_{2ij} \leq 1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \alpha^{(v)} (u_{2ij} - s_{ij}^{(v)})^2 + \lambda \sum_{i=1}^{n} ||f_{U_2, i} - f_{U_2, j}||^2_{2} u_{2ij}$$

(9)

It is obvious that equation (9) is independent for each $i$, so we consider each $i$ separately

$$\min_{u_{2ij} \geq 0, u_{2ij} \leq 1} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha^{(v)} (u_{2ij} - s_{ij}^{(v)})^2 + \lambda \sum_{j=1}^{m} ||f_{U_2, i} - f_{U_2, j}||^2_{2} u_{2ij}$$

(10)

We denote $r_{ij} = ||f_{U_2, i} - f_{U_2, j}||^2_{2}$ for the purpose of avoiding equation (10) that are too complicated. So equation (10) can be written in vector form as

$$\min_{u_{2ij} \geq 0, u_{2ij} \leq 1} ||u_{2i} - (\sum_{v=1}^{m} \alpha^{(v)} s_{i}^{(v)} - \frac{\lambda}{2} r_{ij})/\sum_{v=1}^{m} \alpha^{(v)} ||^2_{2}$$

(11)

The problem can be solved by an iterative algorithm, which shows the process of the second fusion.
3.3 The initial configuration of the tissue-like P system

Before we perform calculations, we set up the initial configuration of the tissue-like P system proposed in this paper. The initial configuration of each cell and environment is as follows:

Cell \( i, 1 \leq i \leq m \): \( \omega_i = X^i, w_i, F_{U1}, U_1 \); \( R_1 = \alpha, \beta, I \) \([\alpha, \beta, I]_{1 \rightarrow m} \rightarrow [\alpha, \beta, I]_{1 \rightarrow m} \).

Cell (m+1): \( \omega_{m+1} = w_1, \ldots, w_m, F_{U1}, U_1 \); \( R_2 = \alpha, \beta, I \) \([\alpha, \beta, I]_{m+1} \rightarrow [\alpha, \beta, I]_{m+1} \).

Cell (m+2): \( \omega_{m+2} = X^1, \ldots, X^m, w_1, \ldots, w_m \); \( R_1 = \alpha, \beta, I \) \([\alpha, \beta, I]_{m+2} \rightarrow [\alpha, \beta, I]_{m+2} \), when the relative change of \( U_1 \) is less than 0.001.

Cell (m+3): \( \omega_{m+3} = \alpha^1, \ldots, \alpha^m, F_{U2} \); \( R_5 = \alpha \) \([\alpha, \beta, I]_{m+3} \rightarrow [\alpha, \beta, I]_{m+3} \).

Cell (m+4): \( R_6 = \alpha, \beta, I \)

Environment \( E = [\alpha, \beta, I] \).

Figure 2 shows the initial configuration of the tissue-like P system.

3.4 Calculation process

In cells 1 to m, we first simultaneously apply the rule \( R_{10} \) to transfer the copies of \( \alpha, \beta, I \) in the environment to the membrane, and then apply the rule \( R_1 \) to generate \( S^v, 1 \leq v \leq m \) and send it to the cell (m+1). Then in cell (m+1), the rule \( R_{20} \) is
applied to transfer the copy of \( \beta \) in the environment to the membrane, and then the rule \( R_2 \) is applied to generate \( U_1 \) and send it to cell \((m+2)\). In the next step, first apply the rule \( R_3 \) to generate the updated weight \( w_1, \ldots, w_m \), and then the rule \( R_4 \) is applied to generate the updated \( F_{U_2} \). Next the rule \( R_{10} \) is applied to transfer the copies of \( \alpha, \beta, I \) in the environment to the cell \((m+2)\), and then apply the rule \( R_1 \) to produce the updated \( S^v, 1 \leq v \leq m \) and send it to the cell \((m+1)\). Then apply the rules in the cell \((m+1)\) again. This is a cyclic operation. When the conditions of triggering rule \( R_{40} \) are met, rule \( R_{40} \) is triggered, and the updated \( S^v, 1 \leq v \leq m \) is generated and sent to the cell \((m+3)\).

In the cell \((m+3)\), after receiving the updated \( S^v, 1 \leq v \leq m \) from the cell \((m+2)\), the rule \( R_5 \) is applied to generate \( U_1 \) and send it to the cell \((m+4)\). When the cell \((m+4)\) receives the \( U_1 \) sent from the cell \((m+3)\), the rules \( R_6 \) and \( R_7 \) are applied to generate updated \( F_{U_2} \) and \( \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_m \), which are sent back to the cell \((m+3)\). Then apply rule \( R_5 \) in the cell \((m+3)\) again. This is another cyclic operation. When the trigger condition of rule \( R_{70} \) is met, rule \( R_{70} \) is triggered, the calculation is terminated, and the updated \( U_2 \) is output. The specific process is shown by Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 DFGMC-P

| Input: | Data matrices: \( X^1, \ldots, X^m \), parameters \( \alpha > 0, \beta > 0, \gamma > 0, I \). |
| Output: | Unified matrix \( U_1, F_{U_1}, U_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) with \( c \) connected components, \( F_{U_2} \). |
| Initialize: | Random matrices \( U_1 \) and \( F \), \( w_v = 1/m \), random \( \alpha_v, 1 \leq v \leq m \). |

1: cell 1m: \( R_{10}, R_1: S^v, 1 \leq v \leq m \rightarrow \text{cell (m+1)}; \)

repeat
2: cell (m+1): \( R_{20}, R_2: U_1 \rightarrow \text{cell (m+2)}; \)
3: cell (m+2): \( R_3: w_1, \ldots, w_m \rightarrow \text{cell (m+1)}; R_4: F_{U_1} \rightarrow \text{cell (m+1)}; R_{10}, R_1: S^v, 1 \leq v \leq m \rightarrow \text{cell (m+1)}. \)

until Rule \( R_{40} \) is triggered, \( S^v, 1 \leq v \leq m \rightarrow \text{cell (m+3)}. \)

repeat
4: cell (m+3): \( R_5: U_1 \rightarrow \text{cell (m+4)}; \)
5: cell (m+4): \( R_6: F_{U_2} \rightarrow \text{cell (m+3)}; R_7: \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_m \rightarrow \text{cell (m+3)}; \)

until Rule \( R_{70} \) is triggered. Output \( U_1 \). 

4 Experiment

4.1 datasets

In order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm, we conducted comparative experiments on three UCI data sets, which are ORL, MSRC, HW. The specific information of the data set is shown in Table 1, where \( d_i, 1 \leq i \leq m \) is the dimension of the i-th view, \( n \) is the number of sample points, and \( c \) is the number of clusters.
Table 1. The specific details of the three data sets ORL, MSRC, HW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>d1</th>
<th>d2</th>
<th>d3</th>
<th>d4</th>
<th>d5</th>
<th>d6</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORL</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSRC</td>
<td>1302</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Experimental evaluation and results

The algorithms for comparison in this paper are Auto-weighted Multiple Graph Learning (AMGL)[20], Multi-view Concept Clustering (MVCC)[21], Deep Matrix Factorization based Solution (DMClusts)[22], Multi-graph Fusion for Multi-view Spectral Clustering (GFSC)[18]. In this paper, the indicators used to evaluate clustering performance are accuracy (Acc), normalized mutual information (NMI) and purity. The specific experimental results are shown in Table 2.

- It is obvious that our proposed DFGMC-P is superior to other multi-view clustering algorithms in terms of clustering performance. Among the compared algorithms, MVCC showed good clustering performance second only to DFGMC-P algorithm, which shows that concept clustering exhibits a good clustering effect in multi-view clustering.
- AMGL is a graph learning algorithm, and GFSC is a multi-view spectral clustering algorithm based on a self-representation method. It can be seen that the clustering performance of DFGMC-P algorithm is better than single multi-view graph clustering (AMGL) and multi-view subspace clustering algorithm (GFSC). This shows that the double fusion method is effective for multi-view clustering.
- Figure 3 shows the convergence rate of the second fusion of the DFGMC-P algorithm. It can be seen that the convergence rate of the algorithm is very fast in general. The algorithm has converged after only one iteration on the ORL and HW data sets, and it has been converged after about 17 iterations on the MSRC data set.

5 Conclusion

In order to more effectively reduce the analysis of noise and outliers and improve the clustering performance and computational efficiency, we propose Double Fusion of multiple graphs for Multi-view Clustering based on tissue-like P System (DFGMC-P). The DFGMC-P algorithm integrates multi-view subspace clustering and multi-view graph clustering, and performs two fusion operations. In the first fusion process, DFGMC-P treats each data point as a linear combination of other data, and constructs the affinity matrices in a self-representation way. In the second fusion process, the optimized affinity matrices obtained in the first fusion process is fused for the second time using a graph-based method. In addition, in order to improve the computational efficiency of
Table 2. Comparison of algorithms on three data sets for Acc, NMI, purity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ORL</th>
<th>MSRC</th>
<th>HW</th>
<th>ORL</th>
<th>MSRC</th>
<th>HW</th>
<th>ORL</th>
<th>MSRC</th>
<th>HW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>54.00</td>
<td>72.86</td>
<td>71.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>75.91</td>
<td>73.20</td>
<td>78.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>62.50</td>
<td>78.57</td>
<td>74.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMGL</td>
<td>67.75</td>
<td>75.71</td>
<td><strong>84.11</strong></td>
<td>84.35</td>
<td>65.25</td>
<td>78.81</td>
<td>72.25</td>
<td>75.71</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVCC</td>
<td>41.75</td>
<td>46.71</td>
<td>50.93</td>
<td>63.66</td>
<td>32.81</td>
<td>46.20</td>
<td>47.20</td>
<td>50.71</td>
<td>55.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMClusts</td>
<td>63.68</td>
<td>56.43</td>
<td>70.48</td>
<td>81.83</td>
<td>51.05</td>
<td>74.19</td>
<td>78.38</td>
<td>74.71</td>
<td>82.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFSC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>80.50</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>82.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFGMC-P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>84.25</strong></td>
<td><strong>87.62</strong></td>
<td><strong>85.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the DFGMC-P algorithm, we combine the multi-view clustering model with the tissue-like P System, and use the computational parallelism of the tissue-like P System to improve the computational efficiency of the DFGMC-P algorithm. Comparative experiments on the three data sets verify the superiority of the DFGMC-P algorithm over other algorithms.
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Abstract. We express spiking neural P systems and their semantics by using the functional programming language Haskell. This functional approach is realized by a semantic interpreter for a simple concurrent language able to describe the structure and behaviour of spiking neural P systems. The semantic interpreter is designed by using the method of denotational semantics. Haskell is a functional language providing excellent support for various techniques of the denotational semantics; we use fixed point semantics and continuations for concurrency. The semantic interpreter captures accurately the nondeterministic behaviour, the time delays between firings and spikings, and the synchronized functioning specific to spiking neural P systems.

1 Introduction

We address the problem of implementing spiking neural P systems [9] by using the functional programming language Haskell (http://haskell.org/). For designing such an implementation we use the tradition of programming languages semantics, and the discipline of denotational semantics [17, 19]. Haskell is a lazy purely functional language providing excellent support for implementing the techniques that are specific to denotational semantics. In this work we use fixed point semantics and continuations for concurrency [5, 21]. We design and implement a semantic interpreter for a (concurrent) language named \( L_{snp} \) providing constructs that can be used to describe the structure and behaviour of Spiking Neural P (SN P) systems.

The language \( L_{snp} \) used in this paper is similar to that presented in [7], where we presented a denotational semantics designed with metric spaces [1] for the behaviour of SN P systems. The language \( L_{snp} \) provides constructs to describe neurons, synapses and rules with time delays that are specific to SN P systems. Here we emphasize on issues related to implementation, simulation and verification, describing a semantic interpreter which captures accurately the nondeterministic behaviour, the time delays between firings and spikings, and the synchronized functioning of the SN P systems.

In \( L_{snp} \) a spike is represented as an elementary 'statement', and statements can be combined by using an operator for parallel composition. Intuitively, each
spike is ‘executed’ in the context of a neuron. In general, a statement describes a
multiset of spikes which are executed concurrently. According to [20], “it is not
necessary for the semantics to determine an implementation, but it should pro-
vide criteria for showing that an implementation is correct”. In order to provide
support for automated verification, the nondeterministic systems are modelled
in our implementation taking into account all possible interactions in the
behaviour of an SN P system. In denotational semantics, such a nondeterministic
behaviour is described by using powerdomains [14]; since a specific simulation
of an SN P system represents an execution trace, we work with a collections of
execution traces implementing elements of a linear time powerdomain [1].

Implementation The semantic interpreter of language \( L_{snp} \) described in this
paper is implemented in Haskell, and it is available online at [22] in two variants
contained in files `semSNP.hs` and `semSNP-fin.hs`. The file `semSNP.hs` imple-
ments a semantic interpreter producing all possible execution traces regardless
of the length or number of execution traces; in the presence of nondeterminism,
this interpreter can only be used to verify toy SN P systems. On the other hand,
the semantic interpreter implemented in the file `semSNP-fin.hs` is designed to
preserve only a finite prefix for each execution trace. Intuitively, each execution
trace is stopped after a finite number of steps (no matter whether the system
subsequently halts or not). Thus, the interpreter `semSNP-fin.hs` can be used to
simulate and verify (bounded) executions of nondeterministic SN P systems.

2 SN P Systems and Their Semantics in Haskell

We develop software components able to provide automatic support for simulat-
ing and verifying SN P systems. For this purpose, we design a simple concurrent
language called \( L_{snp} \) capturing the basic notions specific to an SN P system:
neurons, synapses and rules with time delays. We present the syntax of \( L_{snp} \),
and explain informally the behaviour of its constructs. Both the syntax and the
semantics of language \( L_{snp} \) are implemented in the purely functional program-
ning language Haskell providing excellent support for the techniques specific to
denotational semantics.

In general, denotational semantics provide a meaning function \( M : \mathcal{L} \rightarrow \mathcal{D} \),
where \( \mathcal{L} \) is a language and \( \mathcal{D} \) is a mathematical domain used to assign meanings
to the language constructs. The main characteristic of such a semantics is its
compositionality: the semantics of a composed construct is defined solely based
on the semantics of its components. Compositionality is a nice property to have
because it provides scalability and modularity.

In recent work we developed denotational semantic models for various kinds
of P systems [6, 7]. This paper is mainly related to [7], where we have presented
a denotational semantics designed with metric spaces for a language inspired by
SN P systems similar to the language \( L_{snp} \) investigated in this work. As in [7],
we use a terminology that is specific to programming languages, similar to the
terminology employed in the monograph [1]. The elements of language \( L_{snp} \) are
syntactic constructions called statements and programs, and the terms execution and evaluation are used to describe their behaviour. Here, the method of denotational semantics is considered from an engineering viewpoint [17], emphasizing on implementation, simulation and verification. Rather than using the theory of domains [8, 18] or the theory of metric spaces [1], we use the functional programming language Haskell as an implementation tool and as a metalanguage for our denotational semantics.

Comparing the semantics presented in this paper and in [7], there exist the following differences. In both papers, the semantic models are designed with continuations; however, in [7] the continuations contain all information regarding declarations and concurrent control aspects, while in this paper we aimed to obtain a modular design based on the concepts of semantic environment and continuation. The information regarding declarations and the execution of rules specific to the SN P systems is contained in semantic environments. Also, the concurrent control aspects are described using the concepts of synchronous continuation and asynchronous continuation, fact which is not articulated in [7]. A simulator for SN P systems without delays implemented by using GPUs (Graphics Processing Units) is presented in [2]. On the other side, here we present SN P systems allowing delays between firings and spikings, proposing the denotational semantics as a general design and verification method for SN P systems.

Remark 1 We use specific mathematical notations to describe the formal syntax of language $L_{snp}$ (Definition 2) and to explain Example 4 and Example 5. We present shortly some mathematical preliminaries (for sets, multisets and regular languages) as in our previous work [7].

We use the notation $(a, b, \ldots) S$ to introduce the set $S$ with typical elements $a, b, \ldots$ ranging over $S$. $P_{fin}(S)$ denotes the powerset of all finite subsets of set $S$. We denote by $L(E)$ the language associated with a regular expression $E$. Also, we represent a multiset by enumerating its elements between brackets ‘[’ and ‘]’. For example, $\mathbf{[]}$ is the empty multiset. A multiset is an unordered collection, e.g., $[a, a, b] = [a, b, a] = [b, a, a]$ is the multiset containing two occurrences of element $a$ and one occurrence of element $b$. A multiset $u$ is also written in the form $u = [a_{1}^{m_{1}}, \ldots, a_{n}^{m_{n}}]$, where $m_{i}$ is the multiplicity (number of occurrences) of element $a_{i}$ in multiset $u$, for $i = 1, \ldots, n$. For example, $[a, a, b] = [a^{2}, b]$.

In Definition 2 we present the formal syntax for language $L_{snp}$ by using BNF. The basic components are an alphabet $(a \in O)$ of spikes or objects, and a set $(N \in Nname)$ of neuron names. We use the set $(u \in U)$ of all finite multisets over $O$, and the set $(\xi \in \Xi) = P_{fin}(Nname)$ whose elements $\xi$ are finite sets of neuron names. To simplify Definition 2, we use the (semantic) notions of a set $\xi \in \Xi$ and a multiset $u \in U$ to represent some (syntactic) components for which the order of elements is irrelevant.\(^3\) Anyway, in this work both sets and multisets are implemented as Haskell lists.

**Definition 2 (Syntax of $L_{snp}$)**

\(^3\) These components could be defined in BNF as pure syntactic entities, e.g., as lists.
(a) (Statements) \( s(\in S) ::= a \mid \text{init} \xi \mid \text{send} \xi a \mid s \parallel s \)

(b) (Rules) \( rs(\in Rs) ::= r_{\epsilon} \mid r, rs \)

where \( r(\in R) ::= E/u \rightarrow s; \vartheta \mid u \rightarrow \lambda \)

with \( E \) a regular expression over \( O \), and \( \vartheta \geq 0, \vartheta \in \mathbb{N} \)

(c) (Neuron declarations) \( D(\in Decl) ::= d \mid d, D \)

where \( d(\in NDecl) ::= \text{neuron} N \{ rs \mid \xi \} \)

(d) (Programs) \( \rho(\in \mathcal{L}_{\text{nsp}}) ::= D, s \)

An element \( rs \in Rs \) is a list of rules. A construction \( E/u \rightarrow x; \vartheta \) is called a firing rule. A construction \( u' \rightarrow \lambda \) is called a forgetting rule. A list of rules \( rs \in Rs \) is valid only if for any pair of (forgetting and firing) rules \( u' \rightarrow \lambda \) and \( E/u \rightarrow s; \vartheta \) contained in \( rs \) the following condition is satisfied: \( \neg (u' \in L(E)) \).

Here \( L(E) \) is the language associated with the regular expression \( E \), and we use the notation \( u' \in L(E) \) to express that there is a permutation of multiset \( u' \) which is an element of the language \( L(E) \) (\( \neg \) is the logical negation operator).

Note that the multiset \( u \) occurring on the left-hand side of a firing or a forgetting must be nonempty, i.e., \( u \neq \emptyset \). Usually we omit a terminating \( r_{s} \), and write a non-empty list of rules \( rs \in Rs \), as \( rs = r_{1}, \ldots, r_{i} \), as \( rs = r_{1}, \ldots, r_{i} \). Also, for a list of declarations \( D = \text{neuron} N_{0} \{ r_{s0} \mid \xi_{0} \}, \ldots, \text{neuron} N_{n} \{ r_{sn} \mid \xi_{n} \} \) to be valid the neuron names \( N_{0}, \ldots, N_{n} \) must be pairwise distinct and the name of the first neuron in the list must be \( N_{0} \) (the name \( N_{0} \) is special, it is reserved).

Apart from minor notational differences, the definitions for the set of programs \( \rho \in \mathcal{L}_{\text{nsp}} \), the set of declarations \( D \in Decl \) and the set of rules \( rs \in Rs \) remain as in [7]. A neuron declaration is a construct \( \text{neuron} N \{ rs \mid \xi \} \), where \( N \in \mathbb{N} \)name is a neuron name, \( rs \in Rs \) is a list of rules and \( \xi \in \Xi \) is a finite set containing the names of the neurons that are connected by synapses (are adjacent or neighbouring) to neuron with name \( N \). Intuitively, each statement \( s \in S \) is executed by (or in the context of) a neuron.

A program \( \rho \in \mathcal{L}_{\text{nsp}} \) is a pair \( \rho = (D, s) \), where \( D = \text{neuron} N_{0} \{ r_{s0} \mid \xi_{0} \}, \ldots, \text{neuron} N_{n} \{ r_{sn} \mid \xi_{n} \} \) is a declaration (a list of neuron declarations), and \( s \in S \) is a statement. The execution of program \( \rho = (D, s) \) starts by executing statement \( s \) in the context of neuron with name \( N_{0} \) (i.e., statement \( s \) is executed in the context of the neuron whose declaration occurs on the first position in the list of declarations \( D \)). In all other cases, a statement \( s \in S \) is executed in the context of a neuron \( \text{neuron} N \{ rs \mid \xi \} \) if \( s \) occurs in the right-hand side of a rule occurring in the list \( rs \).

As in the original SN P systems model [9], a neuron may be in one of the following two states: open or closed. A neuron only accepts spikes in the open status. Essentially, firing and forgetting rules are handled as in [9]. An \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{nsp}} \) firing rule is a construct \( E/u \rightarrow s; \vartheta \), where \( E \) is a regular expression, \( u \in U \) is a multiset, \( s \in S \) is a statement, and \( \vartheta \in \mathbb{N} \) is a natural number denoting a time interval. A statement \( s \) denotes a multiset of spikes that are executed concurrently. Hence, a firing rule \( E/u \rightarrow s; \vartheta \) is similar to an extended SN P firing rule allowing for multiple types of spikes [10, 12].
At any moment, each neuron contains a (possibly empty) multiset of spikes. Let \( neuron N \{ rs_N | \xi_N \} \) be a neuron that contains in its list of rules \( rs_N \) a firing rule \( r = E/u \rightarrow s; \vartheta \) and currently stores a multiset of spikes \( u_N \), such that \( u_N \in L(E) \) and \( u \subseteq u_N \) (the notation \( u_N \in L(E) \) is described Definition 2). In this case, neuron \( N \) can fire (execute) the rule \( r \) meaning the following: the multiset \( u \) is consumed (in neuron \( N \) remains the multiset of spikes \( (u_N \setminus u) \)) and the execution of statement \( s \) is triggered after exactly \( \vartheta \) time units (\( s \) is suspended for the next \( \vartheta \) time units). As in the original SN P systems, the neuron is closed (meaning that it cannot receive new spikes) in the time interval between firing and spiking; after this time interval elapses, the neuron becomes open (hence able to receive spikes) again. A forgetting rule \( u \rightarrow \lambda \) executed by a neuron \( N \) removes the multiset \( u \in U \) if it is executed in a state where the neuron \( N \) contains exactly the multiset \( u \). Rules and the open/closed status are handled as in the original proposal [9], assuming a global clock for measuring time, each neuron operating in a nondeterministic sequential manner, with at most one rule applied in each step.

A statement \( s \in S \) may by a spike \( a \in O \), an initialization statement \( init \xi \) (with \( \xi \in \Xi \)), a send statement \( send \xi a \) (with \( \xi \in \Xi \) and \( a \in O \)), or a parallel composition \( s_1 || s_2 \) of two statements \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \). As in [7], when a spike \( a \in O \) is executed by a neuron \( neuron N \{ rs_N | \xi_N \} \) the spike \( a \) is transmitted to all open neighbouring neurons with names in the set \( \xi_N \). A statement \( s \in S \) essentially denotes a multiset of spikes that are executed concurrently.

The constructs \( init \xi \) and \( send \xi a \) have an initialization effect with no counterpart in the original SN P systems. The execution of a program \( \rho = (D, s) \), where \( D = neuron N_0 \{ rs_0 | \xi_0 \}, \ldots, neuron N_n \{ rs_n | \xi_n \} \) with \( D \in Decl \) and \( s \in S \), starts by executing statement \( s \) in the context of neuron with name \( N_0 \) (by convention, the name \( N_0 \) is reserved to be used as the name of the neuron whose declaration occurs on the first position in any list of declarations \( D \in Decl \)). In the initial state only the neuron with name \( N_0 \) is active. The neuron with name \( N_0 \) is initialized automatically upon system start up as an open neuron containing an empty multiset of spikes. In the initial state all other neurons are idle, meaning that they cannot participate in interactions (they cannot send and cannot receive spikes), and in order to participate in interactions they must be initialized explicitly by using statements \( init \xi \) and \( send \xi a \).

When a statement \( init \xi \) is executed by a neuron \( neuron N \{ rs_N | \xi_N \} \), each neighbouring neuron with name in the set \( \xi \cap \xi_N \) (that have not been initialized previously) is initialized as an open neuron containing an empty multiset of spikes; here, \( \xi \cap \xi_N \) is the set theoretic intersection of sets \( \xi \) and \( \xi_N \). The statement \( init \xi \) has no effect upon neurons that have been initialized beforehand. If the statement \( init \xi \) is executed by a neuron \( neuron N \{ rs_N | \xi_N \} \) in a state where all neurons with names in the set \( \xi \cap \xi_N \) have been initialized beforehand, then the statement \( init \xi \) is inoperative.

---

4 The set of statements \( s \in S \) is similar to the set of statements employed in [7], but there are also differences. The construct \( init \xi \) is lacking from [7]. A version of the construct \( send \xi a \) is provided in [7], but that version has no initialization effect.
The statement send ξa has a similar initialization effect. When a statement send ξa is executed by a neuron neuron N{rsN \mid \xiN}, each neighbouring neuron with name in the set \(\xi \cap \xiN\) that have not been initialized previously is initialized as an open neuron containing the multiset of spikes \([a]\) (multiset \([a]\) contains exactly one occurrence of spike \(a\), and nothing else). If the statement send ξa is executed by a neuron neuron N{rsN \mid \xiN} in a state where all neurons with names in the set \(\xi \cap \xiN\) have been initialized beforehand, then the statement send ξa has no initialization effect, but it transmits the spike \(a\) to all open neurons with names in the set \(\xi \cap \xiN\). send ξa is a send operation with target indication given by ξ [11]. Note that, spikes \(a' \in O\) occurring outside the scope of any send ξa statement are transmitted to the open neighbouring neurons, but have no initialization effect.

The execution of an \(\mathcal{L}_{\text{snp}}\) program involves an initialization phase with no counterpart in the original SN P systems presented in [9]. In the SN P model presented in [9], the initial multiset of objects contained in each neuron is part of the system specification. By contrast, an \(\mathcal{L}_{\text{snp}}\) program \(\rho = (D, s)\) starts its execution with only one active neuron, namely the neuron with name \(N_0\), which is automatically initialized upon system start up as an open neuron containing an empty multiset of spikes (by convention, \(N_0\) is the name of the first neuron occurring in any list of declarations \(D \in \text{Decl}\)). All other neurons are idle in the initial state, and must be initialized explicitly (by using statements init ξ and send ξa) in order to participate in interactions.

When an \(\mathcal{L}_{\text{snp}}\) program \(\rho = (D, s)\) starts its execution, the system initialization operation can be accomplished with the aid of statement \(s \in S\), which is executed by the neuron with name \(N_0\). In case the neuron with name \(N_0\) is connected (by synapses) to all other neurons, this initialization phase can be accomplished in a single step (one time unit). Apart from this initialization phase, an \(\mathcal{L}_{\text{snp}}\) program can describe accurately how an SN P system behaves.

In the rest of this section we describe the main components of a semantic interpreter for the language \(\mathcal{L}_{\text{snp}}\). The semantic interpreter is available online at [22], in the file \texttt{semSNP.hs}.

\begin{verbatim}
type Spike = String
type U = [Spike]
type Nname = String
type Xi = [Nname]
\end{verbatim}

The types Spike and Nname implement the sets \(O\) of spikes and \(Nname\) of neuron names, respectively. The types U and Xi implement the sets \(U\) of multisets of spikes and \(\Xi\) of (finite) sets of neuron names, respectively. Sets and multisets are implemented as Haskell lists. The syntax of language \(\mathcal{L}_{\text{snp}}\) presented in Definition 2 can be implemented in Haskell as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
data S = Spike Spike | Init Xi | Send Xi Spike | Par S S
data Rule = FireR (RegExp Spike) U S Int | ForgetR U
\end{verbatim}
The types `S`, `Rule`, `Rules`, `NDecl`, `Decl` and `Prog` implement the classes of statements, rules, lists of rules, neuron declarations, declarations and programs, respectively, introduced in Definition 2.

We omit here the definition of the type `RegExp` which we use to handle regular expressions defined over the alphabet of spikes `Spike`. For manipulating regular expressions we use a predicate `(elemRegExp u re)` which accepts as arguments a multiset `u` of spikes and a regular expression `re` and verifies whether any permutation of multiset `u` is an element of the language associated with regular expression `re`.

The final result of the semantic interpreter of language `Lsnp` is an element of the type `F`. The elements of type `F` represent program answers. In this section `F` is a synonym for type `P`, which implements a linear time powerdomain presented in [1]. Powerdomains are employed in denotational semantics to describe concurrent and nondeterministic behaviour. Nondeterministic systems are modelled in our Haskell implementation taking into account all possible interactions describing the behaviour of an SN P system.

```haskell
  type F = P
  type P = [Q]
  data Q = Qe | Q Obs Q
  data Obs = Obs [(Nname, U)]
```

An element of the type `P` is a set (implemented as a list) of sequences of type `Q`. An element of type `Q` is a sequence of observables of type `Obs`. `Qe` is the empty sequence. An observable of type `Obs` is a set (implemented as a list) of pairs of the type `(Nname, U)`. We recall that `Nname` implements the set of neuron names, and `U` implements the set of all finite multisets of spikes. We use the type `Obs` to represent the current state of a spiking neural P system.

```haskell
  pref :: Obs -> P -> P
  pref obs p = [ Q obs q | q <- p ]

  ned :: P -> P -> P
  ned p1 p2 =
    [ q | q <- p1 'setUnion' p2, q /= Qe ] 'setUnion'
    [ Qe | Qe <- p1 'setIntersect' p2 ]

  bigned :: [P] -> P
  bigned [] = [Qe]
  bigned (p:ps) = p 'ned' (bigned ps)
```

The mapping `pref` implements the prefixing of an observable to a program answer. The mapping `ned` describes nondeterminism as a union of behaviours. Note
that $(\text{ned } p_1 \ p_2)$ terminates only if both $p_1$ and $p_2$ terminate. The mapping $\text{bigned}$ implements a nondeterministic choice between several alternatives.

$$\text{fe :: F}$$
$$\text{fe} = [Qe]$$

$$\text{preff :: Obs -> F -> F}$$
$$\text{preff} = \text{pref}$$

$$\text{bignedf :: [F] -> F}$$
$$\text{bignedf} = \text{bigned}$$

We use $\text{fe} = [Qe]$ to represent termination or the reach of a halting configuration as a final program answer of type $\text{fe :: F}$. In this section $\text{F}$ is a synonym for type $\text{P}$, and mappings $\text{bignedf}$ and $\text{preff}$ behave the same as mappings $\text{bigned}$ and $\text{pref}$, respectively. In Section 3 the definition of type $\text{F}$ is modified in order to obtain a different representation of nondeterministic behaviour.

We present now a (denotational) semantic function $\text{den}$ which describes the behaviour of $\mathcal{L}_{\text{snp}}$ statements in a compositional manner. In the definition of mapping $\text{den}$ we use a set of actions implemented in Haskell by the type $\text{Act}$.

$$\text{data Act = Act Spike Xi | ActInit Xi | ActSend Spike Xi}$$
$$\text{type MsetAct = [Act]}$$

The elements of the type $\text{Act}$ are used to define the semantics of the elementary statements $a$, $\text{init} \xi$ and $\text{send} \xi a$. The type $\text{MsetAct}$ implements a set of multisets of actions. The type of the semantic function $\text{den}$ is

$$\text{den :: S -> E -> Xi -> D}$$

The type $\text{S}$ implements the class of $\mathcal{L}_{\text{snp}}$ statements, $\text{E}$ is a type of semantic environments and $\text{Xi}$ is the type of sets (implemented as lists) of neuron names specified above. An element of type $\text{D}$ is called a computation. The types $\text{E}$ and $\text{D}$ are defined below.

$$\text{type E = Act -> D}$$

A semantic environment of the type $\text{E}$ is a function which maps an action of type $\text{Act}$ to a computation of type $\text{D}$. In the definition of semantic function $\text{den}$ we use a semantic environment defined as fixed point of a higher order mapping.

$$\text{type D} = \text{Cont -> MsetAct -> F}$$
$$\text{type Cont} = (C,K)$$
$$\text{data C} = \text{Ce} | C \ D$$
$$\text{type K} = [(\text{Name},NState)]$$
$$\text{data NState} = \text{Open} \ U | \text{Closed} \ U \ \text{Int} \ U \ D$$
The type of computations is designed by using the continuation semantics for concurrency (CSC) technique [5, 21]. A computation of type $D$ is a function which receives as arguments a continuation of type $\text{Cont}$ and a multiset of actions of type $Mset\text{Act}$ and yields a final value of the type $F$. In the CSC approach a continuation is a structured configuration of computations which can be evaluated concurrently. In the implementation presented in this paper a continuation of type $\text{Cont}$ is a pair $(c,k)$, where $c$ is an element of type $C$ and $k$ is an element of type $K$. An element of type $C$ is called a synchronous continuation. A synchronous continuation is a computation which executes the spikes that are transmitted between neurons in the current step. An element of the type $K$ is called an asynchronous continuation. An asynchronous continuation is a list of pairs of type $[(\text{Name},\text{State})]$. An element of type $\text{Name}$ is a neuron name. An element of type $\text{State}$ describes the current state of a neuron. A neuron can be in one of the following two states: open or closed. The open and closed states are implemented by using the data constructors $\text{Open}$ and $\text{Closed}$, respectively.

The techniques specific to denotational semantics can be conveniently implemented in Haskell. Since Haskell supports lazy evaluation, the fixed point combinator can be defined as follows:

```
fix :: (a -> a) -> a
fix f = f (fix f)
```

The definition of the semantic mapping $\text{den}$ uses a semantic operator for parallel composition defined (in the style of denotational semantics) as the fixed point of a higher order mapping $\text{hopar}$.

```
type Op = D -> D -> D
hopar :: Op -> Op
hopar op d1 d2 = \(c,k) m ->
    \text{bignedf} [d1 (lift op (C d2) c,k) m,d2 (lift op (C d1) c,k) m]
par = fix hopar
```

The operator $\text{lift}$ is used to lift an operator on computations of type $D$ to an operator on synchronous continuations of type $C$. The semantic interpreters available at [22] use the following definition:

```
lift :: Op -> C -> C -> C
lift op Ce Ce = Ce
lift op Ce f = f
lift op f Ce = f
lift op (C d1) (C d2) = C (op d1 d2)
```

5 The empty synchronous continuation $Ce$ is used to handle steps where no spikes are emitted, e.g., because all neurons are closed and no neuron can move to the open status in the current step.
The denotational semantics \( \text{den} \) is a compositional function defined using the semantic operator for parallel composition \( \text{par} \) as follows:

\[
\text{den} :: S \rightarrow E \rightarrow Xi \rightarrow D \\
\text{den} \ (\text{Spike} \ a) \ env \ xi = env \ (\text{Act} \ a \ xi) \\
\text{den} \ (\text{Send} \ xi1 \ a) \ env \ xi = env \ (\text{ActSend} \ a \ (xi1 \ 'setIntersect' \ xi)) \\
\text{den} \ (\text{Init} \ xi1) \ env \ xi = env \ (\text{ActInit} \ (xi1 \ 'setIntersect' \ xi)) \\
\text{den} \ (\text{Par} \ s1 \ s2) \ env \ xi = (\text{den} \ s1 \ env \ xi) \ 'par' \ (\text{den} \ s2 \ env \ xi)
\]

where \( \text{setIntersect} \) is the Haskell implementation of the set theoretic intersection operation.

Finally, the semantic interpreter is a mapping \( \text{denp} \) which receives as argument a program of the type \( \text{Prog} \) and yields a (final) value of the type \( F \).

\[
\text{denp} :: \text{Prog} \rightarrow F \\
\text{denp} \ (\text{decl},s) = \text{den} \ s \ env0 \ xi0 \ (Ce,k0) [] \\
\text{where} \ env0 = \text{fix} \ (\text{hoenv} \ \text{decl}) \\
((n0,rs0,xi0):_) = \text{decl} \\
k0 = [(n0,\text{Open} [])]
\]

The semantic interpreter function \( \text{denp} \) uses a semantic environment \( \text{env0} :: E \) which stores information about the neuron declarations and applies in a non-deterministic sequential manner the rules contained in declarations. The semantic environment \( \text{env0} \) is defined as the fixed point of a higher order mapping \( \text{hoenv} \). The Haskell implementation of the mapping \( \text{hoenv} \) is available online.

We illustrate in Example 4 how to use the semantic interpreter described in this section. Further experiments are provided in Section 3, Example 5.

**Remark 3** In language \( L_{snp} \), neuron \( N_0 \) can be used in to receive the spikes emitted by the output neuron.\(^6\) This technique is also used in the design of \( L_{snp} \) programs \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_3 \), presented in Example 4 and Example 5, respectively, where the neuron with name \( N_0 \) receives the spikes emitted by the output neuron \( N_3 \).

As in [9], we consider that the result of a computation is the number of steps elapsed between the first two consecutive spikes produced by the output neuron (assuming the output neuron spikes at least twice, ignoring whether or not the calculation subsequently halts). This convention is used in the both examples (Example 4 and Example 5) presented in this paper.

**Example 4** We consider an \( L_{snp} \) program \( \rho_1 \) implementing the spiking neural P system \( \Pi_1 \) given in [9] (Section 5, Figure 2). Before presenting the \( L_{snp} \) program \( \rho_1 \), we briefly describe the system \( \Pi_1 \) using the notation and terminology employed in [9]. As in [9], we use the following convention: when the language associated with regular expression \( E \) is \( L(E) = \{a^i\} \), we write a firing rule \( E/a^i \rightarrow a; t \) in the abbreviated form \( a^i \rightarrow a; t \).

\(^6\) In the original SN P systems this role is played by the environment; this notion should not be confused with the notion of a semantic environment (employed in this paper), which is specific to denotational semantics; see, e.g., [1].
$Π_1$ is a tuple $Π_1 = (\{a\}, σ_1, σ_2, σ_3, \{(1, 2), (2, 3)\}, 3)$, where $\{a\}$ is a singleton set (a is called a spike), $σ_1, σ_2, σ_3$ are neurons, $\text{syns} = \{(1, 2), (2, 3)\}$ is the set of synapses, and 3 is the index of the output neuron ($σ_3$ in this example). Neuron $σ_1$ is a pair $σ_1 = (2n - 1, \{a^+ / a \rightarrow a; 2\})$, where component $2n - 1$ is the initial number of spikes contained in $σ_1$, and $\{a^+ / a \rightarrow a; 2\}$ is the set of rules describing the behaviour of neuron $σ_1$. Neurons $σ_2$ and $σ_3$ behave as follows: $σ_2 = (0, \{a^n \rightarrow a; 1\})$ and $σ_3 = (1, \{a \rightarrow a; 0\})$. In the initial state, neurons $σ_2$ and $σ_3$ contain 0 and 1 spike, respectively. Each pair $(i, j) ∈ \text{syns}$ describes a synapse providing support for transmitting spikes from neuron $σ_i$ to neuron $σ_j$.

Two neurons (namely $σ_1$ and $σ_3$) fire in the first time unit. The output neuron $σ_2$ produces its first spike in step 1. Neuron $σ_1$ remains closed for two time units, and in the next step it produces a spike which is transmitted to neuron $σ_2$. In 3n time units, neuron $σ_2$ receives $n$ spikes from neuron $σ_1$. Next, neuron $σ_2$ will fire in step $(3n + 1)$ and, after a delay of one time unit, it will send a spike to neuron $σ_3$ in step $(3n + 2)$. The output neuron $σ_3$ will release its second spike in step $(3n + 3)$. Hence, (using the convention presented in Remark 3) the number computed by system $Π_1$ is $3n + 2 = (3n + 3) - 1 = 3(n + 1) - 1$.

Following [9], we write a firing rule of the form $E/\{a^i\} \rightarrow s; θ$ with $L(E) = \{a^i\}$ in the abbreviated form $[a^i] → s; θ$. Such a rule consumes all $i$ spikes, when the neuron executing it contains exactly the multiset $\{a^i\}$. We recall that $\{a^i\}$ is the multiset containing $i$ occurrences of the spike $a$. For example, $\{a^2\} = [a, a, a]$; see Remark 1. Also, we use the notation $s^i$, to represent $i$ copies of statement $s$ executed in parallel: $s^i = s$ and $s^{i+1} = s || s^i$, for $s ∈ S$ and $i ∈ N$, $i > 0$.

Let $n ∈ N, n > 0$. The program $ρ_1$ is given by $ρ_1 = (D_1, s_1)$, where the statement $s_1 ∈ S$ is $s_1 = (\text{send} \{N_1\} a)_{2n-1} || \text{init} \{N_2\} || \text{send} \{N_3\} a$ and the declaration $D_1 ∈ \text{Decl}$ is given by

$$D_1 = \text{neuron } N_0 \{ r_e \mid \{N_1, N_2, N_3\} \},$$
$$\text{neuron } N_1 \{ a^+/a \rightarrow a; 2 \mid \{N_2\} \},$$
$$\text{neuron } N_2 \{ a^n/a \rightarrow a; 1 \mid \{N_3\} \},$$
$$\text{neuron } N_3 \{ a \rightarrow a; 0 \mid \{N_0\} \}.$$

After the initialization step, neuron $N_1$ contains (a multiset with) $2n - 1$ spikes, neuron $N_2$ contains 1 spike, neuron $N_2$ contains 0 spikes, and neuron $N_0$ contains 0 spikes. $N_3$ is the output neuron. In our $\mathcal{L}_{\text{snp}}$ program $ρ_1$, neurons $N_1, N_2$ and $N_3$ implement the neurons $σ_1, σ_2$ and $σ_3$, respectively, presented in the description of system $Π_1$ given in [9]. Apart from the initialization step (which is specific to $\mathcal{L}_{\text{snp}}$), the $\mathcal{L}_{\text{snp}}$ program $ρ_1$ describes accurately the behaviour of system $Π_1$ presented in [9].

As explained in Remark 3, in our implementation neuron $N_0$ receives the spikes emitted by the output neuron $N_3$, and the result is considered to be the number of steps elapsed between the first two consecutive spikes produced by the output neuron. The number computed by both system $Π_1$ presented in [9] and $\mathcal{L}_{\text{snp}}$ program $ρ_1$ is $3n + 2$.  
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In the Haskell execution of the program $\rho_1$ we consider $n = 2$. In this case, the number of steps elapsed between the first and the second spike produced by output neuron $N_3$ is $8 = 3n + 2$, which coincides with the result obtained in [9] for the system $\Pi_1$.

The semantic interpreter is available online at [22] in the file `semSNP.hs`; the $\mathcal{L}_{snp}$ program $\rho_1$ is implemented and stored in variable `rho1 :: Prog`. Using the interpreter `semSNP.hs` to run this program with `(denp rho1)`, the following output is obtained:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\left[\left[\text{\texttt{N0},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N3},[\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N1},[\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N2},[]}\right]\right] . \\
&\left[\left[\text{\texttt{N0},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N3},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N1},[\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N2},[]}\right]\right] . \\
&\left[\left[\text{\texttt{N0},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N3},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N1},[\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N2},[\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right]\right] . \\
&\left[\left[\text{\texttt{N0},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N3},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N1},[\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N2},[\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right]\right] . \\
&\left[\left[\text{\texttt{N0},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N3},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N1},[\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N2},[\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right]\right] . \\
&\left[\left[\text{\texttt{N0},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N3},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N1},[\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N2},[\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right]\right] . \\
&\left[\left[\text{\texttt{N0},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N3},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N1},[\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N2},[\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right]\right] . \\
&\left[\left[\text{\texttt{N0},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N3},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N1},[\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N2},[\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right]\right] . \\
&\left[\left[\text{\texttt{N0},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N3},[]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N1},[\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}},\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right],\left[\text{\texttt{N2},[\text{\texttt{a}}]}\right]\right] .
\end{align*}
\]

In the experiments presented in this paper (in Example 4 and in Example 5), the output is a set (implemented as a list) of type $P$, where each element is an execution trace of type $Q$, and each execution trace is a sequence of observables of type $\text{Obs}$. Each observable is displayed on a separate line, and the observables that make up an execution trace are displayed in chronological order. In this example, the output of `(denp rho1)` is a set (of type $P$) containing a single execution trace, where output neuron $N_3$ produces spikes (received by neuron $N_0$) in steps 1 and 9. Thus, the result of the computation is $8 = 9 - 1$.

## 3 Semantic Interpreter for Finite Execution Traces

The semantic interpreter presented in Section 2 produces all possible execution traces regardless of the length or number of execution traces. The final result of the semantic interpreter is an element of a linear time powerdomain [1]. In the presence of nondeterminism the implementation solution described in Section 2 only provides support to run and verify the execution of toy $\mathcal{L}_{snp}$ programs. This is not surprising. An element of a powerdomain is exponential in the length of execution traces, hence a direct implementation can lead to an intractable solution.\(^8\) We could adapt our semantic interpreter to produce a single execution trace. For example, such an execution could be randomly selected from all possible executions, e.g., by using a (pseudo) random number generator [4]. Such

---

\(^7\) In the Haskell implementation available at [22] this program $\rho_1$ is stored in variable `rho1 :: Prog` (in the both files `semSNP.hs` and `semSNP-fin.hs`).

\(^8\) An element of a powerdomain is a tree-like structure, or a collection of “traces” essentially equivalent to an unfolding of such a tree.
an implementation would be tractable, but could only be used for simulation purposes and, in general, would provide only limited information regarding the behaviour of nondeterministic SNP systems.

In this section we explore an alternative implementation option. The semantic interpreter presented in this section is designed to prune the final yield of the semantic function preserving only a finite prefix for each execution trace. Intuitively, the interpreter stops each execution trace after a given number of steps (accepted as an argument by the semantic interpreter). This solution does not solve the tractability issue, but it can provide support for verifying bounded versions of nondeterministic SNP systems, as illustrated in Example 5.

The Haskell interpreter described in this section (available online at [22] in file `semSNP-fin.hs`) can be obtained from the semantic interpreter described in Section 2 with only few simple modifications, which are described below.

The Haskell type `F` implements the final yield of our semantic interpreter. The definition of type `F` changes now to:

```
type F = Int -> P
```

An element of the final domain `F` is a function of type `Int -> P`, which accepts as argument a number representing the length of the finite prefix that is produced for each execution trace contained in a set of type `P`. We recall that an element of type `P` is a set (implemented as a Haskell list) of execution traces of the type `Q` (the types `P` and `Q` are presented in Section 2).

The definition of the prefixing operator `preff` is adapted to prune the final yield of the semantic interpreter preserving only a finite prefix of a given length for each execution trace:

```
preff :: Obs -> F -> F
preff obs f =
  \l -> if l<=0 then [Qe] else [ Q obs q | q <- f (l-1) ]
```

The operators `bignedf` and `fe` are easily adapted to the new definition of type `F`.

```
bignedf :: [F] -> F
bignedf fs = \l -> bigned [ f 1 | f <- fs ]

fe :: F
fe = \l -> [Qe]
```

No other modifications are required. However, note that now the semantic interpreter mapping `(denp rho l)` accepts two arguments: a program `rho` of type `Prog` and an additional argument `l` of type `Int` representing the number of steps after which the execution is stopped for each trace.

**Example 5** We consider an $L_{snp}$ program $\rho_3$ which implements the spiking neural P system $\Pi_3$ given in [9] (section 5, Figure 4). We use the same notations and conventions as in Example 4. In [9], $\Pi_3$ is described by a tuple $\Pi_3 =$
The three neurons $\sigma_1$, $\sigma_2$ and $\sigma_3$ behave as follows: $\sigma_1 = (2, \{a^2 / a \rightarrow a; 0, a \rightarrow \lambda\})$, $\sigma_2 = (1, \{a \rightarrow a; 0, a \rightarrow a; 1\})$ and $\sigma_3 = (3, \{a^3 \rightarrow a; 0, a \rightarrow a; 1, a^2 \rightarrow \lambda\})$. In the first time unit, all the neurons fire. In particular, the output neuron $\sigma_3$ emits the first spike in step 1. In a nondeterministic manner, neuron $\sigma_2$ chooses between rules $a \rightarrow a; 0$ and $a \rightarrow a; 1$. As long as neuron $\sigma_2$ chooses rule $a \rightarrow a; 0$, neurons $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_2$ transmit each other one spike and (together) they transmit two spikes to neuron $\sigma_3$, which (applying its forgetting rule $a^2 \rightarrow \lambda$) eliminates the two spikes in the next step. Alternatively, if neuron $\sigma_2$ chooses rule $a \rightarrow a; 1$, then it moves to the closed status for one time unit; it does not receive the spike emitted by neuron $\sigma_1$, and so neuron $\sigma_2$ remains empty. In the next step, neuron $\sigma_3$ fires applying the rule $a \rightarrow a; 1$, hence it is closed for one time unit and cannot receive the spike issued by neuron $\sigma_2$. The spike issued by neuron $\sigma_2$ is received by neuron $\sigma_1$, but it is removed using the forgetting rule $a \rightarrow \lambda$. Thus, all the neurons remain empty. Finally, the output neuron $\sigma_2$ emits its second spike with a delay of 1 time unit since the moment it fired, by applying the rule $a \rightarrow a; 1$. Thus, there are at least 2 time units between the two spikes produced by the output neuron $\sigma_3$; in this way, system $\Pi_3$ generates in a nondeterministic manner all natural numbers greater than 1 (2, 3, 4, 5, ...), as in [9].

The $L_{\text{snp}}$ program $p_3$ presented below is designed to capture the behaviour of spiking neural P system $\Pi_3$ described in [9], namely to generate all natural numbers greater than 1 (2, 3, 4, 5, ...) in a nondeterministic manner. The program $p_3$ is given by $p_3 = (D_3, s_3)$, where the statement $s_3 \in S$ is

$$s_3 = (\text{send} \{N_1\} a)^2 \| \text{send} \{N_2\} a \| (\text{send} \{N_3\} a)^3$$

and the declaration $D_3 \in \text{Decl}$ is given by

$$D_3 = \text{neuron} N_0 \{ r_1 | \{N_1, N_2, N_3\} \}, \quad \text{neuron} N_1 \{ a^2 / a \rightarrow a; 0, a \rightarrow \lambda | \{N_2, N_3\} \}, \quad \text{neuron} N_2 \{ a \rightarrow a; 0, a \rightarrow a; 1 | \{N_1, N_3\} \}, \quad \text{neuron} N_3 \{ a^3 \rightarrow a; 0, a \rightarrow a; 1, a^2 \rightarrow \lambda | \{N_0\} \}.$$ 

After the initialization step (described by statement $s_3$) neuron $N_1$ contains 2 spikes (the multiset $\{a, a\}$), neuron $N_2$ contains 1 spike, neuron $N_3$ contains 3 spikes, and neuron $N_0$ contains 0 spikes. In our $L_{\text{snp}}$ program $p_3$, neurons $N_1, N_2$ and $N_3$ implement the neurons $\sigma_1, \sigma_2$ and $\sigma_3$, respectively, presented in the description of system $\Pi_3$ given in [9].

The semantic interpreter described in this section is available online at [22] in the file $\text{semSNP-fin.hs}$, where the $L_{\text{snp}}$ program $p_3$ is implemented and stored in variable $\rho_{03} :: \text{Prog}$. In this case the semantic interpreter $\text{denp}$ accepts as extra argument a natural number indicating a finite number of steps after which execution is stopped for each alternative trace. Using the interpreter $\text{semSNP-fin.hs}$ to run this program with ($\text{denp \ rho03 7}$) the following output is obtained:

$$[[(\text{"N0"},[])],(\text{"N1","a","a"}), (\text{"N3"},[\text{"a"},\text{"a"},\text{"a"}]), (\text{"N2"},[\text{"a"}])]$$.
The output presented above displays a set of execution traces separated by empty lines: there are 7 distinct execution traces. Each execution trace is a sequence containing at most 7 observables (the observables are displayed on separate lines in chronological order). Notice that the first spike is emitted by the output neuron $N_3$ (and received by neuron $N_0$) in step 2 – the first step is used for initialization. The next spike is emitted by the output neuron $N_3$ (and received by neuron $N_0$) in steps 4, 5, 6 or 7. Thus, the distance between the first two spikes produced by the output neuron $N_3$ may be 2, 3, 4 or 5 (this can be observed in the last four execution traces of the experiment). The output neuron $N_3$ will continue to produce spikes in subsequent steps as well, but in our experiment execution is stopped (all execution traces are pruned) after the first 7 steps. Anyway, this example confirms experimentally that the system $\Pi_3$ presented in [9] ($\rho_3$ in our implementation) can generate the sequence of numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, ... (i.e., $\mathbb{N}^+ \setminus \{1\}$, where $\mathbb{N}^+$ is the set of natural numbers without 0).

The interpreter `semSNP-fin.hs` can also be used to test the $\mathcal{L}_{Snp}$ program $\rho_1$ presented in Example 4. In file `semSNP-fin.hs`, the program $\rho_1$ is implemented and stored in variable $\text{rho1 :: Prog}$ for the case when $n = 2$ and the execution terminates after 10 steps. Hence, using the interpreter `semSNP-fin.hs` to run this program with $(\text{denp rho1 10})$ (or $(\text{denp rho1 z})$ with $z > 10$), it is obtained the same output as in Example 4.

4 Conclusion

We implemented the spiking neural P systems by using the purely functional programming language Haskell. The SN P systems implemented by Haskell programs might be seen as ‘executable mathematics’ [15]. We present the Haskell implementation of a semantic interpreter for a simple concurrent language providing constructs that can be used to describe the structure and behaviour of SN P systems. The semantic interpreter is designed following the discipline of denotational semantics [19]: it provides support for verifying the behaviour of SN P systems. Nondeterministic systems are modelled taking into account all possible interactions describing the behaviour of an SN P system. In order to obtain a tractable solution, only finite execution traces are verified.

There is a large variety of SN P systems [12, 13]. The implementation presented in this paper could be used for the simulation and verification in finite trace semantics of several classes of SN P systems.

\textit{Notice that executing $(\text{den rho3 7})$ of the nondeterministic program $\rho_3$ by using the interpreter `semSNP-fin.hs` requires around 120 seconds on a processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7200U with CPU 2.50 GHz, while executing the deterministic program $\rho_1$ produces its output almost instantly.}
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Abstract. An optimization spiking neural P system (OSNPS) aims to obtain the approximate solutions of combinatorial optimization problems without the aid of evolutionary operators of evolutionary algorithms or swarm intelligence algorithms. To develop the promising and significant research direction, this paper proposes a distributed adaptive optimization spiking neural P system (DAOSNPS) with a distributed population structure and a new adaptive learning rate considering population diversity. Extensive experiments on knapsack problems show that DAOSNPS gains much better and more stable solutions than OSNPS, adaptive optimization spiking neural P system (AOSNPS) and other two optimization algorithms. Population diversity and convergence analysis indicate that DAOSNPS achieves a better balance between exploration and exploitation than OSNPS and AOSNPS.
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1 Introduction

As a branch of natural computing, membrane computing abstracts computing models, called P system, inspired from the structure and the functioning of the biological cells, organs and colonies of bacteria [1,2,3]. This area was initiated by Păun in 1998 and become one of the most promising and important research directions. Since then, membrane computing models have been studied and used in various applications such

⋆ Corresponding author.
Common models of membrane computing can be divided into three categories in terms of their membrane structures: cell-like P systems consist of a single cell’s membrane structure, objects and evolution rules that are used to control objects evolution within a membrane and information communication between membranes [20,21]; tissue-like P systems are composed of a multicellular structure, objects, rules and communication rules where communication rules are used for offering channels between two different cells (similar to protein channels of biology membrane) [22,23,24]; neural-like P systems are inspired by the neurophysiological behavior of neurons sending electrical impulses (spikes) along axons to other neurons [25,26,27]. Unlike cell-like P systems and tissue-like P systems which use “symbol” to encode a pieces of information, spiking neural P systems (SNPS), were introduced by Ionescu et al. in [28], deal with a unique object. Nowadays, much attentions is paid to SNPS from theory, applications to implementations [29,30,31,32,33,34].

In recent years, not only many new features have been abstracted to form new P systems, but also the features of existing P systems have been combined to form new P systems [35,36]. Besides, how to extend these P systems to solve combinatorial optimization problems is one of the most promising and important research directions [37,38,39]. In the fields of evolutionary membrane computing, related researchers have proposed two research topics: membrane-inspired evolutionary algorithms (MIEAs) [40,41,42] and automatic design of membrane computing models (ADMCM) [43,44,45]. After that, Zhang et al. proposed a novel way to design a P system for directly obtaining the approximate solutions of combinatorial optimization problems without the aid of evolutionary operators, optimization spiking neural P system (OSNPS) [46]. In OSNPS [46], an extended spiking neural P system (ESNPS) has been proposed by introducing the probabilistic selection of evolution rules, multi-neurons output and a family of ESNPS. In this work, a Guider algorithm is firstly introduced to SNPS for adjusting probabilities of spiking rules. The experimental results of OSNPS appear promising and competitive when compared with six other optimization algorithms by solving the same knapsack problem. As indicated in [46], one of the main limitations of OSNPS is that the learning rate is constant while the search may require a different learning rate in different moments of the search. For this limitation, AOSNPS [47] extends the work of OSNPS [46]. As we can see from [47], AOSNPS with adaptive learning rate and adaptive mutation has the faster convergence in the early stage and the better population diversity in the later stage. In [47], experiments show that AOSNPS has further improved the capability of OSNPS. However, as indicated in [47], one limitation is that the population diversity decreases significantly in the initial stage, which may jeopardize the performance of the algorithm.

This paper extends the work of OSNPS [46] and AOSNPS [47]. A novel modified spiking neural P system, a distributed adaptive optimization spiking neural P system, is proposed to solve combinatorial optimization problems. More specifically, a distributed population structure is introduced to maintain the better population diversity in the later
stage. In addition, a new adaptive learning rate considering population diversity is proposed to enhance the convergence speed in the early stage.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the optimization spiking neural P system. Section 3 presents the DAOSNPS consisting of a distributed population structure and a novel adaptive learning rate. Section 4 presents the experimental results with discussions.

2 Background

In this section, we briefly review and analyze the optimization spiking neural P system. ESNPS and OSNPS are introduced in Subsections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.

2.1 Extended Spiking Neural P System

An ESNPS is a P system augmented with two additional neurons $\sigma_{m+1}$ and $\sigma_{m+2}$. An ESNPS of degree $m \geq 1$, as shown in Fig. 1, is defined as the following structure [46]

$$\Pi = (\mathcal{O}, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_{m+2}, \text{sym}, I_0),$$

where:

1. $\mathcal{O} = \{a\}$ is the singleton alphabet ($a$ is called spike);
2. $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m$ are neurons of the form $\sigma_i = (1, R_i, P_i), 1 \leq i \leq m$.
   a. In each neuron $\sigma_i$, there is only one initial spike.
   b. $R_i = \{r^1_i, r^2_i\}$ is a set of rules of the firing or forgetting spike, where $r^1_i = \{a \rightarrow a\}$ is firing rule and $r^2_i = \{a \rightarrow \lambda\}$ is forgetting rule.
   c. $P_i = \{p^1_i, p^2_i\}$ is a finite set of probabilities, where $p^1_i$ and $p^2_i$ are the selection probabilities of rules $r^1_i$ and $r^2_i$, respectively, and satisfy $p^1_i + p^2_i = 1$.
3. The two additional neurons, $\sigma_{m+1} = \sigma_{m+2} = (1, \{a \rightarrow a\})$, work as a step by step supplier of spikes to neurons $\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_m$.
4. $\text{sym} = \{(i, j) | 1 \leq i \leq m+1 \land j = m+2 \lor (i = m+2 \land j = m+1)\}$.
5. $I_0 = \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}$ is a finite set of output neurons, i.e., the output is a spike train formed by concatenating the outputs of $\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_m$.

![Fig. 1. Logical and functioning scheme of ESNPS](image-url)
In [46], an ESNPS contains the subsystem consisting of neurons $\sigma_{m+1}$ and $\sigma_{m+2}$, which are supplier of spikes to neurons $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m$. $\sigma_{m+1}$ and $\sigma_{m+2}$ are the same neurons, each of which fires at each moment of time and sends a spike to each of neurons $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m$. Each of neurons $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m$ performs the firing rule $r^i_1$ by probability $p^i_1$ and the forgetting rule $r^i_2$ by probability $p^i_2$, $i = 1, \ldots, m$. Thus, this system outputs a spike train consisting of 0 and 1 at each time unit. The outputted spike train is controlled by adjusting the probabilities $p^i_1, \ldots, p^i_m$. Hence, an adjustment strategy to adjust probabilities $p^i_1, \ldots, p^i_m$ by introducing a family of ESNPS is presented in the following subsection.

### 2.2 Optimization Spiking Neural P System

OSNPS is one variant of SNPS for solving combinatorial optimization problems [46]. Regarding its structure, OSNPS is composed of multiple ESNPS and a Guider algorithm. The structure of OSNPS is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Structure of OSNPS](image)

In Fig. 2, each ESNPS has the same structure with $1 \leq i \leq H$ shown in Fig. 1. Here, $H$, the number of ESNPS, represents population size. The Guider algorithm consists of the rule probability matrix $P_R = [p^i_{1j}]_{H \times m}$ (the apex 1 indicates the probability of the bit to be 1), the binary matrix $B_R = [b^i_{1j}]_{H \times m}$ controlled by probability matrix $P_R = [p^i_{1j}]_{H \times m}$ and evolutionary algorithm. $B_R = [b^i_{1j}]_{H \times m}$, a set of $H$ binary strings/candidate solutions of length $m$ produced by each ESNPS, is the input of the Guider algorithm. $P_R = [p^i_{1j}]_{H \times m}$, an adaptively adjusted matrix, is the output of the Guider algorithm.

$$
P_R = \begin{pmatrix}
p^i_{11} & p^i_{12} & \cdots & p^i_{1m} \\
p^i_{21} & p^i_{22} & \cdots & p^i_{2m} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
p^i_{H1} & p^i_{H2} & \cdots & p^i_{Hm}
\end{pmatrix} 
B_R = \begin{pmatrix}
b^{11} & b^{12} & \cdots & b^{1m} \\
b^{21} & b^{22} & \cdots & b^{2m} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
b^{H1} & b^{H2} & \cdots & b^{Hm}
\end{pmatrix}.
$$

### 3 A Distributed Adaptive Optimization Spiking Neural P System

This section proposes DAOSNPS to improve the performance of OSNPS [46] and AOSNPS [47] by introducing two novel elements: a distributed population structure and an
adaptive learning rate considering population diversity. A distributed population structure and an adaptive learning rate considering population diversity are described in Subsections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. The new Guider algorithm embedding two novel elements is outlined in Subsection 3.3.

3.1 Distributed Population Structure

In a distributed population structure, the population is divided into several subpopulations, and each subpopulation evolves independently and in parallel. At the same time, the information exchange is used to achieve the communication among the subpopulations at a specific time to promote the evolution of each subpopulation. Information exchange plays an important role in the process of the execution of Guider algorithm, including migration interval \( M_i \) (how many times does the population iterate and exchange information), migration number \( M_n \) (the number of individuals in the immigrating subpopulation \( P^{g, im}_i \) is replaced by the number of individuals in the emigrating subpopulation \( P^{g, em}_i \) ), migration direction (migration topological direction), the selection of migration individual and the selection of replacement individual. A distributed population structure is shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. The schematic diagram of distributed population structure in DAOSNPS](image)

In Fig. 3, \( subpopulation_i \) represents the \( i \)th subpopulation, \( i = 1, \ldots, m \). \( ESNP_S \) represents the \( i \)th individual in each subpopulation, \( i = 1, \ldots, n \). The two variables, \( m \) and \( n \), represent the number of subpopulations and the number of individuals in each subpopulation, respectively. \( ESNP_{SM} \) and \( ESNP_{SR} \) are the migration individual in \( P^{g, em}_i \) and the replacement individual in \( P^{g, im}_i \).
The details of information exchange are as follows:

(1) Initialization parameters: in most distributed evolutionary algorithms [48, 49], information exchange is usually performed after certain number of iterations. The migration number is a single individual, and the migration topology is a ring topology. The selection of the migration individual is as follows:

(a) A candidate set $S_{g, \text{em}}$ is constructed according to the average fitness value of individuals in $P_{g, \text{em}}$. The rule of construction is defined as:

$$S_{g, \text{em}} = \{ ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^i | ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^i \in P_{g, \text{em}} \text{ and } f(ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^i) \geq f_g, \text{em} \},$$  

where $ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^i$ is the $i$th individual of the $g$th generation in $P_{g, \text{em}}$, $i = 1, \ldots, n$. $f(ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^i)$ is the fitness value of the $i$th individual of the $g$th generation in $P_{g, \text{em}}$. $f_g, \text{em}$ is the average fitness value of the $g$th generation of $P_{g, \text{em}}$. If $f(ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^i)$ is greater than or equal to $f_g, \text{em}$, $ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^i$ is selected as one of elements in $S_{g, \text{em}}$, otherwise, $ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^i$ is not selected as one of elements in $S_{g, \text{em}}$.

(b) According to the diversity contribution of candidate individuals to the immigrating subpopulation, the migration individual is selected from $S_{g, \text{em}}$. The rule of selection is

$$ESNPS_{M}^{g, \text{em}} = \arg\max_{ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^i \in S_{g, \text{em}}} \| ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^i - ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^{\text{ave}} \|,$$

where $\| \|$ is the Euclidean distance. $ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^i$ represents an individual from $S_{g, \text{em}}$. $ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^{\text{ave}}$ is the average distance of $P_{g, \text{im}}$. If the Euclidean distance between $ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^i$ and $ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^{\text{ave}}$ is the greatest, $ESNPS_{g, \text{em}}^i$ is considered as $ESNPS_{M}^{g, \text{em}}$. Specially, when multiple individuals have the same maximum distance, one is randomly selected as $ESNPS_{M}^{g, \text{em}}$.

(3) Replacement individual: the selection of replacement individual also meets the conditions of the fitness value and diversity. The details are as follows:

(a) The Euclidean distance, diversity information, is calculated between pairs in $P_{g, \text{im}}$. The matrix of the Euclidean distance $D_{g, \text{im}}$ is constructed as

$$D_{g, \text{im}} = \begin{pmatrix}
\| ESNPS_{1, \text{im}}^i - ESNPS_{2, \text{im}}^i \| & \ldots & \| ESNPS_{1, \text{im}}^i - ESNPS_{n, \text{im}}^i \| \\
0 & \ldots & \| ESNPS_{2, \text{im}}^i - ESNPS_{n, \text{im}}^i \| \\
0 & \ldots & \| ESNPS_{3, \text{im}}^i - ESNPS_{n, \text{im}}^i \| \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
0 & \ldots & 0
\end{pmatrix},$$

where $ESNPS_{i, \text{im}}^j$ represents the $i$th individual in $P_{g, \text{im}}$, $i = 1, \ldots, n$. Because the diversity matrix constructed is symmetric, the lower triangle is set to 0. Two individuals ($ESNPS_{1, \text{im}}^i$ and $ESNPS_{2, \text{im}}^j$) with minimum similarity (minimum Euclidean distance) are selected from $D_{g, \text{im}}$ as candidate replacement individuals. In particular, if there are multiple pairs of individuals with minimum similarity, a pair of individuals is randomly selected as candidate replacement individuals.
The replacement individual is selected from candidate replacement individuals. The selected rule is

\[ ESNP_{g,im}^R = \begin{cases} 
ESNPS_{g,im}^{r_1}, & \text{if } f(ESNPS_{g,im}^{r_1}) \geq f(ESNPS_{g,im}^{r_2}) \\
ESNPS_{g,im}^{r_2}, & \text{if } f(ESNPS_{g,im}^{r_1}) < f(ESNPS_{g,im}^{r_2}) 
\end{cases}, \]  

(6)

where \( f(ESNPS_{g,im}^{r_1}) \) and \( f(ESNPS_{g,im}^{r_2}) \) are the fitness values of \( ESNP_{g,im}^{r_1} \) and \( ESNP_{g,im}^{r_2} \), respectively. If \( f(ESNPS_{g,im}^{r_1}) \) is greater than or equal to \( f(ESNPS_{g,im}^{r_2}) \), \( ESNPS_{g,im}^{r_1} \) is selected as \( ESNP_{g,im}^R \), otherwise, \( ESNP_{g,im}^{r_2} \) is selected as \( ESNP_{g,im}^{r_2} \).

(4) Information exchange: from the first subpopulation to the \( m \)th subpopulation, information exchange is completed in the order of (1)-(3).

Compared with the centralized structure of OSNPS and AOSNPS, the distributed population structure of DAOSNPS has two differences as follows.

(1) The centralized structure has only one best solution searched, and other individuals learn from the best individual searched, while the distributed population structure has multiple best individuals searched in multiple subpopulations, and other individuals in each subpopulation learn from the best individual of the subpopulation.

(2) Each subpopulation evolves independently and multidirectionally without any influence among subpopulations. When a certain number of iterations is reached, it will perform information exchange. However, all individuals are learning at the same direction in OSNPS and AOSNPS.

### 3.2 Adaptive Learning Rate

The learning rate is the step size of probability adjustment for the elements \( p_{ij}^1 \) of the probability matrix \( P_R \). In OSNPS, the update rule of the current probability is defined as

\[ p_{ij}^1 = p_{ij}^1 + \Delta \]  

(7)

\[ p_{ij}^1 = p_{ij}^1 - \Delta \]  

(8)

with \( 1 \leq i \leq H \) and \( 1 \leq i \leq m \) in [46]. \( \Delta \) is a random number between 0.005 and 0.02. The term \( p_{ij}^1 \) is the selection probability of rule \( r_{ij}^1 \). If desired probability corresponding to the current binary bit in binary matrix \( B_R \) is 1, the update rule of the current probability is (7), otherwise, the update rule of the current probability is (8). In AOSNPS, the update rule of the current probability is defined as

\[ p_{ij}^1 = p_{ij}^1 + \Delta \alpha_{ij} = p_{ij}^1 + \frac{1 - p_{ij}^1}{2} = 0.5 + 0.5p_{ij}^1 \]  

(9)

\[ p_{ij}^1 = p_{ij}^1 + \Delta \alpha_{ij} = p_{ij}^1 + \frac{0 - p_{ij}^1}{2} = 0.5p_{ij}^1 \]  

(10)
with \( 1 \leq i \leq H \) and \( 1 \leq i \leq m \) in [47]. The term \( p_{1ij}^1 \) is the selection probability of rule \( r_{1ij}^1 \). \( \Delta_{a}^{ij} \) is an adaptive probability adjustment step size. If desired probability corresponding to the current binary bit in binary matrix \( \mathbf{B}_R \) is 1, the update rule of the current probability is shown in (9), otherwise, the update rule of the current probability is shown in (10).

This paper designs a new adaptive probability adjustment step size for each element \( p_{1ijk}^1 \) in \( \mathbf{P}_R \) in the \( i \)th subpopulation, \( i = 1, \ldots, m, j = 1, \ldots, n \) and \( k = 1, \ldots, l \). At each time unit, the update rule of the current probability is

\[
p_{1ijk}^1 = p_{1ijk}^1 + \Delta_{d}^{ijk} = p_{1ijk}^1 + w_{0ik}^1 \times (1 - p_{1ijk}^1),
\]

(11)

\[
p_{1ijk}^1 = p_{1ijk}^1 + \Delta_{d}^{ijk} = p_{1ijk}^1 + w_{1ik}^1 \times (0 - p_{1ijk}^1),
\]

(12)

where \( \Delta_{d}^{ijk} \) is an adaptive probability adjustment step size with \( 1 \leq i \leq m \), \( 1 \leq j \leq n \) and \( 1 \leq k \leq l \). \( w_{0ik}^1 \) and \( w_{1ik}^1 \) are the learning weights defined as

\[
w_{0ik}^1 = \frac{n_{0ik}^1 + n}{2n},
\]

(13)

\[
w_{1ik}^1 = \frac{n_{1ik}^1 + n}{2n}.
\]

(14)

In (13) and (14), \( n_{0ik}^1 \) and \( n_{1ik}^1 \) refer to the number of 1 and 0 in the \( k \)th column of matrix \( \mathbf{B}_R \) in the \( i \)th subpopulation, respectively. \( m \) and \( n \) represent the number of subpopulations and the number of individuals in the independent subpopulation, respectively. If the desired probability corresponding to the current binary bit in binary matrix \( \mathbf{B}_R \) is 1 and the proportion of alleles with 0 (the learning weight \( w_{0ik}^1 \)) in the \( i \)th subpopulation, the update rule of the current probability is shown in (11). If the desired probability corresponding to the current binary bit in binary matrix \( \mathbf{B}_R \) is 0 and the proportion of alleles with 1 (the learning weight \( w_{1ik}^1 \)) in the \( i \)th subpopulation, the update rule of the current probability is shown in (12).

Compared with \( \Delta \) of OSNPS in [46] and \( \Delta_{a}^{ij} \) of AOSNPS in [47], the new adaptive probability adjustment step size \( \Delta_{d}^{ijk} \) has the following features.

1. \( \Delta_{d}^{ijk} \) depends not only on the distance between the current probability value and 0/1, but also on the number of alleles with 1/0. If the expected probability value is 1 and the proportion of alleles with 1 is small, the step that the current probability value \( p_{1ijk}^1 \) should be close to 1 is relatively large. If the expected probability value is 1 and the proportion of alleles with 1 is high, the step that the current probability value \( p_{1ijk}^1 \) should be close to 1 is relatively small.

2. DAOSNPS has a small learning step size than AOSNPS when it is close to the desired probability value. For example, if the desired probability value, the current probability value and the proportion of alleles with 0 are 1, 0.9 and 0.2, respectively, \( \Delta_{d}^{ijk} \) and \( \Delta_{a}^{ij} \) are 0.02 and 0.05 respectively.
3.3 The Guider Algorithm of DAOSNPS

Based on distributed population structure and adaptive learning rate, a novel Guider algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. To clearly illustrate the Guider algorithm, we explain the details step by step as follows:

Step 1: Set initial parameters including spike train $T_s$, probability $p^0_j$, mutation probability $p_m$, the number of ESNPS $H$ and the current best solution $x = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m)$ of length $l$, the number of subpopulations $m$, the number of individuals in each subpopulation $n$, the length of problems $l$, migration interval $M_i$, migration number $M_n$. Rearrange $T_s$ as matrix $P_R$. $B_R$ is generated by probability matrix $P_R$. Initialize $gen$, $p_m$, $M_i$, $M_n$ and then calculate the initialized fitness value $G_{ij}(0)$ and the initialized diversity value $P_{p_m}(0)$.

Step 2: The initial population is divided into $m$ subpopulations ($P_R$ and $B_R$ are divided into $m$ submatrices according to the subpopulations), each of which includes $n$ individuals.

Step 3: If the parameter $gen$ is greater than $maxgen$, i.e., $gen \geq maxgen$, the algorithm goes to Step 21.

Step 4: The number of iterations increases one, i.e., $gen = gen + 1$.

Step 5: Assign the subpopulation indicator the initial value $i = 1$.

Step 6: If the subpopulation indicator is greater than its maximum $m$, i.e., $i > m$, the algorithm goes to Step 16.

Step 7: Assign the row indicator the initial value $j = 1$.

Step 8: If the row indicator is greater than its maximum $n$, i.e., $j > n$, the algorithm goes to Step 15.

Step 9: Assign the column indicator the initial value $k = 1$.

Step 10: If the column indicator is greater than its maximum $l$, i.e., $k > l$, the algorithm goes to Step 14.

Step 11: If a random number $rand$ is less than the prescribed learning probability $p^0_j$, the algorithm performs the following two steps, otherwise, it goes to Step 12.

(i) Choose two distinct chromosomes $c_1$ and $c_2$ that differ from the $i$th individual among the $n$ chromosomes, i.e., $c_1 \neq c_2 \neq i$. If $f(x^{c_1}) > f(x^{c_2})$ ($f(\cdot)$ is an evaluation function to an optimization problem; $x^{c_1}$ and $x^{c_2}$ denote the $c_1$th and $c_2$th chromosomes, respectively), i.e., the $c_1$th chromosome is better than the $c_2$th one in terms of their fitness values (here we consider a maximization problem), the current individual learns from the $c_1$th chromosome, i.e., $x_j = x_j^{c_1}$, otherwise, the current individual learns from the $k_2$th chromosome, i.e., $x_j = x_j^{c_2}$, where $x_j$, $x_j^{c_1}$ and $x_j^{c_2}$ are an intermediate variable, the $j$th bits of the $c_1$th and $c_2$th chromosomes, respectively.

(ii) If $x_j = 1$, we increase the current rule probability $p_{ijk}^1$ to $p_{ijk}^1 + w_{ik}^0 \times (1 - p_{ijk}^1)$, otherwise, we decrease $p_{ijk}^1$ to $p_{ijk}^1 + w_{ik}^1 \times (0 - p_{ijk}^1)$.

Step 12: If $b_j^{max} = 1$, the current rule probability $p_{ijk}^1$ is increased to $p_{ijk}^1 + w_{ik}^0 \times (1 - p_{ijk}^1)$, otherwise, $p_{ijk}^1$ is decreased to $p_{ijk}^1 + w_{ik}^1 \times (0 - p_{ijk}^1)$, where $b_j^{max}$ is the $j$th bit of the best chromosome found.

Step 13: The column indicator $k$ increases 1 and the algorithm goes to Step 10.
Algorithm 1 The new Guider algorithm of DAOSNPS

**Input:** $T_s, p^a_j, P^m_j, m, n, M_i, M_n.$

1. Rearrange $T_s$ as matrix $P_R$. $B_R$ is generated by $P_R$, initialize the parameters.
2. The initial population is divided into $m$ subpopulations
3. **while** ($gen \leq maxgen$) **do**
4. \hspace{0.5cm} $gen = gen + 1$
5. \hspace{0.5cm} **for** $i = 1$ **to** $m$ **do**
6. \hspace{1cm} **for** $j = 1$ **to** $n$ **do**
7. \hspace{1.5cm} **for** $k = 1$ **to** $l$ **do**
8. \hspace{2cm} if ($rand() < p^a_j$) then
9. \hspace{2.5cm} $c_1, c_2 = \text{ceil}(rand * n), c_1 \neq c_2 \neq i$
10. \hspace{2cm} if ($f(x^{c_1}) > f(x^{c_2})$) then
11. \hspace{2.5cm} $x_j = x_j^{c_1}$
12. \hspace{2cm} else
13. \hspace{2.5cm} $x_j = x_j^{c_2}$
14. \hspace{2cm} end if
15. \hspace{2cm} end if
16. \hspace{2cm} if ($x_j == 1$) then
17. \hspace{2.5cm} $p^1_{ijk} = p^1_{ijk} + w^0_{ik} \times (1 - p^1_{ijk})$ \{adaptive learning\}
18. \hspace{2.5cm} else
19. \hspace{2.5cm} $p^1_{ijk} = p^1_{ijk} + w^1_{ik} \times (0 - p^1_{ijk})$ \{adaptive learning\}
20. \hspace{2cm} end if
21. \hspace{2cm} else
22. \hspace{2.5cm} if ($x_j^{\text{max}} == 1$) then
23. \hspace{2.5cm} $p^1_{ijk} = p^1_{ijk} + w^0_{ik} \times (1 - p^1_{ijk})$ \{adaptive learning\}
24. \hspace{2.5cm} else
25. \hspace{2.5cm} $p^1_{ijk} = p^1_{ijk} + w^1_{ik} \times (0 - p^1_{ijk})$ \{adaptive learning\}
26. \hspace{2cm} end if
27. \hspace{2cm} end if
28. \hspace{2cm} end for
29. \hspace{1cm} end for
30. {information exchange}
31. \hspace{0.5cm} if ($mod(gen, C_i) == 0$) then
32. \hspace{1cm} **for** $i = 1$ **to** $m$ **do**
33. \hspace{2cm} The candidate migrant individuals set is constructed by (3).
34. \hspace{2cm} $ESNPS_{EM}^{g,em}$ is selected from $S_{EM}^{g,em}$ by (4).
35. \hspace{2cm} The matrix of the Euclidean distance $D^{g,im}$ is constructed by (5).
36. \hspace{2cm} Two individuals with minimum similarity are selected from $D^{g,im}$.
37. \hspace{2cm} $ESNPS_{EM}^{g,im}$ is selected from $ESNPS_{EM}^{g,em}$ and $ESNPS_{EM}^{g,em}$ by (6).
38. \hspace{2cm} $ESNPS_{EM}^{g,im}$ is replaced by $ESNPS_{EM}^{g,em}$.
39. \hspace{1cm} end for
40. \hspace{0.5cm} end if
41. \hspace{0.5cm} if Meet the condition of mutation in AOSNPS [47] then
42. \hspace{1cm} Adaptive mutation is the same as AOSNPS [47].
43. \hspace{1cm} end if
44. \hspace{0.5cm} end while

**Output:** Rule probability matrix $P_R$
Step 14: The row indicator $j$ increases 1 and the algorithm goes to Step 8.

Step 15: The subpopulation indicator $i$ increases 1 and the algorithm goes to Step 6.

Step 16: If $\text{gen}$ is an integral multiple of $C_i$, i.e., $\text{mod}(\text{gen},C_i) \neq 0$, the algorithm goes to Step 17, otherwise, the algorithm goes to Step 19.

Step 17: Assign the subpopulation indicator the initial value $i = 1$.

Step 18: If the subpopulation indicator is greater than its maximum $m$, i.e., $i > m$, the algorithm performs the following several steps, otherwise, the algorithm goes to Step 19.

1. According to (3) in $P^{\text{g,em}}$, the candidate migration individuals set is constructed.
2. According to (4), the migration individual $\text{ESNP}S^{\text{g,em}}_M$ is selected from $S^{\text{g,em}}$.
3. According to (5) in $P^{\text{g,r}}$, the matrix of the Euclidean distance $D^{\text{g,r}}$ is constructed.
4. Two individuals ($\text{ESNP}S^{\text{g,im}}_{r_1}$ and $\text{ESNP}S^{\text{g,im}}_{r_2}$) with minimum similarity are selected from $D^{\text{g,im}}$.
5. Two individuals ($\text{ESNP}S^{\text{g,im}}_{r_1}$ and $\text{ESNP}S^{\text{g,im}}_{r_2}$) with minimum similarity are selected from $D^{\text{g,im}}$.
6. According to (6), the replacement individual $\text{ESNP}S^{\text{g,im}}_R$ is selected from $\text{ESNP}S^{\text{g,im}}_{r_1}$ and $\text{ESNP}S^{\text{g,im}}_{r_2}$. The replacement individual $\text{ESNP}S^{\text{g,im}}_R$ is replaced by migration individual $\text{ESNP}S^{\text{g,em}}_M$.

Step 19: The subpopulation indicator $i$ increases 1 and the algorithm goes to Step 18.

Step 20: If algorithm meets mutation conditions in Subsection 3.2 in [47], performs the following several steps, otherwise, the algorithm goes to Step 3.

(i) Assign the subpopulation indicator the initial value $i = 1$.
(ii) If the subpopulation indicator is greater than its maximum $m$, i.e., $i > m$, the algorithm goes to Step 3.
(iii) Assign the row indicator the initial value $j = 1$.
(iv) If the row indicator is greater than its maximum $n$, i.e., $j > n$, the algorithm goes to (x) in Step 20.
(v) Assign the column indicator the initial value $k = 1$.
(vi) If the column indicator is greater than its maximum $l$, i.e., $k > l$, the algorithm goes to (ix) in Step 20.
(vii) If a random number rand is less than the prescribed mutation probabilities $P^m_j$, i.e., $\text{rand1}() < P^m_j$, let $p^{\text{ijk}} = \text{rand2}()$, where, $\text{rand1}()$ and $\text{rand2}()$ are random numbers [47].
(viii) The column indicator $k$ increases 1 and the algorithm goes to (vi) in Step 20.
(ix) The row indicator $j$ increases 1 and the algorithm goes to (iv) in Step 20.
(x) The subpopulation indicator $i$ increases 1 and the algorithm goes to (ii) in Step 20.

Step 21: The algorithm outputs the modified rule probability matrix $P_R$ to adjust each probability value of each evolution rule inside each of neurons 1, . . . , $l$ in each ESNPS.
4 Experimental Results

To verify the effectiveness of distributed population structure and adaptive learning rate of the proposed P system, we test DAOSNPS against other evolutionary algorithms on the 0/1 knapsack problem. The 0/1 knapsack problem is described in Subsection 4.1. Statistical analysis and diversity analysis of experimental results are made in Subsection 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.

4.1 The 0/1 Knapsack Problem

The 0/1 knapsack problem, a well-known NP-complete combinatorial optimization problem, is used to investigate the performance of DAOSNPS. It can be described as: given a group of items, each item with its own weight and price, and a knapsack with limited capacity, the problem consists of selecting the items to make the total price of the knapsack as high as possible without violating its maximum capacity [50]. Moreover, the 0/1 knapsack problem is to select a subset from the given number of items so as to maximize the profit.

\[
f(x) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} p_j x_j, \quad (15)
\]

subject to

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{m} \omega_j x_j \leq C, \quad (16)
\]

where \(x = (x_1, x_2, ..., x_m)\) is item set (if the item is selected, \(x_j = 1\). Otherwise, \(x_j = 0\)), \(p_j\) and \(\omega_j\) are price and weight of the \(j^{th}\) item, respectively. \(C\) is the capacity of the knapsack.

This study uses strongly correlated sets of unsorted data [41,51,52], i.e., 1) the weights \(\omega_i\) are sampled from the interval \([1, \Omega]\), where \(\Omega\) is the upper bound of \(\omega_i\) for \(i = 1, \ldots, K\); 2) \(p_i = \omega_i + \frac{1}{2} \Omega\); 3) the average knapsack capacity \(C\) is applied:

\[
C = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{K} \omega_i. \quad (17)
\]

4.2 Statistical Analysis of Experiment results

In this subsection, a DAOSNPS consisting of \(H = 50\) ESNPS, each of which has a certain number of neurons such as 1002 for the knapsack problem with 1000 items, is used to solve 10 knapsack problems with respective 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 8000, 9000 and 10000 items. All experiments are implemented on the platform MATLAB and on a work station with Intel i7 2.93 GHz processor, 32GB RAM and Windows 10.

In DAOSNPS, learning probability \(p_a^n\) is set randomly in the range of \((0.05, 0.2)\). Population size is set to 50 (\(H = 50\)), which is the same as OSNPS and AOSNPS.
The mutation probability $p_m$ and the consecutive maximum generations of consistance are 0.01 and 500, respectively. The number of subpopulations $m$ and the number of individuals $n$ in each subpopulation are set to 5 and 10, respectively. Migration interval $M_i$ and migration number $M_m$ are set to 100 and 1, respectively.

In order to compare with the performance of the Genetic Quantum algorithm (GQA) [53], Novel Quantum Evolutionary algorithm (NQEA) [54], OSNPS [46] and AOSNPS [47], each algorithm in this paper has been run for 30 independent runs.

Table 1. Mean values and standard deviations of knapsack problems gained by five algorithms and Wilcoxon rank sum test results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>item</th>
<th>GQA</th>
<th>NQEA</th>
<th>OSNPS</th>
<th>AOSNPS</th>
<th>DAOSNPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>26340.617</td>
<td>162.941</td>
<td>29273.757</td>
<td>131.036</td>
<td>29225.319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>52908.434</td>
<td>208.761</td>
<td>58515.548</td>
<td>535.740</td>
<td>58561.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>103801.413</td>
<td>422.955</td>
<td>113690.579</td>
<td>666.608</td>
<td>109458.886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>131224.181</td>
<td>342.227</td>
<td>142077.755</td>
<td>713.820</td>
<td>137927.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6000</td>
<td>157119.187</td>
<td>415.339</td>
<td>169516.775</td>
<td>577.702</td>
<td>164764.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7000</td>
<td>182669.798</td>
<td>322.213</td>
<td>223674.462</td>
<td>953.050</td>
<td>217577.959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000</td>
<td>208561.466</td>
<td>570.136</td>
<td>249931.187</td>
<td>322.213</td>
<td>224397.677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9000</td>
<td>233945.639</td>
<td>440.894</td>
<td>276933.178</td>
<td>1159.924</td>
<td>260663.831</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1, the performance of the algorithms is mainly represented by two calculation indicators (the mean value $\mu$ and the standard deviation $\sigma$ of the knapsack costs $f(x)$) of 30 independent runs. The larger the $\mu$ is, the stronger the ability to find the optimal fitness value is. The standard deviation $\sigma$ indicates the stability of the algorithm to find the optimal value (The smaller the standard deviation is, the more stable the algorithm is). In addition, the statistical analysis of experimental results has been done by the Wilcoxon rank sum test [55], where "+", "-" and "=" represent that DAOSNPS achieves better performance, worse performance and no difference than other algorithms, respectively.

Experiment results in Table 1 show that DAOSNPS can get better fitness values than other algorithms on ten instances. Furthermore, DAOSNPS has better stability than other algorithms (DAOSNPS is closer to the actual optimal fitness value than other algorithms). As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, to further explain the changes of average fitness values and standard deviations, we compare DAOSNPS with GQA, NQEA, OSNPS and AOSNPS, respectively, and calculate the improvement percentage in terms of average fitness values and standard deviations. In Fig. 4, the average fitness values of DAOSNPS in different numbers of items is better than other algorithms, especially for GQA, which shows that DAOSNPS has stronger ability to search the optimal value than GQA, NQEA, OSNPS and AOSNPS. Except for GQA, DAOSNPS has less standard deviations than the other three algorithms shown in Fig. 5, which indicates that DAOSNPS has better stability than NEQA, OSNPS and AOSNPS.
To strengthen the statistical analysis of experimental results, we perform the Holm-Bonferroni [56] for the five algorithms ($N_A = 5$) and ten problem instances ($N_p = 10$). The rank $R_k$ ($k = 1, \ldots, N_A$) assigned by each problem instance has been calculated (the score of the best algorithm is $N_A = 5$, the score of the second best algorithm is $N_A - 1$, ..., the worst algorithm is $N_A - 4$). The rank $R_k$ of each algorithm is the average value of all the problem instances. $R_0$ indicates the ranking of DAOSNPS. For the remaining $N_A - 1$ algorithms, the score $z_k$ is calculated as follows:

$$z_k = \frac{R_k - R_0}{\sqrt{\frac{N_A(N_A+1)}{6N_p}}}.$$  \hfill (18)
By means of the $z_k$ values, the corresponding cumulative normal distribution values $p_k$ is

$$p_k = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_{-\frac{z_k}{\sqrt{2}}}^{\infty} e^{-t^2} \, dt.$$  (19)

In this case, the level of confidence $\delta$ is set to 0.05. $\delta/k$ is used to compared with $p_k$. If $p_k$ is greater than $\delta/k$, the null-hypothesis is "Rejected" (the algorithms have statistically different performance), otherwise, the null-hypothesis is "Accepted". The Holm-Bonferroni procedure in Table 2 displays DAOSNPS has the best ranking over the other algorithms. In conclusion, DAOSNPS significantly outperforms NQEA, OSNPS and GQA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>$R_k$</th>
<th>$z_k$</th>
<th>$p_k$</th>
<th>$\delta/k$</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AOSNPS</td>
<td>3.9e+00</td>
<td>-1.5556e+00</td>
<td>1.0617e-01</td>
<td>5.00e-02</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NQEA</td>
<td>3.1e+00</td>
<td>-2.6870e+00</td>
<td>6.3893e-03</td>
<td>2.50e-02</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSNPS</td>
<td>2.0e+00</td>
<td>-4.2426e+00</td>
<td>1.9577e-05</td>
<td>1.67e-02</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GQA</td>
<td>1.0e+00</td>
<td>-5.6569e+00</td>
<td>1.3663e-08</td>
<td>1.25e-02</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Diversity Analysis of DAOSNPS, AOSNPS and OSNPS

The performance of the algorithm depends not only on the optimization results, but also on the diversity trend. Keeping good population diversity is helpful to enhance the exploration ability of the algorithm. In this subsection, we run OSNPS, AOSNPS and DAOSNPS to solve the knapsack problem with 5000 items. OSNPS, AOSNPS and DAOSNPS consist of $H = 50$ ESNPS, each of which has 5002 neurons (the number of subpopulations $m$, the number of neurons in each individual $l$ and the number of individuals $n$ in each subpopulation are set to 5, 5000 and 10, respectively).

In OSNPS, the learning probability $p^a_j$ and the learning probability $\Delta_j$ are set randomly in the range of [0.05, 0.2] and [0.005, 0.02] as suggested in [46]. In AOSNPS, the learning probability $p^a_j$ is the same as OSNPS, the mutation probability $p^m_j$ and the consecutive maximum generations of consistance are 0.01 and 500 as suggested in [47], respectively. In DAOSNPS, the learning probability $p^a_j$, the mutation probability $p^m_j$ and the consecutive maximum generations of consistance are the same value in [47], and migration interval $M_t$ and migration number $M_n$ are set 100 and 1, respectively. Hence, in this subsection, the performance of DAOSNPS compared with AOSNPS and OSNPS is analyzed from diversity ($D_{qbw}$, $D_{qa}$, $D_{hbw}$ and $D_{hm}$) and convergence ($G_{bf}$) based on the above parameters.

The analysis involves the following five indicators from [57].

1. $G_{bf}$: global optimal fitness convergence trend. A larger value of $G_{bf}$ gives a better solution regard to a maximization optimization problem.

$$G_{bf} = \max \{ f_i(x), i = 1, \ldots, n \},$$  (20)

where $f_i(x)$ represents $i$th fitness function, $n$ is the number of fitness function.
(2) $D_{qbw}$: binary distance between the best and worst binary individuals in a population. A larger value of $D_{qbw}$ gives a hint of larger distance between the best and worst binary individuals.

$$D_{qbw} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \left| |b_{bj}|^2 - |b_{wj}|^2 \right|,$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

where $|b_{bj}|^2$ is binary value of the $j$th bit in the best binary individual; $|b_{wj}|^2$ is binary value of the $j$th bit in the worst binary individual; $m$ is the number of bits in a binary individual.

(3) $D_{qa}$: average binary distance of all binary individuals in a population. A larger value of $D_{qa}$ suggests a larger distance between each pair of binary individuals in a population.

$$D_{qa} = \frac{2}{n(n-1)} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=i+1}^{n} \left\{ \frac{1}{m} \sum_{k=1}^{m} (b_{ik} |^2 - |b_{jk}|^2) \right\},$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

where $|b_{ik}|^2$ and $|b_{jk}|^2$ are binary values of the $k$th bit in the $i$th and $j$th binary individuals, respectively; $m$ is the number of bits in a binary individual; $n$ is the number of individuals in a population.

(4) $D_{hbw}$: Hamming distance between the best and worst binary individuals in a population. A larger value of $D_{hbw}$ indicates more varieties between the best and worst binary individuals.

$$D_{hbw} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} (b_{bi} \oplus b_{wi}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

where $b_{bi}$ and $b_{wi}$ are the $i$th bits in the best and worst binary solutions, respectively; $m$ is the number of bits in a binary solution; the symbol $\oplus$ represents the OR operator.

(5) $D_{hm}$: average Hamming distance of all binary individuals in a population. A larger value of $D_{hm}$ indicates more varieties between each pair of binary individuals in a population.

$$D_{hm} = \frac{2}{n(n-1)} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=i+1}^{n} \frac{1}{m} \sum_{k=1}^{m} (b_{ik} \oplus b_{jk}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

where $b_{ik}$ and $b_{jk}$ are the $k$th bits in the $i$th and $j$th binary solutions, respectively; $m$ is the number of bits in a binary solution; $n$ is the number of individuals in a population; the symbol $\oplus$ represents OR operator.

The trends of these five metrics in Figs. 6 - 10 are described for $m = 5000$ items for OSNPS, AOSNPS and DAOSNPS, respectively. OSNPS, AOSNPS and DAOSNPS have been run 12500 generations with the same early conditions, respectively. Fig. 6 displays that DAOSNPS have the better convergence ability than OSNPS and AOSNPS. The convergence speed of DAOSNPS is faster than OSNPS and AOSNPS in terms of the same number of generations. DAOSNPS not only has faster convergence speed, but also maintains better diversity shown in Figs. 7 - 10.
Fig. 6. Global best fitness convergence trend $G_{bf}$ of OSNPS, AOSNPS and DAOSNPS

Fig. 7. Binary distance between the best and worst binary individuals in a population $D_{qbw}$: OSNPS and AOSNPS vs DAOSNPS, respectively
Fig. 8. Average binary distance among all binary individuals in a population $D_{qa}$: OSNPS and AOSNPS vs DAOSNPS, respectively

Fig. 9. Hamming distance between the best and worst binary individuals $D_{bw}$: OSNPS and AOSNPS vs DAOSNPS, respectively

Fig. 10. Average Hamming distance $D_{hm}$: OSNPS and AOSNPS vs DAOSNPS, respectively
In summary, Figs. 6 - 10 show the following conclusions:

(1) DAOSNPS has better convergence speed than OSNPS and AOSNPS, because the new learning rate $\Delta d_{ijk}$ of DAOSNPS not only considers the best solutions searched, but also considers the population diversity. For example, in Fig. 6, when the number of generations is 12500, the best solutions of DAOSNPS, OSNPS and AOSNPS are 148068.149, 136309.146 and 141295.450, respectively.

(2) In Figs. 7 - 10, when the number of generations is less than or equal to 2000, the population diversity of OSNPS and AOSNPS decreases significantly (When the number of generations is 2000, $D_{qbw}$ and $D_{qa}$ in OSNPS reduce to 0.051 and 0.020, respectively, and $D_{qbw}$ and $D_{qa}$ in AOSNPS reduce to 0.079 and 0.053, respectively), while that of DAOSNPS decreases slowly (When the number of generations is 2000, $D_{qbw}$ and $D_{qa}$ in DAOSNPS reduce to 0.430 and 0.371, respectively), which indicates that the distributed population structure is helpful to maintain the population diversity.

(3) According to Figs. 6, 9 and 10, comparing with OSNPS and AOSNPS, DAOSNPS achieves a better balance between exploration and exploitation, which shows that DAOSNPS combining the distributed structure and the learning rate considering population diversity is competitive to the other two optimization approaches. For instance, in Fig. 6, when the number of generations is 12500, the values of $D_{hbw}$ in DAOSNPS, OSNPS and AOSNPS are 0.742, 0.594 and 0.643, respectively, and the values of $D_{hmn}$ in DAOSNPS, OSNPS and AOSNPS are 0.765, 0.618 and 0.670, respectively.

5 Conclusions

This paper proposes a distributed adaptive spiking neural P system, called DAOSNPS, for solving the combinatorial optimization problems. A Guider algorithm including a distributed population structure and a adaptive learning rate considering population diversity in DAOSNPS is designed to improve the search.

Experimental results demonstrate that DAOSNPS is a feasible optimization approach for obtaining the approximate solutions of combinatorial optimization problems. Experimental data analysis shows that the introduction of an adaptive learning rate and a distributed population structure is helpful to improve the convergence and population diversity. The further improvement of DAOSNPS against OSNPS and AOSNPS implies that the design of the Guider, learning rate and/or evolution process is a proper way to enhance the performance.
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Abstract. It is very difficult to improve the efficiency and accuracy of reducer lubrication since the limitation of traditional simulation method. In this paper, an optimization model with multiple parameters is first established to reflect the relationship between the churning loss and the optimized parameters of the Zero-backlash High Precision Roller Enveloping Reducer (ZHPRE). Then, an Optimization spiking neural P system (OSNPS) is applied to solve the multiple parameters optimization model. Finally, a simulation analysis (the semi-implicit moving particle method, MPS) is used to verify the correctness of the optimization results. Experimental results show that the multiple parameters optimization model and OSNPS are proved to be effective and accurate for solving the multiple parameters optimization problem of ZHPRE by MPS.

Keywords: Lubrication performance; high precision reducer; multi-parameter optimization; Optimization Spiking neural P system.

1 Introduction

The optimization of the designed parameters of the reducer is very important in the design and manufacture process. According to different requirements, the corresponding analysis method is adopted to get the optimal design parameter combination so as to improve the transmission performance of the reducer. The analysis methods can be divided into two categories: algorithm optimization [1,2,3,4,5] and simulation analysis [6,7,8,9,10]. For algorithm optimization, it is mainly to use the connection between the design goal and the design parameter to establish the corresponding objective function and the constraint

* Corresponding author.
range according to the actual demand, select the appropriate optimization algorithm, carry out the corresponding optimization analysis, and finally determine the required optimal parameters. Using the above algorithm can optimize and analyze multiple interconnected parameters fast. However, the accuracy of establishing the objective function is very important, which directly affects the reliability of the optimized parameters. For simulation optimization, it is mainly to use relevant simulation software to establish a corresponding simulation model, continuously analyze the optimized variables, and determine the best parameters. Compared with algorithm optimization, simulation analysis does not need to establish an objective function and it only needs to set corresponding boundary conditions for the working conditions, which improves the accuracy of the calculation results. However, the calculation efficiency is slightly insufficient in multiple parameter optimization. Due to these features, the two methods separately have many applications in the reducer’s structure optimization and lubrication optimization.

In structural optimization, taking the reducer of the tillage machine as the research object, the minimum center distance of the reducer as the target, and the contact fatigue strength, bending fatigue strength, and oil film thickness ratio of the gear as the constraint conditions, the optimized designed parameters were obtained by He HB [11] et al., which greatly optimized the size and weight of the reducer case. These optimization algorithms were also employed in mechanism optimization. For example, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and simulated annealing algorithms (SA) were used to conduct corresponding optimization analysis with the minimum weight of the reducer as the optimization objective [12]. After comparing the optimization results with the existing design, the algorithm can solve better design parameters. A two-phase evolutionary algorithm was adopted by Tudose L [13] et al. to comprehensively optimize the reducer’s service life and overall weight for the two-phase transmission reducer. Using the response surface methodology, which based on the tooth surface modification method, the contact stress and transmission error in the gear transmission process was optimized by Korta J A [14] et al.. It can be observed that the optimized gear transmission performance has been significantly improved than before. Genetic algorithms were applied by Daoudi K [15], who conducted the planetary gear reducer optimization analysis to obtain better-designed parameters with a lightweight, a small center distance, and high efficiency.

In lubrication optimization, a numerical analysis model of gear oil injection lubrication with different transmission modes was established by Dai Y [16,17] et al.. By analyzing the lubrication conditions under different nozzle arrangement modes with this model, Dai Y finally determined the optimal nozzle arrangement mode. The moving particle semi-implicit (MPS) method was used by Deng X Q [18] et al. to establish a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model for a worm gear reducer, analyzing the influence of different operating parameters, environmental parameters, and design parameters on the lubrication performance of the reducer. Meanwhile, Taguchi algorithm is used to carry
out corresponding optimization analysis [19] and the corresponding optimization design parameters are obtained. Based on the finite volume method (FVM), a reducer lubrication model was applied by Chen L Q [20] et al. to analyze the lubrication performance of the reducer under different lubricant volumes and gear speeds and use the response surface method to optimize it accordingly. By establishing a numerical analysis model for analyzing the influence of injection angle, position, and distance on lubrication performance, Wang Y Z [21] et al. determined a set of good injection lubrication parameters.

It can be seen from the above analysis that there are a large number of cases in the structure optimization of the reducer, using algorithms or simulation analysis methods to optimize the optimization target. In contrast, in the lubrication optimization of the reducer, most of them are based on one or two optimization goals, using the corresponding CFD simulation software to establish a simulation model for a large number of simulation analyses and optimization. For the distribution state of the internal lubrication oil constantly changes during the reducer operation, we have not found any relevant literature on the optimization and analysis of lubrication parameters of the reducer using the above algorithm. As a result, it is difficult to use a specific function (objective function) to describe the change of this lubricant behavior. If a specific objective function cannot be established, it is impossible to perform algorithm optimization analysis on the lubrication problem of the reducer. However, during the manufacture and use of the reducer, its lubrication performance is simultaneously affected by multiple parameters. Traditional CFD simulation analysis methods are challenging to perform high-efficiency analysis for multi-parameter problems. For this reason, it is very urgent and necessary to propose an effective analysis method for multi-parameter optimization of the lubrication performance.

Membrane computing, a branch of natural computing, is a computing model abstracted from the structure and the functioning of the biological cells, organs and colonies of bacteria [22,23,24]. Membrane computing was initiated at the end of 1998 by Gh. Păun. In 2003, membrane computing, called membrane systems or P systems, is listed by Thompson Institute for Science Information (ISI) as an emerging research of computer science. Currently, P systems are divided into three basic types depending on the membrane structure: cell-like P systems [25,26], tissue-like P systems [27,28,29] and neural-like P systems [30,31,32].

In recent years, the research on neural-like P systems mainly focused on spiking neural P systems (SNPS), which were introduced by Ionescu et al. in [33]. SNPS are a class of distributed and parallel computing devices which are inspired by the way neurons communicate by means of electrical impulses (spikes). Optimization spiking neural P system (OSNPS), is proposed by Zhang et al. in [34,35], is one of SNPS to solve optimization problems without the aid of evolutionary operators. An OSNPS includes a family of extended spiking neural P system (ESNPS) and a guider algorithm adjusting rule probabilities, where an ESNPS consists of the probabilistic selection of evolution rules and multiple output neurons. The proposed future work in [34] pointed out that
OSNPS can be used to solve various application problems, such as fault diagnosis of electric power systems and optimization of mechanical parameters. Therefore, this paper uses optimization of lubrication parameters of reducer based on OSNPS \[34,35\] combined with simulation analysis for churning losses during lubrication. This method shortens the analysis time as much as possible and improve the accuracy of the optimization results at the same time. It takes the churning power losses as the objective function and uses the parameters that affect the churning power losses as variables. Considering the influence of multi-variable coupling, the corresponding churning losses calculation model (the objective function) is constructed using dimensional analysis method. Finally, the OSNPS is used to efficiently optimize multiple parameters and use the relevant parameters obtained by the optimization algorithm to establish the corresponding CFD model. Using the relevant parameters obtained by the optimization algorithm to establish the corresponding CFD model simulation analysis verified the accuracy of the optimization results. It captured the corresponding lubricant flow field distribution, which effectively solves the multivariate analysis of the existing reducer lubrication optimization problem.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 takes the ZH-PRER as an example to establish the corresponding churning losses objective function and the constraint range of the parameters to be optimized; Section 3 constructs an optimization algorithm based on ROSNPS; Section 4 solves the corresponding optimization parameters and uses MPS to build a simulation analysis model to verify its accuracy, the distribution of lubricating flow field under optimal parameters is also discussed in this part; Section 5 is the conclusion.

2 The ZHREPR is Built for the Churning Losses Model

2.1 Traditional Single Gear Churning Losses Model

In a closed-type gear transmission, the churning loss of the reducer is simultaneously affected by the geometric parameters of the gear, the operating parameters during transmission and the relevant parameters of the lubricant oil \[24\]. The relationship between \(C_{ch}\) and its influence parameters is shown in (1).

\[
C_{ch} = f(m, D_P, b, v, \rho, h, V_0, g, \Omega),
\]

where, \(m\) is the gear module; \(D_P\) is the gear fractional round diameter; \(b\) is the gear tooth width; \(v\) is the oil motion viscosity; \(\rho\) is the oil density; \(h\) is the deep of the gear immersed in oil; \(V_0\) is the volume of the oil; \(g\) is gravity acceleration; \(\Omega\) is gear speed.

Further research on the churning losses of a single gear shows that: the churning power losses of a single gear can be equivalent to the churning power...
losses of a disc with the same diameter [36], the churning losses of the single
tooth is calculated by the dimensional analysis method [37] as follows:

\[
C_{ch} = \frac{\rho}{16} S_m \Omega^2 D_P^2 \left[ \psi_1 \left( \frac{m}{D_P} \right)^\psi_2 \left( \frac{b}{D_P} \right)^\psi_3 \left( \frac{h}{D_P} \right)^\psi_4 \left( \frac{V_0}{D_P} \right)^\psi_8 \left( \frac{\Omega}{D_P} \right)^\psi_9 \right],
\]

where, \(S_m\) is the area of the gear immersed in lubricating oil; \(\psi_1 - \psi_7\) are the
coefficients determined by the analysis of the experimental results; \(\Re = \frac{\Omega D_P^2}{2v}\) is
the Reynolds number; \(F_r = \frac{\Omega^2 D_P}{2g}\) is the Froude number.

The specific values of \(\psi_1 - \psi_7\) are shown in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\psi_1)</th>
<th>(\psi_2)</th>
<th>(\psi_3)</th>
<th>(\psi_4)</th>
<th>(\psi_5)</th>
<th>(\psi_6)</th>
<th>(\psi_7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medium-low speed</td>
<td>Re_c &lt; 6000</td>
<td>1.366</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High speed</td>
<td>Re_c &gt; 9000</td>
<td>3.644</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When \(Re_c < 6000\), it is medium-low speed. When \(Re_c > 9000\), it is high
speed. When \(6000 < Re_c < 9000\), the churning losses are determined by inter-
polation between the medium-low speed and high-speed calculation results, as
shown in 3.

\[
Re_c = \frac{\Omega D_P b}{2v}
\]

2.2 The ZHREPR Churning Losses Model

When the worm is in the upper position, only the worm gear is directly in-
volved in churning losses when the worm is on top of the worm gear in the
ZHREPR[27], and its working condition is similar to that of the single gear oil
mixing loss, so the calculation formula of the churning losses is similar to the
churning losses of the single gear. Compared with the churning losses of the
single gear, in the ZHREPR, the roller diameter \(D\) and the index circle diameter
of the worm gear \(d_2\) can be equivalent to the gear width \(b\) and the gear index
circle diameter \(D_p\), respectively. According to (2), (3) and Table 2, the churning
losses of ZHREPR is calculated as follows:

\[
C_{ch} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\rho}{16} S_m \Omega^2 D_p^2 \left[ 3.644 \left( \frac{D}{D_p} \right)^0.85 \left( \frac{V_0}{D_p} \right)^0.1 \left( \frac{\Omega D_p^2}{4v} \right)^{-0.35} \left( \frac{\Omega^2 d_2}{2g} \right)^{-0.88} \right] & Re_c < 6000 \\
\frac{\rho}{16} S_m \Omega^2 D_P^2 \left[ 1.366 \left( \frac{h}{D_P} \right)^0.45 \left( \frac{V_0}{D_P} \right)^0.1 \left( \frac{\Omega D_P^2}{4v} \right)^{-0.21} \left( \frac{\Omega^2 d_2}{2g} \right)^{-0.6} \right] & Re_c > 9000 
\end{cases}
\]
Because the gear width $D_p$ and the gear width $b$ are replaced by the index circle diameter of the worm gear $d_2$ and the roller diameter $D$, respectively, the corresponding $R_{ec}$ is expressed as follows:

$$R_{ec} = \frac{\Omega d_2 D}{2v}. \quad (5)$$

Fig. 1. Parameters of worm gear

In (4), the calculations of $S_m$ and $V_0$ are related to the design parameters of the worm gear and the cavity of the reducer. Fig. 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of the worm gear parameters, where $A$ is the center distance, $d_1$ denotes the reference diameter of the worm throat part, $d_{a2}$ represents the tip diameter, and $d_{f2}$ means the root diameter. As shown in the Fig. 1, the parameters have the following geometric relations:

$$\begin{align*}
    m & = \frac{d_2}{i} \\
    d_1 + d_2 & = 2A \\
    d_{a2} & = d_2 + 2h^*_a m \\
    d_{f2} & = d_2 - 2(h^*_f + c^*) m
\end{align*} \quad (6)$$

among them, $i$ is the transmission ratio, $h^*_a$ represents the addendum coefficient of the worm gear, which is usually 0.5, the root coefficient $h^*_f$ is usually 0.5, and the value of $c^*$ generally is 0.2.
Fig. 2 interprets the design parameters of the cavity of the reducer, where \( b \) is the width of the cavity, \( d_c \) represents the diameter, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) is the geometric angle required in the process of deriving \( S_m \) and \( V_0 \), respectively.

According to the parameters of the worm gear and the cavity of the reducer and the corresponding geometric calculations, the expressions of \( S_m \) and \( V_0 \) can be approximately solved, as shown in 7.

\[
\begin{align*}
S_m & \approx \frac{\beta bd f_2}{2} + 15\beta D (d_{a2} - d_{f2}) \\
V_0 & \approx \frac{bd^2}{8} (\alpha - \sin \alpha) - \frac{bd^2}{8} (\beta - \sin \beta) - \frac{15\beta D^2 (d_{a2} - d_{f2})}{8} \\
\alpha & = 2\arccos \frac{d_{a2} - 2h}{d_c} \\
\beta & = 2\arccos \frac{d_{a2} - 2h}{d_{f2}}
\end{align*}
\]  

For the immersion depth \( h \) of the worm gear, generally speaking, when the worm gear is placed under the state, the immersion depth requires at least one tooth height, and the highest depth does not exceed the central axis of the worm gear. From this, the range of values can be calculated through geometric relations:

\[
\frac{d_{a2} - d_{f2}}{2} \leq h \leq \frac{d_{a2}}{2}.
\]  

According to the using standard of worm gear lubricating oil, the range of lubricating oil kinematic viscosity \( \nu \) and the range of lubricating oil density \( \rho \) are 60 ~ 200 cst and 850 ~ 900 kg/m\(^3\), respectively. The speed \( \Omega \) is set to 10 ~
100 rpm (the speed of the worm gear $\Omega$ is usually slow due to the characteristics of the large transmission ratio).

For the values of other influencing parameters, it is necessary to give a more specific size of the reducer to determine. Therefore, according to the design parameters of the reducer in the literature [18], it is assumed that the center distance of the worm gear $A = 80\text{mm}$, the transmission ratio $i = 30$, and the required parameters are within a reasonable range of variation (the worm gear reference diameter $d_2$ is $118.5 \sim 138.5\text{mm}$, the roller diameter $D$ is $5 \sim 12\text{mm}$, the oil cavity diameter $d_c$ is $d_2 + 40 \sim 175\text{mm}$ and the oil cavity width $b$ is $D + 30 \sim 52.5\text{mm}$ to 52.5mm).

Taking the minimum value of the churning losses power function in (4) as the objective function and the variation range of the parameters to be optimized as the constraint function, the specific optimization process will be introduced in Section 3.

3 Optimization of Lubrication Parameters of Reducer Based on OSNPS

OSNPS in [34] is introduced to solve the objective function obtained above. Because the outputs of OSNPS are a binary spiking trains, binary spiking trains are converted to decimal parameters. Here, OSNPS is described in Subsection 3.1, and the optimal solution is proposed in Subsection 3.1.

3.1 Optimization Spiking Neural P Systems

The OSNPS is constructed from the probability selection matrix, pulse train, and multiple ESNPSs from multiple neurons. The structure of the specific ESNPS is shown in Fig. 3. And the OSNPS is composed of multiple parallel ESNPSs and Guider algorithm, as shown in Fig. 4.

An ESNPS [34], of degree $(m, 2)$, is a

$$\Pi = (O, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_{m+2}, \text{syn}, I_0),$$

where:

(1) $O = \{a\}$ is the singleton alphabet ($a$ is called spike);

(2) $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_{m+2}$ represent $m+2$ neurons. Its form is $\sigma_i = (1, R_i, P_i), 1 \leq i \leq m+2$.

   (a) 1 means that there is only one initial spike in the $\sigma_i, 1 \leq i \leq m+2$.

   (b) $R_i = \{r_1^i, r_2^i\}$ is a set of rules with the firing rule and the forgetting rule, where $r_1^i = \{a \rightarrow a\}$ is firing rule and $r_2^i = \{a \rightarrow \lambda\}$ is forgetting rule.

   (c) $P_i = \{p_1^i, p_2^i\}$ represents two probabilities, where the selection probabilities of $r_1^i$ and $r_2^i$ are $p_1^i$ and $p_2^i$, respectively, and satisfy $p_1^i + p_2^i = 1$.

(3) $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m$ are the $m$ working neurons, $1 \leq i \leq m+2$. Each neuron outputs 0 or 1 at each step.
(e) $\sigma_{m+1}$ and $\sigma_{m+2}$ are the two supply neurons. $\sigma_{m+1}$ and $\sigma_{m+2}$ supply spikes to other $m+1$ neurons other than themselves.

(3) $\text{syn}$ is the relationship of neurons $(\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m, \sigma_{m+1}$ and $\sigma_{m+2}, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m, \sigma_{m+2}$ and $\sigma_{m+1})$.

(4) $I_0 = \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}$ is a finite set of output neurons.

In [34], an ESNPS contains the subsystem consisting of neurons $\sigma_{m+1}$ and $\sigma_{m+2}$, which are supplier of spikes to neurons $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m$. $\sigma_{m+1}$ and $\sigma_{m+2}$ are the same neurons, each of which fires at each moment of time and sends a spike to each of neurons $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m$. Each of neurons $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m$ performs the firing rule $r_i^1$ by probability $p_i^1$ and the forgetting rule $r_i^2$ by probability $p_i^2$, $i = 1, \ldots, m$. Thus, this system outputs a spike train consisting of 0 and 1 at each time unit. The outputted spike train is controlled by adjusting the probabilities $p_1^1, \ldots, p_m^1$. Hence, an adjustment strategy to adjust probabilities $p_1^1, \ldots, p_m^1$ by introducing a family of ESNPS is presented in the following subsection.
Algorithm 1 The Guider algorithm of OSNPS [34].

Input: Spike train $T_s$, probabilities $p_{aj}$, learning rate $\Delta$, number of ESNPS $H$ and the current best solution $x = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m)$ of length $m$

1: Rearrange $T_s$ as matrix $P_R$
2: $i = 1$
3: while ($i \leq H$) do
4:     $j = 1$
5:     while ($j \leq m$) do
6:         if ($\text{rand}() < p_{aj}$) then
7:             $k_1, k_2 = \text{ceil} (\text{rand}() \ast H), k_1 \neq k_2 \neq i$ and correct $x_{k_1}$ and $x_{k_2}$
8:         if ($f(x^{k_1}) > f(x^{k_2})$) then
9:             $x_j = x_j^{k_1}$
10:         else
11:             $x_j = x_j^{k_2}$
12:         end if
13:     if ($x_j == 1$) then
14:         $p_{ij} = p_{ij} + \Delta$
15:     else
16:         $p_{ij} = p_{ij} - \Delta$
17:     end if
18:     else
19:         if ($x_j == 1$) then
20:             $p_{ij} = p_{ij} + \Delta$
21:         else
22:             $p_{ij} = p_{ij} - \Delta$
23:         end if
24:     end if
25:     if ($p_{ij} > 1$) then
26:         $p_{ij} = p_{ij} - \Delta$
27:     else
28:         if ($p_{ij} < 0$) then
29:             $p_{ij} = p_{ij} + \Delta$
30:         end if
31:     end if
32:     $j = j + 1$
33: end while
34: $i = i + 1$
35: end while

Output: Rule probability matrix $P_R$

The detailed execution process described by the pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 has been described in [34] and will not be repeated here. At the same time, the literature [34] also pointed out that the director can be revised to adapt to and solve different types of optimization problems. The output directory is a probability matrix $P_R = [p_{1ij}]_{H \times m}$, which is composed of $H$ ESNPS ignition...
probabilities to form a matrix of \( H \) rows and \( m \) columns, and its form is shown in (10).

\[
P_R = \begin{pmatrix} p_{11}^1 & p_{11}^2 & \cdots & p_{1m}^1 \\ p_{21}^1 & p_{22}^2 & \cdots & p_{2m}^1 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ p_{H1}^1 & p_{H2}^2 & \cdots & p_{Hm}^1 \end{pmatrix}.
\] (10)

### 3.2 Optimization of Lubrication Parameters of Reducer Based on OSNPS

In order to illustrate the process of OSNPS to the problem of parameters optimization of lubrication, the sketch map is depicted in Fig. 5.

- **Start**
- **Input data**
- **Building the churning losses function**
- **Parameters optimization of lubrication with OSNPS**
- **Stop condition?**
  - **N**
  - **Y**
  - **Output the Optimal parameters**

**Fig. 5.** The sketch map of parameters optimization based on OSNPS.

The optimization of lubrication parameters is addressed by means of the following step-by-step procedure.
Step 1: Input data. To start the method, parameters of OSNPS (the learning probability $p_{aj}$, the learning rate $\Delta$ and population size are set the range of ([0.005, 0.02]), the range of ([0.05, 0.2]) and 50 ($H = 50$)). The basic parameters of the churning losses function (the oil density $\rho$; the area of the gear immersed in lubricating oil $S_m$; the gear speed $\Omega$; the pitch circle diameter of worm gear $d_2$; the deep of the gear immersed in oil $h$; the volume of the oil $V_0$; the kinematic viscosity of lubricating oil $\nu$; the gravity acceleration $g$; the roller diameter $D$; the Reynolds number $Re_c$) are set as follows:

Step 2: Initialization parameters. According to Subsection 2.2, $S_m$ and $V_0$ are calculated by (7), and $Re_c$ is calculated by (5). The other parameters (the oil density $\rho$, the gear speed $\Omega$, the pitch circle diameter of worm gear $d_2$, the deep of the gear immersed in oil $h$, the kinematic viscosity of lubricating oil $\nu$ and the roller diameter $D$) are expressed in binary with different lengths according to the actual constraints.

Step 3: Building the fitness function. An objective function (the churning losses function) is established by initialization parameters, is shown in (4).

Step 4: Parameters optimization with OSNPS. Perform OSNPS to produce and update spike trains (including a series of parameters) to find the minimum value of (4).

Step 5: Stop condition. The optimization process is terminated when either reaching the maximum iterations or concluding that no better solution would appear in the following iterations.

Step 6: Output the Optimal parameters. The spike trains corresponding to the minimum value of (4) is outputted.

4 Optimization Results Analysis and Simulation Verification

In order to check the correctness of the objective function and OSNPS, OSNPS is used to optimize the parameters and calculates the corresponding churning losses. MPS is used to establish the corresponding CFD modeling according to optimized parameters to verify the accuracy of the objective function and OSNPS. Optimization results analysis and simulation verification are described in Subsection 4.1 and Subsection 4.2, respectively.

4.1 Optimization Results Analysis

In this subsection, an OSNPS (the learning probability $p_{aj}^j$ ($j = 1, 2, \ldots, m$) and the range of the learning rate $\Delta$ is [0.05,0.2], respectively) consisting of $H = 50$ ESNPS, each of which has a certain number of neurons such as 69 (the number of bits of $\rho$, $\Omega$, $d_2$, $h$, $\nu$ and $D$ are 14, 11, 9, 12, 12 and 9, respectively), is used to solve the optimal parameters corresponding to the minimum value $C_{ch}$ in 4. In other words, the framework of OSNPS is applied to solve the optimization problem, in which 69 neurons represent that each ESNPS contains 67 output neurons and two auxiliary neurons. Therefore, the overall framework is the same as Fig.3, except that the value of m is 67. All experiments are implemented...
on the platform Python and on a work station with Intel i7 2.93 GHz processor, 32GB RAM and Windows 10.

According to the actual constraints, the actual value range of each parameter is as follows:

1. \( \rho \): the range of the lubricating oil density \( \rho \) is \( 850 \sim 900 \text{kg/m}^3 \).
2. \( \Omega \): the range of the gear speed \( \Omega \) is \( 0 \sim 7000 \text{rpm} \).
3. \( d_2 \): the range of pitch circle diameter of worm gear \( d_2 \) is \( 118.5 \times 10^{-3} \sim 138.5 \times 10^{-3} \text{m} \).
4. \( h \): the range of the deep of the gear immersed in oil \( h \) is \( 7 \times 10^{-3} \sim 66.25 \times 10^{-3} \text{m} \).
5. \( v \): the range of the kinematic viscosity of lubricating oil \( v \) is \( 60 \times 10^{-6} \sim 200 \times 10^{-6} \text{m} \).
6. \( g \): the value of gravity acceleration \( g \) is \( 9.8 \text{m/s}^2 \).
7. \( D \): the range of the roller diameter \( D \) is \( 5 \times 10^{-3} \sim 12 \times 10^{-3} \text{m} \).

Fig. 6. The churning losses of the ZHPRER obtained by 20 independent optimizations.
Fig. 7. Trend variation of average value of churning power losses for 20 independent optimizations
Fig. 8. The curve between the average value of $\rho$, $\omega$, $d_2$, and $h$ and the number of iterations.

In Figs. 6-7, we use the optimization process in Subsection 3.2 to perform 20 independent optimizations and solve the objective function (4) under the actual constraints. Experimental results show that the method is feasible and effective for solving the problem of the churning loss of the ZHPRE. According to Fig. 6, the mean value and the standard deviation of the churning loss of the ZHPRE are $0.00074$ and $1.120 \times 10^{-5}$, respectively, which indicates that OSNPS for solving the problem of the churning loss of the ZHPRE is stable relatively. In Fig. 7, when the number of iteration is greater or equal to 500, OSNPS is starting to converge, which destrate that OSNPS for solving the problem of the churning loss of the ZHPRE is fast.

In order to illustrate furthermore the details of each parameter in the optimization process, Figs. 8-9 show that the curve between the average value of each parameter and the number of iterations. When the churning loss value is constant for 500 times, algorithm stop and output the parameter values. Each parameter is convergence (such as $\rho$ is constant before 3047, $\Omega$ is constant before 1581, $d_2$ is constant before 1946, $h$ is constant before 1936, $v$ is constant before...
1819 and $D$ is constant before 1896), which indicates that OSNPS is useful for the churning losses model in Subsection 2.2. The final optimization parameters are shown in Table 2.
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(a) The curve between the average value of $v$ and the number of iterations.  
(b) The curve between the average value of $D$ and the number of iterations.  
(c) The curve between the average value of $S_m$ and the number of iterations.  
(d) The curve between the average value of $V_0$ and the number of iterations.

**Fig. 9.** The curve between the average value of $v$, $D$, $S_m$, and $V_0$ and the number of iterations.

**Table 2.** Optimized parameters and churning losses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\rho$/kg/m$^3$</th>
<th>$v$/cst</th>
<th>$d_2$/m</th>
<th>$D$/m</th>
<th>$\Omega$/rpm</th>
<th>$h$/m</th>
<th>$S_m$/m$^2$</th>
<th>$V_0$/m$^3$</th>
<th>$C_{ch}$/w</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>850.7</td>
<td>$6.4 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.00515</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>0.00185</td>
<td>$5.8 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.00074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Simulation Verification

In order to verify the accuracy of the optimization results, a CFD model is established for verification and analysis. Because the tooth surface of the worm...
gear is a complex curved surface and the traditional mesh method is challenging to guarantee the accuracy of the mesh, so MPS method [39] of meshless and incompressible flow is used in this article. The accuracy of the analysis by using MPS method mainly depends on the quality of the model and the number of particles. All the simulations involved in this subsection is performed on professional graphics workstations (graphics card: NVIDIA Tesla K80, CPU: Intel 12-core 24-thread, max. RAM capacity: 32 GB).

The lubrication analysis of the ZHPRER using the MPS method has been thoroughly researched and verified [18,19,38]. Fig. 10 is the experimental setup for verification, and Fig. 11 compares the trajectory of oil splash between experimental and simulation analysis. It can be seen from the position of oil accumulation and the splash that the two have a good consistency, which shows the effectiveness of the simulation.

Since the size of the 3D model studied in this article is similar to the size of the model in the reference [18], the particle diameter in the simulation is set to 0.7mm to ensure the accuracy of the simulation according to the setting parameters in the relevant literature. Secondly, simulation duration is set to 5s to obtain the flow field parameters in a relatively stable state. Furthermore, in order to avoid the sudden change of the initial speed and cause the turbulence of the flow field, 0 ~ 0.5s and 0.5 ~ 5s are the accelerating rotation stage and the uniform rotation stage, respectively.
In addition, because the definition of the initial step size $\Delta t$ is significant in the MPS method, the initial step size can limit the maximum step size needs to be calculated before the simulation. If $\Delta t$ is too large, the results are not convergence. If $\Delta t$ is too small, the simulation time lengthens. $\Delta t$ is defined as:

$$\Delta t = \min\left(\Delta t_{init}, \frac{C_{max} l_0}{u_{max}}, \frac{d_i l_0^2}{2\left(v + v_{max}\right)}\right), \tag{11}$$

where, $l_0$ is the particle size, $u_{max}$ is the maximum particle velocity, $C_{max}$ is the Courant coefficient, set to 0.2. The detailed introduction of the Courant number is described in [40]. $d_i$ is the diffusion coefficient; set to 0.2. $v$ is the particle kinetic viscosity coefficient. $v_{max}$ is the particle’s maximum kinetic viscosity coefficient. $\Delta t_{init}$ refers to the initial time step. $\frac{d_i l_0^2}{2\left(v + v_{max}\right)}$ is to ensure the stability of the viscosity.
Fig. 12. Initial flow field model

(a) External model
(b) Internal model

Fig. 13. Velocity flow field at different moments

(a) 1.25s
(b) 2.5s
(c) 3.75s
(d) 5s
According to the optimized geometric parameters in Table 3, in order to ensure the high accuracy of the simulation results, the internal characteristics of the reducer are not simplified in the modeling process, except for the installation hole, keyway and chamfer. The model as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 13 shows the velocity flow field distribution at 1.25s, 2.5s, 3.75s, and 5s, respectively. In order to facilitate the observation of the velocity in each area, the maximum velocity is set to 0.05m/s. It can be seen from the Fig. 13 that as the reducer rotates, the lubricating oil at the worm gear bearing is also driven so that the worm gear bearing is lubricated. However, it can be seen from the Fig. 13 that only a small amount of lubricating oil adheres to the roller surface of the worm gear. There are two reasons for this phenomenon. First of all, in order to minimize the power losses, the corresponding roller diameter, speed and lubricating oil viscosity parameters are too small, which does not conducive to the driving the lubricating oil to the worm meshing position. Secondly, due to the limitation of the simulation algorithm (the diameter of each particle is millimeter-scale), it is impossible to simulate the micro-nano-scale oil film on the tooth surface. In fact, an oil film will adhere to the surface so that the meshing part is lubricated after the tooth surface is immersed in lubricating oil.

Fig. 14 is a pressure cloud map at 5s. It can be seen from the Fig. 14 that the pressure of the oil pressure on the wall surface of the box is relatively large, while the pressure near the worm gear and the worm gear bearing is small. As the pressure at the attachment of the rotating part is small, the resistance to rotation is also small, which can also reduce part of the churning losses.
Fig. 15. 0 to 5s of churning power losses

The instantaneous churning power losses obtained by simulation calculation are demonstrated in Fig. 15. It can be seen from the Fig. 15 that at 0 ∼ 0.5s, the churning power losses increase with the increase of the speed. When the rotation speed reaches the maximum, the churning power losses are in a relatively stable state at 0.5 ∼ 5s (fluctuating in the range of $6 \times 10^{-4} \sim 9 \times 10^{-4}$ W). The optimized calculation of churning power losses of $7.4e^{-4}$ W is also within this range.

In order to observe the error of simulation calculation and optimization calculation more specifically, we take the average value of the churning power losses (0.5 ∼ 5s) after the speed is stabilized and the result is $7.53 \times 10^{-4}$ W, and the relative error from the optimized value ($7.4 \times 10^{-4}$ W) is 1.79%. Through the above simulation analysis, the accuracy and feasibility of OSNPS in the optimization of churning losses parameters are proved. The optimization analysis can be carried out for the multiple lubrication performance influence parameters of the reducer.

5 Conclusions

It is not easy to ensure the accurate and efficient optimization of multiple parameters in the lubrication research of the reducer. To do this, this paper proposes a method for optimizing the lubrication parameters of the reducer based on the ROSNPS. Moreover, take the ZHPFR as an example to carry out the corresponding research and get the following conclusions:

1. We were taken $C_{ch}$ as the optimization target and $\rho, v, d_2, D, \Omega, h, d_c, v, V_0, b$ as the parameter to be optimized. The corresponding objective function
was established, and 20 optimization analyses were carried out. Due to the randomness of the optimization algorithm, it cannot be guaranteed that the numerical optimal solution will be obtained every time while we will get a result with significantly reduced churning losses;

(2) In the optimization results, the group (the 20th group, 0.00074W) closest to the average value of the 20 groups (0.000747W) was selected as the final optimization result. MPS was used for fluid simulation modeling verification, and the optimization results (0.00074W) were compared. Moreover, in the simulation calculation result (0.000753W), the error between the two is only 1.79. The error is mainly caused by the simplified processing of the model in the analysis, proving the correctness of the optimization algorithm established in the article;

(3) Due to the limitations of the established optimization model and simulation algorithm, it is currently only possible to optimize analysis and verify the churning losses. It is challenging to optimize the analysis for the microscopic oil film thickness of the meshing tooth surface. In order to realize the efficient analysis and optimization of the oil film thickness of the meshing tooth surface with different lubrication parameters, the following work will continue to explore the application of the ROSNPS in the optimization of the lubrication parameters of the reducer.
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Abstract. As both a flagship and umbrella species, the giant panda (Ailuropoda melanoleuca) has been an endangered species for decades, and important decisions affecting its conservation have succeeded in improving its situation (currently considered vulnerable by the IUCN Red List). To aid in such decision-making processes, mathematical models, and particularly computational models, are helpful in the study of the population dynamics of the species. Based on solid theoretical foundations, and providing conceptual models bringing aspects from different scientific disciplines, some of these modelling frameworks present the capability to deal with complex systems in different areas, involving a number of processes and interacting organisms, among other elements. Specifically, given the relevance of the species, it is highly interesting to model giant panda ecosystems making use of computing models. In this work, we provide an overview of some of the main types of models applied to giant panda ecosystems (e.g. differential dynamic models, age-classified matrix models, Vortex models and membrane computing models). The existing modelling approaches typically attempt to address one or more of the following aspects: describing and unravelling giant panda ecosystem components and interactions; making predictions about the future states; and identifying important uncertainties. The main attributes of four types of computing models studied are compared to evaluate these approaches.

Keywords: Giant panda ecosystems, differential dynamic models, matrix models, VORTEX models, membrane computing models

1 Introduction

The giant panda (Ailuropoda melanoleuca) is a world-renowned iconic species. According to the fossil records, the giant panda has a long evolutionary history dating back to 7-8 Mya, from the late Miocene to the Pleistocene era [94, 95]. Historically, this species was once widely distributed in Myanmar (Burma), northern Vietnam, and much of eastern and southern China as far north as Beijing [37]. Giant pandas were first discovered...
by the French biologist David in 1869 [15]. However, the giant panda had so far become the only extant species of the panda lineage [86, 95], being one of the world’s most well-known endangered species, since the number of individuals in the species plummeted about 250 years ago [63]. Although giant panda numbers are currently surging, according to the estimation provided by the fourth large-scale survey carried out in China [92], this species still faces serious threats, e.g. low reproductive rate, inbreeding, and human activities affecting its habitat, among others [46, 83]. It is still crucial to keep paying a special attention to the population dynamics of the giant panda and the influence of different aspects on the evolution of the species. Nature must be protected respecting its own evolution, but at the same time research is required and can affect the observed phenomena. Those two goals may conflict: on the one hand, scientific achievements frequently require a strong experimentation to analyse the influence of certain factors over a system; on the other hand, direct experiments on an ecosystem to study its evolution could affect negatively its natural evolution. Therefore, as the researchers cannot directly apply any experiment carelessly and observe the effects on the population dynamics of the species over time under certain threats. Consequently, it is necessary to find other approaches to gain knowledge about the processes and factors involved and the possible evolution of the species under different scenarios, with the least possible influence on the system under study. In this context, ecosystem models can provide helpful tools to increase such understanding of the phenomena. A model provides a representation of certain system or concept, aiming to increase the comprehension of the underlying phenomena. In our particular case, we will be focused on the types of models that can be specially useful to manage the ecosystems under study. Such is the case of mathematical models, including formal definitions of the elements involved in the representation, and more specifically computational models, conceived to be particularly suitable for their handling through systematic processes in a machine (generally with computers, but possibly also in other types of electrical or biological machines). Such models overcome the limitations imposed by direct experimentation in Nature, as its harmless alternative with so-called virtual experiments instead.

The foundations of computational models were laid in the second half of the 20th century [80, 88]. Modeling analysis of giant panda ecosystem has since then been the topic of extensive research, and earned a significant leap forward in the late 1980s/early 1990s with the formulation of concepts and techniques such as path method, DNA technique, remote sensing technique, or spline sampling method, among others [59, 92, 31]. However, until rather recently, in most cases, these modeling methodologies were hardly constrained by the limited biological data available about giant pandas. With recent modeling technological advances, in a number of domains, the availability of various models that estimate population sizes of giant pandas in different areas has increased, leading to a growing interest and better options to exploit data and methods efficiently [44, 45]. One of the approaches that can be followed in the modelling of ecosystems are the computational models, suitable to handle complex dynamic systems. They are founded on theoretical frameworks with interesting properties for the handling of the systems under study, and in the particular case of population dynamics they try to represent and understand the structure and dynamics of the ecosystems in order to predict how they will evolve over time [57]. In general, such models attempt to incorporate
ecosystem components (e.g. populations and species) and processes (e.g. predator-prey interactions, large and small perturbations or dispersion) into a model using a representation based on a certain modelling framework [8, 19]. The aim is to enable capturing, unraveling the essence of the system behavior, and then predicting the outcomes of the complex interactions between the ecosystem components in a meaningful way [14, 78]. Many of the multi-view, multi-relationship and diversification models are associated with the complex behaviors of giant pandas, their physical environment and their interactions in a particular spatial unit. Thus, the interest in developing new and efficient analytical methodologies is high and goes far beyond pure modeling interest.

Motivations for modeling giant panda ecosystems using different computational models are numerous. They include, among others: a) obtaining a more comprehensive and complete understanding about the overall system with all the processes involved in the population dynamics of the giant pandas; b) improving the decision making conducted by the managers of the systems under study; c) leading exploratory research to gain knowledge about the species; d) handling some specific problems about giant panda ecosystems, such as identifying common versus distinctive ingredients; e) in general, extracting biological behaviours observed in giant panda ecosystems and study possible disturbances due to external factors in various study areas. However, despite the clear potential benefit, and vast amount of work that has been done in the field (see, for example, DDMs [85], PDP systems [90] and the references listed therein), many aspects affecting the related ecosystems and their evolution remain uncertain. Much work is still open in order to increase the existing knowledge about how to handle the natural environments constituting the habitats of giant pandas, with the support of ecosystem models that are still at a relatively preliminary stage in what concerns the wild environment.

Modeling giant panda ecosystem is a challenging task for several reasons [65, 90]. First, the data about giant pandas are collected by tedious manual and statistical methods. Second, in any real physical environment, there are a large number of underlying variables (e.g., nature disasters) for which we have no prediction. Due to the wide variety of variables, the number, type, and scope of new research models that can potentially be posed is overwhelmingly large. Third, working with suitable computational models whose advantages can be properly exploited, while overcoming certain drawbacks, is not an easy task. Each model has its unique characteristics. For instance, in differential dynamic models, completely new functions are specially designed to estimate the continuous change of population size of the giant panda over time. In general, the results predicted by these models are the same in each simulation, that is, they are not affected by the number of simulations. In addition, in each computation, the calculated population size of the first case can be pre-estimated once the form of the function is given (which means that the population size at every moment have been determined). For other models, the pre-designed modeling software are used to simulate the discontinuity change of population size of this species over time. At any time the calculated results of software simulation cannot be predicted ahead because the researchers cannot acquire time of birth or mortality of an individual, which means that the computational results at each steps need be obtained by the chose simulation software and a series of results can only be determined after reaching the halting condition. The problems for
the two types is that it is critical to decide the values of the used parameters so as to avoid overfitting of functions or the bigger deviation between the statistical data and the estimated results. However, this is very difficult to achieve and in most of the cases this property is not satisfied.

All the evidences push in favor of further investigating models for giant panda ecosystems. This way of observing, modeling and predicting has evolved for hundreds of years. Studying this meaningful modeling process might help us to further understand the changing state of population dynamics of giant pandas in the future. In what follows, the main contributions of this paper are summarized:

(1) At present, the number of giant pandas is less than 1500, being one of the most heavily endangered species. Despite the considerable efforts of the Chinese people and government to conserve pandas in the wild, the population continuous to decline and at the present rate the giant panda will become extinct perhaps as early as the twenty-first century [24, 53]. Hence, studying giant panda ecosystem possesses higher scientific research value and significant in conservation biology.

(2) This paper presents the review of computational models for endangered giant panda ecosystems. These models provide a tool to analyse the trend of the population dynamics of the species in certain areas, targeting a complete solution taking care of efficiency, flexibility, scalability and robustness. Such models can involve a number of parameters related with the biology of the species and include processes considering the impact of external environmental phenomena on the viability of such vulnerable animals. This successful applications of computational models provide hope for protection of the giant panda from the negative trends in biodiversity and ecosystem integrity that are common worldwide.

(4) On the basis of historical references, this paper reviews the research status, summarize the existing research findings, and analyze their attributes. More importantly, we elaborate on various extensive models used for dealing with these matters that traditional models cannot solve in some cases, and analyze the advantages and disadvantages of each type of models. For differential models, we elaborate on the approaches identifying the existence of periodic solutions, boundness, stability, and permanence of differential models in order to make these models feasible when modeling giant panda systems. For Vortex models, we discuss several critical issues on how to generate random numbers, how to select individuals breeding, and how to evaluate environmental variation. For membrane computing models, we can not only give the reasons that the models are used for modeling, but also list a compared table of different models aiming to analyze the specific applications of every model.

The paper aims to survey and emphasize the necessity and importance of advanced computational models based on biological data to the protect of giant panda ecosystem. More specifically, we would like to promote modeling approaches, that is, approaches with minimal and weak constraints, such as environmental ingredients, climate elements, and human factors, among others, that can be useful to predict the trends of population dynamics of this species. The goal is to provide some ideas, perspectives, and guidelines as to how to model giant panda ecosystems.

In order to make this paper accessible for readers with various interests and backgrounds, the rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief description
of geographical distributions, influential ingredients, and the population status of the giant panda studied. Section 3 summaries various computational models, where section 3.1 elaborates on different types of differential dynamic models, section 3.2 covers the main concepts, techniques and applications for the age-classified matrix models, section 3.3 reviews the Vortex models (software) applied to various types of environments such as climate, migration, and supplements, section 3.4 gives more details on existing membrane computing models used for studying population dynamics of this species, and the computational models are compared and analyzed in section 3.5. Section 4, concluding remarks and future research lines are discussed.

2 Giant Panda Ecosystem

In this work, we restrict our attention to the geographical distributions, the influential ingredients in geographical situations and the population distributions of giant pandas, where the first item focus on the habitats of giant pandas, the second one focus on the impacts of natural disasters on giant pandas and the third focus on population size of giant pandas.

2.1 Geographical Distribution

According to four national survey reports of giant pandas conducted by the Chinese government, giant pandas mainly inhabited 17 cities (prefectures), 49 counties (cities, districts) and 196 townships in Sichuan, Shaanxi and Gansu provinces. However, human activities like farming, deforestation, or other development, have driven the giant panda out of the lowland areas where it once lived [54, 87]. Now the species remains only in six mountains. Since the establishment of the first giant panda reserve in the early 1960s, Chinese government, with the support of the international conservation community, has invested enormously in giant panda conservation [71]. So far, 69 nature reserves in six mountains from these regions have been built for them in China. Among these mountains, the largest number is Minshan Mountains (MS) with 31 giant panda nature reserves. Both Qionglai Mountains (QLS) and Liangshan Mountains (LS) are the second and third with 17 reserves and 3 reserves, followed by Daxiangling Mountains (DXL) with 3, and Xiaoxiangling Mountains (XXL) with 11, Qinling Mountains (QL) with 1, respectively. There are an amount of reserves used for studying the population dynamics of giant pandas, e.g., Wolong nature reserve in QLS, Yele nature reserve in XXL, Tangjiahe in MS, Baoxing nature reserve in QLS, and Wanglang nature reserve in MS, etc., (the fourth column of Table 1). These reserves are home to most giant pandas.

All the studies published in the references encompassed these six mountain ranges that constitute the extant geographic distribution of giant pandas. Habitat types transition vertically through altitude changes within the giant panda distribution, from subtropical evergreen broad-leaved forests, to mixed coniferous and deciduous broad-leaved forests, and up to subalpine coniferous forests [16, 67]. In order to clarify how the giant pandas are placed, a geographical distribution map is provided in Figure 1. In addition, a detailed list is given in Table 1, including the habitat of the giant panda studied in each model analyzed.
2.2 Influential Ingredients

At present, temperature and rainfall vary widely within the distribution of giant pandas. Besides, a very significant variation is present in their soils, hydrology, slope, and other factors. All these aspects impose environmental differences influencing the evolution of the species [82, 97]. However, for these regions published in the references currently available, the main challenges faced by the species mainly focus on bamboo flowering, hunting, forest fire, diseases, species invasion and habitat fragmentation, where the period of bamboo withers caused by blooming is determined by local climate conditions. Each of these types of threats involves different influencing elements, including causes derived from, or strongly influenced by, human activities, along with other aspects difficult to control, with a high degree of uncertainty. The common factors are primary drivers for the death of giant pandas. Hence, when modeling giant panda ecosystems, it is necessary for researchers to consider the actual situations for determining which factor should be analyzed and added to the designed model.

Here, for simplicity, we also termed these challenges faced and potential threats, including possible catastrophes, as parameters. When several types of parameters needed to be considered in a model (that is, a region is affected by many kinds of disasters), it is critical to analyze the existing forms of parameters in the model (for further detailed information on how to model parameters, please carefully read the contents of the following sections).

For sections 2.1 and 2.2, in order to clarify the specific areas of study in the giant panda ecosystems published in references, the geographical distributions and their influential ingredients are summarized in Table 1.

2.3 Population Distribution

Baseline data on giant pandas is from four national surveys for giant pandas [92]. In Table 2, we list the number, population density and the deviation calculated by dividing the difference between third and fourth surveys by the number of third survey of giant pandas.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Type of Model</th>
<th>Factor Type</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>ODE, nonlinear dynamic model</td>
<td>Bamboo</td>
<td>Yele Nature Reserve</td>
<td>Yuan et al. [88], 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>ODE, nonlinear dynamic model</td>
<td>Bamboo</td>
<td>Wolong Nature Reserve</td>
<td>Wang et al. [80], 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Leslie matrix model</td>
<td>Natural environment, hunting</td>
<td>Foping Nature Reserve</td>
<td>Guo and Yuan [87], 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Leslie matrix model</td>
<td>Actual environment; environmental carrying capacity; poaching; immigration</td>
<td>Qinling Mountains</td>
<td>Zhou and Pan [96], 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>VORTEX model</td>
<td>Environmental variation, carrying capacity, catastrophes (hunting, bamboo flowering, forest fire, diseases, species invasion)</td>
<td>Foping Nature Reserve</td>
<td>Li et al. [47], 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>VORTEX model</td>
<td>No catastrophes; catastrophes (bamboo die off—the environmental decrease of carrying capacity); heterozygosity</td>
<td>Wolong Nature Reserve</td>
<td>Wei et al. [84], 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>ODE, nonlinear dynamic model</td>
<td>Bamboo (phylostachys bissetii and fargesia robusta Yi), density dependent</td>
<td>Wolong Nature Reserve</td>
<td>Wu and Yuan [85], 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Leslie matrix model</td>
<td>Bamboo biomass dynamic</td>
<td>Xiangling Mountain</td>
<td>Carter et al. [3], 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Leslie matrix model</td>
<td>Inbreeding, catastrophes (Single bamboo and bamboo blooming)</td>
<td>Yele Nature Reserve</td>
<td>Guo and Hu [27], 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Leslie matrix model</td>
<td>Heterozygosity, inbreeding, immigrating, environmental carrying capacity, catastrophe (blooming, flood), outer supplement</td>
<td>Tangjiahe Nature Reserve</td>
<td>Zhang and Hu [93], 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Leslie matrix model</td>
<td>Inbreeding; single bamboo, bamboo blooming; Hunting</td>
<td>Mabian Defengding NR</td>
<td>Ren et al. [60], 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Leslie matrix model</td>
<td>Lack of food, bamboo blooming; the permutation and combination between inbreeding and catastrophes</td>
<td>Yele Nature Reserve</td>
<td>Guo and Hu [25], 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>ODE, nonlinear dynamic model</td>
<td>The periodic flowering and die off bamboo species</td>
<td>Xiangling Mountains</td>
<td>Guo et al. [26], 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Population stochastic model</td>
<td>Density dependent factors</td>
<td>Qinling Mountains</td>
<td>Wang et al. [79], 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Difference equation</td>
<td>Actual environment</td>
<td>Changping Nature Reserve</td>
<td>Yuan [89, 54], 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>VORTEX model</td>
<td>Inbreeding, bamboo blooming, forest fires</td>
<td>Xiaoxiangling Mountains</td>
<td>Zhu et al. [98], 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>VORTEX model</td>
<td>Inbreeding, environmental carrying capacity, catastrophes</td>
<td>Baoxing Nature Reserve</td>
<td>Jiang and Hu [34], 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>ODE, nonlinear dynamic model</td>
<td>Habitat fragmentation</td>
<td>Xiaoxiangling Mountains</td>
<td>Gai et al. [21], 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>ODE, nonlinear dynamic model</td>
<td>Deforestation, bamboo with Periodic solution and chaos strange attractors</td>
<td>Wanglang Nature Reserve</td>
<td>Gai et al. [23], 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Impulsive DE, nonlinear model</td>
<td>Bamboo flowering</td>
<td>Qionglai Mountains</td>
<td>Shi and Song [65], 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>ODE with Allee effect, nonlinear model</td>
<td>Diffusion loss</td>
<td>Qinling Mountains</td>
<td>Zhang and Song [91], 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Membrane computing model</td>
<td>Single-environment, rescue</td>
<td>GPBB</td>
<td>Huang and Zhang [32], 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>VORTEX model</td>
<td>Bamboo, carrying capacity</td>
<td>Xiaoxiangling Mountains</td>
<td>Yang et al. [86], 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Membrane computing model</td>
<td>Single-environment, rescue, release</td>
<td>GPBB</td>
<td>Tian and Zhang [73], 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Membrane computing model</td>
<td>Multi-environment, rescue</td>
<td>GPBB, CCRCGP</td>
<td>Tong and Zhang [75], 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pandas, that is, there are only 2nd, 3rd and 4th, since the first survey is not recorded systematically. Up to now, for the 2nd survey report recorded from 1985 to 1988, there are 909 giant pandas, where the largest number is in MS with 485 giant pandas. QLS and LS are at the second and the third, with 233 pandas and 155 pandas, respectively. For 3rd report recorded from 1999 to 2003, there are 1206 giant pandas, where MS is still at the top position, followed by QLS with 233 and LS with 155. For 4th recorded from 2011 to 2014, there are 1387 giant pandas, where MS contains 666 giant pandas, ranking the first. QLS with 528 giant pandas is at the second, followed by LS with 124 giant pandas. In sum, there are 909 giant pandas published by 2nd report, 1206 published by 3rd report and 1387 published by 4th report, respectively. According to the last two investigations, the number of giant pandas in six mountain ranges are increasing except for XXL, where the growth rate of DXL is 137.50% on average, ranking first among six mountains. And it is followed by QLS with 16.81%, MS with 12.69%, LS with 7.83%. These increases led to the downgrading of the giant panda from “endangered” to “vulnerable” on the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List on 2016.

Table 2. The distribution, number, population density and population dynamics of giant pandas in various mountains of Sichuan province. (Note that these data are provided by the 4th survey report of Sichuan province [99]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reserve</th>
<th>County</th>
<th>Reserves</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>2st</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>Devi(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minshan</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>0.1057</td>
<td>0.0770</td>
<td>0.0844</td>
<td>12.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qionglaishan</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>0.0729</td>
<td>0.0738</td>
<td>0.0767</td>
<td>16.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daxiangling</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.0702</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
<td>0.0309</td>
<td>137.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoxiangling</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.0719</td>
<td>0.0399</td>
<td>0.0251</td>
<td>-6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liangshan</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>0.0789</td>
<td>0.0522</td>
<td>0.0410</td>
<td>7.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qinling</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0887</td>
<td>0.0680</td>
<td>0.0684</td>
<td>15.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>1387</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Computational Models for Giant Panda Ecosystem

In several references [21, 25, 90], it is concluded that the computational models are a class of suitable models to predict the population dynamics of giant panda ecosystems at one region or multi-regions, overcoming some drawbacks related to traditional statistical approaches.

At present, there are 26 papers that have been published, as shown in Table 1. The models in these papers focus on four types of computational models: (a) Differential dynamic models (DDMs for short); (b) Age-classified matrix models (ACMM); (c) Vortex...
models (Vortex); and (d) Membrane computing models (mostly PDP systems). Computational models used for modeling giant panda ecosystem have a common feature, in which for each simulation execution, first the biological data are input into the system (as initial input data), and secondly these models are executed, generating a series of population sizes of giant pandas over time. It is necessary to add several ingredients from external environments into the corresponding models in the process of calculations in order to allow more realistic predictions on the population dynamics of this species (we will elaborate on them in the following sections).

Among all the models, differential dynamic model is firstly proposed to model giant panda ecosystem. As the studied areas, also termed natural environment, become more and more complex, this will make the functions non differentiable because of not meeting the following conditions: (a) stability, (b) existence of equilibrium point, (c) contingency events, etc. Hence, other types of models have emerged one after another. For these models, there is no need to handle these problems due to estimate according to the basic behaviors of each giant pandas rather than the abstracted behavior functions. Also, when modeling giant panda ecosystem using computing models, the main difficulty comes from the fact that there exists a large number of uncertain factors (parameters) from (real) environments directly or indirectly causing the fluctuation of population size of the giant panda. This poses a great challenge for the conception of a general computational framework to accurately model this species.

In the following subsections, the existing computational models are summarized according to the time sequence of the models of Table 1.

3.1 Differential Dynamic Models

With the advent of differential dynamic models that are used for modeling ecosystems by building the relationship between the population of some species and different types of ecological environments, designing a novel and suitable differential dynamic model predicting population dynamic of giant pandas is no longer an exceedingly difficult work. The first attempt to use the differential dynamic approach to model giant panda ecosystem dates back to 1989 [88]. Since then, different types of the models emerged, considering impulsive effect, Holling effect and Allee effect to tackle contingent events encountered by traditional models.

3.1.1 Basic differential dynamic models

Essentially, a basic differential dynamic model is used to look for the simplest mathematical model describing a relationship between the population dynamic of the giant panda and other species. Generally, for each model like this, its density dependence is nonlinear. Suppose we want to study a two-population predator-prey model to understand the impact of bamboo destruction on the population dynamic of the giant panda. We denote the density of the giant panda as $x_1$, and the density of the bamboo as $x_2$. Then, $a_{ij}$ is used to denote a coefficient measuring the degree of influence between two species. The problem of modeling giant panda ecosystem in this framework can be formulated as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= x_1 \left( a_{10} + a_{11}x_1 + a_{12}x_2 \right), \\
\dot{x}_2 &= x_2 \left( a_{20} + a_{22}x_2 + a_{21}x_1 \right)
\end{align*}
\]

where

(a) \(a_{i0}\), the instinct growth rate of giant pandas, is the reproductive rate of this species minus its mortality rate.

(b) \(a_{ii}\) denotes the density dependent coefficients of a population: if \(a_{ii} < 0\), then the population is density dependent; if \(a_{ii} = 0\), then it is density independent.

(c) \(a_{ij}\) (\(i \neq j\)) denotes a relationship between species \(i\) and \(j\):

- if \(a_{ij} < 0\) and \(a_{ji} < 0\), there is a competitive relationship between species;
- if \(a_{ij} > 0\) and \(a_{ji} < 0\), there is a predator-prey relationship between different species where \(x_i\) is the predator and \(x_j\) is a prey;
- if \(a_{ij} > 0\) and \(a_{ji} > 0\), there is a mutualistic or commensal relationship between different species.

For more than two types of species, the resulting models can be viewed as a variant of the model above. Unlike a two-population model, this one is initially designed to model the effect of more than one type of bamboos on giant pandas. Obviously, the models of these populations are more complex than those involving two species, but the modeling techniques are similar to those applied for two-dimensional models. In the following sections, we review and analyze the key modeling types on three populations. For the framework of Formula (1), please observe Fig. 2 (B) and (E). In this figure, an arrow around a circle represents that there exists the density restriction in this population.

In Formula (1) or other model like this, the model is highly sensitive to coefficient \(a_{ij}\) because the model easily yielded oscillations causing the instability of the system when we slightly alter the parameter \(a_{ij}\). For each model especially a linear model considering these models that have not been studied before, the first is to search all the equilibrium points and the second discusses whether the model is stable at each equilibrium position. If there are equilibrium points to stabilize this system, the isoclinal equations of system (2) \(x_i (i = 1, 2, \ldots)\) can be calculated.

**a) Two-population differential dynamic model:** The two-population differential dynamic model is chosen to model the change of the growth rate of the giant panda with time as well as one kind of bamboos. In general, Formula (1) is regarded as an idealized model without considering real natural environment. To solve the problem, Reference [80] used the designed function instead of the common constant. More specifically, the growth rate of the giant panda can be modified with the amount of bamboo. In addition, it is necessary to solve all the equilibrium points of this model and then obtain these points making the designed system in a stable state. Note that the stable state of the system can be broken if some parameters are introduced to the model or removed from the model. Different from previous models, the migration behavior is added to the previous designed model. It can be seen from the simulated results that there is only an equilibrium position satisfying the Lipschitz condition compared with two positions solved by the previous model under the stable state.
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**Fig. 2.** Modeling process of three types of differential dynamic models. (A-C) Schematic representation of the predator-prey relationships composed of giant panda (red circle) and the bamboo (yellow circle) (A), panda and two bamboo (B), or giant panda and the bamboo in two stages and the tree (green circle) in two stages (C). (D-F) mainly describe the concepts of schematics (A-C). In (A) and (C), II (III) represents two different Holling functional response functions, and +(-) represents the impact of a population on another one.
The problem with the predator-prey model above is that the bamboo flowering and then dying off occurred over many time steps have not been included in this model, making the growth equation of giant pandas change slightly. To address this problem, the bamboo flowering-giant panda model [26] is designed as an extended type of the model above to evaluate the population dynamic of giant pandas over a relatively suitable duration. Similar to the model of Reference [80], when attempting to obtain all the equilibrium points, the computation of this model faces the problems of whether a stable relationship exists between panda population and bamboo density and whether or not the changes of the parameters will affect the equilibrium of the system. To get the answer, we need to retrieve data information of the studied region. In Reference [26], use the data information of Yele Nature Reserve to obtain all the coefficients used in the model equations, the formulation of the bamboo flowering-giant panda model is determined (please refer to system (3) in [26]). For the first question, the first step is to obtain all the non-negative equilibrium points. After this, the characteristic values of the corresponding variational matrix of each point are obtained and then identify the stability of some equilibrium one, obtaining the stable focuses; the second is to constitute a closed region having a center stable focus. In this region, the system will eventually get a stable status over a large area with its centre of attraction even though all the points may leave this region at some moment as time increases. In general, the non-negative equilibrium stable points stands for the number of giant pandas and bamboos having a long period of co-exist time. The saddle point making the system under an instability status will go far beyond the equilibrium position as time increases, which indicates that the density of bamboo will decrease rapidly directly makes giant pandas go extinct nearly. These two cases indicates that sometimes changes in the ecological environment do not affect the final balance between species, but sometimes occurrence of a sudden event will alter the environment significantly. For another question-branching issues of the model, [26] used Hopf-bifurcation method to get Hopf-bifurcation value, also termed the boundary point, of the system in the stable status. If less than this value, then the equilibrium point can change from a stable focus to an unstable one; If larger than this value, then the branching value of this system indeed exists. Finally, a stable limit cycle derived from the data of Yele nature reserve is obtained by using Hopf-bifurcation method, which verified the correctness of the designed model in Reference [26].

(b) Multi-population differential dynamic model: The model is mainly used for modeling the change of the growth rate of the giant panda with time as well as more than two types of bamboos. In [85], the ecological model of differential equations on three populations of the giant panda and two kinds of bamboo (Phyllostachys Bissetii and Fargesia Robusta Yi) was set. Different from References [26], Wu et al. can use Cramer’s Rule and Negative Definite Matrix at every time step of system (2) to get all the stable points of the system and the conditions of the stability. Take the data from Wolong Nature Reserve as an example, a predator-prey mathematical model on the giant panda and bamboo is built. In this system, the only positive equilibrium point is produced, which indicates that giant pandas and these two bamboos can coexist and reach a balance state at this stable focus. In general, the difference of coefficients can affect the positions of the stability. But the system will eventually
reach a new steady state even if the current survival conditions are broken. According to this steps, Reference [85] calculated the range of the number of giant pandas at each equilibrium point in different arrays of parameters.

3.1.2 Impulsive Differential Dynamic Models

Impulsive differential dynamic models (IDDM) can be viewed as another variant of differential dynamic models. Different from traditional models, which is initially designed to perform the continuous function without any natural perturbations, IDDM is biologically inspired by a change of state abruptly.

According to the references published so far, two types of impulsive perturbations have been studied in the giant panda ecosystem. One is simple impulse models that add a correction term which takes into account the effect of a sudden collapse of bamboo as food source, and the other is complex impulsive models with more impulsive perturbations that are considered locally ordered combination to several impulses. In these models, a singularly perturbed system such as bamboo flowering is the most common and simplest model among them. A ordered combination of three singularly perturbed systems is much more complex than singularly perturbed systems due to the involvement of the correlation.

The acquisition of impulsive differential dynamic models, however, is only a first step. Additionally, we need to discuss some of the issues that should be addressed in the actual processing of impulsive models. In this survey, we focus on the existence of periodic solutions, the stability of the system and the permanence of the systems. A number of approaches used for analyzing the properties of the impulsive models are briefly mentioned in this section.

(1) General framework of IDDM

Impulsive differential equations, that is, differential equations involving an impulse effect, appear as a natural description of observed evolution phenomena of several real-world problems [48, 70]. It is known that many biological phenomena involving thresholds, bursting rhythm models in biology, do exhibit impulse effects. For example, bamboo flowering and bursting earthquake. The differing varieties of bamboo go through periodic die-offs as part of their renewal cycle. The bamboo, at the end of its life cycle, will flower and drop and die, and then vast areas of the bamboo region disappear. Generally died-back bamboo should take from 10 to 20 years before it can support panda population again [35, 72]. So in [65] Shi et al choose impulse effect to explain bamboo flowering phenomena. A basic impulsive differential system of giant panda ecosystem involving two kinds of bamboo is described as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= x_1(a_{10} - a_{11} x_1 - a_{13} x_3), t \neq (n + l - 1)T \\
\dot{x}_2 &= x_2(a_{20} - a_{22} x_2 - a_{23} x_3), t \neq nT \\
\dot{x}_3 &= x_3(-a_{30} - a_{33} x_3 + a_{31} x_1 + a_{32} x_2), \\
\Delta x_1(t) &= -\alpha x_1(t), t = (n + l - 1)T, \\
\Delta x_2(t) &= -\beta x_2(t), t = nT, \\
(x_1(0^+), x_2(0^+), x_3(0^+)) &= (x_{10}, x_{20}, x_{30}).
\end{align*}
\]

Subsystems. There are three types of subsystems expressed by variables in the IDDM model: the first type of bamboos (also termed the first subsystem), the second type of
bamboos (the second subsystem), and giant pandas (the third subsystem). In this article, we use variables \(x_1, x_2, x_3\) to denote bamboo, bamboo and giant panda. Usually, these three parameters are used to describe the number of two bamboos and giant pandas at time \(t\) and derivatives \(\dot{x}_1, \dot{x}_2, \dot{x}_3\) denote the increasing rate of the number of bamboos or giant pandas with time \(t\). We use \((x_1(0))^+, x_2(0)^+, x_3(0)^+\) to denote the initial biomass labeled as \((x_{10}, x_{20}, x_{30})\). The form of a bamboo-bamboo-giant panda system is modeled according to the method of Formula (1). In Formula (2), Each one of the species in the ecosystem is density-dependent. In addition, there are prey-predator relationships between the giant panda and each type of bamboo.

Two kinds of impulsive perturbations. Formula (2) shows that an improved mathematical model by adding a correction term which takes into account the effects of two sudden collapses of bamboos as a food source. Typically, this improved model would be a non-differentiable piecewise function with two discontinuous points. In this formula, it is seen that there are two impulsive perturbations such as Bamboo I at time \((n + l - 1)T\) and Bamboo II at time \(nT\). For Bamboo I, \(\lim_{t\to t_k^n} (t) - \lim_{t\to t_k^n} (t) = -\alpha x_1(t)\) where \(t_k = (n + l - 1)T\); For Bamboo II, \(\lim_{t\to t_k^n} (t) - \lim_{t\to t_k^n} (t) = -\beta x_2(t)\) where \(t_k = nT\).

In the field of ecology, set \(\{(nT, (n + l - 1)T)|n \in N^+\}\) is termed as impulsive set and functions \(-\alpha x_1(t)\) and \(-\beta x_2(t)\) are named as impulsive functions. Note that usually \(-\alpha x_1 \neq 0\) at time \(t = (n + l - 1)T\) and \(-\beta x_2(t) \neq 0\) at time \(t = nT\). Also, the left limit is not equal to the right limit, which indicates that systems \(x_1(t)\) and \(x_2(t)\) are continuous systems except for these two points of discontinuity. Because \((n + l - 1)T - nT = (l - 1)T\), there will be an impulsive perturbation at every \((l - 1)T\) cycles. Concretely, this system can take various forms of solutions due to introduce the impulsive perturbations (introduced at the following part).

The above-mentioned periodic solution of the type IDDM will be labeled as \(x_p^*\). And then, using the impulsive perturbations in the above as a constraint, the generative process of impulsive differential dynamic model is defined as follows:

a) For every moment \(t\) of system (2),
   a) Let system (2) be \(x(t) = U(t)x(t)\) where \(x(t)\) denotes a derivate vector of the left-hand side of formula and \(U(t)\) denotes a linear coefficient matrix;
   b) Introduce a fundamental matrix \(O\) and let \(\dot{O}(t, t_0) = U(t)O(t, t_0)\);
   c) According to features of differential equations, it is seen that \(x(t) = O(t, t_0)x(t_0)\) where \(O(t_0, t_0) = I\);

b) Floquet theorem have verified that \(O(t, t_0) = P(t, t_0)e^{(t-t_0)A}\) if \(U(t)\) is periodic, where both \(P\) and \(A\) are matrices related to time \(t\).

For \(O(t, t_0)\), its performance is up to \(A\): if all the eigenvalues of \(A\) are less than 0, then the fundamental matrix \(O\) is stable, periodic and exponential decay; if greater than 0, then this matrix \(O\) is unstable and exponential increase.

d) Draw an array of periodic vector for each moment \(t\): \((x_1(t), x_2(t), x_3(t))\).

Note that the middle matrix \(A\) serves as a bridge between the \(O(t, t_0)\) and \(x(t)\). This middle matrix, along with time \(t\), is the key that decides \(O(t, t_0)\) to simultaneously compute the stability and the period of a system by the trends of exponential function.

(2) Stability of the Giant Panda-Free Periodic Solutions
When considering the stability of the giant panda-free periodic solutions, all the parameters could be treated as random variables so that fully bamboo-bamboo-giant panda model may be applied. However, such treatment typically incurs high computational cost. Additionally, impulsive perturbations have effects only on bamboos. Therefore, the model of the growth rate of the giant panda $x_3(t)$ is eradicated from system (2) as well as the models of the impacts of giant pandas on bamboos. Like most of references such as [65], we are led to consider the properties of the periodically forced subsystems, which describes the dynamics of two resources respectively.

For the simplified subsystems, each periodic subsystem in the objective function, i.e., Formula (2), above is composed of a kind of bamboos using the growth rate of bamboos, impulsive functions and initial solutions as the target while the third subsystem is removed to minimize the difficulty of the recomputation. After that, each system will be simplified as a density-dependence logistic model (also termed a single-population model) with impulsive effects. Seeing from the view of impulsive models, this model is much more complex than that of system (1) due to the involvement of impulsive effects. Seeing from the view of considering the properties of the system, the models of two previous subsystems on bamboos will be much more simplified than that of the typical system due to the ignorance of the model of the third subsystem on the giant panda.

In this section, we shall introduce a few definitions and notations together with a few auxiliary results relating to the properties of solutions in the system and the stability theory for impulsively perturbed systems of ordinary differential equations. The biological well-posedness of the permanent problem associated to our systems for strictly positive initial data will also be stabilised.

(a) Existence and boundness of periodic solutions.

Existence: Based on the simplified IDDM model mentioned, a special solution of this model can be produced by means of the method of Reference [18]. First, it is easy to see that

$$u(t) = \frac{(a_{10}/a_{11})u(t_0)e^{a_{10}(t-t_0)}}{(a_{10}/a_{11}) + u(t_0)(e^{a_{10}(t-t_0)} - 1)}, t \neq (n+l-1)T \tag{3}$$

For any solution $u$ of the first equation in system (2), and so we can produce $u((n+l)T)$ according to this formula. Additionally, it can be seen from the first impulsive equation of system (2) that the upper-left derivative $u((n+l)T^-)$ is equal to function $u((n+l)T)$, which implies that the upper-right derivative $u((n+l)T^+)$ is equal to $(1-\alpha)u((n+l)T)$. Using the same steps, it follows that $x_3^*(t)((n+l-1)T^+)$ and $x_3^*(lT^+)$ will be obtained, and we can see from the right-hand sides of new calculated functions $x_3^*$ at $t = (n+l-1)T$ and $t = lT$ that both formulas are the same, which shows that the function is a periodic function. Obviously, the periodic solution does indeed exist and is unique and strictly positive.

Boundness: Let $V(t)$ be the observed composite function. Similar to Reference [18], Shi [65] use the linear combination function $V(t)$ of $x_1(t), x_2(t), x_3(t)$ to verify the effectiveness of the system:
\[ V(t) = \frac{a_{31}}{a_{13}} x_1(t) + \frac{a_{32}}{a_{23}} x_2(t) + x_3, t \geq 0 \]

In the feasible domain, we can obtain that the derivative of this composite function as showed in formula (9) of Reference [65]. Recall that in the differential equation above, the sum of \( V(t) \) and \( a_{30} V(t) \) will be less than a bounded maximum positive constant calculated according to formula (10) of Reference [65]. In general, the upper-right derivative of \( V \) at time \( t^+ \) with respect to the systems (2) is less than \((1-\alpha) V(nT)\), which implies that the solution \( V(t) \) must be limited to a certain positive threshold only related to an initial solution and the obtained threshold. As verified in Lemma 3 of Reference [65], it is now possible to prove that the Cauchy problem with strictly positive initial data remain strictly positive and bounded on their whole domains. This completes the proof.

In the following subsections, we analyze the stability of the system from different perspective.

(b) Stability of the system.

The local stability of the system. The giant panda-free periodic solution \((x_1^*(t), x_2^*(t), 0)\) is produced using `dsolve function` developed by `Matlab`. If it does exist, one can also infer the stability of the system. Usually, the local stability of the periodic solution may be determined by considering the behavior of small-amplitude perturbations of the solution, drawing \((u(t) + x_1^*(t), v(t) + x_2^*(t), 0)\). And then substituting this perturbation solution into system (2), a linearization of the system shall be generated, drawing \(X(t) = (u(t), v(t), w(t))\), which can be written as the formula of the matrix \((u(t), v(t), w(t)) = M(t) * (u(0), v(0), w(0))\) where all the variables in the matrix \(M(t)\) are the derivative coefficients. By the integral operation, the matrix \(M(t)\) is calculated to analyze the performance of impulsive models. And then, the resetting impulsive conditions of system (2) and matrix \(M(t)\) are multiplied by each other, obtaining a new matrix. All of the eigenvalues of this matrix are recalculated in the form of expressions and are drawn as \((\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3)\) developed in formula (28) of [65]. For each eigenvalue of this system, it plays the role of determining the stability of the system. It is obvious that in general the system is stable if these three eigenvalues are greater than 0 and less than 1. Assuming the contrary, this implies that the system is not stable. Note that the local stability of the system can be analyzed only limited to the interval \([(n + l - 1)T, (n + l)T]\).

The global stability of the system. Following the introduction of local stability in the above section, we infer that two subsystems about bamboos are stable in a periodic. Lemma in [40] have been proved that, for \( t > 0 \), if the derivatives, limits and initial values of the functions are less than previous right-hand side equations, then the limit of the difference between any solution and a periodic solution approaches to this infinitesimal number in this interval. Therefore, it is seen that two subsystems are globally stable with \( t > 0 \). After replacing the solution of each subsystem with the sum of a periodic solution and a infinitesimal number of two previous subsystems respectively, it implies that the derivative of the third subsystem is also less than the previous equation. Integrating this inequalities over \([(n + l - 1)T, (n + l)T]\) yields \( x_3((n + l + k)T) \leq x_3((n + l - 1)T) \rho^k \) where \( \rho \) is one of the eigenvalues of the matrix mentioned, that
is, \( \rho^k \) approaches to 0 as \( k \) becomes 0. This also shows that \( x_3(t) \) approaches to 0 as \( t \) closes to 0. Next, we need to prove that any solutions of each subsystem approaches to a periodic solution as \( t \) tends to infinity if the limit of the third subsystem approaches to 0. If we assume that \( 0 < x_3(t) < \varepsilon_3 \) for all \( t \geq 0 \). By formula (40) and lemmas 2 and 3 of [65], then we have \( x_1(t) \geq x_3(t) - \varepsilon_1 \) for an infinitesimal number \( \varepsilon_1 > 0 \). Similarly, the second subsystem was also verified to achieve the same conclusion. This completes the proof.

(c) Permanence of the system.

In this part, we will introduce the permanence of the system. The purpose of studying the permanence is to incorporate the permanent condition into the IDDM model. Here we first make mention of the description of permanence before starting the permanence of the system.

Description. A system is said to be permanent if there exist two positive constants \( m \) and \( M \) such that every positive solution \((x_1(t), x_2(t), x_3(t))\) of the system satisfies \( m \leq x_1(t) \leq M, m \leq x_2(t) \leq M \) and \( m \leq x_3(t) \leq M \) for sufficiently large \( t \).

Analysis Processes for the permanent system. For the right-hand side of the inequalities in Description, Georgescu have proved in Lemma 3.2 [18] the effectiveness of the inequality. For the left-hand side as mentioned in the above, in order to verify its effectiveness, Shi et al. [65] make a detailed analysis mainly from the following steps:

- By Lemma 4.1 from [18], the system has a periodic solution starting with strictly positive initial data. And a positive constant will be obtained after integrating the periodic solution.
- By Lemma 3 from [65], a solution is greater than the difference between a periodic solution and an extremely mini number if the derivative of a subsystem is greater than previous equations.
- We assume that a positive constant \( m \) is equivalent to this difference. By Lemmas 4.1 and 3, it has been verified that the first subsystem is greater than \( m \). Similar to the case, the second one is also greater than \( m \). This implies that the left-hand side of the inequality is feasible.

However, for the third subsystem, it is much more complex than the first two subsystems due to the correlation with previous ones. Given the conditions of the global stability, we conclude that the limit of the difference between the solution of each subsystem and a periodic solution is less than a sufficiently small number. In the same way as the analysis the global stability, we can see that the solutions of the third one will approach to 0 as variable \( t \) becomes 0. By Lemma 3, we infer that a solution \( x_3(t) \) is larger than the called minimal number \( m \). Let \( m \) be the minimum number among three infinitesimal number, and then all the solutions of system (2) are greater than \( m \). This completes the analysis.

(3) Impulsive differential systems for applications in giant panda ecosystems

To demonstrate how the impulsive effects can be applied to differential systems, we review some examples of impulsive-based differential systems in this section. These models consider the change of a state abruptly. IDDM has found wide applications in
giant panda ecosystems. In this section, we briefly discuss a few more applications in

(a) Single impulsive perturbation analysis. Impulsive perturbation has long been a
core problem in modeling giant panda ecosystem and is recently attracting more inter-
rest with the new advancements brought by in general. Reference [65] proposed the first
impulsive-based theory model for modeling the giant panda ecosystem. In this model,
there are only two objects considered such as giant panda and bamboo where the effect
of a sudden collapse of bamboo as a food source is taken into account. Theory analy-
sis showed that single impulsive model makes it possible to handle the discontinuous
problem of a system effectively and efficiently.

(b) Multiple impulsive perturbation analysis. Multiple impulsive model extends
single impulsive model by perturbing other species again. Reference [21] combines
two types of impulses to jointly model forest-bamboo-giant panda nonlinear dynamic
model. The first type mainly considers deforestation of saplings and trees, and the sec-
ond one studies giant pandas’ death due consideration for habitat destruction. Therefore,
these models involve sapling-based impulsive model, tree-based impulsive model and
giant panda-based impulsive model. Take the data of pandas in Wanglang national na-
ture reserve as an example, an impulsive differential system is built based on local data
information. It can be seen that at impulsive points $t_k = nT$, time series of seedlings
and trees are badly damaged and the giant panda population tends to be extinct. More
important, the periodic solution will be not met in case of $T = 7$. Using the same model
but different impulse types as Reference [21], Reference [23] studied the bamboo flow-
ering and the deforestation. As we can see in the graphs of giant panda and bamboo,
compared with those of Section 3.1.1, time series of population density can more re-
ally characterized the evolutionary processes of species. It implies that the theory of
impulsive differential equations is much richer than the theory of traditional differential
equations without impulse effects. Note that usually in these models mentioned the per-
formance of giant panda ecosystem model is verified according to the processing steps
in Section 3.1.2. Besides, both left limit and right limit exist but are not equal, which
implies that time series of the studied objects will keep periodic oscillation in the whole
period.

3.1.3 Holling-based differential dynamic models

Ideally, the study of Holling-based differential models dates back to 1970s. How-
ever, pioneering work at that time was not widely adopted due to the lacks of scala-
ility. To address this issue, there has been recent development since the first Holling-
based differential dynamic model has been proposed [38]. Later on, there are essentially
three types of Holling functions, HFRM-I (also known as the linear HFRM), HFRM-II
(also known as the nonlinear HFRM where the proportion of bamboo consumed de-
clines monotonically with bamboo density) and HFRM-III (also known as the nonlinear
HFRM which is described by a sigmoid relation in which the proportion of the bamboo
consumed is positively density-dependent over some regions of bamboo density).

More recently, differential dynamic models based on Holling and Sparsity effects
prevail as a complete and accurate new scheme for modeling a giant panda ecosystem
and have shown promise in getting a more accurate trend of population growth rate.
In this survey, we mainly focus on HFRM-II and HFRM-III. For details on HFRM-I, readers are referred to the classic Reference [12].

(1) Holling function

Holling functional response is the principle function of population density depending on predator density. As mentioned in the previous section, one of Holling function’s motivations is to model the uncertainty of the birth rate of giant pandas, which boils down to modeling the uncertainty related to ecological environmental disturbances.

Sparse Effect (SE). Traditionally, Holling function in [38] is followed by \( b(t)X(t)/(1 + X(t)) \), which can be seen as a type of nonlinear predator-prey system suitable for the large-scale population. According to the statistics of giant pandas in Section 2, it is listed as a rare species having the more sparse population density, which indicates that the change of individuals can easily lead to the fluctuation of giant pandas’ increasing rate. Usually to form a complete and accurate model, Holling function in \( 1 + X(t) \) will alter before modeling a giant panda ecosystem using differential equations based on Holling function. One classic example is the sparse effect, which alternates between 0 and a number produced by function \( N(t) \) based on the sine or cosine. For \( N(t) \), in general, we can define the following generative process of the function \( N(t) \):

\[
N(t) = N_0(|\sin(At)| - \sin(At))
\]

here, \( N_0 \) and \( A \) are positive constants. In addition, sine function can be also modified as cosine function.

(1) For each variable \( t \) of Formula (2),
   (a) For each value of \( \sin(At) \) greater than 0, draw \( N(t) = 0 \);
   (b) For each value of \( \sin(At) \) less than 0, draw \( N(t) = 2N_0\sin(At) \);
   (c) For each value of \( \sin(At) \) equal to -1, draw \( N(t) = 2N_0 \);

(2) For each item \( N(t) \) equal to 0, \( a_{10} \) is equal to \( b(t) \), which indicates that the parameter is the birth rate of current giant pandas.

Note that if \( t \) goes to infinity, this function will be still limited in a range centered at the interval \([0,2N_0]\), where the value \( N_0 \) is calculated previously according to the data from a region studied, and the model will degenerate into a function depending on variable \( t \). This is why we call it "Sparse" Effect.

**HFRM-II based SE** [21]. The modified HFRM-II is formulated as:

\[
a_{10} = \frac{b(t)X(t)}{N(t) + X(t)}
\]

here, \( b(t) \) denotes the birth rate coefficient of the giant panda, \( N(t) \) denotes sparse coefficient, \( X(t) \) denotes the number of giant pandas.

Compared with HFRM-I [29], HFRM-II is introduced the handling time for bamboos that is consumed into the model HFRM-II to handle the prey. For HFRM-I, all the time can be used for searching, that is, the searching time is the time that it takes; however, for HFRM-II, the searching time is equal to the difference between the whole time and the handling time, which implies that in the time interval \( T_t \) the total number
of prey is therefore reduced [12]. Note that $b(t)$ can be explained as a function of calculating a ratio of two characteristic times: the product is large if the handling time is much longer than the searching time and this product is small in the opposite limit; in this case the type II response reduces to the type I case.

HFRM-III based SE[22, 23]. Similarly, the revised HFRM-III is formulated as:

$$a_{10} = \frac{b(t)X(t)^k}{N(t) + X(t)^k}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Noted that HFRM-II is a special example of HFRM-III. But the type III response is not so easily formulated just by separating out the handling and searching behaviour. In this model learning behaviour occurs in the predator population with consequent increase in the searching rate as more prey occur. Since at higher prey densities there will have been more predator-prey actions, the searching rate $a$ increases monotonically with the number of prey by replacing $a$ by $aX^{k-1}$, for some $k - 1$, when preserving the saturation at large prey density $X$. In two types II and III, $Y$ is the number of prey consumed by one predator, $X$ is the prey density, $T_s$ and $T_t$ are the time available for searching and handling and $a$ is ‘the searching rate’ by Holling.

(2) Holling-based differential dynamic models and Its Applications

Despite the successful applications of Holling function in differential equations, very few attempts have been made to develop differential dynamic models based on Holling functions for giant panda ecosystems. Due to the nature of rare giant pandas, two main types of models modeling giant panda ecosystems need to meet the following criteria:

(a) Type 1: Models based immature pandas and mature ones. Commonly, the second one is used to construct the increasing rate of the birth rate of immature pandas with time. For mature, the change of the number of mature ones with time is modelled by a constant or a linear function.

(b) Type 2: Models based bamboo-forest-giant panda. Because the giant panda is endangered, its birth rate is sensitive to the increase or decrease of individuals. Considering the restricts from the number of trees or bamboos causing that the increasing rate can vary toward another direction at some time, the third one is chose to model.

In Reference [21], typical linear models can be replaced with nonlinear and periodic structures to form a HFRM II-based differential dynamic model. In the modeling process, the method of Type 1 is chose to model immature and mature giant pandas in two different regions. This model is a density dependent model having four types-for region 1: immature and mature and for region 2: immature and mature. Additionally, the rate of transition from immature individuals to mature ones is also considered in this model. Because that the spaces between two habitats are artificially connected makes giant pandas spread and crawl back and forth between habitats, the net exchange of the mature population from a place to another one is added into this model. Given all the corresponding parameter values, the figure of time series of each type evolved in this model is given. From these figures, it can be seen that the introduction of Holling function make the increasing rate of the birth rate of immature pandas in these two regions...
with time increase fluctuate in a decrease way, and finally close to 0, which indicates that this system reaches an almost periodic stability at this moment.

Although the increasing rate of the birth rate of giant pandas in this model will change in a continuously decreased way by involving both sparse effect and HFRM-II, they actually alter in the same direction, because they ignore the randomness of this model due to the uncertainty in real-life natural environment, which is crucial for accurately modeling giant panda ecosystems.

Both References [22] and [23] published by the same author uses the same HFRM-III based SE (Type 2) instead of the constant to perform $\dot{x}_1$ of Formula (1). Introducing two periodic functions $b(t)$ and $N(t)$ into the models of [22] and [23] and solving differential equations using function dsolve in software MATLAB, the increasing rate of the birth rate of giant pandas will alter in a way that increase first, then decrease and finally close to 0. Similar to the curve shapes of HFRM-III based SE but different increasing rates, various variants having different $k$ values have been modeled. According to on-the-spot investigation, HFRM-III based SE with $k=2$ can more slowly approach this growth rate equal to 0 compared with HFRM-III based SE with other $k$ value greater than 2. Hence $k=2$ is the most common choice for a HFRM-III function based SE [22, 23]. Also, these two articles choose this value as their model parameters. Note that besides these two cases, it is possible for HFRM-III based SE to have some periodic solutions, in which case verifying the existence of these periodic solutions would be more complex. Given all the related parameters, Mawhin coincidence degree theory is used for proving that there exists a periodic solution in the systems [22, 23]. As the method of proof is similar with that in [20]. However, according to these graphics of time series of giant pandas, bamboos and trees, it can be seen that there are some limited conditions for the periodic solutions. For example, several periodic solutions can be broken when periodicity $T$ is 7. Meanwhile, a chaotic strange attractor can be appeared in the system, which increases the difficulty of modeling giant panda ecosystems.

In this section, we covered how Holling effects can be applied in the models of the growth rate of giant pandas, respectively. We can see from three types of Holling functions that the growth rate of giant pandas almost approach to zero at lower density while that rate will reach a critical threshold making the system keep the stability at higher density.

### 3.1.4 Allee-based Differential Dynamic Models

Traditional models of population growth, such as the logistic model, incorporate inverse density dependence only. For logistic models, population growth rate are expected to increase as a population is harvested, because of the reduction in negative density dependence. However, it is evident that populations subject to Allee effects will show reduced growth at low population sizes. Indeed, under Allee effects, growth can actually become negative below a Allee threshold. The harvesting of populations under these conditions might have serious consequences. The study of the Allee effects dates back to 1931 with notable works from References [1, 68], but the first attempt to use Allee effect to predict the growth rate of giant pandas dates back to 2016 [91].
To better understand Allee effect, here we start with the simplest type of Allee formula as an example to describe how the Allee effect works as inverse density dependence increases. After that, we will review several other types of Allee effects based on measurable components of the fitness of giant pandas.

(1) Models

Allee effect describes a scenario in which population at low numbers are affected by a positive relationship between population growth rate and density, which increase their likelihood of extinction. Hence, a key point is choosing an analytical model that represents this relationship. In mathematical terms it can be stated as:

\[ AE = \frac{A + c}{x + c} \]  

(7)

Here \( A \) is the Allee threshold which is used for scaling Allee effect, \( c \) is an auxiliary parameter which affects the growth rate of the prey. The cure of the growth rate flattens slowly as parameter \( c \) increases. It is worth noting that there are two equilibrium points across the x-axis. Reference [81] have verified that for the left equilibrium point (lower density), the system is unstable while for the right, the system is stable. There will only produce Allee effect around the lower density.

Usually, there are essentially two types of Component Allee Effect (Allee effects manifested by a component of fitness) and Demographic Allee Effect (Allee effects which manifest at the level of total fitness). In this survey, we will focus on the study of Component Allee Effect and Demographic Allee Effect.

Component Allee Effect. A component Allee effect is some measurable component of individual fitness [69]. For ’component’, the Allee threshold is quite small, which indicates that the increasing speed of the growth rate decrease slowly. Also, there is a positive relationship between population growth rate and density, that is, population growth rate increases with increasing density. However, a primary issue is to only study the effect of a single component on the growth rate of giant pandas, which ignored several corresponding relations between some components.

Demographic Allee Effect. The purpose of a demographic Allee effect is to study the overall fitness that involves an ensemble of several component Allee effects [69]. For ’demographic’, there is a larger the Allee threshold compared with the above due consideration for the overall fitness, which determines that the increasing speed of the growth rate decrease quickly (relatively smooth). Different from the component, demographic Allee effect studies a positive relationship between an average growth rate and density at the low density to to evaluate the impact of Allee effect more accurately. As we will see below, the underlying idea of ‘demographic’ Allee effect is that an ensemble of the overall components is more than the sum of its parts in the sense, obtaining a per capita growth rate. For ’demographic’ Allee effects applied in the models, the overall components determine the extend of Allee effect. Hence, a demographic Allee effect can be either ’weak’ or ’strong’ below.

Weak Allee effect. Population with ’weak’ Allee dynamics experience lower per capita growth rates at low densities but never experience negative per-capita growth rates and therefore have no critical threshold to exceed. Take Allee effect formula (7) as an example, the ’weak’ implies that threshold \( A \) is less than 0. Drawing a curve of the
growth rate, we will see that there is only one equilibrium where the per capita growth rate is negative above the carrying capacity (the equilibrium) and positive below.

It is worth noting that the equilibrium is the point where the growth rate is zero. Above this point, for negative Allee effect, the growth rate increases but the speed of the increase is decreasing and otherwise opposite. For positive, the growth rate increases and the speed is also increasing. More important, in position 0, the growth rate is greater than 0, which implies that the growth rate still exists even if the population density is 0 which goes against the principles of biological evolution. Hence, as \( A \to 0 \), the reduction in fitness owing to the Allee effect becomes insignificant.

**Strong Allee effect.** Population subject to a ‘strong’ Allee effect experience negative per capita growth rates when density falls below a critical threshold. The ‘strong’ implies that threshold \( A \) is greater than 0. Beside there are two equilibrium points here. For right point, its principles is the same as those of the weak. Hence, we only consider the inverse density dependence of the left. For left (lower population density), the growth rate also decreases above this point, and can even become negative below a critical population threshold, which implies that the population of giant pandas will go extinct. At this moment, the phenomenon of Allee effect is the most obviousness.

**Discussion.** The example model above demonstrates Allee effects that clearly describes the trends of population dynamics of the species including giant pandas and its theoretical consequences. By analyzing this model, it is seen that the modified parameters can only modify the slope of this relationship around the lower equilibrium but cannot modify the essential characteristics (e.g., the number of equilibrium points) of the curves of the growth rate of some species. In addition, for \( A > 0 \), the slope of the nonlinear equations on the growth rate always first decreases, next decreases to zero (parallel to the x-axis) and then increases as the density increases. Note that the above analysis is only for the lower population, especially endangered or rate population. Because the Allee effect describes a scenario in which populations at lower numbers are affected, it is suitable to use this method to model giant panda ecosystems due to the endangered and rare nature of giant pandas.

**Implementation of Allee effects for giant panda ecosystems**

In the previous section, we analyze how Allee effects can be applied in reflecting the change of the growth rate of giant pandas at low population density. In this section, we will summarize some real examples about the implementation of *strong demographic Allee effect* (Allee effect for short) on giant panda ecosystems. It is worth noting that the permanence analysis of the studied systems is the same as that of Section 3.1.2. Hence, we will give a brief analysis of this parts.

In the field of modeling giant panda ecosystems, researchers have also been adopting the Allee effect techniques to improve both evaluation and interpretability of giant pandas. For example, considering the effect of diffusion loss on time-varying population, Zhang *et al.* [91] apply an Allee effect in a real case in Qinling Mountain giant pandas nature reservation area. For any model, it is also crucial to ensure models’ existence on solutions and stability in the whole period. Hence, in the model considering two types of populations from two different patches, a method from Section 3.1.2 (a) and (b) is used to verify the existence and stability of the designed model. By adopting the approaches of References [18, 64, 65] making the system with Allee effect perma-
nent, based on data information of Qinling Mountain, we conclude about the permanent condition that this system with Allee effect is permanent if the differential equation of the growth rate of giant pandas is periodically bounded. Under these conditions mentioned, the sensitivity of the number of giant pandas to Allee effect can be analyzed. We can draw a conclusion that studies of the causal mechanisms generating Allee effects in lower density population could provide a key to understanding the dynamics of their survival or extinction.

Discussion. In sections 3.1.1-3.1.4, it can be seen that each type of differential dynamic models plays a key role in maintaining the feasibility of the systems. To solving the non-differential problems after suddenly disturbing, an impulse-based approach onto the differential model is crucial. Moreover, the Holling model and the Allee effect are all challenging in dealing with all kinds of problems although they have been widely used to solve several issues. Each type of the models has a certain limitations, but they have several advantages in modeling giant panda ecosystems. Hence, in order to more clearly show the features of each model, we will list a table to compare them shown as Table 3.

3.2 Age-Classified Matrix Models for Giant Panda Ecosystems

The computation in Age-Classified Matrix Model corresponds to a finite sequence of population size of this species per year. For the first time it was noticed in Reference [43]. Each prediction can be seen as a sequence of four steps: (1) equally dividing the complete life into age groups, where each group contains a plethora of individuals, (2) constructing a matrix composed of reproduction rates and survival rates of each group, and (3) multiplying this matrix or its $t$th power by an initial vector, and obtaining a population vector at moment $t$. The first step is the most difficult one, as there is no unified standard of division. As we show below, in some cases it is possible to apply the matrix model to study the population dynamic of giant panda. This allows us to compute survival individuals at next moment under various parameter combinations rather than only one parameter combination. Another theoretical advantage of such a model is a stable system whose a stable equilibrium is its positive eigenvector (explained as a stable population scale) and an unchanged matrix once divided equally, which indicates that the dimension the matrix is independent of population size. Hence, this model could be possibly applied for large-scale giant panda population. We would like to remark that the matrix models are not possible for without solutions, however, they are possible for these cases whose positive eigenvectors exist.

3.2.1 Preliminaries

An age-classified matrix model (ACMM) is a linear population dynamic classification model that involves multiple age groups. In mathematical terms it can be stated as

$$N(t+1) = M^t N(0)$$

where $M$ is the square matrix composed of the breeding rates and survival rates of each group [28, 43], $N(0) = \{n_1(0), n_2(0), ..., n_m(0)\}$ is an age distribution at initial moment. Parameter $t$ is set as the maximum iterations of the program. We can also
Table 3. Comparisons of the performance between four types of differential dynamic models for modeling giant panda ecosystems in several natural reserves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Differential dynamic models</th>
<th>impulsive differential dynamic models</th>
<th>Holling-based differential dynamic models</th>
<th>Allee-based differential dynamic models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data input form</td>
<td>Captive or wild giant panda individual representation</td>
<td>Initial population size</td>
<td>Individuals of age groups</td>
<td>Single individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) The alphabet represents the giant panda. (b) Its value is denoted as the number of giant pandas. Moreover, this model only considers the number of pandas regardless of individual behaviors.</td>
<td>(a) The alphabet—the giant panda individual; (b) Its value—the number of giant pandas.</td>
<td>(a) The alphabet—the giant panda individual; (b) Its value—the number of giant pandas.</td>
<td>(a) The alphabet—the giant panda individual; (b) Its value—the number of giant pandas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter types</td>
<td>(a) Birth rate and mortality rate; (b) The staple food of giant pandas: bamboo (natural growth). For parameter (a), we define parameters as constants; for (b), that can be denoted as a function, which indicates that the researchers need to study the change of bamboo over time and discuss the impacts of bamboos on giant pandas.</td>
<td>(a) Birth rate and mortality rate; (b) The staple food of giant pandas: bamboo (bamboo blooming and then die off), for (b), in contrast to the above model, the model of bamboo growth can be quite different.</td>
<td>There are two approaches Holling II such as formula (5) and Holling III such as formula (6) to calculate the survival rate of giant pandas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms of solutions</td>
<td>The simplest form of solutions is defined as ( N(t) = N_0 \exp\left(r_m t\right) ) where ( N_0 ) is an initial population of giant pandas and ( N(t) ) is the population of this species at time ( t ). In this formula, only consider the intrinsic rate of natural increase.</td>
<td>The expression of solutions can be more complex than that of traditional one.</td>
<td>The expression of solutions can be more complex than those of other models.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Properties</td>
<td>In general, the solutions of the designed model can be calculated.</td>
<td>Due to the occurrence of the &quot;contingent event&quot;, the existence of period solutions, bound conditions and stability conditions should be discussed after modeling.</td>
<td>The same steps.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purposes of modeling</td>
<td>Use the simple differential equations to describe a series of changes of populations of giant pandas over time.</td>
<td>Handle the problems the survival rate keep unchanged during the whole processes. The purpose is to ensure a positive correlation between population size and survival rate before the population reaches saturation.</td>
<td>Handle this problem that the survival rate did not change over time when reaching the saturation. The purpose is to achieve such an effect: on the basis of this saturation, with the increase of the population, survival rate can decrease.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties</td>
<td>Modelling with differential models is difficult contrasting with the traditional statistical approach, and the precision of the simulation results. It usually cannot handle the contingent events, which limits the application scope of initial models.</td>
<td>Modelling with impulsive differential models is difficult comparing with original models. It usually requires users to handle contingent phenomenon, discuss the existence of period solutions and its stability etc. Setting the index ( k ) can be the most difficult part when developing the function of survival rates, since this index can determine the shape of functions. Note that the entire trend of the model keeps the same that first increase and then balance.</td>
<td>Controlling Allee threshold ( A ) can be the relatively difficult work when attempting to change the equilibrium state, since this threshold determine the stability of the models. Need to discuss the range of this threshold: if greater than 0, there are two equilibrium points; else, one or instability.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>The type of models have been developed and successfully applied to modeling giant pandas.</td>
<td>Several applications of impulse-based differential models for modeling this species have been achieved though this model can be difficult to explore feasible solutions.</td>
<td>There are only two papers published to studying the impacts of the Holling functions on the change of populations of giant pandas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>There is only one paper published to consider the Allee effect on modeling giant panda ecosystems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
consider the population distribution as a vector $N=(N(0), N(1), ..., N(t))$ where the latter is derived from the former. After reaching the halting condition, a vector $N(t)$ is termed as an outcome [42].

When corresponding variants as well as $N(t)$, $0 \leq t \leq T$, are linear, we speak about a linear population dynamic classification model. We also remark that for matrix model $M$ undoubtedly it kept unchanged during the entire operations. However, variants of matrix model $M$ such as $M'$ can not be feasible, which implies that we further need to observe new solved matrix models to ensure the solvability of linear problems. In addition, it is important to note that all individuals of each group will be transferred to the group next to it. For the first group aged as 0, many individuals borned in other groups are added to this group. For maximum group, these individuals whose ages reach the complete life are removed from this group. It is possible to halt the program once the number of individuals of all groups is zero. It implies that the giant panda goes extinction.

In the process of predicting population dynamics using matrix model, typically there maybe not feasible matrix that does not make the program produced an outcome $N_t$. Hence, another attention is focused on the feasibility of matrix model, which indicates that it is necessary to further compute the positive eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix. Due to the more complex of matrix $M$, Reference [43] simplifies matrix $M$ for the purpose of reducing the actual computation. Formally, they are defined as optimization of the computation steps to linear problems, which are also called Matrix Reduction.

Example 3.1. For each $N(t)$, its each element can be constructed into

$$
\begin{align*}
    n_{0t} &= \sum_{x=0}^{m} F_x n_{x0}, \\
    n_{1t} &= P_0 n_{0,t-1}, \\
    n_{2t} &= P_1 n_{2,t-1}, \\
    \vdots \\
    n_{mt} &= P_{m-1} n_{m,t-1}
\end{align*}
$$

where $F_x$ is denoted as the breeding rate and $P_m$ is noted as the survival rate. Usually, they are constants. Considering the existed natural disturbance phenomenons, it is translated into mortality rate, thus impacting the survival rate of this species.

For the corresponding integer vector $N(t)$, we note that it is $(n_{0t}, n_{1t}, n_{2t}, ..., n_{mt})$ where $n_{mt} \geq 0$. Note that sum of them is the number of giant pandas.

### 3.2.2 Classification of Age Group

It is not difficult to see that one of the primary problems of the computation of matrix models can be simplified as solving the classification problem of ages. Age classification problem can be described as an operation that the complete life can be divided into several age groups whose intervals are the same according to a certain rule. For simplicity, we consider that the result of the classification are changeless during the whole simulation and has only one form. As we know, it can be simpler and quicker
to operate than dynamic forms. For static age classification, in general there are the following types such as sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2

(a) Unit classification [43]. Unit classification is denoted as such a classification whose age interval is equal to 1. Hence, the number of age groups equals to half of the maximum age. The advantage of the approach is that for each transformation all the individuals are transferred into next age group synchronously. This behavior can be easier and more convenient to compute population dynamics of pandas. In present published references, its two forms contains:

Unit point-based method. The form of its interval is \([x, x+1]\). That is, all individuals unites to evolve starting at initial moment \(t\) and ending at moment \(t + 1\). Note that at every moment, all individuals from each age group experience a phase about breeding and dying off. After involving, these survivors aged as \(x + 1\) will be transferred into next age group. Other individuals aged as \(x\) are in the current group even if increasing one year older. It is noticed that the birth rate and mortality rate of giant pandas are further subdivided, which is more in line with the actual giant panda survival conditions.

Midpoint-based method. The form of its interval is \([x + \frac{1}{2}, x + 1\frac{1}{2}]\). That is, during the interval of time 0-1 some of these individuals are dying off, and at \(t = 1\) the \(n_{x+1,1}\) survivors can be regarded as concentrated at the age \(x + 1\frac{1}{2}\), so that at this latter time the number of individuals alive in the age group changes abruptly. The advantage of this approach is that the number of the dead individuals can be first calculated at moment \(t(x + \frac{1}{2}, x + 1)\) and that of the survivors are at moment \(t(x + 1, x + 1\frac{1}{2})\). Compared with the above method, this approach is more suitable for female individuals in breeding season.

(b) Equal interval classification (EQIC) [28]. To handle the problem suffered by the above approach that causes an amount of empty sets in several groups, EQIC is developed. Usually, EQIC means that its each age interval is the same and greater than 2. At each moment, several oldest individuals from the left-hand age group are sent to current one while several individuals from current group are sent to the right-hand one, so as to form a new set of age groups. More complex, for each same group, it is necessary to consider the reproduction and mortality state of individuals except for transferring. For new birth individuals, they will be sent to the initial group aged as 0. After a complete transformation, a new age group is generated. This process is called transformation of age group. The purpose of studying EQIC is to make the whole individuals be assigned to different non empty groups. Due to the limits of real giant panda data, this approach can usually be a better choice to classify the age groups.

Example 3.2. Consider the complete life \(L\), with the size of each age group \(m\) where \(m \geq 2\). Then, there are \(\text{ceil}(L/m)\) age groups. Directly, the individuals whose ages are in interval \([x, x+m]\) are divided into the same group. Hence, we called \([0, m], ..., [x, x+m], ..., [L-m, L]\) as a set of age groups. In this set, we termed \([0, m]\) as an initial age group, and \([L-m, L]\) as a maximum age group.

3.2.3 ACMM for Giant Panda Ecosystem

In Reference [28], Leslie Matrix is used for predicting and analyzing population dynamics of giant pandas in Fuping Natural Reserve. In this reserve, there are 64 giant pandas, where there are 24 giant pandas under the age of 6, 31 pandas between 6 and 15 and 9 individuals greater than 15.
According to the growth law of giant pandas, the maximum age of wild giant pandas is 26 years old. Hence, that would be divided into 9 age groups if 3 years old is as an age phase. Meanwhile, let \([0, 2], [3, 5], \ldots, [24, 26]\) be 1st group, 2nd group, ..., 9th group.

In addition, Reference [28] can calculate the reproduction rate and the survival rate of each age group (see Table 1 in [28]) according to the data of giant pandas from Reference [30]. Note that usually the sex ratio of giant pandas was set as 1:1 because of the difficulty of recognition for wild giant pandas.

Based on the above conditions, Reference [30] deduced a stable age structure of giant panda population \(N(\infty)\) in [28]). And then a non-equidistant age structure can be adjusted as an equidistant one according to the ratio of stable age groups. Hence, we get an initial age distribution of giant pandas in Fuping natural reserve \(N(0)\). Take population vector \(N(0)\) of 1990 and Leslie matrix \(M\) as input and choose the formula of Section 3.2.1 as iteration model, we would estimate population dynamics of giant pandas in 9 age groups in the next 33 years. Simulation results shows that the number of giant pandas during 33 years increased about 30, 1.353 times of previous population size. This states that population size of this species can increases slowly, which is in line with the changes in population size of real animals. It is worth noting that adding additional individuals to this model does not lead to the redistribution of the age group of the model. This allows to achieve a strong prediction of population dynamics of this species in the next several years.

3.3 VORTEX Models for GPE

With the advent of software that realizes the idea of modeling real ecosystems by programming, conceiving a novel software simulating the complex dynamics of natural populations of giant pandas is no longer an exceedingly hard problem. The first attempt to use software VORTEX to model giant panda ecosystem dates back to 1997 [84]. Since then, the structures of different VORTEX simulation models for population viability analysis are outlined, considering environmental factors influencing the population dynamics of giant pandas in these models.

Vortex models changes to a population as a series of discrete events that occur once one year (other time interval) [39]. In the Vortex software, the procedures of these demographic events have been programmed: breeding, mortality, migrate (disperse) among population, supplementation, carrying capacity truncation. Occurrences of events are probabilistic. Demographic stochasticity emerges from change variation in which individuals breed or die. Environmental variation in demographic rates is imposed by sampling rates from specified distributions during each simulated year. Catastrophes, which occurs with specified probabilities, cause one-year reductions in reproduction and survival.

3.3.1 VORTEX-based Models

In the Vortex-based simulation approach the biological data of (real) giant pandas as input are physically located in different positions of a three-dimensional matrix (population, sex and age), while other parameters such as demographic rates (usually due to environmental variation) and inbreeding depression are sequentially stored in different
positions of several two-dimensional matrices, and then the software starts to simulate according to a series of evolutionary rules. The biggest problem is to effectively predict the population dynamics of individuals under various factor depressions in the software, as this is an uncontrollable external interference. As advantage, the designed model is highly scalable and robust. Below, we give the operation processes of the Vortex software simulating the giant panda ecosystem.

(a) The generative process of this models. In theory, the vortex models are a set of software simulation systems programmed by C language without the specific mathematical models and the constraint conditions limiting models. In this system, matrices are used for storing input/output data and variables are used for storing biological parameters, facilitating calculations and accumulating sums and other components needed for the basic statistics reported in the output. Additionally, each event is encapsulated as a functional module achieving the related task. And then the main modular called these modules and at last output the calculated results. To avoid the waste of the multiple memory storing the biological data of each iteration, in general a memory is repeatedly used for storing the objects at different moments of iterations, that is, the previous data can be replaced by these data at next moment. Hence, the space is limited to current data information storage and there is no increase or decrease of space length due to store the number of individuals rather than object symbols.

For the representation of the giant panda individuals, there is no actual form to express. In general the rows of arrays represent the sexes of giant pandas, the columns represent the ages of giant pandas and the values of arrays represent population size of giant pandas. The order of handling giant panda data is in accordance with the order of the life cycle. The recognition of individuals is directly realized by querying rows and columns of this array. An evolution rule defined here is in the form of $m[i][j + 1] = m[i][j] \times p_k$, where $m$ is the array storing the population size of giant pandas with the same gender $i$ ($i=1, 2$, where 1 is the male and 2 is the female) and the same age $j$, $p_k$ is a survival rate. A particular module is designed to determine which demographic events are added into the model. For each type of catastrophe, if and only if a random number is less than its frequency of occurrence, this catastrophe occurs and the fecundity and survival rates for years in which a catastrophe occurs are obtained by multiplying those rates in a "normal", non-catastrophe year by the specified factor. Note that it is impossible for a matrix to denote a specific individual of the population. It implies that for each iteration, these individuals with the same sex and the same age as a whole can evolve synchronously in a given probability. The biggest problem is that we cannot observe every panda is in a survival or mortality state being important to estimate individual genes thus prohibiting inbreeding. Similar to unit classification of Reference [43], at the next moment all the individuals are sent into the right-hand adjoined region. To avoid the shared memory conflict, all the individuals reaching the maximum ages need to be removed from the memory.

The iteration of simulation of software Vortex is realized deterministically, which is different form other models. The consecutive iteration of simulations is regarded as the evolution process. The evolution process is decomposed into the evolution of many sub-modules. In Reference [39], Lacy et al. gave the primary components of the Vortex simulation. Input all the available biological data through annual census
to the Vortex software, the function module catastrophes is performed in terms of a predefined catastrophe type. If a selected catastrophe occurs, the mortality rate of the studied animals can increase while survival rates decreases. And then other modules such as harvest of individuals, supplement with new individuals, and so on, would be performed in sequential order. During evolution, it is necessary for Vortex to determine whether the population become extinct or it closes to the limitation carry capacity. If not, continue. When the halt condition is reached, all the individuals at previous moment are removed after completing a simulation while these individuals surviving at next moment are stored in the adjoined memory in turn. All the memories are updated in line with associated primary steps. And then output mean population size of this species.

(b) Discussion. According to the steps mentioned, the probabilistic parameters play a key role influencing population dynamics of some species. Hence, it is necessary to discuss the following issues.

- **The method generating random.** In VORTEX, random numbers are classified as the following types: random integers between 0 and 64k and random real numbers between 0 and 1. Random integers are generated by the algorithm programmed by Kirkpatrick and Stoll [36]. Random real numbers are generated by dividing an integer by 64k. Random numbers from a standard normal distribution are generated by the polar algorithm [41]. Random numbers from a binomial distribution are generated by first calculating the cumulative probability distribution for the discrete outcomes, then generating a random real number, and final assessing which binomial outcome covers the portion of the distribution encompassing the random real number.

- **The method obtaining the rates.** The rates can be specified as functions of age, sex, inbreeding, population size, year and population, etc. The functions are classified as two forms: if it is a fixed constant, then the rates in each stage are the same; if it is a mathematical formula that can specify a demographic rate as density-dependent, or a function of other population parameters, then these rates can change over time. For example, reproductive rate can be specified to decline in the older age classes, adult mortality could be specified to increase with catastrophes no matter what anthropogenic disturbance or nature disasters, or habitat could be specified to decrease over time.

- **The problem of how to select some individuals breeding.** The software VORTEX can also deal with the breeding problems. Firstly, all the females who are older than breeding ages are put into the breeding pool. Secondly, the proportion of males breeding are also entered the breeding pool. If the proportion in the breeding pool is given directly, VORTEX will assume that the distribution of male reproductive success follows a Poisson distribution. Else, this proportion needs to be calculated according to the rules designed in advance. Only this can the individuals breed successfully within a certain probability.

- **The problem of how to evaluate environment variation (EV).** VORTEX evaluated the effects of EV that arise from environmental conditions on the breeding rate and mortality rate using the distribution functions. In general, EV is modeled as a binomial distribution or as a normal distribution, which are determined by the magnitude of EV. Because the binomial distribution has a standard deviation closest to the desired EV, the binomial distribution is often used for EV. However, when the number of individuals...
exceeds a certain scale, this distribution will often have a slightly fluctuation, thereby causing the deviation. In such case, the normal distribution will be used to model EV. Because the rate is restricted to the interval 0 and 1, to avoid creating any bias in the mean demographic rate, VORTEX needs to truncate the distribution symmetrically. It is noted that this truncation can result in EV to be substantially less than intended by the user. Moreover, if the truncation is not symmetric, then the mean demographic rate given by the model can be strongly biased away from the input parameter.

3.3.2 Applications of Vortex Models for Giant Panda Ecosystem

The summary of research status of the Vortex models in six study areas such as Wolong nature reserve, Qinling mountains, Yele nature reserve, Tangjiahe and Mabian regions, Liping region and Baoxing region as showed in Tables 4, providing a simple time line to analyze the research process of the Vortex model in every area. For the sake of modeling using the Vortex model, we summary the occurred catastrophes in these six areas in Table 5. The experimental results of six reserves ran by the Vortex software are concluded in Table 6. The overall processes from the modeling steps to the simulated results in this section presents an entire analysis about the use of the Vortex software in this species.

It is worth noting that the varied application domains of the giant panda ecosystem model VORTEX have always presented a challenge to the scene condition configuration of each domain due to the complexity of the environment. The current study divided the external interference factors into nature disasters, human interventions, environment limitations and their associated relationships. In this part, we organize the existing research on these factors affecting giant panda population dynamic. In all the models simulated by VORTEX software, the scenes are classified as four grades according to the geographical environment: environment fluctuation/carrying capacity (EF/ECC), density dependent/independent (DDT/DIT), inbreeding between giant pandas (INB), immigration and dispersal (IMD), catastrophes (CATA) (bamboo flowering, forest firing, etc.) and human intervention (HIV), as discussed in the following literatures. The environmental conditions of all the studied areas are analyzed in Table 5.

3.4 Membrane Computing Models

Membrane computing model is an active bioinspired field initiated by Păun [55], who discussed computing models motivated by the behavior and structure of cells, understanding the processes that take place in the compartments as computations. All the computing devices considered in this paradigm are called P system [55]. A probabilistic approach to P systems, also termed population dynamic of P systems (PDP systems for short) is introduced for studying the dynamic of (real) ecological populations [90]. And then we will focus on the PDP systems for modeling giant panda ecosystems.

With the preliminaries on population dynamic P systems, we are now ready to give the informal description of some main variants of PDP systems that were targeted for modeling and list some specific examples of PDP systems studying other species, e.g. bearded vulture, pyrenean chamois, the bacterium Vibrio fischeri. In this section, we mainly focus on PDP systems used for modeling giant panda ecosystems.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reserve</th>
<th>Application domains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wolong nature reserve [84]</td>
<td>The most early researched domains is in Wolong Natural Reserve. The challenge here is to firstly use the VORTEX model to analyze giant panda ecosystems in a specified region, which typically has studied a single-region giant panda ecosystem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qinling study area [47, 79, 96]</td>
<td>Qinling Mountains are another domain where giant pandas are firstly studied using VORTEX models in 1997 [47, 96]. Here again, giant pandas in this area are studied in 2002 [79]. But the objectives of the research are different where the second is the supplement of the first two researches, that is, the present research on the impacts of population density on population size under the conditions of previous environments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yele nature reserve [25, 27]</td>
<td>Yele Nature Reserve, belonging to one of Xiaoxiangling mountains, is yet another area where small population are subject to large fluctuations at a variety of levels, and such variation can put a population at a high risk of extinction. Practical examples of Yele area analysis can be seen in [27, 25]. This introduces the basic information of this area such as the geographical distribution, survival status of giant pandas as well as nature disasters to habitats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangjiahe and Mabian [60, 93]</td>
<td>Both two regions Tangjiahe Nature Reserve and Mabian Dafengdeng Nature Reserve are studied in 2002 because giant pandas in these two areas are on the brink of extinction under inbreeding and bamboo blooming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liziping study area [98]</td>
<td>In 2008, Liziping Nature Reserve, also belonging to one of Xiaoxiangling mountains, has been firstly set up as the research base of giant panda ecosystem and have been utilized in the data VORTEX modeling efforts. Two types of nature scenarios constitute the focus of the research: Liziping and Wutuo County where there is no corridor between these two areas. Giant pandas mainly live in the middle or upper part of the mountain slope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baoxing study area [34]</td>
<td>Baoxing county is located in Ya’an, Sichuan Province. It has a vertical climate from subtropical to permafrost due to the influence of mountain altitude. In this area, there is a meta-population consisting of three sub-populations, which each population can be distributed by different levels of external factors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. The summaries of environmental conditions of six study areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reserve</th>
<th>Application scenes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wolong nature reserve [84]</td>
<td>Wei <em>et al</em> developed an assessment of giant pandas in Wuyipeng based on four combinations, <em>e.g.</em>, INB and CATA, genetic load=1 without CATA, CATA (=1.67%) without IBD, and CATA (=1.67%) and genetic load=1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qinling study area [47, 79, 96]</td>
<td>The research areas are various Nature Reserves of Qinling Mountains in these three references. In [47], the scenario is Foping Nature Reserve. In this scenario, Li <em>et al</em> discussed the impacts of single-CATA on population dynamic, <em>e.g.</em>, EF/ECC, MD, CATA involving poaching, bad weather, predator, disease, etc; In [79], Wand <em>et al</em> analyzed the impacts of DDT and DIT on local population; In [96], Zhou <em>et al</em> studied ECC, Poaching, IMD, Reproductive cycle/age range (extending).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yele nature reserve [25, 27]</td>
<td>Guo and Hu present an evaluation of giant pandas in Yele area based on four combinations, <em>e.g.</em>, IBD and CATA, IBD without CATA, CATA without IBD, no IBD and no CATA, in the context of more complexity environments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangjiahe and Mabian [60, 93]</td>
<td>Zhang and Hu indicate some emerging trends different from previous studies affecting the number change of individuals in the general Tangjiahe area. They recognize that as in many application scenes, such as without IBD and CATA, with MD, with EF/ECC and with CATA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liziping study area [98]</td>
<td>Zhu <em>et al</em> mainly considered two combinations, <em>e.g.</em>, CATAs including bamboo flowering and forest firing, and adding IBD to the aforementioned combination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baoxing study area [34]</td>
<td>Jiang and Hu discussed four major factors affecting population dynamics of the giant panda, <em>e.g.</em>, IBD (equivalence coefficient = 3.14 and 1.57), ECC (upward and downward), CATAs involving bamboo blooming (cycle=60a) and forest firing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. The Comparison of population size of giant panda ecosystems in six study areas modeled using the Vortex models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reserve</th>
<th>Simulation Result Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wolong nature reserve [84]</td>
<td>Reference [84] used VORTEX to model the trends of the Wuyipeng giant panda population in 100 years under the aforementioned scenarios. The results showed that a combination between CATA such as bamboo flowering and IBD caused a 4.21% decrease in population for 5 years, which verified CATA and IBD in Wolong significantly affect results, even if two parameters are minor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qinling study area [47, 79, 96]</td>
<td>The population size is sensitive to the outside interference. Based on this, in [47], the factors on EF/ECC, bad weather, predator, disease except for CATA and IBD appeared in Qinling Mountain are added into the specific model to verify the state of population dynamic under the aforementioned factors. The results showed that in this area the population of giant panda is approximately stable in 100 years, only with a small trend of decreasing. To enhance the feasibility, [79] and [96] also discussed the population dynamic under the given constraints over 200 years. Showing that the giant panda population would go extinct, even if the initial conditions are modified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yele nature reserve [25, 27]</td>
<td>An issue that needs to be considered in the modeling scheme is the years of population extinct with time. Guo et al [25, 27] simulated the trends of population dynamic in Yele in 100 years. Showing that there is a stable increase in population without consideration for CATA and IBD; only considering IBD, giant pandas went extinct within 90 years; considering IBD with 1.76% of CATA, giant pandas went extinct within 60 years, and others are similar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangjiahe and Mabian [60, 93]</td>
<td>Another issue that needs to be considered is how to avoid this extinction of giant panda due to different levels of interference in years. Ren et al [60] analyzed the population dynamic of giant panda from Mabian dfengding reserve. The simulation shows that population size of giant panda for the next 100 year is to decline under the specific scenes. Zhang and Hu [93] added individual supplement measures into this model. The results verified that the number of individuals increased slightly in 100 years through the timely supplement of new individuals from another domain when distributing due to the aforementioned disasters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baoxing study area [34]</td>
<td>More recently, advanced techniques such as VORTEX 8.42 with more components have been employed in Baoxing county to actually predict the metapopulation size of giant panda suffering from CATA and IBD in 100 years. The results showed that each subpopulation of the metapopulation suffered a certain interference from the random fluctuation of environment, and the difference among three subpopulations can be more obvious.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4.1 A Brief History of PDP systems

PDP systems is regarded as a variant of membrane computing models. One of its characteristic features is that PDP system imposes a probability on its rewriting rules, aiming to capture the inherent randomness of the processes to be modeled. During the execution phase of the systems, such rewriting rules are then implemented to produce final survival real ecological populations. In general such a system can be seen as theoretically predicting the dynamics of the species (increasing or decreasing number of individuals over time), and then simulating this system through simulator MeCoSim.

The study of Population P systems dates back to 2004 with notable works from Reference [2], although this initial work featured an approach quite different from PDP (tissue-like structure, catalytic rules and no probabilities, instead of cell-like arrangement and probabilistic rules). Over the years, a large body of works [32, 33, 73, 74, 90] have emerged to enable substantially better scalability and incorporate recent advancements of PDP systems. In a survey, there are 18 papers that have been published since 2004 [13]. Specifically, PDP systems can be classified into categories: cell-like PDP systems (hierarchical arrangements of membranes corresponding to trees) and tissue-like PDP systems (nets of membranes corresponding to graphs). The significant case studies of real ecosystems mainly focus on scavenger birds from Spain, zebra muscel, pyrenean chamois and giant pandas from China. For many species and their living environment, usually the types of membrane structures are different from each other. Due to PDP system’s various structures, the term “PDP system” sometimes specifically refers to “single- or multi-environment P systems” [7, 10, 90]. In this study, the probability is determined by a random number generator following the binomial distribution function. To see this, note that the semantics in PDP systems implies making several rules selected in a probabilistic way to imitate the uncertainty of species evolution.

Today PDP system is gaining more and more popularity, has found successful applications in areas such as giant pandas, and appears as the theme of various conference workshops (e.g., the CMC workshop, the ACMC and the WMC). Interestingly, through PDP systems started in 2004, the study of PDP systems in modeling giant panda ecosystems started roughly in 2017 [33, 90]. In this paper, we will introduce an overview of PDP systems for giant panda ecosystems.

3.4.2 PDP Systems and Several Examples

As pointed out in References [7, 9, 10, 76], most types of (static structure) PDP systems can be seen as variants of membrane computing models. Since rules originating from membrane computing modes are not practical for modeling ecological data and predicting, a probability-level concept called population dynamic P system was introduced in Reference [2]. This model augments object rewriting and the flexibility of rules choosing with the notion of spatial locations (membranes) as well as the corresponding operations and it can be seen as a particular interpretation of the environmental uncertainty. References [7, 9, 10] define some basic probability rules measuring the possibility of specific behaviors of giant pandas in terms of PDP systems and give several examples of ecosystems.

Below, we provide the definition of single environment PDP systems on the giant panda ecosystem, taken from Reference [74] and multi-environment PDP systems, taken
from Reference [90]. We remark that two types of PDP systems are put it together to introduce because the model derived from Reference [90] is an extension of that derived from Reference[74].

**Definition 1.** A multienvironment P system and T time units, is a tuple

\[
\Pi = (G, \Gamma, \Sigma, T, R_E, \mu, R, \{f_{r,j} | r \in R \land 1 \leq j \leq n\}, \{M_{i,j} | 1 \leq i \leq m \land 1 \leq j \leq n\}, \{E_j | 1 \leq j \leq n\})
\]

where:

- \(G = (V, S)\) is a directed graph with \(V = \{e_1, \ldots, e_n\}\).
- \(\Gamma\) and \(\Sigma\) are alphabets such that \(\Sigma \subseteq \Gamma\).
- \(T, m, n, p\) are natural numbers greater than 1.
- \(R_E\) is a finite set of rules of the type \((x)_{e_k} \xrightarrow{f} (y_1)_{e_k_1} \cdots (y_h)_{e_k_h}\); \(1 \leq j \leq p\) and \(f, f'\) computable functions over \(\{1, \ldots, T\}\).
- \(I'\) is a rooted tree with \(q\) nodes injectively labeled from \(\{1, \ldots, m\} \times \{0, +, -\}\).
- \(\mathcal{M}_{i,j}\) is a finite multiset over \(\Sigma\), for \(1 \leq i \leq q, 1 \leq j \leq n\).
- \(E_i\) is a finite multiset over \(\Sigma\), for \(1 \leq i \leq q\).

A multienvironment P system of degree \((m, n, p)\) with \(T\) time units can be viewed as a set of \(m\) environments \(e_1, \ldots, e_m\) interconnected by arcs from a graph and a set of cell-like membrane systems, \(\Pi_j | 1 \leq j \leq n\), having the same working alphabet \(\Gamma\), membrane structure and set of rules. Each environment \(e_j\) initially contains a finite multiset \(E_j\) of objects from \(\Sigma\), and also contains some membrane system \(\Pi_j\), whose initial multisets \(M_{1,k}, \ldots, M_{q,k}\) depend on \(e_j\). The membranes from \(\Pi_j\) initially have neutral charge. For the sake of simplicity, neutral polarization will be omitted.

A multienvironment P system has two types of rules: a set \(R\) of rules associated with the cell-like membrane systems, and a set \(R_E\) of rules associated with the environments Every rule \(r\) is associated with a computable function \((f_{r,j}, f_r, f'_{r,j})\), that provides the affinity of the rule, to be taken into account when several applicable rules compete for the available objects.

A configuration of the system at a given instant \(t\) is a tuple that contains: (a) the multisets of objects over \(\Sigma\) present in the environments; (b) the membrane systems and the corresponding polarizations and multisets of objects over \(\Gamma\), contained on each environment; and (d) the values of functions associated with the rules of the system.

A rule \(r \in R\) of the type \(u[v]_i^\alpha \xrightarrow{f} u'[v']_i^{\alpha'}\) associated with \(\Pi_j\) is applicable to a configuration \(C\) at a given instant \(t\), if the membrane \(i\) from \(\Pi_j\) has polarization \(\alpha\) in \(C\), it contains the multiset \(v\), and its parent membrane (the environment, in case \(i\) is the skin membrane) contains multiset \(u\). When the rule is applied: (a) multisets \(v\) and \(u\) are removed from the respective regions; (b) at the same time, multiset \(u'\) is added
to the parent membrane of \(i\) and multiset \(v'\) is added to membrane \(i\); and (c) the new polarization of membrane \(i\) will now be \(\alpha'\) (which might be the same as \(\alpha\)).

A rule \(r \in \mathcal{R}_E\) of the type \((x)_{e_k} \xrightarrow{P_{u,v}} (y_1)_{e_{k_1}} \cdots (y_h)_{e_{k_h}}\) is applicable to a configuration \(C\) of the system at a given instant \(t\), if the environment \(e_k\) contains object \(x\) in this configuration. When the rule is applied the object \(x\) is removed from environment \(e_k\) and environments \(e_{k_1}, \ldots, e_{k_h}\) get new objects \(y_1, \ldots, y_h\) respectively. A rule \(r \in \mathcal{R}_E\) of type \((\Pi_j)_{e_j} \xrightarrow{P_{u,v}} (\Pi_{j'})_{e_{j'}}\) is applicable in environment \(e_j\) if this environment contains \(P\) system \(\Pi_j\). When the rule is applied, \(\Pi_k\) move from \(e_k\) to \(e_{k'}\).

A transition from a configuration \(C\) to a next configuration \(C'\) is obtained by applying the rules of the system in a simultaneous, maximal and non-deterministic manner. A computation of \(\Pi\) is a (finite or infinite) sequence of configurations such that: (a) the first term of the sequence is the initial configuration of the system; (b) each non-initial configuration of the sequence is obtained from the previous configuration by applying rules of the system in a maximally parallel manner with the restrictions previously mentioned; and (c) if the sequence is finite (called halting computation) then the last term of the sequence is a halting configuration (a configuration where no rule of the system is applicable to it). All computations start from an initial configuration and proceed as stated above; only halting computations give a result, which is encoded by the objects present in the output region \(i\) out in the halting configuration.

**Definition 2.** A population dynamics \(P\) system (PDP system, for short) of degree \((m, n)\), where \((m, n \geq 1)\) and having \(T \geq 1\) time units, is a multi-environment \(P\) system of degree \((m, n, p)\) and with \(T\) time units

\[
\Pi = (G, \Gamma, \Sigma, T, \mathcal{R}_E, \mu, \mathcal{R}, \{f_{r,j} \mid r \in \mathcal{R} \land 1 \leq j \leq m\}, \{\mathcal{M}_{i,j} \mid 1 \leq i \leq q \land 1 \leq j \leq m\}, \{E_j \mid 1 \leq j \leq m\})
\]

satisfying the following conditions:

- At the initial instant, each environment \(e_k\) contains exactly one cell-like membrane system, which will be denoted by \(\Pi_k\). Therefore, the number \(p\) of \(P\) systems matches the number \(n\) of environments.

- Function \(f_r\) associated to rule \(r\) from \(\mathcal{R}_E\) of the type

\[
(x)_{e_k} \xrightarrow{f_r} (y_1)_{e_{k_1}} \cdots (y_h)_{e_{k_h}}
\]

have their range included in \([0, 1]\) and they verify:

- For each \(e_k \in V\) and \(x \in \Sigma\), the sum of the functions associated to rules of the above type is the constant function 1.

- Function \(f_{r'}\) associated to rule \(r'\) from \(\mathcal{R}_E\) of the type \((\Pi_1)_{e_k} \xrightarrow{f_{r'}} (\Pi_{1'})_{e_{k'}}\) are all constant and equal to 0; that is, one may as well assume that this type of rule is forbidden, or equivalently, \(P\) systems residing in an environment cannot “travel” to any other environment.

- For each rule \(r \in \mathcal{R}\) of the system \(\Pi_k\) located in \(e_k\), \(1 \leq k \leq n\), the computable function \(f_{r,k}\) also depends on the environment and its range is contained within \([0, 1]\). Moreover, for each \(u, v \in \mathcal{M}_j(T)\), \(1 \leq i \leq m\) and \(\alpha, \alpha' \in \{0, +, -\}\), the sum of the functions \(f_{r,k}\) with \(r \equiv u[v]^\alpha \rightarrow u'[v']^\alpha'\) is the constant function 1. We write \(\mathcal{R}_{\Pi_k}\) instead of \(\mathcal{R}\).
Note that at any instant $t$, $1 \leq t \leq T$, for each object $x$ in environment $e_k$, if there exist communication rules of type $(x)_{e_k} \xrightarrow{f} (y_1)_{e_k} \cdots (y_h)_{e_k}$, then some of them will be applied. In case several of such rules exist having $(x)_{e_k}$ as their left-hand side, then the rules will be applied according to their corresponding probabilities associated to this particular instant $t$.

This formalism described is employed to model complex dynamic systems, and more specifically to capture the processes taking place in a real ecosystem. This is the case of some first attempts to model giant panda ecosystems where the aim of the study is the analysis of population dynamics of the species. Such studies involve much more than simply considering the number of giant pandas. For example, researchers need to consider the distribution of individuals per age and age groups, and of course including all the biotic and abiotic factors, along with the processes affecting their life, from feeding, reproduction and mortality to the influence of human actions or the potential appearance of natural disasters.

In what follows, we give example descriptions of some real ecosystems that were modelled using PDP systems or their variants. It is worth noting that at present, there are at least 18 papers in different categories, as listed in Ref. [13].

Example 3.3. Scavenger Birds [4–6]. Consider system $\Pi = (\Gamma, \mu, \{f_{r,1} | r \in R\Pi\}, M_1, M_2, R, \{c_{v} | v \in R\}$, having the alphabet $\Gamma = \{X, Y, V, Z\}$ where these symbols represent the same Bearded Vulture but in different states and the set of rules $R = \{\{r_1 : \{X_{h} \rightarrow [V Y h]\}], \{r_1 : X \overset{1-p_1}{\xrightarrow{p_2}} Y, r_2 : [X] \xrightarrow{p_1} [B], r_3 : [X] \xrightarrow{p_2} [\lambda], \{b\} \rightarrow [b_{\text{m}}^{m_1} e^{m_2}]\}\}$ where the first type is a set of rules about nomadic species, the second one is a set of mortality ones and the third is a set of density regulation ones. Other rules are the same as rules mentioned. Inputting the size of the initial population of the Bearded Vulture from Catalan Pyrenees in Spain into this system $\Pi$, along with some parameters related to the biology of the Bearded Vulture, the environment and the possible other interventions, and then executing all the corresponding rules imitating various behaviors of this species, the number of the animals is predicted using this PDP system.

It is worth noting that symbol $V$ represents some animal from other ecosystems influencing the survival of this bearded vulture. An auxiliary variable $h$ is used for ensuring the nomadic species. $B$ represents the bones which are the bones of other ecosystems and $b$ is the biomass of bones. More important, different from other species, mortality rules consists of three parts rather than two ones because these individuals can be recycled.

Example 3.4. Pyrenean Chamois [9]. Consider the system $\Pi = (G, \Gamma, \Sigma, R_E, \Pi, \mu, \{f_{r,1} | r \in R\Pi\}, \{M_{c,v} | i \in [1, 10], v \in [1, 4]\}$, having the alphabet $\Gamma = \{X, Y, Y', Z, V, W\}$ where object $Y'$ presents some animal which is retired from the ecosystem and the set of rules $R = \{\{r_1 : (d \xrightarrow{S} S)_{c_e}, r_2 : (d \overset{1-p_3}{\xrightarrow{p_4}} N)_{c_e}, \{r_1 : [Y \rightarrow Y']\}], \{r_1 : [V \overset{p_5}{\rightarrow} W], r_2 : [V \overset{1-p_3}{\rightarrow} \lambda]\}\}$ where the first type simulate the presence ($S$) or absence ($N$) of disease, the second one simulates the transformation of the animals and the third simulates the animals hunting or hunted. Other rules are the same as these ones mentioned. The design of the system is based on the biological characteristics of the Pyrenean Chamois and the living environment of this species. For example, different
from the system of the Scavenger Birds, the proposed model is a multienvironment PDP system with active membranes of degree (4,11). For each of 4 areas (also termed environment), there are the simular environments. Each of 10 cells of every environment above provides a set of rules \( R \) describing the biological phenomenon of the species and several unknown disturbances such as pesti-virus infections. Additionally, there are the different climatic scenarios that the model envisages. Using the initial populations of the Pyrenean Chamois in 4 areas as input, the model can be applied to automatically evaluate the population size of the Pyrenean Chamois in 22 years.

It is important to note that if the hardware, e.g. GPU, permits, all subsystems of the multienvironment system run synchronously. From the time point of view, time consumed by this system maybe equal to that consumed by a single environment system. Due to its parallel nature, the model is easy to extend to consider other areas or to perform other tasks.

Example 3.5. Zebra Mussel [7, 10]. Zebra Mussel is an aquatic bivalve mollusk, originally described in the reservoir of Riba-roja, located in northeastern Spain [61, 66]. The river is longitudinally structured in 17 different areas. Consider the system \( \Pi = (G, \Gamma, \Sigma, R_{E}, \Pi, \mu, \{f_{x_{r}}| r \in R_{B}\}, \{M_{i,j}| i \in [1,4], j \in [1,17]\}) \), having the alphabet \( \Gamma = \{X,Y,Z,W\} \) where object \( X \) is defined as \( X_{i,j,c} \) instead of \( X_{i,j} \) where variant \( c \) represents the time unit and the set of rules \( R = \{r_{1} : \{D\} \xrightarrow{p_{1}} \{t_{1},t_{2},t_{3}\}, r_{2} : \{D\} \xrightarrow{p_{2}} \{t_{1},t_{2},D'\}, r_{3} : \{D\} \xrightarrow{p_{3}} \{t_{1},D\}, r_{4} : \{D\} \xrightarrow{\sum_{i=1}^{4} p_{i}} \{D'\} \} \) where symbol \( D \) represents the temperature and an auxiliary variable \( t_{i} \) is that when the temperature reaches this value, adult mussels suitable for this temperature initiate reproduction. Significantly, because the breeding temperature of Zebra Mussel is different in waters, we remark that there might be several such temperature intervals. Running this system, it is easy to observe that at each step each type of rules are applicable. After being chose, the mussels maybe initiate evolve or move from a water to another one due to the hydraulic regime. Finally, results of the model population size can be output after reaching the maximum number of iterations.

Example 3.6. Other ecosystems [77, 62]. There were attempts to apply different types of PDP systems to other ecosystems such as logic gene network [77] and the quorum sensing system in vibrio fischeri [62]. Although these species were not animals, these works are useful for biologists to understand the interactions among genes or vibrio fischeri in living organisms. If you are interested in these problems, please read References [77, 62].

3.4.3 Applications of PDP systems for giant panda ecosystems

The discussion about membrane computing models for giant panda ecosystems concerns mainly the prediction of population dynamics of giant pandas using a cell-like membrane system that studies these objects from the same region or a tissue-like membrane system that studies these objects from various regions with different environment conditions. In most of the models the primary steps are the construction of components in models. The model is composed from three parts: (1) membrane structure which decides the types of a model; (2) objects of the models, which based on giant panda individuals (mapping); (3) rules for their behaviors; Before discussing different types of models, we will firstly and briefly describe the components of the models. For the
Table 7. Recent Studies Claiming to Model Giant Panda Ecosystems with Membrane Computing Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types</td>
<td>Single-environment, where there is only one habitat studied where giant pandas live.</td>
<td>Single-environment, where the studied habitat is the same as the area of [33].</td>
<td>Single-environment, where the studied habitat is the same as the area of [33].</td>
<td>Multi-environment (the number of the studied areas is greater than or equal to 2, and there are various communications between different cells, which indicates that some objects in one region can be transferred to another one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane structure</td>
<td>[[1]_1] (the meanings of each object are the same as these of [33])</td>
<td>[[1]_2] (the meanings of each object are the same as these of [33])</td>
<td>[[1]_2] (the meanings of each object are the same as these of [33])</td>
<td>[[1]_1], [[1]_2], [[1]_3] \ldots where (c_1) and (c_2) represent the habitats where giant pandas live, and two labels 1 and 2 are cell number whose functions are the same as the above cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objects</td>
<td>Objects represent giant panda individuals, and the multiplicity of each object represents the number of giant pandas with the same sex and the age.</td>
<td>Objects(\rightarrow) giant panda individuals; the multiplicity of each Object(\rightarrow) the number of giant pandas individuals</td>
<td>Object(\rightarrow) individual; Multiplicity(\rightarrow) the number.</td>
<td>Object(\rightarrow) individual; Multiplicity(\rightarrow) the number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Chengdu Research Base of Giant Panda Breeding (GPBB for short).</td>
<td>GPBB</td>
<td>GPBB</td>
<td>Chengdu Research Base of Giant Panda Breeding (GPBB); China Conservation and Research Center for Giant Panda (CCRCGP).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules</td>
<td>Reproduction rule (RR), mortality rule (MR), feeding rule (FR) and updating rule (UR).</td>
<td>RR, MR, FR and UR</td>
<td>RR, MR, FR and UR</td>
<td>RR, MR, FR and UR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rescue behavior</td>
<td>In the PDP system, rescue behaviors of giant pandas can not be studied due to the difficulty for finding giant pandas.</td>
<td>Several pandas from the forest are rescued and put into the study natural reserve. There are two types of rescue schemes: one is for several individuals in danger to protect endangered species and another for individuals in estrus to increase the diversity of the population.</td>
<td>In the PDP system, study rescue behavior of giant pandas. However, there are different constraint conditions about the age and sex of rescue individuals.</td>
<td>In this system, study the rescue behaviors. However, in contrast to other models, this model can be more complex because there were rescue behaviors in different areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild release behavior</td>
<td>In the PDP system, the wild release behaviors of giant pandas were not studied due to the limits of the techniques.</td>
<td>In the PDP system, no study wild release behavior due to lack of released data about giant pandas.</td>
<td>Because healthy giant pandas have been successfully released into the wild, this behavior can be studied initially in the PDP system.</td>
<td>In the PDP system, there is no consideration of wild release behaviors due to the limits of the techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td>The model is a basic model only considering several basic behaviours and not considering any external factors. The more the forecast takes, the greater the difference between prediction data and statistical data is.</td>
<td>Females preferred larger and stronger wild pandas as extra-pair mates to increase the diversity of pandas in a local region. In addition, extra-pair offsprings were more heterozygous than internal-pair mates</td>
<td>Wild introduction for trained giant pandas, especially for individuals in estrus, can increase the diversity of giant pandas and modified the population viability, thereby improving the evaluation accuracy for a population.</td>
<td>Modeling for multi-environment giant panda ecosystem is initially explored in 2019. At presents, the author only involves in the communication between the cared regions without due consideration for rescued behaviour or released one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>Modeling giant panda with the PDP system for the first time. Introduce a new modular Rescue into the PDP system (RPDP system).</td>
<td>Propose a new modular wild release on the basic of RPDP system.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Modeling giant panda with a multi-environment PDP system for the first time and all cells are executed in a parallel.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8. Summary of the Quantitative Attributes of Computing Models in modeling giant panda ecosystem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Differential dynamic model</th>
<th>Age-classified Matrix Model</th>
<th>Vortex Model</th>
<th>Membrane Computing Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Papers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter expression</td>
<td>Function (the results calculated by functions are positive decimals)</td>
<td>Probability (positive decimals)</td>
<td>Probability (positive decimals)</td>
<td>Rules (positive decimals or distribution functions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolutions</td>
<td>Formulas 1-7 (Section 3.1)</td>
<td>Formula 8 (Section 3.2)</td>
<td>Formulas of Reference [39] (Section 3.3)</td>
<td>the form of rules of Definition 3.2 (Section 3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation process</td>
<td>Set initial population and survival rate of giant pandas at every stage; choose a suitable and efficient differential dynamic model; execute; output the results.</td>
<td>Age classification; calculate population size, birth rates and mortality rates of giant pandas at each age group; construct an age distribution matrix; iterate and output the results.</td>
<td>Input initial population; set some basic parameters such as rates; choose the types of catastrophes encountered; iterate and output the results.</td>
<td>Build the membrane structure; Input the objects; Design the rules; execute rules (from feeding rule to birth rules, mortality rules, external rules (rescue rules, release rules, catastrophe rules etc.) and update the configuration; and then cycle again according to current configuration; halt membrane systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming Language</td>
<td>The C Programming Language.</td>
<td>The C Programming Language.</td>
<td>The C Programming Language.</td>
<td>P-Lingua and Java where the rules are coded using P-Lingua language [17] and the evolution process is coded using Java.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Matlab software</td>
<td>Matlab software</td>
<td>Vortex software</td>
<td>MeCoSim software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment results</td>
<td>Due to the more limitations of the model, the deviation between real data and prediction data is a little larger.</td>
<td>Due to the same rates at any moment in each age group regardless of the uncertainty of natural evolution, there also exists the deviation between them.</td>
<td>Due to the fact that the parameters of the models can be optimized, the computational results are better than those of other approaches mentioned.</td>
<td>Due to more consider the actual situation (nature conditions), the simulation results can be even better than those of Vortex model, especially when the parameters are optimized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensibility</td>
<td>Several parameters can be added into the model in the form of functions, since their growth can promote or inhibit the giant panda population.</td>
<td>The parameters cannot be added in, since the model only considers two indices: birth rate and mortality rate.</td>
<td>Extra parameters cannot be added in, but the existed parameters can be chose freely. So its extensibility is limited.</td>
<td>Several external ingredients such as bamboo can be added into the model in the form of rules that are represented as regular language. So this model has good extensibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>With the increase of kinds of parameters, the odds of which the model with different functions has feasible solutions can be small.</td>
<td>In this model, its parameters can be added in the form of probability, hence the performances is not affected when the number of parameters increases.</td>
<td>With the increase of parameters users choose, the computational capability of the software decrease linearly.</td>
<td>With the increase of rules, the computation complex of dealing with rules using the software MeCoSim rises approximately proportional.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>The model makes the research on giant panda ecosystems from qualitative stage to quantitative stage. Moreover, the model can be applied to handle the continuous problems.</td>
<td>The model discards the functions that have the drawbacks related to the traditional ways of modeling.</td>
<td>Put up with a new methodology to handle the more complex discrete problems: Moreover, firstly use software to simulate the population dynamics of giant panda ecosystem.</td>
<td>The model can break through the limitations of traditional model because researchers can model natural disasters by programming rather than choosing. Moreover, such models can simulate their daily behaviors and build the interrelations to clearly observe the dynamic change of giant pandas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawbacks</td>
<td>The differential equation is not differentiable; there is no equilibrium point; the system is unstable.</td>
<td>For each computation, it is necessary for the model to obtain the positive eigenvalues, verify the existence of eigenvalues, and adjust the stability of the age distribution. If any condition is not satisfied, this model cannot be chose to model giant panda ecosystem.</td>
<td>The user can only consider these factors that the developer have designed them ahead. It implies that the researchers cannot make experiments when the studied factors are not designed in this software.</td>
<td>The types of membrane computing models that can be modelled are confined to those whose rules can be represented as regular language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
models published so far, we will concentrate on two types: (a) cell-like membrane systems in Section 3.4.3 (2) and (b) tissue-like membrane systems in Section 3.4.3 (3), and make comparisons between these models.

(1) Data Organization

- **Membranes.** The main functionality of membranes is to perform a topological division of the space allowing membrane systems to compute in a distributed manner. According to Reference [56], a membrane represents a habitat pandas live (each one identified by its number label). In each membrane, an amount of objects and rules are put into this one. Notably, in the model of giant panda ecosystems, objects represent the same giant pandas but in different states, so in general each of membranes cannot be dissolved. It implies that other configurations are the same besides object changes at every moment. According to Reference [90], the functions of each membrane are different, but the cooperation among the membranes ensures the successful evolution of the giant panda system.

- **Configuration.** The representation of the configuration in all cases is done as vector of a series of the evolutionary states of the giant panda. We remark that this vector corresponds to a constantly readjusted system, so it is updated at every moment. As a simple example, in an initial configuration this system takes the statistical data as input and computes population size and the total amount of food after running a series of rules based on an array of scalar parameters. This process is termed as a transformation of configuration. In the case of References [6, 7, 32] it can be argued that corresponding behaviors of many species are different from each other, leading in general to different steps (internalized into the corresponding rule types). Hence, the transformation processes of states representing the configuration to be processed are determined by the designed rules.

- **Evolution Rules.** As it can be seen from Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 in the simple case (without permitting and forbidding) rules can be defined by two integer vectors indicating the multiplicities of corresponding objects in the right-hand side and left-hand side of each rule. After executing an evolution step, all the objects in the left-hand side of the rules are removed from this system while these objects in the right-hand side are produced. An important aspect should be noted: all rules should be applied once selected except for probability rules (chose probabilistically). In giant panda ecosystems, for four basic rules mentioned, only both reproduction rules and mortality rules are chose in a probabilistic way. In the whole period, each rule cannot disappear because this causes some phenomenon that giant panda cannot go though some behavior which goes against the law of natural evolution.

- **Simulation Algorithms.** Due to the nature of PDP systems, the algorithms selecting the rules need to meet the following criteria: (1) they should divide all rules into the corresponding modules; (2) they should be efficient enough to select correctly and linearly in each iteration. Criterion (1) implies that each type of rules should be in the same category. Criterion (2) is needed because there are typically a large number of free rules in the corresponding membranes. This means methods based on non-deterministically choosing rules [56] are not realistic for PDP systems, since they cannot consider the single choice of probability rules. To tackle this problem that only one rule is chose at every turn, algorithms DNDP [50] and DCBA [51] are developed (for References [50,
51, 90] for more details). We remark that the above algorithms do not rewrite objects, but only ensure which rules can be executed in the system.

(2) Cell-like PDP systems (CPDP systems).

Cell-like PDP systems are the common choice for modeling giant panda ecosystems in a nature reserve. As mentioned in this section, CPDP can predict population size of giant pandas by naturally imitating the everyday behaviors of (real) giant pandas and handle uncertainty. Besides CPDP introduced above, several more straightforward examples, i.e., rescue-based CPDP systems and release-based CPDP systems, are proposed. This is because in such a system, one can clearly define a generative process of how a giant panda is rescued from the wild habitat or how a captive giant panda returns to the wild habitat.

Rescue-based CPDP systems (Zhang and Huang [33, 90]). Consider the system \( \prod_1 \), having a membrane structure \( \mu = \{ [[2]] \} \), where cell 1 is used for storing static objects and several auxiliaries and another one for rules and the set of rescue rules \( R_1 = \{ r_i : [A] \xrightarrow{p_{1}} AC^c[x], r_2 : [C] \xrightarrow{p_{2}} [C_i], r_3 : [C_i] \xrightarrow{p_{3}} [C_{i,j}] \} \) where objects \( C \) and \( c \) represent rescue individual and the number of individuals respectively, \( i \) represents the sex of individuals and \( j \) is its age. Note that \( p_1, p_2 \) and \( p_3 \) represent the probability of executing a rule where its interval is in [0,1], where if \( p_1 = 0 \), then both \( p_2 \) and \( p_3 \) are automatically regarded as 0 and if \( p_1 \neq 0 \), then \( p_2 \) and \( p_3 \) are not 0. Because the purpose of rescuing giant pandas is to improve the gene diversity of captive giant pandas, the age of these individuals rescued is basically limited to a certain range. It implies that giant pandas in breeding season are given priority to rescue.

Due to the uncertainties and more complex difficulties in actually rescuing individuals, rescue model forecasting is a long-standing core problem in protecting rare giant pandas. Based on this, References [33] and [90] can provide valuable guidance to put rescue rules into current PDP systems. In general, rescue modular can be executed according to the order of rules in a probability way at next moment while \( C_{i,j} \) becomes \( X_{i,j+1} \). For these four rules, in software MeCoSim, at first, by provoking \( A \), objects are incorporated into this system at once (\( r_1 \)), next recognize the sexes of these pandas though \( c \) iterations (\( r_2 \)), and then count age of pandas though \( c \) iterations (\( r_3 \)). If permits, MeCoSim can record the reproduction and mortality information of these individuals, thus providing many better rescued strategies for researchers.

Release-based CPDP systems (Zhang and Tian [74, 90]). Consider the system \( \prod_2 \), having a membrane structure \( \mu = \{ [[2]] \} \) and the set of release rules \( R_2 = \{ r_1 : [G] \xrightarrow{p_{1}} GD[x], r_2 : [D] \xrightarrow{p_{2}} [D_i], r_3 : [D_i] \xrightarrow{p_{3}} [D_{i,j}], r_4 : [D_{i,j}] \rightarrow D_{i,j} \} \), where objects \( D \) and \( d \) represent release individuals and its number, similar to auxiliary variant \( A \), variant \( G \) is also an induction or excitation parameter aiming at provoking release behavior. Likewise, it is necessary to consider the sex and age of giant pandas returning to the wild habitat in order to enable giant pandas to healthily survive for a long time. It is important to note that rule \( r_4 \) indicates that a giant panda leaves captive habitat for a wild forest. The order of these rules is as follows: first, provoke release behaviors (\( r_1 \)), next select some giant pandas with sex \( i \) (\( r_2 \)), then among them select several giant pandas aged \( j \) (\( r_3 \)) again and at last released giant pandas (\( r_4 \)), end.

In order to reduce the extinction risk of local small population and rejuvenate wild population, it is desirable for the researchers to incorporate release modular into models.
enabling theoretical researches, either to closely forecast population dynamic of giant pandas or more importantly to improve the computational results of models. It is also crucial to ensure models’ robustness. In this system, the probability of release modular being executed is \( p_1 \) at each iteration, that is, if and only if greater than \( p_1 \), then all the rules about release behaviors are applied according to the above steps. In real environment, it indicates that several healthy and adaptive adult animals are returned to the bamboo forest. It is noted that we cannot further study on these giant panda that have been released to the wild because we only study the population dynamic of present giant pandas in the captive area. It also implies that the number of giant pandas can decrease after running release modular. In many other models [5, 6], this situation is regarded as the mortality of individuals. It indicates that the sum of mortality rate and release rate is 1. However, for References [74, 90], release rate is a single probability value independent of mortality. The advantages of this approach is that the interference caused by multi-information fusion is avoided, especially for these probabilities calculated by a fusion function.

(3) Tissue-like PDP systems (TPDP systems).

In the previous sections, we covered how various CPDP systems can be applied in the single-environment giant panda ecosystems, respectively. In this section, we will discuss how TPDP can be applied in the multienvironment giant panda ecosystems in general, using the examples of Reference [75] as an application.

The model of TPDP systems (Zhang and Tong [75]). Consider the systems \( \Pi_3 \), having the membrane structure

\[
\mu = \begin{bmatrix} e_1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} e_2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

where symbols \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) represents two different nature reserves-GPBB and CCCGP where the substructures of TPDP are the same as that of CPDP, and the set of rules

\[
R = \{ r_1 : \begin{bmatrix} X_{e_1,i,j} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} e_2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} p \end{bmatrix} \to \begin{bmatrix} e_1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} Y_{e_2,i,j} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} e_1 \end{bmatrix}, r_2, r_3 \}
\]

where the first rule represents one-way transfer, e.g., from reverse \( e_1 \) to \( e_2 \), rule \( r_2 \) is expressed from \( e_2 \) to \( e_1 \), and rule \( r_3 \) represents two-way transfer. For \( r_3 \), two objects distributed in two different cells can be sent to other membrane at the same or different moment. The functionality of TPDP system is extended by the included set of communication rules.

Parameter uncertainty. In contrast to the previous constantly fixed parameters, parameter uncertainty fabricates a parameter value straightforwardly by using a function rather than by expert experience before a parameter is confirmed. The simplest approach is the distribution function. Reference [52] firstly proposed the modeling theory, dubbed parameter uncertainty, for probability prediction. Pickett [58] further modified this model using a log-normal distribution to generate \( \sigma \) effectively and efficiently. Since then, it has become popular in the prediction of parameter uncertainty. In 2019, Tong and Zhang [75] applied this approach to dynamically estimate the reproduction rate or mortality rate of giant pandas every loop (a simulation). In this reference, this approach works in three phases: at the first phase we assume that the probabilities \( (p_i) \) of several rules such as reproduction rules or mortality ones obeys beta distribution, \( p_i \sim \text{beta}(a,b) \), where parameters \( a \) and \( b \) depend on mean and variance of an array of (manual statistical) birth rates (MBR) or mortality rates of pandas (MMR). In the second phase, we assume that temporal variance obeys normal distribution, \( \sigma | \sim \text{norm}(\sigma, SV) \) where \( \sigma \) is the sampling variance of MBR or MMR of pandas and \( SV \) equals to the difference between sampling variance and estimating variance. In the third phase, we
assume that the average probability also obeys beta distribution, but its two parameters depend on the rate of the first step $p_i$ and temporal variance of the second step $\sigma_i$. And then the probability of the last phase is given as input. Note that in P-Lingua program $i$ is the replication loop, which indicates that $p_i$ varies at every replication loop. In addition, parameter $p_i$ can be also other types of probability parameters.

**TPDP systems for giant panda ecosystems** [75]. Input the data for some year such as the number of giant pandas per age, amount of the required food, etc of GPBB and CCRCGP into cell 1 of environment $e_1$ and cell 1 of environment $e_2$ and put all the rules with probabilities calculated using parameter uncertainty approach into cell 2 of region $e_1$ and cell 2 of region $e_2$, constructing an entire initial configuration, the system initiates execution. In the whole process, each object goes through reproduction phase, mortality phase, feeding phase and updating phase. This process is termed as one cycle (a year). Such a process can be easily repeated for imitating them, predicting the population size of giant pandas in these regions in decades (cycles). After the halting condition is reached, the system stops and outputs the number of female or male giant pandas per age of each environment.

In system $\Pi_2$, its each object represents a giant panda and multiplicity of each object represents the number of giant pandas having the same gender and the same age, which implies that the sum of multiplicities of all objects is equal to population size of this species. Each evolved rule represents a daily behavior of giant pandas. In Reference [75], all the objects and all the rules of subsystem $e_1$ is the same as those of subsystem $e_2$ except for the multiplicity of each object. It is worth noting that the implementations of these two subsystems are synchronous through theoretical analysis although at present the parallelism cannot be achieved due to the lack of the hardware devices. With the emergence of GPU or other advanced techniques, it is quite promising to execute the parallelism in the fields of modeling ecosystems. After finishing a cycle, multiplicity of each object needs to be updated again. In addition, the amount of food like bamboos is also updated again. In particular, it should be emphasized that the type and the number of rules keep unchanged in the entire process. It is noted that updating stage is responsible for updating the current configuration with the values form the previous stage.

Technically, TPDP systems are executed using software MeCoSim. In the simulator, the data information on giant pandas from two reverses is stored in an input table. Next, the structure and the rules of the TPDP system are programmed using P-LINGUE language. And then, the general function of parameter uncertainty is wrote using JAVA language and are added to the executable file. Finally, these files needs to be loaded into the flat of the simulator. Setting steps, cycles and simulations and click on run button, the system outputs the average number of giant pandas of simulations per year in an output flat. The entire process of the implementation is split into several consecutive stages, which take charge of different operations associated to phases of evolution of configurations. It can be seen that the software simulation is an implementation of theoretical configuration model. In addition, it is noted that during Halting stage, the system inspects whether the halting conditions is reached, and once reached, stops the system. To confirm this system, the performance of the TPDP system was assessed and compared in Reference [75]. It is noted that the researchers do not con-
sider the rescue modular and release modular in system $H_3$ due to the initial exploration for multienvironment PDP systems for modeling this species. Through simulation, for GPBB, the error difference is less than 3.6% and for CCPCGC, the error difference is controlled in the range from -7.6% to 1.9%, which verified that the TPDP system has the potential for addressing the multienvironment problem.

In order to more clearly show the membrane computing models used for predicting population dynamics of giant pandas, these methods are summarized and compared from the quantitative and qualitative perspectives in Table 7.

3.5 Summary

Most of what we believe about how population will change in the future is based on projections made by sophisticated computational models. There are currently multiple model representations for modeling giant panda ecosystem, and although most of them generally make similar predictions about the future trends of population dynamic of this species, they different significantly in many particulars. Because it is not normally clear which models’ scenarios are likely to be the most realistic, the question arises of which specific models to choose and why.

As computational models become more complex, it becomes even more important to have suitable models available through which to model and project population dynamics of the giant panda needed to guide ecological conservation. In general, these models can be performed according to the following principles:

- **Differential dynamic models**: for example, differential dynamic models are mainly used for dealing with some simple problems regardless of other constraints; impulsive models aim to handle some contingent events; Holling models aims to solve the problems of survival rates that unchanged during the whole period; Allee models aims to tackle these situations that survival rates cannot change continuously as giant panda individuals increase when the population in some area reaches a saturation state.

- **Age-classified matrix models**: eliminate derivations of differential models, thus avoiding their non-differentiable drawbacks; divide an entire population into different age groups according to the classified groups ahead; and then calculate the number of giant panda individuals per group according to the corresponding rates, e.g., breeding rate and mortality rate.

- **Vortex models**: for matrix model, it cannot work on large-scale population well because of the complicated classification task. Hence, Vortex models are developed to handle the scale-limited problems of matrix models. Moreover, this system has its own module function for each different phenomenon. The only disadvantage is that these modules have been programmed ahead, which implies that users can not make several experiments about this catastrophe if it is not designed in the vortex software in advance.

- **Membrane computing models**: a complete set of modeling system is give, avoiding all kinds of the drawbacks that three previous models appeared; the rules can be devised based on the unique semantic principles of the system; in contrast to the above model, this model is relatively flexible, that is, the number of types of rules can depend on the targets the users study. Moreover, this model can simultaneously simulate the evolution of giant pandas in different areas. More importantly, this model can provide the evolutionary information of each individuals, which plays a key role in protecting...
giant pandas. At present, this technique is regarded as an importance approach in the field of studying giant panda ecosystem.

In order to more clearly show the differences between different computational models, in Table 8, we list the example models of four types from the previous section and make a comprehensive comparison and analysis for them from structural and performance points of views. In all the cases, we focus on discussing some major sources of differences between models, for example, the starting and ending year of using this model, how their parameters can be evaluated, how each model runs, and how accurate the results of their projections are, and the merits and drawbacks of every model.

4 Concluding Remarks and Future Research Lines

In this paper we present a comprehensive realization of various computational models applied to the giant panda ecosystems. The differential dynamic model is a relatively traditional approach, predicting giant panda numbers by using differential equations, but it requires a considerable amount of work to check whether the function is differentiable. The age-based matrix model is a complex modeling approach because it needs to consider age groups. By contrast, Vortex software is bright, estimating giant panda numbers directly on software. While it provides a fixed-function framework that the users cannot run parameters they provide, this approach effectively tackles the non-differentiable problems encountered by the differential equations. In contrast with Vortex, membrane computing model is very promising, providing a powerful unique prediction model as it not only imitates the behaviour of each individual, but also provides a flexible structure that the author can estimate any parameter by programming code using P-Lingua language.

In the future, we can expect both more-in-depth studies on membrane computing models and explorations on even more complex applications of models for giant panda ecosystem. In [92], the wild population has been isolated into an amount of small populations. However, there are the inbreeding problems among these small populations due to lack of communications each other, which makes them difficult to fertilise by themselves. Consequently, it deserves to investigate minimum viable population (MVP) by using membrane computing models, where MVP function was added to this model, and each rule was available only in the duration of less than this value.

Membrane computing models have attributes of parallelism with a stronger capability of synchronously performing multi-regions than other modeling approaches. Consequently, the prospect of the models for communications between different minimum viable populations is optimistic and promising, and the computing approaches of MVP are well worth further in-depth study. Besides, recent progress on efficient membrane computing model also lays down the foundation for further improving this model’s scalability.
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Abstract. Giant pandas are expected to decline range-wide and are under the risk of extinction as global climate change and habitat loss continue. Estimating when different subpopulations will likely begin to decline has been hardly possible to date because data linking pandas availability to demographic performance are unavailable for most subpopulations and unobtainable a priori for the projected but yet-to-be-observed low population density. Here, we establish the likely nature, timing and order of the future demographic impacts by estimating the thresholds of \textit{minimum viable population} (MVP), before their populations get impacted and decline rapidly. Furthermore, the individual supplement strategy is used to alleviate and prevent the extinction of this species when population size is less than the MVP threshold at some moment. Intersecting these thresholds with projected MVP size, estimated from MC models, our study reveals when demographic impacts will likely occur in different subpopulations. Our model captures demographic trends observed during 2005-2017, showing that in some periods the number is far below the survival impact threshold even if there are captive individual supplements. The study also suggests that, with the occurrence of natural catastrophes, the steep decline in reproduction and survival will endanger the persistence of the species. Moderate protection may prolong the species’ survival, but is unlikely to prevent the extinction of some subpopulations in future.
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1 Introduction

Giant pandas occur in 33 subpopulations across six mountains according to the 4th Survey Report \cite{26}. At present, there are 1864 giant pandas inhabitating in the wild forest and 633 saved captive giant pandas living in the \textit{Panda Nature Reserve}. Generally, these captive pandas are more healthy but lower fertile rates than wild pandas. Scientists believe that many of giant pandas are now at threat of extinction solely due to the
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destruction of nature [9]. If we do not protect them, we are pushing them off the planet, in effect. We are causing extinction of this species already. And that’s irreversible. In 2011, Zhang et al., a dean from chengdu reserve, announced that a new era in giant panda conservation would be just around the corner: 6 captive giant pandas would go out in the wild after being trained in Giant Panda Valley in order to rejuvenate small population in the forest. That raises a concerned problem before this: what is a sufficient size (Minimum Viable Population, MVP) of giant pandas to endure the calamities of various perturbations and do so within its particular biogeographic context? The MVP concept emerged in 1981 from Shaffer’s [17] pioneering paper that defined a minimum viable population as ‘the smallest isolated population having a 99% change of remaining extant for 1000 years despite the foreseeable effects of demographic, environmental, and genetics stochasticity, and natural catastrophes’. The criteria for evaluating viability (the time frame and associated extinction risk) were ‘tentatively and arbitrarily’ chosen by Shaffer, recognizing that risk criteria were within the purview of society as well as science. Operationally, time horizons of 50-100 years and extinction risk of 5% became the most frequently used criteria [8, 12].

Estimating MVP threshold is challenging because data recording the biological information of the species are lacking in most populations. Indeed, even in the best-studied populations, abundance projections currently rely on extremely limited data. MVP sizes of giant pandas, however, can be projected, even in subpopulations where demographic information is absent, by assuming the parameters affecting the survival of the population [14]. There are five possible approaches to assess MVP thresholds: experiments, biogeographic patterns, theoretical models, simulation models and genetic considerations [17]. Today’s projection conditions differ substantially from previous ones, thus precluding empirical measurements of how reproduction and survival will change before these changes occur. In addition, genetic determinants of MVP sizes are still unclear. Considering technicality and feasibility, the most promising approaches are the extension and refinement of analyses of theoretical models and simulation models. Theoretical mathematical models may be useful in revealing which population characteristics or processes are likely to important in affecting survival probabilities. But these models either embody unrealistic assumptions or lead to currently unresolved mathematical problems. Because they are not subject to various constraints of analytical models, computer simulations is used for evaluating MVP sizes and for assessing the effects of changes in various parameter values. Research efforts have been focused on developing software prediction such as vortex and membrane computing so that population dynamics of giant pandas can be estimated without knowing a mathematical model used for describing population dynamics.

The early models studied in previous references are vortex model, which is to estimate extinction probabilities that incorporate identifiable threats into models. In a vortex model, MVP of a species is regarded as an initial population size that makes the survival probability reach 95% after procedures halt. At present, several practical studies have outlined the estimations of models introduced various threat parameters. A classic example is that of Triplophysa Venusts [22]. Since the success of vortex simulations in other species, such models are also considered in modeling giant panda ecosystems. To experiment with vortex models, researchers commonly verified in various panda
habitats [13, 16, 28, 29]. These studies provide the basis for the MVP projections by incorporating either one threat or more than one single threat or the fusion of kinds of disasters in order to verify the impacts of disasters on population extinction of giant pandas. However, such an approach to evaluating relied on the probability function of populations rather than the evolutionary behaviors of individuals, which cannot explain which individuals were born and which died. In addition, the codes of this software cannot be modified by users, which means that authors can only choose these threat factors that have been designed in advance. Within the biological-inspired computing paradigm, a membrane computing model (MC/P systems) can be implemented as an available tool to model giant pandas ecosystems.

The importance of MC models was already pointed out in many early works [5, 27]. Since the advent of the model, it has been a very active field of research. So far, model practices are currently widely employed in various species such as Pyrenean Chamois [2], Zebra Mussel [3, 5] and Scavenger Birds [4, 10]. Due to the highly successful tests across a variety of application objects, the method are attempted to model giant pandas [27]. Since then, the interest of MC models around this topic keeps increasing. See, for example, both Huang et al [11] and Tian et al [20] dedicated to studying the single-ecoregion PDP systems, and Tong et al [21] focused on conquering the multi-ecoregion PDP systems with various communications between bases GPBB and CCRCGP. Previous models are generally applied in captive giant pandas facing less threats due to stronger protections. However, in fact wild giant panda populations continue to knowledge at alarming rates. In response to boost small population in the wild, several trained captive individuals need to be released into the wild. In the last few years, the national giant pandas from GPBB reintroduction program has released three individuals into the Xiaoxiangling Mountains [24]. This is only in an experimental stage. Because giant pandas are an imperiled rare species, it is not feasible for researchers to make many captive giant pandas go out in the wild directly. In general, many trained captive individuals are really reintroduced into the wild according to a series of schemes made by the model after models are firstly used for projecting population viability ability of giant pandas in the wild in the future. To protect captive pandas to be released from losing their life, an effective approach is to release the minimum but self-sustaining population size. The merits of this model are that it can project MVP of this species based on giant panda evolutionary behaviors and that it can build various interferences impacting population dynamics. Because the models have consistently outperformed traditional methods for object state recognition and computational efficiency, a common approach is to leverage membrane computing models.

Operationally, time horizons studied in recent MVP papers were 50-100 years [17]. The findings showed that the expected number to death by starvation, disease, or other disasters, etc, for all individuals would be less than the expected threshold, and thus the number of individuals would decline rapidly [14]. More directly, giant pandas can extinct due to the fact that the less quantities cannot be enough to keep survival for a long time. Conservation breeding is becoming an increasingly important tool to guard against extinction, providing organisms for re-introduction to re-establish or supplement wild populations, or for assisted colonization outside of historical ranges as part of disaster change mitigation strategies [15, 18]. Key to the success of supplement (re-
cruitment) programs is the availability of a large number of reproductive individuals to guarantee population establishment. Thus, a primary goal of conserving minimum viable population should be to choose large numbers of reproductive candidates for assurance and supplement. In membrane computing model, there is a specified set of rules used for achieving supplement actions. Note that the design of this behavior in the MC model is a very complex process. On the one hand, the core problem to be considered is time and quantity of supplying giant pandas; on the other hand, the key issue to be studied is the ages and the sexes of recruitment. For the software MeCoSim running MC models, the most difficult problem is supplement time because the corresponding rules are executed under the control of constraints.

The paper aims to project Minimum Viable Population based on Individual Supple-
ments (also termed MVPIS) of captive giant pandas trained at Giant Panda Valley to be released into the wild Xiaoxiangling Mountains using membrane computing models (also termed population dynamic P systems (PDP systems for short)). The sensitivity of MVP thresholds to differences in the models was explored by adjusting the birth rates and mortality rates of all giant pandas upward or downward by a specified percentage. The main contributions of this article are summarized as follows:

1) A novel type of PDP systems with recruitment is developed by introducing the notion of recruitment into PDP systems. More precisely, such P systems have a two-layer membrane structure with the capabilities of different information processing and rule controls.

2) Minimum Viable Population (MVP) is studied in this article. Instead of previous models, a novel model is developed to assess MVP thresholds. The main advantages of the model is to record the evolution state of each individual, thus providing an age distribution of MVP that guides to supply which individuals.

3) Parasite disease is incorporated into PDP system to make the trained place where giant pandas to be released live in such an environments closer to wild, which makes projecting MVP presumable and enhances its potential for practical applications.

4) A recruitment strategy is introduced into PDP systems to supply individuals for emergency population, thus protecting this population from reducing rapidly. Noted that there are some certain conditions to supplement individuals. Supplement rules are executed only when the number of a population is less than that of MVP.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe data sources of giant pandas. We also outline a few concrete ecoregions where giant pandas lived. In Section III, we construct a population dynamic P system (PDP system) different from the descriptions in other literatures and we give a novel MVP concept in general, designed according to our requirements/purpose. We then detailedly introduce population-level recruitment in order for protecting this species from extinction during the whole period. In Section IV, we highlight some key challenges that need to be addressed in the future and the uncertainties in that direction. Finally, in Section IV, we make a conclusion and list several possible directions in next phase.
2 Biological data on Giant Pandas and Three areas: Habitation, Training area and Release area

In this paper we choose giant pandas from GPBB as research objects. It is necessary to notice that habitation GPBB is only used for offering giant panda individuals to other places, and therefore, here we only introduce the population size in this area regardless of its geographical environment. By the end of 2017, there are 195 giant pandas living in this base where there are 106 female individuals and 89 male individuals, increasing by 4.83% compared with that of 2016 (186, 102, 84). We aim at studying population viability analysis of giant pandas, so we simulate this scene that a plenty of giant pandas from GPBB are put into the field LLNR to observe their viability. Before this, these chose giant pandas should be trained at least two years in the region Panda Valley and then be released into the wild.

Dujiangyan Panda Valley [31], aka Chengdu Field Research Center for Giant Panda under Chengdu Research Base of Giant Panda Breeding, is located at mountain foot of Yutang Town of Dujiangyan City. The area enjoys favorable natural and climate condition, full of evergreen bamboo and primeval forest with tranquil streams rull all year. At present, the field ecological area that belongs to a part of panda valley is about 1.4 square kilometers, accommodating 30-40 giant pandas and 50-100 companion wild animals such as lesser pandas, etc. In the wild-nature training and experimental area with semi original ecology, giant pandas undergo the wild-nature training and research before released into its nature habitat.

Giant pandas are released into Liziping National Nature Reserve (LNNR) in the Xi-aoshiangling Mountains. Giant panda habitat used for taking some giant pandas trained in Dujiangyan Panda Valley is located in the southwest corner of the giant panda distribution region. This area contains the most isolated and smallest giant panda population remaining in the wild. Total panda habitat in these mountains spans 119.36 km$^2$ but is bisected by the 108th National Road into two patches [30]. At present, three giant pandas from GPBB have been successfully released into the region since 2016 after being trained, which shows that in the actual life the release of giant pandas is a challenging task due to need to consider various complex factor including human interferences and nature disasters, etc., not only rather than survival.

3 Methods

We used a membrane computing model based on probability (also termed PDP system) to estimate: (1) the MVP threshold that the smallest population can survive before extinction by local environment in the wild occurs; and (2) the number of supplementary individuals that a population released is less than minimum viable population. Subsequently, we estimated the MVP threshold and supplements as formulas (1): $\prod$ (see Definition 1) and (2): $S(s, f)$-an individual supplement’s distribution in a given year (see ‘the computational process of Supplementary Individuals’).
3.1 Model

We estimated MVP of giant pandas that a population inhabiting in the wild can survive at the probability of 95% in 100 years using an improved population dynamic P system (PDP system for short) on the basis of the model of Tian and Zhang [19]:

**Definition 1.** A population dynamic P system of degree (3,1) with \( k \geq 1, m \geq 1, T \geq 1, T \geq 1 \), is a tuple

\[
H = (G, \Gamma, \Sigma, R_E, \mu, R, \{f_r, l_r | r \in R\}, M_1, M_2, M_3)
\]

(1)

the PDP system (equation (1)) estimates minimum viable population of giant pandas under the disturbance of external factors, where

(a) The graph of the system is \( G = (\emptyset) \) because this is a single environment system.
(b) The membrane structure is \( \mu = [[2_{31}]_1] \), where cell 1 is the output cell (the environment), cell 2 is used for training captive pandas from GPBB and cell 3 is used for simulating the evolution of population to be released. It is noted that the function of cell 2 is to supply individuals for cell 3.
(c) The working alphabet is

\[
\Gamma = \{X_{i,j}, S_{i,j}, Y_{i,j}, Z_{i,j}, W_{i,j}, N_{i,j}\} \cup \{F, C, H, B, O\}
\]

where variants \( N_{i,j}, S_{i,j}, W_{i,j}, X_{i,j}, Y_{i,j} \) and \( Z_{i,j} \) represent giant pandas in different moments (steps); variables \( H, B, O \) represent food giant pandas consume; \( F \) is an auxiliary variable as well as \( C \).
(d) In \( M_{i,1} \) we specify the initial number of objects present in each regions (encoding the initial population and the initial food)

\[
\begin{align*}
M_1 &= \{ \} \\
M_2 &= \{X^0_{i,j} : 1 \leq i \leq 2, 0 \leq j \leq 32\} \\
M_3 &= \{S^0_{i,j} : 1 \leq i \leq 2, 0 \leq j \leq 32\}
\end{align*}
\]

for variants \( q_{i,j}, s_{i,j}, h, b, o, \) please refer to paper [21].
(e) The set \( R \) of evolution rules consists of reproduction rules, mortality rules, feeding rules, update rules, parasite disease rules and individual supplement rules, where the rules of the first four types are the same as reference [20], so here we mainly introduce disease rules and supplements.

\[
\begin{align*}
r_1: [F]_k &\rightarrow [F]_k + [H^0_3, B^0_4, O^0_5]_k, \ 2 \leq k \leq 3; \\
r_2: X_{i,j}[1] &\rightarrow +[Y_{i,j}]_2, \ 0 \leq j < k_{i,12}, 1 \leq i \leq 2; \\
r_3: S_{i,j}[1] &\rightarrow +[Y_{i,j}]_3, \ 0 \leq j < k_{i,12}, 1 \leq i \leq 2; \\
r_4: X_{2,j}[1] &\rightarrow +[Y^0_9, Y^{0}_2]_2, \ k_{2,12} \leq j \leq k_{2,13}, 1 \leq i \leq 2, 1 \leq y \leq 2; \\
r_5: S_{2,j}[1] &\rightarrow +[Y^0_9, Y^0_2, Y_{2,j}]_3, \ k_{2,12} \leq j \leq k_{2,13}, 1 \leq i \leq 2, 1 \leq y \leq 2; \\
r_6: X_{2,j}[1] &\rightarrow 1-g^0_1-g^0_2 + [Y_{2,j}]_2, \ k_{2,12} \leq j \leq k_{2,13}, 1 \leq i \leq 2; \\
r_7: S_{2,j}[1] &\rightarrow 1-g^0_1-g^0_2 + [Y_{2,j}]_3, \ k_{2,12} \leq j \leq k_{2,13}, 1 \leq i \leq 2; \\
r_8: [Y]_k &\rightarrow +[Z_{1,0}]_k, \ 1 \leq i \leq 2, 2 \leq k \leq 3; \\
r_9: [Y]_k &\rightarrow +[Z_{2,0}]_k, \ 1 \leq i \leq 2, 2 \leq k \leq 3;
\end{align*}
\]
Minimum Viable Population Estimations for Giant Pandas using Membrane Computing Models

Previous versions of PDP systems [20] applied single cell to model giant pandas’ population trend using physiological data, mortality rate, breeding rate of adult female giant pandas, and a general binomial formula determining giant pandas’ survival or death at next step. Here, we add a cell used for supplying individuals to the original model by replacing the general single cell for avoiding the giant pandas’ extinction during 100 years; In addition, we also introduce recruitment rules to the system; and then re-estimating giant pandas’ population dynamic by running formula (1) to repeated measures of the final number of initial giant pandas in the 100th year. Note that rule $r_{16}$ can be executed only when the total sum of multiplicities of all the objects does not exceed a previous estimated MVP threshold.

Our study aims to make trained giant pandas go out in the wild for rejuvenation of a field isolated small population. To fully understand these released individuals’ viability, the minimum viable population $N_{mvp}$ needs to be previously estimated in trained environment (see section ‘Minimum viability population’), that is, in the system we firstly exclude interference factors from the wild environment such as parasite diseases (remove rule $r_{16}$) before calculating threshold $N_{mvp}$. After this, these trained individuals will be sent to the wild environment with parasite diseases threatening giant pandas’ viability at higher probability, which means that the population can extinct in the 100th year by adding the disease to previous environment. To protect the population from extinction during the period, it is necessary for researchers to supply or recruit a certain number of panda individuals in the environment (see Population-level recruitment’).

Here we did not model habitat loss or climate changes impacts on giant panda survival due to a lack of data on giant panda death. Nor did we model possible impacts on bamboos due to the high sensitivity of food types to among-population variation in the relative timing of peak feeding. However, we note that giant pandas’ litter size, as well as juvenile and (sub)adult growth and survival, are sensitive to these biological parameters, and will probably be impacted more easily under environmental factors.
outside. Recognizing that our approach consider only part of impact factors expected with parasite disease rather than all components, and that our model parameter choices assume optimal strategies that probably underestimate giant panda death and overestimate female giant pandas’ breeding in giant panda populations optimistic throughout (see ‘Estimate of future impacts and uncertainties’).

Modeling processes of PDP systems. Note that if a system does not contain this situation that the sum of present population is less than the MVP threshold, then the supplementary behavior is directly excluded or skipped from our system.

The P system $\Gamma(3,1)$ that estimates minimum viable population consists of five stages: 1) breeding stage; 2) mortality stages (normal death or parasite disease infection); 3) individual supplement stage; 4) feeding stage; 5) update stage. We remark that during the computational process, $N_{i,j}$ is the states of individuals after infecting parasite disease, and $S_{i,j}$ is the states of individuals after supplying; that is, for each computation step, disease rules are executed but supplement rules are chose only when the number of a population of this species is less than a given threshold.

Breeding Stage: In this stage, by applying breeding rules, some new infants expressed as object $Y_{i,0}$ are produced by female parents. Meanwhile, the system checks the survival states of these individuals by the corresponding truth rules. This stage consists of $n$ iterations, and two steps are consumed for each iteration. So this stage takes $2n$ steps.

At step $l=5i+1$ of $i$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) iterations, by using rules of $r_2-r_7$, for all the male individuals ($i=1$), and these female individuals ($i=2$) not reaching or exceeding breeding
ages, they will be directly sent to cell 3; for rest of female individuals, they will produce new infants in cells 2 and 3 at the probability of \( g_y \) where \( g_1 \) is the probability of borne single infant and \( g_2 \) is the probability of borneing twins.

**Mortality Stage:** In this stage, there are two forms of mortality rules: (a) \( r_{10} \) and \( r_{11} \); (b) \( r_{14} \) and \( r_{15} \). The former is used for individual death in the normal or captive environment, and the later is used for parasite disease infection in wild environment. The types of rules are executed in different moments where in software MeCoSim the rules of (a) firstly run, and then rules of (b) begin to operate. Note that in rules, \( mm(i,y) \) is an array with \( i \) rows and \( j \) columns. Because the mortality rate are the same at some age intervals, in this array there are a number of the same values. This stage begins at step \( i=2 \), which costs 2 steps.

At step \( l=5i+2 \) of \( i (1 \leq i \leq n) \) iterations, rules \( r_{10} \), \( r_{11} \) are used in the form of the probabilities. When rule 10 is used, objects \( Y_{i,j} \) from cells 2 and 3 disappear, and objects \( Z_{i,j} \) appear in cells 2 and 3; When rule 11 is used, objects \( Y_{i,j} \) become an empty variable in cells 2 and 3 (that is, individual death). Note that in the procedure if a random decimal greater than \( mm(i,y) \), then execute \( r_{14} \); else, execute \( r_{15} \).

At step \( l=5i+3 \) of \( i (1 \leq i \leq n) \) iterations, when cell 3 is added into parasite disease, giant pandas expressed as \( Y_{i,j} \) in this region will infect this disease at the probability; meanwhile, some individuals in cell 3 can die executed by using rule \( r_{15} \), which means that the number of the population reduces. For other individuals not infecting the disease, in this moment object \( Z_{i,j} \) in cell 3 disappears, and a new object \( N_{i,j} \) is produced in cell 3 by using rule \( r_{14} \). Note that the chance giant pandas going out in the wild infect parasite disease is usually greater than that in the captive region due to poor living environment, which shows that compared with other pandas, the mortality rate is more higher here. The effect of rules \( r_{14} \) and \( r_{15} \) is to ensure that some new uncertain factors can appear in cell 3 in some step.

**Individual supplement Stage:** The reason of supplying individuals is to protect giant pandas from extinction in complex environment outside. The first step of the system is to start to check whether or not the number of the population \( \alpha \) in \( i \)th iteration is less than a given MVP threshold \( \beta \) by some practical computations. Specially, if \( \alpha \) is greater than \( \beta \), then rule \( r_{16} \) is not executed, that is, this stage is omit; if \( \alpha \) is less than \( \beta \), then rule \( r_{16} \) is executed. meanwhile, part of some objects aged 6 and 20 from cell 2 will be sent to cell 3. The stage begins at step \( 5n+3 \).

At step \( l=5i+3 \) of \( i (1 \leq i \leq n) \) iterations, the system checks whether the multiplicity of objects \( Z_{i,j} \) is less than \( \alpha-\beta \). If it assesses to TRUE, then all objects are sent to cell 1; else, \( \alpha-\beta \) objects are sent to cell 1. Note that for second case, it is necessary to discuss the types of individuals to be selected as supplementary individuals. For the selection process, please refer to section 3.2. We remark that if the sum of the multiplicity of objects in cell 3 is always greater than minimum population, it means giant pandas cannot be in danger, so this rule is omitted and other rules are normally executed.

**Feeding Stage:** by using rule \( r_{17} \) and \( r_{18} \), object \( Z_{i,j} (N_{i,j}) \) of cell \( k (k=2,3) \) transit as objects \( W_{i,j} \); meanwhile, the charge of cells changes from positive charge or zero to negative charge. Note that in these two rules we use the form \( f_{i,a} + b \) where \( a \lor b \lor c \) derived from mathematical notations represents that we can choose one of the three. Here, we make some simplifications on the basis of initial expressions, that is,
$(f_{i,1}, f_{i,2}, f_{i,3})$ is a set of data representing amount of food consumed, $(f_{i,4}, f_{i,5}, f_{i,6})$ is another set of data and $(f_{i,7}, f_{i,8}, f_{i,9})$ is the third set of data (see reference [?]).

At step $l=5i+4$ of $i$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) iterations, as using rules in mode of feeding, rule $r_{17}$ (respectively, $r_{18}$) is applied, cells 2 (3) that it contains object $Z_{i,j}$ ($N_{i,j}$) receives a new object $W_{i,j}$ instead of previous objects after consuming an amount of food. Note that here we only consider the situation that there is enough food for the species studied based on the fact that bamboo or other food is enough or even far more to feed giant pandas according to wild survey at least for now.

**Update Stage:** The system starts to clean the rest of objects unrelated to individuals by applying rules $r_{19}$-$r_{21}$. Meanwhile, objects $W_{i,j}$ from cells 2 and 3 are sent to cell 1 by using rules $r_{22}$ and $r_{23}$. At last, an auxiliary variant $F$ (respectively, $C$) is sent into cell 2 (3). These rules are executed at step $l=5i+5$ of $i$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) iterations. Note that if in this iteration supplement rules are executed, then the multiplicity of each object in cell 3 will increase by adding the multiplicity of these objects representing the number of supplementary individuals.

If object $S_{i,j}$ appears in cell 1, then it means giant pandas does not extinct during 100 years. Specifically, at step $l=5i+5$, rules $r_{22}$ and $r_{23}$ are used in at the same moment, and objects $X_{i,j}$ in cell 2, which are evolved to $X_{i,j+1}$ at the same time, are sent to cell 1 and objects $W_{i,j}$ in cell 3, which are evolved to $S_{i,j+1}$ at the same time, are also sent to cell 1. Cell 1 will obtain objects $X_{i,j}$ and $S_{i,j}$ in turn. Note that objects $X_{i,j}$ are only regarded as an auxiliary individuals of cell 3. The system halts and the computation result is object $S_{i,j}$.

If object $S_{i,j}$ does not appear in cell 1 at step $l=5i+5$, then it means giant pandas have already extincted during this period. Specifically, at step $l=5i+5$, only rules $r_{22}$ is used at that moment, and objects $W_{i,j}$ in cell 2, which are evolved to $X_{i,j+1}$, are sent to cell 1. Cell 1 will obtain objects $X_{i,j}$ in turn. Because cell 1 does receive objects $S_{i,j}$, the system does not output any results when the system halts.

### 3.2 Estimation of an MVP

The MVP concept emerged in 1981 from Shaffer’s [17] that defined a minimum viable population as ‘the smallest isolated population having a 99% chance of remaining extant for 1000 years despite the foreseeable effects of demographic, environment, and genetic stochasticity, and natural catastrophes.’ The criteria for evaluating viability (the time frame and associated extinction risk) were ‘tentatively and arbitrarily’ chosen by Shaffer, recognizing that risk criteria were within the purview of society as well as science. Operationally, time horizons of 50-100 years and extinction risk of 5% became the most frequently used criteria. According to the statistic, the number is relative less for pandas with the rest of species on the earth. Base on this, we use time horizons of 100 years and a 95% chance for remaining extant as conditions to estimate an MVP threshold of giant pandas.

#### 3.2.1 Projection Steps for MVP

In membrane system $II$, the population of cell 2 is used for estimating an MVP threshold of giant pandas at common environment without considering rules $r_{14}$, $r_{15}$ and $r_{16}$. In cell 2, we suppose that the total number of
objects is $G_{(X,q)}(\text{subpop}, \text{year})$ (see the following formula (2)). Within-subpopulation
distribution of $(X,q)$ in a given, $G_{(X,q)}(\text{subpop}, \text{year})$ records the expected number to
survival by evoluation for all individuals in that year, and thus $G_{(X,q)}(\text{subpop}, \text{year})$
would be regarded as an MVP threshold that the number of pandas is at least 1 when
the system halts. However, at present the future population $G_{(X,q)}(\text{subpop}, \text{year})$
are unknown, and hence it is necessary to estimate this value by using the designed PDP
system.

$$G_{(X,q)}(\text{subpop}, \text{year}) = \sum_{i=1}^{2} \sum_{j=0}^{32} q_{i,j}$$

(2)

In formula (2), $q_{i,j}$, the multiplicity of object $X_{i,j}$, varies annually in this region due
to occur the breeding or mortality situations there. It means that $G_{(X,q)}(\text{subpop}, \text{year})$
varies annually, and cannot yet be anticipated reliably for the future, especially when
input data or parameters are uncertain. To overcome these data gaps, we established
baseline thresholds only using GPBB sample of 2017 year of 89 males with 49 sexually
mature adult males and 106 females with 54 productive adult females (breeding non-
selectively during birthing new offsprings). All the females at productive stage have
an capability of breeding, but breed in the form of probability (see rules $r_4$ and $r_5$).
Thresholds for other years and subpopulations were estimated using sensitivity analyses
that ask how minimum viable population may differ in subpopulations where patterns
of giant pandas’ age distribution may differ, where the birth rates and mortality rates
of giant pandas may differ, or where the number of giant pandas at each age are more
or less than those in 2017. Note that $G_{(X,q)}(\text{subpop}, \text{year})$ cannot be equal to 0 when
the system halts if it is regraded as the MVP threshold of an input data in some year.
However, we also need to notice that $q_{i,j}$ may be equal to 0 at some moment, which
means that all the individuals in this age group pass away.

We estimated an MVP threshold $G_{(X,q)}(\text{subpop}, \text{year})$ ($G$ for short) by cumulat-
ing the multiplicity of each object at each iteration (the mean number during the study
period) using formula (2) of system $\Pi$. From $G_{(X,q)}(\text{subpop}, \text{year})$, we estimated the
expected thresholds to MVP for all solitary males and females using equation (2). For
females at breeding period, we estimated upper and lower bounds for each female’s
offsprings to bracket the uncertainties arising from uncertain reproductive investment
strategies. Upper bounds, $q^{UP}_{i,0}$, were estimated by assuming that all mature females
maximize their own breeding (birth 2 individuals) with a 100% probability. Lower
bound estimate, $q^{LP}_{i,0}$, assumed minimize that behavior that is possible without having
no offsprings (and hence accelerating population extinction). For all individuals fac-
ing mortality rules, the analysis is the same as the above. We also estimated upper and
lower bounds for each individual’s mortality. Upper bounds, $q^{LM}_{i,j}$, were estimated by
assuming that all individuals end up with their life at the 100% probability (it means
the extinction of the population); Lower bounds, $q^{LM}_{i,j}$, were estimated by assuming that
each individual goes through its mortality date. The MVP threshold range according to
these situations. In what follows, we prove thata the MVP threshold also holds.

\textbf{Theorem 1.} \textit{If regardless of the infected parasite rules $r_{14}$, $r_{15}$ and recruitment rule
$r_{16}$ of $\Pi$, $r_i \subseteq R(i \in [14,16])$, then $\exists \ f \in (q^{LP}_{i,0}, q^{UP}_{i,0})$ and $m \in (q^{LM}_{i,j}, q^{UM}_{i,j})$,}
\[ G(X,(f,m))(\text{subpop,year}) = \min\{G_1,G_2,...,G_k\}(G_i \in [G, G + \sigma]) \text{ where } k \text{ is the number of repetitions and } \sigma \text{ is a fluctuation factor.} \]

Proof. Let \( G(X,q) \) be an MVP threshold. The following single-environment PDP system with recruitment \( \Pi \) (see formula (1) and Fig. 1) is constructed to estimate \( G \). Different rule set \( R \) of \( \Pi \), here we design the following finite set \( \mathcal{R} \) of rules regardless of rules \( r_{14}, r_{15} \) and \( r_{16} \). Same as before, we still regard the objects of cell 2 as the study goal.

1) The following rules in \( \mathcal{R} \) are constructed to simulate breeding behaviors of \( \Pi \):

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_4: & X_{2,j}[2] \rightarrow [Y_{1}\text{Y}_{2,j}]2, \\
    r_6: & X_{2,j}[2] \rightarrow 1 - g_{1} - g_{2} + [Y_{2,j}]2, \\
    r_8: & [Y]k \rightarrow 0.5 + [Z_{1,0}]k.
\end{align*}
\]

By the application of rules \( r_4, r_6 \) and \( r_8 \) at each iteration, each female in cell 2 breeds \( y_j \) \((y_j = 0, 1 \text{ or } 2)\) new infants \( Z_{i,0} \) from \( Y \) at the rate of \( 1 - g_{1} - g_{2} \). It means that the multiplicity of objects plus one. For all the females having an capability of breeding \((a \geq k_{2,12} \text{ and } k_{2,13})\), there are \( \sum y_j \text{ infants. By this way, we calculate the total number of new infants in cell 2 during 100 iterations by using our PDP system.} \)

2) The following rules in \( \mathcal{R} \) are constructed to simulate mortality behaviors of \( \Pi \):

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_{10}: & [Y_{1,j}]2 \rightarrow [Y_{1,j}]2 \rightarrow 1 - mm_{i,j}, \\
    r_{11}: & [Y_{1,j}]2 \rightarrow [Y_{1,j}]2 \rightarrow mm_{i,j} + [1]2.
\end{align*}
\]

By the application of rules \( r_{10} \) and \( r_{11} \) at each iteration, each individual expires at the rate of \( 1 - mm_{i,j} \). It means that at an iteration the multiplicity of object \( Y_{1,j} \) minus one if \( r_{11} \) is executed. For all the individuals \((a \geq 0 \text{ and } k_{1,5})\), we suppose that \( y_{j} \) \((y_{j} = 0 \text{ or } 1)\) represents the number of individual deaths at age \( j \) per sex, then there are \( \sum y_j \text{ individuals expired. By this way, we know the total number of individual deaths during an entire iteration by executing our PDP system.} \)

For each iteration, the total sum of all the objects equals to the value that previous number plus breeding number and then minus death number. Continue until the system halts, the computation halts only when the system iterates 100 times and the survival rates of pandas reach 95%. The number of initial input object \( X_{i,j} \) stored in cell 2 at initial moment represents the computational result of \( \Pi \), that is, the MVP threshold. Note that it is difficult for us to define effective population size (need to verify by testing the procedures many times. Based on this, the computational result are unstable, hence we add \( \sigma \) describing the fluctuations near the result to variant \( G \). Hence \( G(X,q) \) ranging in \([G - \sigma, G + \sigma]\) is an MVP threshold, and this concludes the proof.

Given the clear importance of minimum survival thresholds, it is perhaps necessary to discuss the effects of MVP. For cases where \( G(X,q) \geq N_{\text{mvp}} \), the order of giant pandas’ survival impacts is preserved, and thresholds estimates vary approximately steadily with differences in birth rates and mortalities. However, the number of giant panda population not exceeding an MVP impact threshold rapidly reduce, and moreover, after the minimum survival threshold are not exceeded, giant pandas’ mortality is expected to increase by \( z\% \) for each additional year of survival, where \( z \) is
the slope of formula \( \Pi \) (calculated in the experiment part). Given that population persistence generally requires giant pandas’ survival rates of around 95% (more if reproduction is already compromised), even slight exceedance of an MVP threshold would probably push any population into a decline at the very latest. Indeed, if the study population is less than the MVP threshold and there is no any recruitment in this population, population declines are like to occur after the MVP threshold are crossed. All impact thresholds are defined conservatively in the sense that some pandas will experience effects with greater motatlity to trend extinction in the natural wild environment.

### 3.2.2 Sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity of the MVP thresholds to differences was explored by adjusting birth rates and mortalities of giant panda population. The fluctuations of giant panda population largely depends on birth rates and mortalities, and therefore scenarios ranged from initial birth rates less than a given rate \( b_0 \) to birth rates greater than statistic rates \( b_1 \) or from initial mortalities less than a given rate \( m_0 \) to mortalities greater than statistic rates \( m_1 \) (for \( b_i \) and \( m_i \), see the experiments in Section 4). This encompasses the approximate range of physiologically possible birth and mortality rates for a viable population. Note that slightly increasing or decreasing these two rates would probably push this population into a rise or a decline at a larger range usually due to the fact that each individual goes through these two stages. It means that the larger fluctuations of thresholds could be expected to occur after this. In order to match the actual situations of birth or mortality rates, ref. [11] sets the probabilities of different age groups instead of the same rates in all the age groups, which indicates that adjusting a rate, birth rate or mortality, of some group only affects the subpopulation of this group rather than all the subpopulations.

### 3.3 Modeling parasite disease using the PDP system

Generally, among all factors such as climate change (effects possible), naturnre catastrophes (effects likely) and various diseases (effects very likely or inevitable) affecting population dynamics of giant pandas in the field, the diseases are the main and common factors resulting in the death of this species.

**Parasitic disease**. Parasitic disease is a harmful disease, which is mainly inhabited in small intestines. It is reported that this factor can caused intestinal obstruction and inflmmation, thus leading to death. Ye et al, taking part in the task of rescuing sick giant pandas in the field between 1974 and 1986, noted that there are various diseases in the surveyed 50 rescued sick giant pandas, where the probability of infection with parasitic diseases is 28%, ranked at the top of all the diseases [25]. Subsequently, Feng et al [7] have found that several giant pandas died of this types of diseases. These cases shows that the harm of parasitic disease to giant pandas is a problem worthy of attention.

*Modeling parasitic disease in the PDP system*. In membrane system, parasitic diseases are modeled accroding to its behaviors. Here, two rules are desgined where a rule is used for simulating the behavior without infectoins such as rules \( r_{14} \), and another is used for simulating the behavior with infections such as \( r_{15} \). These two rules are selected and executed at probabilities and the sum of their probabilities is equal to 1 (the purpose is to ensure that only one rule can be executed every time). Unlike other
nonprobability rules, the implementation of rule \( r_{15} \) depends on probability distribution function (in MeCoSim, binomial distribution). The detailed process is described as: if \( y_{i,j+1} \) is greater than a random number, then this rule can be chose; else, it cannot be chose. For rules \( r_{14} \) and \( r_{15} \), they need to be executed \( 2k_{i,5} \) times in sum. The forms of these two rules are as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
r_{14} & : +[Z_{i,j}]_3 \xrightarrow{1-y_{i,j}} +[N_{i,j}]_3, \quad 0 \leq j \leq k_{i,5}, 1 \leq i \leq 2; \\
r_{15} & : +[Z_{i,j}]_3 \xrightarrow{y_{i,j}} [+]_3, \quad 0 \leq j < k_{i,5}, 1 \leq i \leq 2;
\end{align*}
\]

where variant \( i \) represents the sex of a giant panda (i=1, male; i=2, female), \( j \) represents the age of a giant panda, \( k_{i,5} \) is the maximum age of a giant panda; both variants \( Z \) and \( N \) represent the same giant panda but in different states; for \( +[\ldots] \), ‘+’ represent a positive charge aiming at controlling the actions of cells, ‘[\ldots]’ represents a membrane region (if empty, then giant pandas lose their life) and ‘3’ represents membrane number. For \( y_{i,j} \), \( y_{i,j+1} \) represents the probability of a rule selected, and right arrows ‘\( \rightarrow \)’ represent the state transformation of pandas from one moment to another.

In this system, there are two cells and an environment. In both cells, cell 2 is used for predicting population dynamic of the trained giant pandas and cell 3 is for appraising that of wild pandas. Although several giant pandas are trained in giant panda valley, they are still under the supervision and protection of researchers, which shows that there is still little or no chance of infection. On the contrary, giant pandas more easily infect parasitic disease in the wild due to poorer life conditions. Hence, rules \( r_{14}, r_{15} \) are introduced into cell 3. Considering the synchronization of rules in membrane system, rules on supplement indivduals of cell 2 and rules on parasitic diseases of cell 3 are at the same clock. In addition to this, the order of rule sets of the whole system cannot be changed in order to exactly express the envolutionary feature of the species. Like cell 2, these probability rules having the same left objects are put together but only one rule can be executed per moment. It is important to note that rule \( r_{15} \) means the death of giant pandas after infecting parasitic diseases (this region is an empty). Note that normal death belongs to a slow process but disease death will make the animals expire speedily (sometimes giant pandas can lose their life in several days). Seen from biological view, this behavior is accelerating the risk of extinction of this species.

### 3.4 Population-level recruitment

In general, the number of individuals exceeding an MVP impact threshold would be rapidly reduced or even run the risk of extinction and hence the population-level recruitment is necessary for giant panda persistence. In the system, cells 2 and 3 have the almost same population at initial stage, but their populations live in different environments where cell 3 adds a parasite disease to environment on the basis of cell 2. It means that the population in cell 3 can be extinct. In order to protect giant pandas from extinction during 100 years, recruitment rules as supplying individuals for population of cell 3 are investigated.

A. Recruitment method of PDP system
where we call set \{f_1, f_2, ..., f_{15}\} Dynamic Allocation Protocol (see Section B); \(s_{i,j}\) is the multiplicity of object \(S_{i,j}\) of cell 3 (mapped as the number of individuals sexed \(i\) and aged \(j\)); \(T_t\) is the total number of giant pandas in cell 3 at \(t\)th iteration; \(N_{mvp}\) is an MVP threshold calculated by cell 3.

The supplementary model (equation (1)) estimates the total supplementary quantity per cycle. The variable \(f_{j-5} s_{i,j}\) estimates the supplementary quantity of each individual per cycle. It is worth noting that formula (3) can be chosen and executed only if \(T_t \leq N_{mvp}\). In addition, it is also worth noticing that in our system we only recruit these female and male individuals aged between 6 and 20 in breeding reason due to the higher survival rates and the higher birth rates in the wild compared with other individuals beyond the range. It is necessary to consider that for cell 3, the population of the cell can be still extinct at lower rates although there are some individuals supplied if the number of individuals is less than \(N_{mvp}-T_t\). For formula (3), the variable \(N_{mvp}-T_t\) is the minimum recruitment quantity. The purpose to use the minimum is to study the lowest bound condition. Obviously, the more individuals are replenished, the less the population can be extinct.

**B. Dynamic allocation protocol**

According to the designed idea of the PDP system based MVP, we give the definition of Dynamic Allocation Protocol (DYAP for short).

**Definition 2.** Let \(H=(r_1, r_2, s_{i,j}, S_{i,j}, f_{i,j})\) be a distribution strategy where both \(r_1\) and \(r_2\) vary dynamically. According to formula (4), parameter \(f_{i,j}\) is determined at some moment; According to formula (3), the multiplicity of object \(S_{i,j}\) to be released into the wild field is determined. The multiplicity of \(S_{i,j}\) varies with \(f_{i,j}\) after \(f_{i,j}\) varies with \(r_1\) and \(r_2\). We call the method Dynamic Allocation Protocol.

The process of DYAP is described as follows:

1. Step 1: Arbitrarily generate 15 random numbers less than 1, making their sum equal to 1. It means that there must be several numbers equal to zero among 15 numbers.

2. Step 2: These numbers are put into an array randomly in order to ensure each individual of cell 2 have an equal chance to be chosen and recruited.

3. Step 3: Each element of set \{\(f_1, f_2, ..., f_{15}\)\} is assigned a value of an array in order. Obviously, among this set, some elements \(f_j\) are equal to 0, that is, \(f_j \cdot s_{i,j}=0\), which means that individual \(S_{i,j}\) is not chosen for recruitment.

4. Step 4: According to formula (4), these individuals of cell 2 to be sent to cell 3 are obtained. This is only one cycle. In the PDP system, there is a set \(H\) usually different from previous one per cycle.

According to these descriptions, it can be seen that the difficulty is how to determine which individuals are chosen as supplements. Here we give a formula used for calculating \(f_j\) as belows.

\[ f_j = |(r_1 - r_2)/2|, \quad j = 1, ..., 15 \]
where \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are two random numbers, and \( \sum_{j=1}^{15} f_j = 1 \).

In equation (4), random variable \( r_1 \) is replaced with \( |(r_1 - r_2)/2| \) in order to make \( f_j \) become smaller as soon as possible. According to \( \sum_{j=1}^{15} f_j = 1 \), there are more variables like \( f_j \) not equaling to 0 if \( f_j \) is smaller, which means that there are more types of individuals chosen as supplements, thus further enhancing the survival rates of giant pandas in the wild. If \( f_j \neq 0 \), \( f_j s_{i,j} \) individuals in cell 2 can be chosen and sent to cell 3 at the same moment. The population of cell 3 can protect from extinction by recruiting some stronger and more fertile individuals of cell 2 to increase birth rates and rejuvenate population.

C. Recruitment rules of PDP system

In this section, several fundamental rules from PDP systems are recalled (see system II of formula (1)). Also, several notions of recruitment rules are introduced.

\[
r_{16} : +\left[Z_{i,j}^{f_j s_{i,j}} \right]_2 \rightarrow S_{i,j}^{f_j s_{i,j}} \] \quad 6 \leq j \leq 20, 1 \leq i \leq 2; \quad (5)
\]

In the membrane system, it is noted that the rule is executed only when the number of giant pandas from cell 3 less than the threshold of MVP, that is, if \( T_{sum} < N_{mvp} \), then execute \( r_{16} \). Different from traditional programmed software, these rules written by file .pli are executed using software MeCoSim. Hence, it is not easy to add the constraint to file .plis. The executing process of the rule using MeCoSim is as follows. It is noted that unlike other probability rules less than 1, the rule must be directly run only if satisfying constraint conditions. In addition, in this software the rules are executed 30 times per cycle rather than just once.

The recruitment rule (equation (5)) estimates the number of supplementary individuals \( f_j s_{i,j} \) for cell 3 due to population persistence. In what follows, the rule will process all the objects \( Z_{i,j} \) which have \( q_{i,j} \) individuals. After the results of formula (3) are calculated, the new multiplicity of objects \( Z_{i,j} \) to be chosen are obtained. Next, objects \( Z_{i,j} \) from cell 2 are sent to the outside of cell 2, that is, its parent membrane-cell 1 (where the rest of objects \( Z_{i,j} \) are still stored in cell 2). Because all individuals from cells 2 and 3 are sent to cell 1 at last moment, supplementary individuals from cell 2 are directly sent to cell 1 after evolving into another 15 variants \( s_{i,j} \), and then the mutiplicity of each individual will be recalculated after cell 1 accepts these individuals expressed as \( s_{i,j} \) from cell 3. According to the above evolving process, these supplementary individuals will be added to cell 3 at next moment.

Further, the charge of cell 2 changes when the number of individuals changes inside and outside according to biological principles. For rule \( r_{16} \), that parts of individuals from cell 2 are moved away makes the charge of the cell change from positive charge to zero. It is important to explain that in the membrane there are another four steps such as feeding rules, breeding rules, mortality rules (phases I and II), etc. In these states, the charge of a cell changes when the number of individuals changes, for example, breeding phase and mortality phase, and at other moments the change retains unchange.

3.5 Summary

This section provides a brief summaries of characteristics, advantages, uncertainties and unconsidered situations of this system when predicting MVP of giant pandas.
3.5.1 Conclusion for PDP systems

Here we summary the function of each cell in the system with disease rules and recruitment rules.

**Example 1:** For cell 2 of the PDP system, let \( R_2 = \{ \{ r_2, r_4, r_6, r_8 \}, \{ r_{10}, r_{11}, r_{12} \}, \{ r_{17}, r_{18} \}, \{ r_{19}, r_{20}, r_{21}, r_{22}, r_{25} \} \} \) (\( R_2 \subseteq R \)). For other variants, please refer to section 3. Here we only consider the objects and rules of cell 2 regardless of those of cell 3. Note that all the rules of cells are allowed but some of these rules are allowed with a given probability. At each step, each rule are allowed, then no rule can be used in the system, and the computation halts. After receiving objects from cell 2, the result of computation of cell 2 is the final result.

**Example 2:** For cell 3 of the PDP system, let \( R_3 = \{ \{ r_3, r_5, r_7, r_9 \}, \{ r_{10}, r_{11}, r_{13} \}, \{ r_{14}, r_{15} \}, \{ r_{16} \}, \{ r_{19}, r_{20}, r_{21}, r_{23}, r_{24} \} \} \) (\( R_3 \subseteq R \)). Now, we analyze how cell 3 in the system works: in such system, all the rules can be chosen and used but rule \( r_{16} \). Note that rule \( r_{16} \) can be chosen and used only if the number of giant panda individuals is less than an estimated MVP threshold. Obviously, rules of \( R_3 \) excluded \( r_{16} \) are used in every step, and the computation halts when reaching the maximum iteration. So the result is obtained.

**TABLE 1.** Comparisons between CELL II and CELL III with two additional behaviors (see bold font). Note that although these two cells are in the same system, they have different tasks in the process of running. CELL II is chosen and simulated the population evolution in the general field, and CELL III is chosen and simulated the evolution behaviors in the poorer wild field. It means that each cell has various behaviors under different conditions, and therefore, here we further summary the differences of two cells on the basis of two examples mentioned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System type</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Relationships</th>
<th>Types of using rules</th>
<th>Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CELL II of PDP system</td>
<td>1) Estimate the MVP threshold; 2) Supply individuals for CELL III</td>
<td>CELL II can be considered as a fundamental membrane</td>
<td>Breeding rules ( r_2, r_4, r_6, r_8 ); mortality rules ( r_{10}, r_{11}, r_{12} ); feeding rules ( r_{17}, r_{18} );</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELL III of PDP system</td>
<td>Recruit individuals to protect released giant panda population from extinction</td>
<td>CELL III can be regarded as an extension of CELL II (CELL III=CELL II {Diseases, Recruitment})</td>
<td>Breeding rules ( r_3, r_5, r_7, r_9 ); mortality rules ( r_{10}, r_{11}, r_{13} ); disease rules ( r_{14}, r_{15} ); recruitment rules ( r_{16} ); feeding rules ( r_{18} );</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.2 Advantages for PDP systems

By analyzing the effects of the PDP system in evaluating MVP threshold, it is necessary to remark their main advantages in: 1) accuracies; 2) efficiencies; 3) flexibility. Here, we make several comparisons with other models published in the references. The
first type of compared model is mathematical models [23], and the second type of compared models is vortex models [13, 16, 28, 29]. The detailed introduction is as follows.

- **Accuracies.** The antithesis between mathematical models and PDP systems is clear. The early modeling technique aims to predict MVP of giant pandas by building a relationship (function) between two populations at adjacent moments. The fact shows that such functions might be overfitting. PDP system has the advantage of being the simplest to implement and is suitable for getting rid of fitting phenomena occurred in functions because it predicts MVP by using discrete rules instead of continuous functions. In addition to this, the method records the evolutionary actions of each individual, thus reliably estimating MVP of giant pandas. In fact, MVP is regarded as the smallest isolated population after going through all the carastrophes occurred in the studied area. However, Vortex models only simulates part of carastrophes at local place due to limitations of techniques, which can lead to predict an optimistic MVP that doesn’t conform to the reality. For PDP systems, it models various carastrophes, thus predicting an effective MVP. Hence the accuracy of MVP of this model is superior to that of Vortex model. In conclusion, PDP systems have obvious advantages in prediction results.

- **Efficiencies.** The original motivation of membrane computing is to imitate the distributed and parallel capability of biological cells. The computational efficiency of the PDP system is almost the same as that of vortex model in the general computer, but the computational speed of PDP systems may be faster than that of vortex models when several independent cells of the PDP system are executed parallelly in GPU. However, this just a theoretical analysis, not really implementing in GPU. Note that here we do not consider the efficiencies of mathematical models due to the reason that the population size per moment can be calculated directly by formulas without iterations, thus ignoring its computational time. To a certain extent, the efficiencies of this models might be approximately equal to or superior to compared models.

- **Flexibility.** In comparison with the models [23] that are built only based on population sizes without considering external factors that threaten population survivals, the PDP system can add some possible threats from the field into this models to really and reliably predict population dynamics of this species in the future. In comparison with vortex models, although two types of models accept some threats occurred in the field, the differences are that vortex models only simulate these factors that have designed in the software in advance, and PDP systems model various threats as a result of rules that are planned by implementers themseleves, which means that PDP systems are extensible when designing evolutionary rules of giant pandas. Note that other threat modules can be also added to software by developers rather than users. Briefly, the advantage of PDP system lies in the fact that it can model any external random threats from the field without modifying its framework.

### 3.5.3 Estimates of Uncertainties and Analysis for model

Uncertainties are a kind of random events that cannot be determined easily. More importantly, it can result in several unsteadily simulated experimental results. For the PDP system predicting MVP, two types of uncertainties stem from unknown external factors and probabilities that several events occur. In terms of uncertainties derived
from probabilities, they are dealt with by considering the complete range of biologically feasible impact thresholds (increase or decrease in probabilities) to define risk for when population will likely begin declining under our baseline assumptions. Uncertainties arising from uncertainty in PDP model parameters (factors) are dealt with by evaluating how populations of giant pandas will shift if our predicted MVP is crossed. In fact, this projections of MVP thresholds might prove too pessimistic or optimistic, where an MVP of inhabiting in an increasingly unknown external factors can underestimate the viability of populations, and an MVP of living in a steadily comfortable environment can overestimate its viability. At present the only suitable way to deal with uncertainties is sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity of MVP thresholds was explored by adjusting the birth rates and mortality rates of giant pandas upward or downward by a specified percentage (for scenarios ranges, please refer to Section 4.2).

In summary, and as outlined above, our projections are probably conservative and predict threshold exceedance later than is likely in reality, because all model parameters and probabilities are chosen to yield optimistic estimates in cases where data scarcity necessitated a choice: we may underestimated mortality rates or overestimated birth rates in some cases, and particularly for females; we do not consider other demographic effects that will probably occur in concert with those outlined here, such as bamboo flowering, earthquake and other diseases threatening the life of giant pandas, etc.; and we do not consider the inbreeding of giant pandas. Moreover, we define impact MVP thresholds conservatively by only considering the 95% survival probability for all calculations; Moreover, we also note that the PDP simulations of MVP thresholds slightly overestimated population viability of giant pandas, and that age groups of this species are also given conservatively due to the unclear recognition about pandas’ life stages. The parameters of these points would have effects on population dynamics of giant pandas.

4 Conclusion

The paper aims to theoretically study the minimum survival capabilities of captive giant pandas from GPBB to be released into the wild after being trained using population dynamic P systems (PDP systems). Generally, there are two problems to be considered carefully: 1) MVP of giant pandas and 2) individual supplements. In PDP systems, each cell have a special functions to solve these problems. In this paper, for example, cell 2 is regarded as the training base and cell 3 is considered as the field that giant pandas go out after being trained. Due to the limitations of techniques, there are no a plenty of giant pandas to be really released, and therefore, we estimate the MVP of this species in cell 2 instead of cell 3. In comparison of the survival conditions of cell 2, that of cell 3 is even worse due to add parasite diseases into this region, which means that giant panda populations might have higher extinction probabilities. Hence, it is necessary to supply new individuals for cell 3 when the MVP threshold is crossed at some moment. For recruitment, the most important points are to analyze how to supply. In order to rapidly rejuvenate an endangered population, we only provide these healthy breeding individuals aged between 6 and 20. Note that in our system supplement rules can be executed only when the number of current population is less than the MVP size of giant pandas.
In addition to this, we use random functions to determine the number of individuals to be recruited. Also intently, the number of giant pandas can rapidly decline or even run the risk of extinction if MVP threshold is crossed and there are no available individuals in cell 2 to supply for cell 3. Another important analysis is sensitivity analysis. The future study direction to further deeply expose is a multi-environment PDP system and its model verification.
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Abstract. Under the active area of natural computing, Spiking Neural P systems (SN P systems) are computational models that take from the idea of neural communication by sending spikes through the synapses connecting the neurons. As more research is done in this area, several studies are focused on creating simulators to aid in the creation, experimentation and understanding of SN P systems. Most simulators are run through text-based simulations with no visualization of the actual system. A web-based simulator was created to bridge the need for a tool that provides a visualization of SN P systems for building and running computations. While limitations were found in the amount of memory used when running an SN P system, results and testing show promise in the use of web-based technologies.
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1 Introduction

Membrane computing is an area of natural computing that studies how computing ideas/models/paradigms in cells become systematic in nature and how these can be applied to modern computing [30]. Spiking neural P systems (SN P systems) in particular are inspired by how neurons typically communicate with each other through the sending of spikes between the synapses that connect one neuron to another [20]. The field of SN P systems, and membrane computing in general, is an ever-evolving area of computer science that requires more research as it changes the way people perceive how computations are traditionally made [26]. As part of the latest evolution of neural networks [16], much research is still being explored in what problems SN P systems can solve.

Figure 1.1 shows a simple SN P system, system $\Pi_{3k3}$, that sends spikes to its environment after $3k + 3$ time steps [20]. To have a better grasp of what a system does, one would need to use a table or describe what the system does at a time step.
Another way to further understand and allow for the experimentation of more SN P systems, simulations have been made with various levels of abstraction [35]. The purpose for creating these simulations can vary, such as testing an SN P system using particular hardware, checking the validity of an algorithm made for an SN P system [15], or simply learning how an SN P system functions. While tables and descriptions do prove that the system does spike after $3k + 3$ time steps, the method of visualization is quite static and hard to understand at first glance. If the visualization was more dynamic with a display of spike changes and animations showing when a neuron spikes, the system in Figure 1.1 could be even more understandable, as shown in Figure 1.2 for reference.

Graphic User Interface (GUI) types of simulators are visual in nature and is usually intended for users who are not familiar with the specific details on how a system runs and who just want to see the output. It should be noted that the main challenge with GUI simulators in particular is to represent the interface and the output of its simulator in such a way that it becomes easily understandable even to people without such an in depth background in either SN P systems or membrane computing in general.

WebSnapse is a web-based visual simulator for Spiking Neural P systems. The goal of this software is to increase accessibility to the study of SN P systems through the creation of a web-based simulator with a graphical user interface. It also aims to expand upon a previous SN P system visual simulator, Snapse [10].

Section 2 will be going over the key concepts involved in the creation of WebSnapse. These include the fundamentals of spiking neural P systems, the definition of web-based simulators, and the benefits of using these simulators. This will be followed by Section 3, which looks at the main visualization tool used as reference, Snapse, and compares it to other related tools. Section 4 goes over the basic functionalities of WebSnapse, the process for its development, and its comparison with Snapse and other simulators. Section 5 will elaborate on the capabilities of the software through case studies. This will then be summarized with conclusions and recommendations in Section 6.
2 Preliminaries

The aim of this section is to discuss key concepts on the implementation of an SN P systems simulator on the web. In order, this section will discuss what SN P systems are, how they are discretely represented in a simulator, what web-based simulators are, and what their benefits are in comparison to simulations running on a local device.

2.1 Spiking Neural P Systems

A branch of membrane computing [26] and considered as part of the third generation of neural networks [16], spiking neural P systems (SN P systems) are defined as a set of neurons that communicate with each other through spikes, and that follow a set of rules [20]. These neurons all follow a global clock, and the encoding of information based on the time a spike arrives as well as the configuration of each component is the system is what decides its final output.

The model of spiking neural P systems, as covered by [25], is formally defined as the following:

**Definition 1.** A computing extended spiking neural P system, of degree \( m \geq 1 \), is a construct of the form

\[
H = (O, \sigma_1, ..., \sigma_m, \text{sym, in, out}), \text{ where :} \tag{1}
\]

1. \( O = \{a\} \) is the singleton alphabet (\( a \) is called spike);
2. \( \sigma_1, ..., \sigma_m \) are neurons of the form \( \sigma_i = (n_i, R_i), 1 \leq i \leq m \), where:
   (a) \( n_i \geq 0 \) is the initial number of spikes contained in \( \sigma_i \),
   (b) \( R_i \) is a finite set of rules of the following two forms:
      i. \( E/a^c \rightarrow a^p; d \), where \( E \) is a regular expression over \( a \) and \( c \geq p \geq 1, d \geq 0 \);
ii. $a^s \rightarrow \lambda$, for $s \geq 1$, with the restriction that for each rule $E/a^s \rightarrow a^p; d$ of type (1) from $R_i$, we have $a^s \notin L(E)$;
3. $\text{syn} \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \times \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}$ with $i \neq j$ for all $(i, j) \in \text{syn}$, $1 \leq i, j \leq m$ (synapses between neurons);
4. $\text{in}, \text{out} \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}$ indicate the input and the output neurons, respectively.

Rules of type (1) are known as firing or spiking rules, while the rules of type (2) are forgetting rules. If an SN P system has firing rules where $p = 1$ for all rules - in other words, each neuron only emits one spike - then it is said to be a standard or non-extended SN P system. The firing rules as described in (1) state that as long as the number of neurons meet what is stated in the regular expression $E$, $r$ spikes are consumed and $p$ spikes are fired and sent to the connected neurons after a delay $d$.

The forgetting rules simply state that if a neuron contains exactly $s$ spikes, then the neuron is emptied of the containing spikes.

When neurons fire, they all follow a global clock, thereby synchronizing all of the neurons in order to work in parallel. The sequence in which the spikes enter the environment is referred to as a spike train. Unlike other examples of neural networks [16], the spikes in an SN P system are all the same. As such, it is when the spikes appear based on the rules within a neuron and its initial configuration that matter.

SN P systems have many capabilities. Even standard SN P systems turn out to be Turing complete [20]. Including systems that use extended rules, they can be found to emulate boolean circuits and sort a vector of natural numbers [21]. The parallel nature of these systems also prove their ability to solve known NP-complete problems [27] such as the Subset Sum and SAT problems in constant time [22], and can even be found to solve the SAT problem in strictly four steps [8] given exponentially calculated, precomputed resources. In more practical areas of Computer Science, SN P systems have been designed to use the RSA cryptographic algorithm [14]. This was demonstrated to reduce the complexity and computational power typically needed in asymmetric cryptographic systems.

Simulations show the theoretical capabilities of SN P systems, however, they are hindered by current hardware. While [8] and [22] do discuss solving SAT in constant time, this is only possible with systems capable of holding large amounts of memory that is not feasible with current technology. Parallelism is also an issue [5], although less than before, due to parallel computing platforms such as CUDA. But even then, results vary depending on the power of the specific Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) being used.

### 2.2 Matrix Representation of SN P systems

One notable way of representing SN P systems is through matrices. This representation makes it easy to assess the next configuration of an SN P system while knowing the previous configuration [37]. While the precise definition can
be found in the cited source, some of the primary elements can be listed as the following vectors and matrices:

- **Configuration Vectors** contain the amount of spikes present in each neuron at some time step.
- **Spiking Vectors** shows whether the rule of a neuron has been chosen and applied or not at some time step.
- **Spiking Transition Matrix** is a matrix containing a \( n \times m \) matrix, where \( n \) is the number of neurons and \( m \) is the total number of rules. Each element of a matrix at some time step says whether or not a rule within a neuron has consumed some number of spikes, if a rule is applied and produces some number of spikes to a neuron, or if a rule is not applied to a neuron.

Variations of this format have been made to account for extended systems. For example, a matrix representation to account for the delays of rules and the status of a neuron (whether open or closed) was shown in [6]. Recent research analyzes further how other classes of SN P systems associated to a set of routing problems can be represented through matrices [15]. Improvements were also made in terms of space efficiency by using alternate methods to represent sparse matrices [2].

Using a matrix to represent a system will aid in simplifying its representation and enhance how fast the system runs in a parallel simulator and some concepts can be carried into visual simulators as well.

## 2.3 Web-based Simulations

The issue of hardware and accessibility can be alleviated through the use of web-based simulation, which is the idea of using resources offered by the World Wide Web in the area of simulation [11]. The concept is as old as the Internet itself, offering many variations to its developers: simulating locally, remotely, or hybrids thereof.

Local simulation is where both the simulation engine as well as the visualization or animation engine run from the client’s side. The client also acts as the server distributing the simulation to the browser. Remote simulations are where both visualization and simulation engines are run from a server. Although overload can occur due to a server being tasked to run both engines, the benefit of remote simulations is that any computer can access the simulation as its results are simply being sent from a server doing all the computations. Lastly, hybrid simulations take the benefits of both, wherein the visualization engine runs on the client side and both simulations and computations are run on a server.

The web-based visual simulator from [11] shows the benefits of using the web to develop a simulator such as the multitude of open-sourced frameworks available, whether they be in JavaScript or other languages. The effect of this adds to the highly accessible nature of web-based simulations. While there are other pros to using them — such as cross-platform capability, collaboration, and integration — [11] its main drawback depends on both the Internet connection between the client and server as well as the stability of the servers that the application is being run from [10].
3 Related Works

Snapse [10] is a visual simulator built on Unity that is characterized as a GUI based on the classification given in [35], with the objective of aiding the efficiency of research on S N P systems and simplifying the representation of models for fields outside of computer science. The tool represents S N P systems graphically using rectangular nodes containing spikes and rules for the neurons and directed edges for the synapses. It also visualizes the opening and closing of neurons, and provides animations for the releasing of spikes. It has the ability to simulate S N P systems with delays and extended rules while generating a bitstring as its output. It also allows users to save configuration files written in human-readable format inspired by P-Lingua [31] and the matrix representation presented in [37].

A notable feature of Snapse is its application of non-determinism, either through a guided mode, where the user chooses which applicable rule a neuron is to follow, or in a pseudorandom manner. Snapse also provides a Choice History window where the rules chosen during points of non-determinism are recorded. In Section 4.5 we discuss some of the disadvantages of using Snapse in comparison to our visual simulator, WebSnapse.

The following tools are references for Snapse and are used for comparison.

P-Lingua [31] is a programming language for Membrane Computing that provides the standard in defining P systems. As part of this project, a Java library pLinguaCore was produced as a framework for simulating P systems. It has been extended to include definitions for S N P systems and to simulate computations of such models [23]. P-Lingua partly inspired the syntax for the configuration files used in Snapse.

MeCoSim (Membrane Computing Simulator) [29] is a software application integrated with P-Lingua that allows users to design GUIs and generate custom simulators for different types of models based on P systems. It allows for the validation of computational models and lets end-users unfamiliar with computers and membrane computing simulate virtual experiments through tabular input with the addition of displaying graphs for verification purposes.

UPSimulator [17] is a general purpose simulator for P systems extending from P-Lingua. It uses its own object-oriented language, UPLanguage to define and represent cell-like, tissue-like and neural-like P systems. Its goal is to be a flexible and extendable framework in order to adapt to new models that will be introduced in the future. It is however limited to being a text-based simulator with no graphic visualization for P systems.

Snooply [19] is a software tool that simulates Petri net classes in a graphical and unified modelling environment for the visualization and verification of models in systems and synthetic biology. JFLAP (Java Formal Languages and Automata Package) [32] is an interactive software written in Java consisting of graphical tools used to aid users in learning and experimenting with basic concepts in formal languages and automata theory. Both are visual tools with design and features that inspired Snapse such as the graphical representation of the models, animations as information travels between nodes, and lastly the handling of non-determinism. For this study, it is important to note as reference
that while Snoopy's software is not web-based, the animation of Snoopy files is supported on web browsers through XSL transformation to SVG and JavaScript [33].

4 WebSnapse

The following section shows the features of the web-based visual simulator for SN P systems, WebSnapse. This covers its basic functionalities, how the simulator computes each configuration of the system, and how the software was developed. The code can be viewed and downloaded at https://github.com/chinadupaya/WebSnapse. The live version can be used at https://chinadupaya.github.io/WebSnapse.

4.1 Basic Functionalities

![WebSnapse Interface](image)

Fig. 4.1. Basic WebSnapse interface during simulation of \( \Pi_{3,3} \) from Figure 1.2 at time \( \tau = 1 \) with annotated labels

**Basic Interface** Figure 4.1 shows the basic interface of WebSnapse, consisting of the following components labelled as such:

- **A**: The Workspace - This is where the graphical representation of the system renders. Here the user can design their SN P system, connect neurons via directional synapses, zoom in and out, pan around the canvas, and view the simulation as it runs the system.
- **B**: Simulation Options - The user can run the simulation with step forward, step back, and automatic play buttons. Restart allows the user to start from the beginning. More information on how the play buttons function can be found in Section 4.3.
- **C**: Node Actions - These are the options to create, edit, and delete neurons.
D: Pseudorandom Option - This checkbox dictates whether the simulation runs in pseudorandom mode when checked or guided mode otherwise. Both modes are explained in Section 4.1.

E: Time Display - This element displays the current time step during simulation.

F: Menu Actions - This menu contains the other available functions of WebSnapse namely, to save and load XML files (expounded on Section 4.1), to view choice history, to download sample SNP systems, and to replay the WebSnapse tutorial.

Before finalizing the current features and interface of WebSnapse, a prototype was created using the technologies being used for the application as discussed in Section 4.2. This prototype [34], shows how animations for SNP systems can be executed. An early version of the simulation and converter functions mentioned in Section 4.3 was used as well.

Neurons WebSnapse divides neurons into two types:

1. Regular Neurons - As highlighted by label G in Figure 4.1, they contain the ID, label, rules, and starting spike number. During simulation, the number below the neuron represents the current delay before the neuron sends a spike. This changes to an exclamation point when the neuron fires.

2. Environment Nodes - As highlighted by label H in Figure 4.1, they contain the ID and a bitstring symbolizing the presence or absence of a spike being sent to it at a time step. It should be noted that environment nodes are not part of the formal definition of SNP systems, but rather are only used for the purpose of implementation to represent the environment.

Type (1) neurons can be created, edited, and deleted in WebSnapse. Upon creation of a neuron, users can decide a custom label for the neuron, the initial number of spikes, and the rules of the neuron. Both types can be connected by synapses. It should be noted that type (1) neurons can connect to type (2) neurons, but the reverse cannot occur since type (2) neurons are only meant to receive spikes. They are meant to signify the outside environment that receives the output of system.

WebSnapse provides several visual indicators to aid in simulation. As annotated in Figure 4.1, label I shows the animation that represents spiking from a source neuron to a destination neuron. Label J shows a closed neuron presented with a gray background and thicker outline.

Rules are read through the RegExp object of JavaScript. Once all entered rules are read as valid, the application saves the rules into the proper neuron object it should be associated with. Rules are of the form $E/a \rightarrow p; d$ where:

- $E$ is a regular expression of the format $(a^i)a^j*$, where $i, j \geq 0$ but both cannot be equal to 0. All acceptable rules are bound by this format, which is enough to create a Turing complete machine, but it is recommended that future works increase the allowed rules in the system.
– $a$ is the number of spikes to be consumed by the neuron (ex. $a$ for one spike, $aa$ for two spikes).
– $p$ is the number of spikes to be produced by the neuron which can use the previous form of $a$, $aa$, $aa..a$ or $0$ if it is a forgetting rule.
– $d$ is a non-negative integer representing the delay.

**XML Support** Systems created in WebSnapse can be imported from and exported to an XML file. WebSnapse takes the object containing the system’s original configuration and converts it into XML syntax for a more readable format. Users can then use any text editor to make changes to the elements on the file, such as creating more neurons or editing what nodes are connected. The edited XML file can then be loaded back into WebSnapse, provided there are no errors in the formatting. The new system can be viewed from there.

The XML code in Listing 1.1 is a general representation of an SNP system uploaded to WebSnapse.

**Listing 1.1.** XML representation for System $\Pi_{k,b,3}$

```xml
<content>
  <neuronName>
    <id>{string}</id>
    <position>
      <x>{int}</x>
      <y>{int}</y>
    </position>
    <rules>{string: rule1 rule2... ruleX}</rules>
    <startingSpikes>{int}{default: 0}</startingSpikes>
    <delay>{int}{default: 0}</delay>
    <spikes>{int}</spikes>
    <isOutput>{boolean}</isOutput>
    <out>{string}</out>
  </neuronName>
</content>
```

As shown in Listing 1.1, the whole system is encapsulated within `content` tags. A neuron object is closed by their `id` as tags. A neuron’s type is differentiated by the ‘isOutput’ tag containing ‘true’ for environment nodes and ‘false’ if otherwise. If a neuron is an environment node, an extra tag ‘bitstring’ will be present that contains its output.

The rules are a slightly different format from how they appear in the software. Instead of typing ‘$- >$’ for a right arrow, the greater than character ‘$>$’ is replaced with ‘$\&gt$’. This is to prevent parsing errors from occurring when WebSnapse scans the uploaded XML file as the closing brackets of tags also end with a greater than symbol.

At the current version of WebSnapse, not all errors within an XML file have been accounted for. Errors in an XML file parsed by the software could lead to a white screen. The user can clear local storage to start a new session with WebSnapse or fix the error returned by the program.
**Pseudorandom and Guided Mode** Since the rules of SN P systems are chosen non-deterministically, non-determinism is emulated in a pseudorandom manner. WebSnapse, similar to its predecessor, offers a guided mode and pseudorandom mode for choosing which rule should be applied to a neuron during points of non-determinism. When guided mode is active and two or more rules can be applied to a neuron at a time step, a modal dialog - a small window that appears in front of the main interface - pops up to let the user choose which rule to apply. When pseudorandom mode is active, the application chooses which rule to apply.

**Choice History Table** WebSnapse provides the option for users to view the rules applied by each of the regular neurons per time step during the simulation. This can be found in the 'Choice History' tab located within the menu actions labelled F in Figure 4.1. It also provides the current bitstring per time step for environment nodes. The choice history table serves as a single view summary of the simulation.

![Choose Rule Form](image)

**Fig. 4.2.** Sample guided mode modal for $H_1$ from Figure 5.1

A sample choice history table is shown in Figure 4.3 featuring the $H_{3k3}$ SN P system described in Section 1. The first column provides the simulation’s time steps. The following columns contain the neurons in the system as the header, with their corresponding rule per time step if applicable, and none if otherwise. For the last column, since $n4$ is an environment node, the bitstring printed per time step is displayed instead. From here, we can see that $n4$ received spikes at time $= 0$ and time $= 5$. The distance between these time steps is interpreted as distance $= 6$ because we count from 0. Users may find it convenient to use this table when focused on observing the output.

**Additional Functionalities** WebSnapse has the following additional features to aid in the creation and simulation of systems:
Fig. 4.3. Choice history table for $\Pi_{3k^3}$ where $k=1$.

- **Tutorial** - As shown in Figure 4.4, WebSnapse provides a tour around its interface and instructions for creating systems. Upon completion, the tutorial does not appear again.
- **Autosave** - In the case unintentional reloads or exits, WebSnapse sends an warning alert and also provides an autosave feature to allow the user to return to their work upon reopening. While in use, the application saves the current system to the browser’s local storage after every few edits and at the start of simulation.
- **Downloadable Samples** - Users have the option to download sample files within the menu actions. The available SN P systems are listed in Figure 4.5.

Fig. 4.4. WebSnapse tour that starts when first opening the web application

Fig. 4.5. Sample SN P systems that can be downloaded from WebSnapse
4.2 Technologies and Development

WebSnapse was built with the React Javascript library as the base for its components. Since the website does not have any dynamic content and simply displays the simulation interface for the user, WebSnapse can be hosted on Github Pages. The GUI of the simulation was created using the open-sourced graph library, Cytoscape.js (referred to as simply Cytoscape in this paper) [13]. Notable features include, distinguishing between graph types, traversal, gesture support, and animations.

During the development of WebSnapse, we encountered some issues when rendering an SNP system using Cytoscape. One is the inability to output superscript characters on any node labels within Cytoscape’s canvas element. In JavaScript, when the `sup()` function is used to display a string in superscript, the string is placed in a `<sup>` HTML element. Cytoscape is then unable to render the superscript character in the text and displays the HTML code as a string instead. Extension libraries can be used but the dragging and panning actions to the workspace become slowed and the formatting of rules become distorted while changing node positions as shown in Figure 4.6. Because of its effect on general performance, we decided against using it and this is why the number of spikes is represented in numerical form and necessary symbols are not superscript when printed.

![Fig. 4.6. WebSnapse implemented with cytoscape-node-htm-label library extension highlighting formatting issues.](image)

Each configuration in a certain time step is saved into an object variable in the React project. For Cytoscape to be able to parse and present the configuration, a converter function is created. This converter function accepts the current system from the React project and outputs it into another object format that is easier for Cytoscape to parse through. More details on this can be found in Section 4.3.

Cytoscape outputs data to be viewed by a user through nodes. Each node outputs some data of a neuron that has to be visible to the user. Out of the
eight elements within a neuron found in the XML file in Section 4.1, four are made visible to the user via nodes: the id, rules, spikes, and delay. Synapses are created through the out element. Environment nodes are only comprised of two elements: the id, and the bitstring.

Despite the current implementation using objects, the original goal was to make use of matrices similar to what was used in [37]. This goal was made to improve the performance of the simulation. However, given the way Cytoscape parses the data as an object, we found that continuously converting from matrices to objects and vice versa would add too many unnecessary steps to the program. Since WebSnapse aims to be a simple visual simulator, this would be extraneous.

4.3 Architecture

Figure 4.7 shows the general structure of the WebSnapse application. The User can be seen interacting with the GUI, which interacts with the Controller. The primary functions within the Controller are defined as follows:

1. step(): This function runs when the current SNAP system is being played one time step forward. This function is in charge of deciding which rules will be active in a neuron, subtracting from the current number of spikes in a neuron and sending the correct amount of spikes to connected neurons. The resulting configuration from this function is saved to Local Storage. Algorithm 1 explains how the next step is generated.

2. stepBack(): This function runs when the user wishes to move back a time step. It accesses Local Storage to retrieve the configuration of the system from the previous time step. It should be noted that the current time step will be lost and the step() function will have to run be again.

3. convert(): This function is in charge of converting the neuron objects to a more understandable format for Cytoscape. Every new time step or configuration of the system that the User needs to view visually runs through this function first.

Local Storage saves all previous steps the system has gone through to be accessed by the stepBack() function. Here, the configuration of all the neurons in the system are stored and cannot be changed as long as the simulation has not been reset. The template for the neurons themselves are simple; they only keep the current number of spikes, the currently active rule, and all the rules within a neuron. In summary, this is a completely client side simulation. All data is saved in the local storage of the user’s web-browser, so all information is stored within the user’s machine.

To prove the correctness of Algorithm 1, the input $C_k$ must be analyzed. $C_k$ is composed of a finite number of neurons, all of which contain a finite number of elements. The algorithm is composed of three loops that process this finite number of neurons and is then set to halt with the updated values of the system. This produces the next configuration $C_{k+1}$.
**Algorithm 1:** Next State Generator

**Input:** The current configuration $C_k$

**Output:** The next configuration $C_{k+1}$

1. for neuron in neurons do
2.    if neuron does not have active rule then
3.        program chooses possible rules in a neuron
4.        if pseudorandom mode is active then
5.            program picks an active rule randomly
6.        end
7.    end
8. end
9. if guided mode is active then
10.    prompt user to pick an active rule for neurons
11. end
12. for neuron in neurons do
13.    if neuron is not environment node AND has active rule then
14.        if delay ≥ 0 then
15.            delay ← delay − 1
16.        else
17.            consume and record spikes to send to connected neurons
18.        end
19.    else
20.        if environment node is not receiving spikes then
21.            add '0' to environment node bitstring;
22.        end
23.    end
24. end
25. send spikes to be received by each neuron. ‘1’ if the neuron is an environment node.

---

**Fig. 4.7.** The WebSnapse simulation architecture.
Algorithm 1 has three loops that run depending on the given $n$ neurons. The first from lines 1-7 to check for active rules, the second from lines 12-25 to execute the chosen rules, and line 26 is a for loop that sends the correct number of spikes to be received by each neuron. This shows a complexity of $O(n)$ for a change from one state to the next.

4.4 Testing

General Testing: To test the correctness of the simulator, we assessed with already made SNP systems. Aside from the simple example of the $3k+3$ spiker $\Pi_{3k+3}$ [20], other systems are covered and tested for their correct output. These can be found in Section 5 as well as in the Appendices. They can also be downloaded and tested using the links provided at the beginning of Section 4.

The testing library `react-testing-library` was used to check if there were any errors in the code and to easily examine if the program was reacting properly to user actions. We found that most user actions were working as designed such as forms submitting correctly and the main component that contains the applications rendering the correct text. Smaller components such as the side menu and the tour that introduces users to WebSnapse were not able to be tested. It was also observed that the library would find errors in the rendering of the canvas generated by the Cytoscape component despite there not being any observable ones. The unstable nature of UI-driven tests and libraries are suspected to not be compatible with components that use canvases like Cytoscape.

Stress Testing: Stress testing was also done with several types of systems. The goal was to see how many visual elements - the nodes mentioned in Section 4.2 - can be rendered in Cytoscape. We also wanted to observe if performance drops due to the simulation algorithm. WebSnapse was stress tested locally on a 2019 MacBook Pro with 8GB of RAM and a 1.4 GHz Intel Core i5 processor running macOS. The web browser used was Google Chrome. Python scripts were used to generate the different systems tested by inputting the desired number of neurons and creating the XML file as the output.

The first type of system is a simple ‘One Spike Chain’ $\Pi_{c1}$. A sample of the created system is shown in Figure 4.8. It shows neurons connected in a unidirectional manner. Each neuron, except for the environment node, has the same rule $a/a \rightarrow 0$, with the first neuron in the system containing one spike. For the test to be completed, the spike in the starting neuron must reach the end of the system. This happens at the time step one less than the total number of neurons.

$\Pi_{c1}$ was generated with neuron counts starting at 50 and ending at 850, with intervals of 50. A 200-neuron simple chain was found to crash at 185 time steps without completing its simulation. Due to this, we set out to find the greatest number of neurons that would still be able to reach the end of the simulation. Until 192 neurons, simulations were able to complete and send spikes to the environment node. After this point, the browser’s local storage begins to exceed.
12.5 megabytes. The 193-neuron system was able to complete its simulation, however, WebSnapse would proceed to crash. We found that as the number of neurons increases, more bytes were consumed per time step and the sooner the limit for local storage is reached, therefore less time steps are simulated.

At 450 neurons, the software experienced slight lag while panning and zooming in and out around the canvas where the system was being rendered. This lag during canvas related actions was made even more noticeable at 650 neurons and more. Since no lag was seen when the simulation ran or if the canvas was zoomed in with a lesser number of elements seen, the lag was most likely caused by Cytoscape having to render many elements. This is not due to any computations being made by the simulation since the number of neurons and rules is still relatively small from a computational standpoint.

The next type of system tested was the ‘All Spike Chain’ $\Pi_{c2}$. It is similar to the $\Pi_{c1}$ type of system however, instead of the first neuron beginning with one spike, all neurons would start with a single spike as shown in Figure 4.9. The recurring rule is also different. Specifically, it is $a^+/a \rightarrow a; 0$ to facilitate continuous spiking. The purpose of testing this type of system was to see if the number of time steps that can be completed was only dependent on total neuron count, or if the number of neurons spiking at a time would serve as a factor.

This type of system was also generated with neuron counts starting at 50 and ending at 850, with an interval of 50.

$\Pi_{c2}$ was found to fail much sooner than $\Pi_{c1}$. At 192 neurons, the all spike chain system $\Pi_{c2}$ crashed at 176 time steps, while the one spike chain system $\Pi_{c1}$ was still able to finish its simulation at 191 time steps. Results found that storing the rule (in rules of a neuron object) $a/a \rightarrow a; 0$ only takes 16 bytes, while $a^+/a \rightarrow a; 0$ takes 18 bytes due to being one character longer. Along with this, the record of which rule is running - stored as currentRule and chosenRule - consumes 36 bytes per neuron. So while in the previous system, only one neuron would hold the extra 32 bytes, this system would have multiple neurons containing the extra currentRule and chosenRule attributes. Figure 4.10 shows as the number of neurons increase, the extra storage used affects how many time steps a system is able to complete. The figure also visualizes the limit of simulated time steps as the number of neurons reach certain points.

Another type of system used for stress testing was a fully connected graph from [4], the ‘Benchmark Complete Graph’ $\Pi_{bc}$, which can also be viewed in Figure 4.11. Each neuron has two spiking rules, namely $(a^2)^+/a \rightarrow a$ and $(a^2)^+/a^2 \rightarrow$.
a^2. They dictate that whenever the number of spikes in a neuron is a multiple of 2 then each neuron has to non-deterministically choose between the two rules. Π_{bc} was originally used as a tool for stress testing for parallel implementation of an SN P simulator in a GPU. Aside from testing a system with all neurons sending multiple spikes through all synapses continuously, Π_{bc} was also used to see how long the system can mimic parallelism before the processing of the simulation becomes noticeable.

Similarly, another type of system referred to as ‘Simple Complete Graph’ Π_{sc} was created with only one rule a*/a → a; 0 and can be seen in Figure 4.12. This system was created as a comparison to Π_{bc} in order to see if points of non-determinism play a role in the performance of the software. The systems Π_{bc} and Π_{sc} were tested using Pseudorandom Mode so that the tests are able to run automatically.

We were able to create several variations of the systems, with 4, 8, 16 and 32 neurons per system. As the number of neurons increases in the complete graph, the number of synapses coming from a neuron increases as well. The longer the systems run, the less time steps it takes for Cytoscape to start lagging. We experienced spiking animations no longer running for some synapses. When all 32 neurons would send spikes at the same time, the rendering performance of the system suffers due to multiple synapses being animated.

Similar to the chain systems, once the amount of local storage consumed begins to approach 12.5 megabytes, the complete graph systems starts to crash. Figure 4.13 summarizes how many neurons there are in a system and how many time steps it takes to crash. Despite having the same number of neurons and synapses, Π_{sc} was able to consistently run for a longer amount of time than Π_{bc}. Having less rules, and therefore less bytes used per neuron allows Π_{sc} to consume less storage per time step. Another observation is that the difference between

![Number of neurons vs. simulated time steps per chain system](image)

**Fig. 4.10.** Comparison between chain SN P systems with one spike Π_{c1} versus each neuron containing a spike Π_{c2}.
the number of time steps completed per system decreases as the number of neurons increases. This is also due to the reason mentioned previously regarding there simply being more elements and thus more storage consumed such as what occurred with the chain systems in Figure 4.10.

Overall, the number of time steps that a simulation can run is greatly limited to the amount of local storage available, which will differ based on the web browser the user is on. Since the current configuration or state of the whole system is saved into local storage per time step during simulation, the number of neurons will greatly impact the amount of data stored. However, it isn’t only the number of neurons affecting it. The character length consumed by the rules, number of spikes, and whether a neuron has an applicable rule in play contribute to it as well. It was also observed that the actual computation behind the simulation runs normally despite the complexity of a system. The rendering of the visual elements is the aspect that is affected.

4.5 Comparison with Other Tools

An important objective of WebSnapse is to reach feature parity with Snapse. Based on Table 1, we were successful in recreating the core features of Snapse onto a new web application.

The distinction of WebSnapse using web-based simulations is important to consider in creating a visual SN P system simulator focused on accessibility. As a web application hardware is not a major issue since WebSnapse has cross-platform access, regardless of operating system and device. All it requires is the
Fig. 4.13. Comparison between complete SN P systems with 2 rules to choose for non-determinism versus only one rule for each neuron.

use of any web browser. As a desktop application, Snapse provides different versions for two computer operating systems, namely Windows and Linux. Unity, the engine used, has build specifications depending on the target platform. This may have limited the development of versions for other operating systems. Deployment for a web application is done easily, as it is rolled out straight to the host server and available once installed. Given its single code base, it is easy to maintain WebSnapse and make changes for improvements. Its flexibility and scalability also expands the capacity for upgrades. While users would need a connection to the Internet in order to access the web application, there are also options that provide an offline experience. Electron [24] is a framework that allows desktop applications to be made from web technologies.

There are several other differences in the execution of other features. For a visual simulator, the graphical representation of SN P systems is a major aspect to consider. While both Snapse and WebSnapse display the spikes, rules and delay count, they have differences in the presentation of these details. In Snapse, a neuron is represented by a rectangular object with separate side-by-side sections for spikes and rules. WebSnapse attempts to follow closely the conventional visual representation found in [20] to aid users in generating figures. Another visual detail to consider is the animation to represent the action of spiking. Snapse displays this action of spiking through a yellow circle that travels through the synapse from a source neuron to a destination neuron. This is likely to be missed if the distance between neurons is short. WebSnapse uses dashed
Table 1. Comparison of WebSnapse with Other Tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>WebSnapse</th>
<th>Snapse</th>
<th>P-Lingua</th>
<th>JFLAP</th>
<th>Snoopy</th>
<th>MeCoSim</th>
<th>UPSimulator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulate SN P Systems</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Solution to P Systems</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical Presentation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical Design</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudorandom Mode</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided Mode</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration Files</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-based Simulation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

lines that move along the highlighted directed edge. This animation remains on display even when the simulation is paused at a certain time step.

For running simulations, both Snapse and WebSnapse give the user the option to step forward, step back, and play automatically in time intervals. However, Snapse doesn't provide the choice to restart the simulation from its original configuration. This means the user would need to click the step back button multiple times until the first time step is reached. WebSnapse gives the user the option to restart the simulation from its initial configuration of spikes, empty bitstring outputs, and resets the time to zero. While WebSnapse went through stress testing as discussed in Section 4.4, we are unable to compare the limitations in the size and the simulation of systems since Snapse had not undergone any similar stress testing.

One functionality WebSnapse adapted from Snapse is the idea of a choice history table to highlight the chosen rule during points of non-determinism. This feature is only available for systems with neurons that have more than one applicable rule. WebSnapse's choice history table shows the rules used per neuron at each time step played in the simulation regardless of the presence of non-determinism. It also displays the current bitstring for environment nodes.

For saving and loading configuration files, Snapse uses its own file format with the file extension ‘.snapse’, WebSnapse uses XML as shown in Section 4.1. This takes into account possible integration with P-Lingua [31], as it can generate XML. With this, both tools provide a way to preemptively save the work of the user. Snapse autosaves the current system being edited into the user’s computer as a separate file. The system it saves is at its current configuration of spikes and bitstring outputs. As a web application, WebSnapse autosaves the original state of the current system being edited into the browser’s local storage andpreloadsthatinthenextsessionwhenWebSnapseisopened.

WebSnapse encompasses the most features in comparison to other tools as shown in Table 1. Both graphical presentation and graphical design are newer features for tools related to P systems. This is due to earlier simulators focusing on performance in terms of the scope of systems that can be run, and not the visualization. The tools unrelated to P systems have graphical features that are
also incorporated into WebSnapse such as JFLAP’s use of a drag and drop gestures for their elements and Snoopy’s animated token passing. Snoopy provides support for browser-based simulation, however the user would have to unpack a specific compressed file into the web server root folder, make several edits to the Snoopy files and possibly rename the files [33]. These steps may be inconvenient as compared to a straightforward web application.

5 Case Studies

To further understand the capabilities of the software, several SNP systems will be covered to explain its core features. These tests were used as simple tests for correctness in WebSnapse as mentioned in section 4.4. Throughout the paper, system $\Pi_{k33}$ from [20] was used in explaining SNP system and examining the different functionalities of WebSnapse. To show how WebSnapse tackles non-determinism, a naturally even number generator [20] will be observed. More practical applications of SNP systems will then be covered, namely addition with a bit adder system [18], and sorting [7].

5.1 Naturally Even Number Generator

To show the non-deterministic capabilities of the software, we use a system that uses non-determinism to generate some naturally even number, referring to the system as $\Pi_{1}$. Its formal definition can be found in [20].

Figure 5.3 shows the system ending after 104 time steps. The distance between the two spikes is then 102, which is the generated even number. Notice that the pseudorandom checkbox is not ticked. With the system now set to guided mode, this allows the user to choose which rule should run in the case that a neuron can apply two or more rules at its current state. In this system, it is neuron n2. Setting the pseudorandom checkbox to true would let the application choose which rule to apply while the system is being simulated. Figure 5.2 shows how a user can choose which rule to apply in guided mode.

It may be difficult to observe the distance between spikes given a large bit-string output. For ease of checking in either guided or pseudorandom mode, the user can also view the rules chosen through the choice history table. The final row in Figure 5.4 shows how choosing rule $a/a \rightarrow a; 1$ at 101 time steps led to the end of the simulation. At 102 time steps, the partial result of the environment node gains one bit or spike as shown in Figure 5.5.

5.2 Bit Adder

Arithmetic operations are a necessity in a computing system. The system on Figure A.1, referred to as $\Pi_{2}$, is based on [18] and adds two natural numbers. The system has three main neurons, with the leftmost two being the input neurons and the subsequent neuron being the addition neuron. The environment node shows the summed result in binary form. The two input neurons were set up in
a way that they send spikes in the order of their binary form \(2_{10} \text{ as } 10_2\), and \(3_{10} \text{ as } 11_2\). This results in the environment node of \(10_2 + 11_2 = 0101_2 \text{ or } 5_{10}\).

5.3 Increasing Comparator

Another important function of a computing system is comparing and sorting values. Figure 5.6 shows an increasing comparator \([7]\) for the numbers 5 and 8. The first layer of neurons contains the values to be compared, codified as the number of spikes. At each step they send spikes to both \(n_2\) and \(n_5\). As long as both \(n_2\) and \(n_5\) receive spikes, only \(n_2\) sends spikes to \(n_4\) and \(n_6\), the environment nodes. The minimum is then obtained once one neuron runs out of spikes to send. Since only one spike is being sent at a time, only \(n_5\) will send spikes while \(n_2\) applies its forgetting rule to the spikes it receives. The remaining spikes are then sent to the lower environment node \(n_6\).

The final values of the environment nodes can be viewed in Figure 5.7. The figure shows that the topmost environment node \(n_4\) was able to receive five spikes, but since the input neuron \(n_3\) ran out of spikes, the environment node \(n_6\) would receive the rest of the spikes. The system ends after 9 time steps.

This system can be expanded to sort more values and create bitonic sorters. One such system of size \(n = 4\) can be found in the Appendix as Figure A.4.
Fig. 5.2. User chooses rule $a/a \rightarrow a; 1$ through guided mode modal during simulation of system in Figure 5.1.

Fig. 5.3. $\Pi_1$ ends simulation at time = 104
Fig. 5.4. Choice history table scrolled to the last row for \( \Pi_1 \) from Figure 5.1 ending simulation at time step = 104 after \( n2 \) chooses rule \( a/a \rightarrow a; 1 \) at time = 101.

Fig. 5.5. Choice history table for \( \Pi_1 \) from Figure 5.1 showing environment node \( n0 \) receives spike at time = 102.
6 Final Remarks

WebSnapse is a visual simulator that aims to match the capabilities of its predecessor Snapse while adding more functionalities to the original architecture. Its main focus is its availability as a web-based package for easier development and accessibility.

We were overall successful in reaching feature parity with Snapse, although there are differences in execution in terms of file formats used, and the visual representation of systems. During development, we also found some limitations when using Cytoscape in terms of state-specific styling of neurons and rendering issues while navigating the canvas with too many neurons on screen. While
WebSnapse focuses on being a visual simulator, its development makes evident the trade-off of being able to visualize systems versus the capability for bigger or more complex systems. This is from finding that the complexity of the systems created is dependent on the local storage and cache available on the web browser.

The user experience can be improved upon in several ways. The results from Section 5.1 suggest the possibility of allowing users to create patterns or configurations for what rules they would like to run during guided mode. This could be convenient when wanting to study specific outputs of a system, as it avoids continuously incurring the select rule modal dialog. In addition, providing a computation tree to view the number of spikes in a neuron per time step would also allow the user to have a more detailed view of their system after it has finished running. To address the difficulty in reading the length of the bitstring in the environment node, the spike strain can also be represented as the distance between each spike in decimal notation. Lastly, for testing the whole program along with Cytoscape, Section 4.4 shows that possibly using both end-to-end UI-driven tests with react-testing-library as well as headless browser testing libraries, such as Puppeteer or Selenium, would also help in creating a system that’s certain to be more stable. To combat connection issues or for users interested in working offline, WebSnapse can be wrapped into a desktop application using Electron as mentioned in Section 4.5. Future work can also allow for users to make the SNP systems interact with each other through both input and environment nodes [36, 1].

The performance of the simulations themselves can be improved upon through modifications in WebSnapse’s architecture. Section 4.1 shows the regular expressions currently allowed. This is limited due to the parsing capabilities of JavaScript’s RegExp object in regards to balanced parentheses. Expanding the scope of regular expressions and creating a custom rule input parser allows for more variations of SNP systems to be accounted for. One example is an SNP system with structural plasticity (SNPSP system) where rules would include adding and deleting connections between neurons [12, 9]. Another is an SNP system with stochastic application of rules (* SNP system) where during points of non-determinism, the selection of firing rules goes through a stochastic process [28]. Similar to the idea of a pseudorandom and guided mode, it is possible to allow users to provide probabilities for the rules or to have them determined in a stochastic manner. Possible integration with a GPU simulator running on a web browser [3] should also be considered.

Section 4.1 shows that there are still bugs that may occur when uploading an XML file with errors. Adding more sophisticated parsing upon loading a system can help the user identify the errors easily. A software similar to kPWorkbench may be useful in identifying the correctness of the system such as how it was used in [15].

The results found in Section 4.4 show that the amount of local storage available in the system is a bottleneck to how long a system can run. One solution is to allow computations to be made on a server that can store more data and allow for more parallel computations. This also lessens the resources to be used
on the client’s side that may lead to better performance. Another alternative to this is optimizing the way configurations are currently being stored in local storage. This can be done by only saving the changes in state instead of the whole neuron object.
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Appendix

A.1 Case Studies

Fig. A.1. $\Pi_2$ from Section 5.2 adding natural numbers 2 and 3.
Fig. A.2. $\Pi_1$ Choice History table from Section 5.1.

Fig. A.3. A portion of the $\Pi_2$ Choice History table.

A.2 Bitonic Sorter

Fig. A.4. 4 neuron bitonic sorter with 8, 5, 1, and 3 from [7] based on $\Pi_3$ from Section 5.3.
A.3 Naturally Greater One

Fig. A.5. System generating a number greater than one from [20]. Closed neurons have a gray background and a thicker border.

Fig. A.6. With 4 time steps between that 2 spikes, the output of the system is 4.
Fig. A.7. Guided Mode modal at points of non-determinism for neuron n3
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Abstract. We further the work on a recently proposed membrane computing model which utilises decentralised water tanks interconnected by pipes with water flow controlled by valves. We demonstrate that such systems can construct ‘efficiently’: 1) A programmable sequential, random-access machine (RAM), which we then extend to construct: 2) a programmable exclusive read exclusive write (EREW) parallel random-access machine (PRAM).
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1 Introduction

P systems, first proposed by Gheorghe Pun in [1] are a parallel and distributed model of computation inspired by biological membranes. P systems are decentralised and typically evolve based on the content of a membrane. A water-based system was proposed by [2] which contained many properties similar to those of membrane computing and was therefore described as a P system. The system was decentralised, and the content of each tank would evolve in parallel, similar to how P systems evolve.

In this work, we demonstrate that the water system proposed in [2] and extended in [3] can construct a PRAM machine. This model has been shown to be Turing complete, inherently proving that a RAM model can be built. However, this construction does not consider the complexity of such a construction. In this work, we demonstrate that both a programmable RAM machine and a programmable PRAM machine can be constructed ‘efficiently’.

2 Background

In this section, we start by defining saturated arithmetic. We then define a RAM machine and show how the Euclidean algorithm can be implemented in RAM
instruction code. Ending the section with the definition of the water computing model, which we utilise throughout the remainder of the paper.

2.1 Saturated arithmetic

As discussed in [4] saturation arithmetic restricts operations to a fixed range. If a result exceeds the upper or lower limit, the result is that limit. For example, if the range was [0,10] then, 5 * 5 = 10 and 10 - 20 = 0. If the upper and lower limits are $+\infty$ and $-\infty$, then it is standard arithmetic. For simplicity, we denote saturating addition as $\oplus$ and saturating subtraction as $\ominus$. Throughout the remainder of the text, without loss of generality, we assume all saturated arithmetic except for control tanks to have lower bound 0, and upper bound $+\infty$ where, control tanks have 0 and 1.

2.2 RAM

There have been many models of computation proposed, with the ‘sequential machines’ typically being the deterministic Turing machine and the random access memory (RAM) machine [5]. In this work, we focus on the RAM machine as they usually have more practical uses than the traditional Turing model.

A RAM machine consists of a finite program of $m$ lines and a sequence of registers $r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n$ (perhaps an infinite sequence). The program of the RAM will consist of a sequence of operation codes and parameters. Based on the definition in [6], a RAM has the following operations:

1. $r_i \leftarrow C$: assign a constant value $C$ to register $i$.
2. $r_i \leftarrow r_j \oplus r_k$: add the value of two registers $j$ and $k$ and assign to register $i$.
3. $r_i \leftarrow r_j \ominus r_k$: subtract from register $j$ the value stored in $k$ and assign to register $i$.
4. $r_i \leftarrow r_{r_j}$: get the value $y$ from register $j$, then get the value from register $y$ and assign to register $i$.
5. $r_i \leftarrow r_{r_j}$: get the value $y$ from register $j$, then get the value $x$ from register $i$ and assign $y$ to register $x$.
6. TRA $m$ $r_i > 0$: go to program line $m$ (control transferred to line $m$ of the program) if $r_i$ greater than 0, otherwise go to the next line.

Where we use the item number as the op code as seen in Table 1.

We assume that the output will be the values stored in the registers once the program has halted. A program halts when it has gone to a line number in the program which is not defined. For example, consider the following Euclidean algorithm pseudocode for positive integers:
Table 1. Operations and their corresponding opcodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Opcode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( r_i \leftarrow C )</td>
<td>1 ( i \ C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_i \leftarrow r_j \oplus r_k )</td>
<td>2 ( i \ j \ k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_i \leftarrow r_j \ominus r_k )</td>
<td>3 ( i \ j \ k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_i \leftarrow r_j )</td>
<td>4 ( i \ j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_{r_1} \leftarrow r_j )</td>
<td>5 ( i \ j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{TRA} \ m \ r_i &gt; 0 )</td>
<td>6 ( m \ i )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line number</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Opcode</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( r_3 \leftarrow r_1 \oplus r_2 )</td>
<td>3 3 1 2</td>
<td>Go to line 6 if ( a &gt; b )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( \text{TRA} \ 6 \ r_3 &gt; 0 )</td>
<td>6 6 3</td>
<td>Go to line 8 if ( b &gt; a )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( r_3 \leftarrow r_2 \ominus r_1 )</td>
<td>3 3 2 1</td>
<td>( a = b ) result is in ( r_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( \text{TRA} \ 8 \ r_3 &gt; 0 )</td>
<td>6 8 3</td>
<td>Start the loop again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( \text{TRA} \ 10 \ r_1 &gt; 0 )</td>
<td>6 10 1</td>
<td>( b = b \ominus a )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>( r_1 \leftarrow r_1 \ominus r_2 )</td>
<td>3 1 1 2</td>
<td>( a = a \ominus b )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>( \text{TRA} \ 1 \ r_1 &gt; 0 )</td>
<td>6 1 1</td>
<td>Start the loop again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>( r_2 \leftarrow r_2 \ominus r_1 )</td>
<td>3 2 2 1</td>
<td>( a = a \ominus b )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>( \text{TRA} \ 1 \ r_2 &gt; 0 )</td>
<td>6 2 1</td>
<td>Start the loop again</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We note that our RAM model has a fixed size program with \( m \) lines. This is able to implement RAM programs of length less or equal \( m \). Noting that the machine halts when it gets to line \( m + 1 \). Hence, if a program had less than \( m \) lines an additional line could be added to jump to line \( m + 1 \).

As the RAM model we have discussed is inherently sequential one can extend it to be parallel. A parallel RAM machine (PRAM) is one of the most well known parallel computing models. As defined in [7, 8] a PRAM consists of a set of processors \( p_1, p_2, ... \) and a set of shared registers \( r_1, r_2, ... \). Each processor can be viewed as an individual RAM with its own program and sequence of registers.
Processors can only communicate via the shared memory via read or write operations. The processors execute in a synchronous manner, with each step taking the same amount of time. Typically there are three models of PRAM discussed in the literature to model the read and write of the shared memory they are:

- **Exclusive read exclusive write (EREW):** only one processor can read or write to each shared register at a time.
- **Concurrent read exclusive write (CREW):** Any number of processors can read from the same shared register at the same time but only one can write to a each shared memory location.
- **Concurrent read concurrent write (CRCW):** Any number of processors can read and write the same shared register at the same time.

The CRCW PRAM is typically further defined based on different ways of handling concurrent writes these include [9]:

- **Collision:** A collision symbol is written. This does not give details about which processors caused the collision or what they were attempting to write.
- **Common:** Successful write only if all processors writing to the same location are writing the same value.
- **Arbitrary:** Only one arbitrary attempt is successful but, this choice will result in the same final result.
- **Priority:** The processor with the lowest IDs write is successful.

### 2.3 Water model

The water-based system originally proposed in [2] and extended in [3] works by having a set of tanks interconnected with pipes which flow is controlled by valves. This model contains no central control as well as no loops (water flows in one direction). Formally the model is defined as:

\[
\Pi = (T, T', F, E, R, L, C, V, S, P)
\]

With its components:

- \( T \) finite set of tank identifiers.
- \( T' \subset T \) finite set of control tank identifiers.
- \( F \subset T' \) set of control tanks that when full indicate termination of the system.
- \( E \in T \setminus T' \) the unique infinite sink of the system.
- \( R \in T \setminus T' \) the unique infinite source in the system.
- \( L : T \to \mathbb{N}_+ \) The level at which the tanks are built, the lower the number the conceptually higher the tank. Water can only flow from a tank with a lower number to one with a higher number. \( L(R) = 0 \) and \( L(E) = \infty \).
C : T → N_0 ∪ {∞} capacity of the tanks. Where we assume that value tanks are able to be unbounded. Of course, for practical cases, all value tanks will need to have finite capacity. Control tanks all have capacity 1 (they act as Boolean values).

V finite set of valve identifiers.

S : V → (T = N_0 ∪ T ≠ N_0) An expression from a valve identifier to check whether or not a tank has a certain volume.

P ⊂ T × T × P(V) (P(V) denotes the power set over V) finite set of pipes where water flows from the first element to the second. A pipe (i, j, v) must have L(i) < L(j), meaning water only flows in one direction (‘down’).

The system evolves in discrete time steps where, at each step one unit of water flows down each pipe if all valves on the pipe are open and water is available. If at any point a tank has less water than the number of pipes with all there valves open, then the result will be dependant on the assumed run-time (physical implementation). Reasonable run times include:

- Non-deterministically decide which pipes get a unit of water.
- A priority based ordering of pipes.

As this does not occur throughout this paper we do not discuss this further.

Typically, this system is modelled by either a set of equations or diagrams. Control tanks as presented in [3] are used to denote when each functions input/output is ready. That is to say for each input/output the value is ready to be used once its corresponding control tank is full. This design allows the water-based functions to be modularised for a more in-depth discussion see [3].

2.4 Examples

For self-containment, we present four examples of water-based functions, for a more detailed description of these functions see [3]. These functions are then used in the construction of a RAM. We display tanks as open rectangles with pipes going from one tank to the next as a line between them. If a pipe goes to the infinite sink, we denote this by an arrow at the end of the line. If a pipe comes from the infinite source, we have the line start with a small rectangle. Valves are displayed as lines crossing a pipe with the Boolean condition next to it.

- Increment f(x) = x ⊕ 1 (cf. Figure 1): The increment operator drains the two input tanks (value and control) into the result. Once the inputs are empty the output control tank is filled.
- Addition f(x, y) = x ⊕ y (cf. Figure 2): The addition operator works similar to the increment operator but, instead of the control tank draining to the
result the value $y$ does. Once all inputs are empty the output control tank is filled.

- Subtraction $f(x, y) = x \oplus y$ (cf. Figure 3): The subtraction operator drains from both $x$ and $y$ into the infinite sink until $y$ is empty. Once $y$ is empty any remaining water drains from $x$ into the result tank. Once all inputs are empty the output control tank is filled.

It is important to note that when the Increment, Addition, and the Subtraction operators are executed the inputs are drained/lost. This means that if we want to execute a function and keep the inputs, we need an in-place copy:

- Inplace copy $f(x) = x$ (cf. Figure 4): Input tank $x$ drains into result tank $x'$. Whilst $x$ drains tank $a$ fills from the infinite source. Once $x$ is empty $a$ stops filling and the control tank is drained into the infinite sink. Once the control tank is drained, the content of $a$ (which stores the value of the original input) is drained into the original input tank $x$. Once $a$ is empty again, the output control is filled.

Fig. 1. A diagram representing the increment operator function $z = x \oplus 1$.

Fig. 2. A diagram representing the controlled saturating addition operator $z = x \oplus y$. 
Fig. 3. A diagram representing the controlled saturating subtraction operator $z = x \odot y$.

Fig. 4. A diagram representing the inplace copy function $i(x) = x$. 
3 Constructing a programmable RAM machine

Constructing a programmable RAM machine using water can be broken into phases. The first phase is to read the line number that we are up to. Using the op code for that line, run a function which executes that function. After that has been done, check whether the line number exceeds the program line count; if it does then the RAM halts, otherwise it will do the process again. To make it easier to follow, we shall also break up the construction into modules which can then be pieced together to form the entire RAM.

3.1 Execute line \( L \) of the program

Here we assume that the program being executed will be stored in water tanks \( p_{1,1}, p_{1,2}, p_{1,3}; p_{1,4}, p_{2,1}, p_{2,2}, p_{2,3}; p_{2,4}, \ldots; p_{m,1}, p_{m,2}, p_{m,3}, p_{m,4} \). Where \( p_{i,j} \) denotes the \( i \)th line with parameter \( j \), noting that we assume that each line of code will have one op code followed by three parameters; the third tank contents will be ignored for operations of two parameters.

To start the program at line \( L \) and continue executing until we reach line \( m + 1 \) we utilise the tank system presented in Figure 6. For brevity we have presented an arbitrary program line \( p_{i,j} \) but this can be expanded for all program lines by changing the valve for \( p_{i,k} \) to \( L = i \) for the \( i \)th line. For example, the tanks presented in Figure 6 for the Euclidean algorithm would initially contain the volumes presented in Table 3.

Noting that to run a function we use the tank system presented in Figure 7. The tank system presented in Figure 7 is not repeated, only one instance exists for a RAM machine. The line inputs \( p_{i,j} \) all drain into the inputs \( p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4 \). Using traditional programming the operation can be explained to be the function \( \text{RAM} \) presented in Figure 5.

```
function RAM(p, L); // p = [p_{1,1}, p_{1,2}, p_{1,3}; p_{1,4}, p_{2,1}, p_{2,2}; \ldots; p_{m,4}]
p_1 ← p[4 * (L - 1)]; p_2 ← p[4 * (L - 1) + 1]
p_3 ← p[4 * (L - 1) + 2]; p_4 ← p[4 * (L - 1) + 3]
s ← run_op(p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4, L)
if s ≠ m + 1:
    RAM(p, s)
halt
```

Fig. 5. Code to describe the outer loop of our RAM system.
Table 3. Initial volumes of water for tanks presented in Figure 6 for Euclidean algorithm. Where we denote a tank $i$ stores volume $j$ by $i(j)$

|   | $L(1)$ | $L'(1)$ | $a'(0)$ | $s(0)$ | $s'(0)$ | $d'(0)$ | $c'(0)$ | $q(0)$ | $q'(0)$ | $x'(0)$ | $f'(0)$ | $h'(0)$ | $p_1(0)$ | $p_1'(0)$ | $p_2(0)$ | $p_2'(0)$ | $p_3(0)$ | $p_3'(0)$ | $p_4(0)$ | $p_4'(0)$ | $l(0)$ | $l'(0)$ |
|---|--------|--------|---------|--------|---------|---------|---------|--------|---------|---------|---------|---------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
| 1 | 3      | 0      | 3       | 1      | 0       | 0       | 2       | 0      | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      |
| 2 | 6      | 0      | 6       | 0      | 3       | 0       | 0       | 0      | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      |
| 3 | 3      | 0      | 3       | 0      | 2       | 0       | 1       | 0      | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      |
| 4 | 6      | 0      | 8       | 0      | 3       | 0       | 0       | 0      | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      |
| 5 | 6      | 1      | 0       | 1      | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0      | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      |
| 6 | 3      | 0      | 1       | 0      | 1       | 0       | 2       | 0      | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      |
| 7 | 6      | 0      | 1       | 0      | 1       | 0       | 0       | 0      | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      |
| 8 | 3      | 0      | 2       | 0      | 2       | 0       | 1       | 0      | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      |
| 9 | 6      | 0      | 2       | 0      | 1       | 0       | 0       | 0      | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0       | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      | 0      |
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Run function based on op code $p_o$ as presented in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. A diagram representing an outer loop of a RAM. Where the input $L$ is the line to start the program's execution (typically line 1). After the operation has completed tank $s$ will contain the next line to execute. Tank $s$ will then be drained and $L$ filled with that contents. Once the program has ended tank $h'$ will be full. Noting that we have shown only for one arbitrary program line $o$. 
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3.2 Executing an operation code

Once the line number is read and operation number selected it is passed into the inner function presented in Figure 7. This will utilise the op code stored in \( p_1 \) and decide which operation to execute. For simplicity, we have presented an arbitrary operation \( X \), this can be expanded for all operations by taking \( X = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 \). This operation can alternatively be summarised by the function \( \text{run\_op} \) presented in Figure 8.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 7. A diagram representing which of the 6 functions will be executed. Where for simplicity we have shown for an arbitrary opcode \( X \) where \( X \in \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6\} \). Selected operations are presented: Operation 1 in Figure 10, Operation 2 in Figure 12, Operation 4 in Figure 13 and Operation 6 in Figure 14. Noting that \( \exists ib = 1 \) is a shorthand to describe six pipes from \( q'_p \) each with one valve as shown in Figure 9.

As described earlier, a RAM can be constructed using six basic operations. However, to simplify these operations we utilise the fact that these operations can be viewed as a sequence of read and writes from registers.
function run op (p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 , l ) :
  if p1 = 1
    return const (p2 , p3 , l)
  else if p1 = 2
    return add (p2 , p3 , p4 , l)
  else if p1 = 3
    return sub (p2 , p3 , p4 , l)
  else if p1 = 4
    return indr (p2 , p3 , l)
  else if p1 = 5
    return indw (p2 , p3 , l)
  else if p1 = 6
    return tra (p2 , p3 , l)

Fig. 8. Code to describe the outer loop of our RAM system.

Fig. 9. Diagram to show the expanded version of the shorthand $\exists \forall b_i = 1$ for tank $q_p'$.

Utilising read and write operators, we construct the base operations. For brevity, we only show functions 1, 2, 4, and 6; functions 3 and 5 can be straightforwardly derived from functions 2 and 4, respectively.

Although operation one is near identical to the write operation, it is important to note that the operations need to also return the new line number after completing, hence we use the increment function. Operation 1 can be viewed in Figure 10. A programmatic view of operation one is presented in Figure 11

Operation 2 can be viewed in Figure 12 where we have left out the line number increment. The line increment can be done just as we did in the first operation.

Operation 4 can be viewed in Figure 13.

Operation 6 can be viewed in Figure 14.

We implement the read and write functions in Figure 15 and Figure 16 respectively. We note that these two functions are reading and writing to the same set of registers, so the registers $r_1, ... r_n$ are shared between the figures.
Write to register presented in Figure 13

Increment operator presented in Figure 1

Fig. 10. A diagram representing operation 1: \( r_i \leftarrow C \). Returns \( l + 1 \) where \( l \) is the program line number.

```python
function const(i, c, l):
    r_i ← c
    return l + 1
```

Fig. 11. Code to describe the constant function.
Fig. 12. A diagram representing operation 2: \( r_i \leftarrow r_j \oplus r_k \).

Fig. 13. A diagram representing operation 4: \( r_i \leftarrow r_{r_j} \).
Fig. 14. A diagram representing operation 6: TRA $m_i r > 0$.

Fig. 15. A diagram representing read from register $i$. 
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Fig. 16. A diagram representing write to register $i$ the value $c$: $r_i \leftarrow c$. Where the $\forall$ is a shorthand to mean $n$ valves with each valve being $r_i = 0$.

4 Extending to PRAM

Extending to a EREW PRAM we note the following:

1. The only way for processors to communicate is via read/writes to the shared memory.

2. The output of the PRAM will be the content stored on the shared memory once all processors halt.

3. At each time step if any two processors try to read and or write from the same shared memory location the result will be undefined.

4. Each operation will be run synchronously, i.e. at every time step each processor fully complete one program line.

5. We assume that each processor has its own finite program and a set of local registers.

In this section, we extend our previously constructed RAM model to be a single processor. We note currently our RAM model defined earlier does not have operations to read/write to shared memory. However, more importantly it does not satisfy the synchronous behaviour required for operations. In this section, we first describe adding shared reads and writes to our previously discussed model. We then describe adding a synchronous lock to ensure each processor evaluates each line of its program at the same time.
Denoting shared registers $\rho$ we define the following additional operators:

- $r_i \leftarrow \rho_j$: Read from shared memory and store in a local register.
- $\rho_i \leftarrow r_i$: Read from a local register and write to a shared register.

To define these new functions, we note that they are a simpler version of the indirect operation presented in Figure 13. With only one read but, instead of the read from a local register $r$ we define a read from shared memory $\rho$.

We extend the reading and writing of the local registers presented in Figure 15 and Figure 16. To extend it we have each processor 1, 2, ..., $p$ have its own input, output, and control tanks for the shared read and writes. The diagram presented in Figure 17 shows how an arbitrary register $X$ reads from shared memory.

The extension to the read can similarly be used for the write which we omit for brevity. It is important to note that for an EREW PRAM, at any one time step, only one of the processors may read or write to a register. If multiple reads, writes, or a combination are done on the same shared memory the computation will have an unexpected result.

Fig. 17. Parallel read for arbitrary processor $X$.

To ensure that each line of code is run synchronously each processor must wait until all other processors have completed there current line. To achieve this, we alter the outer program presented in Figure 6 to that presented in Figure 18 and Figure 19.
Run function based on op code \( p_1 \) as presented in Figure 6.

**Fig. 18.** Parallel outer program that will only loop based on the synchronisation presented in Figure 19
5 Conclusions and future work

Using the previously defined water system [3] we have constructed: 1) a programmable RAM machine and 2) a programmable EREW PRAM machine. This demonstrates the non centrally controlled model is inherently parallel and can model one of the most well known parallel computing models. However, we have only modelled the least powerful of the PRAM models, leaving future work to look at allowing concurrent reads and/or writes. Of course with this modelling many well-known results of traditional parallel computing transfer to this model.

Another open problem is the cost-based minimisation of the number of valves and pipes. Future work could look at physical realisations of this system and determining which is more ‘expensive’ based on a well defined measurement of cost. Physical realisations of the system could also have many other benefits such as for education.
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Abstract. Spiking Neural P (SNP) systems can be simulated by means of a matrix and vector representation. In fact, this is the key of parallel simulators for SNP systems, such as cuSNP. However, since matrices can be sparse, the performance of the simulation can be negatively affected. Recently, key concepts for compressing sparse matrices for SNP systems have been published. In this short paper, we show our first steps towards an implementation on GPUs using CUDA and its preliminary results.
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1 Introduction

Most sequential simulators of Spiking Neural P (SNP) systems [5] make use of *ad-hoc* representations, specifically defined for a certain variant [11]. The parallel simulation of SNP systems [13,8] have been performed by means of a matrix representation that was introduced in [12]. The GPU-based simulator for SNP systems called cuSNP implements a simulation algorithm that applies these vector-matrix operations [2,3,1]. However, this matrix representation can be sparse, i.e. having a majority of zero values. The main cause is that the directed graph of SNP systems are not usually fully connected.

Sparse vector-matrix operations are well known and natural in high performance computing solutions [4]. For this reason, a recent published work in [9] introduces the a compressed matrix representation for several SNP system variants: standard, with budding and division, and with plasticity. This previous work demonstrates that for SNP systems with dynamic structures, the plasticity variant fits better with the compressed sparse matrix representation.
However, these new representations and algorithms have not been implemented on parallel technologies such as GPUs [7]. GPUs are parallel devices with thousands of parallel cores that has been used to simulate P systems for years [8,13]. In this short paper, we show our preliminary results, analyse them and settle the path for future work. We use the results to stand out that there is room for improvements and more research, since compressed representation of SNP systems will help to better deploy models.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a short description of the design of compressed matrix representation of SNP systems; Section 3 summarizes the implementation details of the new simulator based on compressed matrices; Section 4 briefly shows the preliminary results of the simulator; Section 5 discusses conclusions and future work.

## 2 SpMV operations for SNP systems

We assume the reader is familiar with Spiking Neural P (SNP) systems. More information such as the syntax and semantics of SNP systems, including regular expressions, what constitutes a valid spiking vector can be found in [5,6]. We will also briefly describe the matrix representation in order to enable a linear-algebra-based simulator, but more details can be found in [12,9].

Although the baseline matrix representation only involves SNP systems without delays and static structure, many extensions have followed such as for enabling delays or supporting non-determinism [2,3]. The matrix representation employed in parallel simulators for a SNP systems without delays is as follows. For a SNP system of degree \( (n, m) \) \((n\ \text{rules and } m\ \text{neurons})\), we define the following 3 data structures:

- **Configuration vector**: \( C_k \) is the vector containing all spikes in every neuron on the \( k^{th} \) computation step/time, where \( C_0 \) denotes the initial configuration. It contains \( m \) elements.
- **Spiking vector**: \( S_k \) says if a rule is going to fire at the transition step \( k \) (having value 1) or not (having value 0). Given the non-determinism nature of SNP systems, it would be possible to have a set of valid spiking vectors. However, for the computation of the next configuration vector, only a spiking vector is used. It contains \( n \) elements.
- **Spiking transition matrix**: \( M_\pi \) is a matrix of \( n \cdot m \), where rows represent rules and columns represent neurons, and each element says how each rule affects each neuron: consuming (negative value) or producing (positive value) and how many spikes, or 0 otherwise.

Hence, to compute the transition \( k \), it is enough to select a spiking vector \( S_k \) and calculate: \( C_k = S_k \cdot M_\pi + C_{k-1} \).

\( M_\pi \) can be compressed because it might be very sparse. This can reduce the memory footprint of simulators and accelerate the simulation. In [9], three versions are proposed:
- **Sparse**: this implementation has no compression, and it is defined as above.

- **ELL**: this implementation is based on the ELL compression of sparse matrices [7,4]. It first calculates the transpose of the matrix (this improves the data coalescing in GPUs), and then:
  
  - The number of rows is the maximum amount of non-zero values in a row of $M_H$, denoted by $z$. It can be shown that $z = \text{MaxOutDegree} + 1$, where $\text{MaxOutDegree}$ is the maximum output degree in the neurons of the SNP system. In general, a column devoted for a rule $E/a^c \rightarrow a^p$ contains values $+p$ for every neuron connected with the source neuron (i.e. where it belongs to), and a value $-c$ for consuming the spikes in that source neuron.
  
  - The values inside columns can be sorted, so that the consumption of spikes ($-c$ values) are placed at the first row. In this way, all threads can start with the same task, consuming spikes. Moreover, the loop along the columns can be ended prematurely, once 0 values are encountered.
  
  - Every position is a pair where the first element is a neuron label, and the second is the amount of spikes ($+p$ or $-c$).

- **Optimized**: the transition matrix can be split in order to avoid, for each rule, replicating the generation of spikes ($+p$) for all synapses. Thus, the synapses can be stored separately from the rule information, as follows:
  
  - **Rule information.** By using a CSR-like format [7,4], rules of the form $E/a^c \rightarrow a^p$ (also forgetting rules are included, assuming $p = 0$) can be represented by a couple of arrays that stores the regular expression associated to the rule, and the values $c$ and $p$. An arrays of pointers (indexes) is employed to associate, for each neuron, the subset of rules that it has associated.
  
  - **Synapse matrix, $Sy_\pi$.** It has a column per neuron $i$, and a row for every neuron $j$ such that $(i, j) \in \text{Syn}$ (there is a synapse). That is, every element of the matrix corresponds to a synapse or null. The later is necessary given that the number of rows equals to the maximum output degree in the neurons of the SNP system and padding is required.
  
  - **Spiking vector** is modified, containing only $m$ positions, one per neuron, and stating which rule $0 \leq r \leq n$ is selected.

For more information and pseudocode of the algorithms, we refer the reader to [9].

### 3 Implementation

In this work, we present the first CUDA implementation of this compressed matrix representation. Next, we briefly provide some details on the initialization of the simulator and how to perform the computation. In this work we have also extended the ideas to support SNP systems with delays. The current state of the source code can be fetched at https://github.com/javihernant/sparse_snp.
3.1 Initialization

The following step has to be followed in order to initialize the simulator with the target model:

1. Set the initial configuration of the model; i.e. set the spikes each neuron will have in the beginning.
2. Set the rules for each neuron. In order to do this, the number of spikes to be consumed, the spikes to be produced, and a regular expression has to be provided. A delay may be as well introduced to the rule. The delay will consist of a number that represents how many transition steps will be executed until the producing spikes can reach the destination neurons. Current implementation provides the following types of regular expressions:
   - Type one (e*). Rule can be activated at any possible condition.
   - Type two (e+). Rule may activate if its corresponding neuron contains at least 1 spike.
   - Type three (en). Rule may activate if and only if its neuron contains exactly n spikes.
3. Add synapses of the SNP system. Once the initial configuration is set and all the rules of the model have been specified, the final step in the creation of the model is adding synapses. This information will be used to create the transition matrix, a vital part for the computation of the model. The simulator first initialize a sparse matrix, which is compressed afterwards for the corresponding implementation. This is done in this way to make the definition of the SNP system flexible for the user, otherwise the simulator would require parameters such as z beforehand to work with compressed representations only.

3.2 Simulation

The main loop of the simulation is carried out by the following components.

**Spiking Vector** In order to produce a computational step, the spiking vector has to be calculated. The spiking vector contains which rules have been selected to be fired. To calculate said vector, a CUDA kernel is implemented and it is launched with as many threads as neurons are in the model. The purpose of each thread will be to examine every rule of the corresponding neuron and determine if they can be enabled. Only one will get selected randomly for each neuron; however, in this preliminary version, it is a deterministic loop over the rules of each neuron, and the first applicable rule is chosen.

To check whether a rule can be enabled, the rule's regular expression need to comply with the current number of spikes in the neuron where the rule is contained. Thus, in case of a type one regular expression, the algorithm will check if the neuron contains at least 0 spikes. Or if a type two is used, then it will check that at least 1 spike are present. If type three is used, the neuron will be checked if it has exactly n spikes.
**Stop criterion** When a final configuration has been achieved, no further transitions will be made. To see if a configuration is final a stop criterion has been established, all rules have to be disabled (in the spiking vector) and all neurons open. All rules being disabled is not a guarantee of becoming active in later transitions. If there is any neuron closed, it can be assured that it contains a rule waiting to be fired.

**Transition** A Matrix-vector multiplication is calculated between the transition matrix and the spiking vector. This operation will be performed through a kernel that is launched with \( n \) threads, one for each neuron. The outcome is the next configuration vector.

As mentioned, to benefit from memory coalescing, the transition matrix is stored by columns. Each row now corresponds to a column of the original matrix. The algorithm will make sure only rules corresponding to open neurons are executed, the rest are ignored (even if enabled) until the delay has passed.

**Update delays** A delays vector has been implemented to keep count of the current delayed state of every neuron. Said vector contains \( n \) elements, one for each neuron’s delay counter. After a transition step is performed, all counters from closed neurons are decremented in one time.

### 4 Preliminary results

In order to test the first version of the simulator, we have based on a SNP system family without delays designed to sort natural numbers [6]. We fixed to 100 the amount of numbers to be sorted. This instance of the problem required \( q = 3n = 300 \) neurons, \( m = n + n^2 = 10,100 \) rules and \( z = n = 100 \) maximum out degree. According to [9], the size of the sparse representation is of order \( 3n^3 + 6n^2 + 5n + 1 = 3,060,501 \), ELL is \( 2n^3 + 7n^2 + 11n + 1 = 2,071,101 \), and optimized is \( 7n^2 + 13n + 1 = 71,301 \). The GPU employed for the test were an RTX2080 (2944 cores, 8 GBytes GDDR5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Sparse</th>
<th>ELL</th>
<th>Optimized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Configuration vector</td>
<td>1350.60</td>
<td>21.265</td>
<td>18.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiking vector</td>
<td>6.114</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>7.286</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Total execution time of kernels (in ms) for computing spiking and configuration vector, for each matrix representation. The employed model is an SNP system sorting 100 natural numbers.

Table 1 shows the execution time of the two main CUDA kernels (both computing the spiking vector and the configuration vector at each transition) on our RTX2080. First of all, for this model, we can see that using compressed...
representations of matrices for simulating SNP systems is much better than using sparse representation. ELL is up to 63.5 times faster for configuration vector kernel, but Optimized is only 11% faster than ELL. For spiking vector, the computation is a bit slower (17%) in ELL and Optimized. Although the spiking vector is smaller in these versions (number of neurons instead of rules), the kernel is a bit affected.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this short paper, we have introduced our first steps towards a GPU implementation of compressed matrix representation for SNP systems. We have run our first version with a model designed to sort 100 natural numbers. We report up to 63x of speedup compared to sparse representation, but only 11% of speedup when using the optimized design.

We can conclude that the results can be further improved. Our future plan is to optimize the kernels, putting more efforts on improving the parallelism to better fit the GPU architecture. We are also working on running other examples with our simulators to better characterize them. Moreover, we are expanding the simulators to fully support SNP systems with delays and SNP systems with dynamic networks (budding, division and plasticity). Furthermore we plan to handle more types of regular expressions, e.g. $a^i(a^j)^*$ where $j \geq 0$ and $i \geq 1$, and $*$ can be replaced with $. More types of SNP systems can be also considered for this representation: SNP systems with weights, thresholds, rules on synapses, fuzzy reasoning SNP systems, dendrite P systems, etc.

Our main goal is also to provide a flexible framework to simulate SNP systems, by providing an API in common languages such as Python or C++, in order to programatically define and simulate SNP systems. This is inspired from modern Deep Learning frameworks such as Keras and PyTorch. P-Lingua 5 will be also employed in order to define the SNP models from text files with a syntax close to the one used by model designers.

As a general remark, it can be concluded that spiking neural P system model is convenient for parallelization, since deciding whether a neuron spikes (and by which rule) does not depend on other neurons, while updating a configuration can be realized by scatter operations (e.g. atomic operations on GPUs) [10]. Nevertheless, synchronization is necessary between the transition steps, and between choosing the spiking vector and updating the configuration.
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Abstract. Two-dimensional languages (Picture languages) are natural generalisations of one-dimensional languages (string languages). There are various tools/systems to generate, recognize picture languages. Georghe Păun, inspired by the dynamics of a living cell, introduced a system called P system to recognize formal languages. Subsequently, various P systems were introduced in the literature of membrane computing by the scholars and researchers. James et al. introduced two P systems namely Parallel Contextual Array P Systems (PCAPS) employing contextual operations and Parallel Contextual Array Insertion Deletion P Systems (PCAIIDPS) exploiting insertion and deletion operations together with contextual operations. In this paper, we compare the generative powers of PCAPS with that of PCAIDPS and prove that PCAIDPS has more generative power than PCAPS.

Keywords: P Systems, Internal Contextual, External Contextual, Parallel Contextual Array P Systems, Parallel Contextual Array Insertion Deletion P Systems

1 Introduction

In 1969 Marcus \cite{24} came out with an entirely different class of grammars different from Chomsky grammars called contextual grammars. A contextual grammar produces a language by starting from a given finite set of strings and adding
repetitively, pairs of strings (called as contexts), associated to sets of words (called selectors) to the string already obtained. Both Freund et al and Helen Chandra et al. [10,5] extended these grammars to two-dimensional arrays respectively in their own style. Freund et al. generalised the concept of contextual grammars and adopted a new and simple approach in [10]. Both row and column contexts are allowed and contextual rules are finite in parallel contextual array grammars [5].


A P system (membrane system) introduced by Păun [25] is a distributed theoretical model with maximal parallelism based on the membrane structure and function of the living cells. P systems have proved to be a rich theoretical framework to study many computational problems besides giving a new impetus to formal language theory. Various types of P systems were introduced in the literature and their properties, computing power, normal forms and basic decision problems were studied [25,26]. S. N. Krishna et al [22] introduced a new variant of P system with string objects having insertion-deletion rules to control the production of strings. A. Alhazov [1] et al have considered insertion-deletion P systems with priority over insertion and showed that these P systems with one-symbol together with context-free insertion rules were able to generate Parikh sets of all recursively enumerable languages (PsRE). The contextual way of handling string objects in P systems has been considered by Madhu et al. [23] and the contextual P systems are found to be more powerful than ordinary string contextual grammars and their variants. Ceterchi et al. [3] introduced array P systems of the isometric variety, extending the string rewriting P systems to arrays using context-free type of rules. In [9], a P system model called contextual array P system with array objects and array contextual rules has been introduced based on the contextual style of array generation considered in [10], and its generative power in the description of picture arrays was examined. In [6], P system models namely, external and internal array contextual P systems were introduced. Influenced by the works on contextual style of external and internal parallel contextual array grammars [5,28], James et al. [18] introduced a new P system model called external and internal parallel contextual array P systems and parallel contextual array P systems by shuffling contexts on trajectories and studied some properties of the family of languages generated by these P systems and compared their generative capacities with other array generating P systems. James et al also have introduced another new contextual array P system subsequently called parallel contextual array insertion deletion P system (PCAIIDPS) in [17], based on internal parallel contextual array grammars in [5] and proved that the families of local (LOC) and recognizable picture languages (REC) [11,12] of Giammaresi and Restitivo and context-sensitive matrix languages (CSML) [27] of Siromoney et al. are properly contained in the family.
of languages generated by the parallel contextual array insertion deletion P systems with 2 membranes $L(\text{PCAIDPS}_2)$ [17]. Jayasankar et al. [15] proved that $L(\text{PCAIDPS}_2)$ properly contains the family of array languages generated by (Context-free : Right-linear Indexed Right-linear) Siromoney matrix grammars $L(CF:RIR)$. James et al have proved that the family of picture languages generated by Tabled Matrix Grammars (TMGs) of Siromoney is a proper subset of the family of picture languages generated by PCAIDPS [14].

As we are aware of the fact that formal language theorists are still trying to bring in a hierarchy among the family of two-dimensional picture languages, we make a humble attempt in this direction by comparing the generative powers of the P System models, Parallel Contextual Array P Systems [16] and Parallel Contextual Array Insertion Deletion P Systems [17] and prove that the family of picture languages generated by PCAPS is properly contained in the family of picture languages generated by PCAIDPS.

The paper is organised as follows: In section 2, some basic definitions pertaining to IPCAPS, EPCAPS and PCAIDPS together with examples are recalled. In section 3, definitions of PCAIDGs and PCAIDPSs are given along with interesting examples. In section 4, we prove the main result: $L(\text{PCAPS}) \subset L(\text{PCAIDPS})$. Future work is identified in section 5.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we recall some definitions pertaining to two-dimensional picture languages.

Let $V$ be a finite alphabet, $V^*$, the set of words over $V$ including the empty word $\lambda$. $V^+ = V^* - \{\lambda\}$. An array consists of finitely many symbols from $V$ arranged in rows and columns and is written in the form, $A = \begin{bmatrix} a_{11} & \cdots & a_{1n} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ a_{m1} & \cdots & a_{mn} \end{bmatrix}$ or $\begin{array}{c} a_{11} \cdots a_{1n} \\ \vdots \\ a_{m1} \cdots a_{mn} \end{array}$ or in short $A = [a_{ij}]_{m \times n}$, $a_{ij} \in V$, $i = 1, 2, \ldots, m$ and $j = 1, 2, \ldots, n$. The set of all arrays over $V$ is denoted by $V^{**}$ which also includes the empty array $\Lambda$ (zero rows and zero columns). $V^{++} = V^{**} - \{\Lambda\}$. The column concatenation of $A = \begin{bmatrix} a_{11} & \cdots & a_{1p} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ a_{m1} & \cdots & a_{mp} \end{bmatrix}$ and $B = \begin{bmatrix} b_{11} & \cdots & b_{1q} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ b_{n1} & \cdots & b_{nj} \end{bmatrix}$, defined only when $m = n$, is given by $A \oplus B = \begin{bmatrix} a_{11} & \cdots & a_{1p} & b_{11} & \cdots & b_{1q} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ a_{m1} & \cdots & a_{mp} & b_{n1} & \cdots & b_{nj} \end{bmatrix}$.

As $1 \times n$ arrays can be easily interpreted as words of length $n$ (and vice versa), we will then write their column concatenation by juxtaposition (as usual). Similarly, the row concatenation of $A$ and $B$, defined only when $p = q$, is given
by $A \ominus B = \begin{bmatrix}
a_{11} & \cdots & a_{1p} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
a_{m1} & \cdots & a_{mp} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
b_{n1} & \cdots & b_{nq}
\end{bmatrix}$. The empty array acts as the identity for column and row concatenation of arrays of arbitrary dimensions.

3 Parallel Contextual Array P System and Parallel Contextual Array Insertion Deletion P System

In this section, we recall some notions of parallel contextual array P system and parallel contextual array insertion deletion P system. For further details we refer to [16,17].

Definition 1. [16] An internal parallel contextual array P system is a construct,$\Pi = (V,T,\mu,C,R,M_1,M_2,\ldots,M_h,(R_1,\varphi_1),(R_2,\varphi_2),\ldots,(R_h,\varphi_h),\varphi_c,\varphi_r,i_0)$ where,

- $V$ is the finite nonempty set of symbols called alphabet;
- $T \subseteq V$ is the output alphabet;
- $\mu$ is the membrane structure with $h$ membranes or regions;
- $C$ is the finite subset of $V^{**}C$ called column array contexts;
- $R$ is the finite subset of $V^{**}R$ called row array contexts;
- $M_i$ is the finite sets of arrays over $V$ called axioms, each associated with a region $i, 1 \leq i \leq h$ of $\mu$;
- $\varphi_c : V^{**} \to 2^C$ is the choice mapping performing parallel column contextual operations;
- $\varphi_r : V^{**} \to 2^R$ is the choice mapping performing parallel row contextual operations;
- $\varphi_i$’s are either $\varphi_c$ or $\varphi_r$;
- $R_i = \emptyset$ (or) $\left\{ \left\{ \varphi_c(A_i) = \begin{bmatrix} u_i \\ v_i \end{bmatrix}^{v_{i+1}} / i = 1, 2, \ldots, m-1 \right\}, \alpha \right\}$ with $A_i = \begin{bmatrix} a_{ij} & \cdots & a_{ik} \\
a_{(i+1)j} & \cdots & a_{(i+1)k} \end{bmatrix}, 1 < j \leq k < n, \alpha \in \{ \text{here, out, in} \}, u_i$ and $u_{i+1}$ are of size $1 \times p$, $v_i$ and $v_{i+1}$ are of size $1 \times q$ with $p,q \geq 1$ (or)
- $\left\{ \left\{ \varphi_r(B_i) = \begin{bmatrix} u_i & u_{i+1} \end{bmatrix}^{v_i v_{i+1}} / i = 1, 2, \ldots, n-1 \right\}, \alpha \right\}$ with $B_i = \begin{bmatrix} a_{ji} & a_{ji+1} \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
a_{ki} & a_{ki+1} \end{bmatrix}, 1 < j \leq k < m, \alpha \in \{ \text{here, out, in} \}, u_i$ and $u_{i+1}$ are of size $p \times 1$, $v_i$ and $v_{i+1}$ are of size $q \times 1$ with $p,q \geq 1$. 
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The direct derivation with respect to $\prod$ is a binary relation $\Rightarrow$ on $V^{**}$ and is defined as $X \Rightarrow Y$, where $X, Y \in V^{**}$ if and only if, $X = X_1 \oplus X_2 \oplus X_3, Y = X_1 \oplus L \oplus X_2 \oplus R \oplus X_3$ for some $X_1, X_2, X_3 \in V^{**}$, and $L, R$ are contexts obtained by using the evolution rules $R_i$ based on the parallel internal column contextual operations according to the choice mapping $\varphi_i$. \\

(or) \\

$X = X_1 \oplus X_2 \oplus X_3, Y = X_1 \oplus U \oplus X_2 \oplus D \oplus X_3$ for some $X_1, X_2, X_3 \in V^{**}$, and $U, D$ are contexts obtained by using the evolution rules $R_i$ based on the parallel internal row contextual operations according to the choice mapping $\varphi_i$. \\

The initial configuration of the system consists of the membrane structure with $h$ membranes labelled $1, 2, \ldots, h$, where $h$ is an odd positive integer. We represent the structure $\mu$ as: \\

$[1]a_1 \cdots [a_2] \cdots [a_{h-1}] \cdots [a_h]$, with the outermost membrane being the skin membrane labelled as 1, which also acts as our output membrane. Using the evolution rules $R_i$ based on the choice mapping $\varphi_i$ present in the region $i$ we do the step by step computation. The array we obtain after each computation is considered to be of size $m \times n$. This array is placed in the membrane indicated by $\alpha$. If we choose $\alpha$ to be ‘here’, it means that the resulting array remains in the same membrane. If we choose $\alpha$ to be ‘out’, it means that the resulting array is sent out of the current membrane and enters the immediate outer membrane. If that outer membrane happens to be the skin membrane, we say that the resulting array is present in the language generated by this P system. If we choose $\alpha$ to be ‘in’, it means that the resulting array is sent to the membrane labelled $t$. When there is no rule applicable to the choice array obtained after the last computation we say that the computation is successful and it halts. A successful computation depending on $\alpha$ may result in an array being sent out to the skin membrane. All the arrays with symbols over $T$ collected in the skin membrane is the language generated by the internal parallel contextual array P system, denoted by $\text{IPCALC}([\prod])$ or $L([\prod])$. \\

The family of all array languages generated by internal parallel contextual array P systems $[\prod]$ with at most $h$ membranes is denoted by $\text{IPCAPC}_h$. \\

**Example 1.** $[\prod] = (V, T, \mu, C, R, M_1, M_2, M_3, (R_1, \varphi_1), (R_2, \varphi_2), (R_3, \varphi_3), \varphi_c, \varphi_r, 1)$ \\

where, \\

$V = \{a, b\}$; \\

$T = \{a, b\}$; \\

$\mu = [1][2][a][3]$; \\

$C = \{ \begin{bmatrix} a \\ b \end{bmatrix} S_e \begin{bmatrix} b \\ a \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} a \\ b \end{bmatrix} S_e \begin{bmatrix} b \\ a \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} b \\ a \end{bmatrix} S_e \begin{bmatrix} a \\ b \end{bmatrix} \}$; \\

$R = \{ \begin{bmatrix} a \\ b \end{bmatrix} S_r \begin{bmatrix} b \\ a \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} a \\ a \end{bmatrix} S_r \begin{bmatrix} b \\ b \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} b \\ b \end{bmatrix} S_r \begin{bmatrix} a \\ a \end{bmatrix} \}$; \\

$M_1 = \emptyset$;
\[ M_2 = \begin{cases} a a b b \\ a a b b \\ b b a a \\ b b a a \end{cases}; \]

\[ M_3 = \emptyset; \]

\[ R_1 = \emptyset; \]

\[ R_2 = \left\{ \begin{align*}
\varphi_c(A_1) &= \begin{bmatrix} a \\ b \end{bmatrix} \$ c \begin{bmatrix} b \\ a \end{bmatrix}, \varphi_c(A_2) &= \begin{bmatrix} a \\ a \end{bmatrix} \$ c \begin{bmatrix} b \\ b \end{bmatrix}; \\
\varphi_c(A_3) &= \begin{bmatrix} b \\ b \end{bmatrix} \$ c \begin{bmatrix} a \\ a \end{bmatrix} \end{align*} \right\}; \]

\[ A_1 = \begin{bmatrix} a \\ b \end{bmatrix}, A_2 = \begin{bmatrix} a \\ b \end{bmatrix}, A_3 = \begin{bmatrix} b \\ b \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ R_3 = \left\{ \begin{align*}
\varphi_r(B_1) &= \begin{bmatrix} a \\ b \end{bmatrix} \$ r \begin{bmatrix} b \\ a \end{bmatrix}, \varphi_r(B_2) &= \begin{bmatrix} a \\ a \end{bmatrix} \$ r \begin{bmatrix} b \\ b \end{bmatrix}; \\
\varphi_r(B_3) &= \begin{bmatrix} b \\ b \end{bmatrix} \$ r \begin{bmatrix} a \\ a \end{bmatrix}, \alpha \in \{\text{out, in}\} \end{align*} \right\}; \]

\[ B_1 = \begin{bmatrix} a \\ b \end{bmatrix}, B_2 = \begin{bmatrix} a \\ a \end{bmatrix}, B_3 = \begin{bmatrix} b \\ a \end{bmatrix} \]

Membrane labelled 1 i.e., the skin membrane is the output membrane.

The language generated by this internal parallel contextual array P system is,

\[ L_1 = L(\Pi) = \left\{ \begin{bmatrix} (a^n b^n) \end{bmatrix} / n \geq 2 \right\} \]

We note that if every element in an \( m \times n \) array is \( a \), then we write it as \( (a^n)_m \) i.e.,

\[ (a^n)_m = \begin{bmatrix} a \cdots a \\ \vdots \vdots \\ a \cdots a \end{bmatrix} \]

By taking ‘\( a \)’ as black square and ‘\( b \)’ as white square, we obtain the set of pictures of the following forms,

We give the working of this P system to generate the array \( (a^4 b^4)_4 \) \( (b^4 a^4)_4 \)
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Initial Configuration:

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
M_2 & M_1 & M_3 \\
\hline
a & a & b & b \\
& a & a & b \\
& b & b & a & a \\
& b & b & a & a \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Rule to Apply: 
\[
\left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\varphi_c \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\begin{pmatrix} a & b \\ b & a \end{pmatrix}
\end{array} \right] = \begin{pmatrix} a & b \\ b & a \end{pmatrix},
\varphi_c \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\begin{pmatrix} a & b \\ a & b \end{array} \right]
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} a & b \\ b & a \end{pmatrix},
\varphi_c \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\begin{pmatrix} b & a \\ b & a \end{pmatrix} \end{array} \right] = \begin{pmatrix} b & a \\ b & a \end{pmatrix},
\end{array} \right\}, \in \mathbb{R}^2
\]

- is the (row or column) context inserted

Rule to Apply: 
\[
\left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\varphi_r \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\begin{pmatrix} a & b \\ b & a \end{pmatrix}
\end{array} \right] = \begin{pmatrix} a & a & b & b \\ a & a & b & b \\ b & b & b & a & a \\
& b & b & b & a & a \\
\end{array} \right],
\varphi_r \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\begin{pmatrix} b & a \\ b & a \end{pmatrix} \end{array} \right] = \begin{pmatrix} b & b \\ b & b \\ a & a \\
& b & b & a & a \\
\end{array} \right],
\end{array} \right\}, \in \mathbb{R}^3
\]

\[
\varphi_r \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\begin{pmatrix} b & a \\ b & b \end{pmatrix}
\end{array} \right] = \begin{pmatrix} b & a \\ b & b \end{pmatrix}, \in \mathbb{R}^3
\]
Rule to Apply: 
\[
\begin{align*}
\phi_c \begin{bmatrix} a & b \\ b & a \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} a \\ b \end{bmatrix}, \\
\phi_c \begin{bmatrix} a & b \\ a & b \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} a \\ b \end{bmatrix}, \\
\phi_c \begin{bmatrix} b & a \\ b & a \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} b \\ a \end{bmatrix}, \\
\phi_c \begin{bmatrix} a & b \\ b & b \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} b \\ b \end{bmatrix}.
\end{align*}
\]

Definition 2. [16] An external parallel contextual array P system is a construct,
\[
\Pi = (V, T, \mu, C, R, M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_h, (R_1, \varphi_1), (R_2, \varphi_2), \ldots, (R_h, \varphi_h), \varphi_c, \varphi_r, i_0)
\]
where,
- \(V\) is the finite nonempty set of symbols called alphabet;
- \(T \subseteq V\) is the output alphabet;
- \(\mu\) is the membrane structure with \(h\) membranes or regions;
- \(C\) is the finite subset of \(V^{**} \times V^{**}\) called column array contexts;
- \(R\) is the finite subset of \(V^{**} \times V^{**}\) called row array contexts;
- \(M_i\) is the finite set of arrays over \(V\) called axioms, each associated with a region \(i, 1 \leq i \leq h\) of \(\mu\);
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\[ \varphi_c : V^{**} \rightarrow 2^C \] is the choice mapping performing parallel column contextual operations;
\[ \varphi_r : V^{**} \rightarrow 2^R \] is the choice mapping performing parallel row contextual operations;

\( \varphi_i \)'s are either \( \varphi_c \) or \( \varphi_r \);

\[ R_i = \emptyset \text{ (or)} \left\{ \left\{ \varphi_c(A_i) = \begin{bmatrix} u_i \\ u_{i+1} \end{bmatrix} \right\}_{i = 1, 2, \ldots, m-1}, \alpha \right\} \]
with
\[ A_i = \begin{bmatrix} a_{i1} & \cdots & a_{in} \\ a_{i(i+1)1} & \cdots & a_{i(i+1)n} \end{bmatrix}, \alpha \in \{ \text{here, out, in} \}, u_i \text{ and } u_{i+1} \text{ are of size } 1 \times p, \]
\[ v_i \text{ and } v_{i+1} \text{ are of size } 1 \times q \text{ with } p, q \geq 1 \]

\( \text{(or)} \)

\[ \left\{ \left\{ \varphi_r(B_i) = \begin{bmatrix} v_i \\ v_{i+1} \end{bmatrix} /i = 1, 2, \ldots, n-1, \alpha \right\} \right\} \]
with
\[ B_i = \begin{bmatrix} a_{1i} & \cdots & a_{1(i+1)} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ a_{mi} & \cdots & a_{m(i+1)} \end{bmatrix}, \alpha \in \{ \text{here, out, in} \}, u_i \text{ and } u_{i+1} \text{ are of size } p \times 1, v_i \text{ and } v_{i+1} \text{ are of size } q \times 1 \text{ with } p, q \geq 1 \]
\[ i_0 \text{ is the output membrane} \]

The direct derivation with respect to \( \prod \) is a binary relation \( \Rightarrow \) on \( V^{**} \) and is defined as \( X \Rightarrow_Y Y \) where \( X, Y \in V^{**} \) if and only if,
\[ Y = L \prod \prod R \] where, \( L, R \) are contexts obtained by the parallel external column contextual operations according to the choice mapping.

\( \text{(or)} \)

\[ Y = U \prod \prod D \] where, \( U, D \) are contexts obtained by the parallel external row contextual operations according to the choice mapping.

The working of the external parallel array contextual P system is the same as the internal parallel array contextual P system except that the contexts are obtained externally using the evolution rules provided based on the parallel external column or row contextual operations according to the choice mapping \( \varphi_c \) or \( \varphi_r \). Similar to the internal parallel array contextual P system every successful computation depending on \( \alpha \) may result in an array being sent out to the skin membrane. All the arrays with symbols over \( T \) collected in the skin membrane is the language generated by the external parallel contextual array P system, denoted by \( EPCALC(\prod) \) or \( L(\prod) \).

The family of all array languages generated by external parallel contextual array P systems with at most \( h \) membranes is denoted by \( EPCAPC_h \).

Example 2. \( \prod = (V, T, \mu, C, R, M_1, M_2, M_3, (R_1, \varphi_1), (R_2, \varphi_2), (R_3, \varphi_3), \varphi_c, \varphi_r, 1) \)
where,
\[ V = \{ a, b \}; \]
\[ T = \{ a, b \}; \]
\[ \mu = [1 \{2\}] ; \{3\} ; \]
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Membrane labelled 1 i.e., the skin membrane is the output membrane.
The language generated by this external parallel contextual array P system is,

\[ L_2 = L(\prod) = \left\{ \begin{array}{l} (b a)^{2n-1} (b) \vspace{1em} \\
(a a)^{2m-1} (a) \vspace{1em} \\
(b a)^{2n-1} b \end{array} \right\} \]

\[ /n, m \geq 1 \]

**Definition 3.** [17] A parallel contextual array insertion deletion P system with \( h \) membranes (PCAIDPS\(_h\)) is a construct,

\[ \prod = (V, T, \mu, C, R, (M_1, I_1, D_1), \ldots, (M_h, I_h, D_h), \varphi^c, \varphi^r, \varphi^d, \varphi^d, i_0) \]

where,

- \( V \) is the finite nonempty set of symbols called alphabet;
- \( T \subseteq V \) is the output alphabet;
- \( \mu \) is the membrane structure with \( h \) membranes or regions;
- \( C \) is the finite subset of \( V^* \) called set of column array contexts;
- \( R \) is the finite subset of \( V^* \) called set of row array contexts;
- \( M_i \) is the finite set of arrays over \( V \) called as axioms associated with the region \( \mu_i \) of \( \mu \);
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- \( \varphi^c_i : V^{**} \times V^{**} \to 2^C \) is the partial mapping performing parallel column contextual insertion operations;
- \( \varphi^r_i : V^{**} \times V^{**} \to 2^R \) is the partial mapping performing parallel row contextual insertion operations;
- \( \varphi^d_i : V^{**} \times V^{**} \to 2^C \) is the partial mapping performing parallel column contextual deletion operations;
- \( \varphi^d_i : V^{**} \times V^{**} \to 2^R \) is the partial mapping performing parallel row contextual deletion operations;

- \( I_i = 0 \) (or) \( \left\{ \left\{ \varphi_i^c(A_i, B_i) = \begin{bmatrix} u_i & u_{i+1} \\ \vdots & \vdots \\ u_{i+m-1} & u_{i+m} \end{bmatrix} \right| i = 1, 2, \ldots, m-1 \right\}, \alpha \right\} \) where

\[
A_i = \begin{bmatrix} a_{ii} & \cdots & a_{i(k-1)} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ a_{(i+1)(k-1)} & \cdots & a_{(i+1)(l-1)} \end{bmatrix}, \quad B_i = \begin{bmatrix} a_{ik} & \cdots & a_{i(l-1)} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ a_{(i+1)k} & \cdots & a_{(i+1)(l-1)} \end{bmatrix},
\]

1 \leq j < k \leq l \leq n + 1 (or)

\[
\begin{align*}
&1 \leq j < k \leq l \leq m + 1, \\
&\alpha \in \{ \text{here, out, in}_t \}, \text{ where } 't' \text{ stands for the current membrane where the actions are being performed, 'out' stands for immediate outer membrane of the current membrane and 'in}_t \text{ stands for the specified membrane } t \text{ to which the controls are to be transferred to. Here } u_i \text{ and } u_{i+1} \text{ are arrays of size } p \times 1 \text{ with } p \geq 1. \\
&- D_i = 0 \) (or) \( \left\{ \left\{ \varphi_i^r(A_i, B_i) = \begin{bmatrix} u_i & u_{i+1} \\ \vdots & \vdots \\ u_{i+m-1} & u_{i+m} \end{bmatrix} \right| i = 1, 2, \ldots, m-1 \right\}, \alpha \right\} \) where

\[
A_i = \begin{bmatrix} a_{ii} & \cdots & a_{i(k-1)} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ a_{(i+1)(k-1)} & \cdots & a_{(i+1)(l-1)} \end{bmatrix}, \quad B_i = \begin{bmatrix} a_{ik} & \cdots & a_{i(l-1)} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ a_{(i+1)k} & \cdots & a_{(i+1)(l-1)} \end{bmatrix},
\]

1 \leq j < k \leq l \leq n + 1, \alpha \in \{ \text{here, out, in}_t \}, u_i \text{ and } u_{i+1} \text{ are arrays of size } p \times 1 \text{ with } p \geq 1.

The array language generated by \( \prod \) is denoted by \( L(\prod) \) and the family of array languages generated by \( \text{PCAIDPS}_h \) with \( h \) membranes is denoted by \( \mathcal{A}(\text{PCAIDPS}_h) \). If \( \prod = (V, T, \mu, C, R, (M_1, I_1), \ldots, (M_h, I_h), \varphi_c, \varphi_r, i_0) \), then the P system is denoted by \( \text{PCAIDPS}_h \). The family of array languages generated by \( \text{PCAIDPS}_h \) with \( h \) membranes is denoted by \( \mathcal{A}(\text{PCAIDPS}_h) \).

We give below two \( \text{PCAIDPS}_2, \prod_1 \) and \( \prod_2 \) to generate the array language \( L_1 \) given in Example 1 and the language \( L_2 \) given in Example 2 respectively.
Example 3. \( \Pi_1 = \left( V, T, \mu, C, R, (M_1, I_1, D_1), (M_2, I_2, D_2), \varphi^{c_i}, \varphi^{r_i}, \varphi^{d_i}, \varphi^{d_c}, i_0 \right) \), where

- \( V = \{ b, a, Y, Z \} \);
- \( T = \{ b, a \} \);
- \( \mu = [2][1][1][2] \);
- \( C = \begin{cases} a b & a b \ b a \\ a b \ b a & a b \end{cases} \);
- \( R = \begin{cases} a a & a b \ b b \\ b b \ b a & a a \\ b b \ b a & a a \\ b b \ a a & a a \\ b b \ a a & a a \\ b b \ a a & a a \end{cases} \);
- \( M_1 = \emptyset \); \( M_2 = \begin{cases} a a b b \\ a a b b \\ b b a a \\ b b a a \end{cases} \);
- \( I_1 = \emptyset \); \( I_2 = \{IR_1, IR_2\} \) with
  - \( IR_1 = \begin{cases} \varphi^{c_i} a a \ b b & \varphi^{c_i} a a \ b b \\ \varphi^{c_i} b b \ a a & \varphi^{c_i} b b \ a a \\ \varphi^{c_i} b b \ a a & \varphi^{c_i} b b \ a a \end{cases} \), here.
  - \( IR_2 = \begin{cases} \varphi^{r_i} a a \ b b & \varphi^{r_i} a a \ b b \\ \varphi^{r_i} b b \ a a & \varphi^{r_i} b b \ a a \end{cases} \), here.
- \( D_1 = \emptyset \);
- \( D_2 = \{DR_1, DR_2\} \) with
  - \( DR_1 = \begin{cases} \varphi^{d_i} a a \ b b & \varphi^{d_i} a a \ b b \\ \varphi^{d_i} Z b \ Z a & \varphi^{d_i} Z b \ Z a \end{cases} \), here.
  - \( DR_2 = \begin{cases} \varphi^{d_i} a a \ b b & \varphi^{d_i} a a \ b b \\ \varphi^{d_i} Z b \ Z a & \varphi^{d_i} Z b \ Z a \end{cases} \), out.
- \( i_0 \) is the membrane 1.

A sample derivation of a picture of size 6 \( \times \) 6 in \( L_1 \) is given as follows:

- is the (row or column) context inserted
- is the (row or column) to be deleted context
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Example 4. \( \Pi_2 = (V, T, \mu, C, R, (M_1, I_1, D_1), (M_2, I_2, D_2), \varphi_i^c, \varphi_r^i, \varphi_i^{cd}, \varphi_r^{cd}, i_0) \), where

- \( V = \{b, a, Y, Z\} \);
- \( T = \{b, a\} \);
- \( \mu = [2\{1\}]_2 \);
- \( C = \{b a a a, b a b a Y a a a a Y \} \);
- \( R = \{b a a a, b a b a, b a a a\} \);
- \( M_1 = \emptyset; M_2 = \{b a b, a a a\} \);
- \( I_1 = \emptyset; I_2 \) with
  - \( \text{IR1} = \{\{b a a a Y \} \}, \text{here} \);
  - \( \varphi_i^c[b a a a Y] = \{b a a a Y\} \);
  - \( \varphi_i^r[a a a a] = \{a a a a\} \);
  - \( \text{IR2} = \{\{b a b a, b a a a\} \}, \text{here} \);
  - \( \varphi_r^i[a a a a Y] = \{a a a a Y\} \);
  - \( \varphi_r^r[a a a a] = \{a a a a\} \);
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– $D_1 = \emptyset$;
– $D_2 = \{ DR_1, DR_2 \}$ with
  \[
  DR_1 = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
  \varphi_d \begin{bmatrix}
  b & a \\
  a & a
  \end{bmatrix}, b & a
  \end{array} \right\} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
  Z & Z \\
  \end{array} \right\},
  \varphi_d \begin{bmatrix}
  a & b \\
  a & a
  \end{bmatrix} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
  Z & Z \\
  \end{array} \right\},
  \alpha.
  \]

  \[
  DR_2 = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
  \varphi_d \begin{bmatrix}
  b & a \\
  a & a
  \end{bmatrix}, b & a
  \end{array} \right\} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
  Y & Y \\
  \end{array} \right\},
  \varphi_d \begin{bmatrix}
  a & a \\
  b & b
  \end{bmatrix} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
  Y & Y \\
  \end{array} \right\},
  \alpha.
  \]

, where $\alpha \in \{ \text{here, out} \}$.
– $i_0$ is the membrane 1.

A sample derivation of a picture of size $7 \times 7$ in $L_2$ is given as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>- is the (row or column) context inserted</th>
<th>- is the (row or column) to be deleted context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$b\ a\ b$</td>
<td>$b\ a\ b\ a\ b\ a\ Y\ b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a\ a\ a\ a\ a\ a\ a\ a\ a\ a\ a\ a\ a\ a\ a$</td>
<td>$b\ a\ b\ a\ b\ a\ b\ a\ b\ a\ b\ a\ b\ a\ b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b\ a\ b\ a\ b\ a\ b\ a\ b\ a\ b\ a\ b\ a\ b\ a\ b\ a\ b$</td>
<td>$b\ a\ b\ a\ b\ a\ b$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Results

Theorem 1. \( IPCAPC_h \subseteq \mathcal{L}(PCAIPS_h) \)

Proof. For every internal parallel contextual array P system with $h$ membranes generating a language $L$, we construct a corresponding parallel contextual array insertion P system generating the same language $L$.

Consider $\prod_{int} \in IPCAPC_h$ generating a picture language $L$ as

\[
\prod_{int} = \left\{ V, T, \mu, C, R, M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_h, (R_1, \phi_1), (R_2, \phi_2), \ldots, (R_h, \phi_h), \phi_c, \phi_r, i_0 \right\}.
\]
We construct a $\text{PCAIPS}_h$, $\prod = (V, T, \mu, C', R', (M_1, I_1), \ldots, (M_g, I_g), \phi_i^c, \phi_i^r, i_0)$, where $g = 2h$ if $R_i \neq \emptyset$, $g = 2h - 1$ if $R_i = \emptyset$.

$\forall$ $u_i \in u_{i+1}$, $v_i \in C \ni u_i u_{i+1} \in C$, $v_i v_{i+1} \in C'$. Similarly, $\forall [u_i u_{i+1}] S_r [v_i v_{i+1}] \in R$, $\exists [u_i u_{i+1}], [v_i v_{i+1}] \in R'$.

If $R_1 = \emptyset$ then $I_1 = \emptyset$.

If $R_i = \{\phi_i(A_i) = \left[u_i u_{i+1}\right] \left[v_i v_{i+1}\right] / i = 1, 2, \ldots, m - 1, \alpha_i\}$ with $A_i = \left[a_{ij}, \ldots, a_{ik}\right] \left[a_{(i+1)j}, \ldots, a_{(i+1)k}\right]$, $1 < j \leq n, \alpha_i \in \{\text{here, out, in}_i\}$, $u_i$ and $u_{i+1}$ are of size $1 \times p$, $v_i$ and $v_{i+1}$ are of size $1 \times q$ with $p, q \geq 1$, then

$I_i = \left\{\phi_i(C_i, A_i) = \left[u_i u_{i+1}\right] / i = 1, 2, \ldots, m - 1, \text{in}_{i(h)}(\alpha_i)\right\}$ where $C_i = \left[c_1, c_2\right]$ with $c_1, c_2 \in T \cup \{\varepsilon\}$ and

$I_j = \left\{\phi_j(B_i) = \left[u_i u_{i+1}\right] / i = 1, 2, \ldots, m - 1, \alpha_i\right\}$ with $B_i = \left[a_{ij}, \ldots, a_{ik}\right] \left[a_{(i+1)j}, \ldots, a_{(i+1)k}\right]$, $1 < j \leq k < m$, $\alpha_i \in \{\text{here, out, in}_i\}$, $u_i$ and $u_{i+1}$ are of size $p \times 1$, $v_i$ and $v_{i+1}$ are of size $q \times 1$ with $p, q \geq 1$,

$I_i = \left\{\phi_i(E_i, B_i) = \left[u_i u_{i+1}\right] / i = 1, 2, \ldots, m - 1, \text{in}_{i(h)}(\alpha_i)\right\}$ where $E_i = \left[e_1, e_2\right]$ with $e_1, e_2 \in T \cup \{\varepsilon\}$ and

$I_j = \left\{\phi_j(B_i, E_i) = \left[u_i u_{i+1}\right] / i = 1, 2, \ldots, m - 1, \text{in}_{i(h)}(\alpha_i)\right\}$where $j = i + h$ if $R_i \neq \emptyset$ else $j = i + h - 1$.

Working Procedure: For every row (or column) insertion rule $R_i$ of the membrane $M_i$ of IPCAPS there corresponds a pair of row (or column) insertion rules $R'_i$ and $R''_i$ in the respective membranes $M_i'$ and $M_i''$ of PCAIPS. Once this process is over, the resulting picture in PCAIPS is sent to the output membrane by the rules present in the penultimate membrane.

Theorem 2: $\text{EPCAPC}_h \subseteq L(\text{PCAIPS}_h)$

Proof. For every external parallel contextual array P system with $h$ membranes generating a picture language $L$, we construct a corresponding parallel contextual array insertion P system generating the same language $L$.

Consider $\prod_{ext} \in \text{EPCAPC}_h$ generating a picture language $L$ as $\prod_{ext} = (V, T, \mu, C, R, M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_h, (R_1, \phi_1), (R_2, \phi_2), \ldots, (R_h, \phi_h), \phi_c, \phi_r, i_0)$.

We construct a $\text{PCAIPS}_h$, $\prod = (V, T, \mu, C', R', (M_1, I_1), \ldots, (M_g, I_g), \phi_i^c, \phi_i^r, i_0)$, where $g = 2h$ if $R_i \neq \emptyset$, $g = 2h - 1$ if $R_i = \emptyset$. 
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For every $\left[\begin{array}{c} u_i \\ u_{i+1} \end{array}\right] \in C$, $\exists \left[\begin{array}{c} v_i \\ v_{i+1} \end{array}\right] \in C'$. Similarly, $\forall \left[\begin{array}{c} u_i \\ u_{i+1} \end{array}\right] \in R$, $\exists \left[\begin{array}{c} v_i \\ v_{i+1} \end{array}\right] \in R'$. Also, $D_i = \emptyset \ \forall i$. If $R_i = \emptyset$ then $I_i = \emptyset$.

If $R_i = \left\{ \left( \phi_i(A_i) = \left[\begin{array}{c} u_i \\ u_{i+1} \end{array}\right] \right) / \{i = 1, 2, \ldots, m - 1\}, \alpha_i \right\}$ with $A_i = \left[\begin{array}{c} a_{i1} \\ \vdots \\ a_{in} \end{array}\right]$, $\alpha_i \in \{\text{here, out, in}_i\}$, $u_i$ and $u_{i+1}$ are of size $1 \times p$, $v_i$ and $v_{i+1}$ are of size $1 \times q$ with $p,q \geq 1$, then

$I_i = \left\{ \left( \phi^c_i(C_i, A_i) = \left[\begin{array}{c} u_i \\ u_{i+1} \end{array}\right] \right) / \{i = 1, 2, \ldots, m - 1\}, \text{in}_{(i+h)} \right\}$ where $C_i = \left[\begin{array}{c} c_1 \\ c_2 \end{array}\right]$ with $c_1, c_2 \in T \cup \{\varepsilon\}$ and

$I_j = \left\{ \left( \phi^c_i(C_i, A_i) = \left[\begin{array}{c} v_i \\ v_{i+1} \end{array}\right] \right) / \{i = 1, 2, \ldots, m - 1\}, \alpha_i \right\}$ where $j = i + h$ if $R_i \neq \emptyset$ else $j = i + h - 1$.

If $R_i = \left\{ \left( \phi_i(B_i) = \left[\begin{array}{c} u_i \\ u_{i+1} \end{array}\right] \right) / \{i = 1, 2, \ldots, m - 1\}, \alpha_i \right\}$ with $B_i = \left[\begin{array}{c} a_{i1} \\ a_{i1(1)} \\ \vdots \\ a_{im(1)} \end{array}\right]$, $\alpha_i \in \{\text{here, out, in}_i\}$, $u_i$ and $u_{i+1}$ are of size $p \times 1$, $v_i$ and $v_{i+1}$ are of size $q \times 1$ with $p,q \geq 1$, then

$I_i = \left\{ \left( \phi^c_i(E_i, B_i) = \left[\begin{array}{c} u_i \\ u_{i+1} \end{array}\right] \right) / \{i = 1, 2, \ldots, n - 1\}, \text{in}_{(i+h)} \right\}$ where $E_i = \left[\begin{array}{c} e_1 \\ e_2 \end{array}\right]$ with $e_1, e_2 \in T \cup \{\varepsilon\}$ and

$I_j = \left\{ \left( \phi^c_i(E_i, B_i) = \left[\begin{array}{c} v_i \\ v_{i+1} \end{array}\right] \right) / \{i = 1, 2, \ldots, n - 1\}, \alpha_i \right\}$ where $j = i + h$ if $R_i \neq \emptyset$ else $j = i + h - 1$.

**Working Procedure:** For every row (or column) insertion rule $R_i$ of the membrane $M_i$ of EPCAPS there corresponds a pair of row (or column) insertion rules $R'_i$ and $R''_i$ in the respective membranes $M'_i$ and $M''_i$ of PCAIPS. Once this process is over, the resulting picture in PCAIPS is sent to the output membrane by the rules present in the penultimate membrane.

**Theorem 3.** $\text{IPCAPC}_h \subseteq \mathcal{L} (\text{PCAIDPS}_h)$

**Proof.** For every internal parallel contextual array P system with h membranes generating a language $L$, we construct a corresponding parallel contextual array insertion deletion P system with deletion rules generating the same language $L$.

Consider a $\prod_{int} \in \text{IPCAPC}_h$ given by

$$
\prod_{int} = \left( V, T, \mu, C, R, M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_h, (R_1, \phi_1), (R_2, \phi_2), \ldots, (R_h, \phi_h), \phi_c, \phi_r, \alpha_0 \right)
$$

generating a picture language $L$.

We construct a $\text{PCAIDPS}_h$,

$$
\prod = \left( V', T, \mu, C', R', (M_1, I_1, D_1), \ldots, (M_{h+1}, I_{h+1}, D_{h+1}), \phi^1, \phi^2, \phi^3, \phi^4, \alpha_0 \right),
$$

where
\[ V' = V \cup \{Y\} \quad \text{and} \quad \forall \begin{bmatrix} u_i \\ u_{i+1} \end{bmatrix} \in C, \exists \begin{bmatrix} v_i \\ v_{i+1} \end{bmatrix} \in C'. \] Similarly, for proper inclusion, we consider the picture language consisting of arrays of single row \( L_3 = \{ \{aa, aaaa, aaaaaa, \cdots \} \} \) with the axiom set \( M = \{aa\}. \) This language cannot be generated by any of the three P systems namely, IPCAPS, EPCAPS \((D_1 = \emptyset)\), and PCAIDPS \((D_2 = \emptyset)\). 

For proper inclusion, we consider the picture language consisting of arrays of single row \( L_3 = \{ \{aa, aaaa, aaaaaa, \cdots \} \} \) with the axiom set \( M = \{aa\}. \) This language cannot be generated by any of the three P systems namely, IPCAPS, EPCAPS \((D_1 = \emptyset)\), and PCAIDPS \((D_2 = \emptyset)\). 

Consider the P system \( \Pi_3 = (V', T, \mu, C', R', (M_1, I_1, D_1), \ldots, (M_{h+1}, I_{h+1}, D_{h+1}), \phi_e^i, \phi_f^i, \phi_e^i, \phi_f^i, \lambda_i) \)

\[ (IR_1) = \left\{ \begin{array}{c} \phi_e^i \hspace{1cm} \{a, a\} \hspace{1cm} \begin{bmatrix} a \end{bmatrix} \\ \phi_f^i \hspace{1cm} \{a, \lambda\} \hspace{1cm} \begin{bmatrix} a \end{bmatrix} \end{array} \right\}; \quad (IR_2) = \emptyset; \]

\[ (DR_1) = \left\{ \begin{array}{c} \phi_e^i \hspace{1cm} \{a, a\} \hspace{1cm} \begin{bmatrix} a \end{bmatrix} \\ \phi_f^i \hspace{1cm} \{a, \lambda\} \hspace{1cm} \begin{bmatrix} a \end{bmatrix} \end{array} \right\}; \quad (DR_2) = \emptyset; \]
A sample derivation of a picture aaaaa is shown below:

\[
M = a a \Rightarrow^{\text{row}_1} a \ Y \ \Rightarrow^{\text{col}_1} a \ a \ a \ \Rightarrow^{\text{row}_1} a \ Y \ Y \ \Rightarrow^{\text{col}_1} a \ a \ a \ a \ \Rightarrow^{\text{col}_1} a \ a \ a \ a \ a.
\]

Finally, the #'s bordering the picture (which are not shown here) is removed using the the rules in \((DR_2) = \{\phi^c_d[c, a] = \{\#\}, \phi^c_d[a, c] = \{\#\}\}\) in the membrane \(M_2\).

**Working Procedure**: For every insertion rule \(R_i\) of the membrane \(M_i\) of IPCAPS there corresponds a pair of insertion rules \(R'_i\) and \(R''_i\) in the respective membranes \(M'_i\) and \(M''_i\) followed by a pair of deletion rules \(R'_d\) and \(R''_d\) to delete the variables in the respective membranes of PCAIDPS. Depending upon the the value of \(\alpha \in \{\text{here, out, in}\}\), the intermediate pictures are sent to the appropriate membrane. Once the pictures generated are free from variables, they are sent to the outermost membrane where the boundary symbols #’s gets deleted by the deletion rules and the resulting pictures are collected.

5 Conclusion

This paper strives to bring in a hierarchy among two-dimensional picture languages. There are other well known families of two-dimensional picture languages yet to be compared with the family of languages generated by PCAIDPS and thereby the generative power of PCAIDPS is revealed further and will be taken up in our future work. Some interesting classes of P systems to be compared prominently with PCAIDPS in terms of their generative powers are: (i) Parallel Contextual Array P Systems by shuffling contexts on trajectories [18], (ii) Contextual Array Grammars and Array P Systems of Henning Fernau et al. [9], (iii) Array rewriting P systems of Rodica Ceterchi et al. [3], and (iv) Parallel contextual array P systems of Somnath Bera et al. [2].

Daniel Díaz-Pernil et al. [7] surveyed applications of P systems in image processing. Rodica Ceterchi et al. [4] have constructed P systems to generate the approximations of geometric patterns of space filling curves such as Peanos curve, Hilberts curves and others. In this paper, we deal with applications of P systems in terms of rectangular arrays of letters yielding pictures or images by replacing letters by primitive symbols. The role of PCAIDPS in image analysis can be explored further.
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Abstract. This paper describes some experiments regarding the construction of cover automaton and Angluin-style model learning from queries, more precisely the \( L^1 \) algorithm for learning a finite cover automaton, adapted to the more general X-machine model. A spiking neural P system is associated with an X-machine model and consequently the above mentioned construction can be extended to this P system.

1 Introduction

Membrane computing, introduced in [18], is a branch of natural computing inspired by the structure and functioning of the living cells. Its models are called membrane systems or P systems. The field has an initial research monograph [19] and a comprehensive handbook [20], followed by other developments, including both theoretical research and solid applications.

A specific model of membrane computing, called spiking neural P system, is inspired by the neuron cells. The model was introduced in [13] and the key results are presented in a survey paper [22]. A special line of research in membrane systems (many of them with respect to neural P systems) is dedicated to the formal analysis of these systems. This includes formal semantics [4, 5, 9, 10], reversible computation [1, 21, 3], causality [2, 16] and memory associated with these systems [8]. Testing, especially model-based approach using membrane systems, is another type of formal analysis of these systems looking at traces of execution (computation pathways) defined with respect to certain formal principles. This approach is also significant for validating applications of membrane systems.
Model based testing approaches have been introduced and studied for cell-like P systems [11, 14, 12]. Recently a testing approach based on the concept of cover automaton and Angluin-style model learning from queries, adapted to X-machines that are associated with spiking neural P systems, has been considered [15].

The research presented in this work describes some experiments regarding the construction of cover automaton and Angluin-style model learning from queries, more precisely the $L^1$ algorithm for learning a finite cover automaton, adapted to the more general X-machine model. Such an X-machine model is associated with a spiking neural P system.

2 Description of the main results

The key concepts and results used in these experiments have been introduced and studied in [15] and some of them are briefly mentioned below and the experiments made in order to build a cover automaton are presented.

We use spiking neural P system model, as defined in [13, 17], and build an approximation of its finite execution by using a finite cover automaton [6, 7], through a learning algorithm [15]. This investigation is restricted to the case of spiking neural P systems reading binary sequences from the environment. The rules involved in the execution of the system are encoded as functions of an X-machine and the sequence of configurations is described as the sequence of associated processing functions. The labels of these processing functions are attached to the transitions of the cover automaton that will be built using the learning algorithm [15]. The experiments illustrated below use the example provided in [15].

The sequences of processing functions that can be triggered from some initial data values are presented in Table 1. The end of the input string providing two spikes to the input neuron is denoted by $\theta$. These inputs have length up to 4.

Table 2 shows the sequences of processing functions of length up to 4 that can be triggered. These are the sequences of processing functions from Table 1 and their prefixes of length up to 4.

Using the sequences in Table 2, one can construct a deterministic cover finite cover automaton (DFCA) of $U_l$ for $l \leq 4$. For the sake of simplicity, we only provide a DFCA of $U_3$, as depicted in Figure 1 (in order to have the model completely defined, a loopback transition labelled by $\phi_0$ has been added to $q_5$).

The observation table built according to the learning algorithm described in [15] is inserted here. Please note that the computations executed by the spiking neural P system are obtained as executions of an equivalent kernel P system using kPWorkbench and the finite cover automaton is generated by implementing the learning algorithm presented in [15].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input sequence applied</th>
<th>Functions triggered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no input</td>
<td>φ₀</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0θ</td>
<td>φ₁ φ₂,₁ φ₄,₂ φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1θ</td>
<td>φ₁ φ₂,₂ φ₄,₃ φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00θ</td>
<td>φ₁ φ₂,₁ φ₃,₁ φ₄,₂ φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01θ</td>
<td>φ₁ φ₂,₁ φ₃,₃ φ₄,₂ φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10θ</td>
<td>φ₁ φ₂,₂ φ₃,₂ φ₄,₂ φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11θ</td>
<td>φ₁ φ₂,₂ φ₃,₃ φ₄,₂ φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000θ</td>
<td>φ₁ φ₂,₁ φ₅,₁ φ₄,₂ φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001θ</td>
<td>φ₁ φ₂,₁ φ₃,₁ φ₄,₂ φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010θ</td>
<td>φ₁ φ₂,₁ φ₃,₂ φ₄,₂ φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011θ</td>
<td>φ₁ φ₂,₁ φ₃,₃ φ₄,₂ φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100θ</td>
<td>φ₁ φ₂,₂ φ₃,₂ φ₄,₂ φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101θ</td>
<td>φ₁ φ₂,₂ φ₃,₃ φ₄,₂ φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110θ</td>
<td>φ₁ φ₂,₂ φ₃,₁ φ₄,₂ φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111θ</td>
<td>φ₁ φ₂,₂ φ₃,₂ φ₄,₂ φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Input sequences and sequences of functions triggered

Fig. 1. State transition diagram of a DFCA of U₃
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Sequences triggered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>φ₁, φ₆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>φ₁, φ₄,₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>φ₁, φ₄,₁, φ₅,₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁, φ₄,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁, φ₃,₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁, φ₃,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₂, φ₄,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₂, φ₃,₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁, φ₂,₂, φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁, φ₂,₁, φ₄,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁, φ₂,₁, φ₃,₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁, φ₂,₁, φ₃,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁, φ₂,₁, φ₃,₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁, φ₂,₁, φ₃,₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁, φ₂,₁, φ₄,₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁, φ₂,₁, φ₄,₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁, φ₂,₁, φ₅,₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁, φ₂,₁, φ₅,₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁, φ₂,₁, φ₅,₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>φ₁, φ₂,₁, φ₂,₁, φ₅,₄</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Sequences of functions triggered of length up to 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>ε</th>
<th>φ₁,₁</th>
<th>φ₁,₂</th>
<th>φ₁,₃</th>
<th>φ₁,₄</th>
<th>φ₁,₅</th>
<th>φ₁,₆</th>
<th>φ₁,₇</th>
<th>φ₁,₈</th>
<th>φ₁,₉</th>
<th>φ₁,₁₀</th>
<th>φ₁,₁₁</th>
<th>φ₁,₁₂</th>
<th>φ₁,₁₃</th>
<th>φ₁,₁₄</th>
<th>φ₁,₁₅</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ε</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁,₁</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁,₂</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁,₃</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁,₄</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁,₅</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁,₆</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁,₇</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁,₈</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁,₉</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁,₁₀</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁,₁₁</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁,₁₂</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁,₁₃</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁,₁₄</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ₁,₁₅</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Observation table.

Continued on next page
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( T )</th>
<th>( \phi_{2,1} )</th>
<th>( \phi_{3,1} )</th>
<th>( \phi_{3,2} )</th>
<th>( \phi_{3,3} )</th>
<th>( \phi_{5,1} )</th>
<th>( \phi_{5,2} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \phi_{3,2} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi_{3,3} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi_{3,4} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi_{4,1} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi_{4,2} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi_{4,3} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi_{5,1} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi_{5,2} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi_{6} )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 3 – Continued from previous page

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>$\phi_{2,1}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{3,1}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{3,2}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{5,1}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{6}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{6}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{6}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{6}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{6}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{6}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{6}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{6}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{6}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_3$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_4$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_5$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_6$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_7$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_8$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_9$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{10}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{11}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{12}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{13}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{14}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{15}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{16}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{17}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{18}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{19}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{20}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{21}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{22}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{23}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{24}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{25}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{26}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1\phi_2\phi_{27}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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T
 φ2,1 φ3,1 φ3,2 φ5,1 φ6 φ6 φ2,1 φ6 φ3,1 φ6 φ3,2 φ6 φ5,1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ3,4 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ4,1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ4,2 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ4,3 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ5,1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ6
0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,2 φ3,2 φ1
0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,2 φ3,2 φ2,1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,2 φ3,2 φ2,2 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,2 φ3,2 φ3,1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,2 φ3,2 φ3,2 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,2 φ3,2 φ3,3 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,2 φ3,2 φ3,4 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,2 φ3,2 φ4,1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,2 φ3,2 φ4,2 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,2 φ3,2 φ4,3 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,2 φ3,2 φ5,1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,2 φ3,2 φ5,2 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,2 φ3,2 φ6
0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ4,1 φ5,1 φ1
0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ4,1 φ5,1 φ2,1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ4,1 φ5,1 φ2,2 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ4,1 φ5,1 φ3,1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ4,1 φ5,1 φ3,2 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ4,1 φ5,1 φ3,3 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ4,1 φ5,1 φ3,4 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ4,1 φ5,1 φ4,1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ4,1 φ5,1 φ4,2 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ4,1 φ5,1 φ4,3 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ4,1 φ5,1 φ5,1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ4,1 φ5,1 φ5,2 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ4,1 φ5,1 φ6
0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ5,2 φ1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ5,2 φ2,1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ5,2 φ2,2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ5,2 φ3,1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ5,2 φ3,2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ5,2 φ3,3 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ5,2 φ3,4 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ5,2 φ4,1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ5,2 φ4,2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ5,2 φ4,3 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
φ1 φ2,1 φ4,2 φ5,2 φ5,1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1
-1
-1
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φ6 φ6 φ6 φ6 φ2,1 φ6 φ6 φ3,1 φ6 φ6 φ3,2
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1

φ6 φ6
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>T (\epsilon)</th>
<th>T (\phi_{2,1})</th>
<th>T (\phi_{3,1})</th>
<th>T (\phi_{3,2})</th>
<th>T (\phi_{5,1})</th>
<th>T (\phi_{6})</th>
<th>T (\phi_{6})</th>
<th>T (\phi_{6})</th>
<th>T (\phi_{6})</th>
<th>T (\phi_{6})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\phi_{1})</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\phi_{1})</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Extended Rules and Heterogeneous Derivation Modes in Spiking Neural P Systems with Stochastic Application of Rules
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Abstract. Spiking neural P systems with stochastic application of rules (⋆SN P) are a class of SN P systems which introduce a stochastic process a priori to rule application. With this feature, ⋆SN P systems allows two behaviors which are (1) stochastic selection of rules rather than non-deterministic and (2) asynchronous rule application for rules with rule application probabilities that are < 1. In the investigation of computational universality of ⋆SN P systems, the construction of ⋆SN P register machine modules ADD, SUB, and FIN required auxiliary neurons with rules that have an application probability of 1. This study investigates the restriction of rule application probabilities in ⋆SN P systems to be < 1. This study argues that imposing the restriction is nontrivial and the introduction of extended rules (rules that allow the transmission of multiple spikes) is needed to address the computational universality when the rule application probability is strictly between 0 and 1. The study then shows that ⋆SN P systems using extended rules is computationally universal. To further improve the optimizations of the resources used when showing universality, heterogeneous derivation modes in rules and in neurons are also introduced such that a rule can be applied exhaustively or not. This study then shows universality while using heterogeneous derivation modes in ⋆SN P systems as well as the reduction of resources consumed.

1 Introduction

Spiking neural P (SN P) systems constitute a class of P systems that introduces the idea of spiking neurons [9]. The neurons in SN P systems consume and may send signals known as spikes to other SN P neurons based on rules defined per neuron. In the field of membrane computing, these rules have been a subject of various studies. This study continues the investigation on a priori stochastic rule application.

An SN P system variant called spiking neural P systems with stochastic application of rules (⋆SN P systems) was introduced in [12] where the application of

* corresponding author fccabarle@up.edu.ph
rules is stochastic. Apart from the stochastic selection of which rule to be applied among multiple applicable rules, the variant has also inadvertently introduced an asynchronous behavior to rule application. While there are other stochastic SN P systems such as the stochastic spiking neural P system by [2], and extended spiking neural P system by [20], this study focuses on 8SN P systems specifically.

The proof of computational universality of 8SN P systems involve the simulation of a register machine and designing three 8SN P modules that simulate the ADD, SUB, and FIN instructions [12]. In the design of the modules, the idea of low-pass and high-pass neurons from [18] are implemented in most of the neurons. Some 8SN P neuron rules in the design used a rule application probability of 1. This study investigates the open problem stated in the work regarding the possibility of implementing a 8SN P system where all rules have a rule application probability of < 1. The use of extended rules allowed reduction of neuron in the register machine modules as it removed the need for intermediary neurons to duplicate spikes. In line with the optimizations of rule application probabilities, further optimizations to the resources used in the computational completeness were investigated. This led into introducing heterogeneous derivation modes for neurons or rules to reduce the number of rules used.

In Section 2 prerequisite concepts, definitions, and constructs for this study are provided. Section 3 details existing work on spiking neural P systems with extended rules and spiking neural P systems with varying derivation modes. Section 4 presents how the problem is analyzed, how the solution is synthesized, and a comparison of the proposed model to the related work. Section 5 enumerates the opportunities for improvement and the conclusion.

2 Preliminaries

This section requires basic familiarity with formal language and membrane computing as discussed in [9].

Consider an alphabet \( V \). Then \( V^* \) is the free monoid generated by \( V \) with respect to the concatenation operation and the identity \( \lambda \) (the empty string). Then \( V^+ = V^* - \lambda \) denotes the set of all nonempty strings over \( V \). The singleton alphabet \( V = \{ a \} \) is written as \( a^* \) and \( a^+ \) rather than \( \{ a \}^* \) and \( \{ a \}^+ \). The cardinality of a string \( x \in V^* \) is denoted by \( |x| \).

\( RE \) denotes the class of recursively enumerable languages while \( NRE \) denotes the class of Turing computable sets of natural numbers.

2.1 Register Machines

A register machine is a computing model of the form \( M = (m, H, l_0, l_h, I) \) where:

1. \( m \) is the number of registers \( \{ r_1, \ldots, r_m \} \) with \( r_1 \) as the output register;
2. \( H = \{ l_0, \ldots, l_h \} \) is a finite set of instruction labels where each label in \( H \) labels only one instruction;
3. \( l_0 \) is the start label (labeling an ADD instruction);
4. \( l_h \) is the halt label (set to instruction \texttt{HALT});
5. \( I \) is a finite set of instructions of the following forms:
   (a) \( l_1 : (\text{ADD}(r), l_2, l_3) \), which adds 1 to register \( r \) then nondeterministically executes instruction \( l_2 \) or \( l_3 \);
   (b) \( l_1 : (\text{SUB}(r), l_2, l_3) \), which if \( r > 0 \) then subtracts 1 to \( r \) and executes instruction \( l_2 \), else, executes instruction \( l_3 \);
   (c) \( l_h : \text{(HALT)} \) which is the halt instruction.

In the \textit{generating mode}, the computation of \( M \) begins with all registers being empty. It is assumed, without loss of generality, that the output register \( r_1 \) is never decremented throughout the computation and all registers, except for \( r_1 \) are empty by the end of the computation. The computation follows the labels selected in an instruction to determine which instruction to execute next, beginning with the start instruction \( l_0 \). The computation halts when a halt instruction is reached and the number stored in output register \( r_1 \) is said to be generated or computed by \( M \). The nondeterminism in the ADD instruction implies multiple halting computations in \( M \).

A register machine \( M \) can also work in \textit{accepting mode} such that in the initial configuration, a number \( n \) is set in \( r_1 \) and all other registers are empty. If the computation of \( M \) halts based on an accepting mode initial configuration, then \( n \) is accepted by \( M \). The register machine accepting mode is universal for both nondeterministic and deterministic acceptance. In deterministic acceptance, ADD instructions have the form \( l_1 : (\text{ADD}(r), l_2, l_3) \) with \( l_2 = l_3 \), which implies passing to the next instruction without any choice involved and can essentially be written in the form \( l_1 : (\text{ADD}(r), l_2) \).

\( N(M) \) denotes the set of all natural numbers computed by \( M \). The class of nondeterministic register machines, denoted by \( RM_{NDET} \), is known to characterise \( NRE \) [14].

### 2.2 SN P systems

From [9], a \textit{spiking neural P system} of degree \( m \geq 1 \) is of the form

\[
\Pi = (O, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m, \text{syn}, i_0)
\]

where:

1. \( O = a \) is the singleton alphabet (\( a \) is called \textit{spike});
2. \( \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m \) are \textit{neurons}, of the form \( \sigma_i = (n_i, R_i) \), \( 1 \leq i \leq m \), where:
   (a) \( n_i \geq 0 \) is the \textit{initial number of spikes} in the neuron \( \sigma_i \);
   (b) \( R_i \) is a finite set of \textit{rules} of the following two forms:
      (1) \( E/a^r \rightarrow a; d \), where \( E \) is a regular expression over \( O \), \( r \geq 1 \), and \( d \geq 0 \);
      (2) \( a^s \rightarrow \lambda \) for some \( s \geq 1 \) with the restriction that \( a^s \notin L(E) \) for any rule \( E/a^r \rightarrow a; d \) of type (1) from \( R_i \);
3. \( \text{syn} \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \times \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \) with \( (i, i) \notin \text{syn} \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq m \) (\textit{synapses} among neurons);
4. $i_0 \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}$ indicates the output neuron.

SN P Systems function synchronously, i.e. if a neuron can fire a rule in each step, it must do so. In this way, the entire system uses a global clock to index the time.

The rules of form (1) are called firing rules. A rule of form $a^r/a^r \rightarrow a; d$ can simply be written as $a^r \rightarrow a; d$. The notation $; d$ can be omitted if $d = 0$. At some step $q$, a neuron $\sigma$ fires when it applies a firing rule $E/a^r \rightarrow a; d$ if $\sigma$ contains $n$ spikes such that $a^n \in L(E)$ and $n \geq r$. Neuron $\sigma$ releases its spike at step $q + d$ to every neuron with a synapse from $\sigma$. This means that if $d = 0$ the spike leaves $\sigma$ immediately while $d > 0$ means the spike will leave $\sigma$ after $d$ steps. If $d > 0$, then $\sigma$ is closed within steps $q$ and $q + d - 1$ where it cannot receive new spikes and consequently fire. Starting at step $q + d$ the neuron becomes open, i.e. it can receive new spikes and emit its spike. Any spike received by $\sigma$ while it is closed is lost, i.e. the spike is never received by $\sigma$.

The rules of form (2) are called forgetting rules. When such rules are applied, that is when the number of spikes in a neuron $n = s$, then $s$ spikes are removed from the neuron, i.e. they are lost, and no spike is produced. Neurons are allowed to have two firing rules $E_1/a^n \rightarrow a; d_1$, $E_2/a^n \rightarrow a; d_2$ with $L(E_1) \cap L(E_2) \neq \emptyset$. Nondeterministic application of rules occur when $a^n \in L(E_1) \cap L(E_2)$, i.e. the neuron nondeterministically chooses which rule it fires. A coherence condition forbids a firing rule and a forgetting rule to be applicable with the same number of spikes in a neuron.

A configuration is the distribution of spikes and the open/closed states of all neurons. The initial configuration is $C_0 = \langle n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_m \rangle$ corresponding to initial spikes of neurons $\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_m$, with all neurons open. Given two configurations $C_1$ and $C_2$, a transition, denoted by $C_1 \Rightarrow C_2$, is the step of passing from $C_1$ to $C_2$. A computation is then a sequence of transitions starting in the initial configuration. A halting configuration is then reached when there are no more rules that are applicable.

There are several ways for a result to be obtained with a computation. From the convention used in membrane computing where the number of objects in the membrane is counted, the number of spikes in the output neurons of SN P systems can be the result of a computation. Another result can be a finite or infinite binary string where each bit is retrieved per computation step from the output neuron with 1 associated to the neuron spiking and 0 if otherwise. Another result is the set to time steps when the output neuron released spikes i.e. if the output neuron releases spikes at time steps 4 and 7 before halting, then the result of the computation is the set $\{4, 7\}$. Lastly, the closest to the biological way of obtaining a result is the time interval between the two spikes of the output neuron.

In accepting mode, SN P systems use $i_0$ as the input neuron rather than the output neuron. The input neuron then receives two spikes from the environment in two time steps and the interval between the two steps is the input value. Then if the computation halts, the value is accepted.
$\mathcal{N}_2(I)$ denotes the set of all natural numbers computed by $\Pi$, with subscript 2 denoting the way the result of a computation is defined. Then the notation $\text{Spik}_2P_m(\text{rule}_k, \text{cons}_p, \text{ forg}_q)$ denotes the family of all sets $\mathcal{N}_2(I)$ computed as previously discussed by SN P systems with at most $m \geq 1$ neurons, using at most $k \geq 1$ rules in each neuron, with all firing rules $E/a \rightarrow a; d$ having $r \leq p$, and all forgetting rules $a^s \rightarrow \lambda$ having $s \leq q$. When one of the parameters $m, k, p, q$ is not bounded, then it is replaced with $\ast$. From the initial paper in [9] it is known that SN P systems are computationally universal, i.e. they simulate register machines, and hence also characterise $\mathcal{NRE}$.

### 2.3 Constructing SN P Systems

From the formal definition of SN P systems, various membrane computing studies have investigated its features and its effect when simulating register machines to prove computational universality. Introducing new features have created new SN P system variants or extensions to address the limitations of the original formal definition. A framework was proposed in [17] to capture these features under investigation and define them in a formal manner. On the other hand, the study of normal forms investigated the removal or restriction of features while maintaining the same computational power. In [8], it is proven that the removal of delays and forgetting rules does not affect the universality of SN P systems while in [19], it is shown that neurons possessing the same rules is still computationally complete. The complexity, however, is shifted to the remaining features that are not removed or restricted.

From [8], where delays are not required in constructing SN P systems, shows that using a buffer neuron $\sigma = (0, \{a \rightarrow a\})$ replaces a delay. This buffer neuron can also be used as intermediate neurons to duplicate spikes when a pair or more of this buffer neuron receives a spike from a similar source and then sends its spike to a similar destination. Meanwhile, forgetting rules remain useful in neurons that serve as gates that validate the number of spikes it receives before taking action and ensuring zero spikes left in the system at the end of a computation. This is done in [18] and [15] using low-pass and high-pass neurons.

![Fig. 1. SN P Low-Pass Neuron Example](image)

A low-pass neuron is illustrated in Figure 1. Low-pass neurons only fire when it contains one spike and forgets when otherwise. When constructing a low-pass neuron, for each number of spikes greater than 1 that the low-pass neuron

---

1 from [9], the subscript 2 denotes the time interval way to obtain a result.
can receive, a respective forgetting rule is declared in its set of rules. Low-pass neurons are useful in situations where interrupting the release of spikes is needed.

\[
\begin{align*}
a^2 & \rightarrow a \\
a & \rightarrow \lambda
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 2. SN P High-Pass Neuron Example

A high-pass neuron is illustrated in Figure 2. High-pass neurons work contrary to low-pass neurons where it only spikes when receiving the maximum possible spikes at a time step and forgets when otherwise. In constructing a high-pass neuron, for each number of spikes less than the maximum number of spikes it can receive at a time step, a respective forgetting rule is declared in its set of rules. A high pass neuron is useful in situations where rather than interruption is needed, an additional spike is needed to confirm the release of spikes.

3 Related Work

This study deals with several SN P system variants that introduced different unique features to the SN P system. The primary variant that this study focuses in is the spiking neural P systems with stochastic application of rules (⋆SN P systems) by [12] which introduces stochastic rule application. This variant was introduced with the goal of replacing the nondeterministic rule selection with probabilities by specifically introducing the notation for rule application probability \( p \) to the forms of the firing and forgetting rules (the forms \( E/a^r \rightarrow a; d \) and \( a^s \rightarrow \lambda \) become \( (p)E/a^r \rightarrow a; d \) and \( (p)a^s \rightarrow \lambda \) for firing and forgetting rules respectively). The introduction of stochastic rule applications means that with this variant an applicable rule may or may not be applied depending on probabilities.

The next variant is SN P systems with extended rules. From the definition of SN P systems discussed, the introduction of extended rules was suggested to address the need for pairs of intermediate neurons when duplicating a spike [16] and producing strings over arbitrary alphabets [6]. From [7], SN P systems with extended rules modify the forms of the rules in the original SN P system formal definition to a single form \( E/a^r \rightarrow a^s; d \) where \( E \) is a regular expression over \( a \) and \( r \geq 1, s \geq 0 \), with the restriction \( r \geq s \), and \( d \) being entirely optional. The unified form of extended rules for both firing and forgetting rules from the previously defined two separate forms now means that firing and forgetting rules are determined whether \( s > 0 \) or \( s = 0 \) otherwise. The conditional omission of notations \( E \) and \( ; d \) still apply in this form. In this form, a forgetting rule \( E/a^r \rightarrow a^s; d \) with \( s = d = 0 \) is written in the form \( E/a^r \rightarrow \lambda \). The usage of
rules in this form is similar with standard rules. However, the combined form of firing and forgetting rules using extended rules allows a neuron to forget \( r \) spikes, which can be less than the number of spikes the neuron contains, unlike standard rules where all spikes are forgotten. The coherence condition from the original SN P system rules is removed, which allows a firing rule and a forgetting rule to be applicable with the same number of spikes in a neuron. This extended rules then allows a neuron to send \( s \) spikes at a computational step when \( s > 0 \), thus eliminating the need for intermediate neurons to duplicate a spike and produce strings over arbitrary alphabets. Lastly, SN P Systems with extended rules is also computationally complete.

From SN P system with extended rules, the introduction of asynchronous rule application and different derivation modes were investigated in related work. Driven by the neuro-biological point of view that it is rather natural to consider non-synchronized systems, asynchronous spiking neural P systems are then introduced by [4]. From SN P systems with extended rules, asynchronous SN P systems add that at a given time step, any neuron with an applicable rule is free to apply that rule or not. If an applicable rule is not applied, the neuron remains open to receive spikes at that step. Hence in the next step, if the number of spikes in that neuron changes, then it is possible for a different rule to be applicable or no rules being applicable. The change in rule application behavior entails that it is no longer possible to use two intermediate neurons to duplicate a spike as there is no guarantee of synchronized delivery from the intermediate neurons; hence, the use of extended rules. While it is proven in [4] that asynchronous SN P systems using extended rules are computationally universal, universality when using standard rules remains an open problem [3]. On derivation modes, [10] introduced SN P systems with exhaustive use of rules. This variant enables rules to be applied multiple times at a time step as long as the neuron contains enough spikes for the rule to consume. This allows neurons to send a large number of spikes at a single time step. From SN P systems with exhaustive use of rules, [11] developed the spiking neural P systems with generalized use of rules, which allows a nondeterministic number of times a rule is applied in a neuron, provided that the neuron contains enough spikes. This generalization allows varying numbers of spikes released by a neuron, unlike SN P systems with exhaustive use of rules which applies a rule with the maximum possible number of times at a step.

This study also subjects two stochastic SN P variants for comparison. The stochastic spiking neural P (SSN P) system of [5] introduces random delays to SN P systems, replacing the static optional delay of the classic model. Another stochastic SN P system is the extended spiking neural P system (ESNPS) of [20] which is an instance of a stochastic SN P model that introduces stochastic rule application to the output neurons. This model is used as a component of the optimization spiking neural P system (OSNPS) which is mainly used to solve combinatorial optimization problems like the knapsack problem.
4 Results

In $\star$SN P systems, rule application probabilities of 1 are attributed to rules that need to be applied synchronously. Two situations force neurons to have rule probabilities restricted to 1.

The first situation is spike duplication. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 3 where the $\star$SN P ADD module increments the register. The conventional representation of a value $n$ in a register is by $2n$ spikes in its respective neuron [1][2][5][7][9][12]. From the definition of $\star$SN P firing rules, the form $(p)E/a \rightarrow a;d$ only allows a neuron to send one spike. As described in [16], pairs of intermediary neurons is then required for duplicating the spike to increment the register. In $\star$SN P systems a rule application probability of $< 1$ to any of the intermediary neurons can result to an asynchronous transmission of spikes wherein instead of receiving two spikes at a time step, it receives one spike at two time steps. The register would then behave differently as it would decrement its value, or start emptying its contents in the case of the output register. This also applies to $\star$SN P low-pass (with a forgetting rule) and high-pass neuron as both need to receive two spikes synchronously to forget or fire respectively.

From [16], the pair of intermediary neurons suggest an extension of the rules of SN P systems to allow rules of the form $E/a^r \rightarrow a^s;d$ where $r \geq s$. This then allows neurons to send more than one spike in a computational step rather than using intermediary neurons to duplicate a spike. This extended rule can then generalize both firing and forgetting rules as an extended rule with $s = 0$ represents the forgetting of spikes [7]. Allowing this extended rules to $\star$SN P systems would then eliminate the need for intermediary neurons to duplicate a spike and have the source neuron spike send more than one spike instead. The firing rule of that neuron could then have a application probability of $< 1$.

The usage of extended rules remain sequential. Variant modes in the usage of extended rules have been proposed with the introduction of extended rules which are worth considering in this study. An exhaustive use of rules was proposed by [10] in which an applicable rule is applied as many times as possible for the

![Fig. 3. $\star$SN P Module ADD neurons that increment a register](image-url)
number of spikes in a neuron. This results in the arbitrarily large number of
spikes produced at a time. Combining both sequential and exhaustive usage of
extended rules, a generalized use of rules was presented by [11] wherein rather
than a single application of a rule or the multiple applications of a rule until no
longer applicable, the rule can be applied any possible number of times between
the minimum and maximum, nondeterministically chosen.

The introduced two modes of extended rule application may be useful in spe-
cific scenarios, but may cause further restrictions when designing \(\star\)SN P systems.
The exhaustive use of rules minimizes the opportunity to have a neuron maintain
a number of spikes such that it can initially receive a number of spikes, then re-
ceive another set for a rule to then be applied, or reversely use a rule to consume
a partial amount of its spikes so that the remaining spikes can be consumed in
future time steps. On the other hand, the generalized use of extended rules in-
troduces another point of nondeterminism in the system, which the study is not
interested in especially with the objective of introducing stochastic processes in
the nondeterminism of SN P systems. Furthermore this study is more interested
in utilizing the number of spikes sent by a neuron without the conditions that
relate to multiple consumption of a set of spikes at a step.

The second situation involves the output neuron \(i_0\). The result of a compu-
tation in \(\star\)SN P systems is based on the interval between two spikes of
\(i_0\). If the rule application probability of the firing rule of output neuron is
\(< 1\), then it renders the use of the time interval as an output inapplicable as the stochastic
neuron may or may not fire when it has to in order to maintain the correct
time interval. From [9], and used in [4], the result could instead be interpreted
as the number of spikes that the output neurons have sent to the environment.
However, this only considers results in the halting configuration.

A \(\star\)SN P system using extended rules changes the forms of the rules to a
single form

\[(p)E/a^r \rightarrow a^s; d\]

which is the form of the extended rules with the notation \((p)\) that indicates
the rule application probability of the rule.

Given \(\star\)SN P systems using extended rules \(\Pi\), \(N_c(\Pi)\) denotes the set of
all natural numbers computed by \(\Pi\), with subscript \(c\) denoting the way the result of a computation is defined as the count of spikes sent to the environment. \(Spik_c, P_m(prob_{rule^r}, cons_p, forg_q)\) denotes the family of all sets \(N_c(\Pi)\)
computed with at most \(m \geq 1\) neurons, using at most \(k \geq 1\) rules, using rule ap-
lication probabilities within the interval \(\rho\) and using at most \(k \geq 1\) rules in each
neuron, with all firing rules \(E/a^r \rightarrow a; d\) having \(r \leq p\), and all forgetting rules
\(a^s \rightarrow \lambda\) having \(s \leq q\). When one of the parameters \(m, k, \rho, p, q\) is not bounded,
then it is replaced with \(\ast\). A superscript \(x\) after \(rule\) in the notation indicates
the use of extended rules.

There exists an SN P system using extended rules that exist for every \(\star\)SN P system using extended rules where \(p = 1\) for all rule application probabilities.
In addition, there exists an asynchronous SN P system for every \(\star\)SN P system
using extended rules where \( p = 0.5 \) for all rule application probabilities. This section then shows computational completeness of \( \star \) SN P systems where \( p \) for all rules can be any value between 0 and 1.

4.1 Computational Universality

**Theorem 1.** \( \text{Spik}_r, P_{s}(\text{prob} (0,1), \text{rule}^i_k, \text{cons}_r, \text{forg}_q) = NRE \); \( \forall k \geq 4, p \geq 8, q \geq 10 \)

**Proof.** Construct \( \star \) SN P system

\[ \Pi = \{ \{a\}, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m, \text{sym}, i_0 \} \]

to simulate register machine \( M \). \( \Pi \) consists of three modules which simulate instructions ADD, SUB, and FIN of the register machine. The register values in this simulation are represented by \( 5n \) spikes rather than the conventional \( 2n \) spikes. The introduction of extended rules has provided significant optimizations to the design of the modules by leveraging the capability of neurons to produce \( >1 \) spikes at a step. The varying number of outgoing spikes, which this study will refer as spike strengths, can then be classified to represent certain outcomes as shown in Table 1. In the construction of the modules, the rule application probabilities should also be greater than 0 so that the rules have the possibility to be applied, even despite setting a low probability. Since all rules can have application probabilities between 0 and 1, the notation \( 0 < p < 1 \) is then abbreviated to \( p \).

**Table 1.** Classification of spikes strengths received by label neurons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spike Strength</th>
<th>Indication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Execute label instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Do not execute label instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wake SUB module, the firing register is not caused by interference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Register interference - successful decrement of register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Register interference - unsuccessful decrement of register</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The \( \star \) SN P ADD module is illustrated in Figure 4. All rule probabilities can be set to any value between 0 and 1, except in \( \sigma_1 \) where the probabilities are set to 0.5 to replicate the likelihood of the nondeterministic selection between two applicable rules. The instruction label neuron \( l_1 \) sends 5 spikes to the register neuron \( r \) (simulating adding 1 the register) and auxiliary neurons \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \). This neuron with then probabilistically select two applicable rules since it received five spikes from \( l_1 \). Two outcomes may occur. If the rule \( (0.5)a^5 \rightarrow a^5 \) is applied, it will send five spikes to both \( l_2 \) and \( \sigma_2 \). Instruction label neuron \( l_2 \) will then fire and \( \sigma_2 \) will forget since it contains ten spikes. Thus simulating the selection of
instruction label \( l_2 \). On the other hand, if the rule \((0.5)a^5 \rightarrow a\) in \( \sigma_1 \) is applied, it will send a single spike to the \( l_2 \) and \( \sigma_2 \). \( l_2 \) will then forget and \( \sigma_2 \) will then send five spikes to \( l_3 \) which consequently fires. Thus simulating the selection of instruction label \( l_3 \).

Table 2 shows a simulation of the ADD module that selects \( l_2 \). The simulation shows that only one neuron fires at every time step. \( t_x, x \in \{l_1, \sigma_1, \sigma_2, l_2, l_3\} \) indicates the overhead rule application time of neuron \( x \). The simulation table also shows that, if the computation selects \( l_3 \), the computation takes at least one time step longer.

The \( *SNP \) SUB module is illustrated in Figure 5. All rule probabilities can be set to any value between 0 and 1. The instruction label neuron \( l_1 \) sends 3 spikes to the register neuron \( r \), auxiliary neuron \( \sigma_1 \), and instruction label neurons \( l_2 \) and \( l_3 \) as an act of “waking” the module. The activity of waking the module prevents register interference such that \( r \) was used by other SUB modules and fires. If the interference occurs and the module is not awake, then neurons \( \sigma_1 \) and \( l_2 \) (neurons connected to \( r \) with a synapse) will simply forget the one or two spikes it may receive. On the other hand, if the module is awake, then neurons \( \sigma_1 \) and \( l_2 \) already contain three spikes and would behave differently. Two outcomes can occur in when \( r \) is decremented. If the value of \( r \), say \( n > 0 \), then the neuron should contain at \( 3(5n) \) spikes, 3 of which came from \( l_1 \). \( l_2 \) would then probabilistically apply rule \((p)a^5(a^5)^+/a^8 \rightarrow a^2\) which consumes eight spikes to send two spikes to \( \sigma_1 \) and \( l_2 \), leaving it with \( 5n - 5 \) spikes (the three spikes from \( l_1 \) was consumed as well). Both having five spikes, \( l_2 \) would then fire and \( \sigma_1 \) would

---

Fig. 4. *SNP using Extended Rules Module ADD (simulating \( l_1 : (ADD(r), l_2, l_3) \))
Table 2. A computation in the system from Figure 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Neuron</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$t+1+t_{l_1}$</th>
<th>$t+2+t_{σ_1}$</th>
<th>$t+3+t_{σ_2}$</th>
<th>$t+3+t_{l_2}$</th>
<th>$t+4+t_{l_3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$l_1$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$σ_1$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>if $σ_1$ fires $a^5$:</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.5)$a^5 → a^5$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>else:</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$(0.5)a^5 → a$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$σ_2$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>if $σ_1$ fires $a^3$:</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— $a^{10}$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>else:</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a^6$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_2$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$(p)a^5 → a^{σ(l_2)}$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>if $σ_1$ fires $a^4$:</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$a^4$</td>
<td>$a^4$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>else:</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$(p)a^4 → λ$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_3$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$(p)a^5 → a^{σ(l_2)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>if $σ_1$ fires $a^5$:</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>else:</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

apply rule $(p)a^5 → a$ which sends one spike to $l_3$. $l_3$ would then forget since it contains four spikes. Thus simulating a successful decrement on the register and selecting $l_2$. On the other hand, if $n = 0$, $r$ would only contain spikes that came from $l_1$. The rule $(p)a^3 → a$ would then be applied which consumes all spikes in the neuron to send one spike to $σ_1$ and $l_2$ leaving the register neuron empty. Both having four spikes in this outcome, $l_2$ would then forget and $σ_1$ would apply rule $(p)a^4 → a^2$ which sends two spikes to $l_3$. $l_3$ would then fire since it contains five spikes. Thus simulating a failed decrement of a register with a value of 0 and selecting $l_3$ instead.

Table 3 shows a simulation of the SUB module that decrement a register. Similarly with the ADD module, the simulation table also shows that, if the computation selects $l_3$ due to a failed decrement, the computation takes at least one time step longer.
Fig. 5. *SN P using Extended Rules Module SUB (simulating $l_1 : \text{SUB}(r, l_2, l_3)$)

Fig. 6. *SN P using Extended Rules Module FIN (simulating $l_h : \text{HALT}$)
Lastly, the sSN P FIN module is illustrated in Figure 6. The module is fairly straightforward as it is a pair of neurons from instruction label neuron $l_h$ and the output register neuron $r_1$. Like the ADD and SUB module, all rule probabilities can be set to any value between 0 and 1. $r_1$ serves as the output neuron and when it receives three spikes from $l_h$, it will apply rule \((p)a^5(a^5)^+/a^6 \rightarrow a^2\), consume seven spikes to send one spike to the environment, starting the output process. The neuron still contains more than one spike, it will then consume five spikes each step using the rule \((p)a^4(a^5)^+/a^5 \rightarrow \lambda\) and fire until one spike is left. Finally, \((p)a \rightarrow a\) will be applied to forget the remaining spike, leaving the neuron exhausted of spikes after the process.

Table 4 shows a simulation of the FIN module. The first spike sent to the environment occurred at $t+2+t_r$ and fires again at $t+3+t_r$. With two spikes sent to the environment, the value of 2, is successfully sent to the environment. The computation ends at least one computation step longer than the last fire of the output neuron to forget the single spike left in the output neuron.

Thus, \(Spike_{sSNP}(prob(0,1),rule_x,k,cons_p,forg_q) = NRE, \forall k \geq 4, p \geq 8, q \geq 10.\)
Table 4. A computation in the system from Figure 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Neuron</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$t + 1 + t_{lh}$</th>
<th>$t + 2 + t_{r_1}$</th>
<th>$t + 3 + t_{r_1}$</th>
<th>$t + 4 + t_{r_1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$l_h$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>(p)$a^7$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_1$</td>
<td>$a^{10}$</td>
<td>$a^{13}$</td>
<td>(p)$a^7$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
<td>$a^5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Comparison with SN P systems, Stochastic SN P variants, and some Non-stochastic SN P variants

Table 5. Summary table of the comparison of *SN P systems with SN P and other SN P variants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Stochastic</th>
<th>Asynchronous</th>
<th>Extended Rules</th>
<th>Universal</th>
<th>Asynchronous and Universal</th>
<th># of Neurons per Module</th>
<th>Worst Runtime$^a$ for ADD and SUB</th>
<th>Results obtained before reaching halt $^b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*SN P systems using extended rules</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>ADD-6, SUB-5, FIN-2</td>
<td>ADD-4, SUB-4</td>
<td>One result, number of spikes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*SN P systems$^{[12]}$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unproven</td>
<td>ADD-8, SUB-7, FIN-4</td>
<td>ADD-4, SUB-4</td>
<td>Multiple results, spike interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN P systems$^{[9]}$</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>ADD-8, SUB-6, FIN-9</td>
<td>ADD-4, SUB-4</td>
<td>Multiple results, spike interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN P systems using extended rules$^{[10][7]}$</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>ADD-7, SUB-5, FIN-3</td>
<td>ADD-4, SUB-4</td>
<td>Multiple results, spike interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN P systems with exhaustive use of rules$^{[10]}$</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>ADD-12, SUB-10, FIN-8</td>
<td>ADD-4, SUB-5</td>
<td>Multiple results, spike interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN P systems with generalized use of rules$^{[7]}$</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>ADD-7, SUB-13, FIN-3</td>
<td>ADD-4, SUB-5</td>
<td>Multiple results, spike interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous SN P systems$^{[4]}$</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>ADD-9, SUB-9, FIN-2</td>
<td>ADD-5, SUB-5</td>
<td>One result, number of spikes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stochastic SN P systems$^{[5]}$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unproven</td>
<td>ADD-11, SUB-9, FIN/N/A</td>
<td>ADD-5, SUB-5</td>
<td>One result, number of spikes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended SN P system$^{[20]}$</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No$^3$</td>
<td>Unproven</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Multiple results, spike train$^*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows the summary of the comparison of *SN P systems using extended rules with *SN P systems using standard rules, SN P systems, SN P systems using extended rules, SN P systems with exhaustive use of rules, SN P
systems with generalized use of rules, Asynchronous SN P systems, Stochastic SN P systems, and the Extended SN P system. The *SN P systems have the advantage of stochasticity in its application of rules only matched by its fellow stochastic SN P models. However, unlike the other stochastic SN P models, *SN P systems using extended rules can be both asynchronous and computationally complete. A major disadvantage of *SN P systems using extended rules is the loss of synchronization across its neurons thereby affecting the runtime if the rule application probabilities set are lower. For the runtime comparisons, it is assumed that the reliability of rule application for the asynchronous model is faultless.

**SN P Systems** With the use of extended rules, the number of neurons in the register machine modules are reduced as well since the use of extended rules removes the need of intermediary neurons for spike duplication. However, the reduction of neurons did not affect the runtime of the ADD and SUB modules. From a neuro-biological standpoint, *SN P systems using extended rules is more natural as it does not require synchronized neurons. A disadvantage of *SN P systems using extended rules, however, is that it is limited to one result per computation unlike SN P systems. This can be addressed by using standard rules instead and allowing synchronization of neurons.

**SN P Systems using Extended Rules** Two studies have proved computational completeness for SN P systems using extended rules, with different module designs. There is no nondeterministic ADD module shown in [16], but a SUB module with less neurons is shown compared to the work of [7]. A nondeterministic ADD module is shown in [7]. While the use of extended rules have reduced the number of neurons compared to SN P systems using standard rules, *SN P systems using extended rules remain to have less neurons used for the ADD module while matching the number of neurons for the SUB module, all while maintaining the same runtime for both modules. However, this reduction of neurons was not due to stochasticity or asynchronicity but rather the leverage of using spike strengths which was also done in [16], hence the same number of neurons. Only *SN P systems using standard rules can match the number of obtainable results by SN P systems using extended rules.

**SN P Systems with Exhaustive Use of Rules** The *SN P register machine modules also have significantly less neurons in its register machine modules than that of SN P systems with exhaustive use of rules. This can be attributed to the low spike strength propagating around the system which is 2 at most. SN P systems with exhaustive use of rules also has a slightly slower SUB module runtime. In the design of the FIN module of SN P systems with exhaustive use of rules, [10] maintained the use of a time interval between two spikes to represent the result of its computation. It is worth noting that if the result of the computation was interpreted as the number of spikes sent to the environment,
this variant would then be able to use the register to output its spikes at one time step because of the exhaustive mode of sending spikes. This would have been the fastest means of sending results to the environment. Only *SN P systems using standard rules can match the number of obtainable results by SN P systems with exhaustive use of rules as well.

**SN P Systems with Generalized Use of Rules** The modules of spiking neural P systems with generalized use of rules use more neurons than the register machine modules of *SN P systems using extended rules which is also attributed to the low spike strength propagating around its system, despite both system leveraging the use of extended rules. SN P systems with generalized use of rules also has a slightly slower SUB module runtime similar to SN P systems with exhaustive use of rules. Like the comparison in SN P systems using extended rules and SN P systems with exhaustive use of rules, only *SN P systems using standard rules can match the number of obtainable results by SN P systems with exhaustive use of rules as well.

**Asynchronous SN P Systems** With both the *SN P systems using extended rules and asynchronous SN P system being asynchronous and using extended rules, both share the same advantages except stochasticity. However, differences in register machine module designs show that the asynchronous SN P modules use more neurons used and slower runtimes than standard. This is not caused by the features but rather suboptimal module design in general. *SN P systems can also use standard rules, losing is asynchronous property but gaining the ability to produce multiple results which asynchronous SN P systems are unable to do.

**SSN P Systems** The two models in comparison uses different approaches when introducing stochasticity with respect to rule application, to which *SN P systems uses an a priori approach while SSN P systems uses an a posteriori approach via stochastic delays. SSN P systems can be fully asynchronous by using random delays in all of its rules. However, it is not yet proven as of this writing whether it is computationally complete or not. This is also the case in asynchronous SN P systems if it instead used standard rules. The number of neurons in the register machine modules of *SN P systems and *SN P systems using extended rules is significantly less than SSN P systems. The runtime of SSN P system ADD and SUB modules also runs slower than standard. Like in the comparison with asynchronous SN P systems, *SN P systems can also use standard rules, losing is asynchronous property but gaining the ability to produce multiple results which SSN P systems are unable to do.

**Extended Spiking Neural P System** Both models use an a priori approach in introducing stochasticity with respect to rule application. In [20], the model that the ESNPS is an instance of is not shown. Furthermore, no proof for computational completeness is provided. Thus, no comparative analysis with the of
register machine modules of the *SN P system can be provided. In terms of other properties, the *SN P system can be both synchronous and asynchronous depending on the use of extended rules or not which the ESNPS by design is unable to do.

With the *SN P system being a formal definition of a stochastic SN P model, with the stochasticity in particular being introduced a priori to rule application, the *SN P system can construct an instance of an ESNPS using extended rules only for the sake of removing the coherence condition. Let the ESNPS instance using *SN P systems be

\[ \Pi = (O, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m, \sigma_{m+1}, \sigma_{m+2}, \text{syn}, i_0) \]

where:

1. \( O = \{a\} \);
2. \( \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m, \sigma_{m+1}, \sigma_{m+2} \) are of the form:
   \[ \sigma_i = (n_i, R_i), 1 \leq i \leq (m + 2), \]
   where:
   (a) \( n_i = 1 \);
   (b) if \( i \leq m \), then \( R_i = \{(p^1_i)a \rightarrow a, (p^2_i)a \rightarrow \lambda\} \) where \( p^1_i + p^2_i = 1 \), else \( R_i = \{a \rightarrow a\} \).
3. \( \text{syn} = \{(m + 2, 1), \ldots, (m + 2, m), (m + 1, m + 2), (m + 2, m + 1)\} \);
4. \( i_0 = \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \).

In ESNPS, neurons \( \sigma_{m+1} \) and \( \sigma_{m+2} \) are non-stochastic. This is addressed in the *SN P systems instance by setting a static probability of 1 to the rules in \( \sigma_{m+1} \) and \( \sigma_{m+2} \). Other rule application probabilities remain dynamic as the values of it are set by the guider algorithm.

### 4.3 Introducing Heterogeneous Derivation Modes

From the previous section, it is shown that a *SN P system using extended rule can be computationally complete with the rule application probability for all rule having the value between 0 and 1. However, in the register machine modules had an increase in the number of forgetting rules. Using exhaustive use of rules can reduce the number of forgetting rules for the label and auxiliary neurons such that a single forgetting rule used exhaustively \( E'/a \rightarrow \lambda \) can be defined in those neurons where \( E' \) is the union of \( E \) of all forgetting rules in the neuron. This approach however, is not applicable for register neurons especially in the asynchronous context. Since the decrement of registers in the SUB module only requires partial removal of spikes in the register, the exhaustive use of rules cannot be employed that case. While there are other approaches to decrementing a register in exhaustive mode such as shown in [10], it requires synchronous behavior of neurons which is not applicable in *SN P systems using extended rules. This then requires the introduction of a semantic to allow register neurons...
A $\ast$SN $P$ system using extended rules with heterogeneous derivation mode of rules $\Pi$ has neurons notated as $\sigma_i$! with ! indicating if the rules within the neuron are used exhaustively and omitted if otherwise; and rules of the form $(p)E/a' \rightarrow a^\ast!; d$ where ! indicates if the rule is used exhaustively and omitted if used in the standard way.

$N_c(\Pi)$ denotes the set of all natural numbers computed by $\Pi$, with subscript $c$ denoting the way that the result is computed is by $5n$ spikes in the output neuron where $n$ would be the output value.

Then $Spik_cP_{m,u}(prob, rule_k^{\rho,\nu}, cons_p, forg_q)$ denotes the family of all sets $N_c(\Pi)$ computed with at most $m \geq 1$ neurons where $\mu$ neurons are in exhaustive derivation mode, using rule application probabilities within the interval $\rho$ and using at most $k \geq 1$ rules in each neuron where $\nu$ rules are in exhaustive derivation mode, with all firing rules $E/a' \rightarrow a; d$ having $r \leq p$, and all forgetting rules $a^s \rightarrow \lambda$ having $s \leq q$. When one of the parameters $m, k, \rho, p, q$ is not bounded, then it is replaced with $\ast$. A superscript $x$ after rule in the notation indicates the use of extended rules.

**Computational Universality**

**Corollary 1.** $Spik_cP_{(0,1)}(prob, rule_k, cons_p, forg_q) = NRE, \forall k \geq 3, p \geq 8, q \geq 4$

**Corollary 2.** $Spik_cP_{(0,1)}(prob, rule_k, cons_p, forg_q) = NRE, \forall k \geq 3, p \geq 8, q \geq 4$

From the proof of computational completeness of $\ast$SN $P$ systems using extended rules, the way of obtaining the output is modified to the count of spikes by multiples of 5 in the output neuron instead. With this, there is no need to set the derivation mode for the output neuron and furthermore, no need for a FIN module similar to how [5] proved completeness for the stochastic spiking neural $P$ systems.

Then every neuron with multiple forgetting rules can be merged into one forgetting rule that is in exhaustive mode as illustrated in Figure 7 for the ADD module and Figure 8 for the SUB module.

From rule-level heterogeneous derivation mode, every neuron with a rule used exhaustively can be generalized to a neuron that has rules that are all in exhaustive mode. The change of derivation mode of the firing rules for those neurons does not affect the simulation of the register machine modules since all of those firing rules already consume all spikes in the neuron when applied as illustrated in Figure 9 for the ADD module and Figure 10 of the SUB module.

With the introduction of heterogeneous derivation mode, the number of spikes forgotten in the system, $q$, is reduced from 10 to 4. However, the number of spikes consumed, $p$, remains at 8 due to the register neurons having standard derivation modes. Reduction of this parameter requires better leveraging of spike strengths.
Extended Rules and Heterogeneous Derivation Modes in Spiking Neural P Systems with Stochastic Application of Rules

Fig. 7. $\star$SN P ADD (simulating $l_1 : (\text{ADD}(r), l_2, l_3))$

Fig. 8. $\star$SN P SUB (simulating $l_1 : (\text{SUB}(r), l_2, l_3))$
Fig. 9. *SN P ADD (simulating $l_1 : (\text{ADD}(r), l_2, l_3)$)

Fig. 10. *SN P SUB (simulating $l_1 : (\text{SUB}(r), l_2, l_3)$)
4.4 Into Normal Forms of \(\star\)SN P systems

In this study, the neurons used in the register machine modules along with the number of rules in some neurons were reduced. From the original objective of investigating the restriction of rule application probabilities, this study also explored normal forms [8] in line with the restriction of \(\star\)SN P systems. This study adhered to the restriction of removing delays as [8] showed that it is not needed to prove universality. However, the results of this study still used various regular expressions and forgetting rules when leveraging low-pass and high-pass neurons along with spike strengths despite being shown in [13] that computational completeness is possible with only using one type of regular expression \((a(aa)^*)\), and no use of forgetting rules. On the other hand, the results in [13] still use a synchronized rule application across its neurons and an odd-even number of spikes scheme for firing, which is problematic in \(\star\)SN P systems especially in the register neuron \(r\) used in the SUB module of \(\star\)SN P systems. Since all neurons are essentially asynchronous (given the restriction in probabilities), techniques leveraging topology with synchronous behavior is no longer useful. The question then focuses on how the register neuron communicate the fact where a decrement is successful or otherwise (when the value of the register is empty), provided that neurons are asynchronous. Furthermore, register interference is also another issue that needs to be addressed on top of the previously discussed predicament.

5 Final Remarks

In this study, the rule application probability of spiking neural P systems with stochastic application of rules was investigated. Conditions were identified that forces the rule application probabilities to be 1, thus showing that it is nontrivial for \(\star\)SN P systems to have all rule application probabilities to be < 1. A solution was presented by extending the \(\star\)SN P design and introducing extended rules from [16]. \(\star\)SN P systems using extended rules are proved to be computationally universal while having less neurons and rule application probabilities of < 1 compared to using standard rules.

Further optimizations on the resources used was investigated which led to the introduction of heterogeneous derivation modes. The exhaustive derivation mode allowed the merging of forgetting rules in some neurons, which was then further generalized to exhaustive use of rules for its respective neurons.

It is important to remark, however, that resolving asynchronous behavior with heterogeneous derivation mode is formidable when showing computational universality. The non-standard mode of derivation compromises the register neurons in terms of decrementing its value and the known way of resolving this requires synchronous behavior. Future work then involves investigating the decrement behavior of asynchronous register neurons in exhaustive mode. Furthermore, generalized use of rules is not included as a possible derivation mode as it adds another layer of complexity that will deal with asynchronous behavior and exhaustive derivation mode.
This study also recommends further investigation in normal forms of SN P systems which includes idea of removing the forgetting rules, while using the odd-even firing scheme along with using a single type of regular expression. Normal forms then imply that low-pass and high-pass neurons are then no longer needed.
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Appendix

The following subsections are from the work of [12].

Formal Definition of Spiking Neural P Systems with Stochastic Application of Rules

An SN P systems with stochastic application of rules, in short sSN P systems, of degree \( m \geq 1 \) is of the form:

\[
\Pi = (O, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m, \text{syn}, i_0)
\]

where:

1. \( O = a \) is the singleton alphabet (\( a \) is called spike);
2. \( \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m \) are neurons, of the form:
   \[
   \sigma_i = (n_i, R_i), 1 \leq i \leq m,
   \]
   where:
   (a) \( n_i \geq 0 \) is the initial number of spikes in the neuron;
   (b) \( R_i \) is a finite set of rules of the following two forms:
      (1) \( (p)E/a_e \rightarrow a; d \) where \( E \) is a regular expression over \( O \), \( r \geq 1 \) and \( d \geq 0 \);
      (2) \( (p)a^s \rightarrow \lambda \) for some \( s \geq 1 \) with the restriction that \( a^s \notin L(E) \) for any rule \( E/a_e \rightarrow a; d \) of type (1) from \( R_i \);
   with \( p \in [0, 1] \) as the rule application probability with the restriction that
   \[
   \sum p(1) \leq 1, \text{ for all } p(1) \text{ that are rule application probabilities of form (1) rules};
   \]
3. \( \text{syn} \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \times \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \) with \((i, i) \notin \text{syn}\) for \( 1 \leq i \leq m \) (synapses among neurons);
4. \( i_0 \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \) indicates the output neuron.

This design extends forms (1) and (2) of \( R_i \) of the original SN P model, which allows the sSN P designer to explicitly assign the probability of a rule being applied. No removal of syntax or semantics of the original SN P model was made in the design of this variant. This design allows extension to other stochastic SN P systems such as SSN P systems where rule execution delays can be stochastic. Other extensions are also possible since the design is not restrictive. \( p \) can be assigned arbitrarily, through preprocessing similar to the multi-compartmental Gillespie algorithm, or through dynamic assignment using functions similar to the OSNPS guider or the stochastic transition system’s scheduler. The probabilities can be fixed or dynamic during the computation as well, as long as the restriction for the firing rules is observed.
Stochastic Application of Rules

Since the rules of a neuron are modeled from the possible chemical reactions of the molecules that can occur within the membrane of a biological neuron, then the rule application probability represents the reactivity of those reactions. Furthermore, having more firing rules within a neuron means that there are more spike producing chemical reactions possible from the mixture of molecules within the limited confines of the neural membrane. Thus, having more possible reactions that can occur means less reactivity from all possible reactions. This is modeled by the restriction defined with the rule application probabilities for firing rules. Forgetting rules are not part of this restriction since the base definition of spiking neural P systems restrict the simultaneous application of both firing and forgetting rules [9].

The usage of the rule application probabilities depend on the cases enumerated in the previous subsection. In the first case, possible outcomes only include a rule being applied based on its rule application probability, \( p \), or no rule being applied, \( \emptyset \). An applicable rule with \( p = 1 \) means that \( \emptyset \) will not occur since \( Pr(\emptyset) = 1 - p \). Since at a computational step where outcome \( \emptyset \) occurs means that the neuron did not apply the rule, then it did not perform any activity during that step, thus being idle.

The second case includes more outcomes than the first case. The possible outcomes now include the application of a firing rule from a set of \( >1 \) applicable firing rules, or no firing rule is not applied at all. The definition of the restriction of the maximum total probability of rule application probabilities for all firing rules (\( \sum p(1) \leq 1 \)) satisfies the probability for the second case event space such that \( Pr(F) = 1 \). If \( \sum p(1) < 1 \), then there is a probability for \( \emptyset \) to occur similar to the first case. Furthermore, the idle behavior is also the same when \( \emptyset \) occurs in this case.

Stochastic Behaviour

![Fig. 11. *SN P vs SN P neurons](image-url)
Figure 11 shows a $\star$SN P neuron $\star\sigma$ along with a regular SN P neuron $\sigma$ to illustrate the effects in a neuron’s behaviour when introduced with a stochastic process in its firing rules. Both neurons have the same set of rules but $\star\sigma$ adds a rule application probability to its firing rules.

When both neurons have one spike, $\star\sigma$ has a probability to not apply its forgetting rule while $\sigma$ will definitely apply its forgetting rule. On the other hand, when both neurons have at least two spikes, both neurons similarly select firing rules randomly. However, the nature of the randomness on both neurons are different. In $\sigma$, the nondeterministic selection of rules implicitly means that all applicable firing rules have an equal probability (0.25) of selection. On the other hand, $\star\sigma$ explicitly indicates different probabilities of application for its firing rules. This means that when a significant number of firing rule selections are made from these two neurons, the results of the trials will show different distributions of selected firing rules despite both neurons having the same set of firing rules. Furthermore, $\sum p_{\star\sigma} = 0.85$ which means the probability of no firing rule being selected is $Pr(\emptyset) = 0.15$. This means that at any computational step where the firing rules of $\star\sigma$ are applicable, it has the probability of not applying a firing rule, which is not possible with $\sigma$. Furthermore, this stochastic idle state of a neuron means it can still receive spikes in that state.
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Abstract. In Membrane Computing, different variants of devices can be found by changing both syntactical and semantic ingredients. These devices are usually called membrane systems or P systems, and they recall the structure and behavior of living cells in the nature.

In this sense, rules are introduced as a way for objects to interact with membranes, giving P systems the ability to solve computational problems. Some of these rules, as division, separation and creation rules are inspired by the membrane division through the mitosis process or new membranes are created through gemmation. These rules seem to be crucial in the path to solve computationally hard problems. In this work, creation rules are used in classical P systems with symport/antiport rules, where objects travel through membranes without changing in order to achieve enough computational power to efficiently solve PSPACE-complete problems. More precisely, a solution to the QSAT problem is given by means of a uniform family of these systems.

Keywords: Membrane computing · Membrane creation · QSAT · Computational complexity theory.

1 Introduction

In 1998, Membrane Computing was introduced as a model of computation inspired by the structure and behaviour of living cells [17], abstracting the inner organelles as internal regions and chemical elements as objects of the system. The devices generated in this framework are called membrane systems or P systems. The type of region depends on the exact living model selected: On the one hand, a single cell with its inner compartments is abstracted as a cell-like membrane system (or P system) [17], where these membranes are semi-permeable walls that has control over the objects that can pass through it. The structure of these systems can be represented as a graph arranged as a rooted tree, where the root node is the outermost membrane, called skin membrane. On the other hand, several cells communicating among them can be found in nature forming a
tissue. We can find two main abstractions of this phenomenon: tissue-like membrane systems, or tissue P systems [6, 19], where cells can interchange objects with other cells or even with the environment, and spiking neural P systems [5], where the flow of communication through electrical impulses between neurons is abstracted through a directed graph.

Cell-like membrane systems use a membrane structure that can be either static or dynamic. In the first case, objects can move through the different membranes in each step of computation. P systems with symport/antiport rules [16] make an abstraction of the symport/antiport mechanism of the organelles of a cell that allow only some objects to pass, or can interchange chemical elements from two adjoining compartments. In transition P systems and P systems with active membranes [17, 18], the membrane structure could be changed, by dissolving the membranes or, in the latter, by duplicating a membrane and its contents by using division rules. Another method for duplicating a membrane is by using membrane separation rules [12], where the contents of the original membrane are distributed among the two new membranes. Another method to increase the number of membranes of the system is by means of membrane creation rules [7], where a single object creates a new membrane. It could be seen as the chemical element taking some of the substrate of the membrane where it is and using it to create a new membrane. This kind of structure-changing mechanisms make P systems capable of efficiently solving computationally hard problems. More precisely, NP-complete or even PSPACE-complete problems have been solved by means of families of P systems that use one of these kinds of rules [23, 1, 2, 24].

In [22], a new variant of tissue P systems was introduced, where symport/antiport rules allow objects to evolve in the process of the communication from a region to other region. Some relevant results have been obtained in [13, 9, 10], where some frontiers of efficiency have been obtained. In the framework of cell-like membrane systems, creation rules have been used lately besides evolutionary communication rules in [21] to solve the SAT problem by means of a family of recognizer P systems with evolutionary communication rules and creation rules. In [11], an efficient solution to QSAT is given by means of a family of recognizer polarizationless P systems with active membranes and membrane creation, and in [8], an efficient solution to QSAT is given by means of a family of P systems with evolutionary symport/antiport rules of length $(1, 1)$ and creation rules. Creation rules have not been used in P systems with symport/antiport rules. In this work, we try to replicate the results of the latter paper by using recognizer P systems with symport/antiport rules with a minimal amount of objects per communication rule.

The rest of the work is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to introduce some formal language and set theory concepts used later through the paper. In Section 3, the definition of recognizer P systems with symport/antiport rules and membrane creation is given. In the following section, a polynomial-time and uniform solution to QSAT is given by means of a family of recognizer P systems with symport/antiport rules of length at most 1 and membrane creation, and
an overview of the computations and the formal verification of the design are specified. Finally, some remarks and open research lines are indicated.

2 Preliminaries

Some basic notions of formal languages, set theory and other terms used throughout the paper are recalled in this section. For a deeper explanation on formal languages and membrane computing, we refer the reader to [14, 20].

An alphabet \( \Gamma \) is a non-empty set, and its elements are called symbols. A string \( u \) over \( \Gamma \) is a finite sequence of symbols from \( \Gamma \). The number of appearances of a symbol \( a \) in \( u \) is denoted by \( |u|_a \). The length of \( u \), denoted by \( |u| \) is \( \sum_{a \in u} |u|_a \).

A multiset over \( \Gamma \) is a pair \( (\Gamma, f) \) where \( f : \Gamma \to \mathbb{N} \) is a mapping from \( \Gamma \) to the set of natural numbers \( \mathbb{N} \). Let \( m_1 = (\Gamma_1, f_1) \) and \( m_2 = (\Gamma_2, f_2) \) two multisets over \( \Gamma \). The union of \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \), denoted by \( m_1 \cup m_2 \) is defined as \( (f_1 + f_2)(x) = f_1(x) + f_2(x) \). The relative complement of \( m_2 \) in \( m_1 \), denoted by \( m_1 \setminus m_2 \), is the defined as

\[
(m_1 \setminus m_2)(x) = \begin{cases} f_1(x) - f_2(x) & \text{if } f_1(x) \geq f_2(x) \\ 0 & \text{if } f_1(x) < f_2(x) \end{cases}
\]

The empty multiset is denoted by \( \emptyset \), and the set of all finite multisets over \( \Gamma \) is denoted by \( M_f(\Gamma) \).

The size of the set \( u \) is given by the total number of objects in \( u \), and it is denoted by \( |u| \).

The Cantor pairing function \( \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle \) is a bijective function defined as \( \langle a, b \rangle = \frac{(a+b+1)(a+b)}{2} + b \).

3 Recognizer P systems with symport/antiport rules and creation rules

In this section, a definition of recognizer P systems with symport/antiport rules and creation rules is given, and both the syntax and semantics are recalled.

**Definition 1.** A recognizer P system with symport/antiport rules and membrane creation of degree \( q \geq 1 \) is a tuple

\[
\Pi = (\Gamma, \Sigma, \mathcal{E}, H, \mu, \mathcal{M}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{M}_q, R_1, \ldots, R_q, i_{in}, i_{out})
\]

where:

1. \( \Gamma \) is a finite alphabet of objects, and \( \Sigma, \mathcal{E} \subseteq \Gamma; \Sigma \cap \mathcal{E} = \emptyset \);
2. \( H \) is a finite set of labels;
3. \( \mu \) is a membrane structure whose elements are bijectively labelled by elements of \( H \);
4. \( \mathcal{M}_i, 1 \leq i \leq q \) are finite multisets over \( \Gamma \setminus (\Sigma \cup \mathcal{E}) \);
5. \( R \) is a set of rules of the following forms:
Symport rules:
- \((u, \text{in}) \in R_i\), where \(u \in M_f(\Gamma)\), except if \(i\) is the skin membrane, where \(u \in M_f(\Gamma) \land u \not\in M_f(E)\) (send-in rules);
- \((u, \text{out}) \in R_i\), where \(u \in M_f(\Gamma)\) (send-out rules);

Antiport rules:
- \((u, \text{out}; v, \text{in}) \in R_i\), where \(u, v \in M_f(\Gamma)\);

Creation rules:
- \([a \rightarrow [u]_i]_j\), where \(i, j \in H, i \not\in \{\text{skin}, i_{\text{out}}\}\), where skin is the label of the skin membrane, \(a \in \Gamma, u \in M_f(\Gamma)\);

6. \(i_{\text{in}} \in H\);
7. \(i_{\text{out}} = \text{env}\).

A configuration \(C_t\) of a P system with symport/antiport rules and creation rules is described by the membrane structure at the moment \(t\) and the multisets of objects over \(\Gamma\) of each membrane, and the multiset of objects over \(\Gamma \setminus E\) of the environment. We use the term region \(i\) to refer to a membrane if \(i \in H\) and to the environment if \(i = \text{env}\).

A symport rule \((u, \text{in}) \in R_i\), called send-in rule, can be applied to a configuration \(C_t\) if there exists a membrane labelled by \(i\), and the parent region contains a multiset of objects \(u\). When applying such a rule, the multiset of objects \(u\) is consumed from the parent region and a multiset of objects \(u\) is produced in the membrane \(i\) in the next configuration.

A symport rule \((u, \text{out}) \in R_i\), called send-out rule, can be applied to a configuration \(C_t\) if there exists a membrane labelled by \(i\) that contains a multiset of objects \(u\). When applying such a rule, the multiset of objects \(u\) is consumed from the membrane \(i\) and a multiset of objects \(u\) is produced in the parent region.

An antiport rule \((u, \text{out}; v, \text{in}) \in R_i\) can be applied to a configuration \(C_t\) if there exists a membrane labelled by \(i\) that contains a multiset of objects \(u\), and whose parent region contains a multiset of objects \(v\). When applying such a rule, the multisets of objects \(u\) and \(v\) are consumed from the membrane \(i\) and its parent region, respectively, and multisets \(v\) and \(u\) are produced in the membrane \(i\) and its parent region, respectively.

A creation rule \([a \rightarrow [u]_i]_j\) can be applied to a configuration \(C_t\) if there exists a membrane labelled by \(j\) that contains an object \(a\). When applying such a rule, object \(a\) is consumed from membrane \(j\) and a new membrane labelled by \(i\) and containing the multiset of objects \(u\) appears as a child membrane of \(j\).

A recognizer P system with symport/antiport rules and creation rules that does not send objects from the environment to the system is said to be a P system with symport/antiport rules and creation rules without environment. In this case, the set of objects of the environment \(E\) is usually not defined in the tuple.

A transition of a P system \(\Pi\) is defined as a computational step of \(\Pi\), passing from one configuration to the next one, and denoted by \(C_t \Rightarrow_{\Pi} C_{t+1}\). A computation of a P system is a sequence of configurations such that a configuration \(C_{t+1}\) is always obtained from \(C_t\) by applying a computation step. \(C_0\) is the initial configuration of \(\Pi\).
In [3, 4], the semantics applied are maximalist in the following sense: In each membrane, an arbitrary number of creation rules can be applied, and they do not interfere with the application of other types of rules. In [11, 21], more restrictive semantics were introduced. When a creation rule is applied in a membrane $h$, no other rules can be applied in the same computational step. In this case, dealing with P systems with symport/antiport rules and membrane creation, either communication rules in a maximal parallel way or a single creation rule, can be applied in a membrane in a transition, but not both at the same time. As a recognizer membrane system, all the computation of a recognizer P system with communication rules and creation rules halt and either an object yes or an object no (but not both) is sent to the environment at the last step of the computation.

The length of a symport rule $r \equiv (u, in)$ or $r \equiv (u, out)$ is given by the number of objects in multiset $u$; that is, it is equal to $|u|$. The length of an antiport rule $r \equiv (u, out; v, in)$ is given by the total number of objects in the rule; that is, it is equal to $|u| + |v|$. Let us denote the length of a rule $r$ by $l(r)$.

The class of all recognizer P systems with symport/antiport rules and membrane creation of degree $q$ is denoted by $\text{CCC}(k)$, where $k$ represents the maximal number of objects in a communication rule; that is, $k = \max(l(r) \mid r \in \mathcal{R}, 1 \leq i \leq q)$. The class of recognizer membrane systems of this type when environment plays a passive role; that is, when no objects can be set from the environment to the P system itself, is denoted by $\tilde{\text{CCC}}(k)$.

All the concepts of a decision problem and the class of decision problems that can be solved by means of a uniform family of membrane systems from $\text{CCC}(k)$ can be extracted from [21, 14, 15]. The class of problems that can be solved by means of a uniform family of recognizer P systems with symport/antiport rules of length at most $k$ and membrane creation with environment (respectively, without environment) is denoted by $\text{PMC}_{\text{CCC}}(k)$ (resp., $\text{PMC}_{\tilde{\text{CCC}}}(k)$).

4 An efficient solution to $\text{QSAT}$ in $\tilde{\text{CCC}}(1)$

In this section, an efficient solution to the $\text{QSAT}$ problem by means of a uniform family $\Pi$ of P systems from $\tilde{\text{CCC}}(1)$. Let $t = \langle n, p \rangle$. Each P system $\Pi(t), t \in \mathbb{N}$, from $\Pi$ solves all instances from $\text{QSAT}$ with $n$ variables and $p$ clauses.

For each pair $n, p \in \mathbb{N}$, we consider a recognizer P system with symport/antiport rules of length 1 and creation rules

$$
\Pi(\langle n, p \rangle) = (\Gamma, \Sigma, H, \mu, \mathcal{M}_{\text{skin}}, \mathcal{M}_{(0, #)}, \mathcal{R}, i_{in}, i_{out})
$$

that will solve all instances with $n$ variables and $p$ clauses, where

- $\text{cod}(\varphi) = \{x_{i,j} \mid x_i \in C_j\} \cup \{\overline{x_{i,j}} \mid \neg x_i \in C_j\}$
- $s(\varphi) = \langle n, p \rangle$

1. The working alphabet is defined as follows:

$$
\Gamma = \Sigma \cup \{\text{yes, no, } d', d''\} \cup \{\alpha_i \mid 0 \leq i \leq n^2 \cdot p + 5n + 2p + 3\} \cup \{\alpha'_i \mid 0 \leq i \leq n^2 \cdot p + 5n + 2m + 4\} \cup
$$
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2. The input alphabet \( \Sigma = \{z_{i,j,r} \mid 1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq j \leq p, r \in \{t,f\}\} \cup \{d_{i,r} \mid 0 \leq i \leq n, r \in \{t,f\}\} \cup \{z_{i,t}, z_{i,f} \mid 1 \leq i \leq n\} \cup \{x_{i,j,t}, x_{i,j,f} \mid 1 \leq i, i' \leq n, 1 \leq j \leq p\}. \)

3. \( H = \{\text{skin}, 1, \ldots, p, \text{yes, no, \#}\} \cup \{(i, r) \mid 0 \leq i \leq n, r \in \{t,f\}\} \cup \{(i, Q, r, r') \mid 0 \leq i \leq n, Q \in \{\exists, \forall\}, r, r' \in \{t,f\}\} \cup \{(i, \#) \mid 0 \leq i \leq n^2 \cdot p + 5n + 2m + 4\}. \)

4. \( \mu = \left[\begin{array}{c} 0, \# \end{array}\right]_{\text{skin}}. \)

5. \( M_{\text{skin}} = \{z_{1,t}, z_{1,f}\}, M_{(0,\#)} = \{\alpha_0, \alpha'_0\}. \)

6. The set of rules \( R: \)

6.1 Rules for the counter of the elements of \( \langle 0, \# \rangle \)

\[
\begin{align*}
[\alpha_i &\rightarrow [\alpha_{i+1}]_{\langle i+1, \#\rangle} \rangle_{\langle i, \#\rangle} \text{ for } 0 \leq i \leq n^2 \cdot p + 5n + 2p + 2 \\
[\alpha'_i &\rightarrow [\alpha'_{i+1}]_{\langle i+1, \#\rangle} \rangle_{\langle i, \#\rangle} \text{ for } 0 \leq i \leq n^2 \cdot p + 5n + 2p + 3 \\
(\alpha_{n^2+5n+2p+3}, \text{out}) &\in R_{\langle i, \#\rangle} \text{ for } 1 \leq i \leq n^2 \cdot p + 5n + 2p + 3 \\
(\alpha'_{n^2+5n+2p+3}, \text{out}) &\in R_{\langle i, \#\rangle} \text{ for } 1 \leq i \leq n^2 \cdot p + 5n + 2p + 4 \\
(\alpha_{n^2+5n+2p+3}, \text{out}) &\in R_{\langle 0, \#\rangle} \\
(\alpha'_{n^2+5n+2p+3}, \text{out}) &\in R_{\langle 0, \#\rangle}
\end{align*}
\]

6.2 Rules to return a positive answer

\[
\begin{align*}
(\alpha_{n^2+5n+2p+3}, \text{in}) &\in R_{\text{yes}} \\
[\alpha_{n^2+5n+2p+3} &\rightarrow [\text{yes}]_{\#} \text{ in} \\
(\text{yes}, \text{out}) &\in R_{\#} \\
(\text{yes}, \text{out}) &\in R_{\text{yes}} \\
(\text{yes}, \text{out}) &\in R_{\text{skin}}
\end{align*}
\]

6.3 Rules to return a negative answer

\[
\begin{align*}
[\alpha'_{n^2+5n+2p+4} &\rightarrow [\text{no}]_{\text{skin}} \\
(\alpha_{n^2+5n+2p+3}, \text{in}) &\in R_{\text{no}} \\
[\alpha_{n^2+5n+2p+3} &\rightarrow [\text{no}]_{\#} \text{ in} \\
(\text{no}, \text{out}) &\in R_{\#} \\
(\text{no}, \text{out}) &\in R_{\text{no}} \\
(\text{no}, \text{out}) &\in R_{\text{skin}}
\end{align*}
\]

6.4 Rules to generate the membrane structure

\[
\begin{align*}
[z_{1,r} &\rightarrow [z_1 \text{ } d']_{\langle 1, r \rangle} \text{ skin} \text{ for } r \in \{t,f\} \\
[z_{1,r} &\rightarrow [z_1 \text{ } d']_{\langle i, r \rangle} \text{ for } 2 \leq i \leq n, i \text{ odd}, r, r' \in \{t,f\} \\
[z_{1,r} &\rightarrow [z_1 \text{ } d']_{\langle i, r \rangle} \text{ for } 2 \leq i \leq n, i \text{ even}, r, r' \in \{t,f\} \\
[z_{1,r} &\rightarrow [z_{i+1, t} z_{i+1, f}]_{\langle i, r \rangle} \text{ for } 1 \leq i, n, r \in \{t,f\} \\
(z_{1,r}, \text{out}) &\in R_{\#} \text{ for } 1 \leq i \leq n, r \in \{t,f\}
\end{align*}
\]
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6.6 Rules to check if all clauses are satisfied

\[
\begin{align*}
[z_n] & \rightarrow [d_0]_{(n,r)} \text{ for } r \in \{t, f\} \\
[c_{n,j,r}] & \rightarrow [ \ ]_{(n,r)} \text{ for } 1 \leq i \leq p, r, r' \in \{t, f\} \\
(d_{i,j}, in) & \in R_{i+1} \text{ for } 0 \leq j < p, r \in \{t, f\} \\
[c_{n,j,r}] & \rightarrow [ \ ]_{(n,r)} \text{ for } 1 \leq i \leq p, r \in \{t, f\} \\
(d'_j) & \rightarrow [d_{i+1}]_{i+1} \text{ for } 0 \leq j < p \\
(d_{j,r}, out) & \in R_{n} \text{ for } 0 \leq j < p, r \in \{t, f\} \\
(d_{j,r}, out) & \in R_{n} \text{ for } 0 \leq j < p, r \in \{t, f\} \\
[d_{n,r}] & \rightarrow [d_{n,r}]_{(n,r)} \text{ for } r \in \{t, f\} \\
(d_{n,r}, out) & \in R_{n} \text{ for } r \in \{t, f\}
\end{align*}
\]

6.7 Rules to check if quantifiers are satisfied

\[
\begin{align*}
(d_{i,r}, out) & \in R_{(i,r)} \text{ for } 1 \leq i \leq n, r, r' \in \{t, f\} \\
[d_{i+1,r}] & \rightarrow [ \ ]_{(i,r)} \text{ for } 1 \leq i < n, i \text{ odd, } r, r' \in \{t, f\} \\
[d_{i+1,r}] & \rightarrow [ \ ]_{(i,r)} \text{ for } 2 \leq i < n, i \text{ even, } r, r' \in \{t, f\} \\
(d'_{i}, in) & \in R_{(i,\exists, r, r')} \text{ for } 1 \leq i \leq n, i \text{ odd, } r, r' \in \{t, f\} \\
[d'] & \rightarrow [d_{i,r}]_{(i,\exists, r, r')} \text{ for } 1 \leq i \leq n, i \text{ odd, } r, r' \in \{t, f\} \\
(d_{i,r}, out) & \in R_{#} \text{ for } 1 \leq i \leq n, i \text{ odd, } r, r' \in \{t, f\} \\
(d_{i,r}, out) & \in R_{(i,\exists, r, r')} \text{ for } 1 \leq i \leq n, i \text{ odd, } r, r' \in \{t, f\}
\end{align*}
\]
(d′′, in) ∈ R(i, ∀, r, r′) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, i even, r, r′ ∈ {t, f}
[d′′ → [d′]r]# ∈ R(i, ∀, r, r′) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, i even, r, r′ ∈ {t, f}
(d′′, out) ∈ R # for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, r, r′ ∈ {t, f}
(d′′, out) ∈ R G for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, r, r′ ∈ {t, f}
(d′′, in) ∈ R(i, ∀, r, r′) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, i even, r, r′ ∈ {t, f}, r ≠ r″
[d′′ → (d′, r)]# ∈ R(i, ∀, r, r′) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, i even, r, r′ ∈ {t, f}, r ≠ r″
(d′′, out) ∈ R # for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, r, r′ ∈ {t, f}
(d′′, out) ∈ R G for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, r, r′ ∈ {t, f}, Q ∈ {∃, ∀}
[d′′, out] → [ ]yes skin for r ∈ {t, f}

7. i_in = skin.
8. i_out = env.

4.1 An overview of the computation

Let ϕ* = ∃x1∨x2... Qnx0(x1, . . . , xn) an existential fully quantified formula associated with a Boolean formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ C1 ∧ . . . ∧ Cn in CNF, where each clause Cj = lj,1 ∨ . . . ∨ lj,n, Var(ϕ) = {x1, . . . , xn} and lj,k ∈ {xi, ¬xi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Let us suppose that the number of variables, n, and the number of clauses, p, is at least 2. We consider a polynomial encoding (cod, s) from QSAT in Π as follows: for each formula ϕ associated to an existential fully quantified formula ϕ* with n variables and p clauses, s(ϕ) = ⟨n, p⟩ and cod(ϕ) = {x1, . . . , xn, ¬x1 | x1 ∈ C1} ∪ {x1, . . . , xn, ¬x1 | x1 ∈ Cj}.

The proposed solution follows a brute force scheme of recognizer P systems with symport/antiport rules and membrane creation without environment, and it consists of the following stages:

Generation and first checking stage By applying rules from 6.4, a membrane structure is generated. In some sense, it reminds a binary tree, but having some “garbage” membranes, labelled by #, used to generate the objects z+1,t and z+1,f. Besides, using rules from 6.5, objects from cod(ϕ) will be passed throughout the membrane structure in such a way that in the level i, the i-th variable will be checked and, if the corresponding truth assignment makes true a literal in a clause j, then objects e1,j,t and e1,j,f will appear, that will be passed by the membranes up to a membrane labelled by ⟨n, r⟩. This stage takes 2n^2·2p steps.

Second checking stage Rules from 6.6 are in charge of checking whether all the clauses are satisfied in a truth assignment. For that, if there exists an object e0,j,r in a membrane labelled by ⟨n, r⟩, it means that the corresponding truth assignment makes true the clause j. Therefore, a membrane labelled by j is created within such a membrane ⟨n, r⟩. Object δ0 will go through all membranes, creating a “garbage” membrane within them and passing to the next one, possibly arriving to membrane p. In that case, object δp creates a new garbage membrane with an object δn,r, that will be useful in the next stage. This stage takes 3p + 5 steps.
Quantifier checking stage If an object \( d_{i,r} \) \( (r \in \{t,f\}) \) appears in a membrane, then the quantifier in this level is checked. Depending on the parity of the level, either a universal or an existential quantifier should be checked. In the generation stage, objects \( d' \) and \( d'' \) were created for this purpose. On the one hand, when an existential quantifier is being checked, an object \( d' \) will exist in such a membrane, and will change into an object \( d_{i-1,r} \) if and only if there is at least one object \( d_{i,r} \) that has created a membrane \( \langle i, \exists, r, r' \rangle \). On the other hand, when a universal quantifier is to be checked, an object \( d'' \) will be present in such a membrane, and will change into an object \( d_{i-1,r} \) if and only if there are two objects \( d_{i,r} \) that have created two membranes labelled by \( \langle i, \forall, r, r' \rangle \). These objects will reach the skin membrane giving way to the last stage. This whole stage is computed by the application of rules from 6.6. This stage takes \( 8n - 6 \) steps if \( n \) is even and \( 8n \) steps if \( n \) is odd.

Output stage Counters \( \alpha \) and \( \alpha' \) are used in this stage in order to know if an object \( d_{1,r} \) has reached the skin membrane. In such a case, a membrane labelled by \( yes \) will be created, and when object \( \alpha_{n^2+5n+2p+3} \) reaches the skin membrane, it will go into membrane \( yes \) and will change into an object \( yes \) that will be sent to the environment. In the case that object \( d_{1,r} \) does not appear in the skin membrane, object \( \alpha'_{n^2+5n+2p+4} \) will generate a membrane labelled by \( no \), that will make the counter \( \alpha_{n^2+5n+2p+3} \) change into an object \( no \), and will be sent to the environment. Rules from 6.2 and 6.3 are the responsible in this stage. It takes \( p + 8 \) steps if \( n \) is even and \( p + 9 \) steps if \( n \) is odd.

4.2 Formal verification

Next, we prove that \( \Pi \) provides a polynomial time and uniform solution to \( \text{QSAT} \).

Theorem 1. \( \text{QSAT} \in \text{PMC}_{\text{CCC}}(1) \)

The family of P systems \( \Pi \) is polynomially uniform by Turing machines, polynomially bounded, sound and complete with regard to \( (\text{QSAT}, \text{cod}, s) \) and both \( \text{cod} \) and \( s \) are polynomial-time computable functions.

Corollary 1. \( \text{PSPACE} \subseteq \text{PMC}_{\text{CCC}}(1) \)

Proof. It suffices to know that \( \text{QSAT} \) is a \( \text{PSPACE} \)-complete problem, \( \text{QSAT} \in \text{PMC}_{\text{CCC}}(1) \) and the class \( \text{PMC}_{\text{CCC}}(1) \) is closed under polynomial-time reduction and under complementary.

5 Conclusions and future work

In this work, a result concerning evolutional symport/antiport rules has been improved, in the sense that no evolution is needed in these kinds of rules while using creation rules. While in the previous work, a solution based on a family
of P systems from $\mathcal{CCEC}(1,1)$ was detailed, in this work we restrict the number of objects used in a symport/antiport rule to one; that is, to P systems from $\mathcal{CCC}(1)$. This is a demonstration of the power of creation rules, showing that rules with a minimal number of objects in symport/antiport rules is enough to reach presumed efficiency. The use of division rules and separation rules with this length of symport/antiport rules give P systems the power to efficiently solve only problems from $\mathcal{P}$.

From the beginning, creation rules have been only used in cell P systems, because of the biological inspiration of the use of parts of a membrane to create a new membrane within it, but using creation rules in tissue P systems, where new cells would be created in the environment, and not in the cell itself, would be an interesting research line.
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\textbf{Abstract.} Since the number of features of data sets is much higher than that of patterns, the curse of dimensionality has become an important problem. In order to overcome this problem, this paper proposes a feature selection algorithm based on P system (P-FS), which uses the parallel ability of cell-like P system and the advantage of evolutionary algorithms in search space to select features. Four datasets were used for the experiment, including three public datasets and one self-collected data set of edible oil spectrum. The experimental results show that the P-FS algorithm has good performance in classification accuracy, stability and convergence. Thus, P-FS algorithm is feasible in feature selection.

\textbf{Keywords:} Cell-like P systems \cdot Feature selection \cdot Genetic algorithm.

\section{1 Introduction}

Membrane computing is a new branch of natural computing. Inspired by the way cells deal with chemicals and the structure of cells, Pun\cite{1}, academician of the European Academy of Sciences, first proposed the membrane computing model in a research report of the computer center in Turku, Finland, in 1998. The first paper on membrane computing was published in 2000\cite{2}. In recent years, the research of membrane computing has developed rapidly and become one of the frontier research fields in computational science. Membrane computing is a computing model abstracted from cells, tissues, organs and other biological structures, also known as P-system, which can be divided into three types: cellular, tissue and neural.

Cell-like P system is abstracted from the structure and function of the cell, which is mainly composed of membrane, object and evolution rule. Academician Paun introduced the formal definition and computability of cell-like p system in detail. He proved that cell-like P system \cite{3} has the same computing power as Turing machine and has great parallelism, distribution and uncertainty.

* Supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China (Grant no. 61772033).
With the rapid development of machine learning and data processing technology, the problem of dimension disaster[4] is more serious. This kind of problem can be solved by dimension reduction. Feature extraction and feature selection[5] (FS) are two commonly used methods. Feature extraction maps feature space to smaller space. Feature selection reduces the number of features directly by selecting feature subset with enough information through evaluation criteria. Feature subset selection is an NP-Hard problem. The simplest method to evaluate each feature subset is the exhaustive method and finally determines the optimal feature subset. However, there are many shortcomings, such as time-consuming and high cost of the assessment. Using metaheuristic algorithm[6-7] can avoid increasing the computational complexity of feature selection. Recently, metaheuristic feature selection methods have developed rapidly. Genetic algorithm[8] (GA) is more easily applied to feature selection problems for using binary coding[9], so GAFS is widely used.

Inspired by membrane computing, this paper proposes a new feature selection methodP-FS algorithm, which uses the advantages of GA algorithm in feature selection and the parallel characteristics of cell-like P system to find the optimal feature subset. P-FS algorithm and GAFS algorithm are tested on three common data sets and one spectral data set to verify the performance of P-FS algorithm in terms of classification accuracy, the number of selected features, stability and convergence.

2 Methodology

2.1 Cell-like P system

A cell-like P system with degree M[10] can be defined as:

$$\Pi = (V, O, H, \mu, \omega_1, \cdots, \omega_m, R_1, \cdots, R_m, i_0)$$

Where: $V$ is a not empty finite alphabet, and the elements in the alphabet are called objects; $O \subseteq V$ is a collection of output objects; $H$ is a set of membrane labels, $H = \{1, 2, \cdots, m\}$; $\mu$ is a membrane structure with $m$ membranes, and $m$ is called the degree of $H$; $\omega_i \in V^* (1 \leq i \leq m)$, represents the multiple sets of objects in the region $i$ of the membrane structure $\mu$, and $V^*$ is the set of strings composed of characters in $V$; $R_i (1 \leq i \leq m)$ is the set of evolution rules in each region $i$ of membrane structure $\mu$, which is usually written as $u \rightarrow v$. In this, $v$ is the string in $V^*$, $v = v' \text{ or } v = v'\delta$, $v'$ is a string on a collection $\{a_{\text{here}}, a_{\text{out}}, a_{\text{inj}} | a \in V, 1 \leq j \leq m\}$. $\delta$ is a special character and does not belong to $V$. When there is $\delta$ in the rule, the membrane is dissolved after the rule is executed; $i_0$ is the label of the output membrane of the membrane systems, $i_0 \in H$.

2.2 GA algorithm

GA is a metaheuristic algorithm, which belongs to the category of evolutionary algorithms (EA). It usually uses biological heuristic operators, such as mutation,
crossover and selection, to generate high-quality optimization and search solutions. GA for feature selection includes initialization of population, evaluation of individual fitness, selection, crossover, mutation and end condition judgment.

Population initialization: set the number of iterations and initialization to generate n chromosomes. A chromosome is represented by a binary string composed of 0 or 1. The length of the chromosome is the dimension of the dataset (the total number of features in the dataset). 0 means that the feature is not selected, and 1 means that the feature is selected.

Evaluation of individual fitness: fitness function is used to calculate the fitness value of the feature subset corresponding to each chromosome. In this paper, SVM algorithm was used to calculate the fitness value. In each iteration, the data set selected features according to the position of 1 in each chromosome, so as to generate new data sets with different features. The SVM model was used to classify the data set, and the classification accuracy of SVM was taken as the fitness value of each chromosome.

Selection: different fitness values of chromosomes lead to different probability of being selected. This paper uses roulette method to select chromosomes.

Crossover: two chromosomes exchange genes in a certain position according to a certain probability to produce new chromosomes.

Mutation: a gene in a chromosome changes from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0 according to a certain probability to produce a new individual.

End condition judgment: when the current number of iterations is equal to the maximum number of iterations, the algorithm ends running.

3 Feature selection algorithm based on P system

GA has powerful search ability in feature selection, but it is computationally complex and takes a long time to process high-dimensional data. At the same time, the frequency of mutation is certain, and the effect of using mutation factor to jump out of local optimum has volatility. P system has the ability of parallel processing, so P-FS algorithm is proposed. Using the computing rules of cell-like P system and GA to select features has strong ability of global search, which is helpful to jump out of the global optimum.

3.1 Algorithm design

The designed P-FS algorithm adopts the membrane structure of cell-like P system, and its structure is shown in Figure 3-1. Its structural form is defined as:

\[ P = (V, O, H, \mu, \omega_1, \cdots, \omega_4, R_1, \cdots, R_4, i_0) \]  

Where:

(1) \( V \) is a non empty finite alphabet whose object is the feature subset corresponding to each chromosome in genetic algorithm;

(2) \( O \subseteq V \) is the output alphabet and the output algorithm results;
(3) $H$ is a set of membrane labels, $H = \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$;
(4) $\mu$ is a membrane structure with $m$ membranes, $m = 4$, as shown in Fig. 1;
(5) $\omega_i \in V^*$ $(1 \leq i \leq m)$, represents the multiple sets of objects in region $i$ in membrane structure $\mu$, corresponding to the initial binary chromosome populations in membrane 3 and membrane 4;
(6) $R_i (1 \leq i \leq m)$ is a set of evolution rules in each region of membrane structure, including computing fitness values for chromosomes, the selection, crossover and mutation in GA, and the communication rules for transferring objects in membrane to adjacent regions;
(7) $i_0$ is the label of the output membrane of the membrane systems, $i_0 = 2$.

![Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of membrane structure.](image-url)

### 3.2 Evolutionary rules

There is no operation in membrane 1, but only the chromosome transferred from membrane 2 is recovered. As the main membrane, membrane 2 receives the chromosome population and corresponding fitness value transmitted by membrane 3 and membrane 4. Then, it transfers the population containing the best fitness value to membrane 3 and membrane 4, and the other population to membrane 1. Membrane 3 and membrane 4 mainly explore the search space globally to find the region where the optimal solution is located.

The chromosomes in membrane 3 were updated according to selection, crossover and mutation. At each iteration, the chromosomes are sorted according to the fitness value from large to small. After sorting, the population and the optimal
fitness value are transferred to membrane 2. The evolution rules of membrane 3 are as follows:

\[ r_{31}: C_{31}, C_{32}, \ldots, C_{3k} \rightarrow C_{31}', C_{32}', \ldots, C_{3k}' \]

\[ f_{31}', f_{32}', \ldots, f_{3k}' \rightarrow f_{31}', f_{32}', \ldots, f_{3k}' \]

\[ r_{32}: C_{31}', C_{32}', \ldots, C_{3k}' \rightarrow C_{31}', C_{32}', \ldots, C_{3k}' \]

\[ f_{31}', f_{32}', \ldots, f_{3k}' \rightarrow f_{31}', f_{32}', \ldots, f_{3k}' \] (3)

Where: \( k \) is the number of the population in membrane and the number of the population in membrane 3 and membrane 4 is equal; \( C_{31}', C_{32}', \ldots, C_{3k}' \) is the sequence of chromosome selection, crossover, mutation and sorting in membrane 3 when the number of iterations is \( t \); \( f_{31}', f_{32}', \ldots, f_{3k}' \) is the fitness value of chromosomes in membrane 3 when the number of iterations is \( t \).

The chromosomes in membrane 4 were updated according to selection, crossover and mutation. At each iteration, the chromosomes are sorted according to the fitness value from large to small. After sorting, the population and the optimal fitness value are transferred to membrane 2. The evolution rules of membrane 4 are as follows:

\[ r_{41}: C_{41}, C_{42}, \ldots, C_{4k} \rightarrow C_{41}', C_{42}', \ldots, C_{4k}' \]

\[ f_{41}', f_{42}', \ldots, f_{4k}' \rightarrow f_{41}', f_{42}', \ldots, f_{4k}' \]

\[ r_{42}: C_{41}', C_{42}', \ldots, C_{4k}' \rightarrow C_{41}', C_{42}', \ldots, C_{4k}' \]

\[ f_{41}', f_{42}', \ldots, f_{4k}' \rightarrow f_{41}', f_{42}', \ldots, f_{4k}' \] (4)

Where: \( C_{41}', C_{42}', \ldots, C_{4k}' \) is the sequence of chromosome selection, crossover, mutation and sorting in membrane 4 when the number of iterations is \( t \); \( f_{41}', f_{42}', \ldots, f_{4k}' \) is the fitness value of chromosomes in membrane 4 when the number of iterations is \( t \).

In membrane 2, the optimal fitness values transmitted from membrane 3 and membrane 4 were sorted from large to small, the populations corresponding to large fitness values were transmitted to membrane 3 and membrane 4, and the populations corresponding to small fitness values were transmitted to membrane 1. The evolution rules of membrane 2 are as follows:

\[ r_{21}: f_{31}', f_{41}' \rightarrow f_{2}', f_{2}' \]

\[ r_{22}: f_{32}', f_{42}' \rightarrow f_{2}', f_{2}' \]

\[ f_{31}', f_{32}', \ldots, f_{3k}', f_{41}', f_{42}', \ldots, f_{4k}' \rightarrow f_{2}', f_{2}' \] (5)

Where: \( f_{31}', f_{32}', \ldots, f_{3k}' \) is the sequence of fitness values after sorting when the number of iterations is \( t \); \( C_{1}', C_{2}', \ldots, C_{k}' \) is the population corresponding to \( f_{1}' \) when the number of iterations is \( t \); \( C_{1}', C_{2}', \ldots, C_{k}' \) is the population corresponding to \( f_{2}' \) when the number of iterations is \( t \).

The flow chart of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 2:
Fig. 2. Flow chart of P-FS algorithm.
4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Dataset

We collected three classification data sets from different fields of UCI Machine Learning Repository, and used laser-induced fluorescence technology to collect the fluorescence spectrum data of edible oil. In order to calculate fitness, we divided each data set into the training set and the testing set. Table 1 shows the statistical data of the four datasets. From Table 1, we can see that the number of features and the number of categories contained in the four datasets are obviously different, which can verify the performance of P-FS algorithm in a different number of features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Number of feature</th>
<th>Number of classes</th>
<th>Number of instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gas sensor array drift (Gas)</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musk</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban land cover data setUlc</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Classifier

We use the classification accuracy of Support Vector Machine[11] (SVM) as the fitness value of P-FS algorithm. The classification idea of SVM algorithm is simple and the classification effect is good. The parameters of SVM in our paper use the default value. The steps of using SVM model to calculate the fitness value of P-FS algorithm are as follows:

Step 1: In each iteration, produces n chromosomes, and n new data sets are formed by selecting characteristic subsets according to the position of 1 in each chromosome.

Step 2: N new data sets were taken as the input of SVM model, and each data set was randomly divided into training set and verification set at a ratio of 3:1.

Step 3: Use the training set to train the SVM model, and use the verification set to make prediction. Then, compare the predicted results with the actual ones, and obtain the classification accuracy of the verification set. Each chromosome corresponds to a new dataset, and the classification accuracy of each dataset can be obtained using the SVM model. Therefore, the classification accuracy of SVM model was taken as the fitness value of each chromosome.
4.3 Performance of the algorithm

The P-FS algorithm and GAFS algorithm are tested on three common data sets and one spectral data set. The parameter design is shown in Table 2. The chromosome number, iteration times and mutation probability are set to be the same, so as to compare the performance of the two algorithms.

Table 2. Parameter setting of the algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>P-FS</th>
<th>GAFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of chromosomes</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterations</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation rate</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fitness values and selected feature numbers of P-FS algorithm and GAFS algorithm on three common data sets and one spectral data set are shown in Table 3 and Table 4. The convergence curves of P-FS algorithm and GAFS algorithm on three data sets are shown in Fig. 3. From Table 3, we can see that the accuracy of P-FS algorithm in four datasets is better than that of GAFS algorithm, while from Table 4, we can see that the number of features selected by P-FS algorithm is less than that of GAFS algorithm. From Fig. 3, we can see that the convergence of P-FS algorithm is higher than that of GAFS algorithm. Through the experimental data, we can see that P-FS algorithm has great advantages over GAFS algorithm in accuracy, search efficiency, stability and convergence.

Table 3. Comparison of fitness values of algorithms on three datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>Accuracy of P-FS</th>
<th>Accuracy of GAFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>0.9286</td>
<td>0.9286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musk</td>
<td>0.8487</td>
<td>0.8067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulc</td>
<td>0.8521</td>
<td>0.8462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Comparison of characteristic numbers of algorithms on three datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>P-FS</th>
<th>GAFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musk</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulc</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>561</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 Discussion

In this section, we mainly discuss the advantages and applicability of P-FS algorithm. We have shown the advantages of our P-FS algorithm in feature extraction. From experiments, on the one hand, we can see that P-FS algorithm uses the parallel processing ability of cell-like P system to expand the search ability of feature space, and at the same time uses the communication between membranes to search the optimal region faster. On the other hand, the mutation factor can help the algorithm jump out of the local optimum and improve the ability of feature space search. In addition to the advantages mentioned above, our P-FS algorithm also has some limitations. Firstly, the initialization of the population has a great influence on the search results; Secondly, the algorithm takes a lot of computing resources and takes a long time; Finally, the algorithm only uses the fitness value as the evaluation standard, and the number of features selected is more, but the less the number of features selected, the better.

In future work, we plan to optimize our P-FS algorithm from the following aspects: first, the initialization method. In the experiment, we find that the initial subset has a great influence on the final result of the algorithm. Later, we want to initialize the population of the algorithm by the filtering method in order to improve the stability of the algorithm. Secondly, the algorithm is only tested on four datasets, and only compared with the performance of GAFS algorithm, the work is relatively small. In the future, we will use additional public datasets and fitness functions to verify the feasibility of the algorithm as comprehensively as possible.
possible, and compare the performance with other feature selection algorithms to study the advantages of the proposed algorithm. Finally, the kernel of our proposed method is GA. In the later stage, the authors hope to design a feature selection algorithm that mimics the biofilm structure, and provide a new idea for the application research of membrane calculation.
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Abstract. In this work we present a novel and proof of concept Spiking Neural P system (for short, SN P systems) simulator that runs on modern web browsers whilst using graphics processing units (for short, GPUs). By creating an SN P system that both utilizes the GPU and runs on modern web browsers, we allow a much more performant SN P simulator that would also be a lot more accessible for researchers to experiment with, and can be integrated into other tools or visualizations transparently without having to learn specific GPU knowledge or techniques.

Using previous results on representing SN P system computations using linear algebra, we analyze and implement a computation simulation algorithm on web browsers that runs on the GPU. Since web browsers (at this time) do not have any capabilities for General Purpose computing on GPUs (for short, GPGPU), we exploit the Web Graphics Library (for short, WebGL) and create shaders to generate textures that correspond to computational results of our SN P simulation algorithm. To our knowledge, this is the first work on simulating SN P systems on browser GPUs.

Here, we present two different implementations and algorithms as case studies to analyse and compare the performance of the simulations, with particular interest in speedup compared to CPU approaches.

Keywords: Spiking Neural P Systems, GPU, Web browsers, Matrix Representation, Simulation

1 Introduction

Spiking neural P systems (in short, SN P systems) are parallel modes of computation inspired by the functioning and structure of neurons that was introduced in 2016 in [18].

* corresponding authors: me@arianv.com, fccabarle@up.edu.ph
Since P systems were introduced, many simulators using different parallel devices have been produced [14], including CPU clusters [13], as well as GPUs [10,11]. These efforts show that parallel devices are very suitable in simulating P systems, at least for the system variants to have been introduced. GPUs are currently one of the foremost candidates for simulating P systems due to several significant reasons. One is that GPUs offer large speedups versus CPU only implementations (including clustered CPUs), by consuming less energy at the fraction of the cost of setting up and maintaining CPU clusters [19]. Parallel computing concepts such as hardware abstraction, scaling, and so on, are also handled efficiently by current GPUs [19].

Another reason is that GPGPU computing (general purpose computations on the GPU), which is specifically designed for massively parallel computations, mean that GPU architecture are laid bare to programmers [17].

Given that SN P systems have already been represented as matrices [21], and in the GPU [10,11], there is considerable existing and evolving efforts for SN P simulations on the GPU. However, there is a distinct lack of tools for simulating SN P systems on the web browser. While CPU simulators such as [6] or WebSnapse [15] exist, no GPU simulators for SN P systems on the browser exists to our knowledge. Bringing GPU-based SN P simulators on the web browser is the main focus of our research.

We hypothesize that such a simulator should allow for a more performant system to run on the web. Running it on such an environment should also allow for a more accessible area for researchers to experiment with, and allow for easier integration with other tools [16,6] or visualizations transparently without having to learn specific GPU knowledge or techniques.

In this work, we present a novel way to implement a GPU based SN P system on the browser using two implementations of SN P simulators. We give definitions for the data structures that would work in this new environment, as well as the algorithms themselves and benchmarks to compare their performance with their CPU counterparts. Limitations of our approach will also be pointed out, as well as work for further research.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the preliminary definitions for Spiking Neural P Systems. SN P systems are formally defined, with some notions and notations from formal language theory used throughout the paper. Section 3 provides information for the technologies and techniques used for our simulation. Section 4 presents the simulation algorithms and their corresponding analysis, as well as the benchmark and stress tests for the simulation. The test hardware setup are also presented in the same section, together with the results. Lastly, we provide conclusions and notes for future work.
2 Spiking Neural P Systems

The reader is assumed to be familiar with basics of membrane computing and formal language theory. We only briefly mention notions and notations which will be useful throughout the paper, as was done in the seminal paper for SNP systems [18].

A Spiking neural P system is of the form:

\[ \Pi = (O, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m, \text{syn}, \text{in}, \text{out}) \]

where:

1. \( O = a \) is the alphabet containing a single symbol (the spike);
2. \( \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m \) are neurons of the form \( \sigma_i = (a_i, R_i) \), \( 1 \leq i \leq m \), where:
   (a) \( a_i \geq 0 \) is the initial number of spikes contained in \( \sigma_i \),
   (b) \( R_i \) is a finite set of rules of the following two forms:
      i. (Spiking Rule) \( E/a^c \rightarrow a^p; d \) where \( E \) is a regular expression over \( O \) and \( c \geq p \geq 1, d \geq 0 \)
      ii. (Forgetting Rule) \( a^s \rightarrow \lambda \), for \( s \geq 1 \), with the restriction that for each rule \( E/a^c \rightarrow a^p; d \) of type (i) from \( R_i \), we have \( a^s \notin L(E) \);
3. \( \text{syn} \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \times \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \) with \( i \neq j \) for all \( (i, j) \in \text{syn}, 1 \leq i, j \leq m \) (synapses between neurons);
4. \( \text{in}, \text{out} \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \) indicate the input and the output neurons respectively.

To further expound on the rules mentioned in (b), the spiking rule \( E/a^c \rightarrow a^p; d \) can be applied to a neuron \( \sigma_i \) that contains \( k \) spikes and \( a^k \in L(E) \), \( k \geq c \). That is to say, \( c \) spikes are to be removed from the neuron \( \sigma_i \) so that \( k - c \) spikes remain in the neuron which fires off \( p \) spikes after \( d \) time. During the \( d \) time of processing a rule, the neuron \( \sigma_i \) is said to be closed and spikes fired to this neuron during this time will be lost. The forgetting rule, on the hand, may be applied to a neuron \( \sigma_i \) with \( s \) spikes. All of the \( s \) spikes will be removed from the neuron \( \sigma_i \).

In the case where more than one rule may apply, only one rule will be applied. That rule is non-deterministic chosen by the system. A configuration of the system at step \( t \) is shown as \( C_t = \langle r_1/k_1, \ldots, r_m/k_m \rangle \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq m \), where \( \sigma_i \) contains \( r_i \). A transition is the "movement" of the system from one configuration to another. A computation is any sequence of configuration such that: (a) the first term is the initial configuration, and (b) any other configuration is obtained from the previous configuration in one transition. A computation may either be finite or infinite. In the case of a finite computation (also known as a halting computation), the last term of the sequence (also called a halting configuration) contains all open neuron and no rule may be applied.
3 Simulator Technologies

The following discussion details the specific technologies and techniques used in this paper to allow SNP computations on the web browser.

There is currently no support for General Purpose computing on GPUs (GPGPU) on web browsers. However, research and implementation is being done in this area [7]. Due to its current unavailability in contemporary web browsers, we use the Web Graphics Library (WebGL) in this research to exploit the GPU and obtain results for SNP simulation.

Web Graphics Library (WebGL) is a JavaScript API for rendering high-performance interactive 3D and 2D graphics within any compatible web browser without the use of plug-ins. WebGL does so by introducing an API that closely conforms to OpenGL ES 2.0 that can be used in HTML5 canvas elements. This conformance makes it possible for the API to take advantage of hardware graphics acceleration provided by the user’s device. [5]

While the stable release for WebGL 2.0 is relatively recent (2017) [2], support for WebGL is almost universal (currently rated at 97.6% of Global Users), with most modern browsers supporting the technology (Firefox 4+, Google Chrome 9+, Opera 12+, Safari 5.1+, Internet Explorer 11+, and Microsoft Edge build 10240+) [5,1].

Support is also dependent on hardware GPU support, and may not be available on older devices. More info can be seen in the Khronos Whitelist And Blacklists page [3]. The official WebGL website offers a simple test page at http://get.webgl.org/

As implied by the name, WebGL is a technology suited for graphics processing, and is not really made with GPGPU in mind. Indeed, WebGL is an immediate mode 3D rendering API designed for the web. To use the WebGL API, we must obtain a WebGLRenderingContext object for a given HTMLCanvasElement or OffscreenCanvas. This object is used to manage OpenGL state and render to the drawing buffer, which must be created at the time of context creation. [4]

The drawing buffer into which the API calls are rendered shall be defined upon creation of the WebGLRenderingContext object.

The Drawing Buffer Table 1 shows all the buffers which make up the drawing buffer, along with their minimum sizes and whether they are defined or not by default. The size of this drawing buffer shall be determined by the width and height attributes of the HTMLCanvasElement or OffscreenCanvas. The table below also shows the value to which these buffers shall be cleared when first
Rendering with OpenGL ES 2.0 requires the use of shaders, written in OpenGL ES’s shading language, GLSL ES. Shaders must be loaded with a source string (shaderSource), compiled (compileShader) and attached to a program (attachShader) which must be linked (linkProgram) and then used (useProgram). [4]

In this research, we use a specific technique in exploiting WebGL to allow us to implement operations on the GPU. We create specific shader code that would ‘render’ texture data that corresponds to computational results of our SNP simulation algorithm. We map each individual data point from the matrix representation [21] of an SNP configuration to as input textures and run our shaders to generate resulting textures corresponding to an output SNP matrix.

4 Algorithms and Experimental Results

We present two algorithms and implementations in our research. The first one we detail is an SNP simulator that supports Non Deterministic SNP without delays [10]. The second SNP simulation we detail is an SNP simulator that supports Deterministic SNP with support for delays [11].

We implement the algorithm with typescript 4.1.2, targeting native JavaScript. Our code structure is split up in 3 yarn packages, ‘gpusnapse/snp’, which represents the core algorithm, ‘gpusnapse/benchmarks’ which is a simple ‘node’ script that would run the simulations using a ‘node’ implementation of the canvas, and ‘gpusnapse/web’, which runs a web server that can run the simulation.

We run the experiments on a MacBook Pro (13-inch, 2018, Four Thunderbolt 3 ports) model, with an Intel Iris Plus Graphics 655 GPU - with 384 Shading Units, and non-dedicated shared memory (8GB). The browser used is Google Chrome 90.0.4430.
4.1 Algorithm 1: SN P Simulation with no delays

Our first SN P systems simulation algorithm relies on the same matrix representation and algorithms given in [10].

**Algorithm 1: Overview of SN P system simulation. SEQ and PAR indicate which step is done sequentially or in parallel, respectively**

Require: Inputs: $C_0$, $M$, $R$, $\#C_k$ of SN P system $\Pi$ for $1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq j \leq m$.

0. (SEQ) Load inputs: $M$, $R$, and $C_0$ are loaded once only;

I. (SEQ) Load every $C_{k+1}$ afterwards for $k \geq 0$;

II. (SEQ) With respect to current $C_k$, determine if a rule $r_i \in R_j$ is applicable by checking if $a_{i,j} \in L(E)$ for $E$ associated with the rule $r_i, \alpha_j \in C_k, R_j \in \sigma_j$. Then generate all possible $S_k$ from all applicable rules;

III. (PAR) Produce all $C_{k+1}$ from all possible $S_k$ with respect to current $C_k$;

IV. (SEQ) Repeat steps I to IV, till all unique $C_k$ are produced (stopping criterion (1)) or the number of computed $C_k$ is equal to $\#C_k$ (stopping criterion (2));

A CPU only version of Algorithm 1 is also created so that step III of the algorithm is done sequentially and we designate this as $snpcpu$ while the CPU-GPU simulator is designated as $snpgpu$.

4.2 Algorithm 1: Runtime comparisons

For Algorithm 1, we use the same benchmark SN P system defined in [10] to analyze the runtime of our SN P system.

Figure 1 shows the running time of $snpcpu$ and $snpgpu$ simulators with regards to our parameters. As the number of neurons and rules exponentially increased, the resources in the GPU are better fulfilled. We report a 2x speedup increase for 14 neurons in our benchmark, which is roughly consistent with the results from [10].

4.3 Algorithm 2: SN P Simulation with delays and GPU

This particular representation and algorithm supports delays, which Algorithm 1 does not support. This specific algorithm also reduces the amount of host-device data transfers by having more steps from Algorithm 1 be done entirely through the GPU.
Our second SN P systems simulation algorithm is based on the same matrix representation and algorithms given in [11]. We modify the calculation of certain vectors and matrices in order to work with specific WebGL constraints.

In particular, we cannot use shared memory for our implementation, rendering the main algorithm as described in [11] unusable. We introduce modifications of the matrix representations to simulate SN P systems with delay on WebGL. Let $\Pi$ be an SN P system with delay having $m$ neurons and $n$ rules. We use the following definitions to represent $\Pi$.

**Definition 1** (Configuration Vector). The configuration vector $C(k) = \langle c_1, ..., c_n \rangle$ where $c_i$ is the amount of spikes in $\sigma_i$ at time $k$.

**Definition 2** (Spiking Vector). A spiking vector $S^{(k)}$ is where

$$s^{(k)}_i = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } E_i \text{ is satisfied and } r_i \text{ is applied}, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}. 
\end{cases}$$

**Definition 3** (Status Vector). The $k$th status vector is denoted by $St^{(k)} = \langle st_1, ..., st_m \rangle$ where for each $i \in \{1, 2, ..., m\}$,

$$st_i = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if neuron } m \text{ is open}, \\
0, & \text{if neuron } m \text{ is closed}.
\end{cases}$$

**Definition 4** (Rules). $R^{(k)} = \langle r_1, ..., r_n \rangle$ where $r_i$ is the regular expression for rule $i$. 
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**Definition 5** (Neuron index vector). \( n_i = \langle n_1, ..., n_m \rangle \) where \( n_i \) is the starting index of the rules for neuron \( i \) on \( R \)

**Definition 6** (Rule index vector). \( RI = \langle RI_1, ..., RI_m \rangle \) where \( RI_i \) is the ending index of the rules for neuron \( i \) on \( R \)

**Definition 7** (Current Delays Vector). \( d' = \langle d'_1, ..., d'_n \rangle \) where for each \( i = 1, ..., n: \)

\[
d'_i = \begin{cases} 
-1 & \text{if the rule is not fired,} \\
0 & \text{if the rule is fired,} \\
\geq 1 & \text{if the rule is currently on delay (i.e. neuron is closed).}
\end{cases}
\]

**Definition 8** (Delay Vector). The delay vector \( D = \langle d_1, ..., d_n \rangle \) contains the delay count for each rule \( r_i, i = 1, ..., n \) in \( \prod \)

**Definition 9** (Loss Vector). The loss vector \( LV^{(k)} = \langle lv_1, lv_2, ... lv_m \rangle \) where for each \( i \in \{1,2,...,m\} \), \( lv_i \) is the number of consumed spikes in \( \sigma_i \) at the step \( k \).

**Definition 10** (Gain Vector). The \( k \)th gain vector is denoted by \( GV^{(k)} = \langle gv_1, gv_2, ... gv_m \rangle \) where for each \( i \in \{1,2,...,m\} \), \( gv_i \) is the number of spikes sent by neighboring neurons to neuron \( \sigma_i \) at the step \( k \).

**Definition 11** (Transition Matrix). The transition matrix of \( \prod \) is an ordered set of vectors \( TV \) defined as \( TV = \{tv_1, ..., tv_n\} \) where for each \( i \in \{1,2,...,n\} \), \( tv_i = \langle p_1, ..., p_m \rangle \) such that if \( r_i \in \sigma_s \):

\[
p_j = \begin{cases} 
\text{number of spikes produced by } r_i, & \text{if } (s,j) \in \text{syn} \\
0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

**Definition 12** (Indicator Matrix). The indicator vector \( IV^{(k)} = \langle iv_1, ..., iv_m \rangle \) indicates which rule will produce spikes at time \( k \).

**Definition 13** (Removing Matrix). The removing matrix of \( \prod \) is \( RM = \{rm_1, rm_2, ... rm_n\} \) where for each \( i \in \{1,2,...,n\} \), \( rm_i = \langle t_1, ..., t_m \rangle \) such that if \( r_i \in \sigma_s \):

\[
t_j = \begin{cases} 
\text{number of spikes consumed by } r_i, & \text{if } s = j \\
0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

**Definition 14** (Net Gain Matrix). The Net Gain vector of \( \prod \) at step \( k \) is defined as \( NG^{(k)} = C^{(k+1)} - C^{(k)} \)

With these definitions, we can compute the next configuration as follows:

\[
C^{(k+1)} = C^{(k)} + S^{(k)} \otimes (IV^{(k)} \cdot TV) - S^{(k)} \cdot RM
\]
Algorithm 2: Run time comparisons

Algorithm 2 is able to simulate only deterministic SN P systems with delays. For our runtime comparison, we implement a bitonic sorting network provided in more detail in [12] and compare the runtimes of sequential (CPU) and parallel (GPU) simulators.

Generalized sorting networks with input size of 128, 160, 192 were generated for testing. The simulators were run for 1 single step and the input number used for sorting was randomly generated from 0 - 99 inclusive allowing repetitions. The 128-input generalized sorting network (smallest size) has 7,296 neurons and 10,752 rules, while the largest (192-input) has 10,944 neurons and 16,128 rules.

As shown in figure 2, the GPU simulator shows a slower performance in the three input sizes being tested, however, the speedup does seem to indicate an upward trend. We conjecture that the performance increase could potentially keep increasing as the input size grows larger, eventually reaching a "sweet spot"
where the GPU solution would be faster. Unfortunately, testing larger input sizes were not feasible at the environment we tested in due to memory constraints.

Research from [11] show slower performance with smaller input sizes, with a speedup of greater than 1 at about the 128-input. There are a couple of reasons why our current implementation is currently slower for such an input size, the first one being the general overhead of running our simulation on a browser, which is effectively a virtual machine running non-natively on the user’s machine.

Furthermore, the nature of our WebGL texture computation technique relies on ‘rendering’ computations on a resulting texture for most operations. This means that each non-trivial GPU computation would result in a texture held in the GPU’s memory, increasing the general amount of memory required to do computations. This also means that shared memory cannot be feasibly used in our implementation, resulting in a linear time increase for computing certain vectors such as the Status Vector.
In this work, we presented a proof of concept SPN system simulator that runs on modern web browsers whilst using graphics processing units. Furthermore, we were able to present two algorithms that simulate both a non-deterministic SPN system that does not support delays, and a deterministic SPN system that supports delays.

We were able to implement and present new algorithms for both, resulting in a trend very consistent with previous research from [10] and [11] running in the context of a web browser.

With our benchmark tests for Algorithm 1, we were able to show a 2x speedup. At the same time, we were able to simulate a bitonic sorter in the GPU for Algorithm 2, with an upwards trend for speedup as the input-size grows larger.

We also plan on publishing our resulting implementation at `@gpusnapse/core` as an npm library allowing interoperable use for other use cases such as visualizations. npm is the default package manager for the JavaScript runtime environment Node.js.

There is a significant area of possible improvements for future work. We have implemented a family of libraries under the @gpusnapse namespace (@gpusnapse/core for the SPN system simulation, @gpusnapse/web for testing it online, and @gpusnapse/benchmarks for benchmarking), and we intend to create a parser that can accept .pli files (input files for the P-Lingua simulator [20]).

There might also still be possible improvements that could be done for Algorithm 2. In particular, a closed form formula for some vectors, or reducing
the amount of intermediary textures can increase the performance and reduce memory. Using sparse matrix-vector operations such as in [8] can also lead to reducing memory requirements. Simulating Numerical Spiking Neural P Systems [9] is another avenue of research.

At the same time, general improvements to the calculations can also be made to the shader code. Our matrix operations for example, does not rely on parallel reduction, which should be possible using a texture window algorithm.

With the continuing evolution of WebGPU, it might be of interest to investigate implementing the algorithm using the heimtechology, as the functionality should eventually arrive to web browsers at a future date. This can give even more significant performance increase, as actual GPGPU capabilities would be available in it.

Because our implementation is done through GLSL ES, one other possible area for future work is deploying it for native runtimes, allowing a common, shared language to be used for both native runtimes and the web. This can allow us to advance the state of the art in SN P Simulations and target both native and web with one common, shared API and language. This can be even more fruitful if WGLS is used, as it is the shader language for WebGPU, which would remove the inherent limitations in this research and is made for creating actual compute kernels, possibly providing almost native performance. Research in this area must be careful not to introduce any performance regressions.
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Abstract. By extending the concept of target indication to the spiking neural P systems, a new spiking distribution mechanism is introduced into the spiking neural P systems, and the resulting model is called the spiking neural P systems with target indications. On the basis of the spiking neural P systems with target indications, polarization rules and numerical values are added, and a target-indicating spiking neural P system with polarizations and numerical values is proposed. In this system, in addition to the neuron execution rules that can send numerical values to other neurons, the execution of the neuron rules also needs to consider the polarity of the charge carried by the neuron, and the system also expands the previous standard spiking objects to numerical values. The calculation versatility of the target-indicating spiking neural P systems with polarizations and numerical value as an arbitrary natural number generation and recognition device is studied. The results show that the system can calculate any Turing computable natural number and has the same computing power as the Turing machine.
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1 Introduction

In 1998, Gheorghe Paun put forward the concept of membrane computing in a research report of the Turku Computer Center in Finland, which opened up a new field of computer science. Membrane computing is a biological computing method abstracted from the most basic unit of living organisms cells. Its computing model is called membrane system or P system. The P system is composed of three parts: membrane structure, objects and evolution rules. Objects and evolution rules are placed in the area surrounded by a membrane, and objects evolve continuously according to the evolution rules of the area. Under normal circumstances, the P system runs in an extremely parallel mode, which has the same computing power as the Turing machine, and even has the possibility of surpassing the limitations of the Turing machine. The proposal of the P system brings a new distributed and parallel computing model to computer science.

∗Corresponding author: Yuzhen Zhao
The P system is divided into three main categories: the cell-like P systems, the tissue-like P systems, and the neural-like P systems. There have been some studies on cell-like and tissue-like P systems in recent years. A cell-like P system with evolutionary cooperative port/antiport rules and membrane production is proposed in [30]. A cell-like P system with polarization and minimal rules, and studied the computing power of the P system with polarization and minimal rules [18]. A new variant of the organization P system [31], the P system improved the original design and allowed the parallel mechanism to be used in the application of rules on the channel to improve the operating efficiency of the system.

Among the neural-like P systems, the spiking neural P systems have been proven to have powerful computing capabilities and have been widely concerned by researchers. The spiking neural P systems are a kind of computational model inspired by the phenomenon that neurons process information in the form of spiking in biological neural networks and use spiking for information interaction between neurons. It belongs to a kind of neural-like P systems. Ionescu et al. develop it first in 2006. For the standard spiking neural P systems, their topological structure can be expressed as a directed graph, in which the nodes of the directed graph are neurons, and the edges of the directed graph are the synapses connecting the neurons to each other. There are mainly two types of rules in the spiking neural P systems: firing and forgetting rules. Standard firing rules indicate that when the regular expression is satisfied, the neuron consumes some of its own spikings and sends them to other neurons after a period of time; the standard forgetting rule is that the neuron consumes its own spiking, and neither produces new ones. The numerical value does not send numerical values to other neurons. There is an output neuron in spiking neural P systems. The output neuron can not only send spiking to neighboring neurons, but also send spiking to the environment to output calculation results. In the working process of the spiking neural P systems, neurons execute rules. When there are no rules that can be used in the systems, the systems stop working and output the calculation results. As the third-L generation neural network model, the spiking neural P systems have been proven to have powerful computing capabilities, so they have always been a hot issue in the field of membrane computing research.

In recent years, researches on spiking neural P systems are increasing. Researchers have proposed many variants of the standard spiking neural P systems. The following is a detailed introduction from the theoretical research, application research, simulation and realization research of the spiking neural P systems.

Self-organizing SNP systems [9], SNP systems with neuron division and bud value [35], SNP systems with only neuron division [19], which introducing neuron dissolution rules into the system to delete redundant neurons. SNP systems with neuronal division and dissolution [45], the SNP-IR systems based on inhibitory synapses [13], SNP systems with structural plasticity [24]. On this basis, weighted SNP systems with structural plasticity [42] work under the maximum peak strategy. Neurons can use plasticity rules to Create and delete synapses. Research on system objects, rules, system operation, refer to [35, 39, 25, 44, 32, 40, 20, 21, 28, 36, 26, 33, 38, 12, 2, 41, 43, 34, 23]. About the computing power and
complexity of SNP systems, refer to [17, 8, 3, 37, 1, 22, 29]. Some progress has also been made in the application research of SNP systems, refer to [7, 15, 16, 27, 11, 5, 14, 6]. Research progress on simulation and realization of SNP systems, refer to [10, 4].

In the spiking neural P systems and most of their variants, the spiking distribution mechanism generates a specific number of spiking and distributes them to all target neurons. Nevertheless, this spiking distribution mechanism is subject to two substantial limitations, that is, for each neuron, the same group of target neurons (1) must be fixed, and for each rule. (2) the number of spiking sent to all target neurons must be the same. In response to such shortcomings, in order to alleviate the limitation, a more flexible spiking distribution mechanism is proposed, that is, by extending the concept of target indication to the spiking neural P systems, the new system is introduced into a new spiking distribution mechanism. This new spiking distribution mechanism allows different rules in neurons to act on different target neurons, instead of requiring all rules in neurons to act on the same target neuron defined in the standard spiking neural P systems.

The calculation cost of the integrated conditions for rules in the form of regular expressions is very high, which means that determining whether a natural number is included in the language length set described by the regular expressions is a defect of NP-complete problem, and inspired by the biological phenomenon that every neuron has a positive or negative charge. We considered a new mechanism to control the application of the rules: that is, using three kinds of charges (positive, neutral, and negative) instead of using the regular expressions in the original definition of the spiking neural P systems.

In view of the symbolic data representation of some spiking forms that make it difficult for the spiking neural P systems to solve the problem of numerical information, numerical variables are introduced into the systems. In fact, many applications are encountered in practical engineering and scientific fields, such as the control of autonomous robots and industrial process control, which involve the numerical characterization of a large amount of information and require precise and quantitative modeling. Therefore, the computational model needs to be capable of processing numerical information ability.

The above expansion of the standard spiking neural P systems, to a certain extent, enables spiking neural P systems to have more flexible syntax and stronger control capabilities. It also proves that the new systems can be used as a Turing general receiving and generating device, and a small general-purpose computing device is constructed. It also shows that the spiking neural P systems have powerful computing power. The above variants construct a new system by changing the rules and objects. From this we put forward an idea: on the basis of three models, combining the advantages of each variant to expand a brand new spiking neural P systems, so will the brand new spiking neural P systems have even more amazing computing power? This is worth studying.

This paper adds two biological phenomena on the basis of target indication:
In biology, the electric potential in a neuron is actually a real number, so we add the numerical value as an object to the system.

Since the internal environment of the neuron will affect the occurrence of the reaction, for example, nerve impulses can only be generated and transmitted under action potentials. We use three kinds of charges, positive, negative and neutral to control the use of rules. This method is called polarization rules.

This paper proposes a new variant of the spiking neural P systems, called the target-indicating spiking neural P systems with polarizations and numerical value (abbreviated as SNP-TIPN systems). The form of the firing rules are $\alpha/\alpha^{c} \rightarrow a^{p}(\text{tar}); \beta$. In the firing rules, $\alpha$ represents the polarity charge of the current neuron, $\beta$ represents the polarity charge sent by the current neuron to neighboring neurons, $\text{tar} \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m, \text{env}\}$ are the receiving neurons. In the standard spiking neural P systems, the use of firing rules and forgetting rules must meet certain conditions, that is, regular expressions must be met, and the number of spiking in the neuron must be greater than or equal to the number of spiking consumed by the rules. Therefore, in the SNP-TIPN systems, polarizations and numerical value are designed for indicating firing. Only when the neuron has a certain charge and the number of values in the neuron meets the condition, the rule can be executed. After the rule is executed, the product is directed to be sent.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 The Register Machine

Similar to the computational completeness work of the existing P systems, the register machine can be used to prove the Turing versatility of the P systems. There are addition, subtraction and stop instructions in the register machine, its working principle is to increase or subtract one from the value in the register $r$, and at the same time jump to the next instruction $l_{j}$ or $l_{k}$ non-deterministically. The register machine is a five-tuple $M = (m, H, l_{0}, l_{h}, I)$, and its instruction form is as follows:

(1) $l_{i} : (ADD(r), l_{j}, l_{k})$ (add 1 to register $r$, then transfer to instruction $l_{j}$ or instruction $l_{k}$);
(2) $l_{i} : (SUB(r), l_{j}, l_{k})$ (if the number in the register $r$ is greater than 0, decrease by 1, and then enter the instruction $l_{j}$, otherwise directly enter the instruction $l_{k}$);
(3) $l_{h} : \text{HALT}$ (stop command).

$N_{gen}(M)$ represents a set of numbers generated non-deterministically by the register machine $M$. Its working principle is as follows. In the beginning, all registers except the first register are empty, and the first register is not affected by the $SUB$ instruction during the calculation. $M$ starts with instruction $l_{0}$, and then continues to execute other instructions. When it turns to the instruction $l_{h}$, the calculation is complete, and the final result is stored in the first register.
As we all know, the register machine $M$ can calculate any Turing computable number set (denoted by NRE).

The register machine $M$ can also be used to accept numbers. Let $N_{\text{acc}}(M)$ denote the number set accepted by $M$. Its working principle is as follows. In the beginning, all registers except the first register are empty, and a number is introduced to the first register. In the accepting mode, the register machine is deterministic, that is, use $l_i : (\text{ADD}(r), l_j)$ to replace $l_i : (\text{ADD}(r), l_j, l_k)$ as the ADD instruction.

3 SNP TIPN systems

3.1 Definition

A target-indicating spiking neural P system with polarizations and numerical value of degree $m \geq 1$ is a construct of the form:

$$\Pi = (O, \sigma_1, \sigma_2 \ldots \sigma_m, \text{syn}, \text{in}, \text{out})$$

where

1. $O = \{a\}$ is the singleton alphabet, $a$ is the numerical value in the neuron, $a \in R$;
2. $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m$ are neurons in the form: $\sigma_i = (a_i, n_i, R_i), 0 < i < m$;
   - $a_i$ represents the polarity charge of the current neuron;
   - $n_i \geq 0$ represents the number of initial values stored by the neuron $\sigma_i$;
   - $R_i$ is the set of rules, which have two forms:
     - Firing rules: $\alpha/a^c \rightarrow a^p(\text{tar}); \beta$, where $c \geq p, \alpha, \beta \in \{+, -, 0\}$, $\alpha$ represents the polarity charge of the current neuron, $\beta$ represents the polarity charge sent by the current neuron to neighboring neurons, $\text{tar} \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m, \text{env}\}$ are the receiving neurons;
     - Forgetting rules: $\alpha/a^s \rightarrow \lambda; \beta$, where $s \geq 1, \alpha, \beta \in \{+, -, 0\}$, $\alpha$ represents the polarity charge of the current neuron, $\beta$ represents the polarity charge sent by the current neuron to neighboring neurons;
3. $\text{syn} \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \times \{1, \ldots, m\}$, which indicates the synaptic connections;
4. $\text{in}, \text{out}$ indicate the input neuron $\sigma_{\text{in}}$ and the output neuron $\sigma_{\text{out}}$.

In the SNP-TIPN systems, certain conditions must be met for using the firing rules and the forgetting rules. Only when the number of numerical values in the neuron is greater than or equal to the number of numerical values consumed by the rule, and the neuron has a certain charge, the rule can be executed. If the firing rule is used, a certain number of numerical values are consumed, and the numerical values and corresponding charges are sent to the designated neuron. If the forgetting rule is used, a certain number of numerical values are removed, and the corresponding charge is sent to the designated neuron.

In the firing rules, we avoid the use of regular expressions, but consider a new mechanism to control the use of rules, that is, the application of rules of three kinds of charges (positive, neutral, and negative). The firing rule is of the
form $\alpha/a^c \rightarrow a^p(tar); \beta$, where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the electrical charges. The rule applies only when the neuron has a charge $\alpha$ and at least $c$ values. Not only is the number $p$, but the charge $\beta$ is also transferred to the designated neuron. Then, the charge received by the neuron, together with the current charge of the neuron, is calculated in a natural way as the next charge of the neuron (Regardless of delay and only use the standard firing rules of $p = 1$ and the forgetting rules of $p = 0$). In this way, we add a significantly weaker control to the application of the rules that use these three types of charges, and send the values to designated neurons.

Similarly, in the forgetting rules $\alpha/a^s \rightarrow \lambda; \beta$, only when the neuron has a charge $\alpha$ and at least $s$ values, can the value in the neuron be ablated, and the charge $\beta$ is sent to the designated neuron.

The changes in the charge of neurons are as follows:

1) If the neuron has a neutral charge in the initial state: the neuron still has a positive charge after receiving a positive charge; the neuron still has a negative charge after receiving a negative charge; the neuron does not change the charge state after receiving a neutral charge.

2) If the neuron is positively charged in the initial state: the neuron still has a positive charge after receiving a positive charge; the neuron receives a negative charge and then has a neutral charge; when the neuron receives more than two negative charges, according to the calculation of the positive and negative charge, the neuron is negatively charged.

3) If the neuron is negatively charged in the initial state: the neuron receives a positive charge and then bears a neutral charge; the neuron receives a negative charge and still bears a negative charge; when the neuron receives more than two positive charges, according to the calculation of the positive and negative charge, the neuron is positively charged.

In particular, these rules are used sequentially in each neuron, but the neurons in the systems work in parallel. In each time step, if a certain rule meets the conditions, it must be used. When multiple rules in the neuron meet the conditions, one will be selected indefinitely for execution. At the same time, the execution of the rules meets the principle of maximum numerical value consumption, that is, the rules that consume more numerical values are always executed first, until the number of numerical values cannot meet the condition, other rules will be selected for execution. For example, two rules $0/a^u \rightarrow a^p; 0(tar)$ and $0/a^u \rightarrow a^p; 0(tar)$ in neuron $\sigma_i$ can be applicable. In this case, only one of them will be applied according to the following criterion (maximum spike consumption strategy is adopted): if $u > u'$, then rule $0/a^u \rightarrow a^p; 0(tar)$ is chosen to apply; if $u = u'$, then one of them is non-deterministically selected.

The initial configuration of the SNP-TIPN systems can be described by the number of numerical values initially contained in each neuron, such as $C_0 = (n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_i)$. By using firing rules or forgetting rules, the system will change from one configuration to another, such a process is called system conversion. Starting from the initial configuration, a series of configuration transfers are called the calculation process of the system. When the system transfers from a
certain configuration to a configuration with no rules available, it indicates that
the calculation is stopped. Finally, the time interval of the first two numerical
values output to the environment is taken as the calculation result of the system.

The configuration of the SNP-TIPN systems refers to the charge of each
neuron in the systems and the distribution of numerical values within the neuron.
Therefore, the initial configuration of the systems can be described by the initial
charge, and the number of numerical values contained in each neuron, that is,
\( C_0 = (\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_i; n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_i) \). By using firing rules or forgetting rules,
the systems will change from one configuration to another. Such a process is
called a transition process. Starting from the initial configuration, a series of
configuration transitions are called the calculation process of the systems. When
the systems transfer from a certain configuration to a configuration with no
rules available, it indicates that the calculation is stopped. Finally, the time
interval of the first two numerical values output to the environment is taken as
the calculation result of the systems.

In the generating mode, \( N_{gen}(\Pi) \) is used to represent the number group
generated by \( \Pi \), and \( N_{gen^{SNP}}^{\Pi} \) is used to represent all sets of \( N_{gen}(\Pi) \)
families generated by the SNP-TIPN system, where the system contains at most
\( m \) neurons, and each neuron at most There are \( n \) rules. When \( m \) or \( n \) is not
restricted, it can be represented by \( \ast \ast \).

Similarly, in the accepting mode, the output neuron is removed, and the
input neuron receives the numerical sequence from the environment. The received
number \( n \) is introduced into a specific neuron with \( n \) numerical values. If the
calculation stops, it is said that the systems will accept the number \( n \). The
number set accepted by \( \Pi \) is denoted by \( N_{acc}(\Pi) \), and all the sets accepted by
the SNP-TIPN systems \( N_{acc}(\Pi) \) family are denoted by \( N_{acc^{SNP}}^{\Pi} \).

### 3.2 An example

In order to clearly illustrate the calculation process of the spiking neural P
systems constructed in this article, a simple SNP-TIPN system is constructed
below, and its operation process is described in detail.

As shown in Fig. 1, the system contains four neurons \( \sigma_{i_1}, \sigma_{i_2}, \sigma_{i_3}, \) and \( \sigma_{out} \).
In the initial state, neurons \( \sigma_{i_1} \) and \( \sigma_{i_3} \) are neutrally charged, neuron \( \sigma_{i_2} \)
is negatively charged, and neuron \( \sigma_{out} \) is positively charged; neuron \( \sigma_{i_1} \) contains
two numerical values, and the number of numerical values in other neurons is
empty. Assuming that the initial time is \( t \), at this time neuron \( \sigma_{i_1} \) is excited,
according to the principle of maximum numerical value consumption, the first
rule \( 0/\alpha^2 \rightarrow \alpha^2; 0(\{i_2\}) \) is executed, sending two numerical values and a neutral
charge to neuron \( \sigma_{i_2} \), and neuron \( \sigma_{i_2} \) is still negatively charged after receiving it.
It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the two rules in neuron \( \sigma_{i_2} \) have the same trigger
conditions, and one of them is selected indefinitely. If the first rule \( -/\alpha^2 \rightarrow \alpha; 0(\{out\}) \)
in neuron \( \sigma_{i_2} \) is used, a numerical value and a neutral charge are
sent to neuron \( \sigma_{out} \). At the next moment, rule \( +/\alpha \rightarrow \alpha; -(\{en\}) \) in neuron
\( \sigma_{out} \) is excited, a numerical value and a negative charge are delivered to the
environment, and the calculation stops. If the second rule \( -/\alpha^2 \rightarrow \alpha, -(\{out\}) \)
in neuron $\sigma_{i_2}$ is used, consume two numerical values and send one numerical value and one negative charge to neuron $\sigma_{out}$. At this time, one negative charge meets one positive charge, neuron $\sigma_{out}$ will become a neutral charge and contain one numerical value. At the next moment, rule $0/a \rightarrow a, 0(\{env, i_3\})$ in neuron $\sigma_{out}$ is activated, sending a numerical value and a neutral charge to the environment, and at the same time sending it to neuron $\sigma_{i_3}$. After neuron $\sigma_{i_3}$ is received, rule $0/a \rightarrow \lambda; +(\{out\})$ is activated, the numerical value in neuron $\sigma_{i_3}$ is eliminated, and a positive charge is sent to neuron $\sigma_{out}$ to restore the charge state of neuron $\sigma_{out}$ to the initial state.
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Fig. 1. An example of SNP-TIPN systems.

4 Turing universality of SNP-TIPN systems as number generating/accepting devices

This section demonstrates the universality of the SNP-TIPN systems as number generating and number accepting devices. The Turing machine can generate and accept the set of all recursively enumerable numbers, denoted by NRE. The register machine of the register generation and number acceptance device is also equivalent to the Turing machine, which is equivalent to the register machine,
which can also generate/receive the set \( NRE \) of all recursively enumerable numbers. Therefore, we can prove the Turing universality of the SNP-TIPN system by simulating the register machine. We will construct two SNP-TIPN systems, which work in generating mode and accepting mode, respectively, to prove that they can generate and accept all recursively enumerable numbers (NRE) sets.

4.1 The generating mode

**Theorem 1.** \( N_{gen}SNPTIPN^2 = NRE \)

**Proof.** To prove theorem 1, only need to prove \( NRE \subseteq N_{gen}SNPTIPN^2 \). This section constructs a SNP-TIPN system \( II' \), and proves that it is universal in the calculation as a device for generating number sets, that is, it can generate Turing computable natural numbers by simulating the register machine. The register machine \( M_1 \) is composed of a 5-tuple \( M_1 = (m, H, l_0, l_h, I) \), where \( m \) is the number of register machines, \( H \) represents the set of instruction tags, \( l_0 \) represents the start instruction, \( l_h \) represents the stop instruction, \( I \) represents a set of instructions. There are three forms of instructions in the register machine:

1. **ADD instruction** (increase the number stored in register \( r \) by 1, and transfer to the next instruction);
2. **SUB instruction** (if register \( r \) is not empty, make the number stored in register \( r \) decrease by 1, and transfer to the next instruction. If the register is empty, then directly transfer to another different instruction);
3. **HALT instruction** (terminate the calculation of the register, and use the number in the register 1 as the result of the calculation).

Special provisions: When the calculation is stopped, all registers except register 1 are empty, and register 1 does not execute subtraction instructions, that is, the number of numerical values in the neuron used to simulate register 1 in the SNP-TIPN system \( II' \) will not decrease.

The system \( II' \) is composed of ADD module, SUB module and FIN module. In each module, when two values are added to the neuron \( \sigma_r \), it is equivalent to an increase of 1 in the corresponding register \( r \); in the same way, when two values are reduced in the neuron \( \sigma_r \), it is equivalent to the corresponding register \( r \) minus 1. When the neuron \( \sigma_{l_0} \) in the output module fires, the system stops, and the time interval of the first two values sent by the output neuron \( \sigma_{out} \) to the environment is used as the output result of the system.

1. **ADD module**-simulating instruction \( l_i : (ADD(r), l_j, l_k) \).

The ADD module is shown in **Fig. 2**, which is used to simulate the addition instruction \( l_i : (ADD(r), l_j, l_k) \). It is equivalent to increasing the value in the register \( r \) by 1, and non-deterministically selecting \( l_j \) or \( l_k \) as the execution instruction at the next moment.

Suppose the system \( II' \) starts to simulate the addition instruction \( l_i \) at a certain time \( t \), the neuron \( \sigma_{l_i} \) receives two numerical values from the environment,
and the rule $0/a^2 \rightarrow a^2; 0\{r, i_1\}$ in the neuron $\sigma_i$ is activated and sent two numerical values and a neutral charge to the neuron $\sigma_r$ and $\sigma_{i_1}$, means that the value of the register $r$ is increased by 1, and at the same time, the neuron $\sigma_{i_1}$ is still positively charged. At $t + 1$, the two rules $+/a^2 \rightarrow a^2; 0\{i_2\}$ and $+/a^2 \rightarrow a^2; +\{i_2\}$ in the neuron $\sigma_i$ will select one of them non-deterministically for use. The following two cases are discussed:

1) If the rule $+/a^2 \rightarrow a^2; 0\{i_2\}$ is used, neuron $\sigma_{i_1}$ sends two numerical values and one neutral charge to neuron $\sigma_{i_2}$. At step $t + 2$, there are two numerical values in the negatively charged neuron $\sigma_{i_2}$, then the rule $-/a^2 \rightarrow a^2; 0\{l_j\}$ in neuron $\sigma_{i_2}$ is excited, and two numerical values enter the neuron $\sigma_{l_j}$, which means that the instruction $l_j$ is executed next.

2) If the rule $+/a^2 \rightarrow a^2; +\{i_2\}$ is used, neuron $\sigma_{i_1}$ sends two numerical values and one positive charge to neuron $\sigma_{i_2}$. After the negatively charged neuron $\sigma_{i_2}$ receives a positive charge, the charge becomes neutral. At step $t + 2$, the neuron $\sigma_{i_2}$ uses the rule $0/a^2 \rightarrow a^2; 0\{l_k, i_3\}$ to make the neuron $\sigma_{i_3}$ receive two numerical values and one neutral charge, which means that the command $l_k$ will be executed next. At the same time, neuron $\sigma_{i_3}$ receives two numerical values and one neutral charge, and still maintains a neutral charge. At step $t + 3$, neuron $\sigma_{i_3}$ uses the forgetting rule $0/a^2 \rightarrow \lambda; -(\{i_2\})$, two numerical values are removed, and a negative charge is sent to neuron $\sigma_{i_2}$ to restore the charge state of $\sigma_{i_2}$ to the initial state.
In summary, the ADD module can correctly simulate the addition instruction of the register machine \( l_i : (ADD(r), l_j, l_k) \), increase the number of numerical values in the register \( r \) by 1, and non-deterministically choose to execute the \( l_j \) or \( l_k \) instruction.

(2) SUB module-simulating instruction \( l_i : (SUB(r), l_j, l_k) \).

The SUB module is shown in Fig. 3, which is used to simulate the subtraction instruction of the register machine. Suppose that at time \( t \), the neuron \( \sigma_{i_1} \) receives two numerical values from the environment, and its initial charge is neutral. Neuron \( \sigma_{i_1} \) is excited, applying the rule \( 0/a^2 \rightarrow a; + \{ r, i_1, i_2 \} \), sending a numerical value and a positive charge to neurons \( \sigma_r, \sigma_{i_1} \) and \( \sigma_{i_2} \) respectively. Therefore, the charge state of the neuron \( \sigma_r \) changes, neuron \( \sigma_{i_1} \) is positively charged, and the charge state of neuron \( \sigma_{i_2} \) remains unchanged and still positively charged. At time \( t + 1 \), neurons \( \sigma_{i_1} \) and \( \sigma_{i_2} \) are activated at the same time, using rules \( +/a \rightarrow \lambda: -\{r\} \) and \( +/a \rightarrow a; 0\{r\} \) respectively. Neuron \( \sigma_{i_1} \) uses the forgetting rule \( +/a \rightarrow \lambda: -\{r\} \) to consume a numerical value, and sends a negative charge to neuron \( \sigma_r \), turning the charge of neuron \( \sigma_r \) into a neutral charge. At the same time, neuron \( \sigma_{i_2} \) uses rule \( +/a \rightarrow a; 0\{r\} \) to send a numerical value and a neutral charge to neuron \( \sigma_r \). Assuming that the number of numerical values in neuron \( \sigma_r \) in the initial state is \( 2n \), at this time neuron \( \sigma_r \) has a neutral charge, and the number of numerical values is \( 2n + 2 \), and neuron \( \sigma_r \) uses one of the rules according to the number of numerical values it contains indefinitely.

1) When the number of numerical values in the initial state of neuron \( \sigma_r \) is non-empty \( 2n(n \geq 1) \), At time \( t + 2 \), rule \( 0/a^4 \rightarrow a^2; 0\{l_j\} \) is applied to neuron \( \sigma_r \), consumes four numerical values, and sends two numerical values and a neutral charge to neuron \( \sigma_{i_1} \). Because neuron \( \sigma_r \) received a total of 2 numerical values in the whole process, which is equivalent to consuming two numerical values, the value of neuron \( \sigma_r \) is reduced by one. The neuron \( \sigma_{i_1} \) receives two numerical values and starts to simulate the \( l_j \) command.

2) When the number of numerical values in the initial state of neuron \( \sigma_r \) is empty \( 2n(n = 0) \), at \( t + 2 \), neuron \( \sigma_r \) applies the rule \( 0/a^2 \rightarrow a^2; 0\{l_k\} \), consumes two numerical values, and sends two numerical values and a neutral charge to the neuron \( \sigma_{i_0} \). The neuron \( \sigma_{i_0} \) receives two numerical values, which means that the system has started to simulate the command \( l_k \).

It can be seen that the SUB module starts from the neuron \( \sigma_{i_1} \), assuming that in the initial state, the neuron \( \sigma_{i_1} \) receives two numerical values from the environment. Then, the rule is executed indefinitely according to the number of numerical values in the neuron \( \sigma_r \). If the number of numerical values in neuron \( \sigma_r \) in the initial state is not empty, then jump to the \( l_j \) instruction; if the number of numerical values in neuron \( \sigma_r \) in the initial state is empty, jump to the \( l_k \) instruction. This means that the SUB module correctly simulates the SUB instruction of the register machine.
(3) FIN module - outputting the computation result

The FIN module is mainly used to stop the calculation and export calculation results, shown in Fig. 4. The calculation result is stored in register 1, and register 1 has nothing to do with the subtraction instruction. Suppose the system $\Pi'$ at a certain time $t$, the neuron $\sigma_{l_h}$ receives two numerical values from the environment, and executes the stop command $l_h = \text{HALT}$. Neuron $\sigma_{l_h}$ uses firing rule $0/a^2 \rightarrow a; + (\{i_1, i_2, 1\})$ to send a numerical value and a positive charge to neuron $\sigma_{i_1}$, $\sigma_{i_2}$ and neuron $\sigma_1$ respectively. Neurons $\sigma_{i_1}$ and $\sigma_{i_2}$ are positively charged in the initial state, and the charge state remains unchanged after receiving a positive charge. Neuron $\sigma_1$ has a neutral charge in its initial state, and has a positive charge after receiving a positive charge. At time $t + 1$, the rule $+/a \rightarrow a; 0(\{\text{out}\})$ in neuron $\sigma_{i_1}$ is excited, and one numerical value and a neutral charge are sent to neuron $\sigma_{\text{out}}$, and the charge state of neuron $\sigma_{\text{out}}$ remains unchanged. At this moment, neuron $\sigma_1$ contains $2n+1$ ($n \geq 1$) numerical values, the rule $+/a^3 \rightarrow a; 0(\{i_2\})$ in neuron $\sigma_1$ is excited, three numerical values are consumed, and one numerical value and a neutral charge are generated and sent to neuron $\sigma_{i_2}$, and the charge state of neuron $\sigma_{i_2}$ remains unchanged. At the same time, the rule $+/a \rightarrow a; 0(\{1\})$ of neuron $\sigma_{i_2}$ is also excited, neuron $\sigma_{i_2}$ sends a numerical value and a neutral charge to neuron $\sigma_1$, and the charge state of neuron $\sigma_1$ remains unchanged. At $t + 2$, since the neuron $\sigma_{\text{out}}$ contains one numerical value and has a neutral charge, the rule $0/a \rightarrow a; 0(\{\text{env}\})$ is excited, and the first numerical value is sent to the environment. It should be noted that the rules in neuron $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_{i_2}$ will be used in every time unit, until $t + n$, there is only one numerical value left in neuron $\sigma_1$. At time $t + n + 1$, neuron $\sigma_1$ executes the second rule $+/a \rightarrow a; 0(\{\text{out}\})$, sending one numerical value and one neutral charge to neuron $\sigma_{\text{out}}$. At time $t + n + 2$, the neuron $\sigma_{\text{out}}$ sends a second numerical value to the environment by using the rule $0/a \rightarrow a; 0(\{\text{env}\})$. Therefore, the time interval for the system to send two numerical values to the

![Fig. 3. Module SUB (simulating instruction $l_i : (\text{SUB}(r), l_j, l_k)$).](image-url)
environment is \( (t + n + 2) - (t + 2) = n \), and this number is exactly equal to the number stored in register 1 when the register machine \( M_1 \) stops.

It can be seen that in the generating mode, the SNP-TIPN system \( II' \) can correctly simulate register machine \( M_1 \). Therefore, Theorem 1 holds.

4.2 The accepting mode

**Theorem 2.** \( N_{acc}SNPTIPN_2^2 = NRE \)

*Proof.* To prove theorem 2, The SN P system \( II \) is constructed as follows to simulate the register machine \( M_2 = (m, H, l_0, l_h, I) \), including the input module, the addition module and the subtraction module. The SNP-TIPN system working in accepting mode adds an input module for receiving values from the environment, and cancels an output module. When the time interval for the input module to receive the first two values from the environment is \( n \), the number \( n \) is used as the result of the system calculation. The subtraction module has the same principle as the subtraction module in the generation mode.

The INPUT module is shown in Fig. 5. At the initial moment, all neurons in the input module are empty. Suppose that at time \( t \), neuron \( \sigma_{i_0} \) receives the first numerical value from the environment, neuron \( \sigma_m \) is activated, and sends one numerical value and a positive charge to neuron \( \sigma_{i_2} \) and \( \sigma_{i_3} \) respectively. Neurons \( \sigma_{i_2} \) and \( \sigma_{i_3} \) are negatively charged in the initial state, and neutrally charged after receiving a positive charge. At \( t + 1 \), the rules \( 0/a \rightarrow a; 0 (\{1, i_3\}) \), \( 0/a \rightarrow a; 0 (\{1, i_2\}) \) in neuron \( \sigma_{i_2} \) and \( \sigma_{i_3} \) are simultaneously excited, neuron \( \sigma_1 \) receive two numerical values; from \( t + 1 \), neuron \( \sigma_{i_2} \) and \( \sigma_{i_3} \) exchange 1 numerical value in each time unit, neuron \( \sigma_1 \) receives two numerical values in...
each time unit, which means that register 1 is in each time unit. The time unit increases by 1. Until $t + n$, neuron in receives the second numerical value from the environment, rule $0/a \to a; \{(i_2, i_3)\}$ is activated, neuron $\sigma_in$ sends the second numerical value to neurons $\sigma_{i_2}, \sigma_{i_3}$. At $t + n + 1$, neuron $\sigma_{i_2}$ uses the rule $+/a^2 \to a^2; 0(\{l_0, i_1, i_4\})$ to send two numerical values and a neutral charge to neurons $\sigma_{l_0}, \sigma_{i_1}, \sigma_{i_4}$, neuron $\sigma_{l_0}$ receives two numerical values, after that, start to simulate the $l_0$ instruction of the register machine $M$. At the same time, neuron $\sigma_{i_3}$ uses forgetting rule $0/a^2 \to \lambda; \emptyset(\{1\})$, two numerical values are removed, and a neutral charge is sent to neuron $\sigma_1$. At $t + n + 2$, neurons $\sigma_{i_1}$ and $\sigma_{i_4}$ are excited at the same time and send a negative charge to neurons $\sigma_{i_2}$ and $\sigma_{i_3}$ respectively, so that the charge states of $\sigma_{i_2}$ and $\sigma_{i_3}$ are restored to their initial states. It is worth noting that at time $t+n$, neuron $\sigma_1$ still receives two numerical values, and finally neuron $\sigma_1$ accumulates $2n$ numerical values, corresponding to the number $n$ stored in register 1.

![INPUT module in accepting mode.](image)

**Fig. 5.** INPUT module in accepting mode.

Compared with the generating mode, the ADD instruction in the accepting mode is simpler, that is, the deterministic instruction $l_i: (ADD(r), l_j)$, as shown in **Fig. 6**.

Suppose that at time $t$, neuron $\sigma_{i_1}$ receives two numerical values from the environment, rule $0/a^2 \to a^2; 0(\{r, i_1\})$ in neuron $\sigma_{i_1}$ is excited, and sends two
numerical values and a neutral charge to neurons $\sigma_r$ and $\sigma_i_1$. After neuron $\sigma_r$ receives the value plus one, neuron $\sigma_i_1$ is still negatively charged. At time $t+1$, rule $-a^2 \rightarrow a^2; 0(\{l_j\})$ in neuron $\sigma_i_1$ is activated, so that neuron $\sigma_l_j$ receives two numerical values and a neutral charge, which means that the next step is to simulate the $l_j$ command.

The system $\Pi''$ in the accepting mode can correctly simulate the addition instruction $l_i : (ADD(r), l_j)$. It is worth noting that the subtraction module of the system $\Pi''$ in the receiving mode is the same as the subtraction module in the generation mode. The output module is removed, leaving only one neuron $\sigma_h$, without any rules available. When the register machine $M_2$ executes the command $l_h$, the simulation register machine $M_2$ is over, and the system $\Pi''$ stops running.

It can be seen that in the accepting mode, the TIPN-SNP system $\Pi''$ can correctly simulate register machine $M_2$. Therefore, Theorem 2 holds.

5 Final remarks

This paper studies a variant of the spiking neural P systems, that is, the target indicating spiking neural P systems with polarizations and numerical value: the polarization rule is added on the basis of the target indication, avoiding the use of regular expressions. Instead, three types of charges, positive, neutral, and
negative, are introduced to determine the use of firing rules, which making the spiking neural P systems with target indication have more flexible grammar. At the same time, the Turing versatility of the spiking neural P systems is analyzed. The innovations of this article are:

1. Expanding the spiking neural P systems with target indication, analyzing and verifying that the new model of the system is Turing universal as a digital generator and function calculation device.
2. Establishing a target-indicating spiking neural P system with polarizations and numerical value. By extending the application of polarization and numerical values to the spiking neural P systems with the target, a new numerical value grammar mechanism is applied to the numerical value neural membrane system indicated by the target. In this system, in addition to the neuron execution rules, which can send numerical values to other neurons, the execution of the neuron rules also needs to consider the polarity of the charge carried by the neuron. And this system also expands the previous standard numerical value object into a numerical form.

Through the implementation of the above research content, this article will verify and evaluate the computing power of the numerical valued neural membrane system as a digital generator and function computing device based on the establishment of a new model of the target indicating numerical valued neural membrane system analysis, and construct a general-purpose small computing device The number of neurons needed to explore the prospect and superiority of the spiking neural P systems in the field of computing provides a more practical system for solving complex problems. It is still worth studying to solve the NP problem.

The practical application of the SNP-TIPN system is worth studying, for example, designing controllers for mobile robots or other practical problems that require formal quantitative modeling and numerical calculation techniques; monitoring, flexible manufacturing systems and fault diagnosis; complex time-dependent pattern recognition, information processing and learning, machine learning and natural language processing.
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Abstract. As a recurrent neural network, ESN has attracted wide attention because of its simple training process and unique reservoir structure, and has been applied to time series prediction and other fields. However, ESN also has some shortcomings, such as the optimization of reservoir and collinearity. Many researchers try to optimize the structure and performance of deep ESN by constructing deep ESN. However, with the increase of the number of network layers, the problem of low computing efficiency also follows. In this paper, we combined membrane computing and neural network to build an improved deep echo state network inspired by tissue-like P system. Through analysis and comparison with other classical models, we found that the model proposed in this paper has achieved great success both in predicting accuracy and operation efficiency.
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1 Introduction

With the development of modern information technology and the rapid growth of data, the value of data is getting more and more attention. Decision-making in various fields depends on data processing and analysis. A large number of time series data also exist in various fields of life, such as the financial field, the transportation field, and the astronomical field. Time series analysis is the process of processing dynamic data. It needs to be analyzed on the basis of existing data to obtain the useful information contained in the data and realize the extraction of value [1,2]. For data with time series, there are usually difficulties such as large amount of data, high complexity, high storage cost and low calculation efficiency, so it is of great significance for the mining and analysis of time series data [3].
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a traditional method for time series prediction [4,5]. This model is a network with a cyclic structure. Its working principle is to transport the information obtained from the network layer at the previous time to the network layer at the next time. The output of the hidden layer is determined by the sequence information of the past time. With the research on complex time series data, cyclic neural networks have also become a type of network specially used for processing time series data, but this type of network cannot handle long series data well. Because in the training process, the calculated gradient cannot be transmitted for a long time, which will cause the phenomenon of gradient disappearance and gradient explosion [6,7]. Continuous and in-depth development on the basis of deep learning can effectively solve some of the problems in time series data [8], but it will cause many parameters in the training process. The selection of these parameters usually requires the researcher to have good experience, which will directly affect the performance of the model.

In 1998, Academician Gheorghe Păun proposed membrane computing, a computing method inspired by nature [9,10]. Its development starts from the observation of cells, and this new computing model is built by abstracting from the structure and function of cells, also known as the P system. tissue-like P system is the abstract of living organisms, so contains a number of cells, cells have connected channels through which they can communicate directly, and cells without connecting channels can communicate indirectly through the environment. So tissue-like P systems are easier to implement information exchange [11,12].

Therefore, our motivation is to design a deep neural network based on tissue-like P systems, while achieving better performance than traditional deep neural networks. In this paper, we focus on the NARMA signal, as these are the most common time series in correlational research, yet verify our model performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 describes an overview of the background works and proposes a deep echo state network (DESN) based on tissue-like P systems. The prediction performance of the model and the analysis of experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are given in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Echo State Network

As shown in fig.1, ESN is the structural basis of deep ESN. They have exactly the same reservoir structure and the same training mechanism. Echo State Network (ESN) is one of RC (Reservoir Computing) algorithms, which is developed on the basis of recurrent neural network. In order to solve the problems of large training resource consumption and long running time of cyclic neural network, ESN came into being [13,14].
The echo state network was proposed in 2001. It is a special type of RNN, and it is also composed of input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The difference between ESN and traditional neural networks is that it adds a randomly connected reserve pool to replace the original hidden layer. The connection state of neurons in the reserve pool is random, and the connection weight is fixed. This allows it to effectively reduce the amount of calculation during the training process, and to a certain extent avoid the phenomenon of local minima during the gradient descent process [15]. The reservoir accepts two directions of input, one from the input layer, and the other from the output of the previous state of the reservoir, where the state feedback weight is the same without training, and it is determined by the random initial state [16,17]. ESN uses randomly connected neurons in the reserve pool to generate a complex state space. The input data on the left is linearly combined with the state space to obtain the output data on the right.

Because the structure of the echo state network enriches the theory of traditional neural networks, and the parameter learning is simpler and faster, it has become an effective tool for studying time series data. Coulibaly et al. used the echo state network to predict the monthly average water level of four lakes in the United States as an example. In the hydrological time series prediction problem, it proved that the echo state network method is superior to the traditional recurrent neural network [18]. Regarding the incoming traffic load of the mobile network, Bianchi et al. used the echo state network to predict and obtained a better prediction effect [19]. Through the improvement of the echo state network, Liu et al. applied it to the production process of iron and steel enterprises, and they were also satisfied with the prediction results of the amount of blast furnace coal. A hybrid echo state network with complex network characteristics was proposed by Cui et al. The complex network theory is introduced on the basis of the traditional echo state network, which effectively improves the accuracy of time series prediction [20]. Najibi et al. proposed three new types of echo state networks. These three networks use K-means, PAM and Ward algorithms to construct the structure of the reserve pool. The prediction effect on the chaotic time series is significantly better than that of the traditional network [21].
2.2 tissue-like P Systems

P systems are distributed computational parallel models, inspired by the structure and functions of cells, tissues and organs. The P system contains communication rules to realize various functions. Communication between cells is realized by the exchange between objects. The execution of rules within cells meets the maximum parallelism, and each cell can operate independently, which makes P system with the maximum parallelism[22,23,24]. The original tissue-like P system was defined as:

\[ \mathcal{P} = (O, \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_m, \text{syn, } i_0) \]

Where \( O \) represents finite non-empty alphabets of objects; \( \text{syn} \subseteq \{1,2,\ldots,m\} \times \{1,2,\ldots,m\} \) represents the communication channel between cell \( i \) and cell \( j; \)

\( i_0 \in \{1,2,\ldots,m\} \) represents that cell \( i \) is the output cell of the system, used to output the results of the computation; \( \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_m \) is cells, \( m \) is the number of cells, and its specific form is defined as

\[ \sigma_i = (Q_i, s_{i,0}, w_{i,0}, R_i), 1 < i < m \]

Where \( Q_i \) is a finite set of states; \( s_{i,0} \in Q_i \) represents the initial state of the cell; \( w_{i,0} \in O \) represents the multiple sets of objects contained in cell \( i \) in the initial state; \( R_i \) is the set of rules inside the cell.

When the system implements rule \( P_i \), \( w \) in cell \( i \) will be transformed and communicated under state \( s \), and \( w \) will be transformed into \( x, y \) and \( z \), and \( x \) will be left in cell \( i \), \( y \) will be sent to the cell that has communication channel with cell \( i \), and \( z \) will be transported to the environment. After completing this series of operations, the state of cell \( i \) will be transformed from \( s \) to \( s' \). The transformation of the state means the completion of the computation. The tissue-like P system finishes the complete computation process through the continuous transformation of the state.

2.3 Time Series Prediction

Time series prediction models have evolved from early linear models, such as autoregressive moving average models, to better nonlinear models, such as neural network models. The development from linear regression modeling method with clear mathematical relations to black box nonlinear modeling method requires researchers to be able to adopt more effective theoretical methods, such as machine learning, fuzzy reasoning, heuristic, neural network and other artificial intelligence methods. There are obvious differences between various linear and nonlinear modeling methods. On the one hand, the difference lies in the different mathematical methods adopted by each prediction method. On the other hand, the difference lies in the significant differences in the theoretical methods used by different prediction methods. In the implementation of the algorithm, the computational resources required by different prediction methods are also very different. Different prediction methods have different mechanisms for extracting data features. The methods for extracting data features can be divided into two forms: explicit and implicit. Explicit feature extraction method is to build features by directly transforming finite length historical data at each time step. In contrast, the implicit feature extraction method is
to construct the internal dynamic features contained in the historical data through machine learning method. This method does not need to strictly consider the time relationship of the data in the time series. Different forecasting methods can be distinguished by forecasting model data characteristics and training methods. A variety of common time series forecasting methods will be introduced in the following sections.

3 Methods

3.1 Framework of Deep Echo State Network

Hinton et al. proposed an unsupervised greedy layer-wise training algorithm, opening the door of deep learning research. Deep ESN is the result of ESN combined with deep learning thought. Its essence is multi-layer artificial neural network, with simple input layer and output layer, and multiple reservoir structures as hidden layer. DESN has more reservoir structures and can map more complex time-series applications. Depth the echo state network (DESN) structure as shown in figure 2, the left is the input layer, its function is to the external data into the depth of the echo state network, the bottom is output layer, its function is the depth of the echo state network output the generated data to the external, is among multiple hidden layer, each layer is a dynamic structure of reservoir.

The DESN works like this: the input layer loads external data into the DESN, \( u(n) \in \mathbb{R}^{K} \), \( K \) is the dimension of the input data, which determines the number of neurons in the input layer. External data enter DESN and enter the first reservoir after weighted by input weight \( W_{in}^{(1)} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_1 \times K} \), where \( N_1 \) represents the number of neurons in the first reservoir. In the reservoir neurons of the first layer, the state value of the previous historical time point \( x^{(1)}(n - 1) \) inside the reservoir is weighted by reservoir weight \( W_{r}^{(1)} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_1 \times N_1} \). After summing with the received weighted input, a new state value is formed from the activation function of the neuron, thus updating the state value of the first reservoir, denoting as \( x^{(1)}(n) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_1 \times N_2} \). Like the first reservoir layer, the status of the second reservoir is updated from \( x^{(2)}(n - 1) \) to \( x^{(2)}(n) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_2 \times 1} \). The model repeats the working process of the reservoir until the state value of the neurons in the last reservoir is updated. The state value of the last reservoir is denoted as \( x^{(L)}(n) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_L \times 1} \), where \( L \) represents the maximum number of layers, also known as the depth. At this point, all the status value of reservoir neurons has updated, \( N = N_1 + N_2 + \ldots + N_L \) is total number of the neurons of DESN reservoirs. All state values are sorted together and denoted as \( x(n) = [(x^{(1)}(n))^T, (x^{(2)}(n))^T, \ldots, (x^{(L)}(n))^T]^T \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times 1} \), all of the status value weighted by the output weights \( W_{out} \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times N} \) is feed to the output layer. The output layer outputs the final result to the network. \( M \) represents the dimension of output data, and is also the number of neurons in the output layer. So far, the flow of data in the network is finished.
3.2 The tissue-like P System Based on Deep Echo State Networks

The membrane structure inside the class organization forms a network structure, and the system objects change their positions and states through communication rules and evolution rules. This paper applies the internal organization to the sonic state network, transfers the objects between the outer membranes through communication rules, and uses evolution rules to complete the state changes of the objects.

We constructed a tissue P system with 13 cells as shown in the Fig. 3, and its formal definition is:

\[ \Pi = (O, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_{13}, \text{ch}, r_i, i_0) \]

where:

1. \[ O = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \] is a set of objects, where \( x_j \) (\( j = 1, 2, \ldots, n \)) is the j-th vector;
2. \( \sigma_i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13) \) represents the cell, its form is as follows: \( \sigma_i = (Q_i, s_{i,0}^i, \omega_i, R_i), 1 \leq i \leq 13 \)

\[ Q_i = (s_{i,1}^i, s_{i,2}^i, \ldots, s_{i,13}^i) \]

where \( t = (0, 1, \ldots, t_{\text{max}}) \) \( s_{i,0}^i (i = 1, 2, \ldots, 13) \) represents the state of the i-th object in membrane \( i \) at time \( t \), \( \omega_{i,0} \in O^* \) represents the multiset of initial objects, and \( R_i \) is a finite set of rules, which represents the evolutionary rules in cell \( i \). It will change the state of objects in the cell.

3. \( \text{ch} = \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12\} \)
4. \( (i, u/j, \lambda) \) is a communication rule. This rule indicates that the string \( u \) can be transmitted from the cell \( i \) to the cell \( j \), and the cell \( j \) cannot transmit the cell \( i \). Because \( \lambda \) is an empty string. In this system, all communication rules are one-way transmission rules.
5. \( i_0 = 13 \) indicates that cell 13 is the output cell of the entire system.
3.3 Operating Mechanism

Based on the organization P system, the objects of the original echo state network will change within the membrane structure. The rules in each membrane will be executed independently and will not affect each other, which will greatly improve the calculation efficiency.

(1) initialization

In order to perform the task of forecasting time series data, the system generates all initial objects in the input cell (cell 1), and each object represents a one-dimensional or multi-dimensional vector. The dimension of the time series data in this article is \( w \times 1 \), and then the objects are normalized in the input cell, mapped in the range of \([0-1]\), and these objects are transmitted to cell 2 through communication rules.

(2) computer system

The principle of extreme parallelism is adopted when the rules in the P system are executed, that is, all the rules that meet the conditions are executed in the system. The communication between the membrane and the membrane is carried out according to the communication rules between the membranes so that the objects in the membrane can move their positions according to this rule. In the beginning, the cell 2 receives the objects delivered by the cell, evolves within the cell 2 according to the evolutionary rules, and outputs the result to the cell 3 and the cell 12 at the same time. On the basis of satisfying the conditions, the membrane of each object will evolve according to the evolutionary rules in the membrane, and finally deliver the result to the next cell. The objects in the cell 2 to the cell 11 will all be transported to the cell 12, and eventually they will evolve according to the rules in the cell 12, and the evolved objects will be transported to the cell 13.

(3) termination condition and output

After the objects in the former cell 12 complete all the evolutionary rules, the cell 12 delivers the final result to the output cell (cell 13), the calculation process stops, and the membrane terminates the evolution. Finally, all objects in the output film are considered the final result.
4 Numerical Experiments and Results Analysis.

4.1 Comparative Methods

To evaluate the performance of the tissue-like p system based on deep echo state Networks, we compare some well-known RNN prediction models in deep learning: convolutional neural network (CNN), long short-term memory (LSTM), traditional ESN. In the past studies, these models have been achieved the great success and widely applied in time series prediction tasks.

4.2 Experimental Data And Experimental Environment

This paper selects the benchmark task commonly used in time series prediction, the NARMA signal. The Non-linear auto-regressive (NARMA) data set were originally proposed by Jaeger and included modeling of the following R-order system outputs:

\[ y(n + 1) = 0.3y(n) + 0.55y(n) \left( \sum_{i=0}^{r} y(n - i) \right) + 1.5x(n - r)x(n) + 0.1 \]

The input \(x(n)\) of the system is the noise randomly distributed between \([0, 1]\). The NARMA task requires memory of at least \(r\) past time steps, since the output of the system \(y(n+1)\) is determined by the input and the outputs of the \(r\) time steps.

In order to avoid the influence of value range on the model, the input was preprocessed. The original time series data were linearly transformed before entering the data to the interval \([0,1]\). The normalization formula is

\[ x_{\text{norm}} = \frac{x - x_{\text{min}}}{x_{\text{max}} - x_{\text{min}}} \]

In this paper, the tensorflow open source platform is used as the deep learning platform, and Python 3.7 is used to write the experimental program. Meanwhile, some third-party libraries are used, such as Talib to calculate technical indicators and Keras to build the network structure. The experimental operating system is Windows 10.

4.3 Performance Assessment

This paper evaluates all prediction models in terms of model accuracy. For model accuracy, we choose root mean square error (RMSE) as the measurement standard. The calculation formula of ERMSE can be expressed as

\[ \text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{t=1}^{T} (y_t - f_t)^2}{T}} \]

where \(y_t\) and \(f_t\) are respectively the observed value and output value of the model at time \(t\), and \(T\) is the number of data points. In this paper, the fitting and prediction
accuracy of the model is quantitatively evaluated by calculating RMSE values of the training set and the test set respectively. In this article, we do not expand the RMSE value of the training set.

4.4 Results

We expect to explore the performance of the proposed model for time series forecasting in the NARMA signal data set. As shown in Figure 4-7 and Table 1, for NARMA signal, the ESN with a single reservoir architecture achieves the same performance as LSTM. The RMSE of the ESN is slightly higher than that of the LSTM. As we increase the number of the reservoir, the tissue-like p system based on deep echo state networks showed significant improvements in predictive performance. The proposed model achieves much better RMSE than other models. It is worth noting that the complexity of NARMA time series is relatively low. In the above experiment, we prove that the model we proposed is more effective than other RNN in time series prediction. The proposed model not only has a great improvement in the prediction accuracy, but also has a certain advantage in the computation time compared with the traditional DESN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>0.0219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional ESN</td>
<td>0.0192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>0.301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed model</td>
<td>1.01e-05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. the prediction performance of models for NARMA signal.
5 Conclusions

In the field of time series forecasting, we expect to combined membrane computing and neural network to build a more computationally efficient model that can directly process time series. Although we have only made some preliminary improvements, some useful conclusions that are helpful to the future research have been given in this paper.

In this paper, the tissue-like P system based on deep echo state networks model was presented for modeling time series. The combination of ESN and deep learning improves the prediction ability of the model for complex time series. The application of the tissue-like P system framework overcomes the inherently low efficiency of deep neural network. Therefore, the model we proposed has some advantages.

This article focuses on use the tissue-like P system to implement the operation process of the neural network. However, P systems also have many applications in finding optimal solutions. We expect to find the application of P system in the parameter optimization of neural networks.
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Abstract. A fuzzy tissue-like P system with promoters (PFTPS) for the power coordinated control of microgrid is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the promoters and a common language fuzzy system are integrated into the tissue-like P systems, so that large amount of uncertain and inaccurate information contained in the microgrid can be better characterized, and its detailed definition is given. Then, microgrid is one of the important means for effective utilization of renewable energy, which is of great significance to realize its stable operation. The power coordinated control of the microgrid aims to realize the stable and reliable operation of the internal microgrid and maintain the reasonable and effective power interaction between the microgrid and the external grid. So, the proposed PFTPS is applied to fulfill the power coordinated control of the microgrid, its modeling method and corresponding rules are developed, and then the corresponding energy control strategy is discussed, as well as the reasoning demonstration is carried out in this paper. Finally, MATLAB is used to simulate the power coordinated control strategy based on PFTPS. The simulation results show that the proposed strategy can realize the power coordination control of microgrid in a better state.
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1 Introduction

As a new branch of natural computing, many research results which cover many disciplines or fields have emerged since membrane computing was proposed in 1998 [1]. For example, cell-like P systems can be used in the control design of mobile robots [2], tissue-like P systems can be used in the field of spectral clustering [3], and spiking neural P systems can be used in power system fault diagnosis [4]-[6]. In short, membrane computing is developing rapidly and has many achievements.

The various characteristics of the membrane computing, such as distribution, parallelism, non-determinism, and communication, etc., make it suitable for solving various application problems. In [7], cell-like P systems are used to handle the coordinated
control and economic operation of the microgrid, and excellent control and optimization results are obtained. In [8], combined with fuzzy theory and cell-like P systems, the language fuzzy cell-like P systems are applied to the coordinated control of microgrid, which achieves reasonable power distribution and coordinated control requirements. In [9], a distributed fuzzy P system with promoter is proposed for energy control of multi-microgrid systems, and good results have been achieved. Therefore, membrane computing has a good application prospect in the field of control and optimization of microgrid systems.

Microgrid is a new network system, which integrates power generation system, energy storage system, load, and control system [10]. Because of its flexible installation and simple structure, it can adapt to the power supply in different geographical environment. Compared with large power grid, microgrid has many advantages, such as better adaptability, lower cost, and installation requirements. It can also be used to alleviate the problems of uneven distribution and unreasonable structure of energy, and realize the full utilization and sustainable development of new energy. Because microgrid has many characteristics, such as flexible grid structure, diverse power supply types, and complex control methods, etc., it makes the study of mathematical model of microgrid and optimal configuration of a variety of distributed generations (DG) very important. In order to provide users with continuous and reliable power supply, ensure good power quality, and realize the safe and stable operation of the system, it is necessary to carry out reasonable coordination and control of the microgrid, and realize the balance of active power by the cooperation of each unit of the microgrid.

So far, more and more scholars have invested in the research of energy management and stable operation of microgrid. In fact, the energy control of microgrid can be regarded as a control process integrating optimization and decision-making. The control process can be divided into centralized, hierarchical, and distributed in the current research [11]. In [12]-[14], centralized optimization is used to establish energy control models of multi microgrid, and the content on minimization of cost is considered. Due to the need for each control unit to complete the decision interactively, the Multi-agent System (MAS) is introduced in [15]-[17] to model and optimize the energy control of microgrid in the hierarchical and distributed optimization, at last, good results are achieved. In [18], under the trend of energy internet, the research on the demand response of regional energy grid is of great significance, which can absorb renewable energy, realize the balance between supply and demand, and enhance the flexibility and reliability of power grid. Therefore, around this topic, it can be explored by establishing a membrane computing models. The way of energy interaction and information transmission between cells and tissues composed of multiple cells can be applied to the formulation of energy control and the formulation of control scheme.

In view of the randomness and volatility of distributed generation, the information of the microgrid contains uncertainty and inaccuracy. In this paper, the proposed fuzzy tissue-like P system with promoters (PFTPS) is applied to the coordinated control of microgrid, which provides a new and feasible way to solve the problem of microgrid coordination control. Firstly, the promoters and a common language fuzzy system are integrated into the tissue-like P systems, so that large amount of uncertain and inaccurate information contained in the microgrid can be better treated, and its detailed
definition is given. Secondly, the proposed PFTPS is applied to the coordinated control of microgrid, in which the modeling method and corresponding rules are developed, the corresponding energy control strategy is discussed, and the reasoning demonstration is carried out. Finally, MATLAB is used to simulate coordinated control strategy based on PFTPS. The simulation results show that the proposed strategy can better realize the power coordinated control of microgrid.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Chapter 2, the preliminaries are introduced. In Chapter 3, the specific definition of PFTPS is proposed, and PFTPS is modeled for microgrid. In addition, the coordinated control strategy based on PFTPS of microgrid is proposed. In Chapter 4, the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed method are further verified by simulation experiment based on MATLAB. In Chapter 5, the conclusion is drawn.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Microgrid

There are two operating modes of microgrid, island mode and grid-connected mode. When the large power grid fails and cannot be recovered immediately, microgrid can turn into an island mode (microgrid disconnects from grid) to ensure uninterrupted power supply for important loads. And there are three coordinated control types of microgrid: master-slave control, peer-to-peer control, and hierarchical control [19]. At present, the main purpose of coordinated control of microgrid is to control the frequency, voltage, and active power of microgrid in proportion, so as to achieve the stable operation of microgrid.

Fig. 1 shows the structure of a simple AC microgrid. Based on this microgrid structure, this paper studies its membrane computing model. This microgrid includes fuel cell (FC), photovoltaic power generation unit (PV), important load (Load1), general load which presents flexible characteristics [20] (Load2), controllable gas turbine (GT) and energy storage unit (Storage). In addition, microgrid is connected to a distribution network via a common connection point (PCC) and a transformer (T). Combining the characteristics of each unit, the selected control units are as follows: GT, Storage, and Load2.

![Fig. 1. A simple AC microgrid.](image)

The operation of each unit of microgrid must follow certain restrictions, and must operate under restricted conditions. For example, GT and Load2 must work between the upper and lower limits of the output power. When the system power is too much, it will be cut off. For Storage, its overcharge or over discharge will cause damage, so
the upper and lower limits for charging Storage need to be set. The power of Storage can be shown by the state of charge (SOC). Therefore, in this paper, Storage will stop charging when the SOC is greater than 80\%SOC; Storage will stop discharging when the SOC is less than 20\%SOC.

2.2 Fuzzy tissue-like P system

As one of the important extensions of cell-like P system, the theory of tissue-like P system is developing rapidly, such as tissue-like P system with evolutional symport/antiport rules [21], tissue-like P system with triggering ablation rules [22], and tissue-like P systems with promoters [23]-[24]. Compared with the cell-like P system, the tissue-like P system only has monolayer membranes, not multilayer membranes; during the computation, all cells work in parallel, and all of them contribute to the result. So, in this sense, the operation of a tissue-like P system is performed by multiple cells. In order to solve all kinds of fault problems in the process of power system operation, a fuzzy tissue-like P system (FTPS) is proposed in [25]. FTPS can deal with incomplete and uncertain information, which is very suitable for power system fault diagnosis.

**Definition 1.** A fuzzy tissue-like P system with degree \( m \) (\( m \geq 1 \)) is as follows.

\[
\Pi = (O, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m, \text{syn}, i_0)
\]

where:

1. \( O \) is a finite nonempty alphabet, whose objects are fuzzy multi-sets, represent the fuzzy quantity of the system inputs.
2. \( \sigma_i, i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \) represents a cell, the format is \( \sigma_i = (\omega_{i,0}, R_i) \), \( \omega_{i,0} \) represents the initial object value, which is a fuzzy number; \( R_i \) is a set of communication rules with weight, the format is \( (i, x, j; \alpha) \), \( x \) is the object in cell \( i \), \( \alpha \) is the weight of the rule.
3. \( \text{syn} \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \times \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \) represents the connection relationship between the units.
4. \( i_0 \) represents the output unit.

FTPS is composed of multiple units, when FTPS is stopped, the content of the output unit is regarded as the output of the entire system. In FTPS, cells usually work in parallel. In addition, the basic definition of fuzzy multi-sets [26] is as follows:

**Definition 2.** Assuming that \( U = (u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n) \) is on the universe of discourse, then a fuzzy multi-set \( A \) on \( U \) can be defined as:

\[
A = \{f_1^A(u_1), f_2^A(u_1), \ldots, f_n^A(u_1)\}/u_1, \ldots, \{f_1^A(u_n), f_2^A(u_n), \ldots, f_n^A(u_n)\}/u_n\}
\]

where, \( \{f_1^A(u_i), f_2^A(u_i), \ldots, f_n^A(u_i)\}/u_i \) is the membership of \( u_i \), whose value is a multi-set on \([0,1]\), and it represents the frequency of occurrence possibility of \( u_i \) is \( \{f_1^A(u_i), f_2^A(u_i), \ldots, f_n^A(u_i)\} \).
3 Application of PFTPS to power coordinated control of microgrid

In order to solve the coordinated control problem of microgrid and achieve its power balance, membrane computing needs to be improved to make itself suitable for building system models and dealing with logical reasoning problems. Therefore, combining promoter and fuzzy theory, an improved tissue-like P system PFTPS is proposed in this paper, which can better deal with the uncertainty and inaccuracy of microgrid information.

3.1 Fuzzy tissue-like P systems with promoters

Definition 3. A PFTPS with degree m \((m \geq 1)\) is as follows.

\[
\Pi = (O, Q, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m, B_1, \ldots, B_m, \text{syn}, i_0)
\]  

where:

1. \(O\) is a nonempty alphabet of objects which are fuzzy multi-sets.
2. \(Q = \{a_i | i = 1, 2, \ldots, m\}\), \(Q\) is a collection of \(a_i\) states. A PFTPS structure with degree \(m\) has \(m\) states, and \(m\) also means that PFTPS has \(m\) cells in total. The states of that PFTPS include input stage, middle stage, and output stage.
3. \(\sigma_i, i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}\) represents the cell structure in PFTPS, the format is \(\sigma_i = (\omega_i, 0, B_i, R_i)\), \(\omega_i, 0\) represents the initial object value, which is a fuzzy number; \(B_i\) represents the promoter in \(\sigma_i\); \(R_i\) is a set of rules, there are two types of rules in middle stage: evolution rules and communication rules. The formats of evolution rule are \(R_{iA} : (x_ib_i \rightarrow (y_jb_j, in_{n+1}); x_i \geq b_i)\) and \(R_{iB} : (x_ib_i \rightarrow (y_jb_j); x_i < b_i)\); the format of communication rule is \(((i, x_ib_i/y_jb_j, j); b_i > b_j), x_i\) is the object in cell \(i\), \(y_j\) is the object in cell \(j\), \(i, j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}\), \(b_i\) is the promoter in cell \(i\) or \(j\). In the input stage, the format of rule is \((x_i \rightarrow (x_i, in_{n+1}))\). In the output stage, the format of rule is \((x_i \rightarrow (x_i, out_{n+1}))\).
4. \(B_i, i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}\) represents promoter, it is different from ordinary catalysts, and promoters can evolve independently.
5. \(\text{syn} \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \times \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}\), with \((i, i) \not\in \text{syn}\) for \(i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}\) is the directed graph and represents the connection relationship between the units.
6. \(i_0\) represents the output unit, \(i_0 = 1\) means output in cell \(1\).

For the two formats of evolution rules in middle stage, the former indicates that when the promoter \(b_i\) and the object \(x_i\) exist and meet excitation condition \(x_i \geq b_i\), \(R_{iA}\) will be activated, and the object \(x_i\) will be transformed into \(y_k\) and transported from membrane \(n\) to the next stage membrane \(n + 1\). In contrast, when the promoter \(b_i\) and the object \(x_i\) exist and meet excitation condition \(x_i < b_i\), \(R_{iB}\) will be activated, and the object \(x_i\) will be transformed into \(y_k\) and stay in membrane \(n\). For the communication rules in middle stage, when the promoters \(b_i\) and the objects \(x_i, y_j\) exist in the two membranes and meet excitation condition \(b_i > b_j\), \(R_i\) will be activated, and the object \(x_i\) in membrane \(i\) and the object \(y_j\) in membrane \(j\) will be exchanged. For the rules of input stage, when the object \(x_i\) exist, \(R_i\) will be activated, and the object \(x_i\) will be
transported into the next stage. For the rules of output stage, when the object $x_i$ exist, $R_i$ will be activated, and the object $x_i$ will be transported into environment.

According to the literature [27] mentioned, the emergence of a chemical substance makes the occurrence of biochemical reactions possible, this chemical substance is different from the catalyst, it can evolve alone, and the evolution process can be carried out in parallel with the reaction. Here it can be called promoter. There are two types promoters are defined for the membranes in the system model: native promoter $B^*$ and derivative promoter $B^\# [9]$. The position of the native promoter in the model does not change, and its value is automatically evolved by the rules in the initial pattern of the membrane. The position of the native promoter in the model is unaltered, and its value is automatically evolved according to the rules in the initial pattern of the membrane.

As shown in Fig. 2, it is a simple PFTPS structure. The structure has 5 cells, which are divided into input stage, middle stage, and output stage. Each cell contains objects and rules, and a directed line segment represents a channel which can transmit signal. For signal transmission, one-way line segment can only carry out one-way signal transmission and two-way line segment can carry out two-way signal transmission.

![Fig. 2. A simple PFTPS structure.](image)

A more complex coordinated control model of microgrid based on above definition and structure is proposed in next section. In PFTPS, multiple data of different control objects are input, and the data of these objects are output after calculation. The calculation process is realized through the parallel operation of each cell and multi-line data transmission in PFTPS.

### 3.2 Reasoning calculation

In order to test the correctness and feasibility of the constructed microgrid model based on PFTPS, the reasoning calculation is implemented by using the data which meets the system input object requirements and reflects the microgrid operating status. Now a PFTPS model of the above microgrid is established, as shown in Fig. 3. Three kinds of operation states data for microgrid are used to carry out the reasoning calculation, namely: (1) island mode can be realized; (2) grid-connected mode can be realized; (3) when f is less than the rated frequency. The reasoning results are shown in Table 1.

To make the reasoning process intelligible, a detailed example of the reasoning process is introduced with the operation state (1) as an example. A PFTPS structure $Π$ with degree $m = 7$ is as follows.
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\[ \Pi = (O, Q, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_7, B_1, \ldots, B_7, \text{syn}, i_0) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where:

1. \( O = \{s, \text{soc}, gt, l, f\} \);
2. \( Q = \{a_i|i = 1, 2, \ldots, 7\} \), \( a_1 \) is the initial state, \( a_2, a_3, a_4 \) are the intermediate states, and \( a_5, a_6, a_7 \) are the termination states;
3. \( \sigma_1 = (\omega_1 = \{s, \text{soc}, gt, l, f\}, \lambda, R_1)\), \( \sigma_2 = (\omega_2 = \lambda, B^*_1, R_e) \), \( \sigma_3 = (\omega_3 = \lambda, B^\#_{GT}, R_{GT}) \), \( \sigma_4 = (\omega_4 = \lambda, B^\#_R, R_l) \), \( \sigma_5 = (\omega_5 = \lambda, \lambda, R_0) \), \( \sigma_6 = (\omega_6 = \lambda, B^\#_6, R_6) \), \( \sigma_7 = (\omega_7 = \lambda, B^\#_7, R_f & R_l) \);
4. \( \text{syn} \subseteq \{(1, 2), (2, 3), (2, 5), (3, 4), (3, 5), (4, 5), (4, 6), (5, 7), (6, 7)\} \);
5. \( i_0 = 7 \).

The detailed reasoning process is described as follows.

Step 1. Objects are included in \( \sigma_1 \), there are \( (s, 0.2), (\text{soc}, 0.5), (gt, 0.1), (l, 0.2), (f, 0.7) \), and \( b_s = 0.5 \). Rule \( R_1 \) meets the excitation conditions, hence the objects move into \( \sigma_2 \). In \( \sigma_2 \), there are \( 0.2 < 0.5 \& 0.5 < 0.8 \& 0.5 > 0 \). Rule \( R_e \) meets the excitation conditions, hence \( s = +0.2 \), then \( \text{soc} = 0.5 + 0.1 = 0.7 \), \( f \) has changed and is still greater than 0, but the specific value cannot be judged, it can be set to \( \text{ex} \), and the data is sent to \( \sigma_3 \).

Step 2. In \( \sigma_3 \), the promoter \( B^\#_{GT} \) changes to \( b_{GT} = b_s - 0.2 = 0.3, 0.1 < 0.3, \) rule \( R_{GT} \) meets the excitation conditions, hence \( gt = -0.1 \), \( f \) changes and it is still greater than 0, but the specific value cannot be judged, it can be set to \( \text{ex} \). Then, the data is transferred to \( \sigma_4 \). In \( \sigma_4 \), the promoter \( B^\#_R \) changes to \( b_l = b_{gt} - |-0.1| = 0.2, 0.2 = 0.2 \), rule \( R_l \) meets the excitation conditions, hence \( l = +0.2 \), \( f \) has changed and it is still greater than 0, but the specific value cannot be judged, it can be set to \( \text{ex} \). And the data is transferred to \( \sigma_5 \) to complete the islanding operation.

Step 3. In \( \sigma_5 \), rule \( R_0 \) only performs transfer operation. At this time, the power returns to normal, and \( f \) returns to normal, but the specific value cannot be judged, it can be set to \( \text{ex} \), and the data is transferred to \( \sigma_7 \).

Step 4. In \( \sigma_7 \), \( f \) may have a little fluctuation, and fluctuate around 0. Rule \( R_f \) meets the excitation conditions, hence it is executed. When the data is greater than 0, the value...
is positive; when the data is less than 0, and the value is negative. Then, rule $R_7$ is executed, and the calculated data $\omega_7 = \{ (s, +0.2), (soc, 0.7), (gt, -0.1), (l, +0.2), (f, ex) \}$ is output to the environment at the end of the operation.

The meaning of output result is as follows: $(s, +0.2)$ represents the power of Storage increases 20%SOC; $(soc, 0.7)$ represents Storage is charged to 70%SOC; $(gt, -0.1)$ represents that GT reduces the power emitted by 0.1; $(l, +0.2)$ represents that load increases power demand by 0.2; $(f, ex)$ means that the value of $f$ is unknown and can be determined in a later link. This model achieves power balance in cell 4 and outputs the value of the controllable variable in cell 7. Currently, microgrid is operating in island mode.

### Table 1. Reasoning results of three operation states.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$(s, 0.2), (soc, 0.5), (gt, 0.1), (l, 0.2), (f, 0.7)$</td>
<td>$(s, +0.2), (soc, 0.7), (gt, -0.1), (l, +0.2), (f, ex)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$(s, 0.2), (soc, 0.6), (gt, 0.3), (l, 0.2), (f, 0.6)$</td>
<td>$(s, 0.2), (soc, 0.4), (gt, +0.0), (l, 0.2), (f, ex)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$(s, 0.3), (soc, 0.9), (gt, 0.5), (l, 0.5), (f, 0.2)$</td>
<td>$(s, 0.3), (soc, 0.6), (gt, +0.1), (l, 0), (f, ex)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, in the second case, the reasoning result shows that microgrid still cannot maintain its own power balance after its internal control, the system needs to buy the power from distributed network to achieve its own power balance, the output reflects the adjustment measure at the next moment. In the third case, when $f$ is less than the rated frequency, the reasoning result shows that microgrid also can realize its power balance. Therefore, the correctness and feasibility of the proposed theory are verified through the reasoning results.

### 3.3 Coordinated control strategy based on PFTPS of microgrid

This coordinated control strategy of microgrid mainly adjusts the controllable units separately by detecting the power and frequency of AC feeder. The control strategy based on PFTPS of microgrid is shown in Fig. 4.

Firstly, the system power is compared to determine the power shortage or excess. Then, the output state of the controllable units is determined by comparing with the adjustable capacity of the controllable units one by one. Finally, if microgrid still cannot meet the power balance after self-regulation, the power interaction is carried out to the distribution network to achieve power balance.

In this scheme, PCC represents whether the microgrid is connected to the external power grid, if $PCC = 0$, the microgrid is not connected with the external power grid and enters the island mode, the power balance of the microgrid is met after the self-regulation of the microgrid; if $PCC = 1$, the microgrid relates to the external power grid and enters the grid-connected mode, and the microgrid will interact with the distribution grid for energy. $\Delta P_1$ represents the initial power shortage value of the system. $P_{GT}$ represents the adjustable power of the GT. $\Delta P_2$ represents the power shortage value of the system after GT adjustment.
4 Simulation analysis of coordinated control for microgrid

In this section, simulation analysis will be performed based on the derivation test in the previous section to further determine the correctness and feasibility of the model.

4.1 Simulation of traditional coordination control method

This section will simulate the microgrid system with traditional control strategy. In this strategy, controllable energy unit is Storage. Because the energy storage unit can stabilize and buffer the fluctuation caused by PV and load fluctuation, the energy storage unit is used to adjust part of the power to achieve the improvement of power quality. Besides, PV and FC are controlled by constant frequency and constant voltage mode (PQ control mode), GT does not participate in regulation in the traditional control strategy.

The simulation results are shown in the above curves, the power change curves of each unit are shown in Fig. 5, the electricity curve of Storage is shown in Fig. 6, and the power curve of microgrid and the frequency curve of AC feeder are shown in Fig. 7.
From Fig. 6, we can see the Storage is not connected during 0 – 7h, so there is no charge and discharge of energy storage at this time. At the same time, the system power can be basically balanced. From Fig. 5, it can be seen that the power generation of PV unit is large, and the excess power of the system is obvious in 8 – 16h. Therefore, the Storage is connected by charging, the value is positive, and the SOC shows an upward trend. In 16 – 24h, the SOC reaches full state, and the overcharge of the Storage will affect its service life. From Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, it can be seen that part of the power imbalance can be alleviated in the system with Storage during 2 – 4h and 8 – 10h, which can reduce the fluctuation of system power to a certain extent. However, the adjustment capacity of a single storage unit is limited, and it still has large fluctuations in most of the time, so the controllable unit needs further investment.

4.2 Simulation of coordinated control based on PFTPS in microgrid

In this section, the control model of microgrid based on PFTPS is simulated. The method of combining energy management and SOC power state is adopted by the model. Not only the excess and deficiency of power in the model are considered, but also the limitation of SOC power state is considered. Then the power balance is realized by judging the common control mode one by one. Fig. 9 - Fig. 13 are the simulation results. Fig. 9 shows the power change curve of each controllable unit, Fig. 10 shows the power change curve of the SOC, Fig. 11 shows the power curve before control and power interaction curve with distributed network, Fig. 12 shows the power curve of microgrid after control, and Fig. 13 shows the frequency curve of AC feeder after control.
Fig. 9. Power change curve of each controllable unit.

Fig. 10. Power change curve of the SOC.

Fig. 11. Power curve before control and power interaction curve with distributed network.

Fig. 12. Power curve of microgrid after control.

Fig. 13. Frequency curve of AC feeder after control.
We can see that 0 – 7h is at night, PV does not generate power and the system power consumption is excessive. At this time, GT and Storage are put into operation to keep the power balance of microgrid. And during 0 – 2h, the SOC is greater than 20%, so the Storage can be discharged. When the SOC is lower than 20% and cannot be discharged at 3h, the charging and discharging of Storage ends, and the power balance is met only by GT. In 8-11h, the illumination conditions become stronger and the power emitted by PV increases gradually. At this time, the SOC is at the lower limit, and the excess power of the system charges the Storage. In 11-13h, the power generation of PV in this section is the strongest in the whole day, and the excess power of the system is large. At this time, GT is cut off, and Storage and Load2 are input to absorb excess power. However, the power balance cannot be met at this time. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 11, the microgrid has energy interaction with the distributed network and sells power to the distributed network. During 13 – 15h, the light intensity gradually reduces, the power generation of PV decreases, and the Storage is still in a charging state. Until 16h, the Storage reaches the upper limit of 80%, and Storage ends charging. During 16 – 21h, the output of PV gradually decreases to 0, the power demand of Load1 does not decrease significantly, and the input power needs to be increased. At this time, GT and Storage are put into operation, the Storage is discharged, and the general load is cut off at the same time. However, at 17h, the microgrid still cannot meet the load demand through its own regulation, so the microgrid buys power from the distribution network to meet the power balance. In 21 – 24h, the power required by the load decreases, while the power generation of the system increases to a certain extent. The SOC of the Storage is less than 20%, and the discharge is stopped so the system meets the power balance. The simulation results show that the coordinated control strategy based on PFTPS can balance the power of the microgrid and achieve the expected purpose, which verifies that the method is feasible and reasonable.

In summary, the following conclusions can be drawn through these simulation results. The power and frequency of microgrid using traditional control methods fluctuate greatly, and the power quality cannot meet the requirements. However, the coordinated control method based on PFTPS can reduce the fluctuation of power and frequency, and improve the power quality. At the same time, because the proposed method considers the upper and lower limits of Storage, the problems of overcharge and over discharge can be avoided, and its service life can be prolonged. In addition, compared with the traditional control methods, the coordinated control method based on PFTPS can reduce the interaction frequency between the microgrid and the distributed network, so the impact on the distributed network is reduced, and the stability of the grid is promoted.

In addition, the communication between microgrid units plays a very important role in the coordinated control strategy of the system. So compared with the cell-like P systems in [7], the language fuzzy cell-like P systems in [8], distributed fuzzy P systems with promoters in [9], the proposed PFTPS is based on tissue-like P systems, it has its own communication channels, which can better simulate the communication between microgrid units, to deal with all kinds of uncertain and inaccurate information of microgrid.
5 Conclusions

The structure of microgrid is diverse and the control mode is complex. Some impact may be brought by intermittent and random distributed generation when it is connected to the grid. In order to provide users with continuous and reliable power supply, ensure the good power quality and realize the safe and stable operation of the system, a fuzzy tissue-like P system with promoters is proposed and applied to the coordinated control of microgrid. In addition, the internal rules and operation process are discussed; then, the coordinated control model of microgrid based on PFTPS is constructed, and its coordinated control strategy is given. The correctness of the theory is verified by reasoning. Finally, the power balance within the microgrid and the interaction between the microgrid and the distributed network is realized through experiments, and the frequency stability of the system is maintained.
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Abstract. Time-free spiking neural P systems with rules on synapses (RSSNP systems) are a class of spiking neural P systems with rules on synapses, whose computation results are independent of the execution time of rules. In this work, the idea of synaptic co-transmission, inspired by the related biological observation, is introduced in time-free RSSNP systems, where a family of sets of co-transmission synapses is given, and spikes pass through synapses which are in the same set of co-transmission synapses taking the same execution time. The computation power of time-free RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission is investigated. It is proved that time-free RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission are Turing universal as both number accepting devices and number generating devices.

Keywords: Bio-inspired computing, Membrane computing, Spiking neural P system, Time-free solution

1 Introduction

Each neuron contains abundant information even in tiny space, and it can be used as a container and a processor of information [15]. Neural networks formed by neurons provide a interesting subject for the analysis and modeling of the information processes of various neural networks, such as artificial neural networks [11], silicon neurons models [45], spiking neural models [10].

Spiking neural P systems are such computing models using the computing paradigm of membrane computing which abstracts computation notions from the biological organizations and reactions in living cells to execute computations in the distributive and parallel manner [4,26,32,33,47,50,51]. A great number of variants of spiking neural P systems have been introduced so far: some of them incorporate some ideas from neuroscience such as neurobiological features of the potential-dependent dynamic feature of neuron populations [28,44], the request-response communications between neurons [26,46], the replication behaviors [25]; some of them incorporate concepts of maths, such as antimatter [23], generalization of rules [14]; some of them incorporate notions of computer science [1,13].

* Corresponding author
More and more variants of spiking neural P systems have been used to solve practical problems [8, 49].

Spiking neural P systems with rules on synapses (RSSNP systems) is a variant of spiking neural P systems [40]. RSSNP systems can be represented by directed graphs, where a spike denoted by the symbol $a$ is the basic unit of information and pieces of information are encoded by the multi-set of spikes, such as $a^k$; a neuron denoted by a node is the carrier of information; a synapse between neurons denoted by a directed arc with spiking rules as well as forgetting rules is the one-way bridge for compiling and delivering information. RSSNP systems are founded on the assumption of the massively parallel application of rules: a maximal set of enabled rules are obligatory to be applied, and the execution of each rule is strictly restricted in one computation step. In literature, the computation power as well as the efficiency of RSSNP systems are extensively investigated, e.g., [5, 39–42].

Timed RSSNP systems are an extension of RSSNP systems which work in the time mode, i.e., the application of different rules in these systems could take different integer durations [6]. Theoretically, the timed mode which abandons the global synchronization in the prototype of P systems seems to be hard to be managed, yet certain important computing properties are available by investigating computing models in membrane computing working in the timed mode [2, 7, 27, 35]. For instance, the spiking neural P systems with extended rules [27], the P systems with active membranes [37], tissue-like P systems with evolitional symport/antiport rules [19], P systems with active membranes using promoters [18], whose computation power are proved to be robust independent of the execution time of rules. Because the robust, some timed P systems are used to solve computation-hard problems, such as those in [18, 19, 35, 37]. To our knowledge, there is no literature in the realm of timed RSSNP systems.

In the fields of computer science, a large number of new computing models are continuously introduced, and their important properties, such as computation power and space capacity, describing the ability of the systems. However, many of them have no physical realization, and one reason for the fact is that small changes in the implementation could affect the ability to compute or solve a problem. The motivation of this work is to fill the gap of studying the timed RSSNP systems to search some element (besides extended rules [27], active membranes [37], evolitional rules [19], promoters [18] mentioned before) benefit for the robust computation power, to help the design and implementation of the corresponding simulator, and to solve some application problems which can be converted to the corresponding computations.

The idea of synaptic co-transmission sparks from the neurobiological observation that neurotransmitters are co-transmitted to the target neurons at the same neuronal event [17, 20]. In this work, a family of sets of co-transmission synapses are introduced in timed RSSNP systems using standard rules, where spikes are delivered through each of the synapses in the same set of co-transmission synapses during the same period. Namely, if a spike is delivered through a synapse which is in a set of co-transmission synapses by using an enabled rule.
on the synapse, there is a spike delivered through an arbitrary synapse in the same set by using the corresponding rule on synapse during the same execution time; otherwise, no spike can be delivered through any synapse in the set.

It is proved that timed (even time-free) RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission are universal using only standard firing rules (without extended rules, forgetting rules, or delay), as they exert two functions: generating numbers, accepting numbers. The result shows that synaptic co-transmission is a benefit mechanism or the robustness of computing models working in the timed mode, besides extended rules [27], active membranes [37], evolutoinal rules [19], promoters [18]. In addition, this work also provides an universal time-free RSSNP system with synaptic co-transmission consisting of 101 neurons and 89 sets of co-transmission synapses to accept numbers. The results show that the synaptic co-transmission is benefit for the robustness of university of timed RSSNP systems in the sense that computation results are independent of the execution time of rules.

The following sections are organized as follows. The definition of timed RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission is given in Section 2. The generating numbers power of timed RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission is investigated in Section 3. The accepting numbers power of timed RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission is proved to be universal, and an universal RSSNP system with synaptic co-transmission for accepting numbers is given in Section 4. The conclusions and some hints for the future work are given in the final section.

2 Timed RSSNP Systems with Synaptic Co-transmission

In this section, the formal definition of timed RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission is given. For the primitive definition of RSSNP systems, please refer to [30, 40].

An alphabet is a nonempty set of symbols. For an alphabet $O$, the set of all finite strings of symbols over $O$ including the empty string $\lambda$ is denoted by $O^*$, and the one without the empty string $\lambda$ is denoted by $O^+$. The set of natural numbers is denoted by $N$, and the family of number sets that Turing machine can compute is denoted by $NRE$. For more related notations and notions in the theory of formal language, please refer to [31].

**Definition 1.** A timed RSSNP system with synaptic co-transmission is a construct of the form

$$\Pi(e) = (O, \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_m, \text{syn}, S, R, e, i_{out}),$$

where

- $O = \{a\}$ is a singleton alphabet;
- $\sigma_i = (n_i)$ ($1 \leq i \leq m$) is a neuron labeled $\sigma_i$ initially consisting of $n_i$ spikes;
- $\text{syn} = \{(i, j) \mid i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, m, \text{env}; i \neq j\}$ is the set of synapses, where each $(i, j) \in \text{syn}$ is a synapse connecting from neuron $i$ to neuron $j$;
\[ S = \{S_1, \ldots, S_k\} \subseteq \mathcal{P}(\text{syn}) \text{ is the family sets of co-transmission synapses;} \]
\[ R = \bigcup_{i \neq j} R_{(i,j)} \quad (i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, m, \text{env}), \] where \(R_{(i,j)}\) is the set of rules on the synapse \((i, j)\) of the following two forms:

- \text{spiking rule: } E/a^c \rightarrow a \quad (c \geq 1), \text{ where } E \text{ is a regular expression over } \{a\};
- \text{forgetting rule: } a^s \rightarrow \lambda, \text{ where } \{a^s\} \cap L(E) = \emptyset \text{ for any } E/a^c \rightarrow a \in R_{(i,j)}; \]

for a set of synapses \(S' \subseteq \text{syn}\), we denote \(R(S') = \bigcup_{(i, j) \in S'} R_{(i, j)}\);

- \(e : R \rightarrow \mathbb{N} - \{0\}\) is the mapping for execution time of the rules on synapses; for each rule on synapse, the mapping specifies a positive number (an execution time) to it; for two rules in the same set of co-transmission synapses, they have the same execution time, that is, \(e(r') = e(r'')\), if \(r', r'' \in R(S_i)\) and \(S_i \in S\);

- \(i_{\text{out}}\) indicates the output neuron.

A spiking rule is applied as follows. Let \(\sigma_i, \sigma_j \in \Pi(e)\) be two neurons, and \((i, j)\) be a synapse with the rule on synapse \( ((i, j), r : E/a^c \rightarrow a) \). If the rule on synapse \( ((i, j), r : E/a^c \rightarrow a) \) is enabled as neuron \(\sigma_i\) contains \(k\) spikes meeting the condition \(a^k \in L(E)\), then the rule can be applied by consuming \(c\) spikes from neuron \(\sigma_i\) and sending one spike to neuron \(\sigma_j\). The produced spike is sent to the environment if neuron \(\sigma_{i_{\text{out}}}\) applies the spiking rule on the synapse \( ((i_{\text{out}}, \text{env}), \tau) \). If there are two (or more) enabled rules on the same synapse \( (i, j) \) at a given time, only one enabled rule can be nondeterministically chosen to be applied at that time.

If the forgetting rule on synapse \( ((i, j), r : a^s \rightarrow \lambda)\) is enabled as neuron \(\sigma_i\) contains \(s\) spikes, then the enabled forgetting rule is applied by removing the \(s\) spikes from neuron \(\sigma_i\).

It is possible that there could be two or more types of spike consumption for one neuron at a given time. For instance, the enabled rules \(E_1/a^c_1 \rightarrow a \in R_{(i,j)}\) and \(E_2/a^c_2 \rightarrow a \in R_{(i,k)}\) \((j \neq k)\) emerging from the same neuron \(\sigma_i\) contradict each other for different numbers of spike consumption \(c_1 \neq c_2\). In such case, the rules of only one type of spike consumption are non-deterministically chosen to be applied at that time.

The execution time of each rule is specified by the mapping \(e\). It is supposed that there is an external clock which marks the time units (steps) of equal length, and the execution time of each rule is an integral multiple of one step [27]. If the rule \((i, j), r\) with \(e(r) \geq 1\) is applied at step \(t + 1\), then any other rule on the synapse \((i, j)\) can not be used at step \(t + 1, t + 2, \ldots, t + e(r) - 1, t + e(r)\), and neuron \(\sigma_j\) can not receive the produced spike from neuron \(\sigma_i\) until step \(t + e(r)\).

In this work, a family of sets of co-transmission synapses \(S = \{S_1, \ldots, S_k\} \subseteq \mathcal{P}(\text{syn})\) is introduced in timed RSSNP systems. For a given set of co-transmission synapses \(S_i \in S\), the set of rules on synapses which are in \(S_i\) is denoted by \(R(S_i) = \bigcup_{(i, j) \in S} R_{(i, j)}\). A rule on synapse \(r \in R(S_i)\) can not be applied until each rule on synapse is enabled; if the application of \(r \in R(S_i)\) is started at step \(t + 1\) and ended at step \(t + e(r)\), any rule \(r'\) with the condition \(r' \in R(S_i)\) is applied during the same period.
The configuration of a timed RSSNP system with synaptic co-transmission at a given time is described not only by the number of spikes in each neuron but also the left number of time-step when enabled rules on the synapses can be used. A configuration of a timed RSSNP system is of the form \((\eta_1/t_1, \eta_2/t_2, \ldots, \eta_m/t_m)\) where \(\eta_i\) (\(1 \leq i \leq m\)) is the current number of spikes in neuron \(\sigma_i\), and the spikes in neuron \(\sigma_i\) can be consumed after \(t_i \geq 0\) steps.

The initial configuration is given by \(C_0 = (n_1/0, n_2/0, \ldots, n_m/0)\). By using the spiking rules and forgetting rules, one configuration of a system is transited to a successor \(C_t \Rightarrow C_{t+1}\). A sequence of transitions starting from the initial configuration forms a computation. A halting computation \(C_0 \Rightarrow C_1 \Rightarrow \cdots \Rightarrow C_h\) is associated with the halting configuration \(C_h\) where there no rule on any synapse can be applied.

The result of a computation is defined as the total number of spikes emit to the environment by the output neuron \(\sigma_{\text{out}}\) in the halting computation. The set of numbers generated by a computing model \(\mathcal{M}\) is denoted by \(N(\mathcal{M})\), and the set of numbers generated/accepted by a timed RSSNP system is denoted by \(N(\Pi(e))\).

Time-free RSSNP systems which are robust against the different exection time of rules are a sub-type of timed RSSNP systems. Namely, a time-free RSSNP system \(\Pi = (O, \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_m, \text{syn, }e, i_{\text{out}})\) produces the same set of natural numbers \(N(\Pi(e_1)) = N(\Pi(e_2))\) for different mappings \(e_1 \neq e_2\). The set of natural numbers generated by time-free system \(\Pi\) is denoted by \(N(\Pi)\).

The family of sets of numbers generated by timed RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission of degree \(m\) is denoted by \(N^\alpha_{\text{TRSSNP}}^{\text{csyn}}\), where \(\alpha \in \{\text{gen, acc}\}\) indicates the systems act as number generating (resp., accepting) devices, and \(m\) can be replaced by \(\ast\) when the degree is not specified.

### 3 Computation Power of Generating Numbers

In this section, the universal results of timed RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission are generated by simulating universal register machines, when systems are used to generate numbers.

Formally, an universal register machine with \(m\) registers storing non-negative numbers is of the form \(\mathcal{M} = (m, H, I)\), where \(H = \{l_0, l_1, \ldots, l_h\}\) is the set of instruction labels with the starting label \(l_0\) and the halting label \(l_h\), respectively; \(I\) is the finite set of instructions with unique labels from \(H\), where each element of \(H\) is associated with an unique label in \(I\). The details of labeled instructions are of the following forms:

- ADD instructions of the form \(l_i : (\text{ADD}(p), l_j, l_k)\); the system nondeterministically goes to either the instruction labeled \(l_j\) or \(l_k\) after an accumulation of one to register \(r\);
- SUB instructions of the form \(l_i : (\text{SUB}(p), l_j, l_k)\); the system goes to instruction labeled \(l_j\) after a consumption of one from register \(p\) if register \(p\) is nonempty, or directly go to instruction labeled \(l_k\) otherwise;
- \(l_h : (\text{HALT})\); the system halts when it go to the halting instruction label \(l_h\).
Theorem 1. \( N_{gen}^{TRSSNP_{syn}} = NRE \).

Proof. Let \( M = (m, H, I) \) be a register machine defined above. In the following manner, machine \( M \) generate number \( n \): it starts from instruction labeled \( l_0 \) with all registers storing value \( 0 \); proceeds according to the values in registers and the indicators; machine \( M \) eventually reaches instruction labeled \( l_h \) when the number \( n \) stored in the first register. As usual, the initial instruction \( l_0 \) is an ADD instruction, and register 1 as the output register participates no operations in any SUB instruction. The proof of the Theorem 1 is based on the fact that non-deterministic register machine \( M \) can generate the family \( NRE \) [21], and the convention that number zero is ignored when one compares the computational power of two computing devices [13].

To simulate register machine \( M \) mentioned above, a timed RSSNP system with synaptic co-transmission \( H(e) \) is constructed, where each register \( p (p = 1, 2, \ldots, n) \) is associated with an unique neuron \( \sigma_p \), and the value \( n_p \) in the register \( p \) is associated with \( 2n_p \) spikes in neuron \( \sigma_p \). Moreover, each ADD (resp., SUB) instruction is associated with an ADD (resp., SUB) module shown in Fig. 1 (resp., shown in Fig. 2), and the halt instruction is associated with the Halt module shown in Fig. 3.

In each module, the neurons \( \sigma_i, \sigma_j, \sigma_k, (0 \leq i, j, k \leq h) \) are associated with the instructions labeled \( l_i, l_j, l_k \), respectively. The simulation of instructions labeled \( l_i \) begins when neuron \( \sigma_i \) contains exact one spike, and the neurons of the form \( \sigma_{l_i} \) in the same module are auxiliary neurons. In what follows, the simulation of each type instruction is clearly illustrated by corresponding modules.

Simulation of ADD instruction.

The ADD module in Fig. 1 consisting of three sets of co-transmission synapses is constructed to simulate ADD instruction \( l_i : (ADD(p), l_j, l_k) \).

Assume that a spike is delivered to neuron \( \sigma_i \) in an ADD module at step \( t \), so two rules on synapses \((l_i, l_i^t), r_{i_1} : a \rightarrow a), ((l_i, l_i^t), r_{i_2} : a \rightarrow a) (r_{i_1}, r_{i_2} \in R(S_{ij}))\) emerging from neuron \( \sigma_i \) are enabled. The application of the enabled rules means that one spike produced by \( \sigma_i \) is distributed to each of the neurons \( \sigma_{l_i}, \sigma_{l_i^t}, \) and all of the rules on synapses \((l_i^t, l_i^t), r_{i_3} : a \rightarrow a), ((l_i^t, l_i^t), r_{i_4} : a \rightarrow a), (l_i^t, p), r_{i_5} : a \rightarrow a), ((l_i^t, p), r_{i_6} : a \rightarrow a) (r_{i_3}, r_{i_4}, r_{i_5}, r_{i_6} \in R(S_{ij}))\) are enabled at step \( t + e(r_{i_i}) \). Hence, two spikes are distributed to each of the neurons \( \sigma_p, \sigma_{l_i} \) at step \( t + e(r_{i_i}) \) by using each of the rules in the set \( R(S_{ij}) \). Then, one of the rule on synapse \((l_i^t, l_i^t)\) or the rule on synapse \((l_i^t, l_k)\) is non-deterministically chosen as they take different types of spike consumption numbers.

If the rule on synapse \((l_i^t, l_k), r_{i_7} : a^2 \rightarrow a)\) is chosen to be applied, one spike from neuron \( \sigma_{l_i^t} \) is delivered to \( \sigma_k \) at the end of step \( t + e(r_{i_i}) + e(r_{i_3}) + e(r_{i_4}) \).

If the rule on synapse \((l_i^t, l_i^t), r_{i_6} : a^2/a \rightarrow a)\) is chosen to be applied, one spike is delivered to neuron \( \sigma_{l_i^t} \) at the end of step \( t + e(r_{i_i}) + e(r_{i_3}) + e(r_{i_4}) \).

Then, the rules on synapse \((l_i^t, l_i^t), r_{i_9} : a \rightarrow a)\) and \((l_i^t, g), r_{i_{10}} : a \rightarrow a)\) are applied in the same execution time \( e(r_{i_9}) \) as they are in the same set \( R(S_{ij}) \) with one spike distributed to neuron \( \sigma_j \).
The activation of the ADD module provides two spikes to \( \sigma_p \), and one spike to either \( \sigma_i \) or \( \sigma_k \), nondeterministically. The simulation of the ADD instruction \( l_4 : (ADD(p), l_j, l_k) \) is correct.

**Simulation of SUB instruction.**

Let \( B_p \) be the set of SUB instruction labels associated with register \( p \) (1 \( \leq p \leq m \)), and \( |B_p| \) be the number of labels in the set. For instance, \( |B_1| = 0 \) as register 1 participates no SUB instruction.

The SUB module in Fig. 2 consisting of five sets of co-transmission synapses is constructed to simulate SUB instruction \( l_4 : (SUB(p), l_j, l_k) \).

Assume that a spike is delivered to neuron \( \sigma_i \) at step \( t \) signifying the starting of the simulation of the SUB instruction \( l_4 : (SUB(p), l_j, l_k) \). All the rules on synapses \( ((l_i, p), r_{i1} : a \rightarrow a), ((l_i, l_1^1), r_{i2} : a \rightarrow a) \) are applied, and both of the neurons \( \sigma_p \) and \( \sigma_{l_1} \) receive one spike at step \( t + e(r_{i1}) \).

If \( 2n_p > 0 \) spikes are contained in neuron \( \sigma_p \), all the rules on synapses \( ((p, l_2^2), r_{i3} : (a(aa)^t/a^3 \rightarrow a)), ((l_1^1, l_2^1), r_{i4} : a \rightarrow a), ((l_3^1, l_4^1), r_{i5} : a \rightarrow a) \) in the set \( R(S'_{l_4}) \) are enabled at step \( t + e(r_{i3}) \). By applying the enabled rules, two spikes are delivered to neuron \( \sigma_{l_2} \) and one spike to neuron \( \sigma_{l_3} \) at step \( t + e(r_{i3}) + e(r_{i5}) \); besides, one spike is delivered to each of neurons \( \sigma_{l_2}, \sigma_{l_3} \) as register \( p \) is shared by SUB instruction \( l_6 : (SUB(p), l_e, l_w) \). At step \( t + e(r_{i3}) + e(r_{i5}) + e(r_{i2}) \), the application of all the rules in \( R(S'_{l_4}) \) is completed. One spike is delivered to
neuron $\sigma_j$, and all the unnecessary spikes, such as spikes in the neuron $\sigma_{l_2}$, $\sigma_{l_3}$, $\sigma_{l_4}$, are removed across synapses in $S_i'$ causing no interference.

If no spike is contained neuron $\sigma_p$, all the rules on synapses $((p,l^1), r_{i_1} : a \rightarrow a), ((l^1, l^2), r_{i_2} : a \rightarrow a), ((l^3, l^2), r_{i_3} : a \rightarrow a)$ in the set $R(S_i')$ are enabled at step $t + e(r_{i_1})$, and the execution of the rules are completed at step $t + e(r_{i_1}) + e(r_{i_2}) + e(r_{i_3})$. Then, all the rules in the set $R(S_i')$ can be applied during the next $e(r_{i_3})$ steps.

At step $t + e(r_{i_1}) + e(r_{i_2}) + e(r_{i_3})$, one spike is delivered to neuron $\sigma_{l_3}$, and all the unnecessary spikes are removed deleting the undesirable interference.

By the work of SUB module, the number of spikes in neuron $\sigma_p$ which is non-empty is decreased by two, and a spike is delivered to neuron $\sigma_{l_3}$; or a spike is delivered to neuron $\sigma_{l_3}$, keeping neuron $\sigma_p$ empty. The simulation of the SUB instruction $l_i : (SUB(p), l_j, l_k)$ is correctly completed by the corresponding SUB module.

**Simulation of Halt instruction.**

The Halt Module shown in Fig. 3 with no set of co-transmission synapses, corresponding to the halting instruction $l_h : HALT$, is designed for halting the system and outputting the computation results.

If a spike is delivered to neuron $\sigma_{l_3}$ at step $t$ when $2n_1$ spikes are contained in the output neuron $\sigma_1$, the rule on synapse $((l_h, 1), r_{h_1} : a \rightarrow a)$ can be applied during the next $e(r_{h_1})$ steps with another one spike delivered to neuron $\sigma_1$. From step $t + e(r_{h_1}) + 1$ to step $t + e(r_{h_1}) + n_1 e(r_{h_2})$, the rule on synapse $((1, env), r_{h_2} : a(aa)^+ / a^2 \rightarrow a)$ is applied for $n_1$ times emitting $n_1$ spikes to the environment. Then, the system halts with no rules to be used, and the number
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Fig. 2: SUB-Module with five sets of co-transmission synapses: $S_i' = \{(l_i, p), (l_i, l^1_i), (l_i, l^2_i), (l_i, l^3_i), (l_i, l^4_i), (l_i, l^5_i)\}$, $S_{l_2}' = \{(l^1_i, l^2_i), (l^3_i, l^2_i), (l^4_i, l^2_i), (l^5_i, l^2_i)\}$, $S_{l_3}' = \{(l^1_i, l^3_i), (l^1_i, l^4_i), (l^1_i, l^5_i)\}$, $S_{l_4}' = \{(l^2_i, l^3_i), (l^2_i, l^4_i), (l^2_i, l^5_i), (l^3_i, l^4_i), (l^3_i, l^5_i), (l^4_i, l^5_i)\}$, $S_{l_5}' = \{(l^3_i, l^5_i), (l^3_i, l^5_i), (l^4_i, l^5_i)\}$, with $l_n \in B_p$. 

---
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Time-free RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission

Theorem 2. Time-free RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission working as number generating devices are Turing universal.

Proof. Let $\Pi(e') = (O, \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_m, \text{syn}, S, R, e', 1)$ be an arbitrary timed RSSNP system with synaptic co-transmission, where the topology remains the same with the system $\Pi(e)$ in Theorem 1, and the mapping $e'$ is different from the mapping $e$ in $\Pi(e)$. From the analysis of Theorem 1, $N(M) = N(\Pi(e'))$, and hence the proof is completed. "}

4 Computation Power of Accepting Numbers

In this section, it is proved that RSSNP system with synaptic co-transmission can accept any recursively enumerable set of numbers, and an universal timed RSSNP system with synaptic co-transmission is constructed to accept numbers.

Theorem 3. $N_{acc}^{TRSSNP}$csyn = NRE.

Proof. It is known that register machines can accept any recursively enumerable set of numbers in the following manner [16]. Natural numbers $x$ is introduced in the first register (such as register 1); then, the register machine starts a computation executing the instruction $l_0$, and continues to execute deterministic ADD instructions of the form $l_i : (ADD(p), l_j)$ and SUB instructions mentioned above as indicated by the labels; if the register machine halts at instruction $l_h$, the number $x$ is accepted by the register machine.

Let $M_a = (m, H, I)$ be such a register machine mentioned above. To simulate machine $M_a$, the timed RSSNP system with synaptic co-transmission $P_a(e)$ is constructed, where the IN module (in Fig. 4) is used to introduce the number $x$; ADD modules (in Fig. 5) are used to carry out the simulation of deterministic ADD instructions; SUB modules are the same with those in Theorem 1; the neuron $\sigma_{l_0}$ has the synapse $(l_h, \text{env})$ with the rule $a \rightarrow a$ on the synapse. The work of IN module helps neuron $\sigma_1$ accumulate $2x$ spikes, and then helps neuron $\sigma_{l_0}$ contain one spike by which the system starts the simulation of acceptance.
Initially, each of the neurons $\sigma_{c_1}, \sigma_{c_2}$ contains a spike, while all the other neurons are empty. The enabled rules on synapses $((r_1, 1), r_3 : a^+ / a \rightarrow a)$, $((c_2, 1), r_4 : a^+ / a \rightarrow a)$ can not be applied because there is not any enabled rule on the synapse $(c_1, 1)$ or the synapse $(c_2, 1)$ which are in the same set of synapse co-transmission $S_1$. The system $\Pi_\alpha(e)$ begins to introduce the number $x$ when neuron $\sigma_{c_0}$ receives the temporal spikes 0$\ldots$32$^{x-10}$ (y, z $\geq$ 1); the moment when neuron $\sigma_{c_0}$ receives two spikes (resp., three spikes) is encoded by number 2 (resp., 3), and the moment when the neuron $\sigma_{c_0}$ receives nothing is encoded by number 0).

When three spikes are delivered to the neuron $\sigma_{c_0}$ at step 1, the enabled rules on synapse $((c_0, c_1), r_1 : (aa)^+ a / a^2 \rightarrow a)$, $((c_0, c_2), r_2 : (aa)^+ a / a^2 \rightarrow a)$, $((c_1, 1), r_3 : a^+ / a \rightarrow a)$, $((c_2, 1), r_4 : a^+ / a \rightarrow a)$ are applied during the first $e(r_1)$ steps. At the end of step $e(r_1)$ ($e(r_1) \leq 1$), two spikes are accumulated in neuron $\sigma_1$, and a spike is delivered to each of the neurons $\sigma_{c_1}, \sigma_{c_2}$ by which the rules $r_3, r_4$ are enabled again. The rules $r_1, r_2 \in R(S_1)$ can not be applied before the rules $r_3, r_4$ are enabled, though the rules $r_1, r_2 \in R(S_1)$ are enabled at step 2 when two spikes are delivered to neuron $\sigma_{c_0}$. Because of the restriction of the set of synapse co-transmission $S_1$, the rules in $R(S_1)$ can be concurrently applied for $x$ times. At the end of step $x \ast e(r_1)$, 2x spikes are accumulated in neuron $\sigma_1$, and one spike is left in each of the neurons $\sigma_{c_0}, \sigma_{c_1}, \sigma_{c_2}$. Although the rules $r_3, r_4$ are enabled at step $x \ast e(r_1) + 1$, they can not be applied for the rules $r_1, r_2$ which are in the same set $R(S_1)$ are not enabled. From step $x \ast e(r_1) + 1$ to step $x \ast e(r_1) + e(r_5)$, the rules on synapse $((c_0, l_0), r_5 : a \rightarrow a)$ are applied, and a spike is delivered to neuron $\sigma_{l_0}$ indicating the starting of the following computation.

The ADD module for deterministic ADD instruction $l_i : (ADD(p), l_j)$ is shown in Fig.5. When a spike is delivered to neuron $\sigma_i$ at step $t$, the rules

Fig. 4: IN-Module with three sets of co-transmission synapses: $S_1 = \{(c_0, c_1), (c_0, c_2), (c_1, 1), (c_2, 1)\}$. 
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Fig. 5: ADD-Module with two sets of co-transmission synapses $S_i' = \{(l_i, l^1_i), (l_i, l^2_i), (l^2_i, p), (l^3_i, l_j)\}$.

on synapses $((l_i, l^1_i), r_{i1} : a \rightarrow a)$, $((l_i, l^2_i), r_{i2} : a \rightarrow a)$ ($r_{i1}, r_{i2} \in R(S_i')$) are enabled, and the application of the enabled rules means that a spike is delivered to each of the neurons $\sigma_{l^1_i}$ and $\sigma_{l^2_i}$ with the rules on synapses $((l^1_i, l^1_i), r_{i1} : a \rightarrow a)$, $((l^1_i, l^2_i), r_{i4} : a \rightarrow a)$, $((l^2_i, p), r_{i5} : a \rightarrow a)$ ($r_{i4}, r_{i5} \in R(S_i')$) enabled at step $t + \epsilon(r_{i5})$. Then, the three enabled rules are applied, and two spikes are delivered to neuron $\sigma_p$ and one spike to neuron $\sigma_{l_j}$. It is clear that the simulation of $l_i : (ADD(p), l_j)$ is correct.

The simulation of SUB modules which are the same with that in Theorem 1 has been verified.

If the rule on synapse $((l_h, env), a \rightarrow a)$ is enabled when a spike is delivered to neuron $\sigma_{l_h}$ at some time, one spike is emitted to the environment after the application of the rule on synapse $((l_h, env), a \rightarrow a)$ is completed. Then, system halts with no rule to be applied signifying that the number $x$ is accepted. □

We have the following Theorem 4 by expanding Theorem 3.

**Theorem 4.** Time-free RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission working as accepting number devices are universal.

An universal time-free RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission is constructed on the basis of Theorem 4 to accept numbers.

**Corollary 1.** $N_{acc}ARSSNP^{csyn}_{101} = NRE$.

**Proof.** The well-known universal register machine $M_e$ with 8 registers and 23 instructions is given in Fig. 6. The register 0 storing the computation results in $M_e$ is associated with a SUB instruction $l_{19} : (SUB(0), l_0, l_{18})$ which breaks away from the assumption (used in the Theorem 3) that output register associated with no SUB instruction, so some modifications are made on here.

A complementary register labeled 8 which is associated with no SUB instruction is added in $M_e$; two complementary instructions $l_{-1} : (ADD(2), l_{-1}, l_{-2})$, $l_{-2} : (ADD(8), l_0)$ are added; the instruction $l_{18} : (SUB(4), l_0, l_{18})$ is substituted for $l_{18} : (SUB(4), l_0, l_{22})$. 
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Fig. 6: Universal register machine with 8 registers and 23 instructions.

The modified universal register machine $M_s$ takes register 8 as the output register associated with no SUB instruction. Machine $M_s$ consists of nine registers, ten deterministic ADD instructions, a non-deterministic ADD instruction, thirteen SUB instructions, and a Halt instruction. A time-free RSSNP with synaptic co-transmission $\Pi = (O, \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_m, \sigma_{\text{syn}}, S, R, e', l_h)$ is designed to simulate machine $M_s$.

- 9 neurons for the registers,
- 3 neurons and a set of co-transmission synapses for the inputs,
- 1 garbage neuron for removing unnecessary spikes,
- 25 neurons for the instruction labels,
- $2 \times 10 + 4$ auxiliary neurons and $2 \times 10 + 3$ sets of co-transmission synapses for the ADD instructions,
- $3 \times 13$ auxiliary neurons and $5 \times 13$ sets of co-transmission synapses for the SUB instructions.

The universal time-free RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission is composed of 101 neurons and 89 sets of co-transmission synapses to accept numbers.

5 Discussions and Conclusions

In general, the biological phenomenon that neurotransmitters are transmitted independently is incorporated in variants of spiking neural P systems. Here, the idea of co-transmission is introduced in RSSNP systems (a variant of spiking neural P systems) named timed RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission, where a family of co-transmission synapses sets is given; a spike is delivered...
across a synapse that in the co-transmission synapses set if and only if one spike is delivered across each of the synapses which are in the same set.

In this work, the computational power of timed RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission is investigated. Timed RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission are proven to be universal for generating numbers (Theorem 1) as well as accepting numbers (Theorem 3), using only standard firing rules without forgetting rules or delay time. In addition, the universal results can be extended to time-free RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission (Theorem 2, Theorem 4), and an universal timed RSSNP systems with synaptic co-transmission is constructed to accept numbers (Corollary 1). The results demonstrate that synaptic co-transmission is such an element that make the computing power of the timed RSSNP systems robust.

Many new computing models have no physical realization, and one reason is that small changes in the implementation could affect the ability to compute or solve a problem. Here, synaptic co-transmission is used to make the computation power of timed RSSNP systems robust, and hence it can be used to design and implementation of the corresponding simulator mentioned in [43], and to efficiently solve some application problems (such as robot controller design, fault diagnosis of power systems [3,9,12]) which can be converted to computations in timed RSSNP system with synaptic co-transmission.

The universal timed RSSNP system with synaptic co-transmission (in Corollary 1) could be further investigated, such as constructing homogeneously universal systems like [48], minimizing the number of neurons (resp., synapses, rules) of the universal systems [22, 29, 36], restricting the numbers of synapses in sets of synapse co-transmission that are in universal systems, searching the normal form of universal time-free RSSNP systems [24, 38], and so forth. The role of synaptic co-transmission could be further investigated, such as investigating the computation power of RSSNP systems (or other computing models in membrane systems, e.g., tissue P systems [33, 34]) with synaptic co-transmission working in other mode (e.g., the clock-free mode mentioned in [2]).
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Abstract. Face recognition technology has been widely used in the field of artificial intelligence. The technology needs to be carried out normally under the appropriate light, however, there is not ideal light, even poor-lighted for the face recognition device, and with the head in deflect angle. The poor-lighted under various head poses will influence the face recognition significantly. To address the issue, we present a novel and practical architecture based on deep fully convolutional neural network and generative adversarial networks for illumination normalization of facial images. The proposed method is termed as illumination normalization generative adversarial network. Compared with previous methods based on deep learning, our approach does not require identity and illumination label as input. We preserve identities of faces by an elaborately-designed generator together with content loss. Moreover, the framework of our scheme is simpler than previous methods based on deep learning. It can address the illumination of frontal and non-frontal face. In order to fairly evaluate the proposed method against state-of-the-art models, the peak signal to noise ratio is employed to estimate the performance of illumination normalization algorithm. Experimental results show that the proposed method achieves favorable normalization results against previous models under various head poses and illumination challenges.
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1 Introduction

It is well known that illumination is an important factor to perform computer vision tasks. As is shown in Fig. 1, some reasons, such as the excessive exposure and the lack of exposure of the camera, the intensity and direction of the light, could make the lighting conditions complicated. Face appearances can change dramatically due to illumination variations. This fact will cause: the variations between the images of the same face since illumination are almost always larger than image variations due to changes in face identities. Zhang et al. [1] proposed a recursive copy and paste Generative Adversarial Network (Re-CPGAN) to recover authentic high-resolution face images while compensating for non-uniform illumination. A depth algorithm was proposed for a single-lens occluded portrait to estimate the actual portrait distance for different poses, angles of view and obscuration [2]. A network analysis approach was carried out, depicting sub-communities of nodes related to face [3]. There are some challenges in illumination [4]. Therefore, illumination normalization of face is essential and valuable. In this study, we focus on the task of illumination normalization of facial images under different illumination conditions and a variety of head poses.

As a pioneering work, Faisal et al. [5] combine Phongs lighting model and a 3D face model to normalize illumination of color face. Unfortunately, due to the requirement for 3D point clouds and a large amount of computation, this method has limited practical application. With the developments of hardware and neural networks, illumination normalization is gradually evolved from traditional ways to deep learning-based techniques. So far, there are a few methods to process illumination with deep learning, for which there remain two challenges: 1) The key challenge is identity preservation. 2) It is difficult to deal with the illumination of color face. Ma et al. [6] first used generative adversarial nets...
to process illumination of facial images. Han et al. [7] put forward asymmetric joint generative adversarial networks (GAN) to normalize facial illumination with lighting labels. Therefore, in view of the shortcomings of the methods, we propose a new method to normalize illumination of color facial image without any identity label and illumination label as input. Moreover, our method that contains a generator, a discriminator and one feature extractor is simpler than the previous methods based on deep learning.

Inspired by the success of GANs on image denoising, image synthesis and transfer learning, we reformulate the illumination normalization problem like the way of dealing with the tasks above. Our goal is to learn a GAN mapping from any poor-lighted images to well-lighted images, and the latter is called standard illumination cases in this study. In summary, our main contributions are listed as follows:

1. A new scheme is proposed for the illumination normalization of color face images. Unlike previous deep learning methods, we reduce the number of discriminators and not utilize reconstruction computation, which improves the computational speed.
2. We use content loss and elaborately designed generator for preserving identity. Experimental results demonstrate that the combination of content and L1 loss makes our method achieve good performance. The proposed method can not only process the illumination of frontal face but also the non-frontal face.
3. Though our model is trained on the faces under well-controlled lighting variations, it generalizes to face images with less-controlled lighting variations well, meanwhile preserving its identity effectively.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work on illumination normalization. Section 3 describes the proposed Illumination Normalization GAN (IN-GAN) in details. Experimental results, evaluation and comparisons are included in Section 4. Section 5 describes validation for identity preserving. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Related work

2.1 Illumination Normalization

2.1.1 Traditional methods To deal with the illumination variation problem, numerous works have been put over the past decades. In 1987, Pizer et al. [8] proposed adaptive histogram equalization to enhance image contrast. Afterward, many researchers extended the histogram equalization algorithm. For instance, Shan et al. [9] propose region-based histogram equalization to deal with illumination. Xie et al. [10] proposed block-based histogram equalization for illumination processing. Oriented local histogram equalization that compensates illumination while encoding rich information on the edge orientations is presented by Lee et al. [11]. In 1999, Shashua and Riklin-Raviv proposed the
quotient image method [12] that provided an invariant approach to deal with the illumination variation. Afterward, many researchers extended the quotient image algorithm. Shan et al. [9] developed gamma intensity correction for normalizing the overall image intensity at the given illumination level by introducing an intensity mapping and quotient image relighting. Wang et al. [13] put self-quotient image. Chen et al. [14] came up with TV-based quotient image model for illumination normalization. Srisuk et al. [15] proposed Gabor quotient image to extend from the self-quotient image by which the 2D Gabor filter is applied instead of weighted Gaussian filter. An et al. [16] proposed a decomposed image under L1 and L2 norm constraint, then obtained illumination invariant large-scale part by region-based histogram equalization and got illumination invariant small-scale part by self-quotient image. The absolute error (L1 Loss) is mean absolute error (MAE), which refers to the mean of the predicted value of the model and the true value. MAE gradient is the same in most cases, which means that even for small loss values, the gradient is large. This is not good for convergence of the function and learning the model. However, no matter what kind of input value, there is a stable gradient, will not lead to the gradient explosion problem, with a relatively robust solution.

Adini et al. [4] proposed logarithmic transformation, directional gray-scale derivation, and Laplacian of Gaussian for illumination normalization. Single-scale retinex was put by Jobson et al. [17] for processing illumination. Fitzgibbon et al. [18] proposed Gaussian high-pass to process illumination. Local normalization technology proposed by Xie et al [19]. It could effectively eliminate the adverse effect of uneven illumination while keeping the local statistical properties of the processed image the same as in the corresponding image under normal illumination condition. Chen et al. [20] came up with a lighting normalization method based on the generic intrinsic illumination subspace, which was used as a bootstrap subspace for novel images. Du et al. [21] presented wavelet-based illumination normalization. Chen et al. [22] proposed logarithmic total variation for processing illumination. Chen et al. [23] put a new method named logarithmic discrete cosine transformation for illumination compensation and normalization. Tan and Triggs [24] processed illumination by combination of gamma correction, difference of Gaussian filtering, masking, and contrast equalization, which was called TT in literature [25]. Fan et al. [26] proposed a method named homomorphic filtering-based illumination normalization. The filters key component was a difference of Gaussian. Wang et al. [27] came up with illumination normalization based on Webers Law. Zhao et al. [28] proposed a selflghting ratio to suppress illumination differences in the frequency domain. A linear representation-based face illumination normalization method was put forward by Li et al. [29]. Bi-maSenBayu et al. [30] proposed an adaptive contrast ratio based on fuzzy by considering two models of individual face as input, appearance estimation model and shadow coefficient model. Goel et al. [31] put forward an approach for illumination normalization based on discrete wavelet transformation and discrete cosine transformation. Discrete wavelet transformation was performed on the image and discrete cosine transformation was employed on low frequency sub
band. Then low frequency discrete cosine transformation coefficients were modified to suppress the illumination variations. Vishwakarma [32] proposed a fuzzy filter applied over the low-frequency discrete cosine transformation coefficients method for illumination normalization. With the development of 3D technologies, physical lighting models became a mainstream. Zhao et al. [33] decomposed lighting effect by ambient, diffuse, and specular lighting maps and estimated the albedo for face images with drastic lighting conditions. Tu et al. [34] presented a new and efficient method for illumination normalization with an energy minimization framework. Ahmad et al. [35] used independent component analysis and filtering to process illumination. Zhang et al. [36] presented a novel patch-based dictionary learning framework for face illumination normalization. Zheng et al. [37] proposed a local texture enhanced illumination normalization method based on fusion of difference of Gaussian filters and difference of bilateral filters. Zhang et al. [38] first combined Phongs model and lambertian model, then generated the Chromaticity Intrinsic Image (CII) in a log chromaticity space that was robust to illumination variations. The largest matching area was helpful to perform lighting normalization, occlusion de-emphasis and finally face recognition [39].

2.1.2 Deep learning-based methods The essence of deep learning is to solve a function to realize the mapping from input to output. Ma et al. [6] used GAN to process illumination of color faces. Though their method can generate vivid and well-lighted facial images based on illumination label. However, reconstruction and discriminators were used, it took more time to complete its computation. Han et al. [7] put forward asymmetric joint GANs to normalize face illumination. Their method contained two GANs, one is to normalize illumination, the other is to maintain personalized facial structures. Moreover, their method needs lighting labels.

2.2 GANS and their applications

The GAN [40] brings extraordinary vitality to the image generation, even expand to Fourier series [41]. With the help of the combination of GAN and CNN, DCGAN [42] makes a great leap in the ability of image generation. By specifying the input conditions, conditional GAN [43] can generate the specific target photos. At the same time, GAN leads to a series of breakthroughs in image inpainting [44], super-resolution [45], style transfer [46], image translation [47] [48] and so forth. In the field of face recognition, the training data is expanded by using GAN to generate some face photos [49], different expressions [50], different age faces [49], etc. For the application of generating frontal photos for FR, TP GAN [51], DR-GAN [52] and others synthesize large pose face images into frontal photos, and obtain good FR results.
3 Proposed method

3.1 Overall framework

In this section, we detail the proposed IN-GAN for illumination normalization. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of IN-GAN, which takes a set of poor-lighted face images and corresponding standard illumination images as input and outputs a set of well-lighted face images in an end-to-end way. As is illustrated in Fig. 2, the core of our approach consists of a generator, a discriminator, and a feature extractor. Our generator is composed of an encoder network and a decoder network. The discriminator is employed to judge its input whether real images or fake images generated by the generator. The feature extractor is to extract face features for every face image. In the testing phase, we just use a generator to transform poor-lighted face images into well-lighted images. We utilize 3 loss items: adversarial loss, content loss and L1 loss. In traditional GAN, D network and G network are updated with simple cross entropy loss, while Least Squares GAN is updated with Least Squares loss. There are two advantages of choosing the least square Loss for updating: 1. Outlier Fake samples far away from the data set can be punished more strictly, so that the generated pictures are closer to the real data (and the images are clearer at the same time); 2. The least square ensures that the outlier sample has a larger penalty, which solves the original problem of insufficient (unstable) GAN training; However, the disadvantages are also obvious. adversarial loss excessive punishment of outliers may lead to a decrease in the diversity of sample generation, and the generated sample is likely to be a simple imitation and minor modification of the real sample. But adversarial loss is particularly good for face changes, which are mainly subtle changes. The content loss is to compare the L1 loss of the feature map from the intermediate convolution layer of VGG16.

3.2 Generator and discriminator architecture

The generator of our IN-GAN is inspired by the components of Pix2Pix [53] and U-net [54]. Our generator consists of 11 convolutional layers and 11 deconvolutional layers, each of which is equipped with a LeakyReLU as activation. Details of the generator are shown in Fig. 3. As is shown in Fig. 3, the input size of the generator is designed to be a 128 × 128 color image. The output resolution of our generator is 128 × 128 pixels in size. The dotted lines in Fig. 3 are skip connections that are conducive to feature retention. In the middle 6 convolutional layers, we utilize dropout to avoid overfitting and special deconvolutional and convolutional layers at the end of the generator for enhancing the synthetic ability of our model. For this special design, which further enhances the ability of feature retention. Because InstanceNorm [55] has the characteristics of preventing instance-specific mean and covariance shift simplifying the learning process, we utilize InstanceNorm after each convolutional layer. Moreover, experiments demonstrate that InstanceNorm makes our model converge fast, which means that our model can obtain higher recognition rate, good visual effect, and fine
Fig. 2. Our overall generative adversarial network framework.

Fig. 3. The detailed structure of our generator.
illumination normalization results after about 14 epochs. InstanceNorm can be computed by:

\[ y_{tijk} = \frac{x_{tijk} - \mu_{ti}}{\sqrt{\sigma^2_{ti} + \varepsilon}}, \]  

(1)

\[ \mu_{ti} = \frac{1}{HW} \sum_{l=1}^{W} \sum_{m=1}^{H} x_{tilm}, \]  

(2)

\[ \sigma^2_{ti} = \frac{1}{HW} \sum_{l=1}^{W} \sum_{m=1}^{H} (x_{tilm} - \mu_{ti})^2, \]  

(3)

where \( x \in \mathbb{R}^{T \times C \times W \times H} \) is an input tensor containing a batch of \( T \) images. Let \( x_{tijk} \) mean its \( tijk \)-th element, where \( k \) and \( j \) are span spatial dimensions, \( i \) denotes the feature channel (color channel if the input is a RGB image), \( t \) is the index of the image in the batch. The discriminator of our IN-GAN is inspired by the components of Pix2Pix [51] and consists of 5 convolutional layers, each of which is equipped with a LeakyReLU as activation. Details of the discriminator are shown in Fig. 4. As is illustrated in Fig. 4, the input size of the discriminator is designed to be a \( 128 \times 128 \) color image. We use InstanceNorm after each convolutional layers.

**Fig. 4.** The detailed structure of our discriminator.
3.3 Objective

Our method uses one discriminator $D$ and a generator $G$, which constitutes a set of adversarial training processes respectively and optimizes their min-max problems. Our full objective is:

$$L(G, D) = L_{\text{adversarial}}(G, D) + \lambda_1 \times L_{\text{content}}(G) + \lambda_2 \times L_l_1(G),$$

among them, $\lambda_1$, $\lambda_2$ are weight parameters respectively, $L_{\text{adversarial}}$, $L_{\text{content}}$ and $L_l_1$ are as follows:

$$L_{\text{adversarial}}(G, D) = E_x[\log D(x)] + E_{G(x)}[\log(1 - D(G(x))],$$

$$L_{\text{content}}(G) = \|F(y) - F(G(x))\|_1,$$

$$L_l_1(G) = \|y - G(x)\|_1,$$

where $x$ denotes input image, whereas $y$ is target image (standard illumination). $F$ means feature extractor such as VGG-19 VGG-19 [56], ResNet-50 [57] for extracting feature. In this study, we use ResNet-50 trained on VGGFace2 [58].

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Datasets

As far as the dataset, we choose Multi-PIE [59] that has 15 poses ranging from -$90^\circ$ to $+90^\circ$. Each pose includes 20 illuminations and up to 6 expressions. All the dataset has 337 identities. We select $0^\circ$, $-15^\circ$, $-30^\circ$, $-45^\circ$ faces, 20 illuminations and natural expression, without glasses from session 1 of Multi-PIE as our dataset. We detect and crop faces from the dataset with single shot scale-invariant face detector (S3FD) [60] and resize to $128 \times 128$ as our training and test set. The 07 illumination faces are chosen as standard face (standard illumination) and the rest are selected as poor-lighted facial images. The total identity number is 129, 30 identities are chosen as our test dataset and the rest 99 identities as our training dataset. There are a lot of dataset to refer, such as CMU Face Pose, Illumination, and Expression (PIE) Database (http://www.ri.cmu.edu/projects/project_418.html), AR Face Database (http://cobweb.ecn.purdue.edu/~aleix/a leix_face_DB.html), BioID Face Database (http://www.bioid.com/downloads/facedb/index.php), Caltech Computational Vision Group Archive (Cars, Motorcycles, Airplanes, Faces, Leaves, Background) (http://www.vision.caltech.edu/html-files/archive.html), Carnegie Mellon Image Database (motion, stereo, face) (http://vasc.ri.cmu.edu/idb/).
As to the test dataset, we organize 4 settings. The setting 1 contains only frontal facial image, which has 30 identities and includes 19 illuminations. In regard to settings 2, it has the same identities as setting 1 but with large head poses such as \([-15^\circ, -30^\circ, -45^\circ]\) under 19 illuminations. With respect to setting 3, we choose -15° facial images and convert RGB to gray. In regard to setting 4, we obtain some poor-lighted faces using search engines from the Internet and Face Recognition Grand Challenge (FRGC) database [61]. For the purpose of verifying the performance of our algorithm, we also added people who wore glasses and faces under large head poses to our test dataset. All the faces of setting 4 are under less-controlled lighting variations.

4.2 Implementation Details
As to the encoder, we use LeakyReLU with a slope of 0.2 for activation first. In regard to the decoder, we also use LeakyReLU with a slope of 0.2. For gradient descent, we use Adam [62] optimizer, and choose a learning rate of 0.0002 with momentum parameters \(\beta_1 = 0.5, \beta_2 = 0.999\), weight decay = 0.0001. One 1080Ti graphics cards with batch size of 16 is used during training and 20 epochs has completed within about 25 minutes. Besides, during the training period, we do not use any data enhancement methods. By setting different values for \(\lambda_1\) and \(\lambda_2\), we get 3 combinations of loss items. We set \(\lambda_1 = 1.0, \lambda_2 = 0\) to train a model with content loss item only. We choose \(\lambda_1 = 0.0, \lambda_2 = 1.0\) to train a model with L1 loss item only. When \(\lambda_1 = 1.0\) and \(\lambda_2 = 0.1\), we train a model with content and L1 loss items.

4.3 Metrics
At present, most literatures evaluate the performance of illumination normalization algorithms from two aspects: one is to compare recognition rate, the other is to illustrate some face images before and after processing by various methods. We make use of cosine similarity of feature vectors for face recognition. For the purpose of more comprehensively estimating the performance of various illumination normalization algorithms, except for comparing recognition rate and illustrating examples, we also adopt peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) to evaluate the performance of various illumination normalization methods. Cosine similarity and PSNR are briefly introduced as follows:

1. Cosine similarity is defined as:

\[
\cos(\theta) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i \times B_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (A_i)^2 \times \sum_{i=1}^{n} (B_i)^2}},
\]

where \(A\) and \(B\) are the feature vectors obtained from ResNet-50 [55] trained on VGGFace2 [56], \(A_i\) denotes \(i\)-th element of vector \(A\), \(B_i\) denotes \(i\)-th element of vector \(B\).
2. PSNR is defined as:

\[
    \text{PSNR} = 10 \times \log_{10} \left( \frac{(2^n - 1)^2}{MSE} \right),
\]

where \( n \) is the maximum bits of each pixel, \( MSE \) means mean square error of two images, which can be computed by:

\[
    MSE = \frac{1}{mn} \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} \left[ I(i,j) - K(i,j) \right]^2,
\]

where \( m \) and \( n \) denote the width and height of image, \( I \) and \( K \) are two gray images that are equal in width and height.

4.4 Quantitative Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of other existed methods and our algorithm from two aspects: one is face recognition rate, the other is peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). In terms of recognition rate, we evaluate the performance of Directional Gray-scale Derivation X (DGDx) [4], Directional Gray-scale Derivation Y (DGDy) [4], Gaussian High-pass (GHP) [18], Histogram Equalization (HE) [8], Logarithmic Discrete Cosine Transform (LDCT) [23], Local Normalization Technology (LN) [19], Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) [4], Logarithmic Transform (LT) [4], Logarithmic Total Variation (LTV) [22], Self Quotient Image (SQI) [13], Single-scale Retinex (SSR) [17], TT [24] and ours. In case of PSNR, we only evaluate GHP, GIC, HE, LN, LT, SQI, SSR, TT and ours. All the aforementioned methods have higher recognition rate and better visual effect than the rest when we use them to process frontal faces.

As is shown in Table 1, the recognition rate of GIC, HE, LN, SQI, SSR and ours is 100% when the probe images are frontal faces under various illuminations processed by a variety of methods. GHP, LT, LTV and TT also obtain high recognition rate. All of them are greater than 92%. In general, all the aforementioned methods have the ability to preserve details or identity information in some sense. But GIC, HE, LN, SQI, SSR, and ours obtain the maximal recognition rate. In qualitative comparisons section, we illustrate contrast face images of the aforesaid algorithms.

#### Table 1. Recognition rate on setting 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>DGDx</th>
<th>DGDy</th>
<th>GHP</th>
<th>HE</th>
<th>LDCT</th>
<th>LN</th>
<th>LoG</th>
<th>LT</th>
<th>LTV</th>
<th>SQI</th>
<th>SSR</th>
<th>TT</th>
<th>Ours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognition Rate</td>
<td>30.88%</td>
<td>21.75%</td>
<td>92.81%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>70.00%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>96.32%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99.47%</td>
<td>96.32%</td>
<td>94.91%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 2, we illustrate the PSNR of GHP, GIC, HE, LN, LT, SQI, SSR, TT and ours under 19 illuminations. As is shown in the Table 2, we can conclude...
that the PSNR of original images is very different, but after illumination normalization, GHP, GIC, HE, LN, LT, SQI, SSR, TT and ours narrow the difference of PSNR and enhance the quality of poor-lighted images. It is obvious that our method is the best of all the illumination normalization algorithms illustrated in Table 2 and our approach archives the best result of illumination normalization.

4.5 Qualitative Comparisons

Table 2. PSNR of original images and images processed by various illumination normalization methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>10.72</td>
<td>12.30</td>
<td>13.06</td>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>11.78</td>
<td>14.05</td>
<td>14.70</td>
<td>13.57</td>
<td>13.68</td>
<td>20.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because most of the previous methods focused on the illumination normalization of gray faces. For the sake of fairness, we also conduct the comparative experiment on gray faces. According to Fig. 5, the faces from 2 to 7 columns are -15°, from 8 to 13 are -30°, from 14 to 19 are -45°. The first row is the original poor-lighted facial images. The second and third rows are the results of GHP and GIC separately. The fourth row is obtained from HE method. Next, we show the experimental results of LN, LT, SQI, SSR, TT, DGDx, DGDy, LDCT, LoG, and LTV. The final row is the output results of our method.

As can be observed from the Fig. 5, in general, these methods such as SQI, GIC, HE, LN, SSR, LT and ours achieve good performance, whereas the other methods preserve only part of the details and have poor visual effect. Although
Fig. 5. Some gray faces under various illuminations and large head poses before and after processing by various methods.
process cast shadow effectively and some images are oversaturated. It is obvious in the final row in Fig. 5. Our method can not only deal with the illumination of each image but also keep the corresponding identity of the images under various illuminations effectively. In summary, GIC, SSR, LT and ours perform better than other illumination normalization algorithms. From three aspects: recognition rate, illumination normalization effect and visual effect, our method is the best of all the approaches. From the previous parts, the methods such as GHP, GIC, HE, LN, LT, SQI, SSR, TT and ours have better performance than others. To verify their performance under less-controlled lighting variations, another set of experiments illustrate the comparison results are shown in Fig. 6. It can be concluded that GIC, HE, LN, LT, SSR and ours have better visual effect than others. From the third image of the third row, GIC cannot process the light. From the third image of the fourth row, HE encounters the same problem and there is some noise. In line 5 of Fig. 6, it is obvious that all the face images still have severe shadows after processing by LN, LT and SSR are the best if only consider from the aspect of visual effect. But some images are oversaturated. Our algorithm is the best of all the approaches from two aspects: illumination normalization and visual effect.

![Fig. 6. Some gray faces under less-controlled illuminations by various methods.](image-url)
4.6 Ablation studies

Since our method is without illumination label and identity label, we compare
it only to algorithms that do not require any label. Because there is no label
free algorithm in deep learning, we only illustrate some results of our method.
According to Fig. 7, the first row is the original facial images under various
illuminations. The second row is the synthetic facial images using our approach
training with the content loss item only. The third row is the synthetic faces
using our method trained with the L1 loss item only. The final row of Fig. 7
is the result obtained from our algorithm trained with the content and L1 loss
items. According to Fig. 7, our method can not only make the poor illumination
become well-lighted and unanimous but also preserves the identity information
of the original poor-lighted facial images effectively. Since content and L1 loss
items can preserve identity well, the model trained with the combination of
content and L1 loss items can not only keep identity effectively but also obtain
better visual effect.

![Fig. 7. Some frontal color faces under various loss items by our method.](image)

In order to further verify the performance of our algorithm, we perform illumi-
nation normalization experiment on the non-frontal facial images under various
lighting conditions. As is shown in Fig. 8, we can see that the first and third
rows are -15, -30 and -45 faces under various illuminations, the second row is
the output of the first row. The fourth row is the corresponding synthetic results
of the third row. It is obvious that our method can not only process illumina-
tion of color faces under large-poses and poor-lighted conditions but also keep
corresponding identities effectively.

In practical application, it is basically less-controlled illumination. There-
fore, it is necessary to verify the performance of our algorithm under the less-
controlled lighting variations. According to Fig. 9, the first row is the original
input with poorly lighted faces and the second row is the corresponding output.
It is apparent that the input images are not aligned and under various
less-controlled lighting variations. The results of Fig. 9 indicate that our method
can not only process the illumination of color face under less-controlled lighting variations with various head poses but also keep its identity effectively. Though no one wore glasses in our training set, our method still has the synthetic ability to generate glasses, which demonstrates our approach has a strong ability of feature retention.

As is illustrated in the Fig. 10, the first row is the original images, and the next 3 rows are the corresponding output of epoch 1, 5 and 13. According to Fig. 10, we can conclude that our method trained with content loss, L1 loss, the combination of content and L1 loss has good feature retention ability. When we combine content and L1 loss, our method converges faster than L1 loss and content loss used separately. Although content loss also makes our algorithm converge fast, its visual effect is not as good as the combination of content and L1 loss. It is apparent in the Fig. 10 that our method has the advantages such as rapid convergence, good feature retention, favorable illumination normalization results.

To evaluate our method quantitatively in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. They are under 3 loss items from epoch 1 to 14. Fig. 11 illustrates the recognition rate of frontal faces under 3 loss items from epoch 1 to 14. From Fig. 11, it is known that the combination of content and L1 loss makes our model converge fast and obtain higher recognition rate. Fig. 12 shows the recognition rate of -15° faces under
3 loss items from epoch 1 to 14, which demonstrates that our method can get better performance after combining content loss and L1 loss than using content loss or L1 loss separately. From Fig. 11 and 12, It can be concluded that our method converges fast and obtains high recognition rate after combining content loss and L1 loss.

5 Validation for Identity Preserving

Table 3. Recognition rate of faces under various head poses and lighting variations after doing illumination normalization by our method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>angle</th>
<th>0°</th>
<th>-15°</th>
<th>-30°</th>
<th>-45°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognition Rate</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>97.54%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. Verify our algorithm to process the illumination of color faces.

Fig. 11. Recognition rate of frontal faces.

Fig. 12. Recognition rate of -15°
In this section, we discuss our algorithm’s ability to keep identity information by conducting face recognition experiment. Table 3 shows the recognition results of our algorithm. In line 2 of Table 3, it is the recognition results of color faces under 0°, -15°, -30°, -45°. It is obvious that our method under content and L1 loss items can obtain high recognition rate. As is illustrated in Table 3, though there is no any input such as identity label, illumination label, our method still preserves the corresponding identities of the original faces effectively.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we put a novel and practical deep fully convolutional neural network architecture for illumination normalization of color face termed IN-GAN. Our method can process not only the illumination of color face images but also the illumination of gray face images. Furthermore, all the existed methods mainly focus on processing the illumination of frontal or near frontal face. Our scheme can not only process the illumination of frontal face but also the non-frontal face. Moreover, our method can normalize illumination of face image, and retain identity information effectively. Finally, though our trained model on faces under well-controlled lighting variations, it can process face under less-controlled lighting variations and preserve identity information effectively. In our further researches, other features, and geometric structure [63] need to be considered. We find that the number of layers and types of connection are important. The authors showed that the six-convolution layer and three fully-connected layer CNN, nine-layers in total, achieved better performance in sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and precision [64]. In [65], the performance of parametric rectified linear unit is better than ordinary ReLU. They also verify that batch normalization overcomes the internal covariate shift and dropout got over the overfitting. we shall try different layer CNN model, and various types of connection in the future. There is no gradient in ReLU, when values are less than zero. However, there is a small gradient in LeakyReLU, while values are less than zero. Therefore, LeakyRelu is selected in our experiment ReLU can get good results. Although our illumination normalization algorithm achieves preferable results from qualitative and quantitative comparisons. Compared with other algorithms, our algorithm has gained advantages. There is a lot of future work here worth continuing to study:

1. To improve our network structure for preserving more texture details.
2. To train a feature extractor and classifier for the facial images after normalizing illumination by our method.
3. To process illumination normalization of other image types, such as landscape and medical images.
4. To the preprocessing stage of other visual analysis tasks, such as facial landmark detection and face alignment.
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Abstract. Although ghost imaging using deep learning (GIDL) reconstruction technology can obtain higher quality images than traditional physical methods, one of the main problems is that the image reconstruction process cannot focus on the image itself in a noisy environment, which makes it more difficult to further improve the clarity and quality of the reconstructed images. Here we propose a deep residual transposed network based on an attention mechanism (DAT-Net) to deal with this problem. The experimental results show that the DAT-Net can focus on the image itself and obtain higher image quality in a noised image reconstruction process. The proposed network model is better than the current best model in multiple evaluation indicators. With the support of the attention mechanism, this method also has great practical application value for image reconstruction, image enhancement, denoising of single-pixel computational imaging, and ghost imaging.
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Introduction

Ghost imaging (GI) is a new type of imaging technology that uses two-photon composite detection to recover the spatial information of the object to be measured [1]. It was initially achieved by the quantum entanglement of the entangled light source [2], but later studies have shown that a quantum light source is not necessary [3] [4]. The traditional ghost imaging system is achieved by two beams of light working together to achieve image reconstruction, the two beams of light test and reference [2]. In subsequent physical experiments, the reference light source was proved to be unnecessary in reconstructing the image [4] [5]. The part of the reference light source can be directly completed by enhancing the random phase spatial light modulator of the test light source, and then according to the test beam carried the image features complete the image reconstruction process. Since GI appeared, it has been successfully applied in many fields, such as three-dimensional imaging [6] [7], optical watermarking [8] [9] and so on.

The rapid development of deep learning has promoted a new upsurge in the development of the computer field. For example, there are extraordinary
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effects in image recognition [10], natural language processing [11] [12], and target recognition [13]. Also, deep learning also has a good contribution to the inverse problem of optical imaging [14], making it possible to combine deep learning and ghost imaging [15] [16]. Because the conventional image reconstruction process often takes much time to obtain high-resolution images with as little noise as possible [17], such rigorous experimental conditions make ghost imaging not in real life when it is first discovered. Therefore, this paper uses direct simulation data to train to complete the construction of neural networks and the comparison of related network models. The combination of the two, through experimental verification, the image effect obtained by the image reconstruction technology based on deep learning can also be like the image effect of ghost imaging on compressive sensing (CSGI) based on the Fourier integral transform [18], in addition to effectively shortening the experiment required time to improve the quality of reconstructed images. The method of applying deep learning to ghost imaging (GIDL) was proposed by Lyu et al [15]. They used an end-to-end method [15] [19], even at a lower Nyquist sampling rate ($\beta = \alpha/\eta$, $\alpha$ is the number of experiments for one-dimensional bucket measurement, and $\eta$ represents the pixel size of the image. The image used in this experiment is $28 \times 28$, $\eta = 784$). The same can achieve high-quality image reconstruction. However, a problem that must be considered is that under a lower sampling rate, a certain amount of noise interference will inevitably be introduced. In response to this problem, in DDA-Net [19], the target image is directly extracted from the one-dimensional target image under the condition of under-Nyquist sampling rate, thereby reducing the corresponding noise intake; in DRU-Net [20], the upper and lower the sampled depth residual network module is used to obtain the reconstruction process of the noisy image, which improves the quality of the reconstructed image to a certain extent.

However, in the image reconstruction network models that have been proposed so far, although denoising can be carried out to a certain extent, the above model will be filtered to a certain extent when denoising, both the image and noise, making the image saturation not prominent enough. The model is unable to focus on the image itself to be retained so that some features in the original image will be treated as noise filtering in the reconstructed image, and high-quality images cannot be obtained. In response to the problems that arise, we propose a deep residual transposed network based on the attention mechanism (DAT-Net). This network is mainly composed of deep residual network blocks [21], transposed convolution and attention modules [22], making the network model. At the same time denoising, more attention can be paid to the image itself, while removing the noise, the characteristics of the image itself are also preserved as much as possible to obtain a reconstructed image closer to the original image.
Methods

This part of the experiment is directly simulated by an experimental computer [16], so two-dimensional image information is selected. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a CGI device. It can be seen from the schematic diagram that when the test object is irradiated by natural light, it will enter the current spatial light modulator (SLM) [1] [5]. The light carrying image information will be divided into two directions, and part of the image will be obtained through the signal detector. The characteristic signal is finally combined with the reference beam to obtain a reconstructed image. The following formula can be used to express this process:

\[
S(x,y) = \xi(\sum_{n=1}^{N} f(\theta) E_m(x,y))
\]

where the subscript \(m\) represents the average carried information calculated by the bucket measurement after multiple calculations. \(N\) represents the size of the pixel. \(S\) represents the average information carried by the bucket measurement. \(\xi(\cdot)\) represents the average value of the sum of all the information obtained after summing each image. \(\theta\) is the parameter matrix in the nonlinear function.

According to the image information calculated above, the calculation function of the reconstructed image with a certain noise can be obtained:

\[
T_{GI}(x,y) = \xi(S(x,y)I_m(x,y)) - \xi(S(x,y)) \cdot \xi(I_m(x,y))
\]
where $I(x,y)$ represents random patterns. By adding a random model composed of certain noise to the original image, the resolution of the original image will be destroyed. But this situation is most in line with the real world. It has been proven that GIDL can use simulated data for simulation experiments [15] [19]. While using a deep learning model for image reconstruction, a large enough image data set must be used to train the model. It will take a lot of time to obtain noised images in actual physical experiments. Therefore, we directly used MNIST dataset to divide the image dataset into a training set and a test set. The image with noise was used as the training set, while the original image was used as label data. The reconstructed image was compared with the original image to calculate the loss function. To make the model use better generalization ability, the pixel value of each picture can be normalized using the following function [20].

$$T_{GI}(x,y) = T_{GI}(x,y) - T_{GImin}(x,y)$$

$$T_{GImax}(x,y) - T_{GImin}(x,y)$$ (3)

Mean square error (MSE) [23] is defined as Equation (4).

$$MSE = \frac{1}{mn} \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} (I_{\text{real}}(x,y) - I_{\text{rec}}(x,y))^2$$ (4)

$m$ and $n$ respectively represent the width and height of the image, and $I_{\text{real}}$ and $I_{\text{rec}}$ represent the pixel values at the corresponding positions of the original image and the reconstructed image. In other words, after the pixel points at the corresponding positions of the two images are subtracted, the results are finally added up. The smaller the MSE value is, the more similar the two images are.

A more convincing evaluation index, The Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [24] [25], is often used to make a more objective evaluation of the reconstructed image.

$$SSIM(x,y) = \frac{(2\gamma_x\gamma_y + \nu_1)(2\delta_{xy} + \nu_2)}{\gamma_x^2 + \gamma_y^2 + \nu_1(\delta_x^2 + \delta_y^2 + \nu_2)}$$ (5)

where

$$\gamma_x = \frac{1}{H \times W} \sum_{i=1}^{H} \sum_{j=1}^{W} X(i,j)$$ (6)

$$\delta_x^2 = \frac{1}{H \times W - 1} \sum_{i=1}^{H} \sum_{j=1}^{W} (X(i,j) - \gamma_x)^2$$ (7)

$$\delta_{xy} = \frac{1}{H \times W - 1} \sum_{i=1}^{H} \sum_{j=1}^{W} ((X(i,j) - \gamma_x)(Y(i,j) - \gamma_y))$$ (8)

Compared with MSE, SSIM can better reveal the similarity between two images. The index value range is [-1, 1]. From the formula, it can be concluded
that SSIM = -1 indicates the two images are completely different, while SSIM = 1 means that the two images are identical. Therefore, the closer the SSIM value is to 1, the better the reconstruction effect of the model. \( \gamma_x \) represents the mean value in the x direction in the \( H \times W \) area of the image, \( \delta_x \) is the variance in the x direction in the \( H \times W \) area, \( \nu_1 \) and \( \nu_2 \) represent the average pixel intensity of the two pictures, and \( \delta_{xy} \) represents the x and y directions co-variance value.

There is another thing that cannot be ignored is Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) \([25] [26]\), which is defined in Equation (9). In the field of image reconstruction, SSIM is the most commonly used and widely used evaluation index for researchers, which is based on the error between corresponding pixels in the image, or the corresponding evaluation of the image quality that is sensitive to errors. Because the calculation method does not consider the visual characteristics of the human eyes, the evaluation results are often inconsistent with human subjective feelings. (Human eyes are more sensitive to the low spatial frequency and the difference in brightness and contrast. The perception of a certain area will also be affected by its surrounding neighboring areas, etc.)

\[
PSNR = 20 \log_{10}(\frac{MAX_I}{\sqrt{MSE}}) \tag{9}
\]

\( MAX_I \) is the maximum sampling value representing the colour of an image point. If each sampling point is represented by 8-bit binary, the maximum sampling value is 255. If the MSE is smaller, the PSNR will be larger and the quality of reconstructed image will be better.

Before the DAT-Net network was proposed, many scholars have put forward their GIDL models and verified the validity of their respective models \([27] [28]\). For example, using an image reconstruction model based on a residual network of up-and-down sampling \([20]\), the process functions used to reconstruct the image and the associated parameter calculations can probably be represented as follows.

\[
R_{up} = \begin{cases} T(x,y) - T_{GI}(x,y), & T(x,y) > T_{GI}(x,y) \\ 0, & T(x,y) \leq T_{GI}(x,y) \end{cases} \tag{10}
\]

\[
R_{down} = \begin{cases} T_{GI}(x,y) - T(x,y), & T_{GI}(x,y) > T(x,y) \\ 0, & T_{GI}(x,y) \leq T(x,y) \end{cases} \tag{11}
\]

The process function of rebuilding the image can be revealed in Equation (12).

\[
O(x,y) = T_{GI}(x,y) + R_{up}T_{GI}(x,y) - R_{down}T_{GI}(x,y) \tag{12}
\]

where \( R_{up} \) and \( R_{down} \) respectively represent the image information obtained by up-and-down sampling, and \( O(x,y) \) represents the reconstructed image.

When reproducing the DRU-Net, a shortcoming was found that the blur degree of the reconstructed image obtained is relatively large. The details of the reconstructed image are not processed well enough. The main reason is that this
Fig. 2. The detailed structure diagram of the proposed DAT-Net. The left part is to process the image information of the light signal with noise, the bottom part is the attention mechanism for weighted feature extraction, and the right part uses transposed convolution to reconstruct the image. Res, which represents the output of the upper layer is directly input to the layer pointed by the arrow, which is the realization of the residual network. Attention, which represents the realization of the attention mechanism. The vertical arrow represents the image passing through the network layer in turn. Conv, convolution, ReLU, activation function, MaxP, maximum pooling (2x2), ConvT, transposed convolution.

Fig. 3. Detailed structure diagram of the attention module. The feature map on the right is the feature map on the left after the attention weight weighting and residual calculation superimposed. G, global average pooling, F, fully connected layer, R, ReLU function, S, sigmoid function.
kind of models cannot focus on the image. Some information about the image is filtered, and the reconstructed image is not clear enough.

From the attention mechanism in the translation model, we can get enlightenment to solve the problem [29] [30]. After using the attention mechanism in the translation model, compared with the previous model, the model will focus on the current words to be translated, and the weight of the current words is greater. According to this idea, based on the residual network model, we make corresponding improvements to the model, add the channel attention mechanism and make the model focuses on the image itself during the training and reconstructing processes. The purpose is to make the weight coefficient of the image features larger and to make the weight coefficient of the noise smaller. In addition, the use of transposed convolution layers instead of up and down sampling layers can better filter noise. The reconstructed network model is proposed as shown in Figure 2. The architectural idea of the whole model comes from two models Res-Net [21] and SE-layer [31]. On the left side of the network layer, the characteristics of image fusion are extracted, and the attention module is applied to the high-level feature extraction [31] [32]. With the support of the residual network block [33], image characteristics can be learned thoroughly. At that time, more attention is placed on the image itself. The network on the right is built using multi-layer transposed convolution to achieve image reconstruction. In the process of GIDL, the corresponding function formula can be calculated as follows:

$$Res = \begin{cases} T(x, y) - T_{GI}(x, y), & T(x, y) > T_{GI}(x, y) \\ 0, & T(x, y) <= T_{GI}(x, y) \end{cases}$$

(13)

$z_a$ is the initial weight of feature layer obtained by global average pooling operation of feature map $u_c$. It is calculated by using Equation (15). The weight coefficient on different channels is denoted by $w_a$, $w_a \in (0, 1)$. $w_a$ is calculated in Equation (15). To limit the complexity of the model, we parameterise the gating mechanism by using two fully connected layers, a dimensionality-reduction layer with parameters $W_1$ with reduction ratio $r$ ($r$ is a hyperparameter) and a dimensionality-increasing layer with parameters $W_2$.

$$z_a = Gap(u_c) = \frac{1}{H \times W} \sum_{i=1}^{H} \sum_{j=1}^{W} u_c(i, j), u_c \in F_{m}^{H \times W \times C}$$

(14)

$$w_a = F_{frfs}(z_a, W) = \sigma(g(z_a * W)) = \sigma(W_2 \delta(W_1 * z_a)), W_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{C \times C}, W_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{C \times C}$$

(15)

After the weight of each channel is calculated, $w_a$ is weighted on the feature map $u_c$, which is expressed by $\zeta^+(\cdot)$ in Equation (16). Here the residual block is used in this model, and parameter $R$ that the model needs to learn is derived, see Equation (17).

$$A_{GI} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \zeta^+(w^i_a, u^i_c)$$

(16)
\[
R = \arg\min_{\theta \in \Theta} \sum_{i=1}^{N} L\left\{ Res^i(x,y), R_{\theta}\{T_{GI}(x,y), A_{GI}(x,y)\}\right\}
\] (17)

Finally, the image is reconstructed

\[
O(x,y) = T_{GI}(x,y) + R\{T_{GI}(x,y) + A_{GI}(x,y)\}
\] (18)

This model involves attention mechanism module and residual module. It learns most of features of the image with the attention mechanism module. Weight coefficient refers to the weight of each layer of feature map. By learning important information of the feature map automatically, weight coefficient of each feature will increase accordingly. After the weights of different feature layers are calculated, weight coefficient is applied to feature map. The weight ratio of each feature layer in the original image can be calculated. This model learns and optimizes its parameters according to the weight difference between different feature layers. The residual network used to retain feature information of the original image to the maximum extent together with some noises carried by the image, because it calculates every feature in the same way and doesn’t focus on features that need to be retained. Here the attention mechanism makes up for this defect, and helps focus on features other than noises. The purpose of applying transposed convolution in the model is to reduce the number of parameters that the model needs to learn, realize parameter sharing, and realize image reconstruction efficiently.

**Results**

Under the same Nyquist sampling rate (\(\beta = 100\%\)), we use different decibels of Gaussian noise to reconstruct the image. The aim is to verify that the proposed model not only reconstructs the image with high quality after adding the attention module, but also pays more attention to the details of the image during the reconstruction process.

To make the model have a good generalization ability, the data set of the training model is 48000 images with Gaussian noise of 150dB, and the original images are used as labels through the matching algorithm. The proposed method is implemented in the PyTorch (1.6) framework and Python (3.7). With the support of batch processing and GPU, training process of the model is significantly accelerated and time consumption is effectively reduced. The gradient descent method is Adam, the initial learning rate is 0.0003, and the loss function of the model is calculated by using the nn.MSELoss(). Three representative index functions are used to evaluate the ability of model reconstruction.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the test results of the two GIDL models for reconstructed images. Color images facilitate the observation of image destruction under the influence of noise, and to view the reconstruction effect comparison between DRU-Net and DAT-Net based on the attention mechanism. In Figure 4, the first column shows the original image, the second column is
**Fig. 4.** Comparison of DAT-Net and DRU-Net reconstructed image quality different Gaussian noises.

**Fig. 5.** $\beta = 1$, Enlarged details of the reconstructed images.

**Fig. 6.** A comparison between the results of GI, DAT-Net and DRU-Net.
the image obtained under the influence of noise, the third column is the image reconstructed by the DRU-Net network, and the fourth column is the image reconstructed by the DAT-Net. From the effect of the reconstructed image in the last two columns, it can be seen that the image obtained by using the attention mechanism model will be clearer in detail processing, indicating that the network model under the attention mechanism will pay more attention on the image itself. The weight of the noise is smaller, so when the image is reconstructed, the noise will be greatly reduced. With the continuous increase of noise, the degree of image destruction becomes more intense. It can be seen that the reconstruction effect of the image is also weakened accordingly. However, DAT-Net still performs quite well and focuses more on the image itself.

Figure 5 represents the enlarged details of the reconstructed images obtained by DAT-Net and DRU-Net. It can be observed in the magnified image that the model with attention mechanism can retain more image details. Compared with DRU-Net, the reconstructed image of our proposed model is significantly improved.

Figure 7. The loss function values of DAT-Net and DRU-Net with the same training number.

Fig. 7. Comparison of MSE between DAT-Net and DRU-Net.

Fig. 8. Comparison of SSIM between DAT-Net and DRU-Net.

Fig. 9. Comparison of PSNR between DAT-Net and DRU-Net.
Figure 6 shows the experimental results with sampling rate \( \beta = 100\% \). It can be concluded from the figure that the two models have certain differences in the reconstruction of quantum images. It is obvious that the reconstruction effect of our proposed model is better than that of the DRU-Net model.

The line graph in Figure 7 shows a comparison of the MSELoss values of two models with the same training number (Epoch = 5). At the end of the first training, the MSELoss value of DAT-Net is greater than that of DRU-Net, but from the second training, the MSELoss value of DAT-Net is significantly lower than that of DRU-Net. According to the trend of the curve in the figure, in the training process of DAT-Net network, with the support of attention mechanism, the model focuses on the overall contour and details of the image when denoising the image. When the model is backpropagated, it will fully combine the weight value of the attention mechanism to optimize the parameters, pay more attentions to the characteristics of the image itself, and extract more image details.

In Figure 8, traditional MSE functions are used to evaluate the similarity between the reconstructed image and the original image. The figure shows that the MSE value of the DAT-Net is less than the DRU-Net, which has certain defects. In order to make the model more convincing, the SSIM indicator is used to evaluate the pros and cons between the two models. It can be concluded from Figure 9 that the SSIM score of DAT-Net is higher than that of DRU-Net network, which indicates that the network model using attention mechanism is much better than the model using only residual network.

In Figure 10, the PSNR of noises with different decibel values is shown together with the PSNR of the reconstructed image obtained by two different network models. It can be seen that the reconstruction effect of DAT-Net network based on the attention mechanism is better than that of DRU-Net.

**Conclusion**

In this work, we propose a method for denoising and ghost imaging based on depth residual network with attention mechanism. It has better generalization ability for images with random Gaussian noise. With attention mechanism, the proposed model focuses on the original image as much as possible in the process of reconstructing the image. Experiments proved that the comprehensive performance of DAT-Net is better than DRU-Net on MSE, SSIM and PSNR, and the quality of reconstructed images was significantly improved. It is foreseeable that with the support of the attention mechanism, new possibilities are opened up for the future application of biomedical images, such as membrane computing and bioinformatics image processing [34], and it may also be helpful for remote sensing and the detection of moving objects.
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Abstract. To overcome the shortcomings of the existing harmony search (HS) algorithm and improve its effectiveness and efficiency, this paper proposes an improved intersecting mutation global harmony search algorithm to solve the numerical function optimization problem. The improved intersecting mutation global harmony search algorithm proposed in this paper contains a new impromptu scheme, which uses the best and worst harmony cross-mutation to generate new harmony to enhance its local search and global search capabilities. It also contains a unique selection update mechanism to improve the new harmony selection update process to increase the diversity of the population and increase its convergence speed. Among them, through dynamically adjusted parameters, the breadth of the search is increased so that the algorithm can balance the development and exploration in the entire search process. To test the performance of the proposed algorithm, the classical CEC test function is used to carry out a simulation experiment. Finally, the experimental data show that compared with the existing five harmony search algorithms, the improved intersecting mutation global harmony search algorithm has a faster convergence speed and excellent ability to deal with complex high-dimensional optimization problems.

Keywords: harmony search algorithm, intersecting mutation, numerical function optimization problem, best and worst harmony, selection update mechanism, CEC test function

1 Introduction

Due to the inherent optimization problems, which are complex, swarm intelligence optimization algorithms [1] can be an appropriate choice because they are initialized based on some random solutions and updated based on some simple rules at each iteration. These rules are used to develop an optimization algorithm inspired by the environment. For example, Yang et al. [2, 3] proposed the bat algorithm in 2010, which controls the dynamic behavior of the bat colony based on the echolocation behavior of microbes. Wu et al. [4] propose the Wolf pack algorithm (WPA) in 2014 inspired by wolf pack prey activity, the production rules of the Wolf King, and the survival mechanism of the fittest. Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy [5] proposed the Particle Group algorithm (PSO) in 1995 by simulating migration and clustering behavior during bird colony foraging. Yang et al. [6] proposed the Firefly Algorithm (FA) in 2013 by affecting the flickering and courtship behavior of fireflies; Xue et al. [7] proposed the Sparrow Search Algorithm (SSA) in 2020, which was inspired by the foraging behavior and anti-predation behavior of sparrows. Over the years, scholars have continuously improved and improved these Swarm intelligence optimization algorithms to play an essential role in most industries, which are highly efficient in solving real-life optimization problems [8–12].

Harmony Search Algorithm [13] (HSA) is also a swarm intelligence optimization algorithm, a novel intelligent optimization algorithm [14] proposed by Geem et al. The algorithm simulates the principle of music performance. It evaluates each set of harmonies played by the band to obtain the optimal solution vector of the optimization problem. Experiment results show that the HS algorithms are robust, fast, and convenient in iterative computation. Many researchers have modified the classic version of HS to enhance its performance [15]. Using improved HS algorithms to solve different engineering problems [16–21]. All have achieved good results.

The HS algorithm has three essential parameters: harmony memory consideration rate (HMCR), Pitch adjustment rate (PAR), and bandwidth (BW). The original HS algorithm does not have outstanding results from search numerical
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optimization applications, so some scholars improve these three parameters. Therefore, the adaptive HS of the improved search strategy is an improvement direction used to improve the search efficiency. The improved HS algorithm is also applied to real-world optimization problems, and variants have been revised from multiple angles [22, 23]. One of them is an improved harmony search algorithm (IHA)[24], a representative first improvement. On the other hand, the HS algorithm has a harmonic location selection update mechanism. The initial selection mechanism randomly selects within the harmonies library or generates the solution set outside the harmonies library to choose the resulting new harmonies. Since the initial HS algorithm search and development performance is not perfect, there are many improvements in this area, such as global optimal harmonies search (GHS )[25]algorithm, Novel Global Harmonic Search (NGHS), Intersect mutation global harmony search algorithm (IMGHSA)[26]. They are one of the HS variants, with the successful completion of many reliability analysis experiments. Based on the solution to the numerical optimization algorithm, the paper proposed an improved intersect mutation global harmony searches algorithm (IIMGHSA). Introducing an adaptive parameter, novel mutation method, and harmonic selection update mechanism in the HS process to prove that the improved steps can improve the performance of the original algorithm. Therefore, IIMGHSA is applied to solve 15 benchmark functions, and the results obtained are compared with the results of several improved HS algorithm processing benchmark functions. Select these five classic harmony search algorithms: Intersecting Mutation Global Harmony Search Algorithm (IMGHSA), Harmony Search Algorithm with Chaos (HSCH)[27], New Global Harmonic Search (NGHS)[28], Harmony Search with Worst and Best (HSWB) [29] and Efficient Global Harmony Search (EGHS) [30, 31]. Finally, the pros and cons of the algorithm are tested through simulation experiments.

When the existing harmony search algorithms deal with unconstrained optimization problems, the results obtained are not satisfactory, and some of the harmony search algorithms run for a long time. To solve such issues, this paper proposes three improvements programs. HSA is improved on an intersect mutation global harmony searches algorithm (IMGHSA) by combining these three improvements: adaptive parameters, new loop selection mechanism, and cross-mutation. And connecting the advantage points of other harmonic search algorithms, such as the introduction of the GNHS algorithm to avoid the advantages of premature convergence, the harmony vector in the initial harmonic memory (HM) is divided into a better part and a worse part, which will effectively improve search efficiency and provide space range of efficient search. In considering the relationship of equilibrium algorithm exploration and development, this paper introduces adaptive parameters. It adds cross mutation operators in the search process of the algorithm, which makes the algorithm perform a global search of the early search process and perform a local optimization in the later search period and increase the diversity of the population. An out-of-cycle selection update mechanism can optimize the population diversity and increase the convergence speed in the last stage of the algorithm.

The overall purpose is to test the proposed improved intersecting mutation global harmony search algorithm (IIMGHSA) and other improved harmony search algorithms by using 15 well-known benchmark optimization functions of the International Conference on Evolutionary Computing (CEC), which proves that IIMGHSA has better optimization capabilities.

2 The original Harmony Search Algorithm

2.1 Classical Harmonic Search algorithm (CHSA)

Scholars such as Z.W.Geem et al., when listening to music performance, according to the musicians repeatedly adjust the intonation of the instrument, and finally, form a beautiful harmony state inspiration, thus proposed the harmony search (HS) algorithm. The optimization operation roughly assumes the existing objective function $f(x)$ that needs to be optimized, where: $x = [x_1, x_2, ..., x_n]$. Then $x$ can be regarded as the Harmony combination of n musicians, In the process of adjustment, different harmony will be produced $x_n (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n)$, the objective function $f(x)$ is used as the evaluation standard for the pitch, and the musicians continuously modify the pitch $n(i)$ (Explore the iterative process) until a beautiful harmony is formed (Reach the evaluation criteria or the maximum number of iterations).

The algorithm steps of the HS algorithm:

Step1.Specifies the problem’s optimization direction and initialization parameters according to the actual situation, then encodes a set of variables in the established mathematical model as a set of tones that make up the harmony.

Step2.Initialize the harmony memory bank and calculate the initial fitness value:

Generating random initial solution:
\[ X^i = LB + (UB - LB) \cdot \text{rand}(0,1), \quad i \in (1, HMS) \]  

Initialize Harmony memory:

\[
HM = \begin{bmatrix}
X^1 \\
X^2 \\
\vdots \\
X^{HMS}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
x_1^1 & x_2^1 & \ldots & x_N^1 \\
x_1^2 & x_2^2 & \ldots & x_N^2 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
x_1^{HMS} & x_2^{HMS} & \ldots & x_N^{HMS}
\end{bmatrix} \tag{2}
\]

Target function optimization value under the initial solution set condition:

\[
f(X^i) = \begin{bmatrix}
f(X^1) \\
f(X^2) \\
\vdots \\
f(X^{HMS})
\end{bmatrix} \tag{3}
\]

Step3. The improvisation iteratively selects a new harmony, and then a new harmony vector is generated: judge according to the HMCR selection probability of the harmony library and uses the \text{rand} function to create a number randomly \( r_1 \) between 0 and 1 to compare with HMCR. If \( r_1 \) is more significant than HMCR value randomly selects a harmony in the solution space, otherwise randomly selects a harmony from the harmony library, and then when \( r_1 \) is less than HMCR, the \text{rand} function is used to generate \( r_2 \) \( \in (0, 1) \) randomly. If the pitch adjustment rate \( PAR \) is more significant than \( r_2 \), the selected harmony will be disturbed. Otherwise, it will be directly used as a new harmony.

The specific operations are as follows:

\[
x(i,j)_{\text{new}} = \begin{cases} 
    \text{HM}(i,j), & \text{if } r_1 < \text{HMCR} \\
    LB_j + (UB_j - LB_j) \cdot \text{rand}(0,1), & \text{other wise}
\end{cases} \tag{4}
\]

When \( PAR \) is greater than \( r_2 \), the specific operations are as follows:

\[
X_{i,j} = X_{i,j} \mp \text{rand}(1,j) \cdot BW \tag{5}
\]

Step4. Update Harmony Library: Judge the new harmony selected in step3, compare the generated new harmony with the worst harmony in the harmony library, and let the harmony that can make the objective function take a better result instead of the position of the worst harmony in the harmony library.

The specific operations are as follows (\( X_{\text{worst}} \) is the worst-adapted harmony in the harmony library):

\[
X_{\text{worst}} = \begin{cases} 
    X_{\text{new}}, & \text{if } f(X_{\text{new}}) < f(X_{\text{worst}}) \\
    X_{\text{worst}}, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \tag{6}
\]

Step5. Determines whether the maximum value of the iteration is reached and stops. Otherwise, repeat steps step3 and step4, step5 until the iteration ends.

The main steps of the HS algorithm are shown in the following pseudo-code:

**Algorithm 1 HS algorithm**

1: Initializing HS algorithm’s parameters.
2: Initialization of the harmony memory (HM) and compute the objective function.
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3: while $t < T_{\text{max}}$ do
4:   for $i \in [\text{HMS}, 1]$ do
5:     for $j \in [1, N]$ do
6:       if $r_1 < \text{HMCR}$ then
7:         $x_{i,j}^{\text{new}} = \text{HM}_{i,j}$
8:         if $r_2 < \text{PAR}$ then
9:           $x_{i,j}^{\text{new}} = x_{i,j}^{\text{new}} \times \text{rand} \times BW$
10:       endif
11:     else
12:       $x_{i,j}^{\text{new}} = \text{LB}_j + (\text{UB}_j - \text{LB}_j) \times \text{rand}(0, 1)$
13:     endif
14:   endfor
15: endfor
16: endwhile

Among them: $\text{UB}$ and $\text{LB}$ are the upper and lower limits of the search space. The algorithm will search for optimization within the range. When $x_{i,j}^{\text{new}}$ is not in the range, it needs to perform out-of-bounds processing. When $x_{i,j}^{\text{new}}$ is less than $\text{LB}_j$, make $x_{i,j}^{\text{new}}$ equal to $\text{LB}_j$, or when $x_{i,j}^{\text{new}}$ is greater than $\text{UB}_j$, make $x_{i,j}^{\text{new}}$ equal to $\text{UB}_j$.

3 Intersect mutation global harmony search algorithm (IMGHSA)

The intersecting mutation global harmony search algorithm is a variant of the global search harmony algorithm, which abandons the GHS algorithm for random harmonic selection from the harmonic library in the harmonic iteration process but instead chooses to select the optimal worst harmonic for computational iteration, which effectively improves the search efficiency. Combining the intersecting mutation operation (IMO) and the global harmonic algorithm effectively improves the position update strategy, increases the small probability mutation strategy, facilitates the global population search and local search, and more effectively weighs the balance between the algorithm development and exploration.

The specific steps are as follows:

step1. Initialize the required parameters of the algorithm.
step2. Initialization establishes a harmonic memory library.
step3-step4. Obtain new harmony through location update and small probability changes, and update the harmony library. The specific pseudo code is as follows:


1: while $t < T_{\text{max}}$ do
2:   for $i \in [\text{HMS}, 1]$ do
3:     for $j \in [1, N]$ do
4:       if $r_1 < \text{HMCR}$ then
5:         $xr = 2 \times x_{\text{best}_{i,j}} - x_{\text{worst}_{i,j}}$
6:       if $xr > \text{UB}_j$ then
7:         $xr = \text{UB}_j$
8:       endif
9:       if $xr < \text{LB}_j$ then
10:         $xr = \text{LB}_j$
11:       endif
12:       $x_{i,j}^{\text{new}} = x_{\text{worst}_{i,j}} + (xr - x_{\text{worst}_{i,j}}) \times \text{rand}(0, 1)$
13:     endfor
14:   endfor
15: endwhile
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Among them, $x_{j}^{new}$ is the variable of the $j_{th}$ dimension of the new harmony, $x_{worst,j}$ and $x_{best,j}$ represent the worst and best harmony in the current harmony library, and the positions are the $j$ row and the $i$ row of the harmony library matrix. $rand(0, 1)$ is a random value from 0 to 1. $LB$ is the lower limit of the problem, and $UB$ is the upper limit of the problem.

step5: If the maximum number of iterations is reached, the algorithm terminates and outputs the optimal value. Otherwise, step3, step4, step5 are executed in a loop until the termination condition is reached.

4 Improved harmonic search algorithm

4.1 An improved intersecting mutation global harmony search algorithm (IIMGHSA)

While combining the advantages of IMGHSA, adaptive parameters are added to the IMGHS algorithm so that the algorithm can be more rationally developed and explored during operation. There can be pretty sizeable adaptive parameter values in the early stage, which is more conducive to the global search of the algorithm. The late adaptive parameter value is small, which is conducive to the local optimization of the algorithm. In addition to the cyclic selection update mechanism, a new harmonic selection update mechanism has also been added. It is conducive to rich population diversity and speeds up the convergence speed of the algorithm. In addition, based on IMO, different mutation operators adopt different degrees of "push and pull" for the new harmony. After many tests, good results have been achieved. Since the IIMGHSA algorithm is improved based on the IMGHS algorithm, the steps of the two algorithms are roughly the same, so the improvement points are pointed out below, and the operation steps of step3-step4 are improved:

step3-step4: Operation steps Improve operations such as the following pseudo-code:


```plaintext
1: while $t < T_{max}$ do
2:   for $i \in [HMS, 1]$ do
3:     if $rand < HMCR$ then
4:       for $j \in [1, N]$ do
5:         $x_r = 2 \times x_{best_{1,j}} - x_{worst_{1,j}}$
6:         if $x_r > UB_j$ then
7:           $x_r = UB_j$
8:         endif
9:         if $x_r < LB_j$ then
10:           $x_r = LB_j$
```
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11:  endif
12: \( x_{i,j}^{new} = x_{worst_{i,j}} + (x_r - x_{worst_{i,j}}) \times \text{rand}(0,1) \)
13:    if rand < \( P_m \) then
14:      \( x_{i,j}^{new} = LB_j + (UB_j - LB_j) \times \text{rand} \)
15:    endif
16:  endfor
17:  else
18:    \( x_{i,j}^{new} = \mu_1 \times x_{worst_{i,j}} + \mu_2 \times x_{best_{i,j}} \)
19:    if rand < \( PAR \) then
20:      \( x_{i,j}^{new} = x_{i,j}^{new} \times \text{rand} \times BW \)
21:    endif
22:    if \( x_{j}^{new} > UB_j \) then
23:      \( x_{j}^{new} = UB_j \)
24:    endif
25:    if \( x_{j}^{new} < LB_j \) then
26:      \( x_{j}^{new} = LB_j \)
27:    endif
28:  endif
29:  Evaluate the new harmony vector.
30:  Update the harmony memory (HM).
31:  endfor
32: endwhile

Among them: According to the analysis of literature[26], \( \mu_1 \) and \( \mu_2 \) are two parameters that are adjusted artificially. These parameters must be selected to meet the constraint of \( \mu_1 + \mu_2 = 1 \). According to our test, the values \( \mu_1 = \frac{1}{3} \) and \( \mu_2 = \frac{2}{3} \) have a significant influence on the algorithm.

\[
HMCR = HMCR_{\text{max}} - (HMCR_{\text{max}} - HMCR_{\text{min}}) \times \frac{j}{T_{\text{max}}} \tag{7}
\]

\[
BW = BW_{\text{max}} - (BW_{\text{max}} - BW_{\text{min}}) \times \frac{j}{T_{\text{max}}} \tag{8}
\]

step5: Determine whether the termination conditions are met, otherwise cycle step3, step4, step5 until the termination condition is reached.

5 Simulation experiment

5.1 Operating environment

The experimental environment is shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Operating environment parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Device Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running tool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 Specific experimental operation and analysis

In this research work, simulation and experimental results were obtained using MATLAB software. In this paper, to verify the optimization performance of the IIMGHS algorithm, 15 CEC benchmark functions in the literature [26][32][33] are selected. To set the basic parameters of the algorithm, choose the maximum number of iterations and the considered harmony library size to be 1000 and 30, respectively, and set the dimensionality to 30-dimensional and 50-dimensional, and conduct experiments, respectively. In addition, each optimization algorithm runs independently 30 times in both dimensions. The parameter description in this article is shown in Table 2. Various improved harmony search algorithms and IIMGHS algorithm operating parameters are shown in Table 3, 15 benchmark functions are shown in Table 4. The results of the IIMGHS algorithm and different HS algorithms are recorded in Table 5, where $f_{best\_{mean}}$ represents the average of the 30 optimal fitness values after the algorithm has been run 30 times, $Time$ represents the average time for different algorithms to run 30 times, and $f_{best\_{min}}$ represents the optimal average fitness value after 30 runs of the algorithm, $f_{best\_{max}}$ represents the worst average fitness value after 30 runs of the algorithm, $f_{best\_{std}}$ represents the standard deviation of the 30 optimal fitness values after 30 runs. The iterative graphs and box plots of different benchmark functions are shown in Fig.1-Fig.8.

The settings of these algorithm parameters come from Gholami J et al. [26], YONG et al. [28], Zou et al. [30], and are uniformly modified to ensure the accuracy of the experiment. The specific content is shown in Table 2 and Table 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Symbol Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIMGHSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMCRMAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMCRMIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$BW_{\text{max}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$BW_{\text{min}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Various improved harmony search algorithm parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm category</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>$P_m = 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSCH</td>
<td>$HMCR = 0.9, PAR = 0.3, BW = 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>$HMCR = 0.9, PAR = 0.3, BW = 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>$LUP = 0.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>$HMCR = 0.9, PAR = 0.3, BW = 0.01, P_m = 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIMGHSA</td>
<td>$HMCR_{MAX} = 0.95, HMCR_{MIN} = 0.8, P_m = 0.005, LUP = 0.9, BW_{MAX} = \frac{UB_{i} - UL_{i}}{20}, BW_{MIN} = 0.001$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: 15 benchmark functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label Test function</th>
<th>Iterations</th>
<th>range</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F_1$ $f_1(x) = x_1^2 + 10^6 \sum_{i=2}^{D} x_i^2$</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>$[-10, 10]^d$</td>
<td>30(50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_2$ $f_2(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{D}</td>
<td>x_i</td>
<td>^{1+1}$</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_3$ $f_3(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i^2 + \left( \sum_{i=1}^{D} 0.5x_i \right)^2 + \left( \sum_{i=1}^{D} 0.5x_i \right)^4$</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>$[-5, 10]^d$</td>
<td>30(50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_4$ $f_4(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{D-1} \left( 100 (x_i - x_{i+1})^2 + (x_1 - 1)^2 \right)$</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>$[-10, 10]^d$</td>
<td>30(50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_5$ $f_5(x) = \frac{1}{n} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{D} (y_i - 1)^2 \right) + \sum_{i=1}^{D} u(x_i, 10, 100, 4)$</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>$[-50, 50]^d$</td>
<td>30(50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$u(x_i, a, k, m) = \begin{cases} k(x_i - a)^m & x_i > a \\ 0 & -a < x_i < a \\ k(-x_i - a)^m & x_i < -a \end{cases}$

$F_6$ $f_6(x) = \frac{1}{1000} \sum_{i=1}^{D} \frac{x_i^2}{\prod_{i=1}^{D} \cos \left( \frac{x_i^2}{\sqrt{n}} \right)} + 1$ | 1000 | $[-600, 600]^d$ | 30(50) |
| $F_7$ $f_7(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{D} i x_i^4 + \text{random}(0, 1)$ | 1000 | $[-1.28, 1.28]^d$ | 30(50) |
| $F_8$ $f_8(x) = -\exp \left( -0.5 \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i^2 \right)$ | 1000 | $[-1, 1]^d$ | 30(50) |
| $F_9$ $f_9(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i^2 - 450$ | 1000 | $[-100, 100]^d$ | 30(50) |
| $F_{10}$ $f_{10}(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{D} (x_i - 10 \cos (2\pi x_i) + 10)$ | 1000 | $[-5.12, 5.12]^d$ | 30(50) |
| $F_{11}$ $f_{11}(x) = \frac{1}{x_i^4 - 16 x_i^2 + 5 x_i}$ | 1000 | $[-5, 5]^d$ | 30(50) |
| $F_{12}$ $f_{12}(x) = \sum_{i=2}^{D} i (2 x_i^2 - x_{i-1}) - (x_1 - 1)^2$ | 1000 | $[-10, 10]^d$ | 30(50) |

$0.4 \cos (4 \pi x_{i+1}) + 0.7$

$F_{13}$ $f_{13} = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i^2 \right)^{1/2} - \left( \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i \right)^{1/2} + \frac{(0.5 \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i)}{D} + 0.5$ | 1000 | $[-100, 100]^d$ | 30(50) |
| $F_{14}$ $f_{14}(x) = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i^2 - D \right)^{1/2} + \frac{(0.5 \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i)}{D} + 0.5$ | 1000 | $[-100, 100]^d$ | 30(50) |
| $F_{15}$ $f_{15}(x) = 418.9829 \times D - \sum_{i=1}^{D} g(\gamma_i)$ | 1000 | $[-100, 100]^d$ | 30(50) |
\[ z_i = x_i + 4.209687462275036 \times 10^2 \]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{if } |z_i| \leq 500; \quad g(z_i) = z_i \sin \left( \sqrt{\frac{|z_i|}{2}} \right) \\
&\text{if } z_i > 500; \quad g(z_i) = (500 - \mod(z_i, 500)) \times \sin \left( \sqrt{\frac{|z_i|}{2}} \right) \\
&\text{if } z_i < -500; \quad g(z_i) = \mod(|z_i|, 500) - 500 \times \sin \left( \sqrt{\frac{|z_i|}{2}} \right) 
\end{align*}
\]

Table 5: Data record of the results obtained from the IIMGHS algorithm and various HS algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function Algorithm</th>
<th>( f_{\text{best}}^{\text{min}} )</th>
<th>( f_{\text{best}}^{\text{mean}} )</th>
<th>( f_{\text{best}}^{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>( f_{\text{best}}^{\text{std}} )</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1(30dim) HSCH</td>
<td>3.67E+07</td>
<td>7.18E+07</td>
<td>9.58E+07</td>
<td>1.72E+07</td>
<td>1.74E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>3.00E+07</td>
<td>5.78E+07</td>
<td>9.45E+07</td>
<td>1.56E+07</td>
<td>1.37E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>2.37E+07</td>
<td>5.01E+07</td>
<td>7.43E+07</td>
<td>1.33E+07</td>
<td>1.18E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>8.61E+05</td>
<td>3.94E+06</td>
<td>9.04E+06</td>
<td>1.97E+06</td>
<td>1.01E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>5.13E+05</td>
<td>3.13E+06</td>
<td>1.19E+07</td>
<td>2.57E+06</td>
<td>1.53E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I IMGHSA</td>
<td>2.23E+05</td>
<td>9.60E+05</td>
<td>2.75E+06</td>
<td>5.50E+05</td>
<td>1.28E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1(50dim) HSCH</td>
<td>1.47E+08</td>
<td>2.05E+08</td>
<td>3.21E+08</td>
<td>4.39E+07</td>
<td>1.82E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>1.15E+08</td>
<td>1.58E+08</td>
<td>2.33E+08</td>
<td>2.85E+07</td>
<td>1.94E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>1.75E+08</td>
<td>2.73E+08</td>
<td>3.84E+08</td>
<td>4.58E+07</td>
<td>2.02E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>2.23E+07</td>
<td>4.53E+07</td>
<td>8.58E+07</td>
<td>1.63E+07</td>
<td>1.71E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>1.69E+07</td>
<td>3.22E+07</td>
<td>6.74E+07</td>
<td>1.03E+07</td>
<td>2.34E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I IMGHSA</td>
<td>8.19E+06</td>
<td>1.68E+07</td>
<td>3.25E+07</td>
<td>5.51E+06</td>
<td>1.96E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2(30Dim) HSCH</td>
<td>4.63E+31</td>
<td>4.90E+41</td>
<td>5.66E+42</td>
<td>1.24E+42</td>
<td>1.69E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>1.10E+31</td>
<td>2.10E+43</td>
<td>6.30E+44</td>
<td>1.15E+44</td>
<td>1.52E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>1.30E+26</td>
<td>1.45E+29</td>
<td>1.09E+30</td>
<td>2.72E+29</td>
<td>1.61E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>2.28E+12</td>
<td>6.48E+23</td>
<td>1.47E+25</td>
<td>2.79E+24</td>
<td>1.60E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>1.29E+15</td>
<td>3.42E+22</td>
<td>9.13E+23</td>
<td>1.67E+23</td>
<td>1.79E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I IMGHSA</td>
<td>2.07E+13</td>
<td>9.44E+22</td>
<td>8.96E+23</td>
<td>2.61E+23</td>
<td>1.76E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2(50Dim) HSCH</td>
<td>5.93E+61</td>
<td>5.94E+76</td>
<td>8.34E+77</td>
<td>1.80E+77</td>
<td>2.64E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>3.98E+61</td>
<td>1.63E+73</td>
<td>3.75E+74</td>
<td>7.06E+73</td>
<td>2.73E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>4.42E+54</td>
<td>1.14E+62</td>
<td>2.99E+63</td>
<td>5.45E+62</td>
<td>2.83E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>1.47E+38</td>
<td>2.39E+53</td>
<td>7.10E+54</td>
<td>1.30E+54</td>
<td>2.57E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>7.31E+42</td>
<td>5.18E+54</td>
<td>1.54E+56</td>
<td>2.81E+55</td>
<td>3.07E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I IMGHSA</td>
<td>1.53E+40</td>
<td>4.71E+51</td>
<td>1.32E+53</td>
<td>2.40E+52</td>
<td>2.59E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3(30Dim) HSCH</td>
<td>9.79E+01</td>
<td>1.89E+02</td>
<td>3.12E+02</td>
<td>4.73E+01</td>
<td>1.12E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>8.37E+01</td>
<td>1.33E+02</td>
<td>1.86E+02</td>
<td>2.51E+01</td>
<td>1.04E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>4.10E+01</td>
<td>7.51E+01</td>
<td>1.08E+02</td>
<td>1.79E+01</td>
<td>1.24E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>1.63E+00</td>
<td>8.40E+00</td>
<td>2.16E+01</td>
<td>5.84E+00</td>
<td>9.06E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>1.17E+00</td>
<td>9.40E+00</td>
<td>5.03E+01</td>
<td>9.56E+00</td>
<td>1.21E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I IMGHSA</td>
<td>5.33E-01</td>
<td>2.07E+00</td>
<td>5.28E+00</td>
<td>1.22E+00</td>
<td>1.19E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3(50Dim) HSCH</td>
<td>4.30E+02</td>
<td>5.79E+02</td>
<td>7.81E+02</td>
<td>9.45E+01</td>
<td>1.55E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>1.96E+02</td>
<td>3.75E+02</td>
<td>5.10E+02</td>
<td>6.67E+01</td>
<td>1.49E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>2.24E+02</td>
<td>3.05E+02</td>
<td>3.75E+02</td>
<td>4.21E+01</td>
<td>1.97E-02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F4(30Dim)</th>
<th>F4(50Dim)</th>
<th>F5(30Dim)</th>
<th>F5(50Dim)</th>
<th>F6(30Dim)</th>
<th>F6(50Dim)</th>
<th>F7(30Dim)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>3.14E+01</td>
<td>7.00E+01</td>
<td>1.81E+02</td>
<td>3.17E+01</td>
<td>1.59E-02</td>
<td>7.00E+01</td>
<td>1.81E+02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>2.74E+01</td>
<td>6.28E+01</td>
<td>1.16E+02</td>
<td>2.27E+01</td>
<td>2.02E-02</td>
<td>6.28E+01</td>
<td>1.16E+02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIMGHSA</td>
<td>1.36E+01</td>
<td>4.07E+01</td>
<td>8.07E+01</td>
<td>1.67E+01</td>
<td>1.78E-02</td>
<td>4.07E+01</td>
<td>8.07E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSCHE</td>
<td>2.40E+04</td>
<td>9.37E+04</td>
<td>2.37E+05</td>
<td>5.34E+04</td>
<td>1.36E-02</td>
<td>9.37E+04</td>
<td>2.37E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSBW</td>
<td>2.03E+04</td>
<td>6.21E+04</td>
<td>1.12E+05</td>
<td>2.34E+04</td>
<td>1.18E-02</td>
<td>6.21E+04</td>
<td>1.12E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>1.37E+04</td>
<td>4.69E+04</td>
<td>9.74E+04</td>
<td>2.16E+04</td>
<td>1.44E-02</td>
<td>4.69E+04</td>
<td>9.74E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>2.83E+01</td>
<td>1.68E+03</td>
<td>5.19E+03</td>
<td>1.11E+03</td>
<td>1.22E-02</td>
<td>1.68E+03</td>
<td>5.19E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>2.93E+01</td>
<td>1.99E+03</td>
<td>8.41E+03</td>
<td>2.10E+03</td>
<td>1.55E-02</td>
<td>1.99E+03</td>
<td>8.41E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIMGHSA</td>
<td>1.72E+02</td>
<td>7.53E+02</td>
<td>2.08E+03</td>
<td>4.60E+02</td>
<td>1.54E-02</td>
<td>7.53E+02</td>
<td>2.08E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSCHE</td>
<td>2.57E+05</td>
<td>4.67E+05</td>
<td>9.74E+05</td>
<td>2.16E+05</td>
<td>1.66E-02</td>
<td>4.67E+05</td>
<td>9.74E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSBW</td>
<td>2.03E+04</td>
<td>6.21E+04</td>
<td>1.12E+05</td>
<td>2.34E+04</td>
<td>1.18E-02</td>
<td>6.21E+04</td>
<td>1.12E+05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>1.37E+04</td>
<td>4.69E+04</td>
<td>9.74E+04</td>
<td>2.16E+04</td>
<td>1.44E-02</td>
<td>4.69E+04</td>
<td>9.74E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>2.83E+01</td>
<td>1.68E+03</td>
<td>5.19E+03</td>
<td>1.11E+03</td>
<td>1.22E-02</td>
<td>1.68E+03</td>
<td>5.19E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>2.93E+01</td>
<td>1.99E+03</td>
<td>8.41E+03</td>
<td>2.10E+03</td>
<td>1.55E-02</td>
<td>1.99E+03</td>
<td>8.41E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIMGHSA</td>
<td>1.72E+02</td>
<td>7.53E+02</td>
<td>2.08E+03</td>
<td>4.60E+02</td>
<td>1.54E-02</td>
<td>7.53E+02</td>
<td>2.08E+03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: IIMGHS algorithm and data recording of the results obtained by various HS algorithms (continued)
(Please see Appendix.1 for the experimental data of the benchmark function F9-F15)

In Table 5, you can visually see six kinds of harmony search algorithms running 30 cycles results in each standard function. The best value for each standard is marked in dark color. From the experimental data, it can be seen that when the dimension is 30, the search ability of IIMGHS is better than other Harmony search algorithms in most cases. When the dimension is 50, it can be seen from the table. Under the benchmark function test, it is found that the searchability of the IIMGHS algorithm is better than other algorithms, indicating that the IIMGHS algorithm has better high-dimensional search capabilities. Moreover, it is not difficult to see from Table 5 that when the dimension is 30, the running time and results of the algorithm under certain benchmark functions are better than the IMGHS algorithm. When the dimension is 50, only when the benchmark function is F5, the running time of the IIMGHS algorithm is higher than that of the IMGHS algorithm, which fully shows the convergence speed of the IIMGHS algorithm is better than that of the IMGHS algorithm. Although it is slightly inferior to other algorithms under the F10 and F11 benchmark functions, it is generally better than the IMGHS algorithm. Comprehensive comparison, the IIMGHS algorithm still shows better search capabilities than other algorithms.

Fig. 1. Iterative graph and box-plot of the average optimal fitness value of F1 function after 30 runs under different algorithms
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Fig. 2. Iterative graph and box-plot of the average optimal fitness value of F2-F3 function after 30 runs under different algorithms

Fig. 3. Iterative graph and box-plot of the average optimal fitness value of F4 function after 30 runs under different algorithms

Fig. 4. (Please refer to Appendix I for the iteration graph and box plot of the benchmark function F4-F15. (Fig. 7-8) as shown)

Fig. 4. It is shown in the figure that although the convergence effect and convergence speed of the algorithm under the F10 and F11 benchmark functions are not the best, under the comprehensive test of 15 benchmark functions, the convergence ability...
and convergence speed of the algorithm are better than other algorithms. Although it can be seen from the figure that under the test of several benchmark functions, although the search efficiency of this algorithm is better than that of the IMGHS algorithm, the performance of this algorithm is still not as good as other HS algorithms. It can also be seen from the figure that the IIMGHS algorithm performs better than other algorithms under most benchmark functional tests. Therefore, it can be seen that the IIMGHS algorithm proposed in this paper performs better under the comprehensive test of 15 benchmark functions. Moreover, these results’ global convergence ability and search effect can also be seen directly from the box plots of different algorithms in Figure 1-8. The results of other algorithms vary greatly among multiple searches. However, the maximum quality factor searched by the IIMGHS algorithm still has a stable optimization ability under a random initial value, indicating that the IIMGHS algorithm has a good and stable search ability. Among the abnormal points, the optimal fitness of the IIMGHS algorithm is also better than that of its algorithm, which means that the stability and convergence of the IIMGHS algorithm are better than other algorithms.
6 Conclusion

This paper proposes a new harmony search algorithm, namely: an improved intersecting mutation global harmony search algorithm. Based on the combination of the IMGHS algorithm, the IIMGHS algorithm uses the advantages of the IMGHS algorithm: the cross-mutation operation handles the best and worst harmony, thereby improving the search efficiency of position update during the harmony search process and getting rid of the trap of local optimization. A strategy is proposed to enhance the performance of the IMGHS algorithm by appropriately adjusting these parameters, thereby increasing the control of population diversity and search breadth. Because the IMGHS algorithm selects the best and worst harmonies for iteration, this operation facilitates global search and local optimization in the search process. Therefore, based on inheriting this advantage, an acyclic selection update mechanism is proposed. Compared with the IMGHS algorithm, this method speeds up the convergence speed of the algorithm and makes the search process more stable. Moreover, increasing the diversity of the population is conducive to the iterative process of algorithm optimization. The experimental data of 15 CEC benchmark function simulation experiments can fully prove that the IIMGHS algorithm has better global convergence ability and convergence speed than other harmony search algorithms and has better robustness and high-latitude search capabilities.
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## A Benchmark function F9-F15 experimental data

Table 6: Data record of the results obtained from the IIMGHS algorithm and various HS algorithms (Table 5 continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>(f_{best_{min}})</th>
<th>(f_{best_{mean}})</th>
<th>(f_{best_{max}})</th>
<th>(f_{best_{std}})</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F9(30Dim)</td>
<td>HSCH</td>
<td>3.50E+03</td>
<td>7.03E+03</td>
<td>1.34E+04</td>
<td>1.92E+03</td>
<td><strong>1.00E-02</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>2.87E+03</td>
<td>5.56E+03</td>
<td>9.00E+03</td>
<td>1.35E+03</td>
<td>1.13E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>3.21E+03</td>
<td>5.58E+03</td>
<td>9.13E+03</td>
<td>1.49E+03</td>
<td>9.76E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>-3.54E+02</td>
<td>1.51E+02</td>
<td>9.95E+02</td>
<td>3.44E+02</td>
<td>9.19E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>-3.73E+02</td>
<td>-3.36E+01</td>
<td>1.79E+03</td>
<td>4.00E+02</td>
<td>1.19E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IIMGHSA</td>
<td><strong>-4.12E+02</strong></td>
<td>-3.36E+02</td>
<td><strong>-1.41E+02</strong></td>
<td><strong>6.57E+01</strong></td>
<td>1.27E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F9(50Dim)</td>
<td>HSCH</td>
<td>1.49E+04</td>
<td>2.11E+04</td>
<td>3.03E+04</td>
<td>1.38E+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>9.71E+03</td>
<td>1.51E+04</td>
<td>2.39E+04</td>
<td>3.83E+03</td>
<td>1.24E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>1.95E+04</td>
<td>2.85E+04</td>
<td>3.86E+04</td>
<td>4.37E+03</td>
<td>1.72E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>1.40E+03</td>
<td>4.12E+03</td>
<td>1.10E+04</td>
<td>2.09E+03</td>
<td>1.40E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>6.40E+02</td>
<td>3.64E+03</td>
<td>9.20E+03</td>
<td>2.12E+03</td>
<td>1.73E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IIMGHSA</td>
<td><strong>5.99E+02</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.50E+02</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.20E+03</strong></td>
<td><strong>6.71E+02</strong></td>
<td>1.58E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F9(50Dim)</td>
<td>HSCH</td>
<td>9.46E+01</td>
<td>1.21E+02</td>
<td>1.69E+02</td>
<td>1.82E+01</td>
<td>9.96E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>7.66E+01</td>
<td>1.11E+02</td>
<td>1.51E+02</td>
<td>1.92E+01</td>
<td>1.22E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>1.47E+02</td>
<td>1.84E+02</td>
<td>2.09E+02</td>
<td>3.73E+03</td>
<td>1.35E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>6.44E+01</td>
<td>4.12E+02</td>
<td>1.79E+02</td>
<td>2.84E+01</td>
<td>1.05E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>6.67E+01</td>
<td>4.12E+02</td>
<td>1.65E+02</td>
<td>2.62E+01</td>
<td>1.33E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IIMGHSA</td>
<td><strong>5.99E+02</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.50E+02</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.20E+03</strong></td>
<td><strong>6.71E+02</strong></td>
<td>1.58E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F10(30Dim)</td>
<td>HSCH</td>
<td>-7.18E+01</td>
<td>-6.84E+01</td>
<td>-6.54E+01</td>
<td>1.94E+00</td>
<td>1.76E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>-7.24E+01</td>
<td>-6.87E+01</td>
<td>-6.55E+01</td>
<td>1.87E+00</td>
<td><strong>1.46E-02</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>-7.08E+01</td>
<td>-6.56E+01</td>
<td>-6.00E+01</td>
<td>2.26E+00</td>
<td>1.67E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>-7.22E+01</td>
<td>-6.87E+01</td>
<td>-6.30E+01</td>
<td>2.13E+00</td>
<td>1.62E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>-7.41E+01</td>
<td>-6.99E+01</td>
<td>-6.33E+01</td>
<td>2.25E+00</td>
<td>1.81E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IIMGHSA</td>
<td><strong>-7.44E+01</strong></td>
<td><strong>-6.91E+01</strong></td>
<td><strong>-6.25E+01</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.82E+00</strong></td>
<td>1.85E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F10(50Dim)</td>
<td>HSCH</td>
<td>9.14E+02</td>
<td>2.68E+02</td>
<td>3.13E+02</td>
<td>3.03E+01</td>
<td>1.90E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>3.75E+02</td>
<td>4.38E+02</td>
<td>5.14E+02</td>
<td>3.30E+01</td>
<td>1.90E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>1.84E+02</td>
<td>2.85E+02</td>
<td>3.86E+02</td>
<td>4.37E+03</td>
<td>1.53E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>1.94E+02</td>
<td>2.66E+02</td>
<td>3.35E+02</td>
<td>3.47E+01</td>
<td>2.00E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>1.90E+02</td>
<td>2.85E+02</td>
<td>3.65E+02</td>
<td>4.22E+01</td>
<td>1.77E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IIMGHSA</td>
<td><strong>1.90E+02</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.85E+02</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.65E+02</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.22E+01</strong></td>
<td>1.77E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F11(30Dim)</td>
<td>HSCH</td>
<td>-6.66E+01</td>
<td>-6.30E+01</td>
<td>-5.92E+01</td>
<td>2.06E+00</td>
<td>2.51E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>-6.80E+01</td>
<td>-6.42E+01</td>
<td>-6.06E+01</td>
<td>1.94E+00</td>
<td>2.40E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>-5.99E+01</td>
<td>-5.59E+01</td>
<td>-5.08E+01</td>
<td>2.37E+00</td>
<td>2.57E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>-6.77E+01</td>
<td>-6.39E+01</td>
<td>-6.04E+01</td>
<td>1.95E+00</td>
<td><strong>2.27E-02</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>-6.84E+01</td>
<td>-6.48E+01</td>
<td>-6.13E+01</td>
<td><strong>1.70E+00</strong></td>
<td>2.90E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IIMGHSA</td>
<td><strong>-6.88E+01</strong></td>
<td><strong>-6.50E+01</strong></td>
<td><strong>-6.14E+01</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.94E+00</strong></td>
<td>2.69E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F12(30Dim)</td>
<td>HSCH</td>
<td>9.28E+04</td>
<td>2.24E+05</td>
<td>5.69E+05</td>
<td>1.06E+05</td>
<td>1.38E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>2.61E+04</td>
<td>7.29E+04</td>
<td>1.40E+05</td>
<td>2.90E+04</td>
<td>1.58E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>1.17E+04</td>
<td>4.68E+04</td>
<td>1.20E+05</td>
<td>2.45E+04</td>
<td>1.40E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>1.93E+03</td>
<td>8.40E+03</td>
<td>2.26E+04</td>
<td>5.87E+03</td>
<td><strong>1.30E-02</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>Iterations</td>
<td>Function Value</td>
<td>Log10</td>
<td>Gradient Value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>9.12E+02</td>
<td>6.93E+03</td>
<td>1.93E+04</td>
<td>4.90E+03</td>
<td>1.73E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>1.71E+02</td>
<td>1.89E+03</td>
<td>8.72E+03</td>
<td>1.77E+03</td>
<td>1.67E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSCH</td>
<td>5.85E+05</td>
<td>1.02E+06</td>
<td>1.97E+06</td>
<td>3.15E+05</td>
<td>1.76E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>1.99E+05</td>
<td>3.78E+05</td>
<td>5.64E+05</td>
<td>1.03E+05</td>
<td>1.78E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>2.42E+05</td>
<td>5.91E+05</td>
<td>1.06E+06</td>
<td>2.18E+05</td>
<td>1.83E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>2.91E+04</td>
<td>9.10E+04</td>
<td>2.08E+05</td>
<td>5.12E+04</td>
<td>1.40E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>3.79E+04</td>
<td>9.13E+04</td>
<td>1.75E+05</td>
<td>4.08E+04</td>
<td>1.89E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>5.96E+03</td>
<td>4.36E+04</td>
<td>1.23E+05</td>
<td>3.13E+04</td>
<td>1.82E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F12(50Dim) HSCH</td>
<td>4.56E+03</td>
<td>7.84E+03</td>
<td>1.32E+04</td>
<td>2.34E+03</td>
<td>1.01E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>3.28E+03</td>
<td>6.05E+03</td>
<td>8.72E+03</td>
<td>1.33E+03</td>
<td>1.29E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>4.14E+03</td>
<td>6.02E+03</td>
<td>8.47E+03</td>
<td>1.31E+03</td>
<td>1.10E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>1.54E+02</td>
<td>5.11E+02</td>
<td>1.18E+03</td>
<td>2.84E+02</td>
<td>9.70E-03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>7.04E+01</td>
<td>3.98E+02</td>
<td>1.43E+03</td>
<td>3.46E+02</td>
<td>1.48E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F13(30Dim) HSCH</td>
<td>1.62E+04</td>
<td>2.16E+04</td>
<td>3.01E+04</td>
<td>3.11E+03</td>
<td>1.36E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>1.08E+04</td>
<td>1.56E+04</td>
<td>2.17E+04</td>
<td>2.66E+03</td>
<td>1.35E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>2.02E+04</td>
<td>3.00E+04</td>
<td>3.97E+04</td>
<td>4.73E+03</td>
<td>1.54E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>1.86E+03</td>
<td>4.81E+03</td>
<td>8.83E+03</td>
<td>1.85E+03</td>
<td>1.34E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>1.33E+03</td>
<td>3.95E+03</td>
<td>7.48E+03</td>
<td>1.63E+03</td>
<td>1.76E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F14(50Dim) HSCH</td>
<td>7.80E+01</td>
<td>1.31E+02</td>
<td>2.41E+02</td>
<td>3.00E+01</td>
<td>1.20E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>6.33E+01</td>
<td>1.05E+02</td>
<td>1.66E+02</td>
<td>2.75E+01</td>
<td>1.04E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>7.29E+01</td>
<td>1.15E+02</td>
<td>1.73E+02</td>
<td>2.46E+01</td>
<td>1.13E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>4.56E+00</td>
<td>1.29E+01</td>
<td>3.10E+01</td>
<td>6.23E+00</td>
<td>1.02E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>2.79E+00</td>
<td>1.04E+01</td>
<td>2.85E+01</td>
<td>6.00E+00</td>
<td>1.54E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F15(30Dim) HSCH</td>
<td>1.52E+02</td>
<td>2.25E+02</td>
<td>2.92E+02</td>
<td>4.07E+01</td>
<td>1.38E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>1.05E+02</td>
<td>1.73E+02</td>
<td>2.33E+02</td>
<td>2.99E+01</td>
<td>1.31E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>2.49E+02</td>
<td>3.29E+02</td>
<td>4.37E+02</td>
<td>4.41E+01</td>
<td>1.82E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>3.22E+01</td>
<td>5.43E+01</td>
<td>1.07E+02</td>
<td>1.60E+01</td>
<td>1.33E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>2.45E+01</td>
<td>4.72E+01</td>
<td>8.02E+01</td>
<td>1.57E+01</td>
<td>1.78E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F15(50Dim) HSCH</td>
<td>6.96E+03</td>
<td>6.99E+03</td>
<td>7.02E+03</td>
<td>1.62E+01</td>
<td>1.67E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>6.97E+03</td>
<td>7.04E+03</td>
<td>7.07E+03</td>
<td>2.50E+01</td>
<td>1.38E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>7.00E+03</td>
<td>7.07E+03</td>
<td>7.12E+03</td>
<td>2.71E+01</td>
<td>1.50E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>6.89E+03</td>
<td>6.91E+03</td>
<td>6.99E+03</td>
<td>2.55E+01</td>
<td>1.57E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>6.89E+03</td>
<td>6.92E+03</td>
<td>6.99E+03</td>
<td>2.83E+01</td>
<td>1.76E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F15(50Dim) HSCH</td>
<td>6.88E+03</td>
<td>6.90E+03</td>
<td>6.95E+03</td>
<td>1.43E+01</td>
<td>1.86E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWB</td>
<td>1.17E+04</td>
<td>1.17E+04</td>
<td>1.18E+04</td>
<td>2.83E+01</td>
<td>2.52E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGHS</td>
<td>1.17E+04</td>
<td>1.18E+04</td>
<td>1.20E+04</td>
<td>4.98E+01</td>
<td>1.93E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGHS</td>
<td>1.16E+04</td>
<td>1.16E+04</td>
<td>1.17E+04</td>
<td>4.14E+01</td>
<td>2.11E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>1.16E+04</td>
<td>1.16E+04</td>
<td>1.18E+04</td>
<td>5.61E+01</td>
<td>2.56E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMGHSA</td>
<td>1.16E+04</td>
<td>1.16E+04</td>
<td>1.18E+04</td>
<td>4.87E+01</td>
<td>2.23E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B Iterative graph and box-plot of F9-F15 benchmark function under different algorithms
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Fig. 7. Iterative graph and box-plot of the average optimal fitness value of F9 function after 30 runs under different algorithms
Fig. 8. Iterative graph and box-plot of the average optimal fitness value of F10-F15 function after 30 runs under different algorithms.
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Abstract. The traditional wine quality assessment only uses sensory test which is susceptible to individual subjective factors, so this paper takes the physicochemical properties of wine as the basis for quality assessment. When neural network solves this kind of problem, in order to overcome the problem that model training is easy to fall into local optimum and the accuracy is not high, intelligent optimization algorithm is introduced to improve these problems, which also greatly increases the computational workload. In order to improve the prediction accuracy of the model and reduce the computational complexity of simultaneous optimization of the structure and parameters of the neural network, this paper designs a deep collaborative optimization framework. The preparatory work for using this framework to optimize is to determine the type of neural network suitable for solving such problems as the candidate set according to the characteristics of the problems and the data. The framework consists of three core parts: feature extraction, neural network structure optimization and neural network parameter optimization. Feature extraction is to analyze the relationship between features and eliminate the data features with low importance ranking and high similarity. Neural network optimization is to use modified genetic algorithm and firefly algorithm to optimize the structure and parameters of neural network respectively. Finally, a neural network model with the best type, structure and parameters will be selected, and this model will be applied to the quality evaluation of wine. The optimal neural network model obtained through simulation experiments, for red wine data, the average accuracy of tolerance of 0.5 and 1.0 increased by 3% and 4.7%, respectively; for white wine data, a tolerance of 0.5 has a similar effect, and a tolerance of 1.0 increases the average accuracy value by 1.7%. This also proves the effectiveness and feasibility of the deep collaborative optimization framework.
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1 Introduction

With the continuous improvement of people’s living standards, wine, as a kind of fruit wine, is more and more favored by the majority of consumers. The International Organization of Vine and Wine (OIV) pointed out in the 2020 online video conference that the global wine production in 2020 is estimated to be between 253.9 and 262.2 billion liters, which is a very large number. With the increasing pursuit of consumers for wine, manufacturers have been committed to improving the quality of wine, so that their wines can be favored by the majority of consumers. Taste, appearance color and aroma are three important indexes to evaluate the quality of wine. Everyone has different preferences for wine, so how to objectively evaluate the quality of wine is very important.

The traditional evaluation of wine quality is mainly from two aspects: sensory testing and physicochemical properties analysis. Sensory testing uses professional wine appraisers to determine the quality of wine. However, in recent years, there have been wine informatics studies based on analyzing wine reviews and calculating wine tasting rounds [1-4]. This is done by analyzing a large number of consumers. For quality evaluation by comments, both professional appraisers and consumers will be affected by subjective factors such as personal favorites and experience, so their evaluations are more or less subjectively biased [5][6]. The physicochemical properties are the use of data mining, artificial intelligence and other technologies to explore the internal relationship between the physical and chemical properties and quality of wine, so as to evaluate the quality of wine [5] [7-9], and at the same time, the selection of wine raw materials and their Proportion for tuning [10]. Therefore, for a wine quality system formed by some main physicochemical indexes, how to find the best data mining method to establish a wine quality scoring system and make the wine quality scoring system more accurate is a very important problem.

With the continuous development of information technology, people gradually began to adopt neural network technology for this type of forecasting problem. In the field of deep learning, neural network technology has been applied in a wide range of fields, such as pattern recognition, function optimization, image processing, classification and regression problems [11][12][13]. Neural network is a way to simulate the biological nervous system to process information, which has significant advantages in nonlinear modeling and has good generalization ability [14]. The performance of neural network model depends on its network structure and network parameters. The traditional neural network structure consists of four parts: the number of hidden layers, the number of nodes in the hidden layers, the activation function and the optimizer [15]. Network parameters include the weight of the connection between nodes and the offset value, etc. The traditional training methods of neural network can be divided into two types: gradient descent algorithm and stochastic algorithm. The training algorithm based on gradient descent has the problem of easily falling into the local optimum and low accuracy [12][16][17]. Therefore, in order to overcome these problems, researchers continue to introduce meta-heuristic algorithms into neural networks [18].
Compared with the algorithm based on gradient descent, the meta-heuristic algorithm has a better effect in global optimization [12][19]. In recent years, the combination of meta-heuristic algorithm and neural network has been widely used in medical detection [20], climate prediction [21], digital image detection [22], software reliability prediction [23] and other fields [24][25], all of which have achieved good results. The optimization of meta-heuristic algorithms in neural networks mainly focuses on two directions: the structure of the neural network and the parameters in the neural network. When the meta-heuristic algorithm is used to optimize the neural network structure, the traditional neural network training algorithm will make the parameters fall into the local optimum [15] [26]. When only optimizing the network parameters, the network structure needs to be determined in advance, which is often set based on experience, and it is impossible to guarantee whether the network structure is optimal [12][27]. Maochuan Wu[23] and Yadav A[28] used the meta-heuristic algorithm to optimize the structure and parameters of the neural network at the same time and achieved a good result. But, this will produce a large number of coding parameters and is a large-scale optimization problem [12][14], which will consume a lot of time.

In order to overcome the problems that traditional neural network training algorithm is easy to fall into local optimum, low precision and high complexity of simultaneous optimization of neural network structure and parameters, a deep collaborative optimization framework is designed in this paper to optimize and screen the types, structures and parameters of neural networks. Finally, the framework is used to obtain an optimal neural network model, which can be used as a wine quality scoring system.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) A deep collaborative optimization framework is designed. The collaborative optimization framework consists of three stages: feature extraction, neural network structure optimization, and neural network parameter optimization. First, according to the characteristics of the problem to be solved and the data, the type of neural network suitable for solving this type of problem is determined through investigation and simple experiment as the type candidate set. Secondly, different analysis methods are used to extract the features of the data set from different perspectives, so as to provide more comprehensive feature data for the subsequent search of the optimal neural network model. Then, some neural network models with ideal structures are calculated for different neural network types as candidate sets. Finally, the neural network parameters are globally optimized in the candidate set, so that the candidate neural network model achieves the best performance, and thus the optimal neural network model is obtained.

(2) Meta-heuristic algorithm reconstruction based on NNS. In view of the optimized structure of the neural network, the chromosome is divided into different segments, and each segment corresponds to a different function. For the intermediate layer number of neural network, genetic algorithm carries out variable length coding, in which for the optimal node number of each layer, this paper designs a coding method and search method based on the interval.
addition, the genetic operation of group optimization is introduced for neural networks of different depths. The disturbance in the traditional position update formula of the firefly algorithm is completely random. For this, a position update formula with firefly position information disturbance is proposed, and an adaptive disturbance factor is introduced to adapt to the changes of the population environment.

The organization structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 shows the basis of the data set and the method and technology used; Section 3 designs a deep collaborative optimization framework and the description of the optimization algorithm; Section 4 is the final experimental results and analysis; Section 5 is the summary and prospect of the model research.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Data set and scoring system

The wine quality data set Wine Quality [5] used in this experiment comes from the UCI machine learning library. The data set contains two types of red wine and white wine. These two data sets are about the red and white varieties of Portuguese "Vinho Verde" wine. Among them, there are 1599 sample data for red wine and 4898 sample data for white wine. In this data set, each sample contains 11 physicochemical indicators of wine and a quality score based on sensory data (the median of at least 3 evaluations by wine experts). The sensory data is that the taster rated it according to a ten-point scale, where 0 means very poor and 10 means best. The 11 physicochemical indexes of wine are shown in Table1, and the distribution of quality scores is shown in Table2. It can be seen from Table1 that the range of characteristic data is quite different and inconsistent, so it needs to be standardized before the data is put into use.

Regarding the quality system formed by these 11 physicochemical indicators of wine, this paper looks for an optimal data mining method to establish a wine quality scoring system, so that the wine quality scoring system can score more accurately. Grading wine quality is a typical regression problem, and neural network technology is one of the effective methods to solve this problem.

In the feature extraction stage, the methods used in this paper are random forest and pearson coefficient. The meta-heuristic algorithm used for neural network optimization includes genetic algorithm and firefly algorithm.

2.2 Feature extraction method

Random forest [29] is an extremely important branch ensemble learning in machine learning. It is a classifier that contains multiple decision trees. Through the self-service resampling technology, from the original data set (size N), there are replacement samples N times to form a training set, thereby constructing a decision tree, and repeating this many times to form a decision tree forest. Finally, the classification of each tree in the forest is integrated to determine the
Table 1. Physicochemical properties of wine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Red</th>
<th></th>
<th>White</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Interval</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixed acidity (g/tartaric acid)/dm³</strong></td>
<td>8.32</td>
<td>[4.60, 15.90]</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>6.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Volatile acidity (g/acetate)/dm³</strong></td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>[0.12, 1.58]</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citric acid (g/dm³)</strong></td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>[0.00, 1.00]</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residual sugar (g/dm³)</strong></td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>[0.90, 15.50]</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>6.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chlorides (g/sodium chloride)/dm³</strong></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>[0.12, 0.61]</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Free sulfur dioxide (mg/dm³)</strong></td>
<td>15.87</td>
<td>[1.00, 72.00]</td>
<td>10.46</td>
<td>35.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total sulfur dioxide (mg/dm³)</strong></td>
<td>46.47</td>
<td>[6.00, 289.0]</td>
<td>32.89</td>
<td>138.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Density (g/cm³)</strong></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>[0.99, 1.00]</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>pH</strong></td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>[2.74, 4.01]</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>3.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sulphates (g/potassium sulphate)/dm³</strong></td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>[0.33, 2.00]</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Wine score distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>1457</td>
<td>2198</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
category of a sample. Random forest can also be used for regression, with good
generalization and error balance ability. Random forest can give the importance
of each feature when dealing with classification or regression problems, which
provides an important reference for feature selection. The calculation formula of
its feature importance is as follows:

\[
\text{importance} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} |\text{errOOB}_i^1 - \text{errOOB}_i^2| \tag{1}
\]

Where \( N \) is the number of decision trees in the random forest, \( \text{errOOB}_i^1 \) is
the out-of-bag data error of decision tree \( i \), and \( \text{errOOB}_i^2 \) is the out-of-bag data
error after adding interference to the OOB feature of the out-of-bag data.

The Pearson correlation coefficient\([30]\) is a measure of the correlation between
two characteristic data. The Pearson correlation coefficient varies from -1 to +1,
where \( r \) represents the Pearson correlation coefficient. When \( r > 0 \), it means that
the two variables are positively correlated. When \( r < 0 \), it means that the two vari-
ables are negatively correlated. When \( r = 0 \), it indicates that the two variables are
linearly uncorrelated. The greater the absolute value of \( r \), the stronger the corre-
lation between the two variables. The Pearson correlation coefficient is defined
as the quotient of the covariance and standard deviation between two variables.
The calculation formula is as follows:

\[
r = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})(y_i - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \bar{y})^2}} \tag{2}
\]

When analyzing the data, we must comprehensively consider the importance
and relevance of the features. Extract features from these two angles, and delete
some unimportant feature data. At the same time, the data volume is reduced
and the noise data is removed without changing the meaning of the data set
and without distortion, so that the calculation accuracy and efficiency can be
improved.

2.3 Metaheuristic algorithm

Genetic algorithm is a classic evolutionary algorithm that simulates natural selec-
tion and biological evolution process \([31]\). This algorithm has been widely
used in many optimization problems since its birth \([32]\][33]. The core of genetic
algorithm lies in three genetic operations: selection, crossover and mutation.

Selection operator is the beginning of genetic evolution. Excellent individu-
als are selected as parents to reproduce in the group. Common choices include
tournament selection and roulette selection. The crossover operator acts on the
parent and is the main way to generate new individuals. It plays a central role
in the genetic operator. Common crossover methods include single-point, multi-
point crossover, recombination, and rearrangement. The mutation operator is
the process of simulating gene mutation, perturbing the gene on the chromosome with a small probability. The parent population will form a new offspring population under the action of three genetic operators.

The firefly algorithm is a relatively novel swarm intelligence optimization algorithm [34][35]. Its core idea is that fireflies are always attracted to and approached by their brighter companions. Compared with other population evolution algorithms, the firefly algorithm can traverse every part, avoid falling into the local optimum, and has a good global search ability.

Firefly fluorescence brightness:

\[ I = I_0 e^{-\gamma r^2} \]  

(3)

Where, \( I_0 \) is the absolute brightness of fireflies, and \( I \) is the fluorescence brightness of fireflies at the distance \( r \).

Cartesian distance between firefly \( x_i \) and firefly \( x_j \):

\[ r_{ij} = ||x_i - x_j|| = \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{d} (x_{ik} - x_{jk})^2} \]  

(4)

The firefly \( x_i \) is attracted by the firefly \( x_j \) and moves towards it. The formula for movement of the firefly \( x_i \) is

\[ x_i^{t+1} = x_i^t + \beta_0 e^{(-\gamma r_{ij}^2)}(x_j^t - x_i^t) + \alpha \theta_i^t \]  

(5)

Where, \( \gamma \) is the light absorption coefficient, and \( \beta_0 \) is the maximum attraction of the firefly, that is, the attraction at \( r_{ij} = 0 \). is a random step disturbance factor between 0 and 1, and \( \theta_i^t \) is a random number vector with Gaussian distribution or uniform distribution.

2.4 Neural Networks

Since the development of neural networks, many types have emerged. Each type of neural network has its own advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, through investigation and simple experiments, this paper selects three different types of neural networks for the final optimization. The three types of neural networks are back propagation neural network(BP)[36], recurrent neural network(RNN)[37] and convolutional neural network (CNN)[38].

BP neural network is a traditional forward network, which does not consider the correlation between data and has better nonlinear mapping capabilities. The output of the network is only related to the input of the current network. It is mainly composed of input layer, hidden layer and output layer, and each layer is composed of multiple neuron nodes, and each neuron between adjacent layers is fully connection. RNN is a kind of feedback network. Compared with the forward network, the network information must be transmitted backward through the memory unit while forwarding, thus further enhancing the accuracy and fault tolerance of network learning. Although convolutional neural networks
are widely used in computer vision and natural language processing, because of their outstanding feature extraction capabilities, this paper refers to one-dimensional convolutional neural networks for data processing, which is mainly composed of convolutional layers, pooling layers and the fully connected layer.

3 Deep learning framework

3.1 Deep collaborative optimization framework

The grading problem of wine quality is a regression problem, and neural network technology is one of the effective means to solve this problem. How to find the best neural network model to achieve the best regression effect is the key problem in this field.

This paper believes that the best neural network model is mainly reflected in the following three aspects: the most suitable neural network type; the optimal neural network structure; the optimal neural network parameters. Therefore, this paper proposes a framework for finding the optimal neural network model as shown in Figure 1, which is called a deep collaborative optimization framework.

The calculation process of the deep collaborative optimization framework is divided into three steps: feature extraction, neural network structure optimization, and neural network parameter optimization. The preliminary preparation for finding the best neural network model by using this optimization framework is as follows: according to the characteristics of the problems to be solved and the data, the neural network type suitable for solving this kind of problems is determined as candidate set through investigation and simple experiments. In the feature extraction stage, different analysis methods can be used in parallel to extract the features of data sets from different perspectives, so as to provide more comprehensive feature data for the subsequent search of the optimal neural network model. In the stage of neural network structure optimization, the purpose is to calculate some neural network models with ideal structures for different types of neural networks, which can be used as the candidate set of subsequent optimal neural network models. Because this part needs to search for several ideal neural network structures for each neural network type, the search range is wide and the calculation is large, so in order to improve the calculation efficiency, the traditional optimizer should be used to optimize the neural network parameters and the appropriate intelligent optimization algorithm should be selected to carry out the global search. In the stage of calculating the optimal neural network parameters, the purpose is to calculate the neural network model with the optimal neural network parameters from the candidate set of neural network models in the second stage. In this stage, the neural network parameters should be globally optimized so that the candidate neural network model can achieve the best performance.

As shown in algorithm 1, the specific working process of the deep collaborative optimization framework is as follows:
The first stage: the original input data $I_{ij}$ is extracted by different methods, and the more concentrated data feature $I^*_{ij}$ is finally used as the input of the neural network.

The second stage: the intelligent optimization algorithm is used to optimize the number of intermediate nodes (i.e., number of neurons or convolution kernel, etc.), activation function and optimizer of different deep neural networks. The traditional optimizer $opt_{tradition}$ is used to train the network parameters of the neural network. After parameter training, the loss function $loss_{valid}$ of the verification set is used as the objective function of the optimization algorithm. At the end of the second stage, a neural network model candidate set $S_{best}$ with ideal neural network structure is obtained in each type of neural network.

The third stage: the intelligent optimization algorithm is used to conduct global optimization for all adjustable parameters of the network in the candidate set of neural network model $S_{best}$, and adjust them to the optimal $P_{best}$. In addition, since the objective function $loss_{valid}$ has achieved a relatively ideal state in the second stage, the accuracy value of the verification set $acc_{valid}$ is taken as the objective function of the algorithm in this stage to calculate the neural network model with optimal neural network parameters from the candidate set of neural network models. Thus, the optimal neural network model $M_{N_{best},S_{best},P_{best}}$ is obtained, where $N_{best}$, $S_{best}$ and $P_{best}$ respectively represent the optimal network type, network structure and network parameters in the candidate set.

Faced with the wine quality prediction problem to be solved in this paper, the structure parameters of the neural network are shown in Table 3. After in-
Algorithm 1 Collaborative optimization framework

Variable declaration: $n$: sample size, $m$: feature sizes, $d$: maximum network depth
$M$: network model, $N$: network type, $S$: structure type, $P$: network parameters

$\text{loss}_{\text{valid}}$: Validation set loss function, $\text{acc}_{\text{valid}}$: Validation set accuracy

Input: data $I_{ij}$ ($i = 1, 2, \cdots, n$, $j = 1, 2, \cdots, m$)

1: Feature extraction:
2: Extract the feature of the $I_{ij}$ from different angles
3: Comprehensive feature extraction results
4: Remove features to make them more focused
5: Obtain final input data $I^*_{ij}$ ($i = 1, 2, \cdots, n$, $j = 1, 2, \cdots, m^*, m^* < m$)

6: Network structure optimization:
7: Define the structure of different network types
8: Encode the network structure $S = \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_d\}$
9: Train neural network parameters through $\text{opt}_{\text{tradition}}$
10: Calculate the objective function $\text{loss}_{\text{valid}}$
11: Perform grouping evolution according to network depth
12: Generate the best network structure $S^\text{best} = \{s^\text{best}_1, s^\text{best}_2, ..., s^\text{best}_d\}$

13: Network parameter optimization:
14: Define the parameters of different network types
15: Encode the network parameters $P = \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_d\}$
16: Train neural network parameters through algorithm
17: Calculate the objective function $\text{acc}_{\text{valid}}$
18: Generate the best network parameters $P^\text{best} = \{p^\text{best}_1, p^\text{best}_2, ..., p^\text{best}_d\}$

19: Filter out the optimal network type $N^\text{best}$, structure $S^\text{best}$, and parameters $P^\text{best}$

Output: $MN^\text{best}, S^\text{best}, P^\text{best}$
vestigation and simple experiments, three types of neural network are selected: feedforward neural network (BP), feedback recurrent neural network (RNN), and convolutional neural network (CNN). When faced with small-scale problems, the neural network needs only a few intermediate layers to obtain a better effect. Secondly, the more intermediate layers, the easier it is to cause overfitting. Therefore, the maximum intermediate layer in this paper is set as 4 layers.

For the selection of the number of nodes in the middle layer, this paper adopts an interval search method, and the number of nodes is randomly selected within the range of the interval length of eight, as shown in Table 3, where k represents the decoded value. The activation function and optimizer of the network select several traditional effective methods, as shown in Table 3. The network parameters of the neural network include all its parameters that can be adjusted by the backpropagation algorithm. The parameters of the BP neural network include the weight and bias value of the neuron connection between layers. The network parameters of RNN not only include the same parameters as BP, but also include the previous value as the weight of this input. The network parameters of CNN include the convolution kernel and the connection weight and bias value between the convolution kernel.

According to the neural network structure and neural network parameter settings in this paper, genetic algorithm and firefly algorithm are selected as the algorithms for neural network structure optimization and neural network parameter optimization respectively.

Table 3. Optional parameters and range of neural network structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network structure parameter</th>
<th>BP</th>
<th>RNN</th>
<th>CNN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes per layer</td>
<td>Neurons</td>
<td>Neurons</td>
<td>Convolution and pooled kernel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[8k+1,8k+8]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation function</td>
<td>ReLU,LeakyReLU,ELU,TanH,Sigmoid,Hard,Sigmoid,SoftPlus,Linear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizer</td>
<td>Adam,SGD,Adagrad,Adamax,Nadam,RMSprop,Ftrl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Detailed description of neural network structure optimization algorithm

Genetic algorithm has better global search ability and can quickly search out all the solutions in the solution space, so it is introduced in the stage of neural network structure optimization. When encoding the neural network structure, the chromosome is divided into multiple functional segments, and each segment corresponds to a structural parameter of the neural network. Therefore, this paper designs an appropriate encoding and decoding method as well as genetic operation based on the idea of grouping optimization. The modified genetic algorithm optimizes the neural network structure as shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Network structure optimization

1: Define objective function \( f(x) = \text{loss}_{valid} \)
2: Setting algorithm parameters
3: Initialize the GA population \( P = \{p^1, p^2, \ldots, p^H\} \)
4: Train the NNs model and decode the population
5: \( t = 0, Q_t = \{q^1_t, q^2_t, \ldots, q^H_t\} \)
6: while \( t < T_{\text{max}} \) do
7:   for each \( p^h_t (h = 1, 2, \ldots, H) \) do
8:     \( q^h_t = \phi \)
9:   for each \( b \in p^h_t \) do
10:      if random \( \leq pc \) then
11:         \( p = \text{selection}(p^h_t) \)
12:      else if random \( \leq opc \) then
13:         \( p = \text{selection}(p^h_{\text{another}}) \)
14:         end if
15:      \( p^* = \text{cross}(b, p) \)
16:   if random \( \leq pm \) then
17:      \( p^* = \text{mutation}(p^*) \)
18:      end if
19:     \( q^h_t = q^h_t \cup p^* \)
20:   end for
21: \( G_t = \text{Mixed operation}(p_t) \)
22: \( P_{t+1} = \text{TopN} (\text{elite}(P_t \cup Q_t \cup G_t)) \)
23: \( t++ \)
24: end while
(1) Encoding and decoding

This paper encodes the number of middle layer nodes, activation function, and optimizer of the neural network in sequence. Neural networks of different depths use variable-length coding, in which to optimize the number of nodes in each intermediate layer, a method of interval coding and interval search is designed here. For each intermediate layer, this paper adopts the interval encoding with the node number upper limit of 128, that is, it is represented by the four-digit binary encoding, which stores the partition information of 16 node number intervals. The interval of the number of nodes means that the number of nodes in the middle layer can only be taken within the range of this interval. For example, the decoded value is $k$ ($k \in \mathbb{Z}$ and $k \in [0, 15]$), which means that an integer is randomly selected as the number of nodes in the node number interval $[8k+1, 8k+8]$. The upper limit of the middle layer of the neural network in this paper is four layers, so the coding length of the middle layer nodes of the neural network of one, two, three and four layers are 4, 8, 12 and 16 bits in sequence. In addition, there are eight types of activation functions and optimizers, so they are all represented by three-digit binary numbers. A certain code of different deep neural networks is shown in Figure 2. Each four-bit code in the front represents the interval of the number of nodes in the middle layer, and the last two three-bit codes respectively represent the activation function and the optimizer type, as shown in Table 4.

![Fig. 2. Neural network coding](image)

Interval coding is used for the number of nodes in the middle layer, which can reduce the code length and is conducive to the operation of the algorithm. The number of reductions in the code length of a coding with $H$ intermediate layers is shown in equation (6) $m_c$, where $l = \log_2 L$ is the original code length, and $L$ is the upper limit of the number of nodes, which is generally taken as the power of 2. $l^* = \log_2 \frac{L}{W}$ is the code length after interval coding, and $W$ represents the length of the interval. In this paper, the upper limit $L$ is 128, the original code length $l = 7$, and the interval coding method with interval division length $W=8$ is adopted. According to the formula, the code length of only one layer of neural network coding is reduced by 3. For the four-layer neural network coding, the code length is reduced by 12, and the number of code reductions becomes more and more obvious as the middle layer increases.

$$m_c = H (l - l^*) = H\log_2 W$$ (6)
Table 4. Activation function and optimizer type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Activation</th>
<th>Optimizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td>sigmoid</td>
<td>Ftrl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>relu</td>
<td>Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>leakyrelu</td>
<td>SGD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011</td>
<td>elu</td>
<td>Adagrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>tanh</td>
<td>Adadelta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>hard_sigmoid</td>
<td>Adamax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>softplus</td>
<td>Nadam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>RMSprop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ m_s = \left( \frac{2^l}{2^c} \right)^H = 2^{H \log_2 W} = 2^{m_c}. \quad (7) \]

In addition, for the intermediate layer, when the feasible solution space is large, the dimension of the solution space can be reduced to improve the optimization efficiency. As shown in equation (7), \( m_s \) represents the multiple of the solution space reduction of a neural network with \( H \) intermediate layers. For a neural network coding with a depth of four, the solution space of the number of nodes in the middle layer is usually \((2^7)^4\). After using interval coding, the dimension of the solution space is reduced by \(2^{12}\) times, which greatly improves the optimization efficiency.

\[
\begin{align*}
    k_i &= h_{i1} \cdot 2^3 + h_{i2} \cdot 2^2 + h_{i3} \cdot 2 + h_{i4}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots H \quad (8) \\
    act &= a_1 \cdot 2^2 + a_2 \cdot 2 + a_3 \quad (9) \\
    opt &= o_1 \cdot 2^2 + o_2 \cdot 2 + o_3 \quad (10)
\end{align*}
\]

The decoding process of neural network coding is shown in Figure 3 and equations (8) to (10), obtaining the interval of the number of nodes in each intermediate layer, as well as the activation function type and the optimizer type.
In equation (8), \( k_i \) represents the node number interval of the i-th layer, and \( h_{ij} \) represents the j-th bit of the i-th intermediate layer binary code. In equation (9), \( \text{act} \) represents the selected activation function type, and in equation (10), \( \text{opt} \) represents the selected optimizer type.

(2) Grouped optimization genetic operations

The traditional optimization of neural network structure is that the depth of the network is continuously optimized and eliminated along with the iteration of the algorithm, which easily causes the depth of the network to fall into the local optimum. A certain depth of neural network that performs well in the early stage of population evolution is easier to win in the subsequent competition. However, those individuals that are completely eliminated in the initial stage are eliminated without sufficient evolution. This makes the algorithm extremely easy to fall into the local chromosome segment of the depth of the neural network, which causes the whole to fall into the local optimum. Therefore, in order to overcome the above-mentioned problems, this paper follows the idea of multi-objective optimization and introduces the genetic operation of group optimization.

According to the network depth, the initial subpopulations of the same size \( H \) (representing the upper limit of the number of network intermediate layers) are generated to form the initial population of the genetic algorithm. In the subsequent process of population evolution, selection, crossover and variation always revolve around the inter-group and intra-group relations. At the same time, in order to improve the breadth search ability of the algorithm, a hybrid group is introduced in the middle, which discards the intra-group and inter-group relationship and carries out the traditional genetic operation. The concrete steps of the modified genetic algorithm to optimize the neural network structure are as follows:

Step 1: Generate an initial population \( P \) of size \( N \), and calculate its fitness. There are at most \( H \) intermediate layers in the network structure, so in the initial population, \( H \) subpopulations of the same size are generated according to the number of layers, that is, \( P = p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_H \).

Step 2: Select operator, using the tournament selection method. For each group, an individual \( r_1 \) is selected from that group, and another individual \( r_2 \) is selected from other groups or from the same group according to intergroup crossover or intra-group crossover.

Step 3: Student: Crossover operator. In the case of crossover probability \( \text{pc} \), single-point crossover within the group was carried out according to the probability \( (\text{gpc}) \), and two-point crossover between the groups was carried out according to the probability \( (\text{pc-gpc}) \). In order to improve the ability of searching each functional region of chromosomes in depth, only segments with the same meaning are crossed.

Step 4: Mutation operator. For the two new individuals generated by the crossover, keep the best one, and mutate according to the probability \( \text{pm} \), and the final individual is put into the intermediate population \( Q_t \). Selection, crossover, and mutation are repeated until an intermediate population of the same size as the parent population is produced.
Step 5: Introduce a mixed group, which has the same size as the other groups. Step 3 is to improve the algorithm’s in-depth search ability, and only crosses between segments with the same meaning. Therefore, here to improve the algorithm’s breadth search ability, the Step 3 cross rule is abandoned, and the parent population is mixed cross to obtain a mixed group $G_t$.

Step 6: Elite strategy, population renewal. For the parent population $P_t$ and the intermediate population $Q_t = q_1^t, q_2^t, \ldots, q_H^t$ and the mixed group $G_t$, the elite mechanism is used to form a synthetic population $P_t \cup Q_t \cup G_t$ and group by group sort them and select the first $N/4$ excellent individuals to form the next-generation population $P_{t+1} = p_{t+1}^1, p_{t+1}^2, \ldots, p_{t+1}^h$.

Step 7: Iteration termination judgment. When the number of iterations reaches the maximum number of iterations or finally converges, the iteration is terminated, otherwise, go to Step 2.

3.3 Detailed description of neural network parameter optimization algorithm

The firefly algorithm is a new type of swarm intelligence optimization algorithm, which has the characteristics of simple operation, not easy to fall into the local optimum and good stability, so it is introduced to optimize the neural network parameters globally. In this stage, real number encoding is adopted to encode all adjustable parameters of the neural network, and the encoding length depends on the number of parameters of the neural network. The optimization process of network parameters of the modified firefly algorithm is shown in algorithm 3.

The traditional firefly algorithm can know from its position update formula that the disturbance to the firefly is completely random and has no correlation with any information contained in the firefly itself, which has great blindness. In addition, there is no reasonable standard for the selection of disturbance factor, and when the disturbance factor is fixed, it is not conducive to adapt to the changes of firefly population environment. Considering the above two issues comprehensively, this paper proposes a random disturbance with firefly position information and an adaptive disturbance factor.

(1) Position update formula based on firefly information

Faced with different problems, the meaning of the location information of the fireflies is also different. When faced with all problems, we adopt completely random disturbances, and it is difficult to obtain a better position than before. Therefore, in view of the randomness and guidance, the location update formula adds the location information of the firefly itself. While the fireflies are attracted by other fireflies and move toward them, the fireflies perform random disturbances with partial position information. The amount of information contained depends on the information scale factor (that is, the disturbance step length), and the position movement formula is as follows:

$$x_i^{t+1} = (1 + \epsilon^t (\alpha)) \left( x_i^t + \beta_0 e^{-\gamma r_2^t} (x_j^t - x_i^t) \right)$$  

(11)
Algorithm 3 Network parameter optimization

1: Define objective function \( f(x) = \text{loss}_{\text{valid}} \)
2: Setting algorithm parameters
3: Initialize the firefly population \( P = \{ x_i | i = 1, 2, \cdots, n \} \)
4: Light intensity \( I_i \) at \( x_i \) is determined by \( f(x_i) \)
5: \( t = 0 \)
6: while \( t < \text{Iter}_{\text{max}} \) do
7: \( Q_t = \emptyset \)
8: for each \( x_i \) (\( i = 1, 2, n \)) do
9: for each \( x_j \) (\( j = i + 1, n \)) do
10: if \( I_i < I_j \) then
11: \( x^* = \) move firefly \( x_i \) towards \( x_j \)
12: else if \( I_i > I_j \) then
13: \( x^* = \) move firefly \( x_j \) towards \( x_i \)
14: else \( x^* = \) random move \( x_i \)
15: end if
16: \( Q_t = x^* \cup Q_t \)
17: end for
18: end for
19: \( P_{t+1} = \text{elite}(P_t \cup Q_t) \)
20: \( t = t + 1 \)
21: end while
Where, the information scaling factor $\alpha \in [0, 1]$, $\xi_t(\alpha)$ is a random number vector evenly distributed between $[-\alpha, \alpha]$. $\beta_0$ is the maximum attraction of fireflies (i.e., $r_{ij}=0$), which is generally set to 1. $\gamma = \frac{0.2}{(U_w-L_w)^2}$ where $U_w$ and $L_w$ represent upper and lower limits of location information, respectively.

When the brightness of the two fireflies are equal, the fireflies will perform random disturbances. The disturbance formula is as follows:

$$x_i^{t+1} = 1 + \varepsilon^t(\alpha)x_i^t, \quad \alpha = \begin{cases} \alpha_u, & \text{if } p \geq p_r \\ \alpha_l, & \text{if } p < p_r \end{cases}$$

(12)

Where, $\alpha_t < \alpha_u$, with probability $p_r$ for small-range disturbance, with probability $1 - p_r$ for large-range disturbance, jumping out of the local area. In the above position movement formula, when $\alpha$ takes different values, a large range of disturbance and a small range of local disturbance can be realized.

(2) Adaptive disturbance factor

Randomization plays an important role in the exploration and development of algorithms. The essence of this kind of randomization is random walk. Random walk is the number of steps to make the firefly move around at its current position. The amount of movement is affected by the step disturbance factor. When the step disturbance factor is appropriate, the algorithm’s global search ability can be improved. In the evolutionary process of the population, the fixation of the disturbance factor does not adapt to the change and development of the population environment. When the disturbance factor is too small, the convergence rate is slowed down in the early stage of population evolution, and it is easy to fall into the local optimum; when the disturbance factor is too large, because the population has tended to converge in the later stage, too large step size is not conducive to the later local optimization. Therefore, the disturbance factor should be constantly changing with the environment during the evolution of the entire population. The adaptive formula is as follows:

$$\alpha = \frac{\alpha_0}{1 + e^{6(\frac{\text{it}}{\text{it}_{\text{max}}} - 1)}} + 0.05$$

(13)

Where, $\text{it}$ and $\text{it}_{\text{max}}$ represent the current number of iterations and the maximum number of iterations, respectively, and 0.05 represents the lower limit of the disturbance factor. No matter how many iterations are, the disturbance will not be invalidated. At the same time, 0.05 and $\alpha_0$ together constitute the initial value of the disturbance. Figure 4 shows the adaptive disturbance factor with $\alpha_0 = 0.45$ and the maximum number of iterations $\text{it}_{\text{max}} = 100$.

As can be seen from Fig. 4, in the early stage of population evolution, the decreasing speed of disturbance factor curve is relatively gentle, making it maintain a relatively large value in the early stage, which is conducive to the global search of the algorithm. In the middle stage, the population evolved to a relatively ideal state, and the disturbance factor decreased rapidly. In the later stage, the decline rate of the disturbance factor was relatively gentle, maintaining a relatively small value for a long period of time, which was conducive to local search and accelerated convergence.
Firefly algorithm optimization neural network weight steps are as follows:

**Step 1:** Generate an initial population $P$ of size $N$, and calculate its fluorescein. For the neural network model obtained in the structure optimization stage, the traditional optimizer is used to train the network $2N$ times to obtain $2N$ sets of parameters, which are sorted by fluorescein, and the first $N$ are taken as the initial population of the second stage.

**Step 2:** Firefly location updated. The fireflies were compared in pairs. The less bright fireflies flew to the brighter fireflies according to the motion formula. One of the fireflies with the same brightness is perturbed in a small range with probability $p_r$, and in a large range with probability $1 - p_r$. As fireflies fly, they form a new intermediate population, $Q_t$.

**Step 3:** The elite strategy is adopted to update the population. Sort the synthetic population ($P_t \cup Q_t$), and select the first $N$ individuals as the next generation population $P_{t+1}$.

**Step 4:** Iteration termination judgment. When the number of iterations reaches the maximum value or finally converges, the iteration is terminated, otherwise, go to **Step 2**.

4 Experiment and result analysis

This section verifies the effectiveness and feasibility of the deep collaborative optimization framework through simulation experiments and data analysis.

The experiment first extracts the features to make the features more concentrated, which is convenient for the training of the neural network; secondly, through the neural network structure and parameter optimization, the effectiveness of the parameter optimization is verified; finally, the best neural network wine prediction model is selected and compared with the experimental data in the paper[5]. The experimental environment for all experiments is: Experimental software: PyCharm and SPSS; Programming language: Python; Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-9300h CPU 2.40GHz; Operating system: Windows10, 64-bit.
In order to ensure the influence of hyperparameters on experimental results, the program parameters of the selected algorithm were tuned in advance, as shown in Table 5. For the three important hyperparameters of random forest, this paper adopts grid search with cross-validation (GridSearchCV) to determine, as shown in RF in Table 5, the first number represents the Red wine data set parameters, and the back number represents the White wine data set parameter. For NNS, GA and FA parameters, after repeated tests and adjustments, the final setting results are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Experimental parameter Settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classified</th>
<th>Parameter names</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NNs</td>
<td>train_epoch</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>max_features</td>
<td>3—2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>n_estimators</td>
<td>1400—4800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>min_sample_leaf</td>
<td>3—1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>iter</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>pc</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>gpc</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>pm</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA</td>
<td>iter</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA</td>
<td>p_r</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA</td>
<td>(\alpha)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Data feature extraction

The Pearson correlation coefficients between wine data features are shown in Figure 5. fa, va, ca, rs, fsd, and tsd respectively represent the data features fixed acidity, volatile acidity, citric acid, residual sugar, free sulfur dioxide and total sulfur dioxide. For the two data sets, Sulphates, volatile acidity, Chlorides, Density and Citric acid characteristics showed high correlation with each other, and Pearson correlation coefficients were all above 0.9.

The importance of features obtained by random forest is shown in Table 6 and Figure 6. For the two data sets, four of the top five feature importance are the same: alcohol, volatile acidity, total sulfur and density. It can be seen that these four physicochemical properties of wine play an important role in the quality of both red and white wines. For red wine, the physicochemical property of alcohol is more important to the quality of wine, as shown in Figure 6(a).
Fig. 5. Pearson coefficient heat map: (a) stands for red wine, (b) stands for white wine.
white wines, the importance measures of various physicochemical properties did not differ significantly, as shown in Figure 6(b). Sulphates was the second most important for red wine and the tenth most important for white wine, and there were differences in the kind of physicochemical properties that affected the quality of red and white wine.

Table 6. Importance of random forest features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Red wine</th>
<th>White wine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alcohol</td>
<td>0.167971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sulphates</td>
<td>0.122381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volatile acidity</td>
<td>0.108299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total sulfur dioxide</td>
<td>0.106158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>density</td>
<td>0.089543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chlorides*</td>
<td>0.073102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixed acidity</td>
<td>0.072021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>citric acid*</td>
<td>0.070762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>0.068723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>residual sugar</td>
<td>0.062264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free sulfur dioxide</td>
<td>0.058776</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Synthetically consider the data features to be removed

In summary, in view of the importance and relevance of features, in red wine, Chlorides and Citric acid, which are strongly correlated and ranked low in importance, are removed; In white wine, citric acid and sulphates, which are strongly correlated and ranked ninth and tenth in importance, are removed, as shown in Table 6.

4.2 Neural network structure and parameter optimization

For each type of neural network and each depth of the network, 30 experiments were performed, and the summary of the experiments of each depth of the network is the result with a confidence of 95%. Mean square error (MSE) and accuracy are used to measure the quality of the neural network model, and three different error tolerances (i.e., T=0.25, 0.5 and 1.0) are set for the accuracy of the regression problem. The error tolerance is an absolute deviation of the actual value, and the predicted value within the error tolerance is considered to be accurate. At the same time, in order to improve the generalization ability of
Fig. 6. Feature importance: (a) stands for red wine, (b) stands for red wine.
the network model, the data set is divided into training set, verification set and test set. Among them, the test set accounts for 20%, and in the remaining 80% of the samples, another 20% is divided as the verification set, and the rest is the training set. The training set is used to train the neural network, the loss function and accuracy of the verification set are used as the objective function of the optimization algorithm, and the test set is used to evaluate the generalization ability and accuracy of the final network model.

The results of the neural network structure and parameter optimization are shown in Table 7 to 12. Delta represents the difference between the average accuracy of parameters and structural optimization. Among them, the MSE in the structural optimization and parameter optimization results is not much different. This is because in the structural optimization part, the MSE whose objective function is the verification set has achieved a relatively ideal state. Therefore, the parameter optimization takes the accuracy value of the verification set as the objective function, and the result can be seen from the table that the average accuracy value of each neural network corresponding to the test set has been further improved. For white wine, the parameter optimization effects of BP and CNN are relatively more obvious, especially the BP network has been improved on the training set, validation set, test set, and upper and lower limits, as shown in Table 10. Figures 7 and 8 respectively show the red wine and white wine data sets for 10 different divisions, and the best neural network model optimization results for each neural network type. It can also be seen from the figure that parameter optimization can bring about an improvement in prediction accuracy.

Table 7. BP results of Red wine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Red wine(T=0.5)</th>
<th>Optimize structure</th>
<th>Optimize parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSE [min_acc%, max_acc%]</td>
<td>min%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,[114], ELU, Adam</td>
<td>train 0.661 [58.06,61.10]</td>
<td>59.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>valid 0.693 [51.17,64.45]</td>
<td>58.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>test 0.686 [55.00,64.69]</td>
<td>59.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,[56, 15], ELU, Nadam</td>
<td>train 0.661 [57.37,61.29]</td>
<td>59.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>valid 0.657 [55.47,64.84]</td>
<td>59.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>test 0.656 [55.31,62.81]</td>
<td>59.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,[23, 118, 11], ELU,Nadam</td>
<td>train 0.657 [57.68,61.89]</td>
<td>59.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>valid 0.673 [53.52,63.28]</td>
<td>58.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>test 0.661 [54.06,62.81]</td>
<td>59.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,[53, 27, 53, 16], LeakyReLU, Adamax</td>
<td>train 0.634 [58.85,62.17]</td>
<td>60.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>valid 0.644 [55.08,63.28]</td>
<td>59.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>test 0.648 [54.06,62.81]</td>
<td>59.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 Neural network model comparison

For red wine data, the three types of neural networks have the best effect when the depth is 3 (BP3) and 4 (CNN4 and RNN4), respectively, as shown in Table 13, 14 and 15. For CNN4 and RNN4, the average accuracy at T=0.25 is at least 4.67% and 5.75% higher than that of other deep networks, respectively. The accuracy of RNN4 at T=0.5 is above 64.50%, and the accuracy of other different depth networks is below 64.00%. At T=1.0, the accuracy is above 93.30%, and the accuracy of other deep networks is below 91.1%. For the white wine data, the three types of neural networks performed best at depth 2 (BP2) and 4 (CNN4 and RNN4), respectively, as shown in Table 16, 17 and 18. For CNN, CNN4 is dominant when T=0.25 and T=1.0, and CNN3 is slightly dominant when T=0.5. When the depth of RNN is 4, the average accuracy within the three different error tolerances T is at least 7.9%, 7.12% and 1.55% higher than that of other similar deep networks, respectively, as shown in Table 18.

Figure 7 and 8 show the optimal results of network model structure optimization and parameter optimization among the three types of neural networks. Phase1 represents the network structure optimization of the neural network, and Phase2 represents the neural network parameter optimization. For the two kinds of data, neural network parameter optimization has a greater improvement on BP network in the three kinds of networks, as shown in Fig. 7 (a) and 8 (a). Meanwhile, it can be seen from the figure that the accuracy value of RNN4 is significantly higher than that of other optimal neural network models.


Table 9. RNN results of Red wine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Red wine(T=0.5)</th>
<th>Optimize structure</th>
<th>Optimize parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>acc%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[min_acc%, max_acc%]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,[60],leaky relu,Adam</td>
<td>train 0.641 [58.75,62.47]</td>
<td>60.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>valid 0.654 [53.13,64.06]</td>
<td>59.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>test 0.628 [54.38,64.69]</td>
<td>60.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,[110, 110],leaky relu, RMSprop</td>
<td>train 0.657 [57.68,60.90]</td>
<td>59.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>valid 0.659 [53.91,62.11]</td>
<td>59.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>test 0.656 [55.31,63.13]</td>
<td>59.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,[78, 78, 45],leaky relu, RMSprop</td>
<td>train 0.629 [60.02,63.94]</td>
<td>61.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>valid 0.630 [54.69,66.41]</td>
<td>61.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>test 0.620 [57.19,66.88]</td>
<td>62.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,[37, 12, 118],tanh, Nadam</td>
<td>train 0.500 [62.96,67.46]</td>
<td>65.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>valid 0.508 [58.98,71.09]</td>
<td>65.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>test 0.507 [60.00,70.31]</td>
<td>64.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10. BP results of White wine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>white wine(T=0.5)</th>
<th>Optimize structure</th>
<th>Optimize parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>acc%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[min_acc%, max_acc%]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,[85],leaky relu,Nadam</td>
<td>train 0.775 [49.88,52.74]</td>
<td>51.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>valid 0.786 [48.25,54.75]</td>
<td>51.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>test 0.767 [49.56,54.38]</td>
<td>52.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,[52, 14], leaky relu, Nadam</td>
<td>train 0.754 [53.12,55.71]</td>
<td>54.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>valid 0.751 [50.38,58.38]</td>
<td>54.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>test 0.760 [52.22,56.73]</td>
<td>54.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,[123, 27, 27],leaky relu,Adam</td>
<td>train 0.750 [53.58,56.99]</td>
<td>55.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>valid 0.739 [50.75,58.75]</td>
<td>55.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>test 0.737 [52.96,57.32]</td>
<td>55.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,[36, 95, 36, 36], leaky relu, Nadam</td>
<td>train 0.735 [53.66,56.16]</td>
<td>54.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>valid 0.722 [52.63,58.13]</td>
<td>55.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>test 0.727 [52.10,57.76]</td>
<td>55.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 11. CNN results of White Wine

| white wine (T=0.5) | Optimize structure | Optimize parameters |  |  |
|--------------------|--------------------|---------------------|-----------------------------|
|                    | MSE                | %acc | MSE | %acc | delta% |
| train              | 0.783              | [52.56, 54.66] | 53.39 | 0.779 | [52.19, 54.79] | 53.81 | 0.42 |
| valid              | 0.781              | [50.00, 56.75] | 53.02 | 0.778 | [50.63, 56.75] | 53.78 | 0.76 |
| test               | 0.783              | [50.54, 56.53] | 53.37 | 0.776 | [50.71, 57.60] | 54.05 | 0.68 |
| train              | 0.712              | [55.62, 57.50] | 56.54 | 0.714 | [55.49, 57.88] | 56.69 | 0.15 |
| valid              | 0.708              | [53.88, 60.50] | 57.15 | 0.704 | [54.38, 60.50] | 57.21 | 0.06 |
| test               | 0.705              | [53.79, 59.68] | 56.39 | 0.709 | [53.51, 59.86] | 56.82 | 0.43 |
| train              | 0.712              | [57.66, 59.45] | 58.54 | 0.712 | [57.37, 59.76] | 58.84 | 0.30 |
| valid              | 0.719              | [55.13, 62.13] | 58.57 | 0.719 | [55.13, 61.63] | 58.70 | 0.13 |
| test               | 0.719              | [56.05, 60.34] | 58.61 | 0.693 | [56.29, 62.56] | 59.16 | 0.55 |
| train              | 0.652              | [55.90, 58.68] | 57.68 | 0.662 | [57.19, 59.20] | 58.28 | 0.60 |
| valid              | 0.668              | [53.88, 59.88] | 57.63 | 0.659 | [55.13, 61.75] | 58.30 | 0.67 |
| test               | 0.658              | [53.61, 61.15] | 57.49 | 0.658 | [55.71, 60.69] | 58.38 | 0.89 |

### Table 12. RNN results of White Wine

| white wine (T=0.5) | Optimize structure | Optimize parameters |  |  |
|--------------------|--------------------|---------------------|-----------------------------|
|                    | MSE                | %acc | MSE | %acc | delta% |
| train              | 0.772              | [53.03, 55.13] | 54.35 | 0.780 | [52.96, 54.94] | 54.01 | -0.34 |
| valid              | 0.765              | [50.88, 57.13] | 54.74 | 0.764 | [52.38, 58.25] | 55.00 | 0.26 |
| test               | 0.766              | [51.77, 57.80] | 54.69 | 0.752 | [52.16, 57.56] | 55.07 | 0.38 |
| train              | 0.737              | [55.04, 58.04] | 56.65 | 0.737 | [54.87, 57.05] | 56.26 | -0.39 |
| valid              | 0.727              | [53.63, 60.50] | 56.83 | 0.731 | [54.00, 59.38] | 56.01 | -0.82 |
| test               | 0.732              | [53.75, 60.08] | 56.42 | 0.732 | [54.13, 60.12] | 56.73 | 0.31 |
| train              | 0.771              | [53.66, 56.61] | 54.76 | 0.765 | [54.19, 55.97] | 54.99 | 0.23 |
| valid              | 0.758              | [50.38, 58.38] | 55.20 | 0.783 | [51.50, 57.00] | 54.50 | -0.7 |
| test               | 0.764              | [53.02, 59.32] | 55.44 | 0.759 | [52.46, 58.81] | 55.69 | 0.25 |
| train              | 0.618              | [61.68, 64.32] | 63.56 | 0.620 | [61.67, 64.74] | 63.22 | -0.34 |
| valid              | 0.616              | [59.88, 67.25] | 63.48 | 0.618 | [58.50, 69.00] | 63.11 | -0.37 |
| test               | 0.618              | [60.54, 67.22] | 63.25 | 0.610 | [61.05, 67.46] | 63.85 | 0.6 |
Table 13. Summary of BP results for Red wine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test sets</th>
<th>BP1 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>BP2 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>BP3 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>BP4 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy% (T=0.50)</td>
<td>60.31 [59.66,60.75]</td>
<td>60.83 [60.18,61.53]</td>
<td>61.60 [60.62,62.63]</td>
<td>60.37 [59.47,61.22]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy% (T=1.00)</td>
<td>88.22 [87.66,88.97]</td>
<td>88.22 [87.57,88.87]</td>
<td>89.00 [88.16,89.70]</td>
<td>88.24 [87.67,88.92]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14. Summary of CNN results for Red Wine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test sets</th>
<th>CNN1 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>CNN2 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>CNN3 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>CNN4 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy% (T=0.25)</td>
<td>28.60 [27.89,29.34]</td>
<td>31.28 [30.52,31.96]</td>
<td>31.76 [30.76,32.82]</td>
<td>36.43 [35.59,37.37]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy% (T=0.50)</td>
<td>57.82 [57.17,58.54]</td>
<td>58.78 [57.84,59.72]</td>
<td>59.72 [58.83,60.63]</td>
<td>62.00 [61.35,62.71]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy% (T=1.00)</td>
<td>87.84 [87.22,88.46]</td>
<td>89.39 [88.77,89.91]</td>
<td>89.64 [89.12,90.21]</td>
<td>89.92 [89.27,90.46]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15. Summary of RNN results for Red wine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test sets</th>
<th>RNN1 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>RNN2 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>RNN3 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>RNN4 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy% (T=0.25)</td>
<td>37.22 [36.22,38.20]</td>
<td>31.00 [30.26,31.78]</td>
<td>42.97 [41.93,44.04]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy% (T=0.50)</td>
<td>61.27 [60.51,62.11]</td>
<td>63.07 [62.41,63.59]</td>
<td>65.44 [64.54,66.38]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy% (T=1.00)</td>
<td>89.55 [89.01,90.11]</td>
<td>90.57 [89.93,91.02]</td>
<td>93.73 [93.33,94.08]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16. Summary of BP results for White wine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test sets</th>
<th>BP1 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>BP2 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>BP3 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>BP4 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy% (T=0.50)</td>
<td>56.92 [56.14,57.69]</td>
<td>56.75 [56.33,57.16]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy% (T=1.00)</td>
<td>83.95 [83.60,84.28]</td>
<td>85.72 [85.40,86.03]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17. Summary of CNN results for White Wine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test sets</th>
<th>CNN1 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>CNN2 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>CNN3 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>CNN4 Mean</th>
<th>Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy% (T=0.50)</td>
<td>54.04 [53.48,54.63]</td>
<td>58.41 [57.91,58.87]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy% (T=1.00)</td>
<td>86.03 [85.75,86.34]</td>
<td>89.77 [89.34,90.17]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 18. Summary of RNN results for White wine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test sets</th>
<th>$RNN_1$</th>
<th>$RNN_2$</th>
<th>$RNN_3$</th>
<th>$RNN_4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Interval</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Accuracy_{T=0.50}$</td>
<td>55.04 [54.45,55.58]</td>
<td>56.69 [56.27,57.19]</td>
<td>55.70 [55.12,56.25]</td>
<td>63.81 [63.38,64.32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Accuracy_{T=1.00}$</td>
<td>86.69 [86.33,87.06]</td>
<td>86.98 [86.61,87.31]</td>
<td>86.61 [86.31,86.88]</td>
<td>88.53 [88.21,88.89]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Red Wine structure and parameter optimization
Fig. 8. White Wine structure and parameter optimization

The box diagrams of the three types of optimal neural network models are shown in Fig. 9, where (a), (b) and (c) respectively represent the results corresponding to the three error limits on the Red wine data set. It is obvious that the neural network model RNN4 shows the best results. Figure 9(d), (e) and (f) respectively represent the results corresponding to the three different tolerances on the White Wine dataset. The neural network model RNN4 shows the best performance when T=0.25 and 0.5, but there are four outliers when T=0.5, and the neural network model CNN4 has the best effect when T=1.0. In conclusion, the neural network model CNN4 has good performance in most cases.

The experimental data of the three optimal neural network models are shown in Table 19 and 20. For Red wine data, it is obvious that RNN4 shows better results. When T=0.25, the accuracy of RNN4 is above 41.9%, BP3 and CNN4 are below 37.4%, and the average accuracy is higher by 6.64% and 6.54%, respectively. Compared with BP3 and CNN4, the average accuracy of RNN4 is 3.84% and 3.44% higher when T=0.5, and 4.73% and 3.81% higher when T=1.0, respectively. For White wine data, RNN4 showed better performance at T=0.25 and 0.5, and the average precision value was at least 3.65% and 5.40% higher than that of the contrast model, respectively. When T=1.0, CNN4 performs better, and the accuracy value is above 89.30%, while RNN4 is below 89.00.

The detailed prediction results of the optimal prediction network model RNN4 of neural network at T=0.5 are shown in the confusion matrix in Ta-
Table 19. Optimal network models of three types for Red Wine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test sets</th>
<th>BP3_3</th>
<th>CNN4</th>
<th>RNN4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Interval</td>
<td>Mean Interval</td>
<td>Mean Interval</td>
<td>Mean Interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy%T=0.25</td>
<td>36.33 [35.29,37.33]</td>
<td>36.43 [35.59,37.37]</td>
<td>42.97 [41.93,44.04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy%T=0.50</td>
<td>61.60 [60.62,62.63]</td>
<td>62.00 [61.35,62.71]</td>
<td>65.44 [64.54,66.38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy%T=1.00</td>
<td>89.00 [88.16,89.70]</td>
<td>89.92 [89.27,90.46]</td>
<td>93.73 [93.33,94.08]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 20. Optimal network models of three types for White Wine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test sets</th>
<th>BP2</th>
<th>CNN4</th>
<th>RNN4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Interval</td>
<td>Mean Interval</td>
<td>Mean Interval</td>
<td>Mean Interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy%T=0.25</td>
<td>22.42 [22.13,22.78]</td>
<td>28.83 [28.36,29.36]</td>
<td>32.48 [32.02,33.01]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy%T=0.50</td>
<td>57.38 [56.91,57.92]</td>
<td>58.41 [57.91,58.87]</td>
<td>63.81 [63.38,64.32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy%T=1.00</td>
<td>85.95 [85.45,86.30]</td>
<td>89.77 [89.34,90.17]</td>
<td>88.53 [88.21,88.89]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 21. The model’s prediction scores for wine were mainly 5, 6 and 7. For the Red wine data set, the model has a good prediction effect on the samples labeled 5 and 6, with the recall rate reaching 82.1% and 74.3%, respectively. Meanwhile, the precision value of the samples predicted 5 and 6 reaches 71.4% and 58.1%, respectively. For the White data set, the model has a better prediction effect in the samples labeled 5, 6 and 7, with the recall rates of 61.6%, 69.9% and 41.9%, respectively. In the data predicted by the model for these three labels, the accuracy rates are 58.3%, 58.3% and 51.3%, respectively.

At the same time, it can be seen from Table 2 that samples with true labels 5 and 6 account for 82.5% in the Red wine data set, and samples with true labels 5, 6 and 7 account for 90.9% in the White wine data set. This prediction model is more sensitive to such large number of samples. This is because in the training process, the model can capture more information for a certain label with a large number of samples in the data set. Therefore, it can grasp the characteristics of such label data more accurately and show better results in the final model evaluation.

4.4 Comparison of optimal model experiments

The experimental results show that the neural network models $RNN_4$ (4, [37, 37, 12, 118], tanh, Nadam) and $RNN_4$ (4, [91, 56, 56, 16], elu, Adam) have the best effect on Red wine and White wine data sets respectively. This paper compares this model with the experimental results of MR, NN and SVM in paper [5], as shown in Table 22 and 23.
Table 21. Confusion matrix for wine data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual score</th>
<th>Prediction score(red)</th>
<th>Prediction score(white)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall(_{T=0.5})%</td>
<td>Recall(_{T=0.5})%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>82.1%(\text{**}559)</td>
<td>61.6%(898)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>74.3%(474)</td>
<td>69.9%(1537)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>82.1%(192)</td>
<td>41.9%(369)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(Precision_{T=0.5}\)% 71.4 58.1 0.0 58.3 58.3 51.3

Fig. 9. Neural network box diagram
Table 22. Red Wine’s prediction model results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test sets</th>
<th>MR</th>
<th>NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>RNN4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Interval</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Interval</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy%T=0.25</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>[31.0,31.4]</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>[24.1,31.8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy%T=0.50</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>[59.0,59.2]</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>[58.8,59.4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy%T=1.00</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>[88.5,88.7]</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>[88.6,89.0]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 23. White Wine’s prediction model results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test sets</th>
<th>MR</th>
<th>NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>RNN4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Interval</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Interval</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy%T=0.25</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>[31.0,31.4]</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>[26.2,26.8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy%T=0.50</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>[51.6,51.8]</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>[52.3,52.9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy%T=1.00</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>[84.2,84.4]</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>[84.6,84.8]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Red wine data with relatively small sample size, the neural network model RNN4 performed best when T=0.5 and 1.0, and the average accuracy and lower limit of interval were slightly lower than SVM when T=0.25, as shown in Table 22. When T=0.5, compared with SVM, the average accuracy of the model RNN4 is improved by 3%, and the accuracy range is between 64.5% and 66.4%, while the upper limit of SVM accuracy is less than 62.9%. When T=1.0, the average accuracy of the model RNN4 is improved by 4.7% compared with SVM, and the lower limit of its interval is greater than 93%, while the upper limit of the interval of other comparison methods is less than 89.5%. Compared with MR, NN and SVM, the overall prediction accuracy of the model RNN4 has been improved to a certain extent, and it is more suitable to solve the problem of Red wine quality evaluation.

For the relatively large amount of White wine data, the experimental results of the neural network model RNN4 at T=0.25 are significantly better than MR and NN. Although it was inferior to SVM, the performance of the neural network model RNN4 at T=0.5 was very close to that of SVM, and it was better at T= 1.0, as shown in Table 23. When T=0.5, compared with SVM, the average precision value is slightly 0.8% smaller. At this time, the difference between the upper and lower limits of the interval is 0.8% and 0.7% respectively, almost having the same performance. When T=1.0, the average accuracy is 4.23% and 3.83 higher than MR and NN, which is 2% higher than SVM. Although the model RNN4 does not completely show the optimal performance within all tolerances, it has approximate and slightly superior performance with SVM under tolerances of 0.5 and 1.0, respectively. Therefore, it is competitive to a certain extent when solving the problem of evaluating the quality of White wine.
5 Summary and Prospect

This paper designs a deep collaborative optimization framework, and uses this optimization framework to obtain a neural network prediction model that solves the problem of wine quality evaluation. The collaborative optimization framework consists of three stages: feature extraction, neural network structure optimization, and neural network parameter optimization.

The feature extraction stage refines the data features to make the data convenient for neural network training. The neural network structure optimization stage follows the idea of multi-objective optimization, and finds the optimal structure for each deep neural network. In this part of the optimization of the number of nodes in the middle layer of the neural network, an interval coding and interval search method is designed to improve the efficiency of optimization. The neural network parameter optimization stage is to further fine-tune the network parameters to achieve the best network performance. The collaborative optimization framework is suitable for various types of neural networks, but it is necessary to determine in advance the type of neural network suitable for solving such problems as a candidate set according to the characteristics of the problems to be solved and the data, through investigation and simple experiments. In this paper, BP, CNN and RNN three types of neural network were selected through simple experiments, and the final experiment proved that the neural network model under the RNN type showed better performance. By comparing this model with the method in the paper [5], it was found that this network model had certain advantages in Red wine data. It is competitive on White Wine data set to a certain extent, which also proves the effectiveness and feasibility of the deep collaborative optimization framework.

According to the analysis of this experiment, for the wine data set, when the proportion of a certain label sample is very small, it is difficult for the neural network to obtain more characteristic information of the label sample during the training. Therefore, the prediction effect of the trained neural network model on this part of the label sample needs to be improved. In this regard, the data expansion function can be added in the feature extraction stage, and such data with a small proportion of tags can be expanded in advance, and then put into the formal training of the network. In addition, the collaborative optimization framework can increase the information exchange between different types of neural networks to speed up the convergence of the network.
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**Abstract.** In this paper, we collected information on more than 900 samples of new corona pneumonia from January 23 to February 16 in Guangdong, China, based on the membrane system of the population dynamics of the original infectious disease. The age of the diagnosed population was classified, and the transmission characteristics of different age groups were coupled, which was related to the family structure and multi generation living space in Guangdong Province, and combine the characteristics of population movement after sealing city to establish a computational model of the population dynamics membrane systems (PDP system) to meet the transmission characteristics of new crown pneumonia in Guangdong Province. Finally, the effectiveness of the model is verified by comparing with real data through the MeCoSim simulation.

**Keywords:** COVID-19; PDP system; MeCoSim

1 Introduction

COVID-19 is rampaging around the world. Up to now, nearly 200 million people have been diagnosed, and as many as 4 million people have died [1]. Because COVID-19 is an RNA virus [2], its mutability is much higher than that of common viruses, resulting in a variety of variants in the process of virus transmission, which is difficult to cure effectively. Therefore, it has important scientific value for COVID-19 to establish an early propagation model [3][4].

Guangdong Province is the largest province in China. It is located in the coastal area and has frequent import and export [5]. 90% of the entry population in Guangdong Province is easily affected by overseas imported cases and has a high risk of infection. As of July 2021, 2751 cases of COVID-19 were diagnosed in Guangdong Province, and 124 cases were confirmed. On this basis, studying and understanding the epidemiological characteristics of COVID-19 and establishing the relevant virus propagation model are the key to effectively prevent COVID-19 from breaking out again.

The population dynamics membrane systems are a new formal bionic modeling framework, which has been successfully applied to the real ecosystem population dynamics model. Compared with using abstract function to model the biological population, the membrane system of population dynamics is based on the probabilistic membrane system, and the rewriting rules on multiple sets are used to represent the number

* This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant 61772033
of discrete components of the system. The classical modeling framework mainly depends on relevant data, if the data is not accurate or missing, it can not be accurately predicted [6]. The population dynamics membrane system mainly depends on sociological investigation, and the requirements for relevant data are relatively low. Even if the current data can not be obtained, it can still rely on speculation and population sociological relationship to obtain relatively accurate prediction. In literature [7], the system is mainly used in the framework of large number and periodic repetitive dynamics model of population. In literature [8], the calculation model of captive giant panda ecosystem was successfully established by using population dynamic probabilistic membrane system. Literature used PDP system to establish SIR model and successfully established Japanese H1N1 influenza a transmission model [9].

2 Sociological Survey of New Crown Epidemic in Guangdong Province

The detailed information of 994 patients in Guangdong Province from Jan. 9 to Feb. 16, 2020 is analyzed. [10] Fever is the main clinical symptom accounting for 73%. A few of the clinical symptoms are cough, dizziness, muscle ache, weakness, etc. Through age segmentation of new cases in Guangdong Province every day, we found that 80% of new cases are 20-64 years old, 15% are 65 years old and above, and only 5% are 0-19 years old.

The outbreak of COVID-19 in Guangdong Province shows obvious age differences, which is an important factor in building SIR model of PDP system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Infection Rate</th>
<th>Data sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-5 years old</td>
<td>0.0164</td>
<td>MCMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-19 years old</td>
<td>0.0164</td>
<td>MCMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-64 years old</td>
<td>0.0869</td>
<td>MCMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 65 years old</td>
<td>0.0358</td>
<td>MCMC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Infection rate of different age groups in Guangdong Province

The population distribution of Guangdong Province in different age groups from 2019 to 2020 can be estimated by referring to the data of China’s 2010 population census and the relevant population data provided in literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>X1(0-5)</th>
<th>X2(6-19)</th>
<th>X3(20-64)</th>
<th>X4(Over 65)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>7153800</td>
<td>16207482</td>
<td>78760477</td>
<td>10664042</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Population distribution of different age groups in Guangdong Province from 2019 to 2020 (unit: person)

Due to the lack of understanding of the characteristics of the virus at the beginning of the outbreak, the epidemic situation was basically in a state of free transmission from January 9 to January 22, and due to the lack of effective detection means at the initial stage, the data of confirmed cases were not accurate. In this study, the data from January 21 to 22 were used as the initial reference value. An average of 23 new patients per day.
3 The infectious disease PDP system

The infectious disease PDP system is a general population dynamic Sir calculation model based on the framework of probabilistic membrane P system [9]. S stands for susceptible population; I represent the infected population; R stands for people who have recovered or died. The model is inspired by the virus transmission channels generated by the interaction between populations, and simulates the transmission dynamics of the epidemic situation through the probability membrane P-system to simulate the interaction behavior of different populations and the different infection rates of other individuals.

Each PDP system is composed of seven rule modules, which will be executed only when the first initial infected person appears. Random infected persons will be selected in the crowd during initialization. The other six rule modules are scenario evolution in the same day. The details are shown in the figure below:

![Fig. 1. SIR Epidemic model](image)

The epidemic model consists of three physically separated communities. Each community consists of four blocks, where there are the basic facilities of daily life: schools, workplaces, shops, etc. Individuals in a community are organized into families (families may have different structures or number of members). In addition, seven groups were considered according to their age: kindergarten, primary school, secondary school, high school and two groups of adults (19-64 years old, over 64 years old). A susceptible person may be infected at home, at work, or in his spare time (nearby or traveling).

The Pinging detailed description of the infectious disease PDP system is shown in reference [11][12], which will not be repeated here.

4 Model assumptions and construction

Before January 23, 2020, due to the Spring Festival, population mobility is higher than usual, and disorder is high. Medical institutions do not have a deep understanding of the
disease and do not take effective monitoring measures. We did not model the previous data. Based on sociological survey, we make the following assumptions for PDP model

1. We assume that the population of the model is a fixed constant and the population of each age group remains unchanged.

2. The COVID-19 can be transmitted through air, and families will also spread around their neighbors at the same time.

3. The sick people will always stay at home, and other family members will choose to go out. We assume that the proportion of asymptomatic patients is 10% \(^{13}\), and they have the same infectious ability as the patients \(^{14}\)[15], but they can always recover after one week.

4. Suppose that each patient has a latent period of 7 days and a diagnosis period of 3 days after the onset of the disease, that is, the effective transmission time is 10 days.

The number of communities and families is the parameters that have been put into operation, and the parameters are determined according to the COVID-19 sociological survey in Guangdong province. According to the population proportion of different age groups in Table 2, the proportion of different age groups is about 7:16:78:10.

Each community is composed of 20 identical modules, and each module is composed of N families. According to literature, the average number of each family is 1.73. The empirical value of n is 5.

In the final stage, 14 new cases were added on January 21, and 31 new cases were added on January 22. Due to the lag of disease detection, we took the average of 22 people in these two days as the initial value of simulation from January 21, and distributed them to three communities as the initial infected people in the community.

![Fig. 2. The simulation results through the mecosim](image)

5 Results analysis and comparison

When testing the daily new value predicted by the model, we started to predict from the closure day on January 23. From the figure below, we can find that the trend of the predicted value of daily new patients in Fig.3 is basically the same as that of the measured value, both of which reach the peak within 5-9 days after the closure, and
then gradually decline, which shows that the epidemic prevention strategy of restricting population flow is effective. It can also be inferred that the common latent period of epidemic is 5-9 days. A novel coronavirus pneumonia test is not detected in real time. The peak value of the peak is reached on the sixth day. The peak value of the measured value reaches eighth days. Considering the detection of the new crown pneumonia is not real-time, even if the disease is diagnosed, there is a delay in the diagnosis. Based on this, we think that the error of the number of days of peak arrival is acceptable.

Fig. 3. Daily new cases

In Fig.4, we remove the asymptomatic infection, and only compare the number and trend of the predicted symptomatic infection with the measured symptomatic infection.

Fig. 4. Daily new cases without asymptomatic patient

We can find that the trend of predicted daily new value-added is not only the same as that of measured daily new value-added, but also the cumulative total value is basically the same. The predicted value of the table only includes symptomatic infection, so it is lower than the measured value. After the analysis, it is believed that although the actual survey data shows that the condition has been cleared on February 17, due to the existence of asymptomatic infection and the inability to accurately detect at that time, the condition has not really cleared. This hypothetical prediction is also in line with the
actual situation of sporadic confirmed cases in some cities after the disease is cleared in the epidemic prevention and control stage.

6 Summary and Prospect

In this study, we establish a new transmission model of new crown in Guangdong Province based on the membrane system of infectious disease population dynamics. With the good biomimetic performance of membrane computing, accurate epidemic prediction is achieved, and the specific application scope of membrane computing is expanded.
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Abstract. Hexagonal picture languages are seen as an extension of two-dimensional rectangular picture languages. James et al (2016) have introduced a P system called parallel contextual hexagonal array P systems (PCHAPS). Jayasankar et al (2017) have studied a P system called parallel contextual hexagonal array insertion-deletion P system (PCHAIDPS) based on insertion-deletion operations. In this paper, we prove that the family of hexagonal picture languages generated by the P system PCHAPS is a sub-family of the family of hexagonal picture languages generated by PCHAIDPS.

Keywords: P system, Hexagonal array, Contextual grammars, Insertion and deletion operations

1 Introduction

Hexagonal pictures occur in several application areas especially in picture processing and image analysis [6]. Hexagonal kolam array grammars for generating hexagonal arrays and hexagonal patterns on triangular grids which can be treated as two-dimensional representation of three-dimensional blocks was constructed by Siromoney et al. [10].

Contextual grammars were introduced by S. Marcus[5] in 1969 as another model to describe natural languages. A contextual grammar produces a language by starting from a given finite set of strings and adding, iteratively, pairs
of strings (called as contexts), associated to sets of words (called selectors) to the string already obtained. Many variants of contextual grammars have been considered in the literature and investigated from a mathematical point of view. Two special cases of contextual grammars, called internal and external are very natural and have been extensively investigated. An external contextual grammar generates a language starting from a finite set of strings and iteratively adjoining to its contexts. In internal contextual grammars, the context are adjoined inside the current string. For further details, we refer to [8].

In [11], D.G. Thomas et al developed a new method of generating hexagonal arrays based on an extension of contextual grammars called parallel contextual hexagonal array grammars. Their systems yield languages of hexagons using parallel rewriting relations. They make use of 'window movement' on arrow heads to decide whether the languages are generated by array contexts of choice mappings by the applications of array contextual operations parallely.

The area of membrane computing was initiated by Paun [7] introducing a new computability model, now called as P system. For more details of membrane computing we refer to [9].

James et al [3] have introduced a P systems called external and internal parallel contextual hexagonal P systems to generate pictures using X, Y, and Z directional parallel contextual hexagonal array rules and studies some basic properties of these P systems and proved comparison results in terms of their generative powers. Jayasankar et al [4] developed a new P system model called parallel contextual hexagonal array insertion-deletion P system (PCHAIDPS) based on X, Y and Z directional contextual rules of parallel contextual hexagonal array grammar and makes use of parallel contextual double window movement along the arrow heads for generating pictures. They studied closure properties of PCHAIDPS and proved PCHAIDPS has more generative power compared to some well-known families of hexagonal languages like HLOC and HREC [1].

In this paper, we compare the generative powers of P system models PCHAPS and PCHAIDPS and prove that the family of hexagonal picture languages generated by PCHAIDPS properly contains the family of hexagonal picture languages generated by the P system PCHAPS.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we recall some notions related to parallel contextual hexagonal array P systems. We can refer to [11,1] for further details.

Definition 1. We consider hexagons of the following type:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{upper left vertex} \\
\text{leftmost vertex} \\
\text{lower left vertex}
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{upper right vertex} \\
\text{rightmost vertex} \\
\text{lower right vertex}
\end{array}
\]

Let \( \Sigma \) be a finite alphabet of symbols. A hexagonal picture \( p \) over \( \Sigma \) is a hexagonal array of symbols over \( \Sigma \). For example, a hexagonal picture over the
alphabet \( \{a,b,c\} \) is: \( p = (a,b,c) \). The set of all hexagonal arrays over \( \Sigma \) is denoted by \( \Sigma^{*H} \). A hexagonal picture language \( L \) over \( \Sigma \) is a subset of \( \Sigma^{*H} \).

With respect to a triad \( x, y, z \) of triangular axes, the coordinates of each element of a hexagonal picture can be fixed. For \( l, m, n \geq 1 \), \( \Sigma^{l,m,n} \) denotes the set of all hexagonal pictures of size \( (l, m, n) \) with \( l, m, n \) stand for the length of the sides of the hexagon in the \( x, y, z \) directions respectively.

For the definitions of trapezium, parallelogram array types and different types of arrow-heads and for operations like concatenation and contextual operations, we refer to [3]. For definitions regarding Parallel internal contextual hexagonal array P systems and Parallel external contextual array P systems, we refer to [3]. For the notions of Parallel Contextual hexagonal array insertion-deletion P system, we refer to [4].

3 Comparison Results

In this section, we compare the generative powers of two P systems \( PCHAPS \) and \( PCHAIDPS \) and prove that the family of hexagonal picture languages generated by \( PCHAIDPS \) properly includes the family of hexagonal picture languages generated by the P system \( PCHAPS \).

**Theorem 1.** \( \mathcal{L}(PICHAP) \subseteq \mathcal{L}(PCHAIDPS) \).

**Proof.** For every internal parallel contextual hexagonal array P system with \( h \) membranes generating a language \( L \), we construct a corresponding parallel contextual hexagonal array insertion P system generating the same language \( L \).

Consider \( \Pi_{int} \in \text{PICHAP}_{h} \) generating a language \( L \) as

\[
\Pi_{int} = \left( V, T, \mu, \Sigma^{l,m,n}, M_{1}, M_{2}, \ldots, M_{h}, (R_{1}, \phi_{1}), (R_{2}, \phi_{2}), \ldots, (R_{h}, \phi_{h}), i_{0} \right).
\]

We construct a \( \text{PCHAP}_{h} \),

\[
\Pi = \left( V', T, \mu, (\Sigma^{l,m,n}), (XY)', (XY)', (XY)', (YX)', (YZ)', (MZ, I_{1}, I_{2}, D_{1}), \ldots, (M_{h+1}, I_{h+1}, D_{h+1}), \Phi_{X}, \Phi_{Y}, \Phi_{Z}, i_{0} \right),
\]

where \( V' = V \cup \{Y\} \) and

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall u_{i+1}, & \quad [u_{i+1}, v_{i}, v_{i+1}] \in XY', \exists [u_{i+1}, v_{i}, v_{i+1}] \in (ZX)', [u_{i+1}, v_{i}, v_{i+1}] \in (XY'). \\
\forall u_{i}, & \quad [u_{i}, v_{i}, v_{i+1}] \in YX', \exists [u_{i}, v_{i}, v_{i+1}] \in (ZY)', [u_{i}, v_{i}, v_{i+1}] \in (XY'). \\
\forall u_{j+1}, & \quad [u_{j+1}, v_{j}, v_{j+1}] \in YX', \exists [u_{j+1}, v_{j}, v_{j+1}] \in (ZY)', [u_{j+1}, v_{j}, v_{j+1}] \in (YX'). \\
\forall u_{k}, & \quad [u_{k}, v_{k}, v_{k+1}] \in YY', \exists [u_{k}, v_{k}, v_{k+1}] \in (ZY)', [u_{k}, v_{k}, v_{k+1}] \in (YY'). \\
\forall u_{i+1}, & \quad [u_{i+1}, v_{i}, v_{i+1}] \in YZ', \exists [u_{i+1}, v_{i}, v_{i+1}] \in (YX)', [u_{i+1}, v_{i}, v_{i+1}] \in (XZ'). \\
\end{align*}
\]
∀ [u′, u′+1] $\in$ ZY', ∃ [u′, u′+1] ∈ (XZ)', [u′, u′+1] ∈ (XY)'.
∀ u_j $\in$ u_j+1 $\in$ YX', ∃ u_j $\in$ u_j+1 $\in$ (XY)', [v_j, v_j+1] ∈ (XY)'.
∀ [u_k, u_k+1] $\in$ ZZ', ∃ [u_k, u_k+1] ∈ (XZ)', [v_k, v_k+1] ∈ (XY)'.
∀ u_i $\in$ u_i+1 $\in$ ZY, ∃ u_i $\in$ u_i+1 $\in$ (YX)', [v_i, v_i+1] ∈ (XY)'.
∀ u_i+1 $\in$ u_i+1 $\in$ XZ', ∃ u_i+1 $\in$ u_i+1 $\in$ (XZ)', [v_i+1, v_i+1] ∈ (XY)'.

If $R_l = \left\{ \left( \varphi_{xy}(xyTr), \varphi_{yx}(yxTr), \varphi_{yy}(yyP_kA_k) \right) \mid \begin{array}{l}
1 \leq i \leq m - 1 \text{ if } l > m \\
1 \leq i \leq l - 1 \text{ if } m > l, j = 1, 2, \ldots, l - m \text{ if } l > m \text{ and } k = 1, 2, \ldots, m - l \text{ if } m > l, \alpha \in \{ \text{here, out, in} \} \end{array} \right\}$

1. $I_l = \left\{ \left( \phi_{ix}(E_i, A_i), Y, Y \right), \phi_{iy}(F_i, B_i), Y, Y \right\}$

where $1 \leq i \leq m - 1$ if $l > m$ or $1 \leq i \leq l - 1$ if $m > l, j = 1, 2, \ldots, l - m$ if $l > m$ and $k = 1, 2, \ldots, m - l$ if $m > l$,

$E_i = \left\{ e_1, e_2 \right\}$ with $e_1, e_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \}$,
$F_i = \left\{ f_1, f_2 \right\}$ with $f_1, f_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \}$,

$G_i = \left\{ g_1, g_2 \right\}$ with $g_1, g_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \}$,
$H_i = \left\{ h_1, h_2 \right\}$ with $h_1, h_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \}$,

$E'_i = \left\{ e'_1, e'_2 \right\}$ with $e'_1, e'_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \}$,
$F'_i = \left\{ f'_1, f'_2 \right\}$ with $f'_1, f'_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \}$,

$G'_i = \left\{ g'_1, g'_2 \right\}$ with $g'_1, g'_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \}$,
$H'_i = \left\{ h'_1, h'_2 \right\}$ with $h'_1, h'_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \}$

and $A_i$ is the maximum possible $xz$-array context of $xyTr_i$, $B_i$ is the maximum possible $zy$-array context of $yxTr_i$, $A'_i$ is the maximum possible $zy$-array context of $yxTr_i$, $B'_i$ is the maximum possible $xz$-array context of $yxTr_i$, $C_i = xxP_zA_j$ and $D_i = yyP_zA_k$.  
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2. \( D_r = \left\{ \left\{ \phi_{xz}^D \left( \left[ u_i, u_{i+1} \right], A_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{zy}^D \left( \left[ u_{k+1}, u_k \right], B_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{yx}^D \left( \left[ v_j, v_{j+1} \right], C_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right] \right\} \right\} \)

3. \( D_{h+1} = \left\{ \left\{ \phi_{zy}^D \left( \left[ v_i, v_{i+1} \right], A_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{xz}^D \left( \left[ u_k, u_{k+1} \right], C_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{yx}^D \left( \left[ k, v_{k+1} \right], D_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{zx}^D \left( \left[ v_{j+1}, v_j \right], D_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{yz}^D \left( \left[ j, v_{j+1} \right], C_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{xy}^D \left( \left[ u_i, u_{i+1} \right], C_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{zx}^D \left( \left[ u_{k+1}, u_k \right], B_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{yz}^D \left( \left[ v_{j+1}, v_j \right], C_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{xy}^D \left( \left[ k, v_{k+1} \right], D_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right]\right\} \)

If \( R_r = \left\{ \left\{ \phi_{zy} \left( yzTr_i \right) = \left[ u_i, u_{i+1} \right], v_{i}, v_{i+1} \right] \left[ Y, Y \right] \right\} \)

\( \phi_{zy} \left( \left[ u_i, u_{i+1} \right], v_{i}, v_{i+1} \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right] \)

1. \( I_r = \left\{ \left\{ \phi_{xy}^D \left( \left[ u_i, u_{i+1} \right], A_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{xy}^D \left( \left[ v_j, v_{j+1} \right], C_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right] \right\} \left\{ \left\{ \phi_{yz}^D \left( \left[ u_i, u_{i+1} \right], A_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{yz}^D \left( \left[ v_j, v_{j+1} \right], C_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right] \right\} \right\} \)

where \( 1 \leq i \leq n - 1 \) if \( m > n \) or \( 1 \leq i \leq m - 1 \) if \( n > m \) and \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, n - m \) if \( n > m \) or \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, n - m \) if \( m > n \),

\( E_i = \left\{ e_1, e_2 \right\} \), \( E_i = \left\{ e_1, e_2 \right\} \), \( E_i = \left\{ e_1, e_2 \right\} \), \( E_i = \left\{ e_1, e_2 \right\} \), \( E_i = \left\{ e_1, e_2 \right\} \), \( E_i = \left\{ e_1, e_2 \right\} \),

\( G_i = \left\{ g_1, g_2 \right\} \), \( G_i = \left\{ g_1, g_2 \right\} \), \( G_i = \left\{ g_1, g_2 \right\} \), \( G_i = \left\{ g_1, g_2 \right\} \), \( G_i = \left\{ g_1, g_2 \right\} \), \( G_i = \left\{ g_1, g_2 \right\} \),

\( A_i = \) the maximum possible \( xx \)-array context of \( yzTr_i \), \( A_i = \) the maximum possible \( xx \)-array context of \( yzTr_i \), \( A_i = \) the maximum possible \( xx \)-array context of \( yzTr_i \), \( A_i = \) the maximum possible \( xx \)-array context of \( yzTr_i \), \( A_i = \) the maximum possible \( xx \)-array context of \( yzTr_i \),

2. \( D_r = \left\{ \left\{ \phi_{zy}^D \left( \left[ u_i, u_{i+1} \right], A_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{zy}^D \left( \left[ u_{k+1}, u_k \right], B_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{zy}^D \left( \left[ v_{j+1}, v_j \right], C_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{zy}^D \left( \left[ v_{j+1}, v_j \right], C_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{zy}^D \left( \left[ v_{j+1}, v_j \right], C_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right], \phi_{zy}^D \left( \left[ v_{j+1}, v_j \right], C_i \right) = \left[ Y, Y \right]\right\} \)
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3. \( D_{h+1} = \left\{ \left( \phi^D_{xz} (A', [v_i, v_{i+1}], bigg) = [Y \ Y], \phi^D_{xz} (B'_i, \left[ v'_i \ v'_{i+1} \right]) = [Y \ Y], \phi^D_{xz} (C_i, [v_j, v_{j+1}]) = [Y \ Y], \phi^D_{xz} (D_i, \left[ v_k \ v_{k+1} \right]) = [Y \ Y], \{ \varepsilon \} \right\} \)

If \( R_r = \left\{ \left( \phi_{xx} (xxT_r) = \left[ u_i \ u_{i+1} \right] S_{xx} \left[ v_i \ v_{i+1} \right], \phi_{xx} (xyzT_r) = \left[ u_j \ u_{j+1} \right] S_{xx} \left[ v_j \ v_{j+1} \right], \phi_{xx} (zzPvA_j) = \left[ u_{k+1} \ u_k \right] S_{xx} \left[ v_{k+1} \ v_k \right], \right\} \)

If \( \varphi_{xx} (xxT_r) = \left[ u_i \ u_{i+1} \right] S_{xx} \left[ v_i \ v_{i+1} \right], \varphi_{xx} (zzPvA_j) = \left[ u_j \ u_{j+1} \right] S_{xx} \left[ v_j \ v_{j+1} \right], \varphi_{xx} (zzPvAk) = \left[ u_{k+1} \ u_k \right] S_{xx} \left[ v_{k+1} \ v_k \right], \right\} \)

where \( 1 \leq i \leq l - 1 \) if \( n > l \) or \( 1 \leq i \leq n - 1 \) if \( l \geq n \), \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, n - l \) if \( n > l \) and \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, l - n \) if \( l > n \),

\( E_i = \left[ e_1 \ e_2 \right] \) with \( e_1, e_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \), \( F_i = \left[ f_1 \ f_2 \right] \) with \( f_1, f_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \),

\( G_i = \left[ g_1 \ g_2 \right] \) with \( g_1, g_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \), \( H_i = \left[ h_1 \ h_2 \right] \) with \( h_1, h_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \),

\( E'_i = \left[ e'_1 \ e'_2 \right] \) with \( e'_1, e'_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \), \( F'_i = \left[ f'_1 \ f'_2 \right] \) with \( f'_1, f'_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \),

\( G'_i = \left[ g'_1 \ g'_2 \right] \) with \( g'_1, g'_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \), \( H'_i = \left[ h'_1 \ h'_2 \right] \) with \( h'_1, h'_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \) and \( A'_i \) is the maximum possible \( yz \)-array context of \( xxT_r, B'_i \) is the maximum possible \( yx \)-array context of \( xxT_r, C'_i = zzPvA_i \) and \( D'_i = xxPvAk \), \( A'_i \) is the maximum possible \( xy \)-array context of \( xxT_r, B'_i \) is the maximum possible \( yz \)-array context of \( xxT_r \).

2. \( D_r = \left\{ \left( \phi^D_{yz} (u_i, u_{i+1}, A_i) = [Y \ Y], \phi^D_{yz} (u'_{i+1}, B_i) = [Y \ Y], \phi^D_{yz} (u_k, C_i) = [Y \ Y], \phi^D_{yz} (v_i, D_i) = [Y \ Y], \left\{ \varepsilon \right\} \right\} \)

3. \( D_{h+1} = \left\{ \left( \phi^D_{yz} (A', [v_i, v_{i+1}]) = [Y \ Y], \phi^D_{yz} (B'_i, [v'_i \ v'_{i+1}]) = [Y \ Y], \phi^D_{yz} (C_i, [v_j, v_{j+1}]) = [Y \ Y], \phi^D_{yz} (D_i, [v_k, v_{k+1}]) = [Y \ Y], \{ \varepsilon \} \right\} \)

Theorem 2. \( L(PICHAP) \subseteq L(PCHAIPS) \).
Proof. For every internal parallel contextual hexagonal array P system with \( h \) membranes generating a language \( L \), we construct a corresponding parallel contextual hexagonal array insertion P system generating the same language \( L \).

Consider \( \prod_{\text{int}} \in \text{PICHAP}_h \) generating a language \( L \) as

\[
\prod_{\text{int}} = \left( \ V, T, \mu, (ZX)', (ZY)', (XY)', (XZ)', (YX)', (YZ)', (M_1, I_1), \ldots, (M_g, I_g) \right),
\]

where \( g = 2h \) if \( R_1 \neq \emptyset \), \( g = 2h - 1 \) if \( R_1 = \emptyset \). In this proof we consider \( R_1 \neq \emptyset \).

\[
\begin{align*}
&\forall [u_{i+1}, u_i] \in XY', \exists [u_{i+1}, u_i] \in (ZX)', [v_{i+1}, v_i] \in (ZY'). \\
&\forall [u_i, u_{i+1}] \in YX', \exists [u_i, u_{i+1}] \in (XY)', [v_i, v_{i+1}] \in (XZ)'.
\end{align*}
\]

We construct a PCHAIP,

\[
\Pi = \left( \ V, T, \mu, (ZX)', (ZY)', (XY)', (XZ)', (YX)', (YZ)', (M_1, I_1), \ldots, (M_g, I_g) \right),
\]

\( \Phi_X, \Phi_Y, \Phi_Z, \iota_0 \), where \( g = 2h \) if \( R_1 \neq \emptyset \), \( g = 2h - 1 \) if \( R_1 = \emptyset \). In this proof we consider \( R_1 \neq \emptyset \).

\[
\begin{align*}
&\forall [u_{i+1}, u_i] \in ZY', \exists [u_{i+1}, u_i] \in (ZX)', [v_{i+1}, v_i] \in (XY'). \\
&\forall [u_j, u_{j+1}] \in YX', \exists [u_j, u_{j+1}] \in (XY)', [v_j, v_{j+1}] \in (XZ)'.
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\forall [u_{k+1}, u_k] \in YY', \exists [u_{k+1}, u_k] \in (ZY)', [v_{k+1}, v_k] \in (YX)'.
\end{align*}
\]

Case(i): If \( R_v = \left\{ \left\{ \phi_{xy}(xyT_r) = [u_{i+1}, u_i] \in \mathbb{R}^{u_{i+1}, u_i} \right\} \right\} \)

\[
\phi_{xy}(xyT_r) = \left[ \begin{array}{c} u_{i+1} \\ u_i \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} v_{i+1} \\ v_i \end{array} \right], \phi_{xx}(xxP_xA_j) = \left[ \begin{array}{c} u_{j+1} \\ u_j \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} v_{j+1} \\ v_j \end{array} \right],
\]

\[
\phi_{xy}(yyP_xA_k) = \left[ \begin{array}{c} u_{k+1} \\ u_k \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} v_{k+1} \\ v_k \end{array} \right], \phi'_{xy}(xyP_xA_j) = \left[ \begin{array}{c} u_{j+1} \\ u_j \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} v_{j+1} \\ v_j \end{array} \right], \phi'_{xx}(xxP_xA_j) = \left[ \begin{array}{c} u_{j+1} \\ u_j \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} v_{j+1} \\ v_j \end{array} \right], \phi'_{yy}(yyP_xA_k) = \left[ \begin{array}{c} u_{k+1} \\ u_k \end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c} v_{k+1} \\ v_k \end{array} \right]
\]

1 \leq i \leq m - 1 \text{ if } l > m \text{ or } 1 \leq i \leq l - 1 \text{ if } m \geq l, j = 1, 2, \ldots, l - m \text{ if } l > m \text{ and } k = 1, 2, \ldots, m - l \text{ if } m > l, \alpha \in \{\text{here}, \text{out}, \text{int}\} \text{ then},
1. \( I_r = \left\{ \left\{ \phi^{E_i}_{yx}(E_i, A_i) = \begin{bmatrix} u_i \\ u_{i+1} \end{bmatrix}, \phi^{F_i}_{zy}(F_i, B_i) = \begin{bmatrix} u'_i \\ u'_{i+1} \end{bmatrix}, \phi^{G_i}_{zx}(G_i, C_i) = \begin{bmatrix} u_k \\ u_{k+1} \end{bmatrix} \right\} \right\} \) where \( 1 \leq i \leq m - 1 \) if \( l > m \) or \( 1 \leq i \leq l - 1 \) if \( m \geq l, j = 1, 2, \ldots, l - m \) if \( l > m \) and \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, m - l \) if \( m > l \).

\( E_i = \begin{bmatrix} e_1 \\ e_2 \end{bmatrix} \) with \( e_1, e_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \), \( F_i = \begin{bmatrix} f_1 \\ f_2 \end{bmatrix} \) with \( f_1, f_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \), and \( G_i = \begin{bmatrix} g_1 \\ g_2 \end{bmatrix} \) with \( g_1, g_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \), \( H_i = \begin{bmatrix} h_1 \\ h_2 \end{bmatrix} \) with \( h_1, h_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \) and \( A_i \) is the maximum possible \( zz \)-array context of \( xyTr_i \), \( B_i \) is the maximum possible \( zy \)-array context of \( yyTr_i \), \( C_i = xxP \alpha A_j \) and \( D_i = yyP \alpha A_k \).

2. \( I_{r+h} = \left\{ \left\{ \phi^{E_i'}_{yx}(A_i', E_i') = \begin{bmatrix} v_i \\ v_{i+1} \end{bmatrix}, \phi^{F_i'}_{zy}(B_i', F_i') = \begin{bmatrix} v'_{i+1} \\ v_{i} \end{bmatrix}, \phi^{G_i'}_{zx}(C_i', G_i') = \begin{bmatrix} v_k \\ v_{k+1} \end{bmatrix} \right\} \right\} \) where \( 1 \leq i \leq m - 1 \) if \( l > m \) or \( 1 \leq i \leq l - 1 \) if \( m \geq l, j = 1, 2, \ldots, l - m \) if \( l > m \) and \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, m - l \) if \( m > l \).

\( E_i' = \begin{bmatrix} e'_1 \\ e'_2 \end{bmatrix} \) with \( e'_1, e'_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \), \( F_i' = \begin{bmatrix} f'_1 \\ f'_2 \end{bmatrix} \) with \( f'_1, f'_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \), \( G_i' = \begin{bmatrix} g'_1 \\ g'_2 \end{bmatrix} \) with \( g'_1, g'_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \), \( H_i' = \begin{bmatrix} h'_1 \\ h'_2 \end{bmatrix} \) with \( h'_1, h'_2 \in T \cup \{ \varepsilon \} \) and \( A_i' \) is the maximum possible \( zy \)-array context of \( xyTr_i \), \( B_i' \) is the maximum possible \( zy \)-array context of \( yyTr_i \), \( C_i = xxP \alpha A_j \) and \( D_i = yyP \alpha A_k \).

Case (ii): If \( R_r = \left\{ \left\{ \varphi_{yz}(yyTr_i) = \begin{bmatrix} u_i \\ u_{i+1} \end{bmatrix} \right\} \right\} \) then we define \( I_r \) and \( I_{r+h} \) similar to case (i).

Case (iii): If \( R_r = \left\{ \left\{ \varphi_{xx}(xxTr_i) = \begin{bmatrix} u_i \\ u_{i+1} \end{bmatrix} \right\} \right\} \) then we define \( I_r \) and \( I_{r+h} \) similar to case (i).

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have compared two hexagonal array generating P systems and proved that the family of hexagonal picture languages generated by the
P systems $PCHAIDPS$ contains the family of hexagonal picture languages generated by the P systems $PCHAPS$. Our future work is to compare the generative powers of (i) $PCHAIDPS$ and Hexagonal Contextual Array P Systems [1] and (ii) $PCHAIDPS$ and grammatical models generating hexagonal array languages of Siromoney et al [10].
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Abstract. Graph grammars are modelling systems capable of generating numerous families of graphs. Graph rewriting systems employ different techniques such as node replacement and edge replacement rewriting. P Systems are capable of modelling different graph based computations in a restricted membrane environment. Here we introduce a new graph grammar model called nc – eNCE graph grammars. An equivalent graph rewriting P system is also created from the nc – eNCE graph grammars.
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1 Introduction

Graph grammars first introduced in the sixties have been an area of interest in theoretical computer science [4, 5, 8, 11–13, 16] due to the variety of possible applications ranging from pattern matching to compiler construction. Graph grammars use graph rewriting to model the evolution of different types of graphs. Graph rewriting is of two types - node replacement and edge replacement [3, 13]. To increase the generative capacity of these grammars, we introduce a variant of the node replacement graph grammar called the non-confluent edge and node label controlled embedding graph grammars. Rewriting P systems [17] are variants of P systems having strings inside the membranes. The strings move into and out of the membranes based on the rules associated with the membranes in which they are present. In [15] the notion of context free graph rewriting P system has been studied. We introduce a modification of this concept called nc – eNCE graph rewriting P System.

Section 2 discusses the basic concepts of graph grammars. In section 3, we introduce a variant of eNCE Graph Grammars. Section 4 deals with nc – eNCE graph rewriting P Systems which form an alternative mechanism to generate the same classes of graphs.
2 Preliminaries

2.1 Graph Grammars

A typical graph grammar \([8, 9]\) consists of a host graph \(H\), and a set of transformation rules (productions) \(P\) of the form \(P(M, D, E)\). Here \(M\) is the mother graph present in \(H\) (to be replaced), \(D\) is the daughter graph (to be embedded with the remaining portion \((H' = H - M)\) of the host graph) and \(E\) is the embedding mechanism.

The string graph corresponding to \(w = x_1x_2x_3 \cdots x_n\), is given by \(G = (V,E)\) where \(V = \{v_1, v_2, v_3, \cdots, v_n\}\) where \(v_i\) is labelled \(x_i\) and \(E = \{(v_i, v_{i+1})|i = 1, 2, 3, \cdots, n-1\}\). We use the string \(w\) to represent the string graph corresponding to \(w\).

Two different types of embedding mechanisms appear in the literature—gluing and connecting. In a graph grammar based on gluing \([4, 5, 12, 13]\), certain nodes of \(H'\) are identified for fusion with nodes of \(D\) after the removal of \(M\). Certain edges incident on \(M\) in \(H\) are also chosen to be fused with edges in \(D\).

In the second approach \([11]\), to compensate for those edges of \(H\) which were not part of \(M\) but were lost due to removal of \(M\), the daughter graph \(D\) is connected to \(H'\) by introducing new edges.

Node Replacement Graph Grammars

In a node replacement graph grammar \([3]\), the mother graph \(M\) consists of a single node and each production rule has connection instructions associated with it.

In a Node Label Controlled (NLC) \([7]\) graph grammar, embedding is done on undirected graphs with node labels. Application of a production results in the mother node \(A\) (in a host graph \(H\)) being replaced by the daughter graph \(D\). Here, the label \(A\) is a non terminal while \(D\) is a graph with nodes whose labels may be terminal or non-terminal connected with undirected edges. Connection instructions are common for all the productions. These are in the form of ordered pairs \((\alpha, \beta)\) where \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) can be terminal or non terminal symbols. The instruction introduces an undirected edge between each neighbour of \(A\) (in \(H\)) labelled \(\alpha\) and each node in \(D\) labelled \(\beta\).

The formal definition is as follows:

**Definition 1.** \([7]\) An NLC graph grammar is a construct \(nG = (\Sigma, \Gamma, P, C, S)\), where:

- \(\Sigma\) is the set of all node labels,
- \(\Gamma\) is the set of all terminal node labels,
- \(P\) is the finite set of productions of the form \(A \rightarrow D\), where \(A\) is the label of the mother node (in the host graph) and \(D\) is the daughter graph,
- \(C : \Sigma \times \Sigma\) is the set of connection instructions, and
- \(S\) is the start/initial graph.

The graph language represented by this grammar \([14]\) is

\[L(nG) = \{G \in G_{\Gamma} | S \Rightarrow G\}\]

where \(G_{\Gamma}\) is a set of graphs containing only nodes with labels from \(\Gamma\).
Another variation of NLC known as boundary NLC is given in [6, 11]. Here the introduction of an edge between the nodes of host graph and the daughter graph with non-terminal labels is not permitted.

An NCE or Neighbourhood Controlled Embedding [11] is of the form: \( G = (\Sigma, \Gamma, P, S) \). It is similar to the NLC graph grammar definition except that each production has independent connection instructions. In general an NCE production \( p \) is of the form, \( p: A \rightarrow (D, C) \) where \( A \rightarrow D \) is a production with mother node \( A \) and daughter graph \( D \). \( \{C \subseteq \Sigma \times N_D\} \) is the connection relation for \( p \) and is of the form (\( \alpha, \beta \)) where \( \alpha \) is the node label of one of the neighbours of the mother graph and \( \beta \) is a node in the daughter graph. Here \( N_D \) is the set of nodes of \( D \) and \( \Sigma \) is the set of all node labels.

The NLC embedding [7] can further be extended to undirected graphs with labelled edges. The labelled edges connecting the mother node with its neighbours come into play during the embedding process. This type of embedding mechanisms is called eNCE or edge and node controlled embedding [11]. An eNCE graph grammar is similar to an NCE graph grammar with changes only in the connection relations. The formal definition of eNCE is as follows:

**Definition 2.** [18] \( eG = (\Sigma, \Delta, \Gamma, \Omega, P, S) \) where:

- \( \Sigma \) is the set of all node labels,
- \( \Delta \) is the set of all terminal node labels,
- \( \Gamma \) is the set of all edge labels,
- \( \Omega \) is the set of terminal edge labels,
- The productions in \( P \) are of the form \( p: A \rightarrow (D, C) \) where \( A \rightarrow D \) is the production of the mother node and \( D \) is the daughter graph, \( C \) is the connection instruction for that production and is of the form: \( (a, p | q, B) \), where \( p \) and \( q \) are edge labels, \( a \) is the node label of one of the neighbours of the mother node and \( B \) is a node in \( D \). The interpretation is that we find an edge labelled \( p \) in the host graph which had connected a node \( x \) labelled \( a \) to the mother node and create a new edge labelled \( q \) between \( x \) and the node \( B \) in the daughter graph.
- \( S \) is the start/initial graph.

The language represented by this grammar [14] is \( L(eG) = \{G \in G\Delta | S \Rightarrow G\} \) where \( G\Delta \) is the set of graphs containing only terminal labelled nodes.

In section 3 we introduce a non-confluent variant of the eNCE graph grammars.

### 2.2 Membrane Computing

The membrane computing computational model was inspired by cell biology, imitating the way in which chemicals interact and cross cell membranes. This model usually referred to as a P system was first introduced by Gheorghe Pun [17] and has been studied extensively [1, 10]. Rewriting P systems consider string objects and manipulate them using rewriting rules. Rules are applied on symbols, sub-strings or even structures to make the objects move from one membrane to another. Rewriting P systems with conditional communications [2] are also extensively used especially for computing structures such as graphs. Other enhancements and developments on graph rewriting P systems has been studied in [19].
3 Non-confluent Edge and Node Controlled Embedding (nc−eNCE) Graph Grammar

Formally, we have:

**Definition 3.** An nc−eNCE graph grammar is a 7 tuple: \( ncG = (\Sigma, \Delta, \Gamma, \Omega, P, S, R(P)) \) where

- \( \Sigma \) is the set of node labels,
- \( \Delta \) is the set of terminal node labels,
- \( \Gamma \) is the set of edge labels,
- \( \Omega \) is the set of terminal edge labels [16],
- The productions in \( P \) are defined as in Definition 2,
- \( S \) is the start node/initial graph,
- \( R(P) \) is a regular expression which specifies the order of application of the productions.

Hence this grammar becomes restricted or non-confluent.

The language represented by this grammar is \( L(ncG) = \{ G \in G_\Delta | S \xrightarrow{R(P)} G \} \) where \( G_\Delta \) is the set of graphs containing only terminal nodes. Hence the language of an nc−eNCE graph grammar is a set of graphs whose nodes have terminal labels, generated by applying a series of productions in the order \( p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n \) where \( p_1p_2\cdots p_n \) is a word in the language represented by the regular expression \( R(P) \).

### 3.1 Generation of Graph language using nc−eNCE graph grammar

The following example shows the generation of complete graphs using nc−eNCE graph grammar \( ncCG \)

**Example 1.** Let \( ncCG = (\Sigma, \Delta, \Gamma, \Omega, P, S, R(P)) \) be an nc−eNCE graph grammar with, \( \Sigma = \{S, a\} \), \( \Delta = \{a\} \), \( \Gamma = \{\alpha\} \), \( \Omega = \{\alpha\} \), \( P = \{p_1, p_2\} \) and \( R(P) = p_1p_2 \). Figure 1 shows the production rules and the associated connection instructions for generating complete graphs.

\[
p_1 : S \rightarrow 2 \quad \alpha \quad 1 \hspace{1cm} C_1 = \{(a, a|a, 1), (a, a|a, 2)\}
\]

\[
p_2 : S \rightarrow 2 \hspace{1cm} C_2 = \{(a, a|a, 2)\}
\]

**Fig. 1.** Productions for generating complete graphs

Figure 2 shows the construction of \( K_4 \), the complete graph on 4 vertices, using the grammar \( ncCG \).
4 nc – eNCE Graph Rewriting P Systems

In this section we define an nc – eNCE graph rewriting P systems that is inspired by nc – eNCE graph grammars. The regular expression used to generate the graph languages in nc – eNCE graph grammars is replaced by an equivalent system of nested membranes. The number of membranes required for performing the computation can be calculated using the regular expression $R(P)$ present in the corresponding nc – eNCE graph grammar capable of generating the desired graph. The formal definition of nc – eNCE Graph Rewriting P Systems is as follows:

**Definition 4.** An nc – eNCE graph rewriting P System is a construct:

$$\Pi_{nc-eNCE} = (N,T,E,M,S,R_1,R_2,\cdots,R_n,i_o)$$

where

- $N$ is the set of non-terminal node labels.
- $T$ is the set of terminal node labels.
- $E$ is the set of edge labels. [16]  
- $M$ is a membrane structure with $n$ membranes and depth $d$, which are labelled by numbers from the set of natural numbers. The skin membrane is labelled as 1.
- $S$ is a non-terminal node over $N$ initially present in each of the regions at maximal depth.
- $R_i$s are the graph grammar rules in region $i$ and are of the form $P_k(tar)$, $i_o$ is the label of the output membrane.

The family of graph language generated by the nc – eNCE graph rewriting P System is denoted by $L(\Pi_{nc-eNCE})^n_d$, where $n$ is the total number of membranes and $d$ is the depth.

4.1 From nc – eNCE graph grammar to nc – eNCE graph rewriting P System

Given an nc – eNCE graph grammar $ncG = (\Sigma, \Delta, \Gamma, \Omega, P, S, R(P))$ capable of generating a graph language $L(ncG)$, an equivalent nc – eNCE graph rewriting P system

$$\Pi_{nc-eNCE} = (N,T,E,M,S,R_1,R_2,\cdots,R_n,i_o)$$
with $N = \Sigma - \Delta, T = \Delta, E = \Gamma, i_2 = 1$ can be obtained. Suppose $\Pi_X$ and $\Pi_Y$ have been constructed corresponding to regular expressions $X$ and $Y$ with $k$ and $l$ membranes respectively. Let $R_i(X)$ be the set of graph grammar rules in the $i^{th}$ membrane of $\Pi_X$. Then the graph rewriting P system $\Pi_{R(P)}$ is constructed recursively as follows:

- if $R(P)$ consist of a single literal $p$, then $M = [\ ]_1$ and $R_1 = \{ p, (\text{here}) \}$.
- if $R(P) = X + Y$, then $M = [[\cdots [\ ]_k \cdots [\ ]_3]_2 \cdots [\cdots [\ ]_{k+l-1} \cdots [\ ]_{k+1}]_{k+1}]_1$,
  
  $R_i(X + Y) = \begin{cases} R_i(X) \cup R_i(Y) & \text{if } i = 1 \\ R_i(X), & \text{if } 2 \leq i \leq k \\ R_{i+1}(Y), & \text{if } k + 1 \leq i \leq k + l - 1 \end{cases}$

and the non-terminal $S$ is initially present in membranes $k$ and $k + l - 1$

- if $R(P) = X \cdot Y$, then $M = [[\cdots [\ ]_k \cdots [\ ]_{k+l-1} \cdots [\ ]_3]_2]_1$, and the non-terminal $S$ is initially present in membrane $k + l$,
  
  $R_i(X \cdot Y) = \begin{cases} R_i(Y) & i = 1 \\ R_i(X) \cup \{ A \rightarrow A(\text{out})|(A \rightarrow \omega) \in R_i(X) \} & i = l + 1 \\ R_{i-1}(X), & l + 2 \leq i \leq k + l \end{cases}$

- if $R(P) = X^*$, then $M = [[\cdots [\ ]_{k+1} \cdots [\ ]_3]_2]_1$, and the non-terminal $S$ is initially present in membrane $k + 1$,
  
  $R_i(X^*) = \begin{cases} \phi & i = 1 \\ R_i(X) \cup \{ A \rightarrow A(\text{out})|(A \rightarrow \omega) \in R_i(X) \} & i = 2 \\ R_{i-1}(X), & 3 \leq i \leq k + 1 \end{cases}$

It may be noted that the number of membranes in the $nc-eNCE$ graph rewriting P System is one more than the number of concatenations in the expanded form of $R(P)$. The depth of the system is one greater than the maximum number of concatenations present in a single term in $R(P)$.

**Example 2.** Consider the graph language represented by example 1 of section 3.1. The following $nc-eNCE$ graph rewriting P System $\Pi_{ncCG}$ inspired from the graph grammar $ncCG$ is capable of generating the same graph language is as follows:

$\Pi_{ncCG} = (\{ S \}, \{ a \}, [[\cdots [\ ]_3]_2]_1, S, \{ R_{11} \}, \{ R_{21} \}, \{ R_{31}, R_{32} \}, 1)$

where $R_{11}, R_{21}, R_{31},$ and $R_{32}$ are given by

- $R_{31} : S \rightarrow a S$
- $R_{32} : S \rightarrow a (\text{out})$
- $R_{21} : S \rightarrow S a (\text{out})$
- $R_{11} : S \rightarrow 2 (\text{here})$

$C_1 = \{(a, a|a, 1), (a, a|a, 2)\}$

$C_2 = \{(a, a|a, 2)\}$
Fig. 3. Generation of $K_4$ using $\Pi_{ncCG}$

5 Conclusion

We have defined some variants of edge and node controlled embedding graph grammars and the equivalent P system. It remains to be seen whether the membrane computing framework improves the generative power of the graph grammar. It will be of interest to apply such computing systems in biochemical modelling and structural analysis of DNA and proteins.
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Abstract. $K$–Tabled Tetrahedral Tile Pasting System ($K$–TTTPS) and Tetrahedral Tile Pasting $P$ System (TetTPPS) were introduced to generate 3D patterns. Tile pasting system is a parallel generating model which glues two square tiles at its edges to create intricate tiling patterns. It is extended to three dimensions using tetrahedral tiles and the tessellations generated are used to cover floors and walls. In this paper Controlled Tabled Tetrahedral Tile Pasting System (CTTTPS), Extended Tetrahedral Tile Pasting System (ETTPS) and Extended Tetrahedral Tile Pasting $P$ System (ETTPPS) are proposed to generate 3D patterns and they are compared for generative powers. CTTTPS is compared with $K$–TTTPS and TetTPPS and study some of its properties. It is proved that CTTTPS has more generative capacity than $K$–TTTPS and TetTPPS.

Keywords: tetrahedral tiles, pasting system, membrane computing, picture languages

1 Introduction

Syntactic methods such as Pasting System and its variants like Extended Pasting System, Tabled Pasting System and Parametric Pasting System plays a vital role in picture generation [5]. Tile Pasting $P$ System model for pattern generation was introduced by Robinson et.al., in [2, 9]. Later on, it was extended to isosceles right triangular tiles to generate two-dimensional tiling patterns in [4]. Many variations of triangular tile pasting system was introduced in [5]. Extending this idea to three dimensions, Tetrahedral Tile Pasting System generating Tetrahedral Picture Languages was proposed in [3, 7, 8].

On the other hand, in the area of membrane computing, Gh. Pǎun introduced $P$ system [6] which is a new computability model. This model computes patterns to be generated by the system by processing the multi sets of objects present in the region that are defined by a hierarchial arrangement of membranes, by evolution rules associated with the region.

* Corresponding author.
These two areas, namely membrane computing and picture grammars were linked
together by Ceterchi et.al. [11], by relating $P$ systems and array-rewriting grammars
generating picture languages and proposed array-rewriting $P$ systems [1, 10].

In this paper, we propose controlled Tabled Tetrahedral Tile Pasting System, Ex-
tended Tetrahedral Tile Pasting System (ETTPS) and Extended Tetrahedral Tile Past-
ing $P$ System (ETTPPS) to generate 3D patterns and they are compared for generative
powers. CTTTPS is compared with $K$–Tabled Tetrahedral Tile Pasting System
($K$–TTTPS) and Tetrahedral Tile Pasting $P$ System (TetTPPS) for generative power
and study some of its properties.

2 Preliminaries

We refer [3] for the definitons of tetrahedral tile, $K$–TTTPS and TetTPPS.

3 Controlled Tabled Tetrahedral Tile Pasting System

In this section, we introduce Controlled Tabled Tetrahedral Tile Pasting System (CTTTPS)
to generate 3D patterns and study some of its properties.

Definition 1. A Controlled Tabled Tetrahedral Tile Pasting System (CTTTPS) is a 5-
tuple $S = (\Sigma, E, P, C, t_0)$ where $\Sigma$ is a finite set of tetrahedral tiles. $E$ is a finite set of
edge labels of base of tetrahedral tiles. $P$ is a finite set of tables $\{T_1, T_2 \ldots T_k\}$, $k \geq 1$
and each $T_i$, $i = 1, 2, \ldots, k$ is one of left, right, up, down, rightup, rightdown, leftup
and leftdown rules only. The rules of the tables are applied in parallel to the respective
edges of the pattern derived in the previous stage. $C$ is a control language over $P$ and $t_0 \in \Sigma^{++}$ is the axiom pattern.

A pattern $t_j$ is generated from $t_0$ by applying the control word $w = w_1w_2 \ldots w_j \in C$ where $w_i \in C(1 \leq i \leq j)$ if there exists a sequence of derivations $t_0 \Rightarrow w_1, t_1 \Rightarrow w_2, t_2 \Rightarrow \cdots \Rightarrow w_j, t_j$ and is denoted by $t_0 \Rightarrow_w t_j$.

The set of all patterns generated by the system is $T(S) = \{t_j \in \Sigma^{+++} : t_0 \Rightarrow_C t_j, j \geq 0\}$. The control language $C$ may be either regular, context free or context sen-
sitive, in which case we attach the corresponding name to the control.

Example 1. Consider a CTTTPS, $S_1 = (\Sigma, E, P, C, t_0)$, where

$$\Sigma = \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
 a_1 \\
 a_2 \\
 a_3 \\
 A \\
 b_1 \\
 b_2 \\
 b_3 \\
 B \\
 \end{array}
\end{array} \right\}$$

$$E = \{a_1, a_2, a_3, b_1, b_2, b_3\}, \ P = \{L_u, D, R_u, R_d, L_d, U\}, \ L_u = \{(a_1, b_1)\}, \ D = \{(a_2, b_2)\}, \ R_u = \{(a_3, b_3)\}, \ R_d = \{(b_1, a_1)\}, \ U = \{(b_2, a_2)\}, \ L_d = \{(b_3, a_3)\}, \ C = \{(U R_u R_d D L_d L_u)^n/n \geq 1\}$$ is a regular control and
The first three members of $T(S_1)$ are shown in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 1. Star and hexagonal polyhedral](image)

**Example 2.** Consider a CTTTPS, $S_2 = (\Sigma, E, P, C, t_0)$, where

$$\Sigma = \left\{ \begin{array}{c} a_1 \\ b_1 \\ a_2 \\ b_2 \\ a_3 \\ b_3 \end{array} \right\}$$

$$E = \{a_1, a_2, a_3, b_1, b_2, b_3\}, \quad P = \{R_u, R_d, U\}, \quad C = \{(R_uR_dU)^n/n \geq 1\} \quad R_u = \{(a_3, b_3)\}, \quad R_d = \{(b_1, a_1)\}, \quad U = \{(b_2, a_2)\}, \quad \text{and}$$

$$t_0 = \left\{ \begin{array}{c} a_1 \\ b_1 \\ a_3 \\ b_3 \end{array} \right\}$$

A tessellation obtained by $S_2$ is shown in Fig. 7.

**Example 3.** In Example 2, if we use context sensitive control $C = \{(R_uR_dU)^{2n-1}/n \geq 1\}$, we get equilateral triangular tetrahedral of size $2n, n \geq 1$.

**Theorem 1.** The family of the set of all patterns generated by $K-TTTPS$ is properly included in the family of the set of all patterns generated by CTTTPS.
Proof. The patterns generated by $K^{-}$TTTPS $M = (\Gamma, E, P, t_0)$ can be generated by a Controlled Tabled Tetrahedral Tile Pasting System. We now construct a CTTTPS $S = \{\Sigma, E_1, P_1, C, t_0\}$ as follows:

Let $\Sigma = I$, $E_1 = E$, $P_1 = P$ and $C = \{(T_1T_2 \ldots T_k)^n/n \geq 1\}$. It is clear that the patterns generated by $M$ can be generated by $S$. But the patterns generated by CTTTPS given in Example 3 cannot be generated by any $K^{-}$TTTPS. This completes the proof.

Theorem 2. The family of all patterns generated by TetTPPS is properly included in the family of all patterns generated by CTTTPS.

Proof. The patterns generated by TetTPPS $\Pi = (\Gamma, \mu, F_1, \ldots, F_m, R_1, \ldots, R_m, t_0)$ can be generated by a controlled tabled tetrahedral tile pasting system. We now construct a CTTTPS $S = (\Sigma, E, P, C, t_0)$ as follows:

Let $\Sigma = I$, $E = \{\text{edge labels of tiles in } \Gamma\}$, $P = \{T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_m\}$ where $T_i = \{(x_i, y_i)/(x_i, y_i) \in R_i\} 1 \leq i \leq m$, $C = \{(T_1T_2 \ldots T_m)^n/n \geq 1\}$ and $t_0 = F_1$. It is clear that the patterns generated by $\Pi$ can be generated by $S$. But the patterns generated by CTTTPS given in Example 3 cannot be generated by any TetTPPS as context sensitive control is used in CTTTPS.

Definition 2. In a controlled tabled tetrahedral tile pasting system $S = (\Sigma, E, P, C, t_0)$,

(1) The pasting rule $(a_3, b_3) \in P$ is said to be symmetric if $(a_1, b_1) \in P$, right neighbour of a tile is a left neighbour.
(2) The pasting rule $(a_2, b_2) \in P$ is symmetric if $(b_2, a_2) \in P$.
(3) The pasting rule $(b_1, a_1) \in P$ is symmetric if $(b_3, a_3) \in P$.
(4) The pasting rule $(b_1, a_1) \in P$ is symmetric if $(b_3, a_3) \in P$.

Remark 1. Example 1 is a symmetric pasting system.

Definition 3. A Controlled Tabled Tetrahedral Tile Pasting System CTTTPS is said to be a symmetric pasting system if every rule in $P$ is symmetric.
Proposition 1. The set of all patterns generated by symmetric pasting systems are strictly included in the family of patterns generated by CTTTPS.

Proof. The inclusion is straightforward proper inclusion can be seen as follows. The patterns with hole given in Example 2 cannot be generated by any symmetric $P$ system.

Definition 4. Let

\[ \Sigma = \begin{bmatrix} A \drawtriangle \quad B \drawtriangle \end{bmatrix} \]

The reversal of tetrahedral tiles $A$ and $B$ are $B$ and $A$ and they are denoted by $A^{rev}$, $B^{rev}$ respectively. The reversal of pasting rules re given below: $(a_1, b_1)^{rev} = (b_3, a_3)$, $(a_2, b_2)^{rev} = (b_2, a_2)$, $(a_3, b_3)^{rev} = (b_1, a_1)$

Theorem 3. The family of all patterns generated by CTTTPS is closed under reversal of patterns.

Proof. Let $M = T(S) = \{ t_j \in \Sigma^{**}/j \geq 0 \}$ be generated by a controlled tabled tetrahedral tile pasting system $S = (\Sigma, E, P, t_0)$. We construct a CTTTPS $S_1 = (\Sigma_1, E_1, P_1, t_{01})$ to generate $M^{rev}$ as follows:

Let $\Sigma_1 = \Sigma^{rev}$, $E_1 = E, P_1 = \{ T_{11}, T_{12}, \ldots, T_{1m} \}$ $T_{1i} = T^{rev}_i = \{(x, y)^{rev}/(x, y) \in T_i \}$, $1 \leq i \leq m$ $C_1$ is formed by reversing the tables used in $C$. $t_{01} = t_0^{rev}$. Now $S_1$ generates the sequence of patterns $T(S_1) = \{ t_j^{rev} / t_j \in T(S) \}$. Then $x = t_j^{rev}$ for some $j$, which implies that $x \in M^{rev}$ and so $T(S_1) \subseteq M^{rev}$.

Conversely let $c \in M^{rev}$. Then $x^{rev} \in M = T(S)$, which implies that $x^{rev} = t_j$ for some $j$ and so $x = t_j^{rev} \in T(S_1)$. This implies that $M^{rev} \subseteq T(S_1)$, which proves that $T(S_1) = M^{rev}$. Hence the family of all patterns generated by CTTTPS is closed under reversal of patterns.

4 Extended Tetrahedral Tile Pasting System and P System

In this section, we propose Extended Tetrahedral Tile Pasting System (ETTPS) and Extended Tetrahedral Tile Pasting $P$ System (ETTPPS).

Definition 5. An extended tetrahedral tile pasting system ETTPS is a 6 tuple $S = (\Sigma, \Sigma', E, P, t_0, \Delta)$ where $\Sigma$ is the finite set of labeled tetrahedral tiles

\[ \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \drawtriangle \quad b_1 \drawtriangle \quad c_1 \drawtriangle \quad d_1 \drawtriangle \\ A \drawtriangle B \drawtriangle C \drawtriangle D \end{bmatrix} \]

$\Sigma'$ is the finite set of labeled extended tetrahedral tiles formed using gluable tetrahedral tiles of the form
E is the edge labels of tetrahedral and extended tetrahedral tiles in $\Sigma$ and $\Sigma'$. $P$ is a finite set of pasting rules, $t_0$ is the axiom pattern in $\Sigma \cup \Sigma'$ and $\Delta$ is the condition over the pasting rules which is used to complete the tetrahedral picture pattern and it is defined as

$$\Delta = \{(l_j m_j, n_k) / l_j, m_j \in E(\Sigma'), n_k \in E(\Sigma), i, j, k \geq 1\}.$$ 

The class of tetrahedral picture languages generated by this system is denoted by $L_S$.

Example 4. Consider the extended tetrahedral tile pasting system $S_1 = (\Sigma, \Sigma', E, P, t_0, \Delta)$, where $\Sigma = \{A, B\}$, $\Sigma' = \{H\}$, $E = \{a_1, a_2, a_3, b_1, b_2, b_3, e_1, e_2, e_3, e_4, e_5, e_6\}$, $P = \{(e_1, b_2), (e_2, a_1), (e_3, b_3), (e_4, a_2), (e_5, b_1), (e_6, a_3), (a_2, e_4), (b_2, e_1), (a_3, e_6), (b_3, e_3)\}$ and $\Delta = \{(e_2 e_4, a_2), (e_1 e_3, b_2), (e_2 e_6, a_1), (e_5 e_1, b_1), (e_4 e_6, a_2), (e_3 e_5, b_3)\}$.

The language of hexagonal tetrahedral is generated by parallel mechanism and is shown in Fig. 9.

**Theorem 4.** The family of the set of all patterns generated by ETTPS intersects the family of the set of all patterns generated by CTTTPS.

**Proof.** The language of hexagonal tetrahedral polyhedral is generated by both systems as in Examples 3 and 7.
Definition 6. An Extended Tetrahedral Tile Pasting P System (ETTPPS) is defined as 
\[ \pi = (\Sigma, \Sigma', E, \mu, F_1, F_2, \ldots, F_m, R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_m, \Delta, i_0) \]
where
- \( \Sigma \) - Finite set of labeled tetrahedral tiles
- \( \Sigma' \) - Finite set of labeled extended tetrahedral tiles formed using gluable tetrahedral tiles
- \( E \) - edge labels of tetrahedral and extended tetrahedral tiles in \( \Sigma \) and \( \Sigma' \)
- \( \mu \) - The membrane structure having ‘m’ membranes
- \( F_i \) - Finite sets of three-dimensional picture patterns over tiles of \( \Sigma \cup \Sigma' \), \( 1 \leq i \leq m \)
- \( R_i \) - Finite sets of pasting rules associated with \( m \) regions of the membrane structure, \( 1 \leq i \leq m \)
- \( \Delta \) - The condition over the pasting rules to complete the picture pattern and it is defined in the output region.
- \( i_0 \) - The output membrane.

The computation is successful if there is no possibility of applying the tetrahedral tile pasting rules. Then the computation is stopped and the resultant picture is the halting one, which is collected in the output region. The set of all picture patterns generated by ETTPPS is denoted by \( \text{ETTPPL}(\pi) \). The family of such languages with almost \( m \) membranes is denoted by \( \text{PL}_m(\text{ETTPPS}) \).

Example 5. The language of hexagonal tetrahedral given in Example 7 is constructed by the ETTPPS \( \pi = (\Sigma, \Sigma', E, \mu, F_1, F_2, R_1, R_2, \Delta, 1) \), where \( \Sigma = \{A, B\}, \Sigma' = \{H\}, E = \{a_1, a_2, a_3, b_1, b_2, b_3, e_1, e_2, e_3, e_4, e_5, e_6\}, \mu = [12], F_1 = H, F_2 = \emptyset \).

\[ R_1 = \{((e_1, b_2), \text{here}), ((e_2, a_1), \text{here}), ((e_3, b_3), \text{here}), ((e_4, a_2), \text{here}), ((e_5, b_4), \text{here}), ((e_6, a_3), \text{in})\} \]

\[ R_2 = \{((a_2, e_4), \text{here}), ((b_2, e_1), \text{here}), ((a_3, e_6), \text{here}), ((b_3, e_5), \text{out})\} \]

\[ \Delta = \{((e_2e_4, a_2), \text{here}), ((e_1e_3, b_2), \text{here}), ((e_2e_6, a_1), \text{here}), ((e_5e_1, b_1), \text{here}), ((e_4e_6, a_2), \text{here}), ((e_3e_5, b_3), \text{here}), ((e_3e_5, b_3), \text{in})\} \].

Theorem 5. The family of the set of all patterns generated by ETTPS and ETTPPS intersects.

Proof. The language of hexagonal tetrahedral polyhedral is generated by both systems as in Examples 7 and 8.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have used tetrahedral tiles to generate three-dimensional patterns using CTTTPS, ETTPS and ETTPPS. CTTTPS is compared with \( K \)-TTTPS and TetTPPs and it is proved that CTTTPS has more generative capacity and studied some properties of CTTTPS. The other variants of pasting systems can also be considered and learning of CTTTPS can be done using positive samples. This is our future work.
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Abstract. The spiking neural P systems with polarizations (PSN P systems) take neuron-associated polarizations as the firing condition of neuron rules, effectively simulating the biological fact that each neuron contains electrical charges. However, in biological neural systems, neurons are always connected by multiple synapses. Therefore, in this study, the weighted synapses and anti-spikes are introduced into the PSN P systems and get a novel variant of SN P systems called weighted spiking neural P systems with polarizations and anti-spikes (PAWSN P systems), in which the application of anti-spikes can further optimize the computational performance of the systems. We investigate the computational universality of PAWSN P systems. It is proved that PAWSN P systems are Turing universal as number generating devices. By comparing several SN P systems with polarizations, it can be found that the PAWSN P systems can achieve computational universality using fewer resources.
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1 Introduction

Membrane systems, also known as P systems, are a class of distributed parallel computational models that can be divided into three main types according to the cell membrane structure or cell distribution: cell-like P systems, tissue-like P systems, and neural-like P systems. In the study of membrane computing theory, various types of P systems have been extended in the past studies and many extended P systems with computational universality have been obtained [1–6]. The computational complexity of different extended P systems has also been investigated [7–12].

The more widely studied are the spiking neural P systems (SN P systems) recently, in which information is transmitted between neurons using spikes. Based on different biological characteristics, SN P systems have been extended in terms of objects, rules, system structures and operation methods. In terms of system objects extension, Aman et al. [13] proposed the spiking neuron P systems with astrocytes of producing calcium. In terms of rules extension, Peng et al.[14] proposed dynamic threshold neural P systems (DTNP systems) using a dynamic threshold mechanism to control neurons firing. Wu et al. [15] introduced a novel spikes distribution mechanism in the rules of SN P systems and investigated the computational power. In terms of system structures extension, Yang et al. [16] proposed the spiking neural P systems with structural plasticity and anti-spikes (SNP-SPA systems). In terms of systems operation methods extension, Lv et al. [17] proposed the spiking neural P systems with extended channels (SNP-ECR...
systems). Song et al. [18] proposed the spiking neural P systems with delay on synapses (SNP-DS systems). Garcia et al. [19] proposed the spiking neural P systems with dendritic and axonal computation (DASNP systems). Lv et al. [20] investigated the Turing universality of sequential coupled neural (SCNP) systems working under four sequential strategies.

The spiking neural P systems with polarizations were proposed by Wu et al. [21], in which the firing condition for neurons is no longer a regular expression judging the number of spikes contained in neurons, but the neuron-associated polarizations: $+\, , 0\, , -$. Then Wu et al. [22] proposed the spiking neural P system with polarizations and anti-spikes by introducing anti-spikes in the SNP systems with polarizations for simplification. Jiang et al. [23] proposed the spiking neural P systems with polarizations and rules on synapses.

Based on the following motivation, we propose a novel variant of the SNP systems that is designed to more closely match the characteristics of biological neural systems.

– In biological nervous system, each neuron contains a certain electrical charge (either positive or negative) to maintain its current potential. The firing behavior of a neuron depends on its potential change, which in turn transmits electrical signals via synapses for the exchange of information between neurons. Therefore, the design of the spiking neural systems with polarizations [21] makes good use of the feature that all neurons contain a certain amount of charge.

– Synaptic connections between neurons build bridges for neuronal information exchange and transmission. In fact, the number of synapses present between neurons in brain often varies and multiple synapses exist between two neurons. Then, Pan et al. [24] achieved a simulation of this biological observation by assigning weights to the synapses and proposed the spiking neural P systems with weighted synapses.

Considering the above motivations, we introduce polarizations and weighted synapses into the SNP systems, which makes our computational model more consistent to with biological facts. In addition, we introduce anti-spikes to simplify the computation and improve the computational performance of the system. As a result, we obtain a novel variant of SNP systems called weighted spiking neural P systems with polarizations and anti-spikes (PAWSNP systems). In the PAWSNP systems, the application of weighted synapses can cause multiple spikes and anti-spikes with multiple charges to be sent between neurons. Therefore, it becomes necessary to perform charge calculations inside the neuron to determine the polarization of the neuron. Based on the above idea, this paper investigates the computational universality. It can be demonstrated that PAWSNP systems are Turing-universal as number generating devices. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a formal definition of PAWSNP systems and details how it works with an example. Section 3 demonstrates the Turing universality of the PAWSNP systems as number generating devices. Section 4 presents conclusions and outlook.

2 Weighted spiking neural P systems with polarizations and anti-spikes

A PAWSNP system containing $m \geq 1$ neurons can be expressed as a tuple:

$$\Pi = (O, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m, \text{syn}, \text{in}, \text{out})$$
(1) $O = \{a, \bar{a}\}$ is an alphabet consisting of two types of symbols, where $a$ and $\bar{a}$ represent spike and anti-spike, respectively.

(2) $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m$ are neurons in system $H$, and every neuron can be expressed as a tuple: $\sigma_i = (\alpha_i, c_i, n_i, R_i), 1 \leq i \leq m$.

(a) $\alpha_i \in \{+, 0, -\}$ is the initial polarization of neuron $\sigma_i$, and $+, 0, -$ represent positive, neutral, and negative polarizations, respectively.

(b) $c_i \geq 0$ is the number of charges contained in neuron $\sigma_i$. If $\alpha_i = +$, it means that the neuron $\sigma_i$ contains $c_i$ positive charges. If $\alpha_i = 0$, then $c_i = 0$, it means that the neuron $\sigma_i$ contains no charge. If $\alpha_i = -$, it means that the neuron $\sigma_i$ contains $c_i$ negative charges.

(c) $n_i$ is the number of initial spikes or anti-spikes contained in neuron $\sigma_i$. If $n_i > 0$, it means that the neuron $\sigma_i$ contains $n_i$ spikes. If $n_i = 0$, it means that the neuron $\sigma_i$ contains no spike or anti-spike. If $n_i < 0$, it means that the neuron $\sigma_i$ contains $n_i$ anti-spikes.

(d) $R_i$ is the set of rules contained in neuron $\sigma_i$, with of in the following three forms:

i. Spiking rule: $\alpha/b^{c} \rightarrow b^{'}; \beta$, where $\alpha, \beta \in \{+, 0, -\}, b, b^{'} \in O, c \geq 1$;

ii. Forgetting rule: $\alpha^{'}/b^{c} \rightarrow \lambda; \beta^{'}$, where $\alpha^{'}\beta^{'} \in \{+, 0, -\}, b \in O, s \geq 1$;

iii. Annihilating rule: $a\bar{a} \rightarrow \lambda$. The execution of this rule takes precedence over the above spiking rule and forgetting rule.

(3) $syn \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \times \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \times W$ represents the synapses between neurons, where $W = \{w | w \in N_+\}$ is the set of weights, and $N_+$ is the set of positive integers. For any synapse $(i, j, w) \in syn, 1 \leq i \neq j \leq m, w \in W$.

(4) $in, out$ are the input and output neurons, respectively.

The following conventions are given for the calculation of the number of charges in neurons:

i. Multiple positive (negative) charges that appear in the same neuron can be accumulated.

ii. The same number of positive and negative charges in the same neuron can cancel each other out.

Note that the calculation of the number of charges contained in neuron $\sigma_i$ is only used to determine the polarization of the neuron $\sigma_i$. Positive charges and negative charges cannot coexist in the same neuron. We can determine the polarization of a neuron by comparing the number of positive charges in the neuron with the number of negative charges. For example, if the number of positive charges in neuron $\sigma_i$ is more than the number of negative charges, the polarization of neuron $\sigma_i$ is positive after charge cancellation.

In PAWSN P systems, every neuron contains one or more rules. For the spiking rule: $\alpha/b^{c} \rightarrow b^{'}; \beta$, when the polarization of neuron $\sigma_i$ is $\alpha$, i.e., $\alpha_i = \alpha$, and it contains at least $c$ spikes (if $b$ is a spike) or $c$ anti-spikes (if $b$ is an anti-spike), this rule can be applied to consume $c$ spikes or anti-spikes in neuron $\sigma_i$ to generate a spike or anti-spike and a charge $\beta$, then through the weighted synapse $(i, j, w)$, $w$ spikes or anti-spikes with $w$ charges are sent to subsequent neurons. For the forgetting rule: $\alpha^{'}/b^{c} \rightarrow \lambda; \beta^{'}$, when $\alpha_i = \alpha^{'}$, and $\sigma_i$ contains at least $s$ spikes (if $b$ is a spike) or $s$ anti-spikes (if $b$ is an anti-spike), this rule can be applied to consume $s$ spikes or anti-spikes, then through the weighted synapse $(i, j, w)$, $w$ charges are sent to subsequent neurons. For
the annihilating rule: \( a\bar{a} \rightarrow \lambda \), when the same number of spikes and anti-spikes meet in the same neuron \( \sigma_i \), they can cancel each other out. In addition, the execution of this rule does not need time and is not controlled by neuron-associated polarization. According to our system design, it makes sense to receive spikes from neuron \( \sigma_{out} \), so that the environment will not receive anti-spikes and charges.

The configuration of the system \( \Pi \) at a certain time \( t \) can be expressed as \( C_t = \langle (\alpha_1, c_1)/n_1, (\alpha_2, c_2)/n_2, \ldots, (\alpha_m, c_m)/n_m \rangle \). The computation of the system is the transition of the system configuration. Starting from the initial configuration \( C_0 \), the neurons can apply three types of rules to achieve transition, which is denoted by \( C_0 \Rightarrow C_1 \Rightarrow \cdots \Rightarrow C_h \). When all the neurons in the system cannot apply any rules, the computation stops.

3 Computational universality of PAWSN P systems

This section investigates the Turing Universality of PAWSN P systems as number generating devices. By simulating the register machines, it is shown that all recursively enumerable number sets can be generated the PAWSN P systems.

When the register machine \( M \) works in generation mode, initially, each register of \( M \) is empty, and the machine executes the instruction \( l_0 \) to start calculation. Eventually, the register machine \( M \) runs to the halt instruction \( l_h \), at which point the number \( n \) stored in register 1 is the number generated by \( M \). The set of numbers generated by \( M \) is denoted by \( N(M) \) and the family of all sets of numbers generated by register machines is equal to the family \( NRE \) of recursively enumerable sets of numbers. The set of numbers to be generated by the PAWSN P systems using at most three kinds of polarization \( p \leq 3 \), with \( m \) neurons, and containing at most \( n \) rules per neuron is denoted as \( N_2PAWSNP^{p_m}_m(h_p) \). If there is no restriction on the number of neurons and the maximum number of rules in each neuron, the symbol * is used instead.

**Theorem 1.** \( N_2PAWSNP^{2}(ch_3) = NRE \)

**Proof.** According to the Turing-Church thesis, the inclusion \( N_2PAWSNP^{2}(ch_3) \subseteq NRE \) holds. We only need to prove the inclusion \( NRE \subseteq N_2PAWSNP^{2}(ch_3) \). Therefore, considering the register machine \( M = (m, H, l_0, l_h, I) \) working in the generating mode, a PAWSN P system \( \Pi_1 \) is designed to simulate \( M \). Three type of modules are included: the ADD module, the SUB module and the FIN module.

In order to interrelate the system \( \Pi_1 \) with the register machine \( M \), we set each register \( r \) in \( M \) to correspond to a neuron \( \sigma_r \) in \( \Pi_1 \), and the value in register \( r \) corresponds to the same number of spikes in the neuron. Similarly, each instruction \( l_i \) corresponds to a neuron \( \sigma_{l_i} \) in system \( \Pi_1 \), and some auxiliary neurons \( \sigma_{\alpha_i} \), \( (i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots) \) are introduced.

Initially, each neuron in the system \( \Pi_1 \) is provided with a polarization and the number of charges contained. We denote the state of the neuron in diagrams as \( (\sigma_i, (\alpha_i, n_i)) \), where \( \sigma_i \) is the label of the neuron, \( \alpha_i \) represents the polarization and \( n_i \) represents the number of charges contained in the neuron. In addition, the rest of the neurons in the system are empty, except for the neuron \( \sigma_{l_0} \) containing one spike, which is used to trigger the simulation. During the simulation, once the neuron \( \sigma_{l_0} \) receives one spike, the system starts the simulation instruction \( l_i : (OP(r), l_j, l_h) \) (\( OP \) represents the ADD operation or the SUB operation). When the neuron \( \sigma_{l_h} \) receives one spike, it means
that the system successfully simulates the calculation in register machine $M$. The result is output by the neuron $\sigma_{\text{out}}$ in FIN module. The result $t_2 - t_1$ is defined as the time interval between the first two spikes sent by the neuron $\sigma_{\text{out}}$ to the environment, corresponding to the number contained in register 1.

In order to verify the system $\Pi_1$ can correctly simulate the calculations of the register machine $M$, we have listed the simulation process of each module in the table.

![Fig. 1. ADD module in $\Pi_1$ to simulate instruction $l_i : (ADD(r), l_j, l_k)$.](image1)

(1) ADD module (as shown in Figure 1.): simulating an ADD instruction $l_i : (ADD(r), l_j, l_k)$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Firing neurons</th>
<th>Rules executing</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>$l_i : (0, 0)$</td>
<td>$a$ $0/a \rightarrow a$</td>
<td>the simulation of the ADD module begins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t + 1$</td>
<td>$c_1 : (+, 1)$</td>
<td>$a + /a \rightarrow a$</td>
<td>this simulation branch continues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t + 2$</td>
<td>$c_2 : (0, 0)$</td>
<td>$a^2 /a \rightarrow a$</td>
<td>simulates the increase of the number in register $r$ by 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c_3 : (-, 1)$</td>
<td>$- /a \rightarrow \lambda$</td>
<td>activates the module associated with neuron $\sigma_{lj}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 2. SUB module in $\Pi_1$ to simulate instruction $l_i : (SUB(r), l_j, l_k)$.](image2)

(2) SUB module (as shown in Figure 2.): simulating a SUB instruction $l_i : (SUB(r), l_j, l_k)$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Firing neurons</th>
<th>Rules executing</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>$l_i : (0, 0)$</td>
<td>$a$ $0/a \rightarrow a$</td>
<td>the simulation of the SUB module begins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t + 1$</td>
<td>$c_1 : (+, 1)$</td>
<td>$a + /a \rightarrow a$</td>
<td>this simulation branch continues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t + 2$</td>
<td>$c_2 : (0, 0)$</td>
<td>$a^2 /a \rightarrow a$</td>
<td>simulates the increase of the number in register $r$ by 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c_3 : (-, 1)$</td>
<td>$- /a \rightarrow a$</td>
<td>and activates the module associated with neuron $\sigma_{lj}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. SUB instruction simulation process: \( n > 0 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Firing neurons</th>
<th>Rules executing</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>( l_1, (0, 0), a )</td>
<td>( 0/a \rightarrow a; 0 )</td>
<td>the simulation of the SUB module begins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t + 1 )</td>
<td>( r, (0, 0), a^{n-1} )</td>
<td>( a\tilde{a} \rightarrow \lambda )</td>
<td>( n &gt; 0 ) and simulates the reduction of the number in register ( r ) by 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_1, (0, 0), \tilde{a} )</td>
<td>( 0/\tilde{a} \rightarrow a; 0 )</td>
<td>this simulation branch continues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t + 2 )</td>
<td>( c_3, (0, 0), a^2 )</td>
<td>( 0/a^2 \rightarrow \lambda, 0 )</td>
<td>restores neuron ( \sigma_{c_2} ) to be neutral and empty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_4, (0, 0), \tilde{a} )</td>
<td>( 0/\tilde{a} \rightarrow a; 0 )</td>
<td>activates the module associated with neuron ( \sigma_{c_1} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. SUB instruction simulation process: \( n = 0 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Firing neurons</th>
<th>Rules executing</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>( l_1, (0, 0), a )</td>
<td>( 0/a \rightarrow a; 0 )</td>
<td>the simulation of the SUB module begins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t + 1 )</td>
<td>( r, (0, 0), a )</td>
<td>( 0/a \rightarrow a; 0 )</td>
<td>( n = 0 ) and this execution continues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_1, (0, 0), \tilde{a} )</td>
<td>( 0/\tilde{a} \rightarrow a; 0 )</td>
<td>this simulation branch continues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t + 2 )</td>
<td>( c_3, (0, 0), a )</td>
<td>( 0/a \rightarrow a; 0 )</td>
<td>restores neuron ( \sigma_{c_4} ) to be neutral and empty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t + 3 )</td>
<td>( c_3, (0, 0), a^3 )</td>
<td>( 0/a^3 \rightarrow a; 0 )</td>
<td>activates the module associated with neuron ( \sigma_{c_1} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. FIN module of the system \( \Pi_1 \).

(3)FIN module (as shown in Figure 3): outputting the result of the computation.

Table 5. FIN instruction simulation process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Firing neurons</th>
<th>Rules executing</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>( l_1, (0, 0), a )</td>
<td>( 0/a \rightarrow a; 0 )</td>
<td>the simulation of the FIN module begins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t + 1 )</td>
<td>( c_1, (0, 0), \tilde{a} )</td>
<td>( -\tilde{a} \rightarrow a; 0 )</td>
<td>this simulation branch continues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t + 1 )</td>
<td>( c_2, (0, 0), \tilde{a} )</td>
<td>( -\tilde{a} \rightarrow a; 0 )</td>
<td>( n = 0 ) and this execution continues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t + 2 )</td>
<td>( c_3, (0, 0), \tilde{a} )</td>
<td>( -\tilde{a} \rightarrow a; 0 )</td>
<td>this simulation branch continues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t + 3 )</td>
<td>( c_3, (0, 0), \tilde{a}^2 )</td>
<td>( -\tilde{a}^2 \rightarrow a; 0 )</td>
<td>this simulation branch continues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, the analysis of the simulation process in tables leads to the conclusion that the system \( \Pi_1 \) correctly simulates the work of the register machine \( M \) in the gen-
erating mode. The system $\Pi_1$ applies three types of polarizations, and each neuron in the system contains at most two rules. Therefore, Theorem 1 holds.

Table 6. Comparison of the extended SN P systems with polarizations as number generating devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computing models</th>
<th>Polarisations</th>
<th>Rules</th>
<th>Auxiliary neurons (ADD)</th>
<th>Auxiliary neurons (SUB)</th>
<th>Auxiliary neurons (FIN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAWSN P systems</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSN P systems[21]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASN P systems[22]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANRS P systems[23]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 gives the comparison of four kinds of extended SN P systems with polarizations working in the generating mode, mainly comparing the number of types of polarizations used, the maximum number of rules contained in neurons or on the synapses(for PSRS P systems), and the number of auxiliary neurons used in the every module. The comparison shows that the PAWSN P systems use the least number of auxiliary neurons for each module. Therefore, PAWSN P systems can achieve computational universality using fewer computational resources.

4 Conclusion

Based on the biological phenomenon that neurons contain a certain number of charges and the existence of multiple synapses between neurons, we introduce the weighted synapses and anti-spikes into the spiking neural P systems with polarizations and propose a variant of SN P systems called weighted spiking neural P systems with polarizations and anti-spikes (PAWSN P systems). The application of weighted synapses has triggered the discussion of the transmission of charges between neurons. At the same time, the calculation of the internal charges of neurons has an important role in the judgment of neuronal polarizations and the execution of rules. In this paper, we give the formal definition of the PAWSNP system. Then the computational universality of PAWSN P system as number generating devices is demonstrated. By comparing different variants of SN P systems with polarizations, it can be found that the PAWSN P systems can achieve computational universality using fewer neuronal resources.

The next research could focus on further reducing the number of polarization types and the number of neurons required for PAWSN P systems with computational universality. In addition, applying the PAWSN P systems to solve NP problems is a research direction.
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Abstract. In two dimensions, many families like rectangular, hexagonal and iso-triangular picture languages were proposed. Tiling a plane in two dimensions play a vital role in image processing and pattern matching. Three dimensional tetrahedral picture languages were introduced and its properties were studied. Here we propose recognizability of tetrahedral picture languages using dominoes and it is compared with local and recognizable tetrahedral picture languages. Further, we propose a tetrahedral $v \rightarrow v_p$ and $e_p \rightarrow v$ pasting system and pasting P system and these two systems are compared with local tetrahedral picture languages.

Keywords: Dominoes, P system, pasting system, picture languages

1 Introduction

Generation or recognition of two dimensional languages by several approaches like pattern recognition, pattern matching, etc. have been proposed in the literature [1, 3–5]. A two dimensional language is a set of pictures. Dora Giammarresi and Antonio Restivo [2] have proposed two-dimensional picture languages and its recognizability through local picture languages. M. Latteux and Simplot [6] have proposed hv-local picture languages using horizontal and vertical dominoes.

Extending these ideas hexagonal picture languages, iso-picture languages and octagonal picture languages were introduced [1, 3, 7]. The idea of recognizability in two-dimensions is extended to three-dimensional picture languages namely 3D-rectangular picture languages and tetrahedral picture languages in [8–10].

On the other hand, in the area of membrane computing, Gh. Paun introduced P system [13] which is a new computability model. This model computes patterns to be generated by the system by processing the multi sets of objects present in the region that are defined by a hierarchical arrangement of membranes, by evolution rule associated with the region.

These two areas, namely membrane computing and picture grammars were linked together by Ceterchi et.al. [15], by relating P systems and array-rewriting grammars

⋆ Corresponding author.
generating picture languages and proposed array-rewriting P systems [16]. Pasting system and its variants like extended pasting system and parametric P system were introduced in [11, 12, 14].

In this paper domino recognizability of tetrahedral picture languages is introduced and it is compared with local and recognizable tetrahedral picture languages. Further, we propose a tetrahedral $v \to e_p$ and $e_p \to v$ pasting system and pasting $P$ system and these two systems are compared with local tetrahedral picture languages.

2 Preliminaries

We refer [8] for the definitions of tetrahedral tile and tetrahedral picture languages. Here we refer [9] for the definitions of local and recognizable tetrahedral picture languages.

3 Domino Recognizable Tetrahedral Picture Languages over $v \to e_p$

In this section, we define vertical, right and left dominoes of the types shown in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 1. Vertical, right and left dominoes of size (2, 1)](image)

We have defined local tetrahedral picture languages as languages given by a finite set of authorized tetrahedral pictures of size 2. Here, vertical, right and left controls are done at the same time. In domino system the three controls are done separately.

Given a tetrahedral picture $p$ of size $n$, we denote by $B_{h,k}(p)$, the set of all subpictures of $p$ of size $(h,k)$, i.e., $h$ tetrahedral pictures of size $k$, $1 \leq h, k \leq n$ are generated by the production rule $v \to e_p$.

**Definition 1.** A three dimensional tetrahedral picture language $L \subseteq S^{***}\times T$ is vrl-local if there exists a finite set $\Delta$ of dominoes over the alphabet $\Sigma \cup \{\#\}$ such that the
language $L = \{ p \in S^{**T} / B_{2,1}(\hat{p}) \subseteq \Delta \}$. The family of vrl-local tetrahedral picture languages is denoted by $\text{vrl-Loc}(v \rightarrow e_p)$.

The family of vrl-local tetrahedral picture languages over $(v \rightarrow e_p)$ is strictly included in local tetrahedral picture languages over $(v \rightarrow e_p)$.

**Definition 2.** A Tetrahedral Domino System (TDS) is a 4-tuple $TD = (\Sigma, \Gamma, \Delta, \pi)$, where $\Sigma$ and $\Gamma$ are two finite alphabets of tetrahedral tiles, $\Delta$ is a finite set of vertical, right and left dominoes over the alphabet $\Gamma \cup \{\#\}$ and $\pi : \Gamma \rightarrow \Sigma$ is a projection.

The tetrahedral domino system recognizes a tetrahedral picture language $L$ over the alphabet $\Sigma$ and is defined as $L = \pi(L')$, where $L' = L(\Delta)$ is the vrl-local tetrahedral picture language over $(v \rightarrow e_p)$ of $\Gamma$. The family of tetrahedral picture languages recognizable by tetrahedral domino system is denoted by $\mathcal{L}(TDS)$.

**Proposition 1.** If $L \subseteq S^{**T}$ is vrl-local tetrahedral picture language over $(v \rightarrow e_p)$ then $L$ is local tetrahedral picture language over $(v \rightarrow e_p)$. That is $\mathcal{L}(TDS) \subseteq \text{TrLoc}(v \rightarrow e_p)$.

**Proof.** Let $L \subseteq S^{**T}$ be a vrl-local tetrahedral picture language over $(v \rightarrow e_p)$. Then $L = L(\Delta)$ where $\Delta$ is a finite set of vertical, right and left dominoes of size $(2, 1)$. We will construct a finite set of tetrahedral pictures $\theta$ of size 2 and show that $L = L(\theta)$. The set of tiles $\theta$ will be defined in a way that all sub-pictures of size $(2, 1)$ of each tile in $\theta$ should belong to the set of dominoes $\Delta$. We define $\theta$ as follows.

\[
\theta = \left\{ \theta \in (\Sigma \cup \{\#\})^2 \, \middle| \, \theta \neq \# \right\}
\]

Let $L' = L(\theta)$. We now show that $L' = L$. Let $p \in L'$. Then by definition $B_2(\hat{p}) \in \theta$. This implies that $B_{2,1}(\hat{p}) \subseteq B_{2,1}(B_2(\hat{p})) \subseteq B_{2,1}(\theta) \subseteq \Delta$. Hence $p \in L$.

Conversely, let $p \in L$ and $q \in B_2(\hat{p})$. Then $B_{2,1}(q) \subseteq B_{2,1}(\hat{p}) \subseteq \Delta$. Therefore $q \in \theta$ and $p \in L'$. Hence $L = L'$.

**Lemma 1.** Let $L$ be a local tetrahedral picture language over an alphabet $\Sigma$. Then there exists a vrl-Loc tetrahedral picture language $L'$ over an alphabet $\Gamma$ and a mapping $\pi : \Gamma \rightarrow \Sigma$ such that $L = \pi(L')$.

**Theorem 1.** $\mathcal{L}(\text{TrTS}) = \mathcal{L}(TDS)$.

**Proof.** The inclusion $\mathcal{L}(TDS) \subseteq \mathcal{L}(\text{TrTS})$ is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1. The inverse inclusion follows from Lemma 1.
4 Tetrahedral Tile \( v \rightarrow e_p \) and \( e_p \rightarrow v \) Pasting System and \( P \) System

In this section, we propose \( v \rightarrow e_p \) and \( e_p \rightarrow v \) pasting rules, pasting system and \( P \) system. We compare Tetrahedral tile \( v \rightarrow e_p \) and \( e_p \rightarrow v \) pasting system and \( P \) system with local tetrahedral picture languages.

Definition 3. A \( v \rightarrow e_p \) pasting rule is a pair \((x, y)\), where \( x \) belongs to the vertex set of tetrahedral tile and \( y \) belongs to the edge positions of tetrahedral tiles. The pasting rule \((x, y)\) glues the vertex of a base of a tetrahedral tile with the midpoint of edge of a base of another tetrahedral tile.

Example 1. Consider the two tetrahedral tiles \( A \) and \( B \). The \( v \rightarrow e_p \) pasting rules by which the two tetrahedral tiles \( A \) and \( B \) can be glued are \( \{(v_1,3), (v_2,2), (v_3,1)\} \).

Similarly the tetrahedral tile \( A \) can be glued with \( A \) by \( v \rightarrow e_p \) pasting rules \( \{(v_1,e_3), (v_2,e_2), (v_3,e_1)\} \).

The tetrahedral tile \( B \) can be glued with \( A \) by \( v \rightarrow e_p \) pasting rules \( \{(a,e_3), (b,e_2), (c,e_1)\} \). The tetrahedral tile \( B \) can be glued with \( B \) by \( v \rightarrow e_p \) pasting rules \( \{(a,3), (b,2), (c,1)\} \).

Definition 4. A \( e_p \rightarrow v \) pasting rule is a pair \((x, y)\), where \( x \) belongs to the set of edge positions of tetrahedral tiles and \( y \) belongs to the set of vertices of a tetrahedral tile. The pasting rule \((x, y)\) glues the midpoint of edge of a tetrahedral tile with the vertex of another tetrahedral tile.

Example 2. For the two tetrahedral tiles \( A \) and \( B \) given in Example 4, the \( e_p \rightarrow v \) pasting rules for the combinations of tiles \( A \) and \( A \), \( A \) and \( B \), \( B \) and \( A \) and \( B \) and \( B \) are as follows:

(i) \( \{(e_1,v_3), (e_2,v_2), (e_3,v_1)\} \)
(ii) \( \{(e_1,c), (e_2,b), (e_3,a)\} \)
(iii) \( \{(1,v_3), (2,v_2), (3,v_1)\} \)
(iv) \( \{(1,c), (2,b), (3,a)\} \)

Definition 5. The tetrahedral tiles \( A \) and \( B \) can be glued with the special tetrahedral boundary tiles \( e_p \rightarrow v \) by the following \( v \rightarrow e_p \) and \( e_p \rightarrow v \) pasting rules:

(i) \( \{(v_1, e_3), (v_2, e_2), (v_3, e_1)\} \)
(ii) \( \{(a, e_3), (b, e_2), (c, e_1)\} \)
(iii) \( \{(1, v_3), (2, v_2), (3, v_1)\} \)
(iv) \( \{(1, v_1), (2, v_2), (3, v_3)\} \)
Definition 6. A controlled tabled tetrahedral \(v \rightarrow e_p\) \& \(e_p \rightarrow v\) tile pasting system (CTTv \(\rightarrow\) ep \& ep \(\rightarrow\) vTPS) is a 5-tuple \(M = (\Sigma, V, E, P, c, t_0)\) where \(\Sigma\) is a finite set of tetrahedral tiles, \(V\) is a set of vertex labels of base of tetrahedral tiles in \(\Sigma\), \(E\) is a set of edge labels of base of tetrahedral tiles in \(\Sigma\), \(P\) is a finite set of tables \(\{T_1, T_2, \ldots T_k\}\), \(k \geq 1\) and each \(T_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, k\) is \(v \rightarrow e_p\) or \(e_p \rightarrow v\) pasting rules. The rules of the tables are applied in parallel to the respective vertices or edges of the pattern derived in the previous stage. \(C\) is a control language over \(P\) and \(t_0 \in \Sigma^{++}\) is the axiom pattern.

A pattern \(t_j\) is generated from \(t_0\) by applying the control word \(w = w_1w_2\ldots w_j \in C\) if there exists a sequence of derivations \(t_0 \Rightarrow w_1 t_1 \Rightarrow w_2 t_2 \Rightarrow \cdots \Rightarrow w_j t_j\) and is denoted by \(t_0 \Rightarrow_w t_j\).

The set of all patterns generated by the system is \(T(M) = \{t_j \in \Sigma^{++} : t_0 \Rightarrow_c t_j/ j \geq 0\}\). The control language \(C\) may be either regular, context-free or context-sensitive in which case we attach the corresponding control.

Example 3. Consider a CTTv \(\rightarrow\) ep \& ep \(\rightarrow\) vTPS \(M_1 = (\Sigma, V, E, P, C, t_0)\), where

\[
\Sigma = \{\triangle, \square\}, \quad V = \{v_1, v_2, v_3, a, b, c\}, \quad E = \{e_1, e_2, e_3, 1, 2, 3\},
\]

\(P = \{T_1, T_2, T_3, T_4, T_5\}, T_1 = \{(e_1, c), (e_2, b), (e_3, a)\}, T_2 = \{(v_1, e_3), (v_2, e_2), (v_3, e_1)\}, T_3 = \{(2, b), (1, c), (3, a)\}, T_4 = \{(v_3, e_\#), (v_2, e_\#), (v_1, e_\#)\}, T_5 = \{(2, v_\#), (1, v_\#), (3, v_\#)\}, C = \{(T_1T_2)^nT_3T_4T_5/n \geq 1\}.

This system generates a tetrahedral picture language where the tetrahedral tiles along the triads are \(\triangle\) and the tetrahedral tiles in the remaining places are \(\square\).

The first member \(t_1\) by applying the control language \(C\) is shown in the following figure.
Proof. The language of tetrahedral pictures, where the tetrahedral tiles along the triad are \( \Delta \) and the tetrahedral tiles in the remaining places are \( \Delta' \), is a local tetrahedral picture language as given in Example 2, which is also generated by \( CTTv \rightarrow e_p \) \& \( e_p \rightarrow vTPS \) (Example 6).

**Definition 7.** A tetrahedral tile \( v \rightarrow e_p \) \& \( e_p \rightarrow v \) pasting \( P \) system (\( TetTv \rightarrow e_p \) \& \( e_p \rightarrow vPPS \)) \( \pi = (\Sigma, \mu, \{F_1, F_2, \ldots, F_m, R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_m, i_0\}) \) where \( \Sigma \) is a finite set of labeled tetrahedral tiles, \( \mu \) is a membrane structure with \( m \) membranes, labeled in an one-to-one way with \( 1, 2, \ldots, m \); \( F_1, F_2, \ldots, F_m \) are finite sets of three-dimensional tetrahedral picture patterns over tiles of \( \Sigma \) associated with the \( m \) regions of \( \mu \); \( R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_m \) are finite sets of \( v \rightarrow e_p \) and \( e_p \rightarrow v \) pasting rules of the type \( ((x_i, y_i), \text{tar}), 1 \leq i \leq n \) associated with the \( m \) regions of \( \mu \) and \( i_0 \) is the output membrane which is an elementary membrane.

The computation process is similar to the computation process of TetTPPS [11].

**Example 4.** Consider a tetrahedral tile \( v \rightarrow e_p \) \& \( e_p \rightarrow v \) pasting \( P \) system generating tetrahedral picture languages where the tetrahedral tiles along the triad are \( \Delta \) and the tetrahedral tiles in the remaining places are \( \Delta' \).

\[ \pi = (\Sigma, \mu = \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5\}, F_1, F_2, F_3, F_4, F_5, R_1, R_2, R_3, R_4, R_5, 5) \]

where \( \Sigma = \{ \Delta, \Delta', \} \)

\[ F_1 = \Delta, F_2 = F_3 = F_4 = F_5 = \emptyset \]

\[ R_1 = \{ ((e_1, c), \text{here}), ((e_2, b), \text{here}), ((e_3, a), \text{in}) \} \]

\[ R_2 = \{ ((v_1, e_3), \text{here}), ((v_2, e_2), \text{here}), ((v_3, e_1), \text{in}), ((v_3, e_1), \text{out}) \} \]

\[ R_3 = \{ ((v_1, e_3), \text{here}), ((v_2, e_2), \text{here}), ((v_3, e_1), \text{in}) \} \]

\[ R_4 = \{ ((v_3, e_\#), \text{here}), ((v_2, e_\#), \text{here}), ((v_1, e_\#), \text{in}), ((v_1, e_\#), \text{here}), ((2, v_\#), \text{here}), ((1, v_\#), \text{here}), ((3, v_\#), \text{in}) \} \]

\[ R_5 = \emptyset \]

Beginning with the initial object \( F_1 \) in region 1, the pasting rule \( R_1 \) is applied, where the rules in \( R_1 \) are applied in parallel to the boundary edges of the pattern present in region 1. Once the rule \( ((e_3, a), \text{in}) \) is applied, the generated 3D-pattern is sent to the inner membrane 2, and in region 2, the rules of \( R_2 \) are applied in parallel to the vertices of the pattern generated in region 1. If the rule \( ((v_3, e_1), \text{out}) \) is applied, the 3D-picture pattern generated is sent to region 1 and rule \( R_1 \) is applied. Whereas if the rule \( ((v_3, e_1), \text{in}) \) is applied, the 3D-picture pattern generated is sent to the inner membrane 3, and in region 3, the rule \( R_3 \) is applied.
In region 3, if the rule \(((v_3, e_1), \text{in})\) is applied, the 3D-picture pattern generated is sent to the inner membrane 4, and in region 4, the boundary tiles are glued and once the rules \(((v_1, e_\#), \text{in})\) and \(((3, v_\#), \text{in})\) are applied the final tetrahedral picture pattern is sent to membrane 5, wherein the picture pattern is collected, which is the elementary membrane.

**Theorem 3.** The family of tetrahedral picture languages generated by \(\text{TetTv} \to e_p \& e_p \to vPPS\) intersects the family of tetrahedral picture languages generated by \(\text{CTTv} \to e_p \& e_p \to vTPS\).

**Proof.** It is evident from examples 6 and 7.

**Theorem 4.** \(\mathcal{L}(\text{TetTv} \to e_p \& e_p \to vPPS) \cap \text{TrLOC}(v \to e_p) \neq \emptyset\).

**Proof.** It is evident from examples 2 and 6.

## 5 Conclusion

In this paper we have defined domino recognizability of tetrahedral picture languages over the production rule \((v \to e_p)\). It is compared with local and recognizable tetrahedral picture languages. We have proposed \(\text{CTTv} \to e_p \& e_p \to vTPS\) and \(\text{TetTv} \to e_p \& e_p \to vPPS\) and these two systems are compared with local tetrahedral picture languages. This work can also be applied to other production rules of PSFG. Wang recognizability of tetrahedral picture languages can be studied. This is our future work.
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Abstract. China is a country with a large population and a large consumption of grain. It is a very important event to ensure the long-term storage of grain in the granary. Grain temperature has an important impact on grain security. Effective monitoring and prediction of grain temperature is an important means to ensure grain quality. In this paper, neural network is used to predict grain temperature. In the process of experiment, in view of some defects of BP neural network in grain temperature prediction, genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), improved genetic algorithm optimized BP neural network (IGA-BP) and improved particle swarm optimization algorithm optimized BP neural network (IPSO-BP) were put forward to predict grain temperature, so as to improve the prediction accuracy and speed. By comparing the prediction results of the five models, it is concluded that IPSO-BP model can better predict grain temperature.

Keywords: grain temperature prediction · BP neural network · intelligent optimization algorithm

1 Introduction

Food is a country’s strategic material, is also the fundamental for human survival, food affects national security, political stability, economic development and social harmony, so the storage of food is a very important issue. In the long-term storage of grain, temperature is closely related to the phenomena such as heating of grain heap in the granary, grain mildew and microbial reproduction[1]. Effective monitoring and prediction of grain temperature is an important means to ensure grain quality. Since grain is a poor conductor of heat, it is difficult to directly measure the temperature of grain heap[2], and the temperature of grain heap can only be predicted by the temperature, humidity and other factors at different locations of grain barn.

After long-term research by domestic and foreign scholars, there are many methods for grain temperature prediction. As for the application status of numerical simulation in the research of grain storage, Abe T[3] et al. proposed a two-dimensional digital model based on the finite difference method and simulated the change of grain
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warehouse temperature with the external environment temperature during the whole storage period by numerical simulation. And the simulated data and real data can get a good fitting effect. Jian F[4] et al. monitored the temperature and moisture content in a metal silo. Through numerical simulation of the temperature in the metal silo, they confirmed that even in a small silo, there is a large enough temperature gradient to drive the air movement, and that convection may lead to moisture migration. Hammami F[5] et al. simulated the temperature of the grain when the air flow passes through the cylindrical granary, and the final experimental results were basically consistent with other open data. Zhang Qian[6] et al. monitored the temperature in the granary for a long time and recorded the data, and used quadratic function for fitting analysis to obtain the quantitative relationship between the granary temperature and grain temperature. Jin Libing[7] et al. adopted the method of combining underground simulation experiment, engineering experiment and numerical simulation. The change law of grain temperature in underground ecological granary was studied. It was found that underground ecological granary has the advantage of storing grain at constant low temperature, which is beneficial to guarantee grain quality. Wang Yuancheng[8] et al. conducted numerical simulation on the temperature and moisture of the grain pile in the Granary Based on the numerical simulation method. Through the experiment, it was found that the combination of oblique flow and transverse ventilation can better achieve the effect of cooling and moisture retention.

The research of the above scholars has made some achievements in the prediction of grain temperature. Due to the large number of parameters, large amount of calculation and long consumption of time in the prediction model, the prediction accuracy is not high. Therefore, in view of the above problems, this paper proposes BP neural network optimized based on swarm intelligence algorithm to predict grain temperature. The intelligent optimization algorithm and neural network are combined to build a grain heap temperature prediction system, improve the efficiency of grain temperature control, and ensure the grain quality safety in the granary.

2 Introduction of Algorithm

2.1 BP Neural Network

Since all the data sets processed in this experiment are of numerical type, the most basic BP neural network is selected for prediction[9]. Traditional BP neural network is composed of input layer, hidden layer and output layer, and the process is mainly divided into two stages. The first stage is forward propagation, the second stage is back propagation.

2.2 Intelligent Algorithm

As a part of evolutionary computing, Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a computational model simulating Darwin’s Genetic selection and natural selection of biological evolution process[10-11], and is a method to search for the optimal solution by simulating natural evolution process. The algorithm is a way to convert the natural evolution process into mathematical language, and to convert the problem solving process into the
process of biological evolution by using computers. In a word, genetic algorithm is an
elite strategy[12], mainly including selection operator, crossover operator and mutation
operator, through which the optimal individual is selected, that is the optimal solution.

Particle Swarm optimization (PSO) was proposed by Dr. J.Kennedy and Dr. R.c.
Eberhart in 1995[13-14]. Particle swarm optimization (PSO), similar to genetic algo-
rithm (GA), is a bionic algorithm for global random search based on swarm intelli-
gence. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) converges quickly and easily, and only a few
parameters need to be adjusted. It does not need the complex operators such as selec-
tion, crossover and mutation in genetic algorithm, so it has been widely used in various
neighborhoods.

The speed and position update formulae are as follows:

\[ v_{id} = v_{id} + c_1 \times r_1 \times (p_{id} - x_{id}) + c_2 \times r_2 \times (p_{gd} - x_{id}) \]  
\[ x_{id} = v_{id} + x_{id} \]  
(1)  

(2)

\( v_{id} \) represents the velocity of the particle, \( p_{id} \) represents the individual extreme
value, \( p_{gd} \) represents the population extreme value of the population, \( x_{id} \) represents the
position of the particle, \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are learning factors and non-negative constants, \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are random numbers in the range \([0,1]\).

2.3 Improved Intelligent Algorithm

2.3.1 Improved Genetic Algorithm

In genetic algorithms, crossover probability and mutation probability are impor-
tant factors that determine algorithm performance. In the evolutionary process, at the
beginning of the iteration, in order to expand the search range, the crossover proba-
bility of the population should be larger. In the late iteration, in order to avoid falling
into local optimality, a greater probability of variation should be used to generate new
individuals[15]. Therefore, on the basis of the traditional genetic algorithm, this experi-
ment sets an adaptive adjustment mechanism for the crossover probability and mutation
probability respectively. During the experiment, the crossover probability and mutation
probability can be adjusted dynamically to improve the search efficiency of the algo-

The adaptive cross probability formula is established as follows:

\[ p_{cross} = \begin{cases} 
  p_{cmax} - \frac{(p_{cmax} - p_{cmin}) \times (f - f_{avg})}{f_{max} - f_{avg}} & f \leq f_{avg} \\
  0 & f > f_{avg} 
\end{cases} \]  
(3)

Where \( f \) is the fitness value of the current individual, \( f_{avg} \) represents the average
fitness value of all the current individual, \( f_{min} \) represents the minimum fitness value
of all current individual, \( p_{cmax} \) is the maximum crossover probability and \( p_{cmin} \) is the
minimum crossover probability.

The adaptive mutation probability formula is established as follows:

\[ p_{mutation} = \begin{cases} 
  p_{mut} + \frac{(p_{mut} - p_{mutmin}) \times (f - f_{avg})}{f_{max} - f_{avg}} & f \leq f_{avg} \\
  0 & f > f_{avg} 
\end{cases} \]  
(4)
Where \( P_{\text{mmin}} \) represents the minimum probability of variation, \( P_{\text{mmax}} \) represents the maximum probability of variation, \( f \) represents the fitness value of the current individual, \( f_{\text{avg}} \) represents the average fitness value of all current individuals, \( f_{\text{min}} \) represents the minimum fitness value of all current individuals.

### 2.3.2 Improved Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm

The traditional particle swarm optimization algorithm has the defects of slow convergence rate and easy to fall into local optima when it is applied, the researchers have proposed many improved methods[16]. The adaptive \( \omega \) is mainly used to update the speed and position[17]. Inertia weight \( \omega \) is the ability of particles to maintain the inertia of motion and represents the global search ability. In the process of iteration, the value of \( \omega \) should be adjusted according to different periods. Based on the traditional PSO algorithm, this experiment adds the concave function decreasing inertia weight. In addition, this experiment also improved learning factors \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \), which regulate individual learning ability and group learning ability respectively.

The formula for updating \( \omega \) is as follows:

\[
\omega(i) = \omega_{\text{max}} - (\omega_{\text{max}} - \omega_{\text{min}}) \times \left( \left( \frac{i}{T_{\text{max}}} \right)^2 - \left( \frac{i}{T_{\text{max}}} \right)^2 \right) 
\]

(5)

Where \( \omega_{\text{max}} \) represents the maximum value of \( \omega \), \( \omega_{\text{min}} \) represents the minimum value of \( \omega \), \( T_{\text{max}} \) represents the maximum number of iterations, and \( i \) represents the current number of iterations.

The update formula of learning factors \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) is as follows:

\[
\begin{cases}
  c_1 = c_{1\text{max}} - (c_{1\text{max}} - c_{1\text{min}}) \times \sin \left( \frac{i \pi}{2 T_{\text{max}}} \right) \\
  c_2 = c_{2\text{min}} + (c_{2\text{max}} - c_{2\text{min}}) \times \sin \left( \frac{i \pi}{2 T_{\text{max}}} \right)
\end{cases}
\]

(6)

Where \( T_{\text{max}} \) represents the maximum number of iterations, and \( i \) represents the current number of iterations, \( c_{1\text{max}} \) represents the maximum number of \( c_1 \), and \( c_{1\text{min}} \) represents the minimum number of \( c_1 \), and \( c_{2\text{max}} \) represents the maximum number of \( c_2 \), and \( c_{2\text{min}} \) represents the minimum number of \( c_2 \).

### 3 Results Analysis

#### 3.1 Data Source and Model Performance Evaluation

The data in this paper are from the monitoring results of Wuhan National Rice Trading Center Co., Ltd., a total of 162 sets of sample data. In this experiment, mean absolute error (MAE), mean square error (MSE) and root mean square error (RMSE) were used to evaluate the performance of the model. That is:

\[
\text{MAE} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} |X_i - Y_i|
\]

(7)
\[ RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (X_i - Y_i)^2} \] (8)

Where \( X_i \) is the predicted value, \( Y_i \) is the real value, \( N \) and is the number of samples.

The root mean square error (RMSE) is used to reflect the degree of dispersion between the predicted value and the true value of the model. The smaller the RMSE value is, the smaller the dispersion between the predicted value and the true value is, and the higher the accuracy of the prediction result is.

### 3.2 Model Comparative Analysis

The experimental test platform is: Windows 10 and MATLAB R2016a. In the experiment, 162 pieces of data were obtained after processing. Select the first 130 data pieces (80%) as the training set and the last 32 data pieces (20%) as the test set.

![Comparison of prediction results of three models](attachment:image.png)

**Fig. 1.** Comparison of prediction results of three models

It can be seen from the fig 1 that the prediction error of the BP model is very large, which is closely related to the initial weight and threshold value. After optimizing the initial weights and thresholds using an optimization algorithm. As can be seen from the
figure, the prediction results of GA-BP model and PSO-BP model are closer to the true value than those of BP model. The predicted output curve of the model fits better with the actual output curve. It shows that the intelligent algorithm is effective to optimize the BP neural network and can improve the prediction effect of the model.

### Table 1. Prediction results evaluation of BP model, GA-BP model and PSO-BP model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic index</th>
<th>BP model</th>
<th>GA-BP model</th>
<th>PSO-BP model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average absolute error (MAE)</td>
<td>0.39964</td>
<td>0.41129</td>
<td>0.3056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root mean square error (RMSE)</td>
<td>0.48551</td>
<td>0.4713</td>
<td>0.40094</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 1, when the average surface temperature is predicted, the RMSE predicted by the BP model is 0.48551, and the RMSE predicted by GA-BP model is 0.4713, which is 2.93% higher than that of BP model. The RMSE predicted by PSO-BP model is 0.40094, which is 17.42% higher than that of BP model. Therefore, it can be judged that PSO-BP model can predict the average temperature of grain heap surface more accurately.

![Fig. 2. Comparison of prediction results of four models](image)

According to Fig. 2, it can be seen that the prediction results of BP neural network model optimized based on improved intelligent algorithm are closer to the actual value than the traditional BP neural network model optimized based on intelligent algorithm, and the model fitting effect is better.
Table 2. Evaluation of prediction results of four models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic index</th>
<th>GA-BP model</th>
<th>IGA-BP model</th>
<th>PSO-BP model</th>
<th>IPSO-BP model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average absolute error (MAE)</td>
<td>0.41129</td>
<td>0.3102</td>
<td>0.3056</td>
<td>0.20698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root mean square error (RMSE)</td>
<td>0.4713</td>
<td>0.35967</td>
<td>0.40094</td>
<td>0.29295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 2, when GA-BP model predicts the average temperature of grain heap surface, RMSE is 0.4713. When the IGA-BP model was used for prediction, the RMSE was 0.35967, 23.69% higher than GA-BP model; when the PSO-BP model was used for prediction, the RMSE was 0.40094; when the IPSO-BP model was used for prediction, the RMSE was 0.29295, 26.93% higher than PSO-BP model. Therefore, it can be judged that the BP neural network model optimized based on the improved intelligent algorithm can predict the average temperature of the surface layer of grain heap more accurately.

4 Conclusion

The weights and thresholds in BP neural network have obvious influence on the prediction effect of the whole model, so the selection of initial weights is directly related to the convergence speed and error accuracy of the whole algorithm, and is a crucial step. By comparing the five models, the following conclusions are drawn:

1) The BP neural network optimized based on the intelligent optimization algorithm speeds up the convergence rate of the whole model, improves the error accuracy of the model, and can predict grain temperature more effectively.

2) Compared with the traditional intelligent algorithm, the BP neural network model optimized by the improved intelligent algorithm has better prediction effect and is more accurate for the average temperature of grain heap surface;

3) Compared with IGA-BP model, IPSO-BP model is more accurate in predicting the average surface temperature of grain heap, and the predicted value is closer to the real value, indicating that IPSO-BP model is a better method to predict the average surface temperature of grain heap compared with the other four models.
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1 Introduction
Sorting is a common and important operation across Computer Science, including in Membrane Computing [1]. One of the most attractive properties of P systems is the capacity for unbounded parallelism, which has been used well in the past [11]. cP systems [3, 8, 9] combines this with logical pattern matching on associative data objects through multiset unification to enable succinct fixed-size rulesets to solve problems [7]. Motivated by the image processing problem of median filtering [5, Chap. 3.4.1], cP systems rulesets for sorting and statistical operations have been developed. All these operations require fixed-size rulesets and have a time complexity of $O(1)$. None of these rulesets are uniform or semi-uniform families of rules. They need no form of customisation to a particular problem, nor do they rely on any preprocessing. This extended abstract provides a ruleset of just two fixed rules to sort arbitrary numerical sets in a constant time of two steps, which can be followed by one more one-step rule to select an arbitrary nth (such as a median).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th># of rules</th>
<th># of steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum &amp; Maximum</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counting elements</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counting frequency of elements</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorting Sets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorting Multisets into ranges</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorting Multisets with unique identifiers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection over Sets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection over Multisets</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection over Multisets with unique identifiers</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table above summarises our cP models for various statistical operations, listing the name of each and the number of rules and steps it requires — note the boldfaced Sorting Sets and Selection over Sets, briefly presented in the sequel. Currently, these operations focus only on nonempty sets and multisets of natural numbers greater than zero, i.e., a particular case of total ordering, where the order relation can be straightforwardly checked. Statistics such as...
the sum and mean may make little sense in non-numeric contexts, but sorting is more widely applicable. Further research might investigate non-numerical cases of total ordering or scenarios where a more general partial ordering is desirable. Example partial orderings include division-based orders and ordering (potentially non-intersecting) subsets of a given set or multisets over a given alphabet. A good starting point might be to systematise the construction of abstract representations of Hasse diagrams. Added rules to deal with zeros and empty sets are reasonably simple to formulate but dealing with the full range of integers has not been addressed yet. Nor, for that matter, have encompassing sets such as rational numbers or (useful finite approximations of) the entire class of real numbers. A good representation of rational and real numbers in cP systems is an open problem. Something based on Gustafson’s “unums” [6] may be a reasonable starting point.

2 Sorting a Set to Selecting the Median

The two rules needed to sort sets with cP systems are listed below. The final sorted order is found in the second value of each element of a set of indexed r objects. At the start (“step 0”) of the operation, assume the presence in the cP systems top-level cell of an arbitrary nonempty set of numerical s objects. These rules count the occurrence of values strictly less than the current value and add that many copies of the unary digit to the index value for the r object. In each instance, this number plus one is equal to the value’s correct index in the total ordering, thus sorting the values.

\[
\begin{align*}
s_1 & \rightarrow^+ s_2 r(R)(1) \mid s(R) \\
s_2 & r(Y)\{\} \rightarrow^+ s_3 r(Y)\{1\} \mid s(X) \mid X \subset Y
\end{align*}
\]

For example, consider the set \(\{s(6), s(3), s(7), s(2), s(5)\}\). After following the sorting rules, each element of the set has an associated index in the range \([1, |S|]\); \(\{r(6)(4), r(3)(2), r(7)(5), r(2)(1), r(5)(3)\}\). One further rule thus suffices to select the \(n^{th}\) (and therefore the median) value:

\[
s_3 \rightarrow_1 s_4 t(T) \mid r(T)(N) \mid n(N)
\]

For instance, with \(n(3)\), \(t(5)\) is selected. We use an extended version of these rules to implement median filtering on a grid representing an image’s pixels.

3 Related Work

Unlike our cP solutions, all other P systems solutions known to us propose uniform or semi-uniform families of P systems that require preprocessing (sometimes more than linear). Ceterchi and Sburlan gave an overview of approaches to sorting in P systems at the time of their writing [1]. All the discussed approaches are interesting and innovative approaches to sorting that fit themselves to the properties of P systems. In all instances, however, the best results had a linear time complexity in either the number of elements in the multiset to sort or the size of the largest element. More recent work included [4]. The best time complexity among the procedures described there comes from Section 3.3, which describes a method to sort in constant time (three steps). The authors comment,
however, that this relies on “some precomputed resources of size $O(n^2)$.” The cP systems sorting rules need no such preprocessing.

Of course, the field of Membrane Computing is not the only one to have investigated improving the time complexity of parallel sorting. Both [10] and [2] presented highly parallel theoretical implementations of quicksort based on concurrent-read concurrent-write parallel random access machines. These works concluded that their time complexity is on the order $O(\log_2 n)$. It appears that the main limitation of those methods compared to cP systems is that the comparison operation is only performed between pairs of elements in a single step. In contrast, cP systems permits (effectively) an unbounded number of comparisons.
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Abstract. Inspired by the energy function in Boltzmann machine, a new variant of neural membrane system, called spiking neural P systems with energy and threshold (ETSN P systems), is proposed. And assume that the temperature is a constant, it is not going to affect the system. According to the laws of physics, the less energy the system has, the more stable it will be. Therefore, the change of the system will develop towards the direction of less energy. Inspired by this law, the system we proposed has been improved on the firing rules. Extend firing rule with probability. And the connections between neurons are made through synapses, which has weights. In addition, the systems have two kinds of data, input data and threshold.
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According to the Boltzmann machine, the actual output of the neuron will occur according to a probability, and the output can only be in two states: 0 or 1. An important characteristic is that the system is always changing in the direction of less energy, that means the neuron produces values with high probability. In other words, when the probability is greater than 0.5, the output tends to be 1, and When less than 0.5, the output tends to be 0. Therefore, in the ETSN P system, the neuron either produces a spike or produce empty according to the firing rules. The probability function that outputs 1 is

\[ P_j(1) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\sum_i(w_{ij}u_i - b_j)/T}} \]  

(1)

Where \( b_j \) is the threshold of neuron \( j \), and \( u_i \) is the number of spikes from neuron \( i \) to neuron \( j \).

An ETSN P system with degree \( m \geq 1 \) is a construct of the form

\[ \Pi=(O,\sigma_1,\ldots,\sigma_m,W,I_0,syn,in,out) \]  

(2)

Where,

* Corresponding author.
1) \( O = \{a\} \) is the singleton alphabet, \( a \) is the spike.

2) \( \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m \) are neurons, of the form \( \sigma_j = (u_i, b_j, P, R_j) \). Where,
   - \( u_i \geq 0 \in \mathbb{R} \) is the number of spikes which comes from the connected neuron \( \sigma_i \).
   - \( b_j \) is the threshold in neuron.
   - \( P \) is the probability function such as equation (1). It determines whether or not an spike is generated.
   - \( R_j \) is a finite set of rules, with the form \( a^P \rightarrow a^S \). Where \( S \in \{0, 1\} \). If \( S=0 \), the rule can be written as \( a^P \rightarrow \lambda \).

3) \( W \) is the set of weights on synapses. If \( w < 0 \), then synapses are inhibitory synapses. Otherwise, the synapses are excitatory synapses. When \( w = 0 \), there is no connection between neurons.

4) \( I_0 \) is the set of initial states.

5) \( \text{syn} \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \times \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \times W \) are synapses. For each \( (i, j) \in \text{syn} \), \( 1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq j \leq m \), and \( (i, j) \neq (j, i) \).

6) \( \text{in, out} \) denotes the input neuron and output neuron, respectively.
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Abstract. Motivated by some biological considerations, two new variants of spiking neural P systems (SN P systems) are proposed. By considering the length of axons in nervous systems, spiking neural P systems with delay on synapse were proposed, which move the delay time onto synapses. Thus, the spikes leaving a presynaptic neuron could reach the postsynaptic neurons at different moments. By adopting autapses, spiking neural P systems with autapses were proposed. With this special synapses, a neuron can transmit information back to itself. It was proved that both of these two kinds of SN P systems are universal as number generators, and some small universal systems based on the variants in computing functions were constructed.

Keywords: Spiking neural P systems · Delay on synapses · Autapses.

Spiking neural P systems (SN P systems), were proposed as a branch of membrane computing, which are usually represented by directed graphs. SN P systems are restricted to concepts mimicking the transmission of electrical pulses (spikes) among neurons. Over the last 10 years, hundreds of papers have been published focusing on SN P systems. These papers are focus on researching the computation ability of SN P systems in generating and accepting numbers, computing functions, generating languages, and also solving some computationally hard problems and some combinatorial optimization problems. Motivated by biological and mathematical considerations, dozens of variants of SN P systems were explored.

In this year, inspired from some biological observation, we proposed two interesting variants of SN P system, named spiking neural P systems with delay on synapse (SNP-DS systems) [1] and spiking neural P systems with autapses (SNP-AU systems) [2].

1 Spiking Neural P systems with Delay on Synapse

In the human brain there are approximately $86 \times 10^9$ neurons and $10^{15}$ synapses among them. It is worth pointing out the diversity of the axons with respect its length: whereas some axons have a length less than a millimeter, others have a meter or more. Besides, the information travels at different speeds within different neurons. Consequently, spikes leaving a presynaptic neuron reach the
postsynaptic neurons at different moments. Inspired by these biochemical facts, a new kind of computing models, called SNP-DS systems, are introduced in such manner that they incorporate delays (in the form of natural numbers) associated with synapses. In these models, when some spikes are sent from a presynaptic neuron to different postsynaptic neurons, the spikes will arrive to these neurons at certain time instants, depending on the delays associated with them.

**Definition 1** An SNP-DS system with a degree of \( q \geq 1 \), is a tuple \( \Pi = \{O, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_q, \text{syn}, D_{\text{syn}}, \text{in}, \text{out} \} \), where:

1. \( O = \{a\} \) is the singleton alphabet (\( a \) denotes spike);
2. \( \sigma_i = (n_i, R_i) \), \( 1 \leq i \leq q \), where \( n_i \) indicates the number of initial spikes and \( R_i \) denotes the rules, which can be of two types:
   - (a) Spiking/Firing rules: \( E/a^c \rightarrow a^p \), where \( E \in \text{REG}(O) \), the set of regular expressions over \( O \), and \( c, p \) are natural numbers such that \( c \geq 1 \) and \( p \geq 0 \);
   - (b) Forgetting rules: \( E/a^c \rightarrow \lambda \), for some natural number \( c \geq 1 \);
3. \( \text{syn} = \{(i, j) | 1 \leq i, j \leq q \cup \text{environment} \wedge i \neq j \} \);
4. \( D_{\text{syn}} \) is a mapping from \( \text{syn} \) onto the set \( N \) of natural numbers;
5. \( \text{in}, \text{out} \in \{1, 2, \ldots, q\} \).

Unlike the traditional SN P systems, where all the postsynaptic neurons receive spikes at a same instant from their presynaptic neuron, the postsynaptic neurons in SNP-DS systems would receive spikes at different instants, depending on the delay time on the synapses connecting them.

It is proved that the SNP-DS systems are universal as number generators. Two small universal SNP-DS systems, with standard or extended rules, are constructed to compute functions, using 56 and 36 neurons respectively.

### 2 Spiking Neural P systems with Autapses

Autapses are special synapses connecting the axon of a neuron onto itself. Autapses are often observed in cultured neurons, but over the last century they were considered as redundant synaptic connections, seemingly unproductive. However, within the last 10 years, some experiments have started exposing the important role that autapses play in neural networks. Autaptic excitation was found to be important in persistent activities of some neurons. Autapses were also found to inhibit subsequent action potential generation in fast-spiking neurons in the human and rat epileptic neocortex. It was also revealed that autapses promote neuronal responsiveness, burst firing, and coincidence detection in neocortical pyramidal cells. In addition, autapses associated with single neurons can significantly promote synchronization in the network. Consequently, these studies indicate that autapses are functional structures playing an important role in neural systems. Based on the structure and function of autapses, we proposed a new class of computation devices SNP-AU systems.

**Definition 2** An SNP-AU system is defined as the following tuple:

\[ \Pi = \{O, \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m, \text{syn}, \text{in}, \text{out} \}, \]
where:

1. $O = \{a\}$ is the singleton alphabet, with its single symbol $a$ representing a spike;
2. $\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m$, for $1 \leq i \leq m$, denote neurons of the form $\sigma_i = (n_i, R_i)$, with:
   (a) $n_i \geq 0$ indicating the initial spikes stored in $\sigma_i$;
   (b) $R_i$ being the rules assigned to neuron $\sigma_i$, with the form $E/a^c \rightarrow a^p$, where $E \in \text{REG}(O)$ ($\text{REG}(O)$ denotes the regular expression over the singleton alphabet $O$) and $c \geq p \geq 0$ (with $c$ and $p$ denoting the number of spikes consumed and produced, respectively, by using the spiking rule);
3. $\text{syn} \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \times \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \times K$ represents the synapses among neurons, including autapses for some of such neurons; all the synapses will be of the form $(i, j, k)$, with $1 \leq i, j \leq m$ (with $i = j$ in the case of autapses) and $k \in K$ (with $K$ representing the set of number of synapses, and $k$ representing the number of synapses from neuron $\sigma_i$ to neuron $\sigma_j$, being such number of synapses from $i$ to $j$ equal to 1 if $i \neq j$ (regardless of $k$), and $k$ if $i = j$);
4. $\text{in}$ denotes the input neuron;
5. $\text{out}$ denotes the output neuron.

For the SNP-AU systems proposed, a synapse can connect the axon and a dendrite of the same neuron. This means that a synapse with the form $(i, j)$ would allow $i = j$; that is, a neuron can transmit information back to itself (i.e., self-stimulation).

Statistically, every randomly chosen pair of nearby excitatory neurons has between 1 and 6 synaptic connections, and between 4 and 5 ones for inhibitory basket neurons. Something similar happens to autapses. In this way, the neurons in SNP-AU systems could have more than one autapse. Therefore, with one autapse, a neuron can preserve the number of its inner spikes constant after firing a rule sending one spike, given the fact that the spike could also come back to such neuron using its autapse. On the other hand, by including more autapses in the same neuron, the number of spikes contained in the neuron can grow, with the rule generating more spikes (through its autapses) than the ones previously stored.

We proved that SNP-AU systems can generate Turing-computable numbers, through the simulation of the modules of universal register machines. This result improves significantly the results given by classical SNP systems in terms of the number of neurons and rules, while preserving simplicity and power to a reasonable extent. Moreover, we construct an SNP-AU system using 53 neurons, proving its universality for computing functions.
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In organisms, only red blood cells do not have enzymes, and other living cells have enzymes, and nerve cells (or neurons) are no exception. Pavel et al. [1] proposed an Enzyme Numerical P System (ENPS) in 2010, but its structure and rules do not apply to the SN P system. This work is based on the following biological facts, that is, neurotransmitters are synthesized by specific synthase in neurons. From this perspective, a new SN P system is proposed, called the Enzymatic SN P system (ESNP). Different from the traditional SN P system, ESNP has two objects: pulse and enzyme, and the number of enzymes controls the number of reactions.

The proposed ESNP structure is as follows.

\[
\Pi = (O, \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_m, syn, in, out)
\]

Where:

1. \(O = \{a, e\}\) defines the object alphabet (\(a\) stands for spike and \(e\) stands for enzyme).
2. \(\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_m\) represent \(m\) neuron cells, \(\sigma_i = (a_i, e_i, R_i)\), \(1 \leq i \leq m\), where
   a. \(a_i\) and \(e_i\) represent the initial spike and enzyme in the neuron \(\sigma_i\) respectively.
   b. \(R_i\) represents a finite set of rules.
3. \(syn \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \times \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}\) represents the synaptic connection between neurons.
4. \(in, out \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}\) correspond to the input and output neurons of the system, respectively.
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Abstract. The evolutionary communication spiking neural P system (ECSNP) is a variant of the spiking neural P system (SNP), which is used to describe the integration-fire behavior of neurons and the distribution of spikes generated, and to describe a mechanism of information conversion between neurons. In addition, the processes that occur in living cells, including the manipulation of matter, energy, and information, can be considered as computational processes. So far, almost all material evolution has been captured in the P system through the method of object evolution. However, energy as an implicit condition drives information transmission, and studies have found that neurons themselves carry energy. In this paper, we use $e$ to quantify energy, and a new system, called evolution communication spiking neural P systems with energy on neurons (ECSN Pe), is proposed. Evolution rules release energy while achieving integrate-and-fire behavior of neurons. The execution of communication rules is driven by energy and consumes energy. The computing power of the new system has been proven.

Keywords: spiking neural P system, evolutionary-communication, energy, universality

1 ECSN Pe systems

The new system (ECSN Pe system) of degree $m \geq 1$ is a construct:

$$H = \langle O, \sigma_1, \sigma_2, ..., \sigma_m, syn, \text{in}, \text{out} \rangle$$ (1)

where

1. $O = a$ is the singleton alphabet of a unique object $a$, which is usually called a spike;
2. $\sigma_1, \sigma_2, ..., \sigma_m$ are neurons, of the form $\sigma_i = (n_i, R_i)$, for each $1 \leq i \leq m$, where

* Corresponding author: Xiyu Liu
a) $n_i \geq 0$ refers to the quantity of spikes placed in neuron $\sigma_i$ in the initial state;
b) $R_i$ refers to a set of rules, each rule has one of the following two forms:
   (i) spike-evolution rules:
   
   $$E[A^r] \rightarrow A^s e^t$$

   where $E$ is a regular expression over $O$, $r \leq 1$, $s \geq 0$, $t \leq 1$ and $r \geq s$, $e^t$ represents the energy released by the rule;
   (ii) spike-communication rules:
   
   $$(a^p, go, e^q)$$

   for some $p \geq 1, q \geq 1$, $e^q$ represents the energy consumed by the rule;

3. $\text{syn} \in 1, ..., m \times 1, ..., m$ is a synaptic expression, for any $(i, j) \in \text{syn}$, $1 \leq i, j \leq m$, $i \neq j$;

4. $\text{in}$, $\text{out}$ indicate the input and output neurons of the system, respectively.
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Abstract Membrane computing is a biological computational model with great potential in distributed and parallel computing, inspired by the membrane structure of living cells. As so far, membrane computing is mainly used to deal with deterministic information. But in fact, problems in real life often become uncertain due to lack of definite information or based on dynamic information. Therefore, the rough set membrane computing is proposed. In this paper, we introduce the basic concept of rough set membrane computing firstly. Then we summarize the recent years’ research progress of rough set membrane computing in two aspects: theoretical research, application research. Finally, the paper gives the existing problems and research prospect of rough set membrane computing.
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Wu et al.\([1]\) inspired by the numerical properties of Numerical P (NP) systems\([2]\), and combined NP systems and SN P systems for the first time and proposed Numerical Spiking Neural P (NSN P) systems. At the end of this article, it is mentioned that the semantics of the production function and the repartition protocol in NSN P systems are different from those in NP systems, which means that the NSN P system is not a NP system with a directed graph structure. Therefore, this paper proposes numerical P systems of directed graph structure with threshold and plasticity.

\[ \Pi = (\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_m, \text{syn}, \text{in}, \text{out}) \]

where

1) \( \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_m \) are neurons of the form \( \sigma_i = (\theta_i, \text{Var}_i, \text{Pr}_i, \text{Var}_i(0)), 1 \leq i \leq m \), where

a) \( \theta_i \) is the threshold of neuron \( \sigma_i \);

b) \( \text{Var}_i = \{x_{q,i} | 1 \leq q \leq k_i\} \) is a set of variables in neuron \( \sigma_i \);

c) \( \text{Var}_i(0) = \{x_{q,i}(0) | x_{q,i}(0) \in \mathbb{R}, 1 \leq q \leq k_i\} \) refers to the set of initial values of the variables \( x_{q,i} \) in set \( \text{Var}_i \);\n
\( \quad \) d) \( \text{Pr}_i \) is a finite set of programs associated with neuron \( \sigma_i \). Program \( l \) from neuron \( \sigma_i \) has the following two forms:

- General form: \( pr_{l,i} = F_{l,i}(x_{1,i}, \ldots, x_{k,i}) \), where \( F \) is called “production function”.

- Plasticity form: \( pr_{l,i} = F_{l,i}(x_{1,i}, \ldots, x_{k,i}) \rightarrow \alpha k(i, N_j), \alpha \in \{+, -, \pm, \mp\}, k \geq 1, 1 \leq j \leq m, \text{ and } N_j \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \).

2) \( \text{syn} \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \times \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} \) are synapses between neurons, for each \( (i, j) \in \text{syn}, 1 \leq i, j \leq m, \text{ and } i \neq j \).

\(*\) Corresponding author Xiyu Liu, xyliu@sdnu.edu.cn. Research is supported by the Natural Science Foundation of China(No. 61170038), the Natural Science Foundation of Shandong Province(No.ZR2011FM001)
3) \( \text{in, out} \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \) indicate the input and output neurons respectively.

Each neuron in DGNP-TP systems contains a threshold \( \theta \), only when the production value of the production function in the neuron is not less than the threshold, the neuron will fire. Taking neuron \( \sigma_i \) as an example, if the production value \( pr_{l,i}(t) = F_{l,i}(x_{1,i}(t), \ldots, x_{k_i,i}(t)) \) of neuron \( \sigma_i \) at time \( t \) is not less than threshold \( \theta_i \), then neuron \( \sigma_i \) will fire at time \( t \).

For a plasticity program \( pr_{l,i} = F_{l,i}(x_{1,i}, \ldots, x_{k_i,i}) \rightarrow \alpha k(i, N_j), \alpha \in \{+,-,\pm,\mp\} \), the part on the right of \( \rightarrow \) is called “repartition protocol”, \( N_j \) is a set of neurons, and neuron \( \sigma_i \) can connect to neurons in \( N_j \) (synapse creation) or not (synapse deletion), which depends on \( \alpha \) and \( k \).

For \( \alpha \) and \( k \), we intend to use \( \alpha \) and \( k \) in spiking neural P systems with structural plasticity.
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Abstract: Artificial neural network abstracts the human brain neuron network from the perspective of information processing. It is a computing model composed of a large number of interconnected nodes. Similarly, the Tissue-like P system regards cells as the vertices of the graphics in the system, which is a type of parallel computing model. In cell biology, molecules move from high concentration to low concentration on the membrane, and the osmotic pressure of the extracellular fluid refers to the attraction of solute particles in the solution. Inspired by this biological knowledge, we introduced the concept of penetration rate and proposed a tissue neural P system (TNP System) based on the general model of artificial neural networks (Fig 1). We proved the universality of the TNP system. In addition, we also proved that the proposed organization P system can solve the SAT problem.

![Figure 1: the general model of artificial neural network](image)

The structure of the Tissue Neural P system (TNP System) based on the general model of the neural network is as follows:

\[ \Pi = (O, b, \varepsilon, M_0, ... M_q, P_r, R(i, j), i_{out}) \]

- \( O \) is the alphabet, which contains all objects in the system;
- \( b \) is the threshold;
- \( \varepsilon \subseteq O \) is the alphabet of objects that originally existed in the environment;
- \( M_i, 1 \leq i \leq q \) is a multi-set of objects that exist in cell q at the initial time;
- \( P_r \) is the penetration rate equivalent to the weight in the artificial neural network;
- \( R(i, j) \) is the set of symport rules;
  - Symport rule \((s, u/\lambda, s')\)
  - Activation rule \( \begin{cases} 1, \sum P_r x_i < b \\ 0, \sum P_r x_i \geq b \end{cases} \)
- \( i_{out} \) is the output region
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